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STRABO’S GEOGRAPHY.

BOOK VIII.

EUROPE CONTINUED. GREECE.

SUMMARY.

The remaining parts of Macedonia are considered, and the whole of Greece
;

on this the author dwells some time on account of the great reputation
of the country. He corrects minutely, and clears up, the confused and
vague accounts respecting the cities contained therein, given by poets and
historians, and especially in the Catalogue and in many other parts of the
Poem.

CHAPTER I.

1. After having described as much of the western parts

of Europe as is comprised within the interior and exterior

seas, and surveyed all the barbarous nations which it contains,

as far as the Don 1 and a small part of Greece, [namely,
Macedonia,] 2 we propose to give an account of the remainder
of the Ilelladic geography. Homer was the first writer on
the subject of geography, and was followed by many others,

some of whom composed particular treatises, and entitled them
“ Harbours,” “ Voyages,” “ Circuits of the Earth,”3 or gave them
some name of this kind, and these comprised the description

of the Ilelladic country. Some, as Ephorus and Polybius,

included in their general history a separate topography of

the continents; others, as Posidonius and Hipparchus, intro-

duced matter relating to geography in their writings on
physical and mathematical subjects.

It is easy to form an opinion of the other writers, but the

poems of Homer require critical consideration, both because
he speaks as a poet, and because he describes things not as

1 The ancient Tanai.s. 2 These words are interpolated. Casaubon.
3

\ifikvtQy irtpi'jrXoi, irtpioboi yijg.

BVOL. II.
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they exist at present, but as they existed anciently, and the

greater part of which have been rendered obscure by time.
c

Yie must however undertake this inquiry as far as we are

able beginning from the point where our description ended.

It ended with an account of the Epirolic and Illyrian nations

on the west and north, and of Macedonia as far as Byzantium

After the Epirote and Illyrn follow the Acarnane?, the

JEtoli, the Locri-Ozolse, then the Phocaeenses and Bceoti,

Grecian nations. Opposite to these on the other side of the

strait is Peloponnesus, which comprises the Gulf of Corinth,

interposed between, and determining the figure of the latter,

from which it also receives its own. Next to Macedonia

are the Thessalians,4 extending as far as the Maliensesy and

the other nations, situated on both sides of the isthmus.

2. There are many Greek tribes, but the chief people are

equal in number to the Greek dialects with which w e are

acquainted, namely, four. Of these, the Ionic is the same as

the ancient Attic
;
(for Iones was the former name of the in-

habitants of Attica; from thence came the Iones who settled

in Asia, 6 and use the dialect now called Ionic ;)
the Doric was

the same as the iEolic dialect, for all the people on the other

side of the isthmus except the Athenians, the Megareans, and

the Dorians about Parnassus, are even now called Bohans

;

it is probable that the Dorians, from their being a small

nation, and occupying a most rugged country, and from want

of intercourse [with the iEolians], no longer resemble that

people either in language or customs, and, although of the

same race, have lost all appearance of affinity. It was the

same with the Athenians, who inhabiting a rugged country

with a light soil, escaped the ravages of invaders. As they

always occupied the same territory, and no enemy attempted to

expel them, nor had any desire to take possession of it them-

selves, on this account they were, according to Thucydides,

regarded as Autochthones, or an indigenous race. T his was

1 The territory of the Acarnanes is still called C-amia, south of the

Gulf of Arta. The rest of the countries mentioned by Strabo no longer

retain the ancient divisions, Bceotia is the modern Livadhia. G.
- The Gulf of Lepanto. 3 Makedunea.
4 The ancient Thessaly is the modern Ylakea.
5 The neighbourhood of the Gulf of Zcitun—the ancient Maliac Gulf.

0 In Asia Minor, and founded the cities Miletus, Smyrna, Phocaea, &c.
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probably the reason, although they were a small nation, why
they remained a distinct people with a distinct dialect.

It was not in the parts only on the other side of the isthmus,

that the iEolian nation was powerful, but those on this side

also were formerly vEolians. They were afterwards inter-

mixed first with Ionians who came from Attica, and got pos-

session of iEgialus, 1 and secondly with Dorians, who under
the conduct of the Heracleidas founded Megara and many of

the cities in the Peloponnesus. TheTones were soon expelled

by the Achaei, an JEolian tribe ; and there remained in Pelo-
ponnesus the two nations, the TEolic and the Doric. Those
nations then that had little intercourse with the Dorians used
the TEolian dialect. (This was the case with the Arcadians
and Eleians, the former of whom were altogether a mountain
tribe, and did not share in the partition of the Peloponnesus

;

the latter were considered as dedicated to the service of
the Olympian Jupiter, and lived for a long period in peace,

principally because they were of iEolian descent, and had
admitted into their country the army of Oxylus, about the time
of the return of the IJeracleidae. 2

) The rest used a kind of
dialect composed of both, some of them having more, others

less, of the iEolic dialect. Even at present the inhabitants of
different cities use different dialects, but all seem to Dorize,

or use the Doric dialect, on account of the ascendency of that

nation.

Such then is the number of the Grecian nations, and thus
in general are they distinguished from each other.

I shall resume my account of them, and describe each
nation in their proper order.

3. According to Ephorus, Acarnania is the commencement
of Greece on the west, for it is the first country which lies

contiguous to the Epirotic nations. As this author follows

the coast in his measurements, and begins from thence, con-
sidering the sea the most important guide of topographical

description, (for otherwise he might have placed the beginning
of Greece in Macedonia and Thessaly,) so ought I, observing

1 The word .TSgialus (AlyiaXos) signifies sea-shore. The name was
given to this part of the Peloponnesus (afterwards called Achaia) from
the towns being situated generally along the coast. Others, however, give
a different explanation to the word.

2 1113 before the Christian era. G.

b 2
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the natural character of places, to keep in view the sea as a

mark by which I should direct the course of my description.

The sea coming from Sicily spreads itself on one side

towards the Corinthian Gulf, and on the other forms a large

peninsula, the Peloponnesus, united to the main-land by a

narrow isthmus.
^

The two largest bodies of country in Greece are that within

the isthmus, and that without the isthmus, [extending to the

mouths of the river Peneius]. That within the isthmus is how-

ever larger, and more celebrated. The Peloponnesus is, as it

were, the acropolis or citadel of all Greece ; and all Greece in

a manner holds the chief or leading position in Europe. For

independently of the fame and power of the nations which

inhabited it, the position itself of the places in it suggests

this superiority. One site succeeds another diversified with

numerous most remarkable bays, and large peninsulas.
^

The

first of these peninsulas is the Peloponnesus, closed in by

an isthmus of forty stadia in extent. The second compre-

hends the first, and has an isthmus reaching from Pag® in

Megaris to Nisrea, which is the naval arsenal of the Megare-

ans; the passage across the isthmus from sea to sea is 120

stadia.

The third peninsula also comprises the latter. Its isthmus

extends from the farthest recess of the Crissrean Gull to

Thermopylae. The line supposed to be drawn between these

is about 508 stadia in length, including within it the whole

of Boeotia, and cutting Phocis and the country of the

Epicnemidii obliquely. The fourth peninsula has the isthmus

extending from the Ambracian Gull through Mount Gita

and Traclinia to the Maliac Gulf and Thermopylae, about

800 stadia.

There is another isthmus of more than 1000 stadia reach-

ing from the same Gulf of Ambracia, and passing through

the country of the Thessalians and Macedonians to the recess

of the Thermaean Gulf.

The succession of peninsulas furnishes a convenient order

to be followed in describing the country.

We must beAn from the smallest, as being also the most

famous of these peninsulas. 1

1 Taking the reverse order in which these peninsulas are described,

the fifth and last contains all the rest, the lourth all but the difference
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CHAPTER II.

1. The Peloponnesus resembles in figure the leaf of a plane
tree. 1 Its length and breadth are nearly equal, each about
1400 stadia. The former is reckoned from west to east, that
is, from the promontory Chelonatas through Olympia and the
territory Megalopolitis to the isthmus ; the latter from south
to north, or from Mali* though Arcadia to Hvnuin.
The circumference, according to Polybius, exclusive of the

circuit of the bays, is 4000 stadia. Artemidorus however
adds to this 400 stadia, and if we include the measure of the
bays, it exceeds 5600 stadia. We have already said that the
isthmus at the road where they draw vessels over-land from
one sea to the other is 40 stadia across.

2. Eleians and Messenians occupy the western side of this

peninsula. Their territory is washed by the Sicilian Sea.

They possess the coast also on each side. Elis bends towards
the north and the commencement of the Corinthian Gulf as

far as the promontory Araxus, 2 opposite to which across the
strait is Acarnania

; the islands Zacynthus, 3 Cephallenia, 4

Ithaca, 3 and the Echinades, to which belongs Dulichium, lie

in front of it. The greater part of Messenia is open to the
south and to the Libyan Sea as far as the islands Thyrides
near Ttenarum.6

Next to Elis, is the nation of the Achaai looking towards
the north, and stretching along the Corinthian Gulf they
terminate at Sicyonia. Then follow Sicyon 7 and Corinth,
extending as far as the isthmus. Next aftdr Messenia are

between the fourth and fifth, and so on in order until we come to the Pe-
loponnesus, properly so called, which is thus the least of the peninsulas.
Strabo himself seems to admit the term peninsula to be impropeily ap-
plied to these subdivisions, by first describing Greece to be divided into
two great bodies, viz. that within and that without the Isthmus of Cor-
inth.

1 For the same reason, at a subsequent period, it obtained the name of
Morea, in Greek (Mopsa) which signifies mulberry, a species or variety
of which tree bears leaves divided into five lobes—equal in number to the
five principal capes of the Peloponnesus. See book ii. ch. i. 30.

2 Cape Papa. 3 Zante. 4 Cephalonia. 4 Theaki.
8 Cape Matapan. 7 Basilico.
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Laconia and Argeia, which latter country also reaches as far

as the isthmus. .

The bays of the Peloponnesus are the Messeniae. th , L -

conian,2 a third the Argolic,8 and a fourth the Hernnomc

or the Saronic,5 which some writers call the Salamintac bay

.

Some of these bays are supplied by the Libyan, others jy

the Cretan and Myrtoan Seas. Some call even the Saronic

Gulf a sea. In the middle of Peloponnesus is Arcadia, h ing

contiguous to all the other nations.
, c ,

3. The Corinthian Gulf begins from the mouths of the

Evenus, 6 (some say from the mouths of the Achelous, which

is the boundary between the Acarnanes and JEtolij and from

the promontory Araxus. For there the shores on both sides

first begin to contract, and have a considerable inclination

towards each other ;
as they advance farther onwards they

nearly meet at Rhium 8 and Antirrhium, 9 leaving a channel of

only about 5 stadia between them.

.

Rhium is a promontory of Achaia, it is low, and bends in-

wards like a sickle, (indeed it has the name of Drepanum or

the Sickle,) and lies between Patne 10 and ^Egium, 11 on it there

is a temple of Neptune. Antirrhium is situated on the con-

fines of iEtolia and Locris. It is called Rhium Molycrium.

From this point the sea-shore again parts in a moderate de-

gree on each side, and advancing into the Crissman Gulf, ter-

minates there, being shut in by the western boundaries of

Boeotia and Megaris.

The Corinthian Gulf is 2230 stadia in circuit from the

river Evenus to the promontory Araxus ;
and it we reckon

from the Achelous, it would be increased by about 100 stadia.

The tract from the Achelous to the Evenus is occupied by

Acarnanians ; next are the JEtoli, reaching to the Cape An-

tirrhium. The remainder of the country, as tar as the isthmus,

is occupied by Phocis, Boeotia, and by Megaris, it extends

1118 stadia.

The sea from Cape Antirrhium as far as the isthmus is

[the Crissoean Gulf, but from the city Creusa it is called the.

Sea of] Alcyonis, and is a portion of the Crissasan Gulf. 12

1 Gulf of Ooron. 3 Gulf of Colochina.
3 Gulf of Napoli.

Gulf of Castri. s Gulf of Egina. 6 Fidari. 7 Aspropotamo.

8 Drepano. 9 Castle of Roumelia. 10 Patras.
11 Vostitza.

la The words in brackets are inserted according to the suggestion of
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From the isthmus to the promontory Araxus is a distance of

1030 stadia.

Such in general then is the nature and extent of the Pelo-

ponnesus, and of the country on the other side of the strait up

to the farther recess of the gulf. Such also is the nature of

the gulf between both.

We shall next describe each country in particular, begin-

ning with Elis.

CHAPTER III.

1 . At present the whole sea-coast lying- between the Achasi

and Messenii is called Eleia, it stretches into the inland parts

towards Arcadia at Pholoe, and the Azanes, and Parrliasii.

Anciently it was divided into several states ; afterwards

into two, Elis of the Epeii, and Elis under Nestor, the son of

Neleus. As Homer says, who mentions Elis of the Epeii by

name,
“Sacred Elis, where the Epeii rule.”

The other he calls Pylus subject to Nestor, through which, he

says, the Alpheius flows :

“ Alpheius, that flows in a straight line through the land of the Pylians.” 2

The poet was also acquainted with a city Pylus
;

“ They arrived at Pylus, the well-built city of Neleus.” 3

The Alpheius however does not flow through nor beside the

city, but another river flows beside it, which some call

Pamisus, others Amathus, from which Pylus seems to be

termed Emathoeis, but the Alpheius flows through the Eleian

territory.

2. Elis, the present city, was not yet founded in the time

of Homer, but the inhabitants of the country lived in villages.

It wa 3 called Coele [or Hollow] Elis, from the accident of its

locality, for the largest and best part of it is situated in a

hollow. It was at a late period, and alter the Persian war,

that the people collected together out of many demi, or

Groskurd. The Gulf of Corinth is, in other passages, called by Strabo

the Crissaean Gulf.
1 Od. xv. 298. 2 II. v. 545. 3 Od. iii. 4.
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burghs, into one city. And, with the exception of a few, the

other places in the Peloponnesus which the poet enumerates

are not to be called cities, but districts. Each contained several

assemblages of demi or burghs, out of which the tamous

cities were afterwards formed, as Mantineia in Arcadia, which

was furnished with inhabitants from five burghs by Algim •

Tegea from nine ;
Hertea from as many during the reign of

Cleombrotus, or Cleonymus; iEgium out of seven, or eight;

Patrce out of seven ;
Dyme out of eight ; thus Elis also was

formed out of the surrounding burghs. The demus of the

Agriades was one of those added to it. The Peneius 1 flows

through the city by the Gymnasium, which the Eleii con-

structed long after the countries which were subject to Nestor

had passed into their possession.

3. These were the Pisatis, of which Olympia is a part, and

Triphylia, and the territory of the Caucones. The Triphylii

had their name from the accident of the union of three tribes ;

of the Epeii, the original inhabitants ; of the Minyae, who
afterwards settled there ;

and last of all of the Eleii. who
made themselves masters of the country. Instead of the Minyae

some writers substitute Arcadians, who had frequently dis-

puted the possession of the territory, whence Pylus had the

epithet Arcadian as well as Triphvlian. Homer calls all this

tract as far as Messene by tbe name of Pylus, the name of the

city. The names of the chiefs, and of their abodes in the

Catalogue of the Ships, show that Ccele Elis, or the Hollow

Elis, was distinct from the country subject to Nestor.

I say this on comparing the present places with Homer’s

description of them, for we must compare one with the other

in consideration of the fame of the poet, and our being bred

up in an acquaintance with his writings ; and every one will

conclude that our present inquiry is rightly conducted, if

nothing is found repugnant to his accounts of places, which
have been received with the fullest reliance on their credi-

bility and his veracity.

We must describe these places as they exist at present, and

as they are represented by the poet, comparing them together

as far as is required by t lie design of this work.
4. The Araxus is a promontory of Eleia situated on the

north, 60 stadia from Dyme, an Achaian city. This promontory
1 Igliaco.
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we consider the commencement of the coast of Eleia. Pro-
ceeding thence towards the west is Cyllene, 1 the naval arsenal

of the Eleii, from whence is an ascent of 120 stadia to the pre-

sent city. This Cyllene Homer mentions in these words,

“ Cyllenian Otus, chief of the Epeii,”

for he would not have given the title of chief of Epeii to one
who came from the Arcadian mountain of this name. It is a

village of moderate size, in which is preserved the HSsculapius

of Colotes, a statue of ivory, of admirable workmanship.
Next to Cyllene is the promontory Chelonatas, 2 the most

westerly point of the Peloponnesus. In front of it there is a

small island and shoals on the confines of Hollow Elis, and the

territory of the Pisatas. From hence [Cyllene] to Cephallenia

is a voyage of not more than 80 stadia. Somewhere on the

above-mentioned confines is the river Elisson, or Elissa.

5. Between the Chelonatas and Cyllene the river Peneius
empties itself, and that also called by the poet Selleis, which
flows from the mountain Pholoe. On this river is situated

Ephvra, a city to be distinguished from the Thesprotian,

Thessalian, and Corinthian Ephyras
; being a fourth city of

this name, situated on the road leading to the Lasion sea-

coast, and which may be either the same place as Boeonoa,

(for it is the custom to call CEnoe by this name,) or a city

near this, distant from Elis 120 stadia. This Ephyra seems
to be the reputed birth-place of Astyochea, the mother of Tle-

polemus, the son of Hercules,

“Whom Hercules brought from Ephyra, from the river Selleis;” 3

(for this was the principal scene of the adventures of Her-
cules ; at the other places called Ephyra, there is no river

Selleis;) hence came the armour of Meges,

“ Which Phyleus formerly brought from Ephyra, from the river Selleis;” 4

from this Ephyra came also mortal poisons. For Minerva

says, that Ulysses went to Ephyra
“ In search of a mortal poison wherewith to anoint his arrows :” 5

And the suitors say of Telemachus ;

“ Or he will go to the rich country of Ephyra to bring back poison de-

structive of our lives.” 8

1 Chiarenza, in ruins. 2 Cape Tornese. 3
II. ii. 650.

4
II. xv. 531. 3 Od. i. 261. 0 Od. ii. 328.

.
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And Nestor introduces the daughter of Augeas, king of the

Epeii, in his account of the war with that people, as one who

administered poisons

:

“ I first slow a man. 1 Mulius, a brave soldier. He was son-in-iaw of

Augeas
;
he had married his eldest daughter ;

she was acquainted with

all the poisons which the earth brings forth."’

There is also near Sicyon a river, Selleis, and a village of

the name of Ephyra near it ;
and a village Ephyra in the

territory of Agraea in ^ZEtolia, the people of which are called

Ephyri. There are also other Ephyri among the Berrhasbi

near Macedonia, who are Crannonians, 2 and the Thesprotic

Ephyri of Cichyrus, which was formerly called Ephyra.
6.* Apollodorus, when he informs us in what manner the

poet usually distinguishes places with the same names, as

Orchomenus for instance, designating that in Arcadia by the

epithet, “abounding with sheep;” the Boeotian Orchomenus,

as “Minyeius;” by applying to Samos the term Thracian,

and adds,
“ Between Samos and Imbros,” 3

to distinguish it from Ionian Samos ; so he says the Thes-

protic Ephyra is distinguished from others by the words, “ at

a distance,” and “ from the river Selleis.” This does not

agree with what Demetrius of Scepsis says, from whom he

borrows most of his information. For Demetrius does not

say that there is a river Selleis in Tkesprotia, but in Elis,

near the Thesprotic Ephyra, as I have said before.

What he says also about CEchalia requires examination,

where he asserts that the city of Eurytus of CEchalia is the

only city, when there is more than one city of that name. It

is therefore evident that he means the Thessalian city men-

tioned by Homer

:

“ And they who occupied CEchalia, the city of Eurytus, the CEchalian.” 4

What city, then, is that on the road from which “ Thamyris

• II. xi. 738.

I read oi kcii , as Meineke suggests, but the whole passage from “ there

is ” to “ Ephyra,” is, as he also remarks, probably an interpolation. Strabo

has already enumerated four cities of the name of Ephyra, viz the Eliac,

the Thesprotic, the Corinthian, and the Thessalian
;
yet here two others

are presented to our notice, the Sicyonian and the zEtolian, ot which

Strabo makes no mention in his account of zEtolia and Sicyonia.
3

II. x,\iv. 7S. 4
11. ii. 730.
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the Thracian was met by the Muses, and deprived of the

power of song,” for he says,

“ Coming from CEchalia, from the dwelling of Eurytus, the CEchalian.’’ 1

If this were the city in Thessaly, the Scepsian is mistaken in

mentioning some city in Arcadia, which is now called Andania.

If he is not mistaken, still the Arcadian CEchalia is said to

be the city of Eurytus, so that there is not one city only of

that name, although Apollodorus asserts that there is but one.

7. There existed between the mouths of the Peneius and

the Selleis near Scollis, a Pylus, not the city of Nestor, but

another of that name, having nothing in common with that

on the Alpheius, nor even with that on the Pamisus, or, if

we must so call it, the Amathus, Some writers, through their

solicitude for the fame and noble descent of Nestor, give a

forced meaning to these words. Since there are three places

in Peloponnesus of the name of Pylus, (whence the saying

originated,

“ There is a Pylus in front of Pylus, and still there is another Pylus,”)

namely, this and the Lepreatic Pylus in Triphylia, and a

third, the Messeniac near Coryphasium, 2 the advocates tor

each place endeavour to show that the river in his own coun-

try is (Emathois) i)/ja66tic, or sandy, and declare that to be

the country of Nestor.

The greater number of other writers, both historians and

poets, say, that Nestor was a Messenian, assigning as his birth-

place the Pylus, which continued to exist to their times.

Those, however, who adhere to Homer and follow his poem as

their guide, say, that the Pylus of Nestor is where the terri-

tory is traversed by the Alpheius. Now this river passes

through the Pisatis and Triphylia. The inhabitants ot the

Hollow Elis were emulous of the same honour respecting the

Pylus in their own country, and point out distinctive marks,

as a place called Gerenus, and a river Geron, and another

river Geranius, and endeavour to confirm this opinion by

pretending that Nestor had the epithet Gerenius from these

places.

The Messenians argue in the very same manner, but ap-

1
II. ii. 591.

2 This is supposed to be the modern Navarino. The Coryphasium is

Mount St. Nicholas. G.
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parently with more probability on their side. For they say,

that in their territory there is a place better known, called

Gerena, and once well inhabited.

Such then is the present state of the Hollow Elis.'

8. The poet however, after having divided the country into

four parts, and mentioned the four chiefs, does not clearly

express himself, when he says :

“those who inhabit Buprasium and the sacred Elis, all whom Hyrroine

and Myrsinus, situated at the extremity of the territory and the Olenian

rock, and Aleisium contain, these were led by four chiefs
;
ten swift vessels

accompanied each, and multitudes of Epeii were embarked in them.”

1

For, by applying the name Epeii to both people, the Bupra-

sians and the Eleii, and by never applying the name Eleii to

the Buprasians, he may seem to divide, not Eleia, but the

country of the Epeii, into four parts, which he had before

divided into two ;
nor would Buprasium then be a part of Elis,

but rather of the country of the Epeii. For that he terms

the Buprasians Epeii, is evident from these words

:

“ As when the Epeii were burying King Amarvnces at Buprasium.” 3

Again, by enumerating together “Buprasium and sacred

Elis,” and then by making a fourfold division, he seems to

arrange these very four divisions in common under both Bu-
prasium and Elis.

Buprasium, it is probable, was a considerable settlement in

Eleia, which does not exist at present. But the territory only

has this name, which lies on the road to Dyme from Elis the

present city. It might be supposed that Buprasium had at

that time some superiority over Elis, as the Epeii had over

the Eleii, but afterwards they had the name of Eleii instead

of Epeii.

Buprasium then was a part of Elis, and they say, that

Homer, by a poetical figure, speaks of the whole and of the

part together, as in these lines

:

“through Greece and the middle of Argos ;” 4 “through Greece and
Pthia 5 “ the Curetes and the iEtoli were fighting;”' “those from
Dulichium and the sacred Echinades;” 7

for Dulichium is one of the Echinades. Modem writers also

use this figure, as Ilipponax,

1 Koi'X)) ’IlXie, or Coele-Elis. 1
II. ii. 615.

4 Od. i. 344. 1 Od. ii. 496. 6
II. ix. 529.

3
II. xxiii. 630.

7 11. ii. 625.
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“ they eat the bread of the Cyprians and the wheat of the Amathusii; ”

for the Amathusii are Cyprians : and Aleman
;

“ leaving the beloved Cyprus, and Paphos, washed on all sides by the sea

and Aeschylus

;

“possessing as your share by lot the whole of Cyprus and Paphos.”

If Homer has not called the Buprasii by the name of Eleii,

we shall reply, nor has he mentioned many other places and

things which exist. For this is not a proof that they did not

exist, but only that he has not mentioned them.

9. But Hecatasus of Miletus says, that the Epeii are a

different people from the Eleii ; that the Epeii accompanied

Hercules in his expedition against Augeas, and joined him in

destroying Elis, and defeating Augeas. He also says, that

Dyme was both an Epeian and an Achrnan city.

The ancient historians, accustomed from childhood to

falsehood through the tales of mythologists, speak of many
things that never existed. Hence they do not even agree

with one another, in their accounts of the same things.

Not that it is improbable that the Epeii, although a dif-

ferent people and at variance with the Eleii, when they

had gained the ascendency, united together, forming a com-

mon state, and their power extended even as far as Dyme.
The poet does not mention Dyme, but it is not improbable

that at that time it was subject to the Epeii, and afterwards

to the Iones, or perhaps not even to this people, but to the

Achasi, who were in possession of the country of the Iones.

Of the four portions, which include Buprasium, Hyrmine
and Myrsinus belong to the territory of Eleia. The rest,

according to the opinion of some writers, are situated close

on the borders of the Fisatis.

10. Hyrmine was a small town, which exists no longer,

but there is a mountainous promontory near Cyllene, called

Hormina or Ilyrmina.

Myrsinus is the present Myrtuntium, a settlement extend-

ing to the sea, and situated on the road from Dyme to Elis, at

the distance of 70 stadia from the city of the Eleii.

It is conjectured that the Olenian rock is the present Scollis.

For we might mention probable conjectures, since both places

and names have undergone changes, and the poet himself

does not explain his meaning clearly in many passages.
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Scollis is a rocky mountain, common to the Dymaei, and

Tritaeenses, and Eleii, situated close to Lampda, another moun-

tain in Arcadia, which is distant from Elis 1 30 stadia, from

Tritaea 100, and an equal number [from Dyme] Achaean cities.

Aleisium is the present Alesiatum, a place near Arnphidolis,

where the neighbouring people hold a market every month.

It is situated upon the mountain road leading from Elis to

Olympia. Formerly, it was a city of the Pisatis, the bound-

aries of the country being different at different times on ac-

count of the change of masters. The poet also calls Aleisium,

the hill of Aleisius, when he says,

“ Till we brought our horses to Buprasium rich in grain, and to the

Olenian rock, and to the place which is called the hill of Aleisium.” 1

for we must understand the words by the figure hyperbaton.

Some also point out a river Aleisius.

11. Since a tribe of Caucones is mentioned in Triphylia

near Messenia, and as Dyme is called by some writers

Cauconis, and since between Dyme and Tritaea in the Dymaean

district there is also a river called Caucon, a question arises

respecting the Caucones, whether there are two nations ol this

name, one situate about Triphylia, and another about Drme,

Elis, and Caucon. This river empties itselt into another

which is called Teutheas, in the masculine gender, and is the

name of a small town that was one of those that composed

Dyme ;
except that the town is of the feminine gender,, and is

pronounced Teuthea, without the s, and the last syllable is long.

There is a temple of Diana Nemydia (Nemetea ?). The

Teutheas discharges itself into the Aclielous, jvhicli runs by

Dyme, and has the same name as that in Acarnania, and the

name also of Peirus. In the lines of Hesiod,

“ be lived near the Olenian rock on the banks ol the broad Peirus,’

some change the last word ITf/ooto to Ildmoio, but improperly.

2 [But it is the opinion of some writers, who make the

Caucones a subject of inquiry, that when Minerva in the

Odyssey, who has assumed the form ot Mentor, says to Nestor
;

“ At sun-rise I go to the magnanimous Caucones, where a debt neither of

a late date ttor of small amount is owing to me. 3 \t hen rdemachus

comes to thy house send him with thy son, thy chariot, and thy horses;

1 11. ii. 756.
3— 3 This passage in brackets is an interpolation to explain the subse-

quent inquiry who the Caucones were. Kramer. 3
II. iii. 636.
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a certain district in the territory of the Epeii appears to be
designated, which the Caucones, a different nation from that
in Triphylia, possessed, and who perhaps extended even as far

as the Dyrnean territory.] But it was not proper to omit,
whence Dyme had the name Cauconitis, nor why the river was
called Caucon, because the question is, who the Caucones 1

were, to whom Minerva says, she is going to recover a debt.

For if we understand the poet to mean those in Triphylia
about Lepreum, I know not how this is probable ; whence
some persons even write the passage,

“ where a large debt is owing to me in the sacred Elis.”

This will appear more clearly, when we describe the Pisatis,

and after it Triphylia as far as the confines of Messenia.
12. Next to the Chelonatas is the long tract of coast of the

Pisatae
; then follows a promontory, Pheia ; there was also a

small town of this name

;

“ by the walls of Pheia about the stream of the Jardanes,” 2

for there is a small river near it.

Some writers say, that Pheia is the commencement of the

Pisatis. In front of Pheia is a small island and a harbour

;

thence to Olympia by sea, which is the shortest way, is

120 stadia. Then immediately follows another promontory,
[Icthys,] projecting very far towards the west, like the

Chelonatas; from this promontory to Cephallenia are 120
stadia. Next the Alpheius discharges itself, at the distance

from the Chelonatas of 280, and from the Araxus of 545,
stadia. It flows from the same places as the Eurotas. There
is a village of the name of Asea in the Megalopolitis, where
the two sources, whence the above-mentioned rivers issue, are

near to one another. After running under the earth the dis-

tance of many stadia, they then rise to the surface, when one
takes its course to Laconia, the other to the Pisatis. The
Eurotas reappears at the commencement of the district Ble-

minates, flowing close beside Sparta, and passing through a

long valley near Helos, which the poet mentions, empties itself

between Gythium, the naval arsenal of Sparta, and Acrma.
But the Alpheius, after receiving the Celadon, (Ladon ?) and
Erymanthus, and other obscure streams, pursues its course
through Plirixa, and the Pisatis, and Triphylia, close to Olympia,

' Book vii. ch. vii. 2. 2
II. vii. 135.
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and discharges itself into the Sicilian Sea between Plieia and

Epitalium. At its mouth, and at the distance of 80 stadia

from Olympia, is situated the grove of Artemis AJpheionia,

or Alpheiusa, for both words are in use. At Olympia an

annual festival, to which multitudes resort, is celebrated in

honour of this goddess, as well as of Diana Elaphia and

Diana Daphnia. The whole country is full of temples dedi-

cated to Diana, and Aphrodite, and the Ni'mphs, which are

situated amidst flowery groves, and generally where there is

abundance of water. Idermeia, or images of Mercury, are

frequently met with on the road, and on the sea-shore, temples

dedicated to Neptune. In the temple of Diana AJpheionia

are pictures by Cleanthes and Aregon, Corinthian painters

;

the former has depicted the taking of Troy, and the birth of

Minerva ;
the latter, Diana borne upon a griffin : which are

highly esteemed.

13. Next is the mountain, which separates Macistia in

Triphylia from the Pisatis ; then follows another river Chalcis,

and a spring called Cruni, and Chalcis a village, and next to

these the Samicum, where is the temple of the Samian Nep-

tune, which is held in the highest honour. There is also a

grove full of wild olive trees. It was intrusted to the care

of the Macistii, whose business it was to announce the Samian

truce as it is called. All the Triphylii contribute to the temple.

[The temple of the Scilluntian Minerva at Scillus in the

neighbourhood of Olympia, opposite the Phellon, is among

the celebrated temples.] 1

14. Near these temples, at the distance of 30 stadia, or a

little more, above the sea-coast, is situated the Triphyliac, or

Lepreatic, Pylus, which the poet calls Emathoeis, or Sandy,

and transmits to us as the native country of Nestor, as may
be collected from his poetry. It had the epithet Emathoeis

either from the river, which flows by the city towards the

north, and was formerly called Amathus, but now Mamaus,

or Arcadicus
;
or because this river was called Pamisus, the

same name as that of two rivers in Messenia, while with

respect to the city, the epithet Emathoeis, or sandy, is of un-

certain origin, since it is not the fact, it is said, that either

the river or the country abounds with sand.

1 This passage is transposed from the following section, as proposed by

Groskurd.
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Towards the east is a mountain near Pylus, named after

Minthe, who, according to the fable, was the mistress of

Hades, and being deluded by Proserpine, was transformed
into the garden mint, which some call hedyosmus, or the

sweet-smelling mint. There is also near the mountain an en-

closure, sacred to Ilades, held in great veneration by the

Macistii
; and a grove dedicated to Ceres, situated above the

Pyliac plaiu. This plain is fertile, and situated close to the

sea-coast
; it extends along the interval between the Samicum

and the river Neda. The sea-shore is sandy and narrow, so

that no one could be censured for asserting that Pylus was
called “sandy” from this tract.

15. Towards the north there were two small Triphyliac

towns, Hypana and TypaneiE, bordering upon Pylus ; the

former of which was incorporated with Elis, the other re-

mained separate. Two rivers flow near, the Dalion and the

Acheron, and empty themselves into the Alpheius. The
Acheron has its name from its relation to Hades. For at that

place were held in extraordinary reverence the temples of

Ceres, Proserpine, and Hades, perhaps on account of the con-

trariety of the properties of the country, which Demetrius
of Scepsis mentions. For Triphylia is fertile, but the soil is

subject to mildew, and produces rushes, 1 whence in these

places, instead of the product being large, there is frequently

no crop whatever.

16. Towards the south of Pylus is Lepreum. This also

was a city, situated 40 stadia above the sea-coast. Between
the Lepreum and the Annius (Anigrus ? Alphmus ?) is the

temple of the Samian Neptune. These places are distant 100
stadia from each other. This is the temple in which the poet

says that the Pylii were found by Telemachus engaged in

offering sacrifice

:

“ They came to Pylus, the well-built city of Neleus
;
the people were

sacrificing on the sea-shore bulls, entirely black, to Neptune, the god of

the dark locks, who shakes the earth.” 2

For the poet was at liberty to feign things which did not

exist, but when it is possible to adapt poetry to reality, and

1 Opvov, the meaning of this word is uncertain ;
Meyer in his “Bo-

tanische erklarung ” of Strabo does not attempt to explain it.

2 Od. iii. 4.

VOL. it. c
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preserve the narrative .... it is better to abstain from

fiction.

The Lepreatffi possessed a fertile country, on the confines of

which were situated the Cyparissenses. But Caucones were

masters of both these tracts, and even of the Macistus, which

some call Platanistus. The town has the same name as the

territory. It is said, that in the Lepreatis there is even a

monument of a Caucon, who had the name of the nation,

either because he was a chief, or for some other reason.

17. There are many accounts respecting the Caucones.

They are said to be an Arcadian tribe, like the Pelasgi, and

also, like them, a wandering people. Thus the poet relates,

that they came as auxiliaries to the Trojans, but from what

country he does not mention, but it is supposed from Paphla-

gonia. For in that country there is a tribe of the name of

Cauconiat®, that border upon the Mariandyni, who are them-

selves Paphlagonians. We shall say more of them when we
describe that country. 1

At present I must add some remarks concerning the

Caucones in Triphylia. For some writers say, that the

whole of the present Elis, from Messenia to Dyme, was called

Cauconia. Antimachus calls them all Epeii and Caucones.

But some writers say that they did not possess the whole

country, but inhabited it when they were divided into two

bodies, one of which settled in Triphylia towards Messenia.

the other in the Buprasian district towards Dyme, and in

the Hollow Elis. And there, and not in any other place,

Aristotle considered them to be situated. The last opinion

agrees better with the language of Homer, and the preceding

question is resolved. For Nestor is supposed to have lived at

the Triphyliac Pylus, the parts of which towards the south

and the east (and these coincide towards Messenia and La-

conia) was the country subject to Nestor, but the Caucones

now occupy it, so that those who are going trom Pylus to

Lacedmmon must necessarily take the road through the

Caucones. The temple of "the Samian Neptune, and the

naval station near it, where Telemachus landed, incline to the

west and to the north. If then the Caucones lived there only,

the account of the poet must be erroneous.

1 Book xii. c. 3, 4. Little, however, can be obtained of their history,

which is buried in the same obscurity as the Pelasgi and Leleges.
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[For, according to Sotades, Minerva enjoins Nestor to send
his son with Telemachus in a chariot to Lacedmmon towards
the east, while she herself returns back to the west, to pass the
night in the vessel

;

“but at sun-rise she sets out to the magnanimous Caucones,”

to obtain payment of the debt, in a forward direction. How-
then are we to reconcile these opinions? for Nestor might
say, “The Caucones are my subjects, and lie directly in the
road of persons who are going to Lacedaemon

; why then
do you not accompany Telemachus and his friends on bis

journey, but take a road in an opposite direction?” Besides,

it was natural for one, who was going to recover payment of
a debt, and that a considerable sum, as she says, from a people
under the command of Nestor, to request some assistance from
him in case they should be so unjust, as usually happens, as to

refuse to discharge it. But she did not do this.

If therefore the Caucones are to be found in one situation

only, these absurdities would follow. But if one division of
this tribe occupied the places in Elis near Dyme, Minerva
might be said to direct her journey thither, and even the

return to the ship would not be absurd, nor the separation

from the company of Telemachus, when her road was in an
opposite direction.

The question respecting Pylus may perhaps be resolved in

a similar manner, when we come, as we proceed, to the de-

scription of the Messenian Pylus. 1

]
18. There is also, it is said, a nation, the Paroreatm, who

occupy, in the hilly district of Triphylia, the mountains,
which extend from about Lepreum and Macistum to the sea

near the Samian grove sacred to Neptune.
19. Below these people on the coast are two caves ; one, of

the nymphs Anigriades
; the other, the scene of the adventures

of the Atlantides, 2 and of the birth of Dardanus. There
also are the groves, both the lonrnum and Eurycydeium.

Samicum is a fortress. Formerly there was a city of the

name of Samos, which perhaps had its designation from its

1 This passage is an interpolation by the same hand probably as that

in s. 11. Cramer.
2 Dardanus was the son of Jupiter and Electra, one of the seven

daughters of Atlas, surnained Atlantides.

c 2
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height, since they called heights Sami ;
perhaps also this was

the acropolis of Arene, which the poet mentions in the

Catalogue of the Ships
;

“ who inhabited Pylus, and the pleasant Arene;” 1

for as the position of Arene has not been clearly discovered

anywhere, it is conjectured, that it was most probably situ-

ated where the adjoining river Anigrus, formerly called

Minyeius, empties itself. As no inconsiderable proof of this,

Homer says,

“ There is a river Minyeius. which empties itself into the sea, near Arene.”5

Now near the cave of the nymphs Anigriades is a fountain,

by which the subjacent country is rendered marshy, and filled

with pools of water. The Anigrus however receives the great-

er part of the water, being deep, but with so little current

that it stagnates. The place is full of mud, emits an offensive

smell perceptible at a distance of 26 stadia, and renders the

fish unfit for food. Some writers give this fabulous account

of these waters, and attribute the latter effect to the venom

of the Hydra, which some of the Centaurs 3 washed from

their wounds ;
others say, that Melampus used these cleansing

waters for the purification of the Proetades. 4 They are a

cure for alphi, or leprous eruptions, and the white tetter, and

the leichen. They say also that the Alpheus had its name

from its property of curing the disease alphi. 5

Since then the sluggishness of the Anigrus, and the recoil

of the waters of the sea, produce a state of rest rather than a

current, they say, that its former name was Minyeius, but

that some persons perverted the name and altered it to

Minteius. The etymology of the name may be derived from

other sources ; either from those who accompanied ( hloris,

the mother of Nestor, from the Minyeian Orchomenus ; or,

'll. ii. 591. Ml. ii. "21.

3 Hercules, after killing the Hydra, dipped the arrows which he after-

wards made use of against the Centaurs, in gall of this monster. Pau-

sanias, however, speaks of one Centaur only, Chiron, or. according to

others, Polenor, who washed his wounds in the Anigrus.
4 The daughters of Prcetus. According to Apollodorus. Melampus

cured them of madness, probably the effect of a disease of the skin.
5 Alphi, Lepra alphoides. Leuce, white tetter or common leprosy.

Leichen, a cutaneous disease tending to leprosy.
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from the Minyae descendants of the Argonauts, who were
banished from Lemnos, and went to Lacedmmon, and thence

to Triphylia, and settled about Arene, in the country now
called Hypaesia, which however no longer contains places

built by the Minyte.

Some of these people, with Theras the son of Autesion,

who was a descendant of Polynices, having set sail to the

country between Cyrenaea and the island of Crete, “ formerly

Calliste, but afterwards called Thera,” according to Callima-

chus, founded Thera, the capital of Cyrene, and gave the

same name to the city, and to the island.

20. Between the Anigrus and the mountain from which

the Jardanes rises, a meadow and a sepulchre are shown,

and the Achasas, which are rocks broken off from the same
mountain, above which was situated, as I have said, the

city Samos. Samos is not mentioned by any of the authors

of Peripli, or Circumnavigations; because perhaps it had

been long since destroyed, and perhaps also on account of its

position. For the Poseidium is a grove, as I have said, near

the sea, a lofty eminence rises above it, situated in front of the

present Samicum, where Samos once stood, so that it cannot

be seen from the sea.

Here also is the plain called Samicus, from which we may
further conjecture that there was once a city Samos.

According to the poem Rhadine, of which Stesichorus

seems to have been the author, and which begins in this

manner,

“Come, tuneful Muse, Erato, begin the melodious song, in praise of the

lovely Samian youths, sounding the strings of the delightful lyre :

”

these youths were natives of this Samos. For he says that

Rhadine being given in marriage to the tyrant, set sail from

Samos to Corinth with a westerly wind, and therefore cer-

tainly not from the Ionian Samos. By the same wind her

brother, who was archi-theorus, arrived at Delphi. Her
cousin, who was in love with her, set out after her in a

chariot to Corinth. The tyrant put both of them to death,

and sent away the bodies in a chariot, but changing his mind,

he recalled the chariot, and buried them.

21. From this Pylus and the Lepreum to the Messenian

Pylus 1 and the Coryphasiuin, fortresses situated upon the sea,

1 The position of Pylus of Messenia is uncertain. D’Anville places it
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and to the adjoining island Sphagia, is a distance of about

400 stadia, and from the Alpheius a distance of 7d0, and

from the promontory Chelonatas 1030 stadia. In the inter-

vening distance are the temple of the Macistian Hercules,

and the river Acidon, which flows beside the tomb of Jardanus,

and Chaa, a city which was once near Lepreum, where also is

the iEpasian plain. It was for this Chaa, it is said, that the

Ai-cadians and Pylians went to war with each other, which

war Homer has mentioned, and it is thought that the verse

ought to be written,

“ Oil that I were young as when multitudes of Pylii, and of Arcades,

handling the spear, fought together at the swift-flowing Acidon near the

walls of Chaa,” 1

not Celadon, nor Pheia, for this place is nearer the tomb of

Jardanus and the Arcades than the other.

22. On the Triphylian Sea are situated Cyparissia, and

Pyrgi, and the rivers Acidon and Neda. At present the

boundary of Triphylia towards Messenia is the impetuous

stream of the Neda descending from the Lycteus, a mountain

of Arcadia, and rising from a source which, according to the

fable, burst forth to furnish water in which Rhea was to wash
herself after the birth of Jupiter. It flows near Phigalia, and

empties itself into the sea where the Pyrgitae, the extreme

tribe of the Triphylii, approach the Cyparissenses, the first of

the Messenian nation. But, anciently, the country had other

boundaries, so that the dominions of Nestor included some
places on the other side of the Neda, as the Cyparisseis, and

some others beyond that tract, in the same manner as the poet

extends the Pylian sea as far as the seven cities, which Aga-
memnon promised to Achilles,

“ All near the sea bordering upon the sandy Pylus,”
"

which is equivalent to, near the Pylian sea.

23. Next in order to the Cyparisseis in traversing the

coast towards the Messenian Pylus and the Coryphasium, we
meet with Erana, (Eranna.) which some writers incorrectly

suppose was formerly called Arene, by the same name as the

Pylian city, and the promontory Platamodes, from which to

the Coryphasium, and to the place at present called Pylus, are

at New Navarino. Barbid de Bocage at Old Navarino. See also Ernst
Curtins, Peloponnesus.

1

II. vii. 133. * II. ix. 153.
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100 stadia. 1 There is also a cenotaph and a small town in it

both of the same name—Prote.

We ought not perhaps to carry our inquiries so far into an-

tiquity, aud it might be sufficient to describe the present state

of each place, if certain reports about them had not been de-

livered down to us in childhood ; but as different writers give

different accounts, it is necessary to examine them. The most

famous and the most ancient writers being the first in point

of personal knowledge of the places, are, in general, persons of

the most credit. Now as Homer surpasses all others in these

respects, we must examine what he says, and compare his

descriptions with the present state of places, as we have just

said. We have already considered his description of the

Hollow Elis and of Buprasium.

24. He describes the dominions of Nestor in these words :

“ And they who inhabited Pylus, and the beautiful Arene, and Thryum,

a passage across the Alpheius, and the well-built ASpy, and Cyparisseis,

and Amphigeneia, and Pteleum, and Helos, and Dorium, where (he

Muses having met with Thamyris the Thracian, deprived him of the

power of song, as he was coming from CEchalia, from the house of Eurytus

the CEclialian.2

It is Pylus, therefore, to which the question relates, and we
shall soon treat of it. We have already spoken of Arene.

The places, which he here calls Thryum, in another passage

he calls Thryoessa,

“ There is a city Thryoessa, lofty, situated on a hill,

Far off, on the banks of the Alpheius.” 3

He calls it the ford or passage of the Alpheius, because, ac-

cording to these verses, it seems as if it could be crossed at

this place on foot. Thryum is at present called Epitalium, a

village of Macistia.

With respect to ivktitov AUttv, “ -ZEpy the well-built,”

some writers ask which of these words is the epithet of the

other, and what is the city, and whether it is the present Mar-

galae of Amphidolia, but this Margalse is not a natural iortress,

but another is meant, a natural strong-hold in Macistia.

Writers who suppose this place to be meant, say, that -ZEpy is

the name of the city, and infer it from its natural properties,

as in the example of Helos, 4 iEgialos, 5 and many others:

*11. ii. 591. 3
11. xi. 710.

5 The sea-shore.

1 Some MSS. have 120 stadia.
4 A marsh.
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those who suppose Margalse to be meant here, will assert the

contrary.

Thryum, or Thryoessa, they say, is Epitalium, because all the

country is dpvwSrje, or sedgy, and particularly the banks of the

rivers, but this appears more clearly at the fordable places of

the stream. Perhaps Thryum is meant by the ford, and by
“ the well-built iEpy,” Epitalium, which is naturally strong,

aud in the other part of the passage he mentions a lofty hill ;

“ The city Thryoessa, a lofty hill,

Far away by the Alpheus.” 1

25. Cyparisseis is near the old Macistia, which then ex-

tended even to the other side of the Neda, but it is not in-

habited, as neither is Macistum. There is also another, the

Messenian Cyparissia, not having quite the same name, but

one like it. The city of Macistia is at present called Cypa-

rissia, in the singular number, and feminine gender, but the

name of the river is Cyparisseis.

Amphigeneia, also belonging to Macistia, is near Hypsoeis,

where is the temple of Latona.

Pteleum was founded by the colony that came fromPteleum

in Thessaly, for it is mentioned in this line,

“ Antron on the sea-coast, and the grassy Pteleum.” 5

It is a woody place, uninhabited, called Pteleasimum.

Some writers say, that Helos was some spot near the

Alpheius
; others, that it was a city like that in Laconia,

“ and Helos, a small city on the sea ;

” 5

others say that it is the marsh near Alorium, where is a

temple of the Eleian Artemis, (Diana of the Marsh,) belong-

ing to the Arcadians, for this people had the priesthood.

^ ,/ Dorium is said by some authors to be a mountain, by others

& plain, but nothing is now to be seen
;
yet it is alleged, that

'

, u, the present Oluris, or 01 lira, situatecl in the Aulon, as it is

if* ; called, of Messenia, is Dorium. Somewhere there also is

6 '.CEchalia of Eurytus, the present Andania, a small Arcadian
f^'Atfi'town of the same name as those in Thessaly and Euboea,

whence the poet says, Thamyris, the Thracian, came to Do-
rium, and was deprived by the Muses of the power of song.

26. Hence it is evident that the country under the command
of Nestor is on each side of the Alpheius, all of which tract

1
II. xi. 710. 2 II. ii. 697. s

II. ii. 5S-1.
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he calls the country of the Pylians, but nowhere does the

Alpheius touch Messenia, nor the Hollow Elis. 1

It is in this district that we have the native country of

Nestor, which we call the Triphylian, the Arcadian, and the

Lepreatic Pylus. For we know that other places of the name
of Pylus are pointed out, situated upon the sea, but this is

distant more than 30 stadia from it, as appears from the

poem. A messenger is sent to the vessel, to the companions

of Telemachus,—to invite them to a hospitable entertainment.

Telemachus, upon his return from Sparta, does not permit

Peisistratus to go to the city, but diverts him from it, and

prevails upon him to hasten to the ship, whence it appeai’3

that the same road did not lead both to the city and to the

haven. The departure of Telemachus may in this manner

be aptly understood :

“ they vent past Cruni, and the beautiful streams of Chalcis
;

the sun

set, and all the villages were in shade and darkness
;
hut the ship, ex-

ulting in the gales of Jove, arrived at Plieae. She passed also the divine

Elis, where the Epeii rule ;” 2

for to this place the direction of the vessel was towards the

north, and thence it turns to the east. The vessel leaves its

first and straight course in the direction of Ithaca, because the

suitors had placed an ambush there,

“ In the strait between Ithaca and Samos,

And from thence he directed the vessel to the sharp-pointed islands,

vr)Goi<n 9oyai 3

the sharp-pointed (d£etai) he calls 0oat. They belong to the

Echinades, and are near the commencement of the Corinthian

Gulf and the mouths of the Achelous. After having sailed

past Ithaca so as to leave the island behind him, he turns to

the proper course between Acarnania and Ithaca, and disem-

barks on the other side of the island, not at the strait of

Cephallenia, where the suitors were on the watch.

27. If any one therefore should suppose that the Eleian

Pylus is the Pylus of Nestor, the ship would not properly be

said, after setting off thence, to take its course along Cruni

and Chalcis, as far as the west, then to arrive by night at

Phem, and afterwards to sail along the territory of Eleia, for

1 In the discussion which follows, Strabo endeavours to prove, that

the Pylus of Nestor is the Pylus of Triphylia, and not the Pylus of Mes-
senia.

3 Od. xv. 295. 3 Od. iv. 671
;
xv. 298.
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these places are to the south of Eleia, first Pheae, then Chalcis,

then Cruni, then the Triphylian Pylus, and the Samicum.

In sailing then to the south from the Eleian Pylus this would

be the course. In sailing to the north, where Ithaca lies, all

these places are left behind, but they must sail along Eleia

itself, and before, although he says after, sun-set. Again, on

the other side, if any one should suppose the Messenian Pylus

and the Coryphasium to be the commencement of the voyage

after leaving the country of Nestor, the distance would be

great, and would occupy more time. For the distance only

to the Triphylian Pylus and the Samian Poseidium is 400

stadia, and the voyage would not be along Cruni, and Chalcis,

and Pheae, the names of obscure places and rivers, or rather

of streams, but first along the Neda, then Acidon, next

Alpheius, and the places and countries lying between these

rivers, and lastly, if we must mention them, along the former,

because the voyage was along the former places and rivers

also.

28. Besides, Nestor’s account of the war between the

Pylians and Eleians, which he relates to Patroclus, agrees

with our arguments, if any one examines the lines. For he

says there, that Hercules laid waste Pylus, and that all the

youth were exterminated ;
that out of twelve sons of Neleus,

he himself alone survived, and was a very young man, and
that the Epeii, despising Neleus on account of his old age

and destitute state, treated the Pylians with haughtiness and
insult. Nestor therefore, in order to avenge this wrong, collected

as large a body of his people as he was able, made an inroad

into Eleia, and carried away a large quantity of booty ;

“ Fifty herds of oxen, as many flocks of sheep,

As many herds of swine,” 1

and as many flocks of goats, an hundred and fifty brood
mares, bay-coloured, most of which had foals, and “these,”

he says,

“We drove away to Pylus, belonging to Neleus,

By night towards the city;”'-

so that the capture of the booty, and the flight of those who
came to the assistance of people who were robbed, hap-
pened in the day-time, when, he says, he slew Itamon ; and
they returned by night, so that they arrived by night at the

1 II. xi. 677. 2
II. xi. 681.
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city. When they were engaged in dividing the booty, and in

sacrificing, the Epeii, having assembled in multitudes, on the

third day marched against them with an army of horse and
foot, and encamped about Thryum, which is situated on the

Alpheius. The Pylians were no sooner informed of this than

they immediately set out to the relief of this place, and having

passed the night on the river Minyeius near Arene, thence

arrive at the Alpheius at noon. After sacrificing to the gods,

and passing the night on the banks of the river, they imme-
diately, in the morning, engaged in battle. The rout of the

enemy was complete, and they did not desist from the pursuit

and slaughter, till they came to Buprasium,
“ and the Olenian rock, where is a tumulus of Alesius, whence again

Minerva repulsed the multitudes;’’ 1

and adds below,
“ but the Achaei

Turned back their swift horses from Buprasium to Pylus.”

29. From these verses how can it be supposed that Eleian

or Messenian Pylus is meant. I say the Eleian, because when
this was destroyed by Hercules, the country of the Epeii also

was ravaged at the same time, that is, Eleia. How then could

those, who were of the same tribe, and who had been plun-

dered at that time, show such pride and insult to persons, who
were suffering under the same injuries? How could they

overrun and ravage their own country ? How could Augeas
and Neleus be kings of the same people, and yet be mutual

enemies ; for to Neleus

“ a great debt was owing at the divine Elis; four horses, which had won
the prize ; they came with their chariots to contend for prizes

;
they were

about to run in the race for a tripod
;
and Augeas, king of men, detained

them there, but dismissed the charioteer.” 2

If Neleus lived there, there Nestor also lived. How then

were there

“four chiefs of Eleians and Buprasians, with ten swift ships accompany-

ing each, and with many Epeii embarked in them ?
”

The country also was divided into four parts, none of which

was subject to Nestor, but those tribes were under his com-

mand,
“ who lived at Pylus, and the pleasant Arene,”

and at the places that follow next as far as Messene.

1
II. xi. 756.

2
II. xi. 697.
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How came the Epeii, when marching against the Pylians, to

set out towards the Alpheius and Thryurn, and after being

defeated there in battle, to fly to Buprasium ? But on the

other side, if Hercules laid waste the Messenian Pylus, how
could they, who were at such a distance, treat the Pylians

with insult, or have so much intercourse and traffic with

them, and defraud them by refusing to discharge a debt, so

that war should ensue on that account ? How too could

Nestor, after having got, in his marauding adventure, so large

a quantity of booty, a prey of swine and sheep, none of which

are swift-footed, nor able to go a long journey, accomplish a

march of more than 1000 stadia to Pylus near Coryphasium ?

Yet all the Epeii arrive at Thryoessa and the river Alpheius

on the third day, ready to lay siege to the strong-hold. How
also did these districts belong to the chiefs of Messenia, when
the Caucones, and Triphylii, and Pisatae occupied them ?

But the territory Gerena, or Gerenia, for it is written both

ways, might have a name which some persons applied de-

signedly, or which might have originated even in accident.

Since, however, Messenia was entirely under the dominion

of Menelaus, to whom Laconia also was subject, as will be

evident from what will be said hereafter, and since the rivers,

the Pamisus and the Nedon, flow through this country, and

not the Alpheius at all, which runs in a straight line through

the country of the Pylians, of which Nestor was ruler, can

that account be credible, by which it appears that one man
takes possession by force of the dominion of another, and
depi’ives him of the cities, which are said to be his property

in the Catalogue of the Ships, and makes others subject to

the usurper.

30. It remains that we speak of Olympia, and of the

manner in which everything fell into the power of the Eleii.

The temple is in the district Pisatis, at the distance of less

than 300 stadia from Elis. In front of it is a grove of wild

olive trees, where is the stadium. The Alpheius flows beside

it, taking its course out of Arcadia to the Triphylian Sea
between the west and the south. The fame of the temple

was originally owing to the oracle of the Olympian Jove;
yet after that had ceased, the renown of the temple con-

tinued, and increased, as we know, to a high degree of cele-

brity, both on account of the assembly of the people of Greece,
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which was held there, and of the Olympic games, in which

the victor was crowned. These games were esteemed sacred,

and ranked above all others. The temple was decorated

with abundance of offerings, the contributions of all Greece.

Among these offerings was a Jupiter of beaten gold, presented

by Cypselus, the tyrant of Corinth. The largest was a

statue of Jupiter in ivory, the workmanship of Phidias of

Athens, the son of Charmides. Its height was so great, that

although the temple is very large, the artist seems to have

mistaken its proportions, and although he made the figure

sitting, yet the head nearly touches the roof, and presents the

appearance that, if it should rise, and stand upright, it would

unroof the temple. Some writers have given the measure-

ment of the statue, and Callimachus has expressed it in some

iambic verses. Pantenus, the painter, his nephew, and joint

labourer, afforded great assistance in the completion of the

statue with respect to the colours with which it was orna-

mented, and particularly the drapery.

There are exhibited also many and admirable pictures

around the temple, the work of this painter. It is recorded

of Phidias, that to Pansenus, who was inquiring after what

model he intended to form the figure of Jupiter, he replied,

that it would be from that of Homer delineated in these words ;

“ He spoke, and gave the nod with his sable brows, the ambrosial hair

shook on the immortal head of the king of gods, and vast Olympus

trembled.” 1

[This is well expressed, and the poet, as from other circum-

stances, so particularly from the brows, suggests the thought

that he is depicting some grand conception, and great power

worthy of Jupiter. So also in his description of Juno, in

both he preserves the peculiar decorum of each character, for

he says,

“ she moved herself upon the throne, and shook vast Olympus :

2

this was effected by the motion of her whole body, but

Olympus shakes when Jupiter only nods with his brows, the

hair of his head partaking of the motion. It was elegantly

said [of Homer] that he was the oidy person who had

seen and had made visible the figures ol the gods.] 3

1 II. i. 528.
3 Probably an interpolation.

2
II. viii. 199.
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To the Eleii above all other people is to be ascribed the

magnificence of the temple at Olympia, and the reverence in

which it was held. For about the Trojan times, and even

before that period, they were not in a flourishing state, having

been reduced to a low condition by war with the Pylii, and
afterwards by Hercules, when Augeas their king was over-

thrown. The proof is this. The Eleii sent forty ships to

Troy, but the Pylians and Nestor ninety ; then after the

return of the Ileracleidm the contrary happened. For the

Hltoli returning with the Ileracleidse under the command of

Oxylus, became joint settlers with the Epeii, on the ground of

ancient affinity. They extended the bounds of Hollow Elis,

got possession of a large portion of the Pisatis, and subjected

Olympia to their power. It was these people who invented

the Olympic games
,

1 and instituted the first Olympiad. For
we must reject the ancient stories both respecting the founda-

tion of the temple, and the establishment of the games, some
alleging that Hercules, one of the Idsean Dactyli, was the

founder ; others, that the son of Alcmene and Jupiter founded

them, who also was the first combatant and victor. For such

things are variously reported, and not entitled to much credit.

It is more probable, that from the first Olympiad
,

2 when
Corcebus the Eleian was the victor in the race in the stadium,

to the twenty-sixth, the Eleians presided over the temple, and
at the games. But in the Trojan times, either there were no
games where a crown was awarded, or they had not yet ac-

quired any fame, neither these nor any of the games which
are now so renowned. Homer does not speak of these games,

but of others of a different kind, which were celebrated at

funerals. Some persons however are of opinion that he does

mention the Olympic games, when he says, that Augeas de-

tained four victorious horses, which had been sent to contend
for the prize. It is also said that the Pisatm did not take any
part in the Trojan war, being considered as consecrated to the

service of Jupiter. But neither was the Pisatis, the tract of

country in which Olympia is situated, subject at that time to

Augeas, but Eleia only, nor were the Olympic games eele-

1 Tlie establishment of the Olympic games is connected with many
legends, and is involved in much obscurity. See Smith, Greek and Ro-
man Antiq.

2 776 n. c.
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brated even once in the Eleian district, but always at Olympia.

But the games, of which Homer speaks, seem to have taken

place in Elis, where the debt was owing,
“ Fora great debt was owing in the divine Elis,

Namely, four victorious horses.” 1

But it was not in these, but in the Olympic games, that the

victor was crowned, for here they were to contend for a tripod.

After the twenty-sixth Olympiad, the Pisatce, having re-

covered their territory, instituted games themselves, when
they perceived that these games were obtaining celebrity. But
in after-times, when the territory of the Pisatis reverted to the

Eleii, the presidency and celebration of the games reverted

to them also. The Lacedasmonians too, after the last defeat of

the Messenians, co-operated with the Eleii as allies, contrary

to the conduct of the descendants of Nestor and of the Arca-

dians, who were allies of the Messenians. And they assisted

them so effectually that all the country as far as Messene was
called Eleia, and the name continues even to the present time.

But of the Pisatm, and Triphylii, and Caucones, not even the

names remain. They united also Pylus Emathoeis itself with

Lepreum in order to gratify the Lepreatm, who had taken no

part in the war. They razed many other towns, and imposed

a tribute upon as many as wrere inclined to maintain their in-

dependence.

31. The Pisatis obtained the highest celebrity from the

great power of its sovereigns, CEnomaus and his successor

Pelops, and the number of their children. Salmoneus is said

to have reigned there, and one of the eight cities, into which/ 1

the Pisatis is divided, has the name of Salmone. For these

reasons, and on account of the temple at Olympia, the fame

of the country spread everywhere.

We must however receive ancient histories, as not entirely

agreeing with one another, for modern writers, entertaining

different opinions, are accustomed to contradict them fre-

quently ; as for example, according to some writers, Augeas
was king of the Pisatis, and CEnomaus and Salmoneus kings

of Eleia, while others consider the two nations as one. Still

we ought to follow in general what is received as true, since

writers are not agreed even upon the derivation of the word
Pisatis. Some derive it from Pisa, (ni<7«,) a city of the same

1 II. xi. 677.
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name as the fountain, and say that the fountain had that name,

as much as to say Pistra, (ITt'cr-pa,) which means Potistra,

(noriarpa,) or “ potable.” The city of Pisa is shown, situated

on an eminence between two mountains, which have the same

names as those in Thessaly, Ossa and Olympus. Some say,

that there was no such city as Pisa, for it would have been

one of the eight, but a fountain only, which is now called

Bisa, near Cicysium, the largest of the eight cities. But

Stesicborus calls the tract of country named Pisa, a city, as

the poet calls Lesbos, a city of Macar ;
and Euripides in the

play of Ion says

“ Eubera is a neighbour city to Athens,”

and so in the play of Rliadamanthus,

“ they who occupy the land of Euboea, an adjoining state
;

”

thus Sophocles also in the play of the Mysi,

“ O stranger, all this country is called Asia,

But the state of the Mysi is called Mysia.”

32. Salmone is near the fountain of the same name, the

source of the Enipeus. It discharges itself into the Alpheius,

[and at present it is called Barnichius.

1

]
Tyro, it is said,

was enamoured of this river

;

“ who was enamoured of the river, the divine Enipeus.'

for there her father Salmoneus was king, as Euripides says in

the play of iEolus. [The river in Thessaly some call Eniseus,

which, flowing from the Othrys, receives the Apidanus, that

descends from the mountain Pharsalus. 3
]

Near Salmone is

Heracleia, which is one of the eight cities, distant about 40

stadia from Olympia on the river Cytherius, where there is

a temple of the nymphs, the Ioniades, who are believed to

heal diseases by means of the waters ot the river.

Near Olympia is Arplna, which also is one of the eight

cities. The river Parthenius runs through it in the direction

of the road to Phercea. Phertea belongs to Arcadia. [It is

situated above Dymoea, Buprasium, and Elis, which lie to the

north of the Pisatis.4] There also is Cicysium. one of the

eight cities; and Dyspontium, on the road from Elis to

Olympia, situated in a plain. But it was razed, and the

1 An interpolation. K.
3 An interpolation. Meitieke.

s Od. ii. 23S.
4 An interpolation. Groskvrd.
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greatest part of the inhabitants removed to Epidamnus and

Apollonia.

Above and so very near Olympia, is Pholoe, an Arcadian

mountain, that the country at its foot belongs to the Pisatis.

Indeed the whole of the Pisatis and a great part of Triphylia

border upon Arcadia. For this reason, most of the places, which

have the name of Pylian in the Catalogue of the Ships, seem to

be Arcadian. Persons, however, who are well informed, say,

that the river Erymanthus, one of those that empty them-

selves into the Alpheius, is the boundary of Arcadia, and that

the places called Pylian are beyond the Erymanthus.

33. According to Ephorus, “ -ZEtolus, being banished by

Salmoneus, king of the Epeii, and the Pisatte, from Eleia to

jEtolia, called the country after his own name, and settled

the cities there. His descendant Oxylus was the friend of

Temenus, and the Heracleidas his companions, and was their

guide on their journey to Peloponnesus ;
he divided among

them the hostile territory, and suggested instructions relative

to the acquisition of the country. In return for these services

he was to be requited by the restoration of Elis, which had be-

longed to his ancestors. He returned with an army collected

out of iEtolia, for the purpose of attacking the Epeii, who
occupied Elis. On the approach of the Epeii in arms, when the

forces were drawn up in array against each other, there ad-

vanced in front, and engaged in single combat according to an

ancient custom of the Greeks, Pyrmchmes, an TEtolian, and

Degmenus, an Epeian : the latter was lightly armed with a

bow, and thought to vanquish easily from a distance a heavy-

armed soldier
;
the former, when he perceived the stratagem

of his adversary, provided himself with a sling, and a scrip

filled with stones. The kind of sling also happened to have

been lately invented by the -Etolians. As a sling reaches its

object at a greater distance than a bow, Degmenus fell ; the

-Etolians took possession of the country, and ejected the Epeii.

They assumed also the superintendence of the temple at

Olympia, which the Epeii exercised ;
and on account of the

friendship which subsisted between Oxylus and the Ileracleidae,

it was generally agreed upon, and confirmed by an oath, that

the Eleian territory was sacred to Jupiter, and that any one

who invaded that country with an army, was a sacrilegious

person : he also was to be accounted sacrilegious, who did not

VOL. II. D
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defend it against the invader to the utmost of his power.
^
It

was for this reason, that the later founders of the city left it

without walls, and those who are passing through the country

with an army, deliver up their arms and receive them again

upon quitting the borders. Iphitus instituted there the

Olympic games, because the Eleians were a sacred people.

Hence it was that they increased in numbers, for while other

nations were continually engaged in war with each other, they

alone enjoyed profound peace, and not themselves only, but

strangers also, so that on this account they were a more

populous state than all the others.

Pheidon the Argive was the tenth in descent from Temenus,

and the most powerful prince of his age; he was the inventor of

the weights and measures called Pheidonian, and stamped

money, silver in particular. He recovered the whole inherit-

ance of Temenus, which had been severed into many portions.

He attacked also the cities which Hercules had formerly taken,

and claimed the privilege of celebrating the games which

Hercules had established, and among these the Olympian

games. He entered their country by force and celebrated the

games, for the Eleians had no army to prevent it, as they were

in a state of peace, and the rest were oppressed by his power.

The Eleians however did not solemnly inscribe in their records

this celebration of the games, but on this occasion procured

arms, and began to defend themselves. The Lacedemonians

also afforded assistance, either because they were jealous of the

prosperity, which was the effect of the peaceful state of the

Eleians, or because they supposed that they should have the

aid of the Eleians in destroying the power of Pheidon, who

had deprived them of the sovereignty {iiye^oviav) of Pelo-

pomfesus, which they before possessed. They succeeded in

their joint attempt to overthrow Pheidon, and the Eleians

with this assistance obtained possession of Pisatis and Tri-

phylia.

The whole of the coasting voyage along the present Eleian

territory comprises, with the exception of the bays, 1200

stadia.

So much then respecting the Eleian territory.
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CHAPTER IY.

1. Messenia i3 continuous with the Eleian territory, inclin-

ing for the most part towards the south, and the Libyan Sea.

Being part of Laconia, it was subject in the Trojan times to

Menelaus. The name of the country was Messene. But the

present city called Messene, the acropolis of which was Ithome,

was not then founded. After the death of Menelaus, when
the power of those who succeeded to the possession of Laco-

nia was altogether weakened, the Neleidas governed Messenia.

At the time of the return of the Heracleidae, and according

to the partition of the country at that time, Melantlius was
king of the Messenians, who were a separate community, but

formerly subject to Menelaus. As a proof of this, in the

space from the Messenian Gulf and the continuous gulf, (called

the Asintean from the Messenian Asine,) were situated the

seven cities which Agamemnon promised to Achilles

;

“ Cardamyle, Enope, the grassy Hira, the divine Pherse, 1 Antheia with
rich meadows, the beautiful Ai peia, and Pedasus abounding with vines.” 2

He certainly would not have promised what did not belong

either to himself or to his brother. The poet mentions those,

who accompanied Menelaus from Pheras to the war, 3 and speaks

of (CEtylus) in the Laconian catalogue, a city situated on the

Gulf of Messenia.

Messene follows next to Triphylia. The promontory, after

which are the Coryphasium and Cyparissia, is common to

both. At the distance of 7 stadia is a mountain, the LEga-
leum, situated above Coryphasium and the sea.

2. The ancient Messenian Pylus was a city lying below
the .ZEgaleum, and after it was razed, some of the inha-

bitants settled under the Coryphasium. But the Athenians

in their second expedition against Sicily, under the command
of Eurymedon and Stratocles, got possession of it, and used

it as a stronghold against the Lacedemonians. 4 Here also

is the Messenian Cyparissia, (and the island Prote,) lying close

1 The text of Homer gives the name of Pharis. 2 II. ix. 150.
3

II. ii. 582.
4 Thucydides, b. iv. ch. 2. The expedition was under the command

of Eurymedon and Sophocles. Stratocles being at the time archon at

Athens.

d 2
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to Pylus, the island Sphagia, called also Sphactcria. I; was

here that the Lacedemonians lost three hundred men. 1 who

were besieged by the Athenians and taken prisoners.

Two islands, called Strophades,2 belonging to the Cv-

parissii, lie off at sea in front of this coast, at the distance of

about 400 stadia from the continent, in the Libyan and south-

ern sea. According to Thucydides this Pylus was the naval

station of the Messenians. It is distant from Sparta 400 stadia.

3. Next is Methone.3 This city, called by the poet Peda-

sus, was one of the seven, it is said, which Agamemnon pro-

mised to Achilles. There Agrippa killed, in the Actian war.

Bogus, the king of the Maurusii, a partisan of Antony’s,

having got possession of the place by an attack by sea

4. Continuous with Methone is Acritas, 4 where the Messe-

nian Gulf begins, which they call also Asinaeus from Asine, a

small city, the first we meet with on the gulf, and hat ing the

same name as the 'Hermionic Asine.

This is the commencement of the gulf towards the west.

Towards the east are the Thvrides,

5

as they are called, bor-

dering upon the present Laconia near Ctenepolis,'3 and Tae-

narum.
_ _

In the intervening distance, if we begin from the Thyndes,

we meet with CEtylus, 7 by some called Beitylus : then Leuc-

trum, a colony of the Leuctri in Boeotia ;
next, situated upon

a steep rock, Cardamyle; 8 then Phene, bordering upon Thu-

ria, and Gerenia, from which place they say Nestor had the

epithet Gerenian, because he escaped thither, as we have

mentioned before. They show in the Gerenian territory a

temple of Aesculapius Triccaeus, copied from that at the Thes-

salian Tricca. Pelops is said to have founded Leuctrum, and

Charadra, and Thalami, now called the Boeotian Thalami,

having brought with him, when he married his sister Niobc

to Amphion, some colonists from Boeotia.

1 Thucydides, b. iv. ch. 38. The number was 292. ! Strivali.

3 According to Pausanias, Mothone, or Methone, was the Pedasus of

Homer. It is the modern Modon.
4 Cape Gallo. The Gulf of Messenia is now the Gulf of Coron.

5 The name Thvrides, the little gates, is probably derived from the

fable which placed the entrance of the infernal regions at Taenarum, Cape

Matapan. , , _ , ,

« p0r Cinrethium I read Casnepolis, as suggested by Falconer, and ap-

proved by Coray. 1 Vitulo. * Scardamula.
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The Nedon, a different river from the Neda, flows through
Laconia, and discharges its waters near Phene. It has upon
its banks a remarkable temple of the Nedusian Minerva. At
Pceaessa also there is a temple of the Nedusian Minerva,

which derives its name from a place called Nedon, 1 whence,
they say, Teleclus colonized Poeaessa, 2 and Echeias, and
Tragium.

5. With respect to the seven cities promised to Achilles, we
have already spoken of Cardamyle, and Phene, and Pedasus.

Enope, some say is Pellana ; others, some place near Carda-
myle ; others, Gerenia. 3 Hira is pointed out near a mountain
in the neighbourhood of Megalopolis 4 in Arcadia, on the road

to Andania, which we have said is called by the poet GEcha-
lia. Others say that the present Mesola was called Hira,

which extends to the bay situated between Taygetum and
Messenia. iEpeia is now called Thuria, which we said bor-

dered upon Phene. It is situated upon a lofty hill, whence
its name.5 The Thuriatic Gulf has its name from Thuria

;

upon the gulf is a single city, named Rhium, opposite Tasna-

rum. Some say that Antheia is Thuria, and A2peia Methone

;

others, that Antheia is Asine, situated between Methone and
Thuria, to which, of all the Messenian cities, the description,

“with its rich pastures,” is most appropriate. Near it on the sea

is Corone. There are some writers who say that this town is

called Pedasus by the poet. These cities are “
all near the

sea Cardamyle close to it ; Phene at the distance of 5

stadia, having an anchorage, which is used in the summer.
The rest are situated at unequal distances from the sea.

6. Near Corone, about the middle of the .gulf, the river

Pamisus 6 discharges itself, having, on the right hand, this

city, and the rest in succession, the last of which, towards the

west, are Pylus and Cyparissia, and between these is Erana,

which some writers erroneously suppose to be the ancient

1 As Strabo remarks, in b. x., that the temple was built by Nestor on

his return from Troy, Falconer suggests that it might have derived its

name from the river Nedon, near Gerenia, the birth-place of Nestor.
2 In the island of Cos.
3 According to Pausanias, Gerenia is the Enope of Homer.
* Hira in the time of Pausanias was called Abia (Palseochora ?). Some

interpreters of Homer were misled by the name of a mountain, Ira, near

Megalopolis, and placed there a city of the same name, but Hira was on
the sea-coast. 5 iEpys, a'nrvQ, lofty. 6 The Pirnatza.
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Arene ; on the left hand it has Thyria and Pherae. It is the

largest (in width) of the rivers within the isthmus, although

its course from its springs does not exceed 100 stadia in

length ; it has an abundant supply of -water, and traverses the

Messenian plain, and the district called Macaria.

1

It is dis-

tant from the present city of the Messenians 50 stadia.- 1 here

is also another Pamisus, a small torrent stream, running near

Leuctrum of Laconia, which was a subject of dispute between

the Messenians and Lacedaemonians in the time of Philip.

I have before said that some persons called the Pamisus,

Amathus.3

7. Ephorus relates that Cresphontes, after he had taken Mes-

sene, divided it into five cities, and chose Stenyclarus, situated

in the middle of this district, to be the royal seat of his king-

dom. To the other cities, Pylus, Rhium, (Mesola,) and

Hyameitis, he appointed kings, and put all the Messenians on

an equal footing with the Dorians as to rights and privileges.

The Dorians, however, taking offence, he changed his inten-

tion, and determined that Stenyclarus alone should have the

rank of a city, and here he assembled all the Dorians.

8. The city of the Messenians 4 resembles Corinth, for above

each city is a lofty and precipitous mountain, enclosed by a

common wall in such a manner as to be used as an acropolis

;

the Messenian mountain is Ithome,5 that near Corinth is

Acrocorinthus. Demetrius of Pharos seemed to have coun-

selled Philip the son of Demetrius well, when he advised him

to make himself master of both cities, it he desired to get

possession of Peloponnesus ;
“ for,” said he, “ when you have

seized both horns, the cow will be your own
;

meaning, by

the horns, Ithome and Acrocorinthus, and, by the cow, Pelo-

ponnesus. It was no doubt their convenient situation which

made these cities subjects of contention. The Romans there-

fore razed Corinth, and again rebuilt it. The Lacedaemonians

1 So called from its fertility.

2 In the text 250, <?v, an error probably arising from the repetition of

the preceding final letter.
3 The Pamisus above mentioned was never called the Amathus. There

were three rivers of this name, one near the Triphyliac Pylus, which was

also called Amathus ; a second at Leuctrum ot Laconia
;
and a third near

Messene.
4 The ruins of Messene are now near the place called Mauromatliia.
4 Mount Vulkauo.
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destroyed Messene, and the Thebans, and subsequently Philip,

the son of Amyntas, restored it. The citadels however con-

tinued unoccupied.

9. The temple of Diana in Limnte (in the Marshes), where

the Messenians are supposed to have violated the virgins who
came there to offer sacrifice, is on the confines of Laconia and

Messenia, where the inhabitants of both countries usually ce-

lebrated a common festival, and performed sacrifices ; but after

the violation of the virgins, the Messenians did not make any

reparation, and war, it is said, ensued. The Limnasan temple of

Diana at Sparta is said to have its name from the Limnm here.

10. There were frequent wars (between the Lacedaemonians

and Messenians) on account of the revolts of the Messenians.

Tyrtaeus mentions, in his poems, that their first subjugation

was in the time of their grandfathers 5

1 the second, when in

conjunction with their allies the Eleians [Arcadians], Ar-

gives, and Pisatce, they revolted ; the leader of the Arcadians

was Aristocrates, king of Orchomenus, and of the Pisatm,

Pantaleon, son of Omphalion. In this war, Tyrtaeus says, he

himself commanded the Lacedaemonian army, for in his elegiac

poem, entitled Eunomia, he says he came from Erineum

;

“for Jupiter himself, the son of Saturn, and husband of Juno with the

beautiful crown, gave this city to the Heracleidae, with whom we left the

windy Erineum, and arrived at the spacious island of Pelops.’’

Wherefore we must either invalidate the authority of the

elegiac verses, or we must disbelieve Philochorus, and Callis-

thenes, and many other writers, who say that he came from

Athens, or Aphidnte, at the request of the Lacedcemonians,

whom an oracle had enjoined to receive a commander from

the Athenians.

The second war then occurred in the time of Tyrtaeus.

But they mention a third, and even a fourth war, in which the

Messenians were destroyed.2

1 The first war dates from the year b. c. 743, and continued 20 years.

The second, beginning from 682 b. c., lasted 14 years; the third con-

cluded in the year 456 b. c., with the capture of Ithome, which was the

citadel or fort of Messene. Diod. Sic. lib. xv. c. 66.
3 The Messenians, driven from Ithome at the end of the third war,

settled at Naupactus, which was given to them as a place of refuge by the

Athenians, after the expulsion of the Locri-OzolDe. It is probable that

Strabo considers as a fourth war that which took place in the 94th Olym-
piad, when the Messenians were driven from Naupactus by the Laceda;-

monians and compelled to abandon Greece entirely.
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The whole voyage along the Messenian coast comprises

about 800 stadia, including the measurement of the bays.

11. I have exceeded the limits of moderation in thi- de-

scription, by attending to the multitude of facts which are re-

lated of a country, the greatest part of which is deserted.

Even Laconia itself is deficient in population, if we compare

its present state with its ancient populousness. For, with the

exception of Sparta, the remaining small cities are about

thirty ; but, anciently, Laconia had the name of Hecatompolis,

and that for this reason hecatombs were annually sacrificed.

CHAPTER Y.

1. Next after the Messenian is the Laconian Gulf, situated

between T*narum and Male*, declining a little from the

south to the east. Thyrides, a precipitous rock, beaten by

the waves, is in the Messenian Gulf, and distant from Tama-

rum 100 stadia. Above is Taygetum, a lofty and perpendi-

cular mountain, at a short distance from the sea, approaching

on the northern side close to the Arcadian mountains, so as to

leave between them a valley, where Messenia is continuous

with Laconia.

At the foot of Taygetum, in the inland parts, lie Sparta

and Amycke, 1 where is the temple of Apollo, and Pharis. The
site of Sparta is in rather a hollow, although it comprises

mountains within it
;

no part of it, however, is marshy,

although, anciently, the suburbs were so, which were called

Limn*. The temple of Bacchus, also in Limn*, was in a wet

situation, but now stands on a dry ground.

In the bay on the coast is Taenarum, a promontory pro-

jecting into the sea. 2 Upon it, in a grove, is the temple of

Neptune, and near the temple a cave, through which, accord-

ing to the fable, Cerberus was brought up by Hercules from

1 Leake supposes Amyclrr to have been situated between Iklavokhori

and Sparta, on the hill of Agia Kvriaki, half a mile from the Eurotas.

At this place lie discovered on an imperfect inscription the letters AMY
following a proper name, and leaving little doubt that the incomplete word
was AMYKAAIOV. See Smith.

2 Cape Matapan.
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Hades. Thence to the promontory Phycus in Cyrenaica, is

a passage across towards the south ot 3000 stadia ; and to

Pachynus, towards the west, the promontory ot‘ Sicily, 4600,

or, according to some writers, 4000 stadia
;
to Male®, towards

the east, including the measurement of the bays, 670 stadia;

to Onugnathus, 1 a low peninsula a little within Malete, 520

stadia. (In front of Onugnathus, at the distance of 40 stadia,

lies Cythera, 2 an island with a good harbour, and a city of the

same name, which was the private property of Eurycles, the

commander of the Lacedaemonians in our time. It is sur-

rounded by several small islands, some near it, others lying

somewhat farther off.) To Corycus, a promontory of Crete,

the nearest passage by sea is 250 stadia. 3

2. Next to Tamarum on the voyage to Onugnathus and to

Male® 4 is Amathus, (Psamathus,) a city ;
then follow Asine,

and Gythium,5 the naval arsenal of Sparta, situated at an in-

terval of 240 stadia. Its station for vessels, they say, is ex-

cavated by art. Farther on, between Gythium and Acraea, is

the mouth of the Eurotas.6 To this place the voyage along the

coast is about 240 stadia ;
then succeeds a marshy tract, and

a village, Iielos, which formerly was a city, according to Ho-

mer ;

“ They who occupied Amyclee, and Helos, a small town on the sea-coast.” *

They say that it was founded by Helius the son of Perseus.

There is a plain also call Leuce ;
then Cyparissia,8 a city

upon a peninsula, with a harbour ;
then Onugnathus with

a harbour ;
next Boea, a city ;

then Male*. From these

cities to Onugnathus are 150 stadia. There is also Asopus,9

a city in Laconia.
_

3. Among the places enumerated by Homer in the Cata-

logue of the”Ships, Messa, they say, is no longer to be found ;

and that Messoa is not a part of Laconia, but a part of Sparta

itself, as was the Limnaeum near Thornax. Some understand

1 The Ass’s Jaw. It is detached from the continent, and is now the

island of Servi.
* 2 Cerigo.

3 750 stadia. Groskurd.

* By others written in the singular number, Malea, now U bL Angelo.

5 The site of Gythium is identified as between Marathomsi and 1 nmssa.

6 The Iri, or Vasili Potamo. 7 0- 534.

8 Rupina, or Castel Rampano. The plain of Leuce is traversed by the

river Mario -revina.
9 The site of Asopus appears, according to the ruins indicated in the

Austrian map, to have been situated a little to the north ot Rupina.
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Messe to be a contraction of Messene, for it is said that this

was a pai’t of Laconia. [They allege as examples from the

poet, the words “ cri,” and “ do,” and “ maps,”

1

and this pas-

sage also

;

“ The horses were yoked by Automedon and Aleimus,’’ s

instead of Alcimedon. And the words of Hesiod, who uses

/3pt for /3pi0u and fipiapdv ; and Sophocles and Io, who have fa
for faSioi' ; and Epicharmus, Xt for Xt'cir, and Supavw for 2i/pa-

KovaaL ; Empedocles also has fa for fate fata yiyverai afuporEpwv

fa or oipie); and Antimachus, Apfip-poQ rot ’EXvmvipg uptj o\l.

and a\cf)L for ciXtpirot' ;
Euphorion has t/X for ?;Xoc ; Philetes

has S/uoidiQ eIq ruXapovg Xevkov dyovaiv Ept for ipior ; Aratus,

elq avEptov to. Trfad for -d TzfaaXia ; Simmias, Dodo for

Dodona.] 3

Of the rest of the places mentioned by the poet, some are

extinct ; of others traces remain, and of others the names are

changed, as Augeias into Hlg<em : [the city] of that name in

Locris exists no longer. With respect to Las, the Dioscuri

are said to have taken it by siege formerly, whence they had
the name of Lapersae, (Destroyers of Las,) and Sophocles says

somewhere, “by the two Lapersce, by Eurotas, by the gods
in Argos and Sparta.”

4. Ephorus says that the Heracleid®, Eurysthenes and
Procles, having obtained possession of Laconia, divided it into

six parts, and founded cities throughout the country, and as-

signed Amyclm to him who betrayed to them Laconia, and
who prevailed upon the person that occupied it to retire, on
certain conditions, with the Acliad, into Ionia. Sparta they re-

tained themselves as the royal seat of the kingdom. To the

other cities they sent kings, permitting them to receive what-
ever strangers might he disposed to settle there, on account of

the scarcity of inhabitants. Las was used as a naval station,

because it had a convenient harbour ; -5£gys, as a stronghold,

from whence to attack surrounding enemies
; Pheraea, as a

place to deposit treasure, because it afforded security from 4 at-

tempts from without. * * * * that all the neighbouring

people submitted to the Spartiatas, but were to enjoy an

equality of rights, and to have a share in the government and

1 Kpl, Siu, fia\p, for ten i Or), Suipa, parpiftop. 2
I], xix. 392.

3 Probably an interpolation. * The text here is very corrupt.
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in the offices of state. They were called Heilotae. But Agis,

the son of Eurysthenes, deprived them of the equality cf

rights, and ordered them to pay tribute to Sparta. 1 he rest

submitted ;
but the Heleii, who occupied Ilelos, revolted, and

were made prisoners in the course ot the war ;
they weie ad-

judged to be slaves, with the conditions, that the ownei should

not°be allowed to give them their liberty, nor sell them be-

yond the'boundaries of the country. This was called the war

of the Heilotre. 1 The system of Heilote-slavery, which con-

tinued from that time to the establishment of the dominion of

the Romans, was almost entirely the contrivance of Agis.

They were a kind of public slaves, to whom the Lacedemo-

nians assigned habitations, and required from them peculiar

services.

5. With respect to the government of the Lacones, and the

changes which have taken place among them, many things,

as being well known, may be passed over, but some it may be

worth while to relate, it is said that the Achaean Phthiotae,

who, with Pelops, made an irruption into Peloponnesus, settled

in Laconia, and were so much distinguished for their valoui,

that Peloponnesus, which for a long period up to this time

had the name of Argos, was then called Achaean Argos ;
and

not Peloponnesus alone had this name, but Laconia also was

thus peculiarly designated. Some even understand the words

of the poet,

“ Where was Menelaus, was he not at Achtean Argos ?
” 2

as implying, was he not in Laconia ? But about the time of

the return of the Heracleidae, when Philonomus betrayed the

country to the Dorians, they removed from Laconia to the

country of the Ionians, which at present is called Achaia. We
shall speak of them in our description of Achaia.

Those who were in possession of Laconia, at first conducted

themselves with moderation, but after they had intrusted to

Lycurgus the formation of a political constitution, they ac-

quired such a superiority over the other Greeks, that they

alone obtained the sovereignty both by sea and land, and con-

tinued to be the chiefs of the Greeks, till the Thebans, and

soon afterwards the Macedonians, deprived them of this as-

cendency.

1 1090 b. c.
2 Od. iii. 249, 251.
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They did not however entirely submit even to these, but.

preserving their independence, were continually disputing the

sovereignty both with the other Greeks and with the Mace-
donian kings. After the overthrow of the latter by the

Romans, the Lacones living under a bad government at that

time, and under the power of tyrants, had given some slight

offence to the generals whom the Romans sent into the pro-

vince. They however recovered themselves, and were held

in very great honour. They remained free, and performed no
other services but those expected from allies. Lately how-
ever Eurycles 1 excited some disturbances amongst them, having

abused excessively, in the exercise of his authority, the friend-

ship of Ctcsar. The government soon came to an end by the

death of Eurycles, and the son rejected all such friendships.

The Eleuthero-Lacones 2 however did obtain some regular

form of government, when the surrounding people, and espe-

cially the Hei lotos, at the time that Sparta was governed by
tyrants, were the first to attach themselves to the Romans.

Hellanicus says that Eurystbenes and Procles regulated the

form of government, but Ephorus reproaches him with not

mentioning Lycurgus at all, and with ascribing the acts of the

latter to persons who had no concern in them ; to Lycurgus
only is a temple erected, and sacrifices are annually performed
in his honour, but to Eurystbenes and Procles, although they
were the founders of Sparta, yet not even these honours were
paid to them, that their descendants should bear the respective

appellations of Eurysthenidae and Procleidte .
3 [The descend-

ants of Agis, however, the son of Eurystbenes, were called

Agides, and the descendants of Eurypon, the son of Procles,

were called Eurypontiadce. The former were legitimate

princes ; the others, having admitted strangers as settlers,

reigned by their means ;
whence they were not regarded as

original authors of the settlement, an honour usually conferred

upon all founders of cities.]

1 His character is discreditably spoken of by Josephus, Antiq. b. xvi.

c. 10. and Bell. Jud. b. i. c. 20.
2 The cities of the Eleuthero-I.acones were at first 24 in number

;
in

the time of Pausanias 18 only. They were kindly treated by Augustus,

but subsequently they were excluded from the coast to prevent communi-
cation with strangers. Pausanias, b. iii. c. 21.

3 From hence to the end of the section the text is corrupt. See Gro.skurd

for an attempt to amend the text of the last sentence, which is here not

translated.
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6. As to the nature of the places in Laconia and Messenia,

we may take the description ot Euripides ;

1

“ Laconia has much land capable of tillage, but difficult to be 'worked,

for it is hollow, surrounded by mountains, rugged, and difficult of access

to an enemy.”

Messenia he describes in this manner

:

“ It bears excellent fruit
;

is watered by innumerable streams
;

it affords

the finest pasture to herds and flocks ;
it is not subject to the blasts of

winter, nor too much heated by the coursers ot the sun
;

and a little farther on, speaking of the division of the country

by the Heracleidse according to lot, the first was

“ lord of the Lactenian laud, a bad soil,”

the second was Messene,
“ whose excellence no language could express;”

and Tyrtseus speaks of it in the same manner.

But” we cannot admit that Laconia and Messenia are

bounded, as Euripides says,

“ by the Pamisus, 2 which empties itself into the sea

this river flows through the middle ot Messenia, and does not

touch any part of the present Laconia. Nor is he right, when

he says that Messenia is inaccessible to sailors, whereas it

borders upon the sea, in the same manner as Laconia.

Nor does he give the right boundaries of Elis ;

‘‘after passing the river is Elis, the neighbour of Jove

and he adduces a proof unnecessarily. For if he means the

present Eleian territory, which is on the confines of Messenia,

this the Pamisus does not touch, any more than it touches La-

conia, for, as has been said before, it flows through the middle

of Messenia : or, if he meant the ancient Eleia, called the Hol-

low, this is a still greater deviation from the truth. For after

crossing the Pamisus, there is a large tract of the Messenian

country, then the whole district of [the Lepreatm], and of the

[Macistii], which is called Triphylia ;
then the Pisatis, and

Olympia ;
then at the distance of 300 stadia is Elis.

7. As some persons write the epithet applied by Homer to

Lacedaemon, Kr}Tutotjav, and others Kaitrataanv, how aie we to

understand Kr,-6ji<raa, whether it is derived from Cetos/ or

1 This quotation, as also the one which follows, are from a tragedy of

Euripides, now lost.
2 The 1’irnatza. ... ,

3 Kqrof. Some are of opinion that the epithet was applied to Lacedae-

mon, because fish of the cetaceous tribe frequented the coast ol Laconia.
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whether it denotes “ large,” which is most probable. Some
understand Kaurcuaaa to signify, “ abounding with calamin-

thus ;
” others suppose, as the fissures occasioned by earth-

quakes are called Cceeti, that this is the origin of the epithet.

Hence Casietas also, the name of the prison among the Lace-

daemonians, which is a sort of cave. Some however say, that

such kind of hollows are rather called Coi, whence the ex-

pression of Homer, 1 applied to wild beasts, yripoiv optctuounv,

which live in mountain caves. Laconia however is subject to

earthquakes, and some writers relate, that certain peaks of

Taygetum have been broken off by the shocks. 2

Laconia contains also quarries of valuable marble. Those

of the Taenarian marble in Tamarum 3 are ancient, and certain

persons, assisted by the wealth of the Romans, lately opened a

large quarry in Taygetum.

8. It appears from Homer, that both the country and the

city had the name of Lacedasmon ; I mean the country to-

gether with Messenia. When he speaks of the bow and

quiver of Ulysses, he says,

“ A present from Iphitus Eurytides, a stranger, who met him in Lace-

daemon,” 4

and adds,
“ They met at Messene in the house of Ortilochus.”

He means the country which was a part of Messenia. 0 There

was then no difference whether he said “ A stranger, whom he

met at Lacedasmon, gave him,” or, “they met at Messene;”

for it is evident that Pheras was the home of Ortilochus :

“ they arrived at Pherae, and went to the house of Diodes the son of Or-

tilochus,” 0

namely, Telemachus and Pisistratus. Now Pherm 7 belongs to

Messenia. But after saying, that Telemachus and his friend

set out from Phene, and were driving their two horses the

whole day, he adds,

1
II. i. 268.

2 This may have taken place a little before the third Messenian war,

b. c. 4G4, when an earthquake destroyed all the houses in Sparta, with

the exception of five. Diod. Sic. b. xv. c. 66 ;
Pliny, b. ii. c. 79.

3 Pliny, b. xxxvi. c. 18, speaks of the black marble of Tamaras.
4 Od. xxi. 13.
5 Eustathius informs us that, according to some writers, Sparta and La-

cedaemon were the names of the two principal quarters of the city
;
and

adds that the comic poet, Cratinus, gave the name of Sparta to the whole

of Laconia. 6 Od. iii. 488. 7 Cheramidi.
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“ The sun was setting
;
they came to the hollow Lacedtemon (Ktirdittraav),

and drove their chariot to the palace of Menelaus.” 1

Here we must understand the city ; and if we do not, the poet

says, that they journeyed from Lacedosmon to Lacedaemon.

It is otherwise improbable that the palace of Menelaus should

not be at Sparta ;
and if it was not there, that Telemachus

should say,
“ for I am going to Sparta, and to Pylus,” 2

for this seems to agree with the epithets applied to the coun-

try
,

3 unless indeed any one should allow this to be a poetical

licence ; for, if Messenia was a part of Laconia, it would be a

contradiction that Messene should not be placed together with

Laconia, or with Pylus, (which was under the command of

Nestor,) nor by itself in the Catalogue of Ships, as though it

had no part in the expedition.

CHAPTER VI.

1. After Male® follow the Argolic and Hermionic Gulfs ;

the former extends as far as Scylbeum
,

4
it looks to the east,

and towards the Cyclades
;

5 the latter lies still more towards

the east than the former, reaching HCgina and the Epidau-

rian territory .
6 The Laconians occupy the first part of the

Argolic Gulf, and the Argives the rest. Among the places

occupied by the Laconians are Delium
,

7 a temple of Apollo, of

1 Od. iii. 487. 2 Od. ii. 359.
3 The text to the end of the section is very corrupt. The following is

a translation of the text as proposed to be amended by Groskurd. The
epithet of Lacedsemon, hollow, cannot properly be applied to the country,

for this peculiarity of the city does not with any propriety agree with the

epithets given to the country
;
unless we suppose the epithet to be a poet-

ical licence. For, as has been before remarked, it must be concluded

from the words of the poet himself, that Messene was then a part of La-

conia, and subject to Menelaus. It would then be a contradiction (in

Homer) not to join Messene, which took part in the expedition, with

Laconia or the Pylus under Nestor, nor to place it by itself in the Cata-

logue, as though it had no part in the expedition.
* Skylli. 3 The islands about Delos.
6 The form thus given to the Gulf of Hermione bears no resemblance

to modern maps.
7 Pausanias calls it Epidelium, now S. Angelo.
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the same name as that in Boeotia ;
Minoa, a fortress of the

same name as that in Megara ;
and according to Artemidorus,

Epidaurus Limera; 1 Apollodorus, however, places it near

Cythera,2 and having a convenient harbour, (Xi/i/fr, limen
,

)

it

was called Limenera, which was altered by contraction to Li-

mera. A great part of the coast of Laconia, beginning im-

mediately from Malese, is rugged. It has however shelters

for vessels, and harbours. The remainder of the coast has

good ports ;
there are also many small islands, not worthy of

mention, lying in front of it.

2. To the Argives belong Prasiae, 3 and Temenium 4 where

Temenus lies buried. Before coming to Temenium is the dis-

trict through which the river Lerna flows, that having the same

name as the lake, where is laid the scene of the fable of the

Hydra. The Temenium is distant from Argos 26 stadia irom

the sea-coast ; from Argos to Heraium are 40, and thence to

Mycenae 10 stadia.

Next to Temenium is Nauplia, the naval station of the

Argives. Its name is derived from its being accessible to

ships. Here they say the fiction of the moderns originated

respecting Nauplius and his sons, for Homer would not have

omitted to mention them, if Palamedes displayed so much

wisdom and intelligence, and was unjustly put to death ;
and

if Nauplius had destroyed so many people at Caphareus. 1 But

the genealogy offends both against the mythology, and against

chronology. For if we allow that he was the son oi Neptune,6

how could he be the son of Amymone, and be still living in

the Trojan times.

Next to Nauplia are caves, and labyrinths constructed in

them, which caves they call Cyclopeia.

1 The ruins are a little to the north of Monembasia, Malvasia, or Nau-

plia de Malvasia. * Cerigo.

3 The ruins are on the bay of Rlieontas. Toniki* or Agemtzi.

5 Napoli di Romagna. Nauplius, to avenge the death of his son Pala-

medes, was the cause of many Greeks perishing on their return from rro>

at Cape Caphareus in Euboea, famous for its dangerous rocks. The

modern Greeks give to this promontory the name of EuXodxryoc, (Xylo-

phagos.) or devourer of vessels. Italian navigators call it Capo d Oro,

which in spite of its apparent signification, Golden Cape, is probably a

transformation of the Greek word Caphareus.
6 Strabo confounds Nauplius, son of Clylorcus, and father of Palame-

dcs, with Nauplius, son of Neptune and Amymone, and one of the

ancestors of Palamedes.
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3. Then follow other places, and after these the Hermionic
Gulf. Since the poet places this gulf in the Argive territory,

we must not overlook this division of the circumference of
this country. It begins from the small city Asine; 1 then
follow Hermione, 2 and Trcezen.3 In the voyage along the

coast the island Calauria 4 lies opposite
; it has a compass of

30 stadia, and is separated from the continent by a strait of

4 stadia.

4. Then follows the Saronic Gulf
; some call it a Pontus or

sea, others a Porus or passage, whence it is also termed the

Saronic pelagos or deep. The whole of the passage, or Porus,
extending from the Hermionic Sea, and the sea about the

Isthmus (of Corinth) to the Myrtoan and Cretan Seas, has this

name.
To the Saronic Gulf belong Epidaurus,6 and the island in

front of it, JEgina
; then Cenchreae, the naval station of the

Corinthians towards the eastern parts ; then Schcenus, 6 a har-

bour at the distance of 45 stadia by sea ; from Maleas the

whole number of stadia is about 1800.

At Schcenus is the Diolcus, or place where they draw the

vessels across the Isthmus : it is the narrowest part of it.

Near Schcenus is the temple of the Isthmian Neptune. At
present, however, I shall not proceed with the description of

these places, for they are not situated within the Argive ter-

ritory, but resume the account of those which it contains.

5. And first, we may observe how frequently Argos is

mentioned by the poet, both by itself and with the epithet de-

signating it as Achaean Argos, Argos Jasum, Argos Hippium,
or Hippoboton, or Pelasgicum. The city, too, is called Argos,

“ Argos and Sparta”

—

7

those who occupied Argos
“ and Tiryns

*

and Peloponnesus is called Argos,
“ at our house in Argos,” *

for the city could not be called his house
;
and he calls the

whole of Greece, Argos, for he calls all Argives, as he calls

them Danai, and Achaeans.

1 Fomos. 2 Castri. 3 Damala. 4
I. Poros.

5 A place near the ruins of Epidaurus preserves the name Pedatiro. G.
8 Scheno. 7

II. iv. 52. 8
II. ii. 559. 9

11. i. 30.
von. II. E
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He distinguishes the identity of name by epithets ; he calls

Thessaly, Pelasgic Argos

;

“ all who dwelt in Pelasgic Argos 1

and the Peloponnesus, the Achman Argos ;

“ if we should return to Ach®an Argos !

“ was he not at Achaean Argos ?
” 3

intimating in these lines that the Peloponnesians were calleu

peculiarly Achceans according to another designation.

He calls also the Peloponnesus, Argos Jasum;

“ if all the Achjeans throughout Argos Jasum should see you,” 4

meaning Penelope, she then would have a greater number Oi

suitors ;
for it is not probable that he means those from the

whole of Greece, but those from the neighbourhood of Ithaca.

He applies also to Argos terms common to other places,

“ pasturing horses,” and “ abounding with horses.”

6. There is a controversy about the names Hellas' and Hel-

lenes. Thucydides 5 says that Homer nowhere mentions Bar-

barians, because the Greeks were not distinguished by any

single name, which expressed its opposite. Apollodorus also

says, that the inhabitants of Thessaly alone were called Hel-

lenes, and alleges this verse of the poet,

“ they were called Myrmidones, and Hellenes;” 6

but Hesiod, and Archilochus, in their time knew that they

were all called Hellenes, and Panhellenes : the former calls

them by this name in speaking of the Proetides, and says that

Panhellenes were their suitors ; the latter, where he says

“ that the calamities of the Panhellenes centred in Thasus.”

But others oppose to this, that Homer does mention Bar-

barians, when he says of the Carians, that they spoke a bar-

barous language, and that all the Hellenes were computed in

the term Hellas ;

“ of the man, whose fame spread throughout Hellas and Argos.” 7

And again,

“ but if you wish to turn aside and pass through Greece and the midst of

Argos.” 8

1

II. ii. 681.
2 II- is- IB-

4 Od. xviii. 245. 5 Book l. 3.

7 Od. i. 344.
8 Od. xv. 80.

Od. iii. 251.

II. ii. 684.
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7. The greater part of the city of the Argives is situated in
a plain. It has a citadel called Larisa, a hill moderately for-
tified, and upon it a temple of Jupiter. Near it flows the Ina-
chus, a torrent river ; its source is in Lyrceium [the Arcadian
mountain near Cynuria]. We have said before that the
fabulous stories about its sources are the inventions of poets

;

it is a fiction also that Argos is without water

—

“ but the gods made Argos a land without water.”

Now the ground consists of hollows, it is intersected by rivers,
and is full of marshes and lakes

; the city also has a copious
supply of water from many wells, which rises near the surface.
They attribute the mistake to this verse,

“ and I shall return disgraced to Argos (TroXvSi\piov') the very thirsty.” *

This word is used for 77oXvxodriToy
,
or

“ much longed after,”

or without the 8 for xoXvi\Lioy, equivalent to the expression
xoXv<pdopoy in Sophocles,

“ this house of the Pelopidce abounding in slaughter,” 2

[for xpoiaxpai and ld\pai and ’i\pciadai, denote some injury or

destruction

;

“ at present he is making the attempt, and he will soon-destroy (ixf/erai)

the sons of the Acheei ;” 3

and again, lest

“ she should injure (laif/y) her beautiful skin 4

and,
“ has prematurely sent down, 7rpoiaxpiy, to Ades.” 5

]
6

Besides, he does not mean the city Argos, for it was not

thither that he was about to return, but he meant Pelopon-
nesus, which, certainly, is not a thirsty land.

With respect to the letter 8, they introduce the conjunction

by the figure hyperbaton, and make an elision of the vowel,

so that the verse would run thus,

Kcti Ktv l\ky\wroQ xoXv S' "ixpiov "ApyoQ iKo'ipr]v,

that is, 7-oXvixpiov "Apyocr8e lkoi/jtji', instead of, etc
“ Apyop.

8 . The Inachus 7 is one of the rivers, which flows through
the Argive territory; there is also another in Argia, the

1
II. iv. 171. 2 Sophocles, El. 10.

3
II. ii. 193.

4 Od. ii. 376. 5
II. i. 3.

0 Probably an interpolation. Mcineke.

7 The Planitza.

e 2
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Erasinus. It has its source in Stymphalus in Arcadia, and in

the lake there called Stymphalis, where the scene is laid of

the fable of the birds called Stymphalides, which Hercules

drove away by wounding them with arrows, and by the noise

of drums. It is said that this river passes under-ground, and

issues forth in the Argian territory, and waters the plain.

The Erasinus is also called Arsinus.

Another river of the same name flows out of Arcadia to

the coast near Buras. There is another Erasinus also in

Eretria, and one in Attica near Brauron.

Near Lerna a fountain is shown, called Amymone.
^
I he

lake Lerna, the haunt of the Hydra, according to the fable,

belongs to the Argive and Messenian districts. 'I he ex-

piatory purifications performed at this place b) persons gu ty

of crimes gave rise to the proverb, * A Lerna ot ev ils.

It is allowed that, although the city itself lies in a spot where

there are no running streams of water, there is an abundance

of wells, which are attributed to the Danaides as their inven-

tion ;
hence the line,

“ the Danaides made waterless Argos, Argos the watered.
’

Four of the wells are esteemed sacred, and held in peculiar

veneration. Hence they occasioned a want of water, while

they supplied it abundantly.

9. Danaus is said to have built the citadel of the Argives.

He seems to have possessed so much more power than the

former rulers of the country, that, according to Euripides,

“ he made a law that those who were formerly called Pelasgiotae, should

he called Danai throughout Greece.”

His tomb, called Palinthus, is in the middle of the market-

place of the Argives. I suppose that the celebrity of this city

was the reason of all the Greeks having the name ol 1 elasgi-

otm, and Danai, as well as Argives.

Modern writers speak of Iasidae, and Argos Iasum, and

Apia, and Apidones. Homer does not mention Apidones, and

uses the word apia only to express distance. That lie means

Peloponnesus by Argos we may conclude tiom these lines,

“ Argive Helen 1

and,
“ in the farthest part of Argos is a city Ephvra

;

1
II. vi. 623.

a
II. vL 152.
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and,
“ the middle of Argos 1

and,

“ to rule over many islands, and the whole of Argos.” 2

Argos, among modern writers, denotes a plain, but not once

in Homer. It seems rather a Macedonian and Thessalian

use of the word.

10. After the descendantsof Danaus had succeeded to the

sovereignty at Argos, and the Amythaonidm, who came from

Pisatis and Triphylia, were intermixed with them by mar-

riages, it is not surprising that, being allied to one another,

they at first divided the country into two kingdoms, in such a

manner that the two cities, the intended capitals, Argos and

Mycenae, were not distant from each other more than 50 stadia,

and that the Heroeum at Mycenae should be a temple common
to both. In this temple were the statues the workmanship of

Polycletus. In display of art they surpassed all others, but

in magnitude and cost they were inferior to those of Pheidias.

At first Argos was the most powerful of the two cities. Af-

terwards Mycenae received a great increase of inhabitants in

consequence of the migration thither of the Pelopidae. I or when

everything bad fallen under the power of the sons of Atreus,

Agamemnon, the elder, assumed the sovereign authority, and

by good fortune and valour annexed to his possessions a large

tract of country. He also added the Laconian to the Mycenasan

district,3 Menelaus had Laconia, and Agamemnon Mycenae,

and the country as far as Corinth, and Sicyon, and the terri-

tory which was then said to he the country of Iones and

iEgialians, and afterwards of Achaei.

After the Trojan war, when the dominion ofAgamemnon was

at an end, the declension of Mycenae ensued, and particularly

after the return of the Heracleidae. 4 For when these people

got possession of Peloponnesus, they expelled its former mas-

ters, so that they who had Argos possessed Mycenae likewise,

as composing one body. In subsequent times Mycenae was

razed by the Argives, so that at present not even a trace is to

be discovered of the city of the Mycenaeans. 5

1 Od. i. 344. 2
II. ii. 108. 3 About 1283, n. c.

4 About 1 190, n. c.

5 Not strictly correct, as in the time of 1’ausanias, who lived about 150

years after Strabo, a large portion of the walls surrounding Mycenae still

existed. Even in modern times traces are still to be found.
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If Mycence experienced this fate, it is not surprising that

some of the cities mentioned in the Catalogue ol the Ships,

and said to be subject to Argos, have disappeared. These are

the words of the Catalogue :

“ They who occupied Argos, and Tiryns, with strong walls, and Hermione,

and Asine situated on a deep bay, and E'fones, and Epidaurus with its

vines, and the valiant Achaean youths who occupied Algina, and Mases." 1

Among these we have already spoken of Argos ;
we must now

speak of the rest.

11. Prcetus seems to have used Tiryns as a stronghold,

and to have fortified it by means of the Cyclopes. There

were seven of them, and were called Gasterocheires,2 because

they subsisted by their art. They were sent for and came

from Lycia. Perhaps the caverns about Nauplia, and the

works there, have their name from these people. The citadel

Licymna has its name from Licymnius. It is distant from

Nauplia about 12 stadia. This place is deserted, as well as the

neighbouring Midea, which is different from the Boeotian

Midea, for that is accentuated Midea, like -poroi a. but this is

accentuated Midea, like Tegea.

Prosymna borders upon Midea; it has also a temple of

Juno. The Argives have depopulated most of these for their

refusal to submit to their authority. Of the inhabitants some

went from Tiryns to Epidaurus ;
others from Hermione to the

Halieis (the Fishermen), as they are called ;
others were trans-

ferred by the Lacedmmonians to Messenia from Asine, (which

is itself a village in the Argive territory near Nauplia,) and

they built a small city of the same name as the Argolic Asine.

For the Lacedaemonians, according to Theopompus, got pos-

session of a large tract of country belonging to other nations,

and settled there whatever fugitives they had received, who

had taken refuge among them ;
and it was to this country the

Nauplians had retreated.

12. Hermione is one of the cities, not undistinguished.

The coast is occupied by Halieis, as they are called, a tribe

who subsist by being employed on the sea in fishing. There

is a general opinion among the Ilermionenses that there is a

short descent from their country to Hades, and hence they do

not place in the mouths of the dead the fare for crossing the

Styx.
1

11. ii. 559. 2 From yatrn'/p, the belly, and x{ 'P> the hand.
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13. It is said that Asine as well as Hermione was inhabited

by Dryopes ;
either Dryops the Arcadian having transfeired

them thither from the places near the Spercheius, according

to Aristotle; or, Hercnles expelled them from Doris near

Parnassus.
. . . . , c

Scyllmum near Hermione has its name, it is said, Irom

Scylla, daughter of Nisus. According to report, she was

enamoured of Minos, and betrayed to him Nisaea. She was

drowned by order of her father, and her body was thrown

upon the shore, and buried here.

Eiones was a kind of village which the Mycensei depopu-

lated, and converted into a station for vessels. It was alter-

wards destroyed, and is no longer a naval station.

14. Trcezen is sacred to Neptune, 1 from whom it was

formerly called Poseidonia. It is situated 15 stadia from the

sea. Nor is this an obscure city. In front ot its harbour,

called Po^on,2 lies Calauria, a small island, of about 30 stadia

in compass. Here was a temple of Neptune, which served as

an asylum for fugitives. It is said that this god exchanged

Delos for Calauria with Latona, and Tasnarum for Pytho with

Apollo. Ephorus mentions the oracle respecting it

:

“ It is the same thing to possess Delos, or Calauria,

The divine Pytho, or the windy Tsenarum.”

There was a sort of Amphictyonic body to whom the con-

cerns of this temple belonged, consisting of seven cities, which

performed sacrifices in common. These were Hermon, Epi-

daurus, jEgina, Atheme, Prasite, Nauplia, and Orchomenus

Minyeius. The Argives contributed in behalf of Nauplia, and

the Lacedemonians in behalf of Prasiae. The veneration

for this god prevailed so strongly among the Greeks, that

the Macedonians, even when masters of the country, never-

theless preserved even to the present time the privilege ot

the asylum, and were restrained by shame Irom dragging

away the suppliants who took refuge at Calauria. Archias

even, with a body of soldiers, did not dare to use force to De-

' Poseidon, or Neptune. This god, after a dispute with

ing this place, held by order of Jupiter, divided possession of it with her.

Hence the ancient cins of Trcezen bear the trident and head of Minerva.

* n™, pogon or beard. Probably the name is derived from the form

of the harbour Hence the proverb, ‘‘Go to Trcezen OXtvauag tie

Tpoi'Cfiva,) addressed to those who had little or no beard.
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mosthenes, although he had received orders from Antipater
to bring him alive, and all other orators he could find, who
were accused of the same crimes. He attempted persuasion,

but in vain, for Demosthenes deprived himself of life by taking

poison in the temple. 1

Troezen and Pittheus, the sons of Pelops, having set out
from Pisatis to Argos, the former left behind hirn a city of his

own name
;
Pittheus succeeded him, and became king. An-

thes, who occupied the territory before, set sail, and founded
Halicarnassus. We shall speak of him in our account of
Caria and the Troad.

15. Epidaurus was called Epitaurus [Epicarus?]. Aris-

totle says, that Carians occupied both this place and Hermione,
but upon the return of the Heracleidae those Ionians, who had
accompanied them from the Athenian Tetrapolis to Argos,
settled there together,with the Carians.

Epidaurus 2 was a distinguished city, remarkable particu-

larly on account of the fame of JEsculapius, who was sup-

posed to cure every kind of disease, and whose temple is

crowded constantly with sick persons, and its walls covered
with votive tablets, which are hung upon the walls, and con-
tain accounts of the cures, in the same manner as is practised

at Cos, and at Tricca. The city lies in the recess of the

Saronic Gulf, with a coasting navigation of 15 stadia, and its

aspect is towards the point of summer sun-rise. It is sur-

rounded with lofty mountains, which extend to the coast, so

that it is strongly fortified by nature on all sides.

Between Troezen and Epidaurus, there was a fortress Me-
thana, 3 and a peninsula of the same name. In some copies of
Thucydides Methone is the common reading, 4 a place of the

same name with the Macedonian city, at the siege of which
Philip lost an eye. Hence Demetrius of Scepsis is of opinion,

that some persons were led into error by the name, and sup-

posed that it was Methone near Troezen. It was against this

town, it is said, that the persons sent by Agamemnon to levy

sailors, uttered the imprecation, that

“ they might never cease to build walls,”

1 Plutarch, Life of Demosthenes. s Pidauro.

Methana is the modern name.
* Thucyd. b. ii. c. 31. Methone is the reading of all manuscripts and

editions.
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but it Avas not these people ;
but the Macedonians, according

to Theopompus, Avho refused the levy of men; besides, it is

not probable that those, who Avere in the neighbourhood ot

Agamemnon, Avould disobey his orders.

°16. iEgina is a place in the territory of Epidaurus. There

is in front of this continent, an island, of Avliich the poet means

to speak in the lines before cited. Wherefore some write,

“ and. the island iEgina,”

instead of
“ and they Avho occupied iEgina,”

making a distinction bettveen the places of the same name.

It is unnecessary to remark, that this island is among the

most celebrated.
'
It Avas the country of iEacus and his de-

scendants. It was this island which once possessed so much

power at sea, and formerly disputed the superiority with the

Athenians in the sea-fight at Salamis during the Persian war. 1

The circuit of the island is said to be about 180 stadia. It

has a city of the same name on the south-west. Around it

are Attica, and Megara, and the parts of Peloponnesus as far

as Epidaurus. It is distant from each about 100 stadia. The

eastern and southern sides are washed by the Myrtoan and

Cretan seas. Many small islands surround it on the side

towards the continent, but Belbina is situated on the side

toAvards the open sea. The land has soil at a certain depth,

but it is stony at the surface, particularly the plain country,

whence the Avhole has a bare appearance, but yields large crops

of barley. It is said that the iEginetm were called Myrmi-

dones, not as the fable accounts for the name, when the ants

were metamorphosed into men, at the time of a great famine,

by the prayer of Abacus ;
but because by digging, like ants,

they threw up the earth upon the rocks, and were thus made

able to cultivate the ground, and because they li\red in ex-

cavations under-ground, abstaining from the use of bricks

and sparing of the soil for this purpose.

Its ancient name Avas (Enone, which is the name of two of

the demi in Attica, one near Eleutherae ;

“ to inhabit the plains close to CEnone, (CEnoe,) and Eleutherae

;

and another, one of the cities of the Tetrapolis near Marathon,

to which the proverb is applied,

“ CEnone (CEnoe?) and its toirent.”

1 Herodotus, b. v. c. 83, and b. viii. c. 93.
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Its inhabitants were in succession Argives, Cretans, Epidauri-

ans, and Dorians. At last the Athenians divided the island by

lot among settlers of their own. The Lacedaemonians, however,

deprived the Athenians of it, and restored it to the ancient in-

habitants.

The iEginetse sent out colonists to Cydonia 1 in Crete, and

to the Ombrici. According to Ephorus, silver was first struck

as money by Pheidon. The island became a mart, the inhabit-

ants, on account of the fertility of its soil, employing them-

selves at sea as traders ;
whence goods of a small kind had

the name of “Angina wares.”

17. The poet frequently speaks of places in succession as

they are situated

;

“ they who inhabited Hyria, and Aulis s

“ and they who occupied Argos, and Tiryns,

Hermione, and Asine,

Troezen, and E'iones.” 3

At other times he does not observe any order

;

“ Schcenus, and Scolus,

Thespeia, and Grsa.” 4

He also mentions together places on the continent and islands ;

“ they who held Ithaca,

and inhabited Crocyleia,” 5

for Crocyleia is in Acarnania. Thus he here joins with PEgina

Mases, which belongs to the continent of Argolis.

Homer does not mention Thyrece, but other writers speak

of it as well known. It was the occasion of a contest between

the three hundred Argives against the same number of Lace-

daemonians ;
the latter were conquerors by means of a strata-

gem of Othryadas. Thucydides places T liyrete in Cynuria,

on the confines of Argia and Laconia. 6

Hysiae also is a celebrated place in Argolica
; and Cenchreay

which lies on the road from Tegea to Argos, over the moun-
tain Parthenius, and the Creopolus. 7 But Homer was not

acquainted with either of these places, [nor with the Lyr-

ceium, nor One®, and yet they are villages in the Argian

territory ; the former of the same name as the mountain there ;

the latter of the same name as the Orneaj, situated between

Corinth and Sicyon]. 8

1 This colony must have been posterior to that of the Samians, the first

founders of Cydonia. 1
II. ii. 196. 3

II. ii. 559.
4

II. ii. 497. 3
II. ii. 632. 6 Thucyd. ii. 27 ;

iv. 56.
! A place not known. 8 Probably interpolated.
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18. Among the cities of the Peloponnesus, the most celebrated

were, and are at this time, Argos and Sparta, and as theii le-

nown is spread everywhere, it is not necessaiy to desciibe

them at length, for if we did so, we should seem to repeat

what is said by all writers.

Anciently, Argos was the most celebrated, but afterwards

the Lacedaemonians obtained the superiority, and continued to

maintain their independence, except during some shoit interval,

when they experienced a reverse of fortune.

The Argives did not admit Pyrrhus within the city. He

fell before the walls, an old woman having let a tile drop from

a house upon his head.

They were, however, under the sway of other kings. When

they belonged to the Achaean league they were subjected, to-

gether with the other members of that confederacy, to the

power of the Romans. The city subsists at present, and is

second in rank to Sparta.
_ .

19. We shall next speak of those places which are said, in

the Catalogue of the Ships, to be under the government ot

Mycenae and Agamemnon : the lines are these :

“ Those who inhabited Mycenae, a well-built city,

and the wealthy Corinth, and Cleonae well built,

and Omeiae, and the lovely Araethyrea,

and Sicyon, where Adrastus first reigned,

and they who inhabited Hyperesia, and the lofty Gonoessa,

and Pellene, and JSgium,

and the whole range of the coast, and those who lived near the spacious

Helice.” 1

Mycenae exists no longer. It was founded by Perseus.

Sthenelus succeeded Perseus ;
and Eurystheus, Sthenelus.

These same persons were kings of Argos also. It is said that

Eurystheus, having engaged, with the assistance of the At le-

nians, in an expedition to Marathon against the descendants

of Hercules and Iolaus, fell in battle, and that the remainder

of his body was buried at Gargettus, but his head apart fiom

it at Tricorythus 2 (Corinth?), Iolaus having severed it from

the body near the fountain Macaria, close to the chariot-road.

The spot itself has the name of “ Eurystheus -head.

Mycenae then passed into the possession of the Pelopidae,

who had left the Pisatis, then into that of the Ilcracleid®,

1
11. ii. 569.

2 Tricorythus in place of Corinth is the sug^st ion of Coray.
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who were also masters of Argos. But after the sea-fight at

Salamis, the Argives, together with the Cleonan, and the Te-
get®, invaded Mycenae, and razed it, and divided the territory

among themselves. The tragic writers, on account of the

proximity of the two cities, speak of them as one, and use the

name of one for the other. Euripides in the same play calls

the same city in one place Mycenae, and in another Argos, as

in the Iphigeneia, 1 and in the Orestes.2

Cleon oe is a town situated upon the road leading from Ar-
gos to Corinth, on an eminence, which is surrounded on all

sides by dwellings, and well fortified, whence, in my opinion,

Cleon® was properly described as “ well built.” There also,

between Cleonae and Phlius, is Nemea, and the grove where
it was the custom of the Argives to celebrate the ZS’emean

games : here is the scene of the fable of the Nemean Lion,

and here also the village Bembina. Cleonae is distant from
Argos 120 stadia, and 80 from Corinth. And we have our-

selves beheld the city from the Acrocorintlius.

20. Corinth is said to be opulent from its mart. It is

situated upon the isthmus. It commands two harbours, one
near Asia, the other near Italy, and facilitates, by reason of so

short a distance between them, an exchange of commodities
on each side.

As the Sicilian strait, so formerly these seas were of diffi-

cult navigation, and particularly the sea above Male®, on ac-

count of the prevalence of contrary winds ; whence the com-
mon proverb,

“ When you double Malese forget your home.”

It was a desirable thing for the merchants coming from Asia,

and from Italy, to discharge their lading at Corinth without
being obliged to double Cape Male®. For goods exported
from Peloponnesus, or imported by land, a toll was paid to

those who had the keys of the country. This continued after-

terwards for ever. In after-times they enjoyed even additional

advantages, for the Isthmian games, which were celebrated

there, brought thither great multitudes of people. The Bac-
chiadai, a rich and numerous family, and of illustrious descent,

were their rulers, governed the state for nearly two hundred
years, and peaceably enjoyed the profits of the mart. Their

power was destroyed by Cypselus, who became king himself,

1 Iph. Tftur. 508 ct seg. 7 Orest. 98, 101, 1246.
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and his descendants continued to exist for three generations.

A proof of the wealth of this family is the offering which

Cypselus dedicated at Olympia, a statue of Jupiter of beaten

gold.

Demaratus, one of those who had been tyrant at Corinth,

flying from the seditions which prevailed there, carried with

him from his home to Tyrrhenia so much wealth, that he be-

came sovereign of the city which had received him, and his

son became even king of the Romans.

The temple of Venus at Corinth was so rich, that it had

more than a thousand women consecrated to the service of the

goddess, courtesans, whom both men and women had dedi-

cated as offerings to the goddess. The city was frequented

and enriched by the multitudes who resorted thither on ac-

count of these women. Masters of ships freely squandered

all their money, and hence the proverb,

“ It is not in every man’s power to go to Corinth.’
1

The answer is related of a courtesan to a woman who was

reproaching her with disliking work, and not employing her-

self in spinning

;

“ Although I am what you see, yet, in this short time, I have already

finished three distaffs.”
2

21. The position of the city as it is described by Hierony-

mus, and Eudoxus, and others, and from our own observation,

since its restoration by the Romans, is as follows.

That which is called the Acrocorinthus is a lofty mountain,

perpendicular, and about three stadia and a, halt in height.

There is an ascent of 30 stadia, and it terminates in a shaip

point. The steepest part is towards the north. Below it lies

the city in a plain of the form of a trapezium, at the veiy foot

of the Acrocorinthus. The compass of the city itself was 40

stadia, and all that part which was not protected by the

mountain was fortified by a wall. Even the mountain it-

self, the Acrocorinthus, was comprehended within this wall,

wherever it would admit of fortification. As I ascended it,

the ruins of the circuit of the foundation were apparent, which

gave a circumference of about 85 stadia, lhe other sides o

the mountain are less steep ;
hence, however, it stretches on-

1 Oil -kcivtoq uvfipoQ tQ KoptvOov tad' 6 7r\ovg, which Horace has ele

gtintly Laiinized, Non cuivis homini contingit adire ConnUium.

2 lotovq—distaffs; also, masts and sailors.
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wards, and is visible everywhere. The summit has upon it a

small temple of Venus, and below it is the fountain Peirene,

which has no efflux, but is continually full of water, which is

transparent, and fit for drinking. They say, that from the

compression of this, and of some other small under-ground
veins, originates that spring at the foot of the mountain, which
runs into the city, and furnishes the inhabitants with a suf-

ficient supply of water. There is a large number of wells in

the city, and it is said in the Acrocorinthus also, but this I

did not see. When Euripides says,

“ I c.ome from the Acrocorinthus, well-watered on all sides, the sacred
hill and habitation of Venus,”

the epithet “ well-watered on all sides,” must be understood to

refer to depth
;
pure springs and under-ground rills are dis-

persed through the mountain
; or we must suppose, that, an-

ciently, the Peirene overflowed, and irrigated the mountain.
There, it is said, Pegasus was taken by Bellerophon, while
drinking

; this was a winged horse, which sprung from the

neck of Medusa when the head of the Gorgon was severed
from the body. This was the horse, it is said, which caused
the Hippocrene, or Horse’s Fountain, to spring up in Helicon
by striking the rock with its hoof.

Below Peirene is the Sisypheium, which preserves a large

portion of the ruins of a temple, or palace, built of white mar-
ble. From the summit towards the north are seen Parnassus
and Helicon, lofty mountains covered with snow

; then the
Crissaean Gulf, 1 lying below both, and surrounded by Phocis,
Boeotia, Megaris, by the Corinthian district opposite to Phocis,

and by Sicyonia on the west. * * * *

Above all these are situated the Oneia 2 mountains, as they
are called, extending as far as Boeotia and Cithaeron, from
the Sceironides rocks, where the road leads along them to

Attica.

22. Lechteum is the commencement of the coast on one
side

; and on the other, Cenchrese, a village with a harbour,

distant from the city about 70 stadia. The latter serves for

the trade with Asia, and Lechamm for that with Italy.

Lechceum is situated below the city, and is not well in-

1 Strabo here gives the name of Crisstean Gulf to the eastern half of the
Gulf of Corinth.

2 Of or belonging to asses.
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habited. There are long walls of about 12 stadia in length,

stretching on each side of the road towards Lechaeum. The

sea-shore, extending hence to Pagce in Megaris, is washed by

the Corinthian Gulf. It is curved, and forms the Diolcus, or

the passage along which vessels are drawn over the Isthmus

to the opposite coast at Schoenus near Cenchrete.

Between Lechaeum and Pagte, anciently, there was the

oracle of the Acraean Juno, and Olmiee, the promontory that

forms the gulf, on which are situated G5noe, and Pagae ;
the

former is a fortress of the Megarians ;
and CEnoe is a fortress

of the Corinthians.

Next to Cenchrem 1 is Schoenus, where is the narrow part

of the Diolcus, then Crommyonia. In front of this coast lies

the Saronic Gulf, and the Eleusiniac, which is almost the same,

and continuous with the Hermionic. Upon the Isthmus is the

temple of the Isthmian Neptune, shaded above with a grove of

pine trees, where the Corinthians celebrated the Isthmian games.

Crommyon

2

is a village of the Corinthian district, and form-

erly belonging to that of Megaris, where is laid the scene of

the fable of the Crommyonian sow, which, it is said, was the

dam of the Calydonian boar, and, according to tradition, the

destruction of this sow was one of the labours of Theseus.

Tenea is a village of the Corinthian territory, where there

was a temple of Apollo Teneates. It is said that Archias,

who equipped a colony for Syracuse, was accompanied by a

great number of settlers from this place ;
and that this settle-

ment afterwards flourished more than any others, and at length

had an independent form of government of its own. When

they revolted from the Corinthians, they attached themselves

to the Romans, and continued to subsist when Corinth was

destroyed.

An answer of an oracle is circulated, which was returned

to an Asiatic, who inquired whether it was better to migrate

to Corinth ;

“ Corinth is prosperous, but I would belong to Tenea
;

1 The remains of an ancient place at the distance of about a mile alter

crossing the Erasinus, (Kephalari,) are probably those of Cenchrese. Smith.

3 Crommyon was distant 120 stadia from Corinth, f lhuc. tv. 4o,) and

appears to have therefore occupied the site of the ruins near the chapel of

St. Theodoras. The village of Kineta, which many modern travellers

suppose to correspond to Crommyon, is much farther from Corinth than

120 stadia. Smith.
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which last word was perverted by some through ignorance,
and altered to Tegea. Here, it is said, Polybus brought up
CEdipus.

There seems to be some affinity between the Tenedii and
these people, through Tennus, the son of Cycnus, according
to Aristotle

;
the similarity, too, of the divine honours paid,

by both to Apollo affords no slight proof of this relationship. 1

23. The Corinthians, when subject to Philip, espoused his

party very zealously, and individually conducted themselves
so contemptuously towards the Romans, that persons ventured
to throw down filth upon their ambassadors, when passing by
their houses. They were immediately punished for these and
other offences and insults. A large army was sent out under
the commaud of Lucius Mummius, who razed the city.2 The
rest of the country, as far as Macedonia, was subjected to the

Romans under different generals. The Sicyonii, however,
had the largest part of the Corinthian territory.

Polybius relates with regret what occurred at the capture

of the city, and speaks of the indifference the soldiers showed
for works of art, and the sacred offerings of the temples. He
says, that he was present, and saw pictures thrown upon the

ground, and soldiers playing at dice upon them. Among
others, he specifies by name the picture of Bacchus 3 by Aris-
teides, (to which it is said the proverb was applied, “ Nothing
to the Bacchus,”) and Hercules tortured in the robe, the gift

of Deianeira. 4 This I have not myself seen, but I have seen the
picture of the Bacchus suspended in the Demetreium at Rome,
a very beautiful piece of art, which, together with the temple,

was lately consumed by fire. The greatest number and the

finest of the other offerings in Rome were brought from Cor-
inth. Some of them were in the possession of the cities in

the neighbourhood of Rome. For Mummius being more

1 According to Pausanias, the Teneates derive tlieir origin from the
Trojans taken captive at the island of Tenedos. On their arrival in Pelo-
ponnesus, Tenea was assigned to them as a habitation by Agamemnon.

'l b. c. 140.
3 Aristeides of Thebes, a contemporary of Alexander the Great. At a

public sale of the spoils of Corinth, King Attains offered so large a price
for the painting of Bacchus, that Mummius, although ignorant of art, was
attracted by the enormity of the price offered, withdrew the picture, in
spite of the protestations of Attains, and sent it to Rome.

* This story forms the subject of the Trachiniae of Sophocles.
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brave and generous than an admirer of the arts, presented
them without hesitation to those who asked for them .

1 Lu-
cullus, having built the temple of Good Fortune, and a porti-

co, requested of Mummius the use of some statues, under the
pretext of ornamenting the temple with them at the time of

its dedication, and promised to restore them. He did not,

however, restore, but presented them as sacred offerings, and
told Mummius to take them away if he pleased. Mummius
did not resent this conduct, not caring about the statues, but
obtained more honour than Lucullus, who presented them as

sacred offerings.

Corinth remained a long time deserted, till at length it was
restored on account of its natural advantages by divus Caesar,

who sent colonists thither, who consisted, for the most part, of

the descendants of free-men.

On moving the ruins, and digging open the sepulchres,

an abundance of works in pottery with figures on them, and
many in brass, were found. The workmanship was admired,
and all the sepulchres were examined with the greatest care.

Thus was obtained a large quantity of things, which were
disposed of at a great price, and Rome filled with Necro-
Corinthia, by which name were distinguished the articles taken
out of the sepulchres, and particulaidy the pottery. At first

these latter were held in as much esteem as the works of the

Corinthian artists in brass, but this desire to have them did

not continue, not only because the supply failed, but because
the greatest part of them were not well executed .

2

The city of Corinth was large and opulent at all periods,

and produced a great number of statesmen and artists. For
here in particular, and at Sicyon, flourished painting, and
modelling, and every art of this kind.

The soil was not very fertile
; its surface was uneven and

1 Mummius was so ignorant of the arts, that he threatened those who
were intrusted with the care of conveying to Rome the pictures and sta-

tues taken at Corinth, to have them replaced by new ones at their ex-
pense, in case they should be so unfortunate as to lose them.

2 The plastic art was invented at Sicyon by Dibutades
;
according to

others, at the island of Samos, by Roecus and Theodoras. From Greece it

was carried into Etruria by Demaratus, who was accompanied by Eucheir
and Eugrammus, plastic artists, and by the painter Cleophantus of Cor-
inth, b. c. 063. See b. v. c. ii. §

2.

VOL. II. F
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rugged, whence all writers describe Corinth as full of brows

of hills, and apply the proverb,

“ Corinth rises with brows of hills, and sinks into hollows.’’

24. Orneas has the same name as the river which flows be-

side it. At present it is deserted ;
formerly, it was well in-

habited, and contained a temple of Priapus, held in veneration.

It is from this place that Euphronius, (Eupborius ?) the author

of a poem, the Priapeia, applies the epithet Orneates to the

god.

It was situated above the plain of the Sicyonians, but the

Argives were masters of the country.

Arjethyrea 1 is now called Phliasia. It had a city of the

same name as the country near the mountain Celossa. They

afterwards removed thence and built a city at the distance of

30 stadia, which they called Phlius.2 Part of the mountain

Celossa is the Carneates, whence the Asopus takes its rise,

which flows by Sicyon, 3 and forms the Asopian district,

which is a part of Sicyonia. There is also an Asopus, which

flows by Thebes, and Plata3a, and Tanagra. There is another

also in Heracleia Trachinia, which flows beside a village,

called Parasopii, and a fourth at Paros.

Phlius is situated in the middle of a circle formed by Sicy-

onia, Argeia, Cleons, and Stymphalus. At Phlius and at

Sicyon the temple of Dia, a name given to Hebe, is held in

veneration.

25. Sicyon was formerly called Mecone, and at a still earlier

period, JEgiali. It was rebuilt high up in the country about

20, others say, about 12, stadia from the sea, upon an eminence

naturally strong, which is sacred to Ceres. The buildings

anciently consisted of a naval arsenal and a harbour.

Sicyonia is separated by the river Nernea from the Corinth-

ian territory. It was formerly governed for a very long pe-

riod by tyrants, but they were always persons of mild and

moderate disposition. Of these, the most illustrious was

Aratus, who made the city free, and was the chief of the

Achceans, who voluntarily conferred upon him that power

;

1
LI. ii. 571.

2 The ruins are situated below the monastery Kesra.
3 Vasilika.
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he extended the confederacy by annexing to it his own coun-
try, and the other neighbouring cities.

Hyperesia, and the cities next in order in the Catalogue of

the poet, and TEgialus
,

1 [or the sea-coast,] as far as Dyme, and
the borders of the Eleian territory, belong to the Aclueans.

CHAPTER VII.

1. The Ionians, who were descendants of the Athenians,

were, anciently, masters of this country. It was formerly

called iEgialeia, and the inhabitants .ZEgialeans, but in later

times, Ionia, from the former people, as Attica had the name
of Ionia, from Ion the son of Xuthus.

It is said, that Hellen was the son of Deucalion, and that

he governed the country about Phthia between the Peneius

and Asopus, and transmitted to his eldest son these dominions,

sending the others out of their native country to seek a settle-

ment each of them for himself. Dorus, one of them, settled

the Dorians about Parnassus, and when he left them, they bore

his name. Xuthus, another, married the daughter of Erech-

theus, and was the founder of the Tetrapolis of Attica, which
consisted of CEnoe, Marathon, Probalinthus, and Tricorythus.

Achaeus, one of the sons of Xuthus, having committed an
accidental murder, fled to Lacedasmon, and occasioned the in-

habitants to take the name of Achasans .
2

Ion, the other son, having vanquished the Thracian army
with their leader Eumolpus, obtained so much renown, that

the Athenians intrusted him with the government of their

state. It was he who first distributed the mass of the people

into four tribes, and these again into four classes according to

their occupations, husbandmen, artificers, priests, and the

fourth, military guards; after having made many more regu-

lations of this kind, he left to the country his own name.

1 rEgialus was the most ancient name of Achaia, and was given to it

on account of the greater number of cities being situated upon the coast.

The Sicyonians, however, asserted that the name was derived from one
of their kings named ^Egialeus.

2 The story is narrated differently in Pausanias, b. vii. c, 1.
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It happened at that time that the country had such an

abundance of inhabitants, that the Athenians sent out a colo-

ny of Ionians to Peloponnesus, and the tract of country

which they occupied was called Ionia after their own name,

instead of .ZEgialeia, and the inhabitants Ionians instead of

.ZEgialeans, who were distributed among twelve cities.

After the return of the Heracleidte, these Ionians, being

expelled by the Achaeans, returned to Athens, whence, in con-

junction with the Codridae, (descendants of Codrus,) they sent

out the Ionian colonists to Asia .
1 They founded twelve cities

on the sea-coast of Caria and Lydia, having distributed them-

selves over the country into as many parts as they occupied in

Peloponnesus .
2

The Achaeans were Phthiotae by descent, and were settled at

Lacedaemon, but when the Heracleidae became masters of the

country, having recovered their power under Tisamenus, the

son of Orestes, they attacked the Ionians, as I said before,

and defeated them. They drove the Ionians out of the coun-

try, and took possession of the territory, but retained the

same partition of it which they found existing there. They
became so powerful, that, although the Heracleidae, from whom
they had revolted, occupied the rest of Peloponnesus, yet they

defended themselves against them all, and called their own
country Achcea,

,

From Tisamenus to Ogyges; they continued to be governed

by kings. Afterwards they established a democracy, and ac-

quired so great renown for their political wisdom, that the

Italian Greeks, after their dissensions with the Pythagoreans,

adopted most of the laws and institutions of the Achteans. After

the battle of Leuctra the Thebans 3 committed the disputes of

the cities among each other to the arbitration of the Achseans.

At a later period their community was dissolved by the Mace-

donians, but they recovered by degrees their former power.

At the time of the expedition of Pyrrhus into Italy they be-

1 About 1044 b. c.

2 The twelve cities were Phoctea, Erythrte, Clazomense, Teos, Lcbedos,

Colophon, Ephesus, Prienc, Myus, Miletus, and Samos and Chios in the

neighbouring islands. See b. xiv. c. i. ( 3. This account of the expul-

sion of the Ionians from Peloponnesus is taken from Polybius, b. ii. c.

41, and b. iv. c. 1

.

3 And Lacedaemonians, adds Polybius, b. ii. c. 39.
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gan with the union of four cities, among which were Patrae

and Dyme. 1 They then had an accession of the twelve cities,

with the exception of Olenus and Helice ;
the former refused

to join the league ;
the other was swallowed up by the waves.

2. For the sea was raised to a great height by an earth-

quake, and overwhelmed both Helice and the temple of the

Heliconian Neptune, whom the Ionians still hold in great

veneration, and offer sacrifices to his honour. I hey celebrate

at that spot the Panionian festival. 2 According to the con-

jecture of some persons, Homer refers to these sacrifices in

these lines,

“ But he breathed out his soul, and bellowed, as a hull

Bellows when he is dragged round the altar of the Heliconian king.” 3

It is conjectured that the age 4 of the poet is later than the

migration of the Ionian colony, because he mentions the Pani-

onian sacrifices, which the Ionians perform in honour of the

Heliconian Neptune in the territory of Priene ; for the Pri-

enians themselves are said to have come from Helice ; a young

man also of Priene is appointed to preside as king at these

sacrifices, and to superintend the celebration of the sacred

rites. A still stronger proof is adduced from what is said by

the poet respecting the bull, for the Ionians suppose, that sacri-

fice is performed with favourable omens, when the bull bel-

lows at the instant that he is wounded at the altar.

Others deny this, and transfer to Helice the proofs alleged

of the bull and the sacrifice, asserting that these things were

done there by established custom, and that the poet drew his

comparison from the festival celebrated there. Helice 5 was

overwhelmed by the waves two years before the battle of

1 Patras and Paleocastro.
'
This festival, Panionium, or assembly of all the Ionians, was cele-

brated at Mycale, or at Priene at the base of Mount Mycale, opposite the

island of Samos, in a place sacred to Neptune. The Ionians had a temple

also at Miletus and another at Teos, both consecrated to the Heliconian

Neptune. Herod, i. 148. Pausanias, b. vii. c. 24.

3
II. xx. 403.

4 The birth of Homer was later than the establishment of the Ionians in

Asia Minor, according to the best authors. Aristotle makes him contem-

porary with the Ionian migration, I 10 years alter the 1 rojan war.
5 ./Elian, De Natural Anim. b. ii. c. 19, and Pausanias, b. vii. c. 24,

25, give an account of this catastrophe, which was preceded by an earth-

quake, and was equally destructive to the city Bura. b. c. 373.
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Leuctra. Eratosthenes says, that he himself saw the place,

and the ferrymen told him that there formerly stood in the

strait a brazen statue of Neptune, holding in his hand a hip-

pocampus, 1 an animal which is dangerous to fishermen.

According to Heracleides, the inundation took place in his

time, and during the night. The city was at the distance

of 12 stadia from the sea, which overwhelmed the whole inter-

mediate country as well as the city. Two thousand men were

sent by the Achseans to collect the dead bodies, but in vain.

The territory was divided among the bordering people. This

calamity happened in consequence of the anger of Neptune,

for the Ionians, who were driven from Helice, sent particularly

to request the people of Helice to give them the image of

Neptune, or if they were unwilling to give that, to furnish

them with the model of the temple. On their refusal, the

Ionians sent to the Achaean body, who decreed, that they should

comply with the request, but they would not obey even this

injunction. The disaster occurred in the following winter,

and after this the Achseans gave the Ionians the model of the

temple.

Hesiod mentions another Helice in Thessaly.

3. The Achseans, during a period of five and twenty years,

elected, annually, a common secretary, and two military chiefs.

Their common assembly of the council met at one place, called

Arnarium, (Ilomarium, or Amarium,) where these persons,

and, before their time, the Ionians, consulted on public affairs.

They afterwards resolved to elect one military chief. When
Aratus held this post, he took the Acrocorinthus from Anti-

gonus, and annexed the city as well as his own country to

the Achaean league. 2 He admitted the Megareans also into

the body, and, having destroyed the tyrannical governments in

each state, he made them members, after they were restored

to liberty, of the Achtean league. ***** He freed, in a

1 The Syngatlius Hippocampus of Liimams, from V——of, a horse, and
KafiTn

i,
a caterpillar. It obtained its name from the supposed resemblance

of its head to a horse and of its tail to a caterpillar. From this is de-

rived the Action of sea-monsters in attendance upon the marine deities.

It is, however, but a small animal, abundant in the Mediterranean.

The head, especially when dried, is like that of a horse. Pliny, b. xxxii.

c. 9— 11. ./Elian, De Nat. Anim. b. xiv. c. 20.

- This distinguished man was elected general of the Achaean League,

n. c. 215.
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short time, Peloponnesus from the existing tyrannies ;
thus

Argos, Hermion, Phlius, and Megalopolis, the largest of the

Arcadian cities, were added to the Aclrlean body, when they

attained their greatest increase of numbers. It was at this

time that the Romans, having expelled the Carthaginians

from Sicily, undertook an expedition against the Galatas,

who were settled about the Pod The Achmans lemained

firmly united until Philopoemen had the military command,

but their union was gradually dissolved, after the Romans

had obtained possession of the whole of Greece. The Ro-

mans did not treat each state in the same manner, but per-

mitted some to retain their own form of government, and dis-

solved that of others.
* * * ********

[He then assigns reasons for expatiating on the subject of the

Achaeans, namely, their attainment of such a degree of power

as to be superior to the Lacedaemonians, and because they

were not as well known as they deserved to be from their im-

portance.] 2

4. The order of the places which the Achaeans inhabited, ac-

cording to the distribution into twelve parts, is as follows.

Next to Sicyon is Pellene ;
dEgeira, the second ;

the third,

dEgae, with a temple of Neptune ;
Bura, the fourth ;

then

Hetice, where the Ionians took refuge after their defeat by the

Achaeans, and from which place they were at last banished

;

after Helice are JEgium, Rhypes, Patras, and Phara ;
then Ole-

nus, beside which runs the large river [Peirus ?] ;
then Dyme,

and Tritaeei3 . The Ionians dwelt in villages, but the Achasans

founded cities, to some of which they afterwards united others

transferred from other quarters, as iEgas to iEgeira, (the in-

habitants, however, were called iEgtei,) and Olenus to Dyme.

Traces of the ancient settlement of the Olenii are to be

seen between Patrae and Dyme : there also is the famous tem-

ple of iEsculapius, distant from Dyme 40, and from Patras 80

stadia.

In Euboea there is a place of the same name with the

1 The expulsion of the Carthaginians from Sicily took place 241 n. c.

The war of ihe Romans against the Cisalpine Gauls commenced 224 b. c.,

when the Romans passed the Po for the first time.

2 Text abbreviated by the copyist.
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HEgge liere, and there is a town of the name of Olenus in

-ZEtolia, of which there remain only vestiges.

The poet does not mention the Olenu.3 in Achaia, nor many
other people living near .ZEgialus, but speaks in general terms ;

“ along the whole of ASgialus, and about the spacious Helice.” 1

But he mentions the JEtolian Olenus in these words

;

“ those who occupied Pleuron and Olenus.” *

He mentions both the places of the name of iEgae ; the

Achaean Hagai in these terms,

“ who bring presents to Helice, and to Mgs.”

1

But when he says,

“ Mgee, where his palace is in the depths of the sea.

There Neptune stopped his coursers,” 4

it is better to understand JEgsd in Euboea ; whence it is

probable the HCgsean Sea had its name. On this sea, accord-
ing to story, Neptune made his preparations for the Trojan
war.

Close to the Achsean Hagai flows the river Crathis, 5 aug-
mented by the waters of two rivers, and deriving its name
from the mixture of their streams. To this circumstance the
river Crathis in Italy owes its name.

5. Each of these twelve portions contained seven or eight
demi, so great was the population of the country.

Pellene,6 situated at the distance of 60 stadia from the sea,

is a strong fortress. There is also a village of the name of
Pellene, whence they bring the Pellenian mantles, which are

offered as prizes at the public games. It lies between JEgiurn 7

and Pellene. But Pellana, a different place from these, be-
longs to the Lacedaemonians, and is situated towards the ter-

ritory of Megalopolitis.

1

II. ii. 576. 2 II. ii. 639. * II. via. 203.
4

II. xiii. 21, 34.
5 Kpa9iQ—icpaQrjvai. The Acrata. The site of zEgas is probably the

Khan of Acrata. Smith.
6 From the heights on which it was situated, descends a small river,

(the Crius,) which discharges itself into the sea near Cape Augo-
Catnpos.

1 Vostitza.
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iEgeira 1 is situated upon a hill. Bura is at the distance

from the sea-coast of about 40 stadia. It was swallowed up

by an earthquake. It is said, that from the fountain Sybaris

which is there, the river Sybaris in Italy had its name.

.

iEga (for this is the name by which JEgm is called) is not

now inhabited, but the ^gienses occupy the territory. iEgium,

however, is well inhabited. It was here, it is said, that Ju-

piter was suckled by a goat, as Aratus also says,

“ the sacred goat, which is said to have applied its teats to the lips of

Jupiter.” 3

He adds, that,

“the priests call it the Olenian goat of Jupiter,”

and indicates the place because it was near Olenus. Theie

also is Ceryneia, situated upon a lofty rock. This place, and

Helice, belong to the ASgienses, 3 and the Atnarium, [Homari-

um,] the grove of Jupiter, where the Achmans held their con-

vention, when they were to deliberate upon their common affairs.

The river Selinus flows through the city of the iEgienses.

It has the same name as that which was beside Artemisium

at Ephesus, and that in Elis, which has its course along the

spot, that Xenophon 4 says he purchased in compliance with

the injunction of an oracle, in honour of Artemis. There is

also another Selinus in the country of the Hyblasi Mega-

renses, whom the Carthaginians expelled.

Of the remaining Achaean cities, or portions, Rhypes is not

inhabited, but the territory called Rhypis was occupied by

_ft>ienses and Pharians. iEschylus also says somewhere,
D

^ ,

“the sacred Bura, and Rhypes struck with lightning.
’

Myscellus, the founder of Croton, was a native of Rhypes.

Leuctrum, belonging to the district Rhypis, was a demus

of Rhypes. Between these was Patrae, a. considerable city,

and in the intervening country, at the distance of 40 sta-

dia from Patrae, are Rhium,5 and opposite to it, Antir-

rhium.6 Not long since the Romans, after the victory at Ac-

tium, stationed there a large portion of their army, and at

1 Leake places the port of iEgeira at Maura-Litharia, the Black Rocks,

on the left of which on the summit of a hill are some vestiges- of an an-

cient city, which must have been ,/Egeira. „ _
3 Phoen. 163. 3 See above, §

3. Anab. v. 3. 8.

5 Castel di Morea. 6 Castel di Rumeli.
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present it is very well peopled, since it is a colony of the

Romans. It has also a tolerably good shelter for vessels.

Next is Dyme,' a city without a harbour, the most westerly of
all the cities, whence also it has its name. It was formerly call-

ed Stratos. 2 It is separated from Eleia at Buprasium by the

river Larisus,3 which rises in a mountain, called by some per-

sons Scollis, but by Homer, the Olenian rock.

Antimachus having called Dyme Cauconis, some writers

suppose that the latter word is used as an epithet derived
from the Caucones, who extended as far as this quarter, as I

have said before. Others think that it is derived from a river

Caucon, in the same way as Thebes has the appellation of
Dircaean, and Asopian ; and as Argos is called Inachian, and
Troy, Simuntis. 4

A little before our time, Dyme had received a colony con-

sisting of a mixed body of people, a remnant of the piratical

bands, whose haunts Pompey had destroyed. Some he settled

at Soli in Cilicia, and others in other places, and some in this

spot.

Phara borders upon the Dymsean territory. The inhabit-

ants of this Phara are called Pharenses ; those of the Mes-
senian Phara, Pharatse. In the territory of Phara there is a

fountain Dirce, of the same name as that at Thebes.

Olenus is deserted. It lies between Patne and Dyme.
The territory is occupied by the Dymsei. Next is Araxus, 5

the promontory of the Eleian district, distant from the isth-

mus 1000 stadia.

CHAPTER VIII.

1 . Arcadia is situated in the middle of Peloponnesus, and
contains the greatest portion of the mountainous tract in that

1 Sun-set.
3 Gossellin suggests that the name Stratos was derived from a spot

called the Tomb of Sostratus, held in veneration by die inhabitants of
Dyme.

3 The Risso or Mana.
4 From the fountain Dirce, and the rivers Asopus, Inachus, and

Simoi's.
4 Cape Papa. .
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country. Its largest mountain is Cyllene. 1 Its perpendicular

height, according to some writers, is 20, according to others,

about 15 stadia.

The Arcadian nations, as the Azanes, and Parrhasii, and

other similar tribes, seem to be the most ancient people of

Greece.2

In consequence of the complete devastation of this country,

it is unnecessary to give a long description of it. The cities,

although formerly celebrated, have been destroyed by con-

tinual wars ;
and the husbandmen abandoned the country at

the time that most of the cities were united in that called

Megalopolis (the Great City). At present Megalopolis itself

has undergone the fate expressed by the comic poet

;

“ the great city is a great desert.”

There are rich pastures for cattle, and particularly for horses

and asses, which are used as stallions. The race of Arcadian

horses, as well as the Argolic and Epidaurian, is preferred

before all others. The uninhabited tracts of country in TEtolia

and Acarnania are not less adapted to the breeding of horses

than Thessaly.

2. Mantinea owes its fame to Epaminondas, who conquered

the Lacedaemonians there in a second battle, in which he lost

his life.3

This city, together with Orchomenus, Hergea, Cleitor, Phe-

neus, Stymphalus, Maenalus, Methydrium, Caphyeis, and Cy-

nmtha, either exist no longer, or traces and signs only of their

existence are visible. There are still some remains of Tegea,

and the temple of the Alman Minerva remains. The latter

is yet held in some little veneration, as well as the temple of

the Lycajan Jupiter on the Lycman mountain. But the places

mentioned by the poet, as

“ Rhipe, and Stratia, and the windy Enispe,”

are difficult to discover, and if discovered, would be of no use

from the deserted condition of the country.

» Now bears the name of Zyria ;
its height, as determined by theFrench

commission, is 7788 feet above the level of the sea. smith.

2 The Arcadians called themselves Autochthones, indigenous, and also

Proseleni, born before the moon ;
hence Ovid speaking of them says,

“ Lunk gens prior ilia fuit.”
3

b. c. 371.
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3. The mountains of note, besides Cyllene, are Pholoe, 1 Ly-
casum, 2 Msenalus, and the Parthenium,3 as it is called, which
extends from the territory of Tegea to that of Argos.

4. We have spoken of the extraordinary circumstances re-

lative to the AJpheius, Eurotas, and the Erasinus, which
issues out of the lake Stymphalis, and now flows into the

Argive country.

Formerly, the Erasinus had no efflux, for the Berethra,

which the Arcadians call Zerethra, 4 had no outlet, so that the

city of the Stymphalii, which at that time was situated upon
the lake, is now at the distance of 50 stadia.

The contrary was the case with the Ladon, which was at

one time prevented running in a continuous stream by the

obstruction of its sources. For the Berethra near Pheneum,
through which it now passes, fell in in consequence of an

earthquake, Avhich stopped the waters of the river, and af-

fected far down the veins which supplied its source. This

is the account of some writers.

Eratosthenes says, that about the Pheneus, the riVer called

Anias forms a lake, and then sinks under-ground into certain

openings, which they call Zei’ethra. When these are ob-

structed, the water sometimes overflows into the plains, and
when they are again open the water escapes in a body
from the plains, and is discharged into the Ladon 5 and the Al-

pheius, 6 so that it happened once at Olympia, that the land

about the temple was inundated, but the lake was partly emp-
tied. The Erasinus 7 also, he says, which flows by Stymphalus,

sinks into the ground under the mountain (Chaon ?), and re-

appears in the Argive territory. It was this that induced

Iphicrates, when besieging Stymphalus, and making no pro-

gress, to attempt to obstruct the descent of the river into the

ground by means of a large quantity of sponges, but desisted

in consequence of some portentous signs in the heavens.

Near the Pheneus there is also the water of the Styx, as it

is called, a dripping spring of poisonous water, which was
esteemed to be sacred.

So much then respecting Arcadia.

' Mauro vuni. 2 Mintha. 3 Parlheni.
* Called Katavothra by modern Greeks.
8 The Landona. 8 The Carbonaro. f The Kephalari.
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5.1 Polybius having said, that from Male* towards the north

as far as the Danube the distance is about 10,000 stadia, is cor-

rected by Artemidorus, and not without reason ;
for, accord-

ing to the latter, from Male* to JGgium the distance is 1400

stadia, from hence to Cirrha is a distance by sea of 200 stadia ;

hence by Heraclea to Thaumaci a journey of 500 stadia

;

thence to Larisa and the river Peneus, 340 stadia; then

through Tempe to the mouth of the Peneus, 240 stadia ;
then

to Thessalonica, 660 stadia; then to the Danube, through

Idomene, and Stobi, and Dardanii, it is 3200 stadia. Ac-

cording to Artemidorus, therefore, the distance fiom the

Danube to Male* would be 6500. The cause of this differ-

ence is that he does not give the measurement by the shortest

road, but by some accidental route pursued by a general of an

army.

It is not, perhaps, out of place to add the founders men-

tioned by Ephorus, who settled colonies in Peloponnesus after

the return of the Heracleid* ;
as Aletes, the founder of Cor-

inth ;
Phalces, of Sicyon ;

Tisamenus, of cities in Ach*a ; Ox-

ylus, of Elis, Cresphontes, of Messene ;
Eurysthenes and Pro-

cles, of Laced*mon ;
Temenus and Cissus, of Argos ;

and

Agr*us and Deiphontes, of the towns about Acte.

1 The following section is corrupt in the original
;

it is translated ac-

cording to the corrections proposed by Kramer, Gossellin, &c.
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BOOK IX.

SUMMARY.

Continuation of the geography of Greece. A panegyrical account of Athens.

A description of Boeotia and Thessaly, with the sea-coast.

CHAPTER I.

1. Haying completed the description of Peloponnesus,

which we said was the first and least of the peninsulas of

which Greece consists, we must next proceed to those which
are continuous with it .

1

We described the second to be that which joins Megaris

to the Peloponnesus [so that Crommyon belongs to Megaris,

and not to the Corinthians] ;

2 the third to be that which is

situated near the former, comprising Attica and Boeotia, some
part of Phocis, and of the Locri Epicnemidii. Of these we
are now to speak.

Eudoxus says, that if we imagine a straight line to be
drawn towards the east from the Ceraunian Mountains to

Sunium, the promontory of Attica, it would leave, on the

right hand, to the south, the whole of Peloponnesus, and on
the left, to the north, the continuous coast from the Ceraunian

1 The peninsulas described by Strabo, are

:

1. The Peloponnesus, properly so called, bounded by the Isthmus of

Corinth.

2. The peninsula hounded by a line drawn from Pagac to Nisaea, and
including the above.

3. The peninsula bounded by a line drawn from the recess of the

Crisstean Gulf, properly so called, (the Bay of Salona.) to Therntopylas,

and includes the two first.

4. The peninsula bounded by a line drawn from the Anthracic Gulf
to Therntopyhe and the Maiiac Gulf, and includes the three former.

5. The peninsula bounded by a line drawn from the Anthracic Gulf
to the recess of the Thennaic Gulf, and contains the former four penin-

sulas.
2 These words are transposed from after the word Epicnemidii, as sug-

gested by Cramer.
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Mountains to the Crisaean Gulf, and the whole of Megaris

and Attica. He is of opinion that the shore which extends

from Suniurn to the Isthmus, would not have so great a curva-

ture, nor have so great a bend, if, to this shore, were not

added the parts continuous with the Isthmus and extending

to the Hermionic Bay and Acte ;
that in the same manner

the shore, from the Ceraunian Mountains to the Gulf of

Corinth, has a similar bend, so as to make a curvature, form-

ing within it a sort of gulf, where Rhium and Antirrhium

contracting together give it this figure. The same is the

case with the shore about Crissa and the recess, where the

Crissaean Sea terminates. 1

2. As this is the description given by Eudoxus, a mathe-

matician, skilled in the delineations of figures and the in-

clinations of places, acquainted also with the places them-

selves, we must consider the sides of Attica and Megaris,

extending from Suniurn as far as the Isthmus, to be curved,

although slightly so. About the middle of the above-men-

tioned line 2 is the Pirreus, the naval arsenal of the Athenians.

It is distant from Schoenus, at the Isthmus, about 350 stadia

;

from Suniurn 330. The distance from the Pirteus to Pag® 3

and from the Piraeus to Schoenus is nearly the same, yet the

former is said to exceed the latter by 10 stadia. After having

doubled Suniurn, the navigation along the coast is to the

north with a declination to the west.

3. Acte (Attica) is washed by two seas ;
it is at first

narrow, then it widens towards the middle, yet it, neverthe-

less, takes a lunated bend towards Oropus in Boeotia, having

the convex side towards the sea. This is the second, the

eastern side of Attica.

The remaining side is that to the north, extending from

the territory of Oropus towards the west, as far as Megaris,

and consists of the mountainous tract of Attica, having a

variety of names, and dividing Boeotia from Attica ; so that,

as I have before remarked, Boeotia,, by being connected with

1 The Crissaean Gulf, properly so called, is the modern Bay of Salona.

But probably Strabo (or rather Eudoxus, whose testimony he alleges) in-

tended to comprehend, under the denomination of Crissaean, the whole
gulf, more commonly called Corinthian by the ancients, that is, the gulf

which commenced at the strait between Rhium and Antirrhium, and of

which the Crissa;an Gulf was only a portion. The text in the above
passage is very corrupt.

2 From Suniurn to the Isthmus. 3 Libadostani.
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two seas, becomes the Isthmus of the third peninsula, which

we have mentioned before, and this Isthmus includes within

it the Peloponnesus, Megaris, and Attica. For this reason

therefore the present Attica was called by a play upon the

words Acta and Actica, because the greatest part of it lies

under the mountains, and borders on the sea ; it is narrow,

and stretches forwards a considerable length as far as Suni-

uni, We shall therefore resume the description of these

sides, beginning from the sea-coast, at the point where we
left off.

4. After Crommyon, rising above Attica, are the rocks

called Scironides, which afford no passage along the sea-side.

Over them, however, is a road which leads to Megara and

Attica from the Isthmus. The road approaches so near the

rocks that in many places it runs along the edge of precipices,

for the overhanging mountain is of great height, and impass-

able.

Here is laid the scene of the fable of Sciron, and the

Pityocamptes, or the pine-breaker, one of those who infested

with their robberies the above-mentioned mountainous tract.

They were slain by Theseus.

The wind Argestes, 1 which blows from the left with

violence, from these summits is called by the Athenians

Sciron.

After the rocks Scironides there projects the promontory

Minoa, forming the harbour of ISTisaja. Xisa\a is the arsenal

of Megara, and distant 18 stadia from the city
; it is join-

ed to it by walls on each side. 2 This also had the name of

Minoa.

5. In former times the Ionians occupied this country, and

were also in possession of Attica, before the time of the

building of Megara, wherefore the poet does not mention

these places by any appropriate name, but when he calls all

those dwelling in Attica, Athenians, he comprehends these

also in the common appellation, regarding them as Athenians ;

so when, in the Catalogue of the Ships, he says,

“ And they who occupied Athens, a well-built city,”3

1 N. W. by W., \ W.
2 Literally, “by legs on each side.” Nisaea was united to Megara, as

the Phams to Athens, by two long walls. 3
II. ii. 546.
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we must understand the present Megarenses also, as having
taken a part in the expedition. The proof of this is, that

Attica was, in former times, called Ionia, and las, and when
the poet says,

“ There the Boeoti, and Iaones,” 1

he means the Athenians. But of this Ionia Megaris was a

part.

6. Besides, the Peloponnesians and Ionians having had fre-

quent disputes respecting their boundaries, on which Crom-
myonia also was situated, assembled and agreed upon a spot

of the Isthmus itself, on which they erected a pillar having
an inscription on the part towards Peloponnesus,

“THIS IS PELOPONNESUS, NOT IONIA;”

and on the side towards Megara,

“THIS IS NOT PELOPONNESUS, BUT IONIA.”

Although those, who wrote on the history of Attica,2 differ

in many respects, yet those of any note agree in this, that

when there were four Pandionidse, -ZEgeus, Lycus, Pallas,

and Nisus ; and when Attica was divided into four por-

tions, Nisus obtained, by lot, Megaris, and founded Nistea.

Philochorus says, that his government extended from the

Isthmus to Pythium,3 but according to Andron, as far as

Eleusis and the Thriasian plain.

Since, then, different writers give different accounts of the

division of the country into four parts, it is enough to adduce
these lines from Sophocles where JEgeus says,

“My father determined that I should go away to Acte, having assigned
to me, as the elder, the best part of the land

;
to Lycus, the opposite gar-

den of Eubcea ; for Nisus he selects the irregular tract of the shore of

Sciron
;
and the rugged Pallas, breeder of giants, obtained by lot the part

to the south.” 4

Such are the proofs which are adduced to show that Me-
garis was a part of Attica.

7. After the return of the Heraclidae, and the partition of

the country, many of the former possessors were banished from
their own land by the Heraclidae, and by the Dorians, who
came with them, and migrated to Attica. Among these was
Melanthus, the king of Messene. He was voluntarily ap-

1
11. xiii. 685. 2 See note to vol. i. page 329.

3 This place is unknown. 4 From a lost tragedy of Sophocles.
vol. ii. a
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pointed king of the Athenians, after having overcome in

single combat, Xanthus, the king ot the Boeotians.. M hen

Attica became populous by the accession of fugitives, the

Heraclidoe were alarmed, and invaded Attica, chiefly at the

instigation of the Corinthians and Messenians ;
the former

of whom were influenced by proximity of situation, the latter

by the circumstance that Codrus, the son of Melanthus, Mas

at that time king of Attica. They were, however, defeated

in battle and relinquished the whole of the country, except

the territory of Megara, of which they kept .possession, and

founded the city Megara, where they introduced as inhabit-

ants Dorians in place of Ionians. They destroyed the pillar

also which was the boundary of the country of the Ionians

and the Peloponnesians.

8. The city of the Megarenses, after having experienced

many changes, still subsists. It once had schools of philoso-

phers, Avho had the name of the Megaric sect. They suc-

ceeded Euclides, the Socratic philosopher, who was by birth a

Megarensian, in the same manner as the Eleiaci, among whom

was Pyrrhon, who succeeded Phtedon, the Eleian, who Avas aEo

a Socratic philosopher, and as the Eretriaci succeeded Mene-

demus the Eretrean.

Megaris, like Attica, is very sterile, and the greater part of

it is occupied by what are called the Oneii mountains, a kind

of ridge, which, extending from the Seironides rocks to Boeotia

and to Citheeron, separates the sea at Nisasa from that near

Pag®, called the Alcyoniau Sea.

9. In sailing from Nisrna to Attica there lie, in the course

of the voyage, five small islands. Then succeeds Salamis,

Avhich is about 70, and according to others, 80. stadia m
length. It has tivo cities of the same name. The ancient

city, which looked toivards iEgina, and to the south, as

xEschylus has described it ;

« iEgina lies tocvards the blasts of the south :

”

it is uninhabited. The other is situated in a bay on a spot of a

peninsular form contiguous to Attica. In former times iP

had other names, for it was called Sciras, and Cychreia, from

certain heroes ;
from the former Minerva is called Sciras ;

hence also Scira, a place in Attica ;
Episcirosis, a religious

rite; and Scirophorion, one of the months. Irom Cychieia
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the serpent Cychrides had its name, which Hesiod says
Cychreus bred, and Eurylochus ejected, because it infested
the island, but that Ceres admitted it into Eleusis, and it be-
came her attendant. Salamis was called also Pityussa from
“ pitys,” the pine tree. The island obtained its renown from
the -ZEacidae, who were masters of it, particularly from Ajax,
the son of Telamon, and from the defeat of Xerxes by the

Greeks in a battle on the coast, and by his flight to his own
country. The iEginetaj participated in the glory of that en-
gagement, both as neighbours, and as having furnished a con-
siderable naval force. [In Salamis is the river Bocarus, now
called Bocalia.] 1

10. At present the Athenians possess the island Salamis.
In former times they disputed the possession of it with the
Megarians. Some allege, that Pisistratus, others that

Solon, inserted in the Catalogue of Ships immediately after

this verse,

“ Ajax conducted from Salamis twelve vessels,” 2

the following words,

“ And stationed them by the side of the Athenian forces

and appealed to the poet as a witness, that the island origin-

ally belonged to the Athenians. But this is not admitted by
the critics, because many other lines testify the contrary.

For why does Ajax appear at the extremity of the line not
with the Athenians, but with the Thessalians under the com-
mand of Protesilaus

;

“ There were the vessels of Ajax, and Protesilaus.” 3

And Agamemnon, in the Review 4 of the troops,

“found the son of Peteus, Menestheus, the tamer of horses, standing,
and around were the Athenians skilful in war : near stood the wily
Ulysses, and around him and at his side, the ranks of the Cephalleni

;

” 4

and again, respecting Ajax and the Salaminii ;

“ he came to the Ajaces,” 5

and near them,

“Idomeneus on the other side amidst the Cretans,” 6

not Menestheus. The Athenians then seem to have alleged

1 Probablv interpolated. 2
II. ii. 557. 3

II. xiii. G81.
3

11. iv. 327. 5
II. iv. 273. 8

11. iii. 230.
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some such evidence as this from Homer as a pretext, and the

Megarians to have replied in an opposite strain ol tins kind ,

“ Ajax conducted ships from Salami*, from Policlma, from Aimrussa,

from N istea, and from Tripodes,” 1

. , ,
.

which are places in Megaris, of which Tripodes ha- the name

of Tripodiscium, situated near the present forum of Megara.

11 Some say, that Salamis is unconnected with Attica, be-

cause the priestess of Minerva Polias, who may not eat the

new cheese of Attica, but the produce only of a foreign

land, yet uses the Salamiman cheese. But this is a mis-

take for she uses that which is brought from other islands,

that are confessedly near Attica for the authors ot this

custom considered all produce as foreign which was brought

over sea. „ , .

It seems as if anciently the present Salamis was a separate

state, and that Megara was a part of Attica.

On the sea-coast, opposite to Salamis, the boundaries of

Megara and Attica are two mountains called Lerata, or

Horns 2

12. Next is the city Eleusis, 3 in which is the temple of the

Eleusinian Ceres, and the Mystic Enclosure (Secos), which

Ictinus built,5 capable of containing the crowd of a theatre.

It was this person that built 6 the Parthenon in the Acropolis,

in honour of Minerva, when Pericles was the superintendent

of the public works. The city is enumerated among the

demi, or burghs.
. , . , . ,

13. Then follows the Thriasian plain, and the coast a

demus of the same name,7 then the promontory Amphiale,

above which is a stone quarry ;
and then the passage across

the sea to Salamis, of about 2 stadia, which Xerxes en-

deavoured to fill up with heaps of earth, but the sea-fight

and the flight of the Persians occurred before he had ac-

complished it.

J TheseSns, according to Wheler, are two pointed rocks on the•sum-

mit of the mountain situated between Eleusis and Megara. On one of these

rocks is a tower, called by the modern Greeks Cerata or kerata-P>rga.

3 T „ncin n
4 SlJKOf.

5 KUTtOKivaatV.

0 Ictinus was also the architect of the temple of Apollo

Epicurius near Phigalia in Arcadia.

8 Scaraniandra ;
from the height above iEgaleos, Xerxes witnessed

the battle of Salamis.
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There also are the Pharmacussae, 1 two small islands, in the

larger of which is shown the tomb of Circe.

14. Above this coast is a mountain called Corydallus, and
the dermis Corydalleis : then the harbour of Phoron, (Robbers,)

and Psyttalia, a small rocky desert island, which, according to

some writers, is the eye-sore of the Pi rams.

Near it is Atalanta, of the same name as that between

Euboea and the Locri ;
and another small island similar to

Psyttalia ; then the Piraeus, which is also reckoned among the

demi, and the Munychia.
15. The Munychia is a hill in the shape of a peninsula,

hollow, and a great part of it excavated both by nature and

art, so as to serve for dwellings, with an entrance by a nar-

row opening. Beneath it are three harbours. Formerly the

Munychia was surrounded by a wall, and occupied by dwell-

ings, nearly in the same manner as the city of the Rhodians,

comprehending within the circuit of the walls the Pireeus and

the harbours full of materials for ship-building
;

here also

was the armoury, the work of Philon. The naval station

was capable of receiving the four hundred vessels ; which
was the smallest number the Athenians were in the habit of

keeping in readiness for sea. With this wall were connected

the legs, that stretched out from the Asty. These were the

long walls, 40 stadia in length, joining the Asty 2 to the

Piraeus. But in consequence of frequent wars, the wall and

the fortification of the Munychia were demolished ; the

Piraeus was contracted to a small town, extending round the

harbours and the temple of Jupiter Soter. The small por-

ticoes of the temple contain admirable paintings, the work of

celebrated artists, and the hypaethrum, statues. The long

walls also were destroyed, first demolished by the Lacedasmo-

nians, and afterwards by the Romans, when Sylla took the

Piraeus and the Asty by siege.3

16. What is properly the Asty is a rock, situated in a

plain, with dwellings around it. Upon the rock is the temple

1 Megala Kyra, MicTa Kyra.
2 to anrv, the Asty, was the upper town, in opposition to the lower

town, of Piraeus. See Smith’s Dictionary for a very able and interesting

article, Athenoe

;

also Kiepert’s Atlas von Hellas.
3 Sylla took Athens, after a long and obstinate siege, on the 1st March,

b. c. 86. The city was given up to rapine and plunder.
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of Minerva, and the ancient shrine of Minerva Polias, in

which is the never-extinguished lamp ;
and the Parthenon,

built by Ictinus, in which is the Minerva, in ivory, the \\orx

of Pheidias. .

When, however, I consider the multitude of objects, so

celebrated and far-famed, belonging to this city, I am re-

luctant to enlarge upon them, lest what I write should depart

too far from the proposed design of this work. 1 For the

words of Hegesias

2

occur to me ;

“ I behold the acropolis, there is the symbol of the great trident :
5

I see

Eleusis
;

I am initiated in the sacred mysteries
;
that is Leocorium ;* this

the Theseium .

5 To describe all is beyond my power, for Attica is the

chosen residence of the gods; and the possession of heroes its pro-

genitors.”

Yet this very writer mentions only one of the remarkable

things to be seen in the Acropolis. 'Polemo Periegetes 6 how-

ever composed four books on the subject of the sacred, offer-

ings which were there. Hegesias is similarly sparing of

remarks on other parts of the city, and of the territory . after

speaking of Eleusis, one of the hundred and seventy demi, to

which as they say four are to be added, he mentions no other

by name.

17. Many, if not all the demi, have various fabulous tales

and histories connected with them: with Aphidna is con-

nected the rape of Helen by Theseus, the sack of the place by

the Dioscuri, and the recovery of their sister ;
with Mara-

1 Strabo thus accounts for bis meagre description of tbe public build-

ings at Athens, for which, otherwise, he seems to hare had no inclination.

2 Hegesias was an artist of great celebrity, and a contemporary of

Pheidias. The statues of Castor and Pollux by Hegesias, are supposed by

Winkelman to be the same as those which now stand on the stairs lead-

ing to the Capitol, but this is very doubtful. Smith.

3 In the Erechtheium.
4 The Heroum, or temple dedicated to the daughters of Leos. who were

offered up by their father as victims to appease the wrath of Minerva in

a time of pestilence. The position of the temple is doubtfully placed by

Smith below the Areiopagus.
, . , , , ,

5 The well-known temple of Theseus being the best preserved of all

the monuments of Greece.
0 An eminent geographer. He made extensive journeys through

Greece to collect materials for his geographical works, and as a collector

of inscriptions on votive offerings and columns, he was one of the earlier

contributors to the Greek Anthology. Smith.
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thon, the battle with the Persians ;
at Rhamnus was the

statue of Nemesis, which, according to some writers, is the

work of Diodotus, according to others, of Agoracritus, the

Parian, so well executed, both as to size and beauty, as to

rival the art of Pheidias. Deceleia was the rendezvous of the

Peloponnesians in the Decelic war. From Phyle Thrasybu-

lus brought back the people to the Pirmus, and thence to the

Asty. Thus also much might be told respecting many other

places ; the Leocorium, the Theseium, and the Lyceum have

their own fables, and the Olympicum, called also the Olym-

pium, which the king, who dedicated it, left, at his death,

half finished ; so also much might be said of the Academia,

of the gardens of the philosophers, of the Odeium, 1 of the

Stoa Pcecile, [or painted Portico,] and of the temples in the

city, all of which contain the works of illustrious artists.

18. The account would be much longer if we were to in-

quire who were the founders of the city from the time of

Cecrops, for writers do not agree, as is evident from the names

of persons and of places. For example, Attica, 2 they say,

was derived from Actmon ;
Atthis, and Attica, from Atthis,

the daughter of Cranaus, from whom the inhabitants had the

name Cranai' ;
Mopsopia from Mopsopus ;

Ionia from Ion, the

son of Xuthus ;
Poseidonia and Athenae, from the deities of

that name. We have said, that the nation of the Pelasgi seem

to have come into this country in the course of their migra-

tions, and were called from their wanderings, by the Attici,

Pelargi, or storks.

19. In proportion as an earnest desire is excited to ascer-

tain the truth about remarkable places and events, and in

proportion as writers, on these subjects, are more numerous,

so much the more is an author exposed to censure, who does

not make himself master of what has been written. For ex-

ample, in “the Collection of the Rivers,” Callimachus says,

that he should laugh at the person, who would venture to

describe the Athenian virgins as

1 The Odeium was a kind of theatre erected by Pericles in the Ce-

ramic quarter of the city, for the purpose of holding musical meetings.

The roof, supported by columns, was constructed out of the wreck of the

Persian fleet conquered at Salamis. There was also the Odeium of

Regilla, but this was built in the time of the Antonines.
2 The country was called Actica from Actseos. Parian Chronicle.
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“ drinking of the pure waters of the Eridanus,”

from which even the herds would turn away. There are

indeed fountains of water, pure and fit for drinking, it is said,

without the gate called Diochares, near the Lyceium ;
formerly

also a fountain was erected near it, which afforded a large sup-

ply of excellent water ;
but if it is not so at present, is it at

all strange, that a fountain supplying abundance of pure and

potable water at one period of time, should afterwards have

the property of its waters altered ?

In subjects, however, which are so numerous, we cannot

enter into detail
;
yet they are not so entirely to be passed

over in silence as to abstain from giving a condensed account

of some of them.

20. It will suffice then to add, that, according to Plnlo-

chorus, when the country was devastated on the side of the

sea by the Carians, and by land by the Bceotians, whom they

called Aones, Cecrops first settled a large body of people in

^twelve cities, the names of which were Cecropia, Tetrapolis,

Epacria, Deceleia, Eleusis, Apliidna, (although some persons

write it in the plural number, Apliidnre,) rhoricus, Brauron,

Cytherus, Sphettus, Cephisia [Phalerus]. Again, at a sub-

sequent period, Theseus is said to have collected the inhabit-

ants of the twelve cities into one, the present city.

.

Formerly, the Athenians were governed by kings ;
they

afterwards changed the government to a democracy; then

tyrants were their masters, as Pisistratus and his sons ;
after-

wards there was an oligarchy both of the lour hundred and

of the thirty tyrants, whom the Lacedamionii set over them

;

these were expelled by the Athenians, who retained the form

of a democracy, till the Romans established their empire.

For, although they were somewhat oppressed by the Macedo-

nian kings, so as to be compelled to obey them, yet they pre-

served entire the same form of government. Some say, that

the government was very well administered during a period

of ten years, at the time that Casander was king of the

Macedonians. For this person, although in other respects

he was disposed to be tyrannical, yet, w lien he was master of

the city, treated the Athenians with kindness and generosity,

lie placed at the head of the citizens Demetrius the Phalerean,

a disciple of Theophrastus the philosopher, who, far from

dissolving, restored the democracy. This appears lrom his
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memoirs, which he composed concerning this mode of govern-
ment. But so much hatred and dislike prevailed against

anything connected with oligarchy, that, after the death of

Casander, he was obliged to fly into Egypt. 1 The insurgents

pulled down more than three hundred of his statues, which
were melted down, and according to some were cast into

chamber-pots. The Romans, after their conquest, finding

them governed by a democracy, 2 maintained their independ-

ence and liberty. During the Mithridatic war, the king set

over them such tyrants as he pleased. Aristio, who was the

most powerful of these persons, oppressed the city ; he was
taken by Sylla, the Roman general, after a siege, 3 and put to

death. The citizens were pardoned, and, to this time, the

city enjoys liberty, and is respected by the Romans.
21. Next to the Piraeus is the demus Phalereis, on the suc-

ceeding line of coast, then Halimusii, ZExoneis, Alaeeis, the

ZExonici, Anagyrasii
; then Theoris, Lampesis

;
JEgilieis,

Anaphlystii, Azenieis
;
these extend as far as the promontory'

Sunium. Between the above-mentioned demi is a long-

promontory, Zoster, 4 the first after the AExoneis ;
then an-

other promontory after Thoreis, As ty-pahea ;
in the front of

the former of these is an island, Phabra, 5 and of the latter an

island, Eleiissa, 6 opposite the ZExoneis is Hydrussa. About
Anaphlystum is the Paneum, and the temple of Venus Colias.

Here, they say, were thrown up by the waves the last por-

tions of the wrecks of the vessels after the naval engagement
with the Persians near Salamis, of which remains Apollo pre-

dicted,

“ The women of Colias shall shudder at the sight of oars.”

In front of these places lies off, at no great distance, the island

Belbina
; and the rampart of Patroclus ;

but most of these

islands are uninhabited.

22. On doubling the promontory at Sunium, we meet with

Sunium, a considerable demus
;
then Thoricus, next a demus

called Potamus, from which the inhabitants are called Po-

tamii
; next Prasia, 7 Steiria, Brauron, where is the temple of

1 Demetrius Phalereus was driven from Athens, 307 b. c., whence he
retired to Thebes. The death of Casander took place 298 b. c.

2 Aratus, the Achfean general, 245 b. c., drove from Attica the Lace-
da-monian garrisons, and restored liberty to the Athenians.

3
b. c. 87. 4 C. Halikes. 3 Ealkadi. 6 Elisa. 7 Raphti.
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Diana Brauronia, Hal® Araphenides, where is the temple

of Diana Tauropola; then Myrrhinus, Prohalinthus Mara-

thon, where Miltiades entirely destroyed the army of Dans

the Persian, without waiting for the Lacedemonians, who de-

ferred setting out till the full moon. There is laid the scene

of the fable of the Marathonian bull, which Theseus killed.
_

Next to Marathon is Tricorynthus, then Rliamnus, where is

the temple of Nemesis ;
then Psaphis, a city of the Oropii.

Somewhere about this spot is the Amphiaraeum, an oracle

once in repute, to which Amphiareus fled, as Sophocles says,

“ The dusty Theban soil opened and received him his armour, a..d

the four-horse chariot.”

Oropus has frequently been a subject of contention, lor it is

situated on the confines of Attica and Bceotia.

In front of this coast, before Thoricum and Sunium, is

the island Helena ;
it is rocky and uninhabited, extending in

length about 60 stadia, which, they say, the poet mentions in

the words, in which Alexander addresses Helen,

« Not when first I carried thee away from the pleasant Lacedaemon,

across the deep, and in the island Cranae embraced thee.”

1

For Cranae, from the kind of intercourse which took place

there, is now called Helena. Next to Helena,- Euboea 3

lies in front of the following tract of coast. It is long and

narrow, and stretching along the continent like Helena.

From Sunium to the southern point of Eubma, which is called

Leuce Acte, 4 [or, the white coast,] is a voyage of 300 stadia,

but we shall speak hereafter of Euboea.

It would be tedious to recite the names of the Demi of

Attica in the inland parts, on account of their number. 5

23. Among the mountains which are most celebrated, are

the Hymettus, Brilessus, Lycabettus, Parnes. and Corydallus.6

Near the city are excellent quarries of Hymettian and Pen-

telic marble. The Hymettus produces also the finest honey.

The silver mines in Attica were at first of importance, but

are now exhausted. The workmen, when the mines j
ielded

1 II. iii. 443. 1 Macronisi.
s Negropont.

4 From C. Colonna to C. Mantelo.
5 Smith gives an alphabetical list of 160 demi.

6 Monte San Giorgio.
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a bad return to their labour, committed to the furnace the old

refuse and scoria, and hence obtained very pure silver, for

the former workmen had carried on the process in the furnace

unskilfully.

Although the Attic is the best of all the kinds of honey,

yet by far the best of the Attic honey is that found in the

country of the silver mines, 1 which they call acapniston, or un-

smoked, from the mode of its preparation.

24. Among the rivers is the Cephissus, having its source

from the Trinemeis, it flows through the plain (where are the

Gephyra, and the Gephyrismi) between the legs or walls ex-

tending from the Asty to the Piraeus, and empties itself into

the Phalericum. Its character is chiefly that of a winter

torrent, for in the summer time it fails altogether. Such

also, for the most part, is the Ilissus, which flows from the

other side of the Asty to the same coast, from the parts above

Agra, and the Lyceium, and the fountain celebrated by Plato

in the Phsedrus. So much then respecting Attica.

CHAPTER II.

1. Next in order is Boeotia. When I speak of this country,

and of the contiguous nations, I must, for the sake of per-

spicuity, repeat what I have said before.

We have said, that the sea-coast stretches from Sunium to

the north as far as Thessalonica, inclining a little toward the

west, and having the sea on the east, that parts situated above

this shore towards the west extend like belts 2 parallel to one

another through the whole country. The first of these belts

is Attica with Megaris, the eastern side of which extends

1 As Mount Hymettus was always celebrated for producing the best

honey, it would appear from this passage that there were silver mines in

it. It appears however that the Athenians had failed to discover silver

in Hymettus. It is not impossible that Strabo has adopted literally some
proverb or saying of the miners, such as, “ Ours is the best honey.”

3 In the following description of Greece, Strabo employs the term belts

or bands (raudae) for the territory intercepted between the lines forming

the peninsulas. See note, chap. i. § 1, of this book.
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from Sunium to Oropus, and Bmotia; on the western side is

the isthmus, and the Alcyonian sea commencing at 1 agae and

extending as far as the boundaries of Boeotia near Creusa,

the remaining two sides are formed by the sea-shore irom

Sunium to the Isthmus, and the mountain tract nearly paral-

lel with this, which separates Attica from Boeotia.

The second belt is Boeotia, stretching from east to west

from the Euboean sea to the Oisajan Gulf, nearly of equal

length with Attica, or perhaps somewhat less ;
in quabty ot

soii however it greatly surpasses Attica.

2. Ephorus declares the superiority of Bceotia over the

bordering nations not only in this respect, but also because it

alone has three seas adjoining it, and a great number ot

harbours. At the Cristean and Corinthian Gulfs it received

the commodities of Italy, Sicily, and Africa. Toward- Eu-

boea the sea-coast branches off on each side .of the Eunpus

;

in one direction towards Aulis and Tanagrica, m the other,

to Salganeus and Anthedon ;
on one side there is an open

sea to Egypt, and Cyprus, and the islands ;
on the other to

Macedonia, the Propontis, and the Hellespont. He adds also

that Euboea is almost a part of Bceotia, because the Eunpus is

very narrow, and the opposite shores are brought into commu-

nication by a bridge ot two plethra in length. 1

For these reasons he praises the country, and says, that it

has natural advantages for obtaining supreme command, but

that from want of careful education and learning, even those

who were from time to time at the head of affairs did not long

maintain the ascendency they had acquired, as appears irom

the example of Epaminondas ;
at his death the Thebans imme-

diately lost the supremacy they had just acquired. I Ins is

to be attributed, says Ephorus, to their neglect of learning and

of intercourse with mankind, and to their exclusive cultiva-

tion of military virtues. It must be added also, that learning

and knowledge are peculiarly useful in dealing with Greeks,

but in the case of Barbarians, force is preferable to reason. In

fact the Romans in early times, when carrying on war with

savage nations, did not require such accomplishments, but

from° the time that they began to be concerned in transac-

tions with more civilized people, they applied themselves to

learning, and so established universal dominion.

1 About G7 yards. See also b. x. cli. i. j 8.
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3. Bceotia was first occupied by Barbarians, Aones, and

Temmices, a wandering people from Sunium, by Leleges, and

Hyantes. Then the Phoenicians, who accompanied Cadmus,

possessed it. He fortified the Cadmeian land, and trans-

mitted the government to his descendants. The Phoenicians

founded Thebes, and added it to the Cadmeian territory. They
preserved their dominion, and exercised it over the greatest

part of the Boeotians till the time of the expedition of the

Epigoni. At this period they abandoned Thebes for a short

time, but returned again. In the same manner when they

were ejected by Thracians and Pelasgi, they established their

rule in Thessaly together with the Arnaei for a long period,

so that all the inhabitants obtained the name of Boeotians.

They returned afterwards to their own country, at the time

the Aeolian expedition was preparing at Aulis in Bceotia

which the descendants of Orestes were equipping for Asia.

After having united the Orchomenian tract to Bceotia (for

formerly they did not form one community, nor has Homer
enumerated these people with the Boeotians, but by them-

selves, calling them Minyae) with the assistance of the Orcho-

menians they drove out the Pelasgi, who went to Athens, a

part of which city is called from this people Pelasgic. The
Pelasgi however settled below Hymettus. The Thracians

retreated to Parnassus. The Hyantes founded Hyampolis in

Phocis.

4. Ephorus relates that the Thracians, after making treaty

with the Boeotians, attacked them by night, when encamped
in a careless manner during a time of peace. The Thracians

when reproached, and accused of breaking the treaty, replied,

that they had not broken it, for the conditions were “ by

day,” whereas they had made the attack by night, whence

the common proverb, “ a Thracian shuffle.”

The Pelasgi and the Boeotians also went during the war to

consult the oracle. He cannot tell, he says, what answer was

given to the Pelasgi, but the prophetess replied to the Boeo-

tians that they would prosper by committing some act of

impiety. The messengers sent to consult the oracle suspecting

the prophetess of favouring the Pelasgi on account of their

relationship, (for the temple had originally belonged to the

Pelasgi,) seized the woman, and threw her upon a burning

pile, considering, that whether her conduct had been right or
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wrong, in either case they were right ;
for if she had uttered

a deceitful answer she was duly punished; but if not. they

had only complied with the command of the oracle. Those

in charge of the temple did not like to put to death, particu-

larly in the temple, the perpetrators of this act without a

formal judgment, and therefore subjected them to a trial.

They were summoned before the priestesses, who were also the

prophetesses, being the two survivors out of the three. I be

Boeotians alleged that there was no law permitting women to

act as judges ;
an equal number of men were therefore chosen.

The men acquitted ;
the women condemned. As the votes

were equal, those for acquittal prevailed. Hence at Dodona

it is to the Boeotians only that men deliver oracles. The

prophetesses however give a different meaning to the ani'w er

of the oracle, and say, that the god enjoins the Boeotians to

steal the tripods used at home, and to send them annually to

Dodona. This they did, for they were in the habit of carry-

ing away by night some of the dedicated tripods, which they

concealed in their clothes, in order to convey them clandes-

tinely as offerings to Dodona.

5. After this they assisted Pentliilus in sending out the

vEolian colony, and despatched a large body of their own peo-

ple with him, so that it was called the Boeotian colony.

A lono- time afterwards the country was devastated during

the war with the Persians at Plata?®. They afterwards so

far recovered their power, that the Thebans, having van-

quished the Lacedaemonians in two battles, 1 disputed the sove-

reignty of Greece. Epaminondas, however, was killed, and

they were disappointed in their hope of obtaining this supre-

macy. They, nevertheless, fought in defence of the Greeks

against the Phocaeans, who had plundered their common tem-

ple. Reduced by this war, and by the Macedonians, at the

time they invaded Greece, they lost their city, which was

afterwards restored to them, and rebuilt by the Macedonians

themselves, who had razed it.
2 From that period to our own

1 Leuctra and Mantineia. . , .

3 The Thebans, who were formerly the allies of the Macedonians, were

opposed to Philip of Macedon at the battle of Chseroneia.

sion to the throne of Alexander, the city was destroyed, n

of the inhabitants were killed, and 30,000 sold as slaves,

rebuilt, b. c. 316. by Casander. Fausanias, ix. 7. I lie

On the acces-

c. 335 ; 6000
The city was
ravages com-
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times their affairs have continued to decline, nor do they retain

the appearance even of a considerable village. Other cities

(of Bceotia) have experienced a similar fate, with the excep-
tion of Tanagra and Thespim, which in comparison with
Thebes are in a tolerable condition.

6. We are next to make a circuit of the country, beginning

at the sea-coast, opposite Euboea, which is continuous with

that of Attica.

We begin this circuit from Oropus, and the Sacred Har-
bour, 1 which is called Delphinium, opposite to which is the

ancient Eretria in Euboea, having a passage across of 60
stadia. After Delphinium, at the distance of 20 stadia, is

Oropus, and opposite to this is the present Eretria. 2 There
is a passage over to it of 40 stadia.

7. Next is Delium,3 a place sacred to Apollo, in imitation

of that at Delos. It is a small town of the Tanagraeans, at

the distance of 30 stadia from Aulis.

To this place the Athenians, after their defeat in battle,

fled in disorder.4 In the flight, Socrates the philosopher

(who having lost his horse, was serving on foot) observed

Xenophon, the son of Gryllus, upon the ground, fallen from
his horse

; he raised him upon his shoulders and carried him
away in safety, a distance of many stadia, until the rout was
at an end.

8. Then follows a great harbour, which is called Bathys
(or deep harbour) : then Aulis, 5 a rocky spot, and a village

of the Tanagraeans, with a harbour capable of containing 50
small vessels. So that probably the naval station of the

mitted by Sylla in the war against Mithridates, which completed the final

ruin of Thebes, must have been fresh in the memory of Strabo.
1 Hieros Limen.
2 New Eretria stood at Paleocastro, and old Eretria at Vathy.
3 Dramesi. * Athenseus, v. 15.
* Livy states (xlv. 27) that Aulis was distant three miles from Chalcis

;

by Homer (II. ii. 303) it is called AvXig irtTpritnoa. About three miles

south of Chalcis, on the Boeotian coast, are two bays, separated from each
other by a rocky peninsula : the northern is small and winding, the south-
ern spreads out at the end of a channel into a large circular basin. The
latter harbour, as well as a village situated a mile to the southward of it,

is called Vathy, a name evidently derived from fiaOvg Xiyj'jv. We may
therefore conclude that Aulis was situated on the rocky peninsula be-
tween these two bays. Leake and Smith.
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Greeks was in the Great Harbour. Near it is the Chakidic

Euripus, to which, from Sunium, are 70 stadia On the

Euripus, as I have already said, there is a bridge of two

plethra in length ;> at each end is a tower, one on the side of

Chalcis, the other on the side of Bceotia ;
and a P^=a e

the water) is constructed between them.2
JV

ith regard to tb -

tide of the Euripus, it is sufficient to say thus much that ac-

cording to report, it changes seven tunes each day and night

,

the cause must be investigated elsewhere.
.

9. Salganeus is a place situated near the Euripus, upon a

height. It has its name from Salganeus, a Boeotian, who was

burned there. .He was guide to the Persians, when rev

sailed into this passage from the Maliac Gulf.

that he was put to death before they reached the Eunpus, by

the commander of the fleet, Megabates, as a traitor for con-

ducting the fleet deceitfully into a narrow opening of the sea,

having no outlet. The Barbarian, however, perceived his

mistake, and regretting what he had done, thought: him wor-

thy of burial, because he had been unjustly put to death.

*10. Near Oropus 3 is a place called Gram, the temple aho

of Amphiaraus, and the monument of Narcissus the Eretrmn,

surnamed Sigelus, (the Silent,) because passers-by keep si-

lence. Some° say that Graia and Tanagra* are the same

The territory of Pcemandris, however is the same as that ot

Tanao-ra. The Tanagroeans are also called Gephvramns. T he

temple of Amphiaraus was transferred by command of an

oracle to this place from the Thebaic Cnopia.
_

11. Mycalessus is a village in the Tanagnan district It

lies upon the road from Thebes to Chalcis. It is called in

the Boeotian dialect Mycalettus. Hanna, also, an uninhabited

village in the Tanagrian territory, derives its name lrom the

i vr-ptr?;. The passage docs not give a clear

“^did^If is on the road leading from

°Tn^d
A
ernaPsa modern

ruins of Tanagra. b ^ dau^htcr 0?^0lus

StttrTmSi.f^Sved“ fuch an extreme old age, as to

receive the title ot Graia, the Old.
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chariot (apjua) of Amphiaraus, and is a different place from
Ilarma in Attica, near Phyle, 1 a demus of Attica bordering
upon Tanagra. There the proverb originated,

“When it has lightened through Harma,”

The Pythaistce, as they are called, signify, by the order of an
oracle, the occurrence of any lightning when they are look-
ing in the direction of Harma, and despatch the sacrifice to

Delphi whenever it is observed. They were to keep watch
for three months, and for three days and nights in each month,
at the altar of Jupiter Astrapius, or Dispenser of lightning.

This altar is in the wall, between the Pythium and the Olym-
pium. Respecting the Boeotian Harma, some say, that Am-
phiaraus fell in battle out of his chariot, [harma,] near the
spot where his temple now stands, and that the chariot was
drawn empty to the place, which bears the same name
[Harma]. 2 Others say, that the chariot of Adrastus, in his

flight, was there dashed in pieces, but that lie himself escaped
on his horse Areion. According to Philochorus, his life was
preserved by the inhabitants of the village ; in consequence
of which they obtained among the Argives the right of citi-

zenship.

12. On going from Thebes to Argos, 3 on the left hand is

Tanagra ; and [near the road] on the right lies Hyria. Hyria
now belongs to the Tanagrian territory, but formerly to the

Thebais. Here Hyrieus is fabled to have lived, and here is

the scene of the birth of Orion, which Pindar mentions in the

dithyrambics. It is situated near Aulis. Some persons say
that Hysias is called Hyria, which belongs to Parasopia, situ-

ated below Cithasron, near Erythra, in the inland parts; it is

a colony of the Hyrienses, and was founded by Nycteus, the

father of Antiope. There is also in the Argive territory a

village, Hysiae, the inhabitants of which are called Ilysiatse.

Erythrte in Ionia is a colony of this Erythrm.

1 Argyrokastro.
2 The exact site of Harma is uncertain. Leake supposes it to have

occupied the important pass on the road from Thebes to Chalcis, leading
to the maritime plain. Pausanias, b. ix. ch. 19, says that it obtained its

name from the chariot of Amphiaraus having disappeared there.
3 We should perhaps read Harma, says Kramer; but in that case

Tanagra of Bceotia would be upon the right hand. The reading Argos is

a manifest error, and the whole passage is corrupt.
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Heleon, a Tanagrian village, has its Dame from (Tide) the

marshes there.
. , ,

13. After Salganeus is Anthedon, a city with a harbour,

the last on the Boeotian coast towards Euboea, as the poet

As we proceed a little farther, there are besides two small

towns, belonging to the Boeotians, Larymna, near which the

Cephissus discharges its waters ;
and farther above, Halae, ol

the same name as the Attic demus. Opposite to this coast is

situated, it is said, Mg** in Euboea, where is the temple ot

the iEgcean Neptune, of which we have before spoken, there

is a passage across from Anthedon to ^gm of 120 stadia and

from the other places much less than this. The temple is

situated upon a lofty hill, where was once a city. Near xLgae

was Orobim. 3 In the Anthedonian territory is the mountain

Messapius,4 which has its name from Messapus, who when he

came into Iapygia called it Messapia. Here is laid the scene

of the fable respecting the Anthedonian Glaucus, who, it i=

said, was transformed into a sea-monster."

14. Near Anthedon is a place called Isus, and esteemed

sacred, belonging to Bceotia ; it contains remains of a city, and

the first syllable of Isus is short. Some persons are ot opinion,

that the verse ought to be written, Taov re 4 ArOqoova

t itr^aruuicrav,

“The sacred Isus, and the extreme Anthedon,

lengthening the first syllable by poetical licence for the sake

of the metre, instead of Wiaav re i'adetjy,

for Nisa is not to be found anywhere in Boeotia, as Apollo-

dorus says in his observations on the Catalogue ot the Ships

;

says,
Anthedon at the extremity.” 1

“ The sacred Nisa;

consequence no doubt of its having almost entirely

-earthquake, which took place about 426 or 4-o
disappeared by an

years b. c.
5 Near Anthedon was a

threw himself into the sea.

was a place called 'the Leap of Glaucus, where he

lie sea. Pausanias, ix. 22. The ruins of Anthedon

are situated 1 * mile from Lukisi. Smith.
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so that Nisa could not stand in this passage, unless by Nisa
Homer meant Isus, for there was a city Nisa, in Megaris,

from whence Isus was colonized, situated at the base of

Cithmron, but it exists no longer. 1 Some however write

Kpevcrav re £adu]v,

“ The sacred Creusa,”

meaning the present Creusa, the arsenal of the Thespieans,

situated on the Crisman Gulf. Others write the passage

<l>apac re £a0eag,

“ The sacred Phara:,”

Pharm is one of the four villages, (or Tetracomim,) near Ta-
nagra, namely, Heleon, Harma, Mycalessus, Pliarre. Others
again write the passage thus, Tv vadv re (adipy,

“ The sacred Nysa.”

Nysa is a village of Helicon.

Such then is the description of the sea-coast opposite

Euboea.

15. The places next in order, in the inland parts, are

hollow plains, surrounded everywhere on the east and west by
mountains

; on the south by the mountains of Attica, on the

north by those of Phocis : on the west, Cithmron inclines, ob-

liquely, a little above the Crisaean Sea ; it begins contiguous

to the mountains of Megaris and Attica, and then makes a

bend towards the plains, and terminates near the Theban
territory.

16. Some of these plains become lakes, by rivers spreading
over or falling into them and then flowing off. Some are

dried up, and being very fertile, are cultivated in every pos-

sible way. But a3 the ground underneath is full of caverns
and fissures, it has frequently happened, that violent earth-

quakes have obstructed some passages, and formed others un-

der-ground, or on the surface, the water being carried off,

either by subterranean channels, or by the formation of lakes

and rivers on the surface. If the deep subterranean passages
are stopped up, the waters of the lakes increase, so as to inun-
date and cover cities and whole districts, which become un-
covered, if the same or other passages are again opened. The
same regions are thus traversed in boats or on foot, according

1 Thus passage is very corrupt.

ii 2
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to circumstances ;
and the same cities are, occasionally, on the

borders of, or at a distance from, a lake.
_

17. One of two things took place. The cities either re-

tained their sites, when the rise of the water was insufficient

to overflow the houses, or they were deserted and rebuilt in

some other place, when the inhabitants, being frequently ex-

posed to danger from their vicinity to the lake, released them-

selves from further apprehension, by changing to a more

distant or higher situation. It followed that the cities thus

rebuilt retained the same name. Formerly, they might ha\e

had a name derived from some accidental local circumstance,

but now the site does not correspond with the derivation ot

the name. For example, it is probable that Plataste was so

called, from x\dnh or the flat part of the oar, and Platmans

from gaining their livelihood by rowing ;
but at present,

since they live at a distance from the lake, the name can no

longer, with equal propriety, be derived from this local cir-

cumstance. Helos also, and Heleon, and Heilesium were so

called from their situation close to eXjj, (Hele,) or marshes;

but at present the case is different with all these place? ;
e'ther

they have been rebuilt, or the lake has been greatly reduced

in height by a subsequent efflux of its waters ;
for this is pos-

sible. _ 9

18 This is exemplified particularly iu the Cephissus.

which fills the lake Copais. 3 When the increase of the water

of that lake was so great, that Cop® was in danger of being

swallowed up, (the city is mentioned by the poet, and from it

the lake had its name,) 4 a fissure in the ground, which took

place not far from the lake, and near Copay opened a subter-

raneous channel, of about 30 stadia in length, and received the

river, which reappeared on the surface, near I pper Larymna

in Locris ;
for, as has been mentioned, there is another Larymna,

in Bceotia, on the sea, surnamed the Upper by the Romans.

The place where the river rises again is called Anchoe, as

also the lake near it. It is from this point that the Cephissus

begins its course 5 to the sea. When the overflowing of the

water ceased, there was also a cessation of danger to the in-

habitants on the banks, but not before some cities had been

1

2

6

The sites of these places are unknown.
4

Mauro-potamos. 3 Lake of Livadlna.

That is, by natural or artificial subterraneous channels.

XT], an oar.
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already swallowed up. When the outlets were again ob-
structed, Crates the Miner, a man of Chalcis, began to clear

away the obstructions, but desisted in consequence of the Boeo-
tians being in a state of insurrection

; although, as he himself

says, in the letter to Alexander, many places had been already

drained ; among these, some writers supposed was the site of

the ancient Orchomenus ; others, that of Eleusis, and of

Athens on the Triton. These cities are said to have been
founded by Cecrops, when he ruled over Boeotia, then called

Ogygia, but that they were afterwards destroyed by inunda-
tions. It is said, that there was a fissure in the earth near
Orchomenus, that admitted the river Melas, 1 which flows

through the territory of Haliartus, and forms there a marsh,
where the reed grows of which the musical pipe is made. 2

But this river has entirely disappeared, being carried off by
the subterraneous channels of the chasm, or absorbed by the

lakes and marshes about Haliartus
; whence the poet calls

Haliartus grassy,

“ And the grassy Haliartus.” 3

19. These rivers descend from the Phocian mountains, and
among them the Cephissus,4 having its source at Lilasa, a

Phocian city, as Homer describes it

;

“ And they who occupied Lileea, at the sources of Cephissus.” 5

It flows through Elateia,

6

the largest of the cities among the

Phocians, through the Parapotamii, and the Phanoteis, which
are also Phocian towns ; it then goes onwards to Chteroneia

in Boeotia ; afterwards, it traverses the districts of Orcho-
menus and Coroneia, and discharges its waters into the lake

Copais. The Permessus and the 01meius Y descend from Heli-

con, and uniting their streams, fall into the lake Copais

near Haliartus. The waters of other streams likewise dis-

charge themselves into it. It is a large lake with a cir-

cuit of 380 stadia ;
8 the outlets are nowhere visible, if we

1 Mauroneri. 2 Pliny, b. xvi. c. 36. 3 II. ii. 503.
* There were several rivers of this name. See below, c. iii. § 16.
5

II. ii. 523.
8 See below, ch. iii. § 15. Elateia is represented by the modern village

of Elefta.
7 See ch. ii. § 26.
8 It is impossible to make any exact statement respecting its extent,

since it varied so much at different times of the year and in different sea-
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except the chasm which receives the Cephissus, and the

xn arsliGS.

20. Among the neighbouring lakes are Trephea 1 and Ce-

phissis. Homer mentions it

;

“ Who dwelt in Hyla, intent upon amassing wealth, close to the lake Ce-

phissis ;

” 2

for he did not mean to specify the lake Copais, as some sup-

pose, but that called Hylicus,3 from the neighbouring village,

which is called Hylce : nor did he mean Hyda, as some write

the passage,
“He lived in Hyda,”

for there is a place of this name in Lydia,

“ at the foot of the snowy Tmolus, in the fruitful country of Hyda ;

and another in Bceotia ; he therefore adds to

“ behind the lake Cephissis,”

these words,
* “ near dwelt other Boeotians.”

For the Copais is of great extent, and not situated in the

Theban district, but the other is small, and filled from the

former by subterraneous channels ;
it is situated between

Thebes 5 and Antliedon. Homer however makes use of the

word in the singular number, sometimes making the^ first

syllable long by poetical licence, as in the Catalogue, »/c 1 \r)r

Kcii IH-euiva,6 and sometimes shortening it, as in this instance ;

"Oe p ev
7
Y\;; vautrice ;

and again, Tychius S»vro-opiov 6

\

apLcr-oe "Y\)j tvi olda valuv? Nor do some persons correctly

write in this passage, tn,

“ In Hyda,”

for Ajax was not to send for his shield trom Lydia.

21. 8 The lakes themselves would indicate the order in

sons. On the northern and eastern sides its extent is limited bv a range

of heights, but on the opposite quarter there is no such natural boundary

to its size. Smith, v. Bceotia, which contains also a useful map from

Forschamer’s Hcllenica of the Basin of the Copais.
.

1 There appears to be no modern lake in the position assigned to 1 re-

plica by Kiepert. Kramer suggests the omission here of the word Tre-

Ph
s
'll. v. 708. 3 Makaris.

4
II. xx. 3S5. 3 Thiva.

6
11- ii- 500- ’ I1 - vii. 221.

. _ w ,

8 The text is in a very imperfect state. The section is translated as

proposed to be emended by Kramer.
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which the places stand, and thence it would he easy to perceive

that the poet, when naming them, whether they were places of

importance or otherwise, has observed no order. Indeed it

would be difficult in the enumeration of so many places, obscure

for the most part, and situated in the interior, to preserve a

regular order. The sea-coast affords more convenient means
of doing this ; the places there are better known, and the sea

affords greater facilities for marking their position. We shall

therefore endeavour to take our point of departure from the

sea-coast, and without further discussion, shall follow the poet

in his enumeration of places ; at the same time, taking from

other sources whatever may prove useful to us, but which
has been omitted by him. He begins from Hyria and Aulis,

of which we have already spoken.

22. Schoenus 1 is a district of the Theban territory on the

road to Anthedon, distant from Thebes about 50 stadia. A
river of the name of Schoenus flows through it.

23. Scolus 2 is a village belonging to the district of Paraso-

pia situated at the foot of Cithteron ; it is a rugged place, and

scarcely habitable, hence the proverbial saying,

“ Neither go yourself, nor follow any one going to Scolus.”

It is said that Pentheus was brought from thence, and torn in

pieces. There was among the cities near Olynthus another of

the name of Scolus. We have said that in the Heracleian

Trachinia there was a village of the name of Parasopii, beside

which runs a river Asopus, and that there is another river

Asopus in Sicyonia, and that the country through which it

flows is called Asopia. There are however other rivers of

the same name.

24. The name of Eteonus was changed to that of Scar-

phe, which belongs to Parasopia. [Parasopia belongs to the

Thebais,] for the Asopus and the Ismenus flow through the

plain in front of Thebes. There is the fountain Dirce, and

also Potnite, where is laid the fable of Glaucus of Potnite,

who was torn in pieces near the city by Potnian mares. The
Cithferon 3 terminates not far from Thebes. The Asopus
flows by it, and washes the foot of the mountain, and occa-

sions the Parasopii to be distributed among several settle-

ments, but all of these bodies of people arc subject to the

1 Morikios. 5 Kalyvi. 3 Mount Elatea.
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Theban 3 . (Other writers say, that Scolus, Eteonus, and

Erythrse, are in the district of Plattese, for the Asopus flows

past Platsese, and discharges its waters into the sea near Tana-

gra.) In the Theban territory are Therapnae and Teumessus,

which Antimachus has extolled in a long poem, enumerat-

ing excellencies which it had not

;

“ There is a small hill exposed to the winds,” &c.

:

but the lines are well known.

25. He calls the present place Thespiae 1 by the name of

Thespia, for there are many names, of which some are used

both in the singular and in the plural number, in the

masculine and 'in the feminine gender, and some in either dne

or the other only. It is a city close to Helicon, lying more

to the south. The city itself and Helicon are situated on the

Crisaean Gulf. Thespiae has an arsenal Creusa, or, as it is

also named, Creusia. In the Thespian territory, in the part

lying towards Helicon, is Ascra, 2 the birth-place of Hesiod.

It is on the right of Helicon, situated upon a lofty and rocky

spot, at the distance of about 40 stadia from Thespiae. Hesiod

has satirized it in verses addressed to his father, for formerly

emigrating (to this place) from Cume in JEtolia, as follows

:

“ He dwelt near Helicon in a wretched village, Ascra ;
bad in winter, in

summer intolerable, and worthless at any season.” 3

Helicon is contiguous to Phocis on its northern, and partly

on its western side, as far as the last harbour of Phocis, which

is called from its characteristic situation, Mychus, or the

Recess.

1 There is some doubt respecting the modern name of Thespiae
;
the

Austrian map places the ruins near Erimokastro.
2 Placing Ascra at Pyrgaki, there is little doubt that Aganippe, whence

the Muses were called Aganippides, is the fountain which issues from the

left bank of the torrent flowing midway between Paleopanaghea and

Pyrgaki. Around this fountain Leake observed numerous square blocks,

and in the neighbouring fields stones and remains of habitations. The

position of the Grove ol the Muses is fixed at St. Nicholas, by an inscrip-

tion which Leake discovered there relating to the Museia, or the games

of the Muses, which were celebrated there under the presidency of the

Thespians. Paus. b. ix. c. 31. In the time of Pausanias the Grove of

the Muses contained a larger number of statues than any other place in

Bceotia, and this writer has given an account of many of them. 1 he

statues of the Muses were removed by Constantine from this place to his

new capital, where they were destroyed by fire, in a. d. 404. Smith.

3 Works and Days, 639.
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Just above this part of the Crisaean Gulf, Helicon, As-
cra, Thespiae, and its arsenal Creusa, are situated. This is

considered as the part of the Crisrean and of the Corinthian

Gulf which recedes most inland. The coast extends 90 stadia

from the recess of the harbour to Creusa, and thence 120 as

far as the promontory called Holmias. In the most retired

part of the Crisman Gulf, Pag® and CEnoa, which I have
already mentioned, are situated.

Helicon, not far distant from Parnassus, rivals it in height 1

and circumference. Both mountains are covered with snow,
and are rocky. They do not occupy a circuit of ground of great

extent. There are, the fane of the Muses, the Horse-fountain

Hippocrene, 2 and the grottoes of the nymphs, the Leibethrides.

Hence it might be conjectured, that Helicon was consecrated

to the Muses, by Thracians, who dedicated also Pieris, the

Leibethrum, and Pimpleia to the same goddesses. The
Thracians were called Pieres, and since their expulsion, the

Macedonians possess these places.

It has been remarked, that the Thracians, (having expelled

the Boeotians by force,) and the Pelasgi, and other barbarous

people, settled in this part of Boeotia.

Thespiae was formerly celebrated for a statue of Cupid by
Praxiteles. Glycera the courtesan, a native of Thespiae, re-

ceived it as a present from the artist, and dedicated it as a

public offering to her fellow-citizens.

Persons formerly used to repair thither to see the Cupid,

where there was nothing else worth seeing. This city, and
Tanagra, alone of the Boeotian cities exist at present, while of

others there remain nothing but ruins and names.

' This is a mistake, since the loftiest summit of Helicon is barely 5000
feet high, whilst that of Parnassus is upwards of 8000 feet. Smith. He-
licon is a range of mountains with several summits, of which the loftiest

is a round mountain now called Paleovuni. Smith. The Austrian map
gives the modern name Zagora to Helicon.

2 Twenty stadia from the Grove of the Muses was the fountain Hip-

pocrene, which was said to have been produced by the horse Pegasus

striking the ground with his foot. Paus. b. ix. ch. 31. Hippocrene was
probably at Makariotissa, which is noted for a fine spring ol water. Smith.

The Austrian map places it at Kukuva. Leibethrum, or Leibethreium,

is described by Pausanias as distant 40 stadia from Coroneia, and is

therefore probably the mount Zagora. Smith.
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26. After Thespise the poet enumerates Graia and Myca-

lessus, of which we have before spoken.

He proceeds as before,

“They who lived near Harma, Eilesium, and Erythrse,

And they who occupied Eleon, Hyle, and Peteon.” !

Peteon is a village of the Thebais near the road to Anthedon.

Ocalea is midway between Haliartus,2 and Alalcomenat, 3
it is

distant from each 30 stadia. A small river of the same name

flows by it. Medeon, belonging to Phocis, is on the Cristean

Gulf, distant from Boeotia 160 stadia. The Medeon of Bceo-

tia has its name from that in Phocis. It is near Onchestus,

under the mountain Phoenicium, 4 whence it has the appella-

tion of Phcenicis. This mountain is likewise assigned to the

Theban district, but by others to the territories of Haliartus,

as also Medeon and Ocalea.

27. Homer afterwards names,

“ Copse, and Eutresis, and Thisbe, abounding with doves.”5

1 II. ii. 499.
2 The remains of Haliartus are situated upon a hill about a mile from

the village of Mazi, on the road from Thebes to Lebadeia, and at the^ dis-

tance of about 15 miles from either place. Although the walls of the

town are scarcely anywhere traceable, its extent is marked on the east

and west by two small rivers, of which that to the west issues from the

foot of the hill of Mazi, the eastern, called the Kafalari, has its origin in

Mount Helicon. The stream on the western side of the city is the one

called Hoplites by Plutarch, where Lysander fell in battle with the The-

bans, b. c. 395, and is apparently the same as the Lophis of Pausanias.

The stream on the eastern side, the Kafalari, is formtd by the union of

two rivulets, which appear to be the Permessus and Olmeius, which are

described by Strabo as flowing from Helicon, and after their union enter-

ing the Lake Copais, near Haliartus. Smith.
3 It was celebrated for the worship of Athena, who is hence called

Alalcomeneis in Homer. The temple of the goddess stood at a little dis-

tance from the town, on the Triton, a small stream flowing into the Lake

Copais. The modern village Sulinari is the site of Alalcomenre. Smith.
4 Phoenicium, or Spliingium, now called Faga, the mountain between

the Lakes Copais and Hylica, connecting Mount Ptoum with the range of

Helicon. Forchamer supposes that Phoenicium and Sphingium are the

names of two different mountains, separated from one another by the small

plain of the stream Daulos

;

but the name of Phoenicium rests only on the

authority of Strabo, and it is probably a corruption of Phicium. is

the /Eolic form of SipiyE, (Hes. Theog. 326,) and therefore there can be

no doubt that Phicium and Sphingium are two different forms of the same

name. Smith. 5
11. ii- 502.
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We have spoken of Cop®. It lies towards the north on the

lake Copais. The other cities around are, Acrtephise, Phoe-

nicis, Onchestus, Haliartus, Ocalea, Alalcomente, Tilphusium,

Coroneia. Formerly, the lake had no one general name, but

derived its appellation from every settlement on its banks, as

Copais from Cop®, 1 Haliartis from Haliartus, and other names

from other places, but latterly the whole has been called

Copais, for the lake is remarkable for forming at Cop® the

deepest hollow. Pindar calls it Cephissis, and places near it,

not far from Haliartus and Alalcomenm, the fountain Til-

phossa, which flows at the foot of Mount Tilphossius. At the

fountain is the monument of Teiresias, and in the same place

the temple of the Tilphossian Apollo.

28. After Cop®, the poet mentions Eutresis, a small village

of the Thespians. 2 Here Zethus and Amphion lived before

they became kings of Thebes.

Thisbe is now called Thisbas. The place is situated a little

above the sea-coast on the confines of the Thespienses, and

the territory of Coroneia ; on the south it lies at the foot of

Cithaeron. It has an arsenal in a rocky situation abounding

with doves, whence the poet terms it

“ Thisbe, with its flights of doves.”

Thence to Sicyon is a voyage of 160 stadia.

29. He next recites the names of Coroneia, Haliartus, Pla-

taeae, and Glissas.

Coroneia 3 is situated upon an eminence, near Helicon. The
Boeotians took possession of it on their return from the Thes-

salian Arne, after the Trojan war, when they also occupied

Orchomenus. Having become masters of Coroneia, they built

in the plain before the city the temple of the Itonian Minerva,

of the same name as that in Thessaly, and called the river

1 It was still in existence in the time of Pausanias ;
the modern village

Topolia occupies the site.
2 Leake conjectures that there is an error in the text, and that for

OtaTTiivv we ought to read Oi<j(5ojv, since there is only one spot in the ten

miles between Plattea and Thespis where any town is likely to have

stood, and that was occupied by Leuctra. See Smith.
3

It was here that the Athenians under Tolmides were defeated by the

Boeotians in b. c. 447 ;
in consequence of which defeat the Athenians lost

the sovereignty which they had for some years exercised over Bceotia.

The plain of Coroneia was also the scene ot the victory gained by Agesi-

laus over the Thebans and their allies in b. c. 394.
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flowing by it, Cuarius, the name of the Thessalian river.

Alcteus, however, calls it Coralius in these words,

“ Minerva, warrior queen, who o’er Coroneia keepest watch before thy

temple, on the banks of Coralius.”

The festival Pamboeotia was here celebrated. Hades is asso-

ciated with Minerva, in the dedication of the temple, for some

mystical reason. The inhabitants of the Boeotian Coroneia

are called Coronii, those of the Messenian Coroneia, Coronenses.

30. Haliartus 1 is no longer in existence, it was razed in the

war against Perseus. The territory is occupied by the Athe-

nians, to whom it was given by the Romans. It was situated

in a narrow spot between an overhanging mountain and the

lake Copais, near the Permessus, the Olmems, and the marsh

that produces the flute-reed.

31. Platcete, which the poet uses in the singular number,

lies at the foot of Citliaeron, between this mountain and Thebes,

on the road to Athens and Megara ; it is on the borders of

Attica and Boeotia, for Eleutherre is near, which some say be-

longs to Attica, others to Bmotia. We have said that the

Asopus flows beside Platasoe. There the army of the Greeks

entirely destroyed Mardonius and three hundred thousand

Persians. They dedicated there a temple to Jupiter Eleu-

therius, and instituted gymnastic games, called Eleutheria, in

which the victor was crowned. The tombs erected at the

public expense, in honour of those who died in the battle, are

to be seen there. In the Sicyonian district is a demus called

Plat0203, where the poet Mnasalces was born :

“ the monument of Mnasalces of Plata®.

”

Glissas,2 Homer says, is a village on Mount Hypatus, which

is near Teumessus and Cadmeia, in the Theban territory.

******* beneath is what is called the Aonian plain,

which extends from Mount Hypatus [to Cadmeia ?].
3

1 Pausanias, b. ix. 33, mentions the Heroum of Lysander in Hali-

artus, and some ruined temples, which had been burnt by the Persians,

and had been purposely left in that state. Smith.
2 Leake identifies Glisas with the rttins on the bank of the torrent

Platanaki, above which rises the mountain Siamata, the ancient Hypatus.
3 The following is the original of this corrupt passage. Kramer suggests

that the words y. S. have been introduced from the margin into the text.

ytioXofya Kn\urai dpi[* * * r <ro7r](7rr<n ro

’Aoviov KaXoVfUVOV TTiCinV 8 ('(firfO'H * *

***** d7ro roO 'Vjrnrov opovQ.
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32. By these words of the poet,

“ those who occupied under Thebes,” 1

some understand a small town, called Under-Thebes, others

Potnias, for Thebes was abandoned after the expedition of the

Epigoni, and took no part in the Trojan war. Others say

that they did take part in it, ljut that they lived at that time

under Cadmeia, in the plain country, after the incursion of the

Epigoni, being unable to rebuild the Cadmeia. As Thebes
was called Cadmeia, the poet says that the Thebans of that

time lived “under Thebes” instead of “under Cadmeia.”

33. The Amphictyonic council usually assembled at On-
chestus, in the territory of Haliartus, near the lake Copais,

and the Teneric plain. It is situated on a height, devoid of

trees, where is a temple of Neptune also without trees. For
the poets, for the sake of ornament, called all sacred places

groves, although they were without trees. Such is the lan-

guage of Pindar, when speaking of Apollo :

“ He traversed in bis onward way the earth and sea
;
he stood upon the

heights of the lofty mountains
;
he shook the caves in their deep recesses,

and overthrew the foundations of the sacred groves ” or temples.

As Alcaeus is mistaken in the altering the name of the river

Cuarius, so he makes a great error in placing Oncliestus at

the extremities of Helicon, whereas it is situated very far from

this mountain.

34. The Teneric plain has its name from Tenerus. Ac-
cording to mythology, he was the son of Apollo and Melia,

and declared the answers of the oracle at the mountain Ptoum,2

which, the same poet says, had three peaks

:

“ At one time he occupied the caves of the three-headed Ptoum
;

”

and he calls Tenerus
“ the prophet, dwelling in the temple, and having the same name as the

soil on which it stands.”

The Ptoum is situated above the Teneric plain, and the lake

Copais, near Acrsephium.

Pausanias, b. ix. ch. 19, makes mention of a tumulus covered with

trees, near the ruins of Glisas or Glissas, which was the burial-place of

jEgialus and his companions, and also of other tumuli. These were pro-

bably the y(d)\o<pa Spta, woody hillocks. The obscurity, however, still

reftiains.
1

II. ii. 505.
2 The three summits of Ptoum bear the names of Palea, Stranitza, and

Skroponeri.
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Both the oracle and the mountain belonged to the 1 hebans.

Acrasphium

1

itself is situated upon a height. This, it is

said, is the place called Arne by the poet, having the same

name as the Thessalian Arne.
,

35. Some say that Arne and Mideia were swallowed up by

the lake. Zenodotus, however, when he writes the verse thus,

“ they who occupied Ascra abounding with vines,

does not seem to have read Hesiod’s description of his native

country, and what has been said by Eudoxus, who relates

things much more to the disparagement of Ascra. For how

could any one believe that such a place could have been de-

scribed by the poet as

“ abounding with vines ?
”

Neither are those persons in the right, who substitute in s

passage Tarne for Arne, for there is not a place ot
,

the n*me

of Tarne to be found in Boeotia, although there is in Lydia.

Homer mentions it,

“ Idomeneus then slew Pluestus, the son of Borus, the artificer, who came

from the fruitful soil of Tarne.” 3

Besides Alalcomentc and Tilpliossium, which are near the

lake, Chceroneia, Lebadia, and Leuctra. are worthy of nonce.

36. The poet mentions Alalcomente, 4 but not in the Lata-

“ the Argive Juno and Minerva of Alaicom ense.'
5

It has an ancient temple of Minerva, which is held in great

veneration. It is said that this was the place of her birth, as

Argos was that of Juno, and that Homer gave to both these

o-ocfdesses designations derived from their native places. Per-

haps for this reason he has not mentioned, in the Catalogue,

the inhabitants ;
for having a sacred character, they were ex-

empted from military service. Indeed the city has never suf-

fered devastation by an enemy, although it is inconsiderable

in size, and its position is weak, tor it is situated in a plain.

i The ruins are situated at a short distance south of Kardhitza. The

site of Cierium, the modern village Mataranga, was first di^red by

Leake, who identifies it with Arne, and supposes, with much probability

that the name Arne may have been disused by the Thessalian conqueror.,

because it was of Boeotian origin, and that the new appellation may haie

been taken from the neighbouring river Curalius or Cuanus.

3 11. ii. 507. 3
11. v. 43.

4 Sulinan. 11- w. 8.
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All in reverence to the goddess abstained from every act of
violence ; wherefore the Thebans, at the time of the expedi-

tion of the Epigoni, abandoning their own city, are said to

have taken refuge here, and on the strong mountain above it,

the Tilphossium. 1 Below Tilphossium is the fountain Til-

phossa, and the monument of Teiresias, who died there on
the retreat.

37. Chreroneia 2 is near Orchomenus,3 where Philip, the son

of Amyntas, after having overcome, in a great battle, 4 the

Athenians, Boeotians, and Corinthians, became the master of

Greece. There are seen the sepulchres erected at the public

charge of the persons who fell in that battle.

38. At Lebadeia 5 is the oracle of Jupiter Trophonius,
having a descent through an opening, which leads under-
ground. The person himself, who consults the oracle, de-

scends into it. It is situated between Helicon and Chasroneia,

near Coroneia.

39. Leuctra 6 is the place where Epamjnondas overcame the

Lacedaemonians in a great battle, and first weakened their

power ; for after that time they were never able to regain the

supremacy over the Greeks, which they before possessed,

and particularly after they were defeated in a second battle at

Mantinea. Even after these reverses they preserved their

independence until the establishment of the Roman dominion,
and were always respected by that people on account of the

excellency of their form of government. The field of battle

is shown on the road which leads from Plattem to Thespis.
40. The poet next mentions the Orchomenians in the Cata-

logue, and distinguishes them from the Boeotian nation. He
gives to Orchomenus the epithet Minyeian from the nation of

the Minyte. They say that a colony of the Minyeians went
hence to Iolcus, 7 and from this circumstance the Argonauts
were called Minyae. It appears that, anciently, it was a rich

1 Petra. 5 Kapurna. 3 Scripu.
* On the 7th of August, b. c. 338. Of the details of this battle we have

no account. The site of the monument is marked by a tumulus about a
mile or a little more from the Khan of Kapurna, on the right side of the
road towards Orchomenus. A few years ago (according to Mure) the
mound of earth was excavated and a colossal lion discovered, deeply im-
bedded in its interior. See Smith.

5 Livadhia. 6 Lefka.
7 See below, eh. v. § 15.
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and very powerful city. Homer bears witness to its wealth,

for in his enumeration of places of great opulence, he saj s,

“Not all that is brought to Orchomenus, or to .Egyptian Thebes.’

Of its power there is this proof, that the Thebans always paid

tribute to the Orehomenians, and to Erginus their king, who it

is said was put to death by Hercules. Eteocles one of the

kings that reigned at Orchomenus, first displayed both wealth

and° power. He built a temple dedicated to the Graces, who

were thus honoured by him, either because he had been for-

tunate in receiving or conferring favours, or perhaps for both

tVipcip rpa qons

["For one who was inclined thus to honour these god-

desses, must have been naturally disposed to be a benefactor,

and he must have possessed the power. But for this purport

wealth is required. For he who has not much cannot give

much, nor can he who does not receive much possess much

;

but when giving and receiving unite, then there is a just ex-

change. For a vessel which is simultaneously emptied and

filled is always full; but he who gives and does not receive

cannot succeed in either giving or receiving, for the giver

must desist from giving from failure of means. Givers also

will desist from giving to him who receives only, and conlers

no benefits, so that he must fail in receiving. The same may

be said of power. For independently of the common saying,

“ That money is the thing most highly valued,

And has the greatest influence in human affairs,”

we may examine the subject more in detail. We say, for ex-

ample, that kings have the greatest power, (pciXnrra cvraoQa^)

whence the name, dynasty. Their power is exerted by lead-

ing the multitude whither they like, by persuasion or by force.

Their power of persuasion chiefly rests in doing acts of kind-

ness ;
for persuasion by words is not princely, but belongs to

the orator. By princely persuasion, I mean, when kings di-

rect and lead men whither they please by acts of kindness.

They persuade by acts of kindness, but compel by means ot

arms. Botli power and possessions may be purchased by

money. For lie has the largest body of forces, who is able to

maintain the largest; and he who has the largest possessions,

can confer the greatest benefits. 3
]

> II. ix. 381. * Euripides, Phcen. 422. 3 Probably an interpolation.
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The spot which the present lake Copais occupies, was form-
erly, it is said, dry ground, and was cultivated in various

ways by the Orchomeuians, who lived near it ; and this is al-

leged as a proof of wealth.

41. Some persons use the word Aspledon 1 without the first

syllable, Spledon. The name both of the city and of the ter-

ritory was changed to Eudeielos, 2 which expressed perhaps

some peculiar advantage the inhabitants derived from their

western position, and especially the mild winters. The ex-

treme parts of the day are the coldest. Of these the evening

is colder than the morning, for as night approaches the cold is

more intense, and as night retires the cold abates. The
severity of the cold is mitigated by the heat of the sun, and
the part which during the coldest season has received most of

the sun’s heat, is mildest in winter.

It is distant from Orchomenus 3 20 stadia. The river

Melas is between them.

42. Panopeus, a Phocian city, and Hyampolis 4 are situated

above Orchomenus. Opus, the metropolis of the Locri Epic-

nemidii, borders upon these places. It is said, that Orcho-

menus was formerly situated on a plain, but, as the waters

overflowed, the settlers removed to the mountain Acontium,

which extends 60 stadia in length, as far as Parapotamii in

Phocis. It is said, that those people, who are called Achsei in

Pontus, are colonists from the Orchomenians, who, after the

capture of Troy, wandered thither under the conduct of Ial-

menus. There was also an Orchomenus near Carystus.

The writers on the Catalogue of Ships [in Homer], have

furnished us with these materials, and they have been fol-

lowed, wherever they introduced anything adapted to the

design of this work.

CHAPTER III.

1. Next to Bceotia and Orchomenus is Phocis, lying along

the side, of Bceotia to the north, and, anciently, nearly from sea

1 Leake places it at Tzamali, but Forchammer with more probability
at Avro-Kastro.

2 EWiitXof. 3 Scripu.
VOL. II.

3 Scripu.

i

4 Bogdana.
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to sea. For at that time Daphnus belonged to Phocis, dividing

Locris into two parts, and situated midway between the Opun-

tian Gulf and the sea-coast of the Epicnemidii. At present,

however, the district belongs to the Locri ;
but the town is m

ruins, so that Phocis no longer extends to the sea opposite Eu-

boea ; but it is close to the Cristean Gulf. For Cri=a itself be-

longs to Phocis, and is situated immediately upon the sea.

Cirrha, Antic.yra
,

1 and the places above them, in the interior

near Parnassus in continuous succession, namely, Delphi,

Cirphis, and Daulis
,

3 belong to Phocis, so also Parnassus it-

self, which is the boundary of the western side.
.

In the same manner as Phocis lies along the side of Ba otia,

so are both the divisions of Locris situated with respeci. to

Phocis, for Locris is composed of two parts, being divided by

Parnassus. The western part lies along the side oi Parnassus,

occupies a portion of it, and extends to the Crisasan Gulf ,
the

eastern part terminates at the sea near Euboea. The inha it-

ants of the former are called Locri Hesperii, or Locri Ozolae, and

have engraven on their public seal the star Hesperus. The re.-t

are again divided into two bodies : one, the Opuntii, who have

their name from the chief city, and border upon the PL oce-

ans and Boeotians ;
the other, the Epicnemidii. who have their

name from the mountain Cnemis ;

4 and adjoin the CEtan,

and the Malienses. In the midst of the Hesperii, and the

other Locri, is Parnassus, lying lengthwise towards the north-

ern part, and extending from the neighbourhood ot Delphi to

the junction of the (Etman, and the Etolian mountains, and

to the Dorians, who are situated between them.
_

For as both

divisions of Locris extend along the side of Pliocis, so also the

region of (Eta with Etolia, and some of the places situated in

the Doric Tetrapolis, extend along the sides of the two Locri,

Parnassus and the Dorians. Immediately above these are

situated the Thessalians, the northern Etolians, the Acarna-

nians, and some of the Epirotic and Macedonian nations, as I

observed before, the above-mentioned tracts of country may

be considered as a kind of parallel bands stretching from the

west to the east.

The whole of Parnassus is esteemed sacred, it contains

caves, and other places, which are regarded with honour and

1 Aspra-Spitia.
5 Kastri. Daulia.

4 It is a continuation of the riage of CLta.
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reverence. Of these the most celebrated and the most beau-
tiful is Corycium, a cave of the nymphs, having the same
name as that in Cilicia. Of the sides of Parnassus, the west-
ern is occupied by the Locri Ozolae, and by some of the Dori-
ans, and by the iEtoli, situated near Corax, an JEtolian
mountain. The eastern side is occupied by Phocians and by
the greater part of the Dorians, who hold the Tetrapolis, situ-

ated as it were round the side of Parnassus, but spreading out
in the largest extent towards the east. The sides of the
above-mentioned tracts and each of the bands are parallel, one
side being northern, and the other southern. The western
sides, however, are not parallel to the eastern, for the sea-coast
from the Crisaean Gulf to Actium

1

is not parallel to the coast

opposite Euboea, and extending to Thessalonica. It is on
these shores the above-mentioned nations terminate. For the
figure of these countries is to be understood from the notion of
lines drawn parallel to the base of a triangle, where the separ-
ate parts lie parallel to one another, and have their sides in

latitude parallel, but not their sides in longitude. This is a
rough sketch of the country which remains to be examined.
We shall examine each separate part in order, beginning with
Phocis.

2. The two most celebrated cities of this country are Del-
phi and Elateia. Delphi is renowned for the temple of the
Pythian Apollo, and the antiquity of its oracle ; since Aga-
memnon is said by the poet to have consulted it ; for the min-
strel is introduced singing of the

“ fierce contest of Ulysses, and Achilles, the son of Peleus, how once they
contended together, and Agamemnon king of men was pleased, for so
Phoebus Apollo had foretold by the oracle in the illustrious Pytho.” 3

Delphi then was celebrated on this account. Elateia was
famous as being the largest of the cities in that quarter, and
for its very convenient position upon the straits ;

for he, who
is the master of this city, commands the entrances into Phocis
and Boeotia. First, there are the CEta?an mountains, next the

mountains of the Locri, and the Phocians ; they are not every
where passable for invading armies, coming from Thessaly,
but having narrow passes distinct from each other, which the

adjacent cities guard. Those, who take the cities, are masters

1 La Punta. 3 Od.viii. 75.

i 2
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of the passes also. But since from its celebrity the temple at

Delphi possesses a pre-eminence, this, together w ith the posi-

tion of the places, (for they are the most westerly parts of

Phocis,) suggest a natural commencement of our description,

and we shall begin from thence.
.

3. We have remarked, that Parnassus itself is situated on

the western boundaries of Phocis. Ihe western side oi this

mountain is occupied by the Locri Ozolse ;
on the southern is

Delphi, a rocky spot, resembling in shape a theatre ;
on its

summit is the oracle, and also the city, which comprehends a

circle of 16 stadia. Above it lies Lycoreia ;
here the Del-

phians tvere formerly settled above the temple. At present

they live close to it around the Castalian fountain..
.

In front

of the city, on the southern part, is Cirphis, a precipitous hill,

leaving in the intermediate space a wooded ravine, through

which°the river Pleistus flows. Below Cirphis near the sea

is Cirrha, an ancient city, from which there is an ascent to

Delphi of about 80 stadia. It is situated opposite to bicyon.

Adjoining to Cirrha is the fertile Crisaean plain. Again,

next in order follows another city Crisa, from which the

Crisaean Gulf has its name : then Anticyra, 1 of the same name

as the city, on the Maliac Gulf, and near CEta. Ihe best

hellebore is said to grow in the Maliac Anticyra, 2 but here

it is prepared in a better manner ;
on this account many

persons resort hither for the purpose of experiencing its

purgative qualities, and of being cured of their maladies. In

the Phocian territory there is found a medicinal plant, resem-

bling Sesamum, (Sesamoides,) with which the CEtaian helle-

bore is prepared. . _ . ,

4. Anticyra still remains, but Cirrha and Crisa are in

ruins ;
Cirrha was destroyed by the Crismans ;

and Crisa,

afterwards, by Eurylochus the Thessalian, in the Crisaean

war ;
for the Cristei enriched themselves by duties levied on

merchandise brought from Sicily and Italy, and laid grievous

imposts on those who resorted to the temple, contrary to the

decrees of the Amphictyons. The same was the case with the

Amphissenses, who belong to the Locri Ozolas. Ibis people

made an irruption into the country, and took possession ot

Crisa, and restored it. The plain, which had been consecrated

i Aspra Spitia.
5 At the mouth of the Sperclieius.

3 The ruins arc near Chryso.
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by the Amphictyons, was diligently cultivated, but strangers

were more harshly treated than by the Crismans before them.
The Amphictyons punished them and restored the territory to

the god. The temple at Delphi is now much neglected, although

formerly it was held in the greatest veneration. Proofs of the

respect which was paid to it are, the treasuries constructed at

the expense of communities and princes, where was deposited

the wealth dedicated to sacred uses, the works of the most
eminent artists, the Pythian games, and a multitude of cele-

brated oracles.

5. The place where the oracle is delivered, is said to be a

deep hollow cavern, the entrance to which is not very wide.

From it rises up an exhalation which inspires a divine frenzy :

over the mouth is placed a lofty tripod on which the Pythian

priestess ascends to receive the exhalation, after which she

gives the prophetic response in verse or prose. The prose is

adapted to measure by poets who are in the service of the

temple. Phemonoe is said to have been the first Pythian pro-

phetess, and both the prophetess and the city obtained their

appellation from the word Pythesthai, to inquire,
(
irvdEtrQcu ).

The first syllable was lengthened, as in the words addraroc,

CLKafiaroq, hd^oroc.
1 [The establishment of cities, and the honour paid to com-

mon temples, are due to the same feelings and causes. Men were

collected together into cities and nations, from a natural dis-

position to society, and for the purpose of mutual assistance.

Hence common temples were resorted to, festivals celebrated,

and meetings held of the general body of the people. For
friendship commences from and is promoted by attending the

same feasts, uniting in the same worship, and dwelling under

the same roof. The advantages derived from these meetings

were naturally estimated from the number of persons who at-

tended them, as also from the number of places from whence
they came.]

6. Although the highest honour was paid to this temple on

account of the oracle, (for it was the most exempt of any from

deception,) yet its reputation was owing in part to its situation

in the centre of all Greece, both within and without the isth-

mus. It was also supposed to be the centre of the habitable

1 Apparently an interpolation. Groskurd.
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earth, and was called the Navel of the earth. A fable, re-

ferred to by Pindar, was invented, according to which two

eagles, (or, as others say, two crows,) set free by Jupiter, one

from the east, the other from the west, alighted together at

Delphi. In the temple is seen a sort of navel wrapped in

bands, and surmounted by figures representing the birds of

the fable.

7. As the situation of Delphi is convenient, persons easily

assembled there, particularly those from the neighbourhood, of

whom the Amphictyonic body is composed. It is the business

of this body to deliberate on public affairs, and to it is more

particularly intrusted the guardianship of the temple for the

common good ;
for large sums of money were deposited there,

and votive offerings, which required great vigilance and

religious care. The early history of this body is unknown,

but among the names which are recorded, Acrisius appears to

have been the first who regulated its constitution, to have

determined what cities were to have votes in the council, and

to have assigned the number of votes and mode of voting. To

some cities he gave a single vote each, or a vote to two cities,

or to several cities conjointly. He also defined. the class of

questions which might arise between the different cities,

which were to be submitted to the decision of the Amphicty-

onic tribunal ;
and subsequently many other regulations were

made, but this body, like that of the Aclueans, was finally

dissolved.

At first twelve cities are said to have assembled, each of

which sent a Pylagoras. The convention was held twice a

year, in spring and autumn. But latterly a greater number

of cities assembled. They called both the vernal and the

autumnal convention Pyloean, because it was held at Pyke,

which has the name also of Thermopyke. The Pylagorse

sacrificed to Ceres.

In the beginning, the persons in the neighbourhood only as-

sembled, or consulted the oracle, but afterwards people re-

paired thither from a distance for this purpose, sent gifts, and

constructed treasuries, as Croesus, and his. lather Alvattes,

some of the Italians also, and the Siceli (Sicilians).

8. But the wealth, being an object of cupidity, was guarded

with difficulty, although dedicated to sacred uses. At pre-

sent, however, whatever it might have been, the temple at
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Delphi is exceedingly poor. Some of the offerings have

been taken away for the sake of the money, but the greater

part remain there. It is true that the temple was once very

opulent, as Homer testifies ;

“ Nor all the wealth, which the marble threshold of Phoebus Apollo, the

Archer, (Aphetor,) 1 contains in the rocky Pytho.” 2

The treasuries indicate its riches, and the plunder committed

by the Phocians, which gave rise to the Phocic or Sacred

war, as it was called. It is however supposed that a spolia-

tion of the temple must have taken place at some more re-

mote period, when the wealth mentioned by Homer disap-

peared ; for no vestige of it whatever was preserved to later

times, when Onomarcbus and Phayllus pillaged the temple, as

the property [then] removed was of a more recent date than

that referred to by the poet. For there were once deposited

in the treasuries, offerings from spoils, bearing inscriptions

with the names of the donors, as of Gyges, of Croesus, of the

Sybaritae, of the Spinetse on the Adriatic, and of others also.

It would be unbecoming to suppose 3 that modern and ancient

treasures were confounded together : other places pillaged by

these people confirm this view.

Some persons, however, understanding the word Aphetor

to signify treasure, and the threshold of the aphetor the reposi-

tory of the treasure under-ground, say, that this wealth was

buried beneath the temple, and that Onomarchus and his

companions attempted to dig it up by night ; violent shocks

of an earthquake caused them to fly out of the temple, and

desist from their excavation ;
thus others were impressed

with a dread of making similar attempts.

9. Of the shrines, the winged shrine 4 is to be placed among

fabulous stories. The second is said to have been the work-

manship of Trophonius and Agamedes, but the present

shrine 5 was built by the Amphictyons. A tomb of Neoptole-

mus is shown in the sacred enclosure. It was built according

1 atprjTwp. 2
II. ix. 404. * A conjecture by Kramer.

1 Pausanias, b. x. c. 5, speaks of a temple of Apollo at Delphi, which

was supposed to have been constructed by bees, with their combs and

wings.
5 Of which Spintharus the Corinthian was the architect. Pausanias, b.

x. c. 5.
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to the injunction of an oracle. Tseoptolemus was killed by

Machsereus, a Delphian, when, as the fable goes, he was seek-

ing redress from the god for the murder of his father, but,

probably, he was preparing' to pillage the temple. Branchus,

who presided over the temple at Didyma, is said to have been

a descendant of Machasreus.

10. There was anciently a contest held at Delphi, of players

on the cithara, who executed a psean in honour of the god. It

was instituted by Delphians. But after the Crisaean war the

Amphictyons, in the time of Eurylochus, established contests

for horses, and gymnastic sports, in which the victor was

crowned. These were called Pythian games. The players 1

on the cithara were accompanied by players on the flute, and

by citharists, 2 who performed without singing. They per-

formed a strain (Melos), 3 called the Pythian mood i Xomos).

4

It consisted of five parts ;
the anacrusis, the ampeira, catace-

leusmus, iambics and dactyls, and pipes.0 Timosthenes, the com-

mander of the fleet of the Second Ptolemy, and who was the

author of a work in ten books on Harbours, composed a melos.

His object was to celebrate in this melos the contest of Apollo

with the serpent Python. The anacrusis was intended to ex-

press the prelude ; the ampeira, the first onset ot the contest

;

the cataceleusmus, the contest itself; the iambics and dactyls

denoted the triumphal strain on obtaining the victory, together

with musical measures, of which the dactjd is peculiarly ap-

propriated to praise, and the use of the iambic to insult and

reproach; the syringes or pipes described the death, the

players imitating the hissings of the expiring monster.6

1 1 . Ephorus, whom we generally follow, on account of his

exactness in these matters, (as Polybius, a writer of repute,

testifies,) seems to proceed contrary to liis proposed plan, and

to the promise which he made at the beginning of his work.

For after having censured those writers who are fond of in-

termixing fable with history, and after having spoken in

praise of truth, he introduces, with reference to this oracle, a

grave declaration, that he considers truth preferable at all

1 KiOapipSoi, played on the cithara, accompanying it with words.
2 Ktdapiarai, played on the cithara alone.
3 4

l'OfioQ.
5 (rvpiyl.

6 Groskurd and Meineke propose emendations of the text of this

passage. The translation is rather a paraphrase.
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times, but especially in treating subjects of this kind. For it

is absurd, he says, if, in other things, we constantly follow this

practice, but that when we come to speak of the oracle, which

of all others is the most exempt from deception, we should

introduce tales so incredible and false. Xet immediately

afterwards he says, that it is the received opinion that

Apollo, by the aid of Themis, established this oracle with

a view to benefit the human race. He then explains these

benefits, by saying, that men were invited to pursue a more

civilized mode of life, and were taught maxims of wisdom by

oracles ; by injunctions to perform or to abstain, or by posi-

tive refusal to attend to the prayers of petitioners. Some,

he says, suppose, that the god himself in a bodily form di»

rects these things ;
others, that he communicates an intima-

tion of his will to men [by words].

12. And lower down, when speaking of the Delphians and

their origin, he says, that certain persons, called Parnassii,

an indigenous tribe, anciently inhabited Parnassus, about

which time Apollo, traversing the country, reclaimed men

from their savage state, by inducing them to adopt a more

civilized mode of life and subsistence ;
that, setting out from

Athens on his way to Delphi, he took the same road along

which the Athenians at present conduct the procession of the

Pythias ; that when he arrived at the Panopeis, he put to

death Tityus, who was master of the district, a violent and

lawless man ;
that the Parnassii having joined him informed

him of Python, another desperate man, surnamed the Dragon.

Whilst he was despatching this man with his arrows, they

shouted, Hie Paian j

1 whence has been transmitted the custom

of singing the Paean before the onset of a battle ;
that after the

death of the Python the Delphians burnt even his tent, as they

still continue to burn a tent in memorial of these events. Now
what can be more fabulous than Apollo discharging his arrows,

chastising Tityi and Pythons, his journey from Athens to

Delphi, and his travels over the whole country ? If he did

not consider these as fables, why did he call the fabulous

Themis a woman, and the fabulous dragon a man, unless he

intended to confound the provinces of history and fable.

His account of the iEtolians is similar to this. After having

1 Probably, says Palmer, the expression is derived from it Trait, O
strike, or it nai, O youth.
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asserted that their country was never ravaged at any period,

he says, that at one time it was inhabited by vEtolians, who

had expelled the Barbarians; that at another time, ATolus,

together with the Epeii from Elis, inhabited it
;
[that vEtolus

was overthrown by the Epeii,] and these again by Alcmaeon

and Diomedes.

I now return to the Phocians.

13. Immediately on the sea-coast, next after Anticyra, 1 and

behind 2
it, is the small city Marathus ;

then a promontory,

Pharygium, which has a shelter for vessels ; then the harbour

at the farthest end, called Mychus,3 from the accident of it3

situation between Idelicon 4 and Ascra.

Nor is Abm, 5 the seat of an oracle, far from these places,

nor Ambrysus,6 nor Medeon, of the same name as a city in

Bceotia.

In the inland parts, next after Delphi, towards the east is

Daubs, 7 a small town, where, it is said, Tereus, the Thracian,

was prince ;
and there they say is the scene of the fable of

Philomela and Procne ;
Thucydides lays it there ; but other

writers refer it to Megara. The name of the placets derived

from the thickets there, for they call thickets Dauli. Homer

calls it Daulis, but subsequent writers Daulia, and the words

“ they who occupied Cyparissus,’' 8

are understood in a double sense ;
some persons supposing it

to have its name from the tree of the country, but others from

a village situated below the Lycoreian territory.

14. Panopeus, the present Phanoteus, the country of Epeius,

is on the confines of the district of Lebadeia. Here the fable

places the abode of Tityus. But Homer says, that the Phma-

cians conducted Rhadamanthus to Eubma,

“ in order to see Tityus, son of the earth
;

” *

1 Aspra-Spitia.
* SttutQsv, “ behind it,” hut Marathus is on the opposite side of the

hay. The ruins are indicated in modem maps.
3 The bay of Metoclii d’Hagia.

4 Zagora.
3 This place is represented in the Austrian map by ruins near Exarcho.

But how does Strabo place “not far from’ the Crisiean Gulf, Abie,

which was certainly near Hyampolis, on the borders of the Locri Epicne-

midii ? It is on the authority of this passage only that geographers have

placed a second Aba? behind Ambrysus, at the foot of Parnassus.
6 Distomo ?

7 Daulia. 8
II. ii. 519. 8 Od. vii. 324.
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they show also in the island a cave called Elarium, from Elara

the mother of Tityus, and an Heroum of Tityus, and some
kind of honours are spoken of, which are paid to him.

Near Lebadeia is Trachin, having the same name as that

in (Etaea ; it is a small Phocian town. The inhabitants are

called Trachinii.

15. Anemoreia 1 has its name from a physical accident, to

which it is liable. It is exposed to violent gusts of wind from

a place called Catopterius, 2 a precipitous mountain, extending

from Parnassus. It was a boundary between Delphi and the

Phocians, when the Lacedaemonians made the Delphians

separate themselves from the common body of the Phocians,3

and permitted them to form an independent state.

Some call the place Anemoleia
;
it was afterwards called by

others Hyampolis, 4 (and also Hya,) whither we said the Ily-

antes were banished from Boeotia. It is situated quite in the

interior, near Parapotamii, and is a different place from Hy-
ampea on Parnassus.

Elateia 5 is the largest of the Phocian cities, but Homer was

not acquainted with it, for it is later than his times. It is

conveniently situated to repel incursions on the side of Thes-

saly. Demosthenes 6 points out the advantage of its posi-

tion, in speaking of the confusion which suddenly ai’ose, when
a messenger arrived to inform the Prytaneis of the capture of

Elateia.

16. Parapotamii is a settlement on the Cephissus, in the *

neighbourhood of Phanoteus, Chmroneia, and Elateia. This

place, according to Theopompus, is distant from Chaaroneia

about 40 stadia, and is the boundary between the Ambryseis,

Panopeis, and Daulieis. It is situated at the entrance from

Boeotia to the Phocians, upon an eminence of moderate

height, between Parnassus and the mountain [Hadylium,

where there is an open space] of 5 stadia in extent, through

which runs the Cephissus, affording on each side a narrow

pass. This river has its source at Lilma, a Phocian city, as

Homer testifies

;

1
avifiog, the wind. 5 The Look-out.

3 457, n. c.

4 This place was destroyed in the Persian war; no remains existed in

the time of Pausanias.
5 The ruins are situated on the east of Turkochorio, made a free state

by the Romans. Pausanias, b. x. ch. 34.
6 Demos, pro Corona, b. c. 338.
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“ they who occupied Lilsca, near the source of the Cephissus ;

” 1

and empties itself into the lake Copais. But Hadyhum ex-

tends 60 stadia, as far as Hyphanteium, on which Orchomenus

is situated. Hesiod also enlarges on the river and its stream,

how it takes through the whole of Phocis an oblique and

serpentine course

;

“ which, like a serpent, winds along Panopeus and the strong Glechon, and

through Orchomenus.” 2

The narrow pass near Parapotamii, or Parapotamia, (Tor

the name is written both ways,) was disputed in [the Phocian

war,] for this is the only entrance [into Phocis].3

There is a Cephissus in Phocis, another at Athens, and

another at Salamis. There is a fourth and a fifth at Sicyon

and at Scyrus
;

[a sixth at Argos, having its source in the

Lyrceium]. 4 At Apollonia,5 also, near Epidamnus,6 there is

near the Gymnasium a spring, which is called Cephissus.

17. Daphnus 7 is at present in ruins. It was at one time a

city of Phocis, and lay close to the Eubcean Sea ; it divided

the Locri Epicnemidii into two bodies, namely, the Locri on

the side of Boeotia, 8 and the Locri on the side of Phocis, which

then extended from sea to sea. A proof of this is the Sche-

dieum, [in Daphnus,] called the tomb of Schedius.9 [It has

been already said] that Daphnus [divides] Locris into two

parts, [in such a manner as to prevent] the Epicnemidii and

Opuntii from touching upon each other in any part. In after-

times Daphnus was included within the boundaries of the

[Opuntii].

On the subject of Phocis, this may suffice.

1 II. ii. 523.
2 The quotation is from a lost poem.

3 Conjectures of Groskurd, and approved by Kramer.
4 Meineke supposes these words to be an interpolation, because no

mention is made by other writers, nor by Strabo himself, in his enumer-

ation of the rivers in Argolis, of the existence of a river called Cephissus

at Argos.
5 Polina.

6 Dyrrachium, now Durazzo.
7 The site appears to have been to the south-east of the modem town

Neochorio.
8 From hence to the close of the paragraph the text is very corrupt

;

the restorations are due to the conjectures of Du Theil, Groskurd, and

Kramer.
8 Schedius, according to Homer, II. ii. 517, and II. xvii. 306, was one

of the chiefs of the Phocians.
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CHAPTER IV.

1 . Locris, 'which we are now to describe, follows next in

order.

It is divided into two parts, one of which is occupied by the

Locri opposite Eubcea, and, as we have already said, foim-

erly consisted of two bodies, situated one on each side of

Daphnus. The Locri Opuntii had their surname from Opus, 1

the capital ;
the Epienemidii from a mountain called Cnemis .

2

The rest are the Locri Hesperii, who are called also Locri

Ozolae. These are separated from the Locri Opuntii and

Epienemidii by Parnassus, which lies between them, and by

the Tetrapolis of the Dorians. We shall first speak of the

Opuntii.

2. Immediately after Halm, where the Boeotian coast oppo-

site Euboea terminates, is the Opuntian bay. Opus is the

capital, as the inscription intimates, which is engraved on the

first of the five pillars at Thermopylae, near the Polyandrium :

3

“ Opoeis, the capital of the Locri, hides in its bosom those who died in

defence of Greece against the Medes.”

It is distant from the sea about 15 stadia, and 60 from the

naval arsenal. The arsenal is Cynus,

4

a promontory, which

forms the boundary of the Opuntian bay. I he latter is 40

stadia in extent. Between Opus and Cynus is a fertile plain,

opposite to yEdepsus in Euboea, where are the warm baths 0

of Hercules, and is separated by a strait of 160 stadia.

Deucalion is said to have lived at Cynus. There also is

shown the tomb of Pyrrha ;
but that of Deucalion is at

Athens. Cynus is distant from Mount Cnemis about 50

stadia. The island Atalanta 6 is opposite to Opus, having the

1 The ruins of Opus are indicated as existing between Talanti and

the sea. . .

2 A portion of the ridge of CEta, on the north-west of 1 alanti, now

Chlomos.
3 A monument, or cenotaph, common to many persons.

4 The site is marked by a tower called Paleopyrgo, near the modern

Lebanitis.
5 Mentioned by Athenseus, b. iii. Hot springs were generally sacred

to Hercules.
6 Diodorus Siculus asserts that it was separated from the continent by
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same name as the island in front of Attica. It is said, that

some Opuntii are to be found in the Eleian territory, whom
it is not worth while to notice, except that they pretend to

trace some affinity subsisting between themselves and the

Locri Opuntii. Homer 1 says that Patroclus was from Opus,

and that having committed murder undesignedly. he fled to

Peleus, but that the father Menoetius remained in his native

country
;

for it is to Opus that Achilles promised Menoetius

that he would bring back Patroclus on his return from the

Trojan expedition. 2 Not that Menoetius was king of the

Opuntii, but Ajax the Locrian, who, according to report, was
born at Narycus. The name of the person killed by Patro-

clus was .ZEanes ; a grove, called after him iEaneium, and a

fountain, .ZEanis, are shown.

3. Next after Cynus is Alope 3 and Daphnus, which last,

we have said, is in ruins. At Alope is a harbour, distant

from Cynus about 90 stadia, and 120 from Elateia, in the

interior of the country. But these belong to the Maliac,

which is continuous with the Opuntian Gulf.

4. Next to Daphnus, at the distance of about 20 stadia by
sea, is Cnemides, a strong place, opposite to which in Euboea

is Ceurnum, a promontory, looking towards the west and the

Maliac Gulf, and separated by a strait of nearly 20 stadia.

At Cnemides we are in the territory of the Locri Epicne-

midii. Here are the Lichades, as they are called, three islands,

having their name from Lichas
;
they lie in front of Cnemides.

Other islands also are met with in sailing along this coast,

which we purposely pass over.

At the distance of 20 stadia from Cnemides is a harbour,

above which at the same distance, in the interior, is situated

Thronium. 4 Then the Boagrius, which flows beside Thro-

nium, empties itself into the sea. It has another name also,

that of Manes. It is a winter torrent ;
whence its bed may

be crossed at times dry-shod, and at another it is two plethra

in width.

Then after these is Scarpheia, at a distance of 10 stadia

an earthquake
;
but statements of this kind were commonly and hastily

made, where the natural appearances were favourable to them.
1

II. xxiii. 85. * II. xviii. 326.
3 The ruins have been discovered by Gell on an insulated hill, near the

sea-shore.
4 Paleocastro, in Marmara, near Romani.
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from the sea, and of 30 from Thronium, but at a little [less

from its harbour.] 1 Next are Nicoea and Thermopylae.
.

5. It is not worth while to speak of any of the other cities.

Of those mentioned by Homer, Calliarus is no longer inha-

bited, it is now a well-cultivated plain. Bessa, a sort of plain,

does not now exist. It has its name from an accidental

quality, for it abounds with woods. x^Par *

X

0VCL 2mp<pit~ic
,
&c.

It ought to be written with a double s, for it has its name from

Bessa, a wooded valley, like Nape, 2 in the plain of Methymna,3

which Hellanicus, through ignorance of the local circum-

stances, improperly calls Lape ; but the demus in Attica, from

which the burghers are called Besteenses, is written with a

single s.

6. Tarphe is situated upon a height, at the disttyice of 20

stadia from [Thronium]. It has a territory, productive and

well wooded ;
for this place also has its name from its being

thickly wooded. It is now called Pharygae. A temple of Juno

Pharygaea is there, called so from the Argive Juno at Pharygas;

and the inhabitants assert that they are of Argive origin.

7. Homer does not mention, at least not in express words,

the Locri Hesperii, but only seems to distinguish them from

the people of whom we have spoken ;

“ Locri, who dwell beyond the sacred Eubcea
;

” 4

as if there were other Locri. They occupied the cities Am-
phissa 5 and Naupactus. 6 The latter still subsists near Antir-

rhium. 7 It has its name from the ships that were built there,

either because the Heraclidae constructed their fleet at this

place, or because the Locri, as Ephorus states, had built ves-

sels there long before that time. At present it belongs to the

TEtolians, by a decree of Philip.

8. There also is Chalcis, mentioned by the poet 8 in the

.ZEtolian Catalogue. It is below Calydon. There also is the

hill Taphiassus, on which is the monument of Aessus, and of

the other Centaurs. From the putrefaction of the bodies of

these people there flows, it is said, from beneath the foot of

that hill a stream of water, which exhales a fmtid odour, and

1 A conjecture by Groskurd.
1 firjaaai and vuttt], wooded hollows.

3 In the island of Lesbos.
4

II. ii. 535. 5 Salona, or Lampeni. 6 Lepanto.
7 Castel de Roumeli. 8

II. ii- 640.
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contains clots of blood. Hence also the nation had the name

of Ozolae. 1

Opposite Antirrhium is Molycreia,2 a small JEtolian city.

Amphissa is situated at the extremity of the Crisaean plain.

It was razed, as we have said before, by the Amphictyons.

CEanthia and Eupalium belong to the Locri. The whole voy-

age along the coast of the Locri is a little more than 200 stadia.

9. There is an Alope 3 both here among the Locri Ozolae, as

also among the Epicnemidii, and in the Phthiotis. These are

a colony of the Epicnemidii, and the Epizephyrii a colony of

the Ozolae.

10. iEtolians are continuous with the Locri Hesperii, and

the .ZEnianes, who occupy CEta with the Epicnemidii, and be-

tween them Dorians. These last are the people who inha-

bited the Tetrapolis, which is called the capital of all the

Dorians. They possessed the cities Erineus, Boeum, Pindus,

Cytinium. Pindus is situated above Erineus. A river of the

same name flows beside it, and empties itself into the Cephis-

sus, not far from Lilaea. Some writers call Pindus, Acyphas.

LEgimius, king of these Dorians, when an exile from his

kingdom, was restored, as they relate, by Hercules. He re-

quited this favour after the death of Hercules at CEta by

adopting Hyllus, the eldest of the sons of Hercules, and both he

and his descendants succeeded him in the kingdom. It was

from this place that the Heracleidce set out on their return to

Peloponnesus.

1 1. These cities were for some time of importance, although

they were small, and their territory not fruitful. They were

afterwards neglected. After what they suffered in the Pho-

cian war and under the dominion of the Macedonians, EEto-

lians, and Athamanes, it is surprising that even a vestige of

them should have remained to the time of the Romans.

It was the same with the JEnianes, who were exterminated

by JEtolians and Athamanes. The JEtolians were a very

powerful people, and carried on war together with the Acar-

nanians. The Athamanes were the last of the Epeirotae, who

attained distinction when the rest were declining, and acquired

power by the assistance of their king Amynauder. The

iEnianes, however, kept possession ol CEta.

* From to smell. 2 Maurolimne.
3 The site is unknown.
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12. This mountain extends from Thermopyke and the east, to

the Ambracian Gulf and the west ;
it may be said to cut at right

angles the mountainous tract, extending from Parnassus as far

as Pindus, and to the Barbarians who live beyond. The por-

tion of this mountain verging towards Thermopylae 1 is called

(Eta ; it is 200 stadia in length, rocky and elevated, but the

highest part is at Thermopylae, for there it forms a peak, and
terminates with acute and abrupt rocks, continued to the sea.

It leaves a narrow passage for those who are going from
Thessaly to Locris.

13. This passage is called Pylae, or gates, straits, and Ther-
mopylae, because near the straits are hot springs, which are

held in honour as sacred to Hercules. The mountain above
is called Callidromus

; but some writers call by the name of

Callidromus the remaining part of the range extending
through iEtolia and Acarnania to the Ambracian Gulf.

At Thermopylae within the straits are strongholds, as

Nictea, on the sea of the Locri, Teichius and Heracleia above
it, formerly called Trachin, founded by the Lacedaemonians.

Heracleia is distant from the ancient Trachin about 6 stadia.

Next follows Rhoduntia, strong by its position.

14. These places are rendered difficult of access by a rocky
country, and by bodies of water, forming ravines through
which they pass. For besides the Sperclieius, 2 which flows

past Anticyra, there is the Dyras, which, it is said, endea-
voured to extinguish the funeral pile of Hercules, and another
river, the Melas, distant about 5 stadia from Trachin. He-
rodotus says, 3 that to the south of Trachin there is a deep
fissure, through which the Asopus, (which has the same name
a3 other rivers that we have mentioned,) empties itself into

the sea without the Pylae, having received the river Phoenix
which flows from the south, and unites with it. The latter

river bears the name of the hero, whose tomb is shown near it.

From the Asopus (Phoenix?) to Thermopylae are 15 stadia.

15. These places were of the greatest celebrity when they
formed the keys of the straits. There were frequent contests
for the ascendency between the inhabitants without and those
within the straits. Philip used to call Chalcis and Corinth
the fetters of Greece with reference to the opportunity which
they afforded for invasions from Macedonia ; and persons in

1 Near Dervend-Elapha. 2 The Hellada. 3
13. vii. c. 198, and c. 201).

VOL. II. &
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later times called both these places and Demetrias “ the

fetters” for Demetrias commanding Pelion and Ossa, com-

manded also the passes at Tempe. Afterwards, however,

when the whole country was subject to one power, the passes

were freely open to all.
1

, .

16 It was at these straits that Leonidas and his com-

panions, together with a small body of persons from the

neighbourhood, resisted the numerous forces ot the Persians,

until the Barbarians, making a circuit of the mountains along

narrow paths, surrounded and cut them to pieces. Their place

of burial, the Polyandrium, is still to be seen there, and the

celebrated inscription sculptured on the Lacedaemonian pillar ;

« Stranger, go tell Lacedsemon that we lie here in obedience

to her laws.”
, e

17. There is also a large harbour here and a temple ot

Ceres, in which the Amphictyons at the time of every Pvlrr-an

assembly offered sacrifice. From the harbour to the Hera-

cleian Trachin are 40 stadia by land, but by sea to Cenneum-

it is 70 stadia. The Spercheius empties itself immediately

without the Pylse. To Pylse from the Euripus are o 30 stadia.

And here Locris terminates. The parts without the Pyl* to-

wards the east, and the Maliac Gulf, belong to the Thessali-

ans ;
those towards the west, to the Aitolians ana Acarna-

nians. The Athamanes are extinct.

18 The Thessalians form the largest and most ancient

community. One part of them lias been mentioned by Homer,

and the rest by many other writers. Homer constantly men-

tions the iEtolians under one name; he places cities, and not

nations dependent upon them, if we except the Curetes, whom

we must place in the division of iEtolians.

We must begin our account with the Thessalians, omitting

very ancient and fabulous stories, and what is not generally

admitted, (as we have done in other instances,) but propose

to mention what appears suited to our purpose.

1 Translated according to Kramer’s proposed emendation. Dcmetnas,

according to Leake, occupies the southern or mantime lace of a Wight

called Goritza, which projects from the coast of Magncsm between 2 and

3 miles to the southward of the middle of Volo Pausamas, b. vn. c. 7

says that Philip called Ghalcis, Corinth and Magnesia in Thessaly, the

“ Keys of Greece.” Livy, b. xxxii. c. 37.

2 C. Lit hada.
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CHAPTER Y.

1. The sea-coast, extending from Thermopylce to the

mouths of the Peneius, 1 and the extremities of Pelion, looking

towards the east, and the northern extremities of Eubosa, is

that of Thessaly. The parts opposite Euboea and Thermo-
pyke are occupied by Malienses, and by Achaean Phthiotae;

those towards Pelion by the Magnetes. This may be called

the eastern and maritime side of Thessaly. From either side

from Pelion, and the Peneius, towards the inland parts are

Macedonians, who extend as far as Pasonia, (Pindus ?) and the

Epeirotic nations. From Thermopylae, the CEtaean and ASto-

lian mountains, which approach close to the Dorians, and

Parnassus, are parallel to the Macedonians. The side towards

the Macedonians may be called the northern side
;
the other,

the southern. There remains the western side, enclosed by
JEtolians and Acarnanians, by Amphilochians and Athamanes,
who are Epirota-

;

by the territory of the Molotti, formerly

said to be that of the AEthices, and, in short, by the country

about Pindus. Thessaly, 2 in the interior, is a plain country

for the most part, and has no mountains, except Pelion and

Ossa. These mountains rise to a considerable height, but do

not encompass a large tract of country, but terminate in the

plains.

2. These are the middle parts of Thessaly, a district of very

fertile country, except that part of it which is overflowed by
rivers. The Peneius flows through the middle of the country,

and receiving many rivers, frequently overflows. Formerly,

according to report, the plain was a lake ; it is enclosed on all

sides inland by mountains, and the sea-coast is more elevated

than the plains. When a chasm was formed, at the place now
called Tempe, by shocks of an earthquake, and Ossa was riven

from Olympus, the Peneius flowed out through it to the sea,

and drained this tract of country. Still there remained the

large lake Nessonis, and the lake Poebeis ;
which is of less

extent than the Nessonis, and nearer to the sea-coast.

1 The Salambria.
2 This paragraph is translated as proposed by Meineke, who has fol-

lowed the suggestions of Du Theil, Groskurd, and Kramer, in correcting

the text.
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3. Such then is Thessaly, which is divided into four parts,

Phthiotis, Hestiaeotis, Thessaliotis, and Pelasgiotis.

Phthiotis comprises the southern parts, extending along

CEta from the Maliac and (or) Pylaic Gulf 1 as tar as Dolopia

and Pindus, increasing in breadth to Pharsalia and the Thes-

salian plains.

Hestiaeotis comprises the western parts and those between

Pindus and Upper Macedonia ;
the rest is occupied by the

inhabitants of the plains below Hestiaeotis, who are called

Pelasgiotae, and approach close to the Lower Macedonian- , by

the [Thessalians] also, who possess the country next in

order, as far as the coast of Magnesia.

The names of many cities might here be enumerated,

which are celebrated on other accounts, but particularly as

being mentioned by Homer ;
few of them, however, but mo~i

of all Larisa, preserve their ancient importance.

4. The poet having divided the whole ot the country, which

we call Thessaly, into ten 2 parts and dynasties, and having

taken in addition some portion of the CEtman and Luciian ter-

ritory, and of that also which is now assigned to the Macedon-

ians, shows (what commonly happened to every country) the

changes which, entirely or in part, they undergo according to

the power possessed by their respective goternors.

5. The poet first enumerates the 1 hessalians subject to

Achilles, who occupied the southern side, and adjoined CEitt,

and the Locri Epicnemidii

;

“ All who dwelt in Pelasgic Argos ; they who occupied Alus, Alope. and

Trachin; they who possessed Phlhia, and Hellas, abounding with beauti-

ful women, were called Myrmidones, Hellenes, and Ach«i.” 3

He ioins together with these the people under the command of

Phoenix, and makes them compose one common expedition.

The poet nowhere mentions the Dolopian forces in the battles

near Ilium, neither does be introduce their leader Phoenix, as

undertaking, like Nestor, dangerous enterprises. But Phoenix

is mentioned by others, as by Pindar,

1 G. of Zeitun.
2 The ten states or dynasties mentioned by Homer were those of, I.

Achilles. 2. l’rotcsilaiis. -3. Eunielus. 4. Philoctetes. 5. Podalinus

and Maehaou. G. Eurypylns. 7. Polypoetes. S. Gnneus. 9. Pro-

thoiis. These arc named in the Catalogue in the 2nd Book of the Iliad
;

the 10th, Dolopia, of which Phoenix was chief, in 11. xvi. 196.

3 11. ii. 681.
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“ Who led a brave band of Dolopian slingers,

Who were to aid the javelins of the Danai, tamers of horses.
”

The words of the poet are to be understood according to the

figure of the grammarians, by which something is suppressed,

for it would be ridiculous for the king to engage in the expe-

dition,

(“ I live at the extremity of Phtliia, chief of the Dolopians,” ‘)

and his subjects not to accompany him. For [thus] he would

not appear to be a comrade ot Achilles in the expedition, but

only as the commander of a small body of men, and a speaker,

and if so, a counsellor. The verses seem to imply this mean-

ing, for they are to this effect,

“To be an eloquent speaker, and to achieve great deeds.” 2

From this it appears that Homer considered the forces

under Achilles and Phoenix as constituting one body
;
but the

places mentioned as being under the authority of Achilles, are

subjects of controversy.

Some have understood Pelasgic Argos to be a Thessalian

city, formerly situated near Larisa, but now no longer in ex-

istence. Others do not understand a city to be meant by this

name, but the Thessalian plain, and to have been so called by

Abas, who established a colony there from Argos.

6. With respect to Phthia, some suppose it to be the same

as Hellas and Achaia, and that these countries form the south-

ern portion in the division of Thessaly into two parts. But

others distinguish Phthia and Hellas. The poet seems to dis-

tinguish them in these verses ;

“they who occupied Phthia and Hellas,” 3

as if they were two countries. And, again,

“ Then far away through wide Greece I fled and came to Phthia,

and,
‘J There are many Achtean women in Hellas and Phthia.

The poet then makes these places to be two, but whether

cities or countries he does not expressly say. Some of the

later writers, who affirm that it is a country, suppose it to

have extended from Paltcpharsalus to 1 liebm Phthiotides.

Tn this country also is Thetidium, near both the ancient and

the modern Pharsalus ;
and it is conjectured from Iheti-

3
II. ii. G83.

1
II. ix. 395.

1
II. ix. 480.

' II. ix. 498.

2
II. ix. 443.
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dium that the country, in which it is situated, wa3 a part of

that under the command of Achilles. Others, who regard it

as a city, allege that the Pharsalii show at the distance of 60

stadia from their own city, a city in ruins, which they believe

to be Hellas, and two springs near it, Messets and Hypereia.

But the Melitaaenses say, that at the distance of a.tout 10

stadia from their city, was situated Hellas on the other side

of the Enipeus, 1 when their own city had the name of Pyrrha,

and that the Hellenes migrated from Hellas, which was built

in a low situation, to theirs. They adduce in prooi of this

the tomb of Hellen, son of Deucalion and Pyrrha, winch is in

their market-place. For according to historians, Deucalion

was king of Phthiotis and of all Thessaly. The Enipeus flows

from Othrys2 beside Pharsalus,3 and empties itself into the

Apidanus, 4 and the latter into the Peneius.

Thus much, then, respecting the Hellenes.

7 The people under the command of Achilles, Protesilaus,

and Philoctetes, are called Phthii. The poet furnishes evi-

dence of this. Having recited in the Catalogue ot those

under the command of Achilles,

“ the people of Phthia,” 0

he represents them at the battle at the ships, as remaining in

the ships with Achilles, and- inactive ;
but those under the

command of Philoctetes, as fighting with Medon [a* their

leader], and those under the command of Protesilaus, with

Podarces [as their chief]. Of these the poet speaks in

general terms

;

“ there were Boeoti and Iaones wearing long robes, Locri, Phthii, and

illustrious Epeii.” 6

But here he particularizes them ;

“at the head of the Phthii fought Medon and Podarces, firm in battle.

These armed with breastplates fought together with Bceoti at thejiead ot

the magnanimous Phthii, keeping away the enemy from the ships.

Perhaps the people with Eurypylus were called Phthii, as

they bordered upon the country ol the latter. At present,

however, historians assign to Magnesia the country about.

Ormenium, which was subject to Eurypylus, and the whole of

that subject to Philoctetes ;
but they regard the country un-

i The Vlacho. 5 Part of the range of Mount Gura.
3 Satalda. The plain of l’harsalia is to the north. * The Gura.

3
II. ii. 683. 6 Ih xiii. 685. 7 11. xiii. 693, 699.
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der the command of Protesilaus as belonging to Phthia, fiom

Dolopia and Pindus to the sea of Magnesia; but as far as the

city Antron, (now written in the plural number,) which was

subject to Protesilaus, beginning from Prachinia and (Eta, ia

the width of the territory belonging to Peleus and Achilles.

But this is nearly the whole length of the Maliac Gull.

8. They entertain doubts respecting Ilalus and Alope,

whether Homer means the places which are now comprised

in the Phthiotic government, or those among the Locri, since

the dominion of Achilles extended hither as well as to Tra-

chin and the (Ettean territory. For Ilalus and Halius, as

well as Alope, are on the coast of the Locri. But some sub-

stitute Halius for Alope, and write the verse in this manner ;

“ they who inhabited Halus, and Halius, and Trachin.

But the Phthiotic Halus lies under the extremity of the moun-

tain Othrys, which lies to the north of Phthiotis, and borders

upon the mountain Typhrestus and the Dolopians, and

thence stretches along to the country near the Maliac Gul t.

Halus,2 either masculine or feminine, for it is used in both

genders, is distant from Itonus 3 about 60 stadia. Athamas

founded Halus ; it was destroyed, but subsequently [restored by

the Pharsalii]. It is situated above the Crocian plain, and the

river Amphrysus 4 flows by its walls. Below the Crocian plain

lies Thebm Phthiotides ;
Halus likewise, which is in Acliaia,

is called Phthiotis ;
this, as well as the foot of Mount Othrys,

approaches close to the Malienses. As Phylace too, which was

under the command of Protesilaus, so Halus also belongs to

Phthiotis, which adjoins to the Malienses. Halus is distant trom

Thebes about 100 stadia, and lies in the middle between 1 bar-

gains and Thebse Phthiotides. Philip, however, took it from

the latter, and assigned it to the Pharsalii. Thus it happens

as we have said before, that boundaries and the distribution ot

nations and places are in a state of continual change. 1 bus

Sophocles also called Phthiotis, Trachinia, Artemidorus places

Halus on the coast beyond the Maliac Gulf, but as belonging

to Phthiotis. For proceeding thence in the direction ot t ie

Peneius, he places Pteleum after Antron, then Halus at the

distance of 110 stadia from Pteleum.

' II. ii. 682. 3 6 "AXoe, or t/"AXog.
3 Armyrus.

4 Hence Virgil, Geor. 3, calls Apollo, Pastor ab Amphryso.
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I have already spoken of Trachin, and described the nature

of the place. The poet mentions it by name.

9. As Homer frequently mentions the Spercheius as a river

of the country, having its source in the Typhrestus, a Dryo-

pian mountain, formerly called [Tymphrestus], and empty-

ing itself near Thermopylae, between Trachin and Lamia. 1 he

might imply that whatever parts of the Maliac Gulf were

either within or without the Pylae, were subject to Achilles.

The Spercheius is distant about 30 stadia from Lamia,

which lies above a plain, extending to the Maliac Gulf. That

the Spercheius is a river of the country [subject to Achil-

les], appears from the words of Achilles, who says, that he

had devoted his hair to the Spercheius ;
and from the cir-

cumstance, that Menesthius, one of his commanders, was said

to be the son of Spercheius and the sister of Achilles.

It is probable that all the people under the command of

Achilles and Patroclus, and who had accompanied Peleus in

his banishment from JEgina, had the name of Myrmidons,

but all the Phthiotm were called Achaeans.

1 0. They reckon in the Phthiotic district, which was sub-

ject to Achilles, beginning from the Malienses, a considerable

number of towns, and among them Timbre Phthiotides, Echi-

nus, Lamia, near which the war was carried on between the

Macedonians and Antipater, against the Athenians. In this

war Leosthenes, the Athenian general, was killed, [and Leon-

natus,] one of the companions of Alexander the king. Be-

sides the above-mentioned towns, we must add [Xarthac]ium,

Erineus, Coroneia, of the same name as the town in Bceotia,

Melitcea, Thaumaci, Proem a, Pharsalus, Eretria, of the same

name as the Euboic town, Paracheloitax of the same name

as those in iEtolia
;
for here also, near Lamia, is a river Ache-

lous, on the banks of which live the Paracheloitre.

This district, lying to the north, extended to the north-

western territory of the Asclepiadse, and to the territory of

Eurypylus and Protesilaus, inclining to the east ; on the south

it adjoined the CEtrcan territory, which was divided into four-

teen demi, and contained Heracleia and Dryopis, which was

once a community of four cities, (a Tetrapolis,) like Doris,

and accounted the capital of the Dryopes in Peloponnesus.

To the CEtasan district belong also the Acyphas, Parasopias,
1 Isdin or Zeitun.
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CEneiadoe, and Anticyra, of the same name as the town among

the Locri Hesperii. I do not mean that these divisions al-

ways continued the same, for they underwent various changes.

The most remarkable, however, are worthy of notice.

11. The poet with sufficient clearness describes the situation

of the Dolopes, as at the extremity of Phthia, and says that

both they and the Phtkiotre were under the command of the

same chief, Peleus ;

“ I lived,” he says, “at the farthest part of Phthia, king of the Dolopes.”'

Peleus, however, had conferred on him the authority.

This region is close to Pindus, and the places about it, most

of which belong to the Thessalians. For in consequence of

the renown and ascendency ol the Thessalians and Mace-

donians, those Epeirotae, who bordered nearest upon them, be-

came, some voluntarily, others by force, incorporated among

the Macedonians and Thessalians. In this manner the Atha-

manes, iEthices, and Talares were joined to the Thessalians,

and the Orestes, Pelagones, and Elimiotas to the Macedonians.

12. Pindus is a large mountain, having on the north Mace-

donia, on the west Perrhsebi, settlers from another country,

on the south Dolopes, [and on the east Hestiseotis] which

belongs to Thessaly. Close upon Pindus dwelt lalaies,

a tribe of Molotti, detached from the Molotti about Mount

Tomarus, and JEthices, among whom the poet says the Cen-

taurs took refuge when expelled by Peiritlious. 2 I hey

are at present, it is said, extinct. But this extinction is to

be understood in two senses ;
either the inhabitants have

been exterminated, and the country deserted, or the name of

the nation exists no longer, or the community does not pre-

serve its ancient form. Whenever the community, which

continues, is insignificant, we do not think it worth while to

record either its existence or its change of name. But when

it has any just pretensions to notice, it is necessary to lemark

the change which it has undergone.

13. It remains for us to describe the tract of sea-coast sub-

ject to Achilles : we begin from Thermopylae, for we have

spoken of the coast of Locris, and of the interior.

Thermopylae is separated from the Censeum by a strait < 0

stadia across. Coasting beyond the Pyhe, it is at a distance

from the Spercheiusof about 10, (60 ?) and thence to Phalara

1

II. ix.484.
2 II. ii. 744.
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of 20 stadia. Above Phalara, 50 stadia from the sea, lies the

city of the [Lamians]. Then coasting along the shove 100

stadia, we find above it, Echinus. At the distance of 20 stadia

from the following tract of coast, in the interior, is Larisa

Cremaste, which has the name also of Larisa Pelasgia.

14. Then follows a small island, Myonnesus ;
next An-

tron
;
which was subject to Protesilaus. Thus much concern-

ing the territory subject to Achilles.

As the poet, in naming the chiefs, and cities under their

rule, has divided the country into numerous well-known parts,

and has given an accurate account of the whole circuit of

Thessaly, we shall follow him, as before, in completing the

description of this region.

Next to the people under the command of Achilles, he

enumerates those under the command of Protesilaus. They

were situated, next, along the sea-coast which was subject to

Achilles, as far as Antron. The boundary of the country

under the command of Protesilaus, is determined by its being

situated without the Maliac Gulf, yet still in Phthiotis, though

not within Phthiotis subject to Achilles.

Phylace 1 is near Thebse Phthiotides, which was subject to

Protesilaus, as were also Halus, Larisa Cremaste, and Deme-

trium, all of which lie to the east of Mount Othrys.

The Demetrium he speaks of'2 as an enclosure sacred to Ceres,

and calls it Pyrasus. Pyrasus was a city with a good harbour,

having at the distance of 2 stadia from it a grove, and a temple

consecrated to Ceres. It is distant from Thebre 20 stadia.

The latter is situated above Pyrasus. Above Theba; in the

inland parts is the Crocian plain at the extremity of the moun-

tain Othrys. Through this plain flows the river Amphrysus.

Above it is the Itonus, where is the temple of the Itonian

Minerva, from which that in Bceotia has its name, also the

river Cuarius. [Of this river and] of Arne we have spoken

in our account of Boeotia.

These places are in Thessaliotis, one of the four divisions of

all Thessaly, in which were the possessions of Eurypylus.

Phyllus, where is a temple of the Phyllman Apollo, Ichnse,

where t lie Ichnss&n Themis is worshipped, Cierus, and [all

the places as far as] Athaipania, are included in Thessaliotis.

At Antron, in the straitbSear Euboea, is a sunk rock, called

1 Above S. Tlioodoro.
J Ik ii. G95.
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“ the Ass of Antron.” Next are Pteleum and Halus ; next

the temple of Ceres, and Pyrasus in ruins ;
above these, Thebae ;

then Pyrrha, a promontory, and two small islands near, oneoi

which is called Pyrrha, the other Deucalion. Somewhere

here ends the territory of Phthiotis.
,

.

15. The poet next mentions the people under Bumelus, and

the continuous tract of coast which now belongs to Magnesia,

and the Pelasgiotis.
, ^ . . ,

pherse is the termination of the Pelasgic plains towaids

Magnesia, which plains extend as far as Pelion, a distance of

16(f stadia. Pagasse is the naval arsenal of Phene, from which

it is distant 90 stadia, and 20 from Iolcus.. Iolcus has been

razed from ancient times. It was from this place that 1 elias

despatched Jason and the ship Argo. Pagas® had its name,

according to mythologists, from the building o t le s up 1^,0

at this place. Others, with more probability, suppose that the

name of the place was derived from the springs, which

are very numerous and copious. Near it is Aphetse, (so

named) as the starting-place
2 from which the Argonauts set

off. Iolcus is situated 7 stadia from Demetrias, overlooking

the sea. Demetrias was founded by Demetrius Poliorcetes,

who called it after his own name. It is situated between

Nelia and Pagasse on the sea. He collected there the mhabit-

ants of the neighbouring small cities, Nelia, Pagasse, Oime-

nium, and besides these, Rhizus, Sepias, Olizon, Beebe, and

Iolcus, which are at present villages belonging to Demetrias.

For a Ion" time it was a station for vessels, and a royal seato

the Macedonian kings. It had the command of Tempe, and

of both the mountains Pelion and Ossa. At present its ex-

tent of power is diminished, yet it still surpasses all the cities

111

Tht^kike^Bcebeis 3 is near Phene,* and approaches close to

the extremities of Pelion and Magnesia. Bmbe is a small

place situated on the lake.
, flril

• r.

As civil dissensions and usurpations reduced the 11 s -

ing condition of Iolcus, formerly so powerful, so they affected

Phene in the same manner, which was raised to prospenty,

and was destroyed by tyrants.

Near Demetrias flows the Anaurus. The continuous line

1 Trijyvvfii, to fasten.
3 Karlas.

2 aifurripiov, a starting-place.

* Velestina.
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of coast is called also Iolcus. Here was held the Pylaic

(Peliac?) assembly and festival.

Artemidorus places the Gulf of Pagasae farther from Derne-

trias, near the places subject to Philoctetes. In the gulf he -ays

is the island Cicynethus, 1 and a small town of the same name.
16. The poet next enumerates the cities subject to Philoc-

tetes.

Methone is not the Thracian Methone razed by Philip.

We have already noticed the change of name these places and
others in the Peloponnesus have undergone. Other places

enumerated as subject to Philoctetes, are Thaumacia, Olizon,

and Meliboea, all along the shore next adjacent.

In front of the Magnetes lie clusters of islands ; the most
celebrated are Sciathus, 2 Peparethus,3 Icus,4 Halonnesus, and
Scyrus,5 which contain cities of the same name. Scyrus how-
ever is the most famous of any for the friendship which sub-

sisted between Lycomedes and Achilles, and for the birth and
education of Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles. In after

times, when Philip became powerful, perceiving that the

Athenians were masters of the sea, and sovereigns both of

these and other islands, he made those islands which lay near

his own country more celebrated than any of the rest. For
as his object in waging war was the sovereignty of Greece,

he attacked those places first which were near him : and as

he attached to Macedonia many parts of Magnesia itself, of

Thrace, and of the rest of the surrounding country, so also he
seized upon the islands in front of Magnesia, and made the

possession of islands which were before entirely unknown, a

subject of warlike contention, and brought them into notice.

Scyrus however is particularly celebrated in ancient his-

tories. It is also highly reputed for the excellence of its

goats, and the quarries of variegated marble, such as the

Carystian, the Dcucallian, (Docimman?) the Synnadic, and
the Hierapolitic kinds. For there may be seen at Rome
columns, consisting of a single stone, and large slabs of

variegated marble, (from Scyrus,) with which the city is em-
bellished both at the public charge and at the expense of indi-

viduals, which has caused works of white marble to be little

esteemed.

Trikeri. 2 Sciathos. 3 Scopelo ?

4 Selidromi? * Scyros.
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17. The poet having proceeded so far along the Magnesian

coast, returns to Upper Thessaly, for beginning from Dolopia

and Pindus he goes through the region extending along

Phthiotis to Lower Thessaly.

“ They who occupy Tricca and rocky Ithome.” 1

These places belong to Histiaeotis, which was formerly called

Doris. When it was in the possession of the Perrhaebi, who de-

stroyed Histiteotis in Euboea, and had removed the inhabitants

by force to the continent, they gave the country the name of

Histiaeotis, on account of the great numbers of Histiaeans among

the settlers. This country and Dolopia are called Upper Thes-

saly, which is in a straight line with Upper Macedonia, as

Lower Thessaly is in a straight line with Lower Macedonia.

Tricca, 2 where there is a very ancient and famous temple of

JEsculapius, borders upon the Dolopes, and the parts about

Pindus.

Ithome, which has the same name as the Messenian Ithome,

ought not, they say, to be pronounced in this manner, but

should be pronounced without the first syllable, I home, for

this was its former name. At present, it is changed to

[Thumamm], It is a spot strong by nature, and in reality

rocky. It lies between four strongrholds, which form a square,

Tricca, Metropolis, Pelinnaeum, and Gomphi. 3 Ithome be-

longs to the district of the Metropolitan Metropolis was

formed at first out of three small obscure cities, and after-

wards more were included, and among these Ithome. Calli-

machus says in his Iambics,

“ among the Venuses, (for the goddess bears several titles,) Venus Cast-

nietis surpasses all others in wisdom,”

for she alone accepts the sacrifice of swine. Certainly Calli-

machus, if any person could be said to possess information,

was well informed, and it was his object, as he himself says,

all his life to relate these fables. Later writers, however,

have proved that there was not one Venus only, but several,

who accepted that sacrifice, from among whom jhe goddess

worshipped at Metropolis came, and that this [loieignj lite

was delivered down by one of the cities which conti ibuted to

form that settlement.

i ip |i. 790.
5 Tricala.

3 The ruins are pointed out to the south of Stagus Kalabak.
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Pharcadon also is situated in the Hestiasotis. The Peneius

and the Curalius flow through it. The Curalius, after flow-

ing beside the temple of the Itonian Minerva, empties itseh

into, the Peneius.

The Peneius itself rises in Mount Pindus, as I have before

said. It leaves Tricca, Pelinnreum, and Pharcadon on the

left hand, and takes its course beside Atrax and Larisa.

After having received the rivers of the Thessaliotis it flows

onwards through Tempe, and it empties itself into the sea.

Historians speak of CEchalia, the city of Eurytus, as exist-

ing in these parts, in Euboea also, and in Arcadia ;
but some

give it one name, others another, as I have said in the de-

scription of Peloponnesus.

They inquire particularly, which of these was the city

taken by Hercules, and which was the city intended by the

author of the poem, “ The Capture of CEchalia r

The places, however, were subject to the Asclepiadae.

18. The poet next mentions the country which was under

the dominion of Eurypylus ;

“ They who possessed Ormenium and the spring Hypereia.
, [

And they who occupied Asterium and the white peaks of 1 itanus.

Ormenium is now called Orminium. It is a village situ-

ated below Pelion, near the Pagasitic Gulf, but was one of

the cities which contributed to form the settlement of Deme-

trias, as I have before said.

The lake Boebeis must be near, because both Bo?be and

Ormenium belonged to the cities lying around Demetrias.

Ormenium is "distant by land 27 stadia from Demetrias.

The site of Iolcus, which 'is on the road, is distant 7 stadia

from Demetrias, and the remaining 20 from Ormenium.

Demetrius of Scepsis says, that Phoenix came from Or-

menium, and that he fled thence from his father Amyntor,

the son of Ormenus, to Phthia, to king Peleus. For this place

was founded by Ormenus, tbe son of Cercaphus, the son of

yEolus. The sons of Ormenus were Amyntor and Ememon ;

the son of the former was Phoenix, and of the latter, Eurypy-

lus. The succession to his possessions was presort ed secure

for Eurypylus, after the departure of Phoenix from bis home,

and we ought to write t lie verse of the poet in this manner:

1 II. ii. 734.
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“ as when I first left Ormenium, abounding with flocks,” 1

instead of

“left Hellas, abounding with beautiful women.”

But Crates makes Phoenix a Phocsean, conjecturing this

from the helmet 'of Meges, which Ulysses wore on the night

expedition ;
of which helmet the poet says,

“ Autolycus brought it away from Eleon, out of the house of Amyntor,

the son of Ormenus, having broken through the thick walls.”2

Now Eleon was a small city on Parnassus, and by Amyn-

tor, the son of Ormenus, he could not mean any other person

than the father of Phoenix, and that Autolycus, who lived on

Parnassus, was in the habit of digging through the houses ot

his neighbours, which is the common practice of every house-

breaker, and not of persons living at a distance. But Deme-

trius the Scepsian says, that there is no such place on Par-

nassus as Eleon, but Neon, which was built after the Trojan

war, and that digging through houses was not confined to

robbers of the neighbourhood. Other things might be ad-

vanced, but I am unwilling to insist long on this subject.

Others write the words
“ from Heleon ;

”

but this is a Tanagrian town ;
and the words

“ Then far away I fled through Hellas and came to Plithia,” 3

would make this passage absurd.

Hypereia is a spring in the middle of the city of the I ho-

rai [subject to Eumelus]. It would therefore be absurd [to

assign it to Eurypylus].

Titanus 4 had its name from the accident of its colour, tor

the soil of the country near Arne and [Aphejtte is white, and

Asterium is not far from these places.

19. Continuous with this portion of Thessaly are the peo-

ple subject to Polypoetes.

“ Th°y who possessed Argissa; those who inhabited Gyrtone,1

Orthe, Elone, and the white city Oloosson.

This country was formerly inhabited by Perrluebi, who

2
II. x. 226.

3 II. ix. 421.

5 Tcheritchiano.
' II. ix. 447.
* riravoQ, chalk.
15

II. ii. 738.
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possessed the part towards the sea and the Peneius, as far as 1

its mouth and the city Gyrton, belonging to the district Per-

rhcebis. Afterwards the Lapithm, Ixion and his son Peiri-

thous, having reduced the Perrhsebi,2 got possession ol these

places. Peirithous took possession also of Pelion, having ex-

pelled by force the Centaurs, a savage tribe, who inhabited

it. These

“he drove from Pelion to the neighbourhood of the Althices,
’ 2

but he delivered up the plains to the Lapithas. The Perrluebi

kept possession of some of these parts, those, namely, towards

Olympus, and in some places they lived intermixed altogether

with the Lapithm.

Argissa, the present Argura, is situated upon the banks of

the Peneius. Atrax lies above it at the distance of 40 stadia,

close to the river. The intermediate country along the side

of the river was occupied by Perrlitebi.

Some call Orlhe the citadel of the Phalannaei. Phalanna

is a Perrlitebi c city on the Peneius, near Tempe.

The Perrhcebi, oppressed by the Lapithaj, retreated in great

numbers to the mountainous country about Pindus, and to the

Athamanes and Dolopes ;
but the Larisaei became masters of

the country and of the Perrliaebi who remained there. The

Larissei lived near the Peneius, but in the neighbourhood of

the Perrhcebi. They occupied the most fertile portion of the

plains, except some of the very deep valleys near the lake

Nessonis, into which the river, when it overflowed, usually

carried away a portion of the arable ground belonging to the

Larisaei, who afterwards remedied this by making embank-

ments.

These people were in possession of Perrhaebia, and levied

imposts until Philip became master of the country.

Larisa is a place situated on Ossa, and there is Larisa

Cremaste, by some called Pelasgia. In Crete also is a city

Larisa, the inhabitants of which were embodied with those of

Hierapytna; and from this place the plain below is called the

Larisian plain. In Peloponnesus the citadel of the Argives is

1 Meineke suggests the reading fit-atv, between, instead of
/
it\pt

,

as

far as.
2 The words after Perrlitebi, a’c rt)v tv rj) inooyaitp -oraftiav, into the

country in the interior lying along the river, are omitted, as suggested

by Meineke. 3
II- m 744.
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called Larisa, and there is a river Larisus, which separates

Eleia from Dvme. Theopompus mentions a city Larisa, situ-

ated on the immediate confines of this country. In Asia is

Larisa Phriconis near Cume, and another Larisa near Hamax-

itus, in the Troad. There is also an Ephesian Larisa, and a

Larisa in Syria. At 50 stadia from Mitylene are the Lari-

saean rocks, on the road to Methymne. There is a Larisa in

Attica ; and a village of this name at the distance of 30 stadia

from Tralleis, situated above the city, on the road to the plain

of the Cayster, passing by Mesogis towards the temple of

Mater Isodroma. This Larisa has a similar position, and

possesses similar advantages to those of Larisa Cremaste ;
for

it has abundance of water and vineyards. Perhaps Jupiter

had the appellation of Larisaeus from this place. There is

also on the left side of the Pontus (Euxine) a village called

Larisa, near the extremities of Mount Haemus, between Nau-

lochus [and Odessus]. 1

Oloosson, called the White, from its chalky soil, Elone, and

Gonnus are Perrhaebic cities. The name of Elone was changed

to that of Leimone. It is now in ruins. Both lie at the foot

of Olympus, not very far from the river Eurotas, which the

poet calls Titaresius.

20. The poet speaks both of this river and of the Per-

rhsebi in the subsequent verses, when he says,

“ Guileus brought from Cyphus two and twenty vessels. His followers

were Enienes and Persebi, firm in battle. They dwelt near the wintry

Dodona, and tilled the fields about the lovely Titaresius.
2

He mentions therefore these places as belonging to the Per-

rhtebi, which comprised a part of the Hestiaeotis. 3 They weie

in part Perrhatbic towns, which were subject to Polypcctes.

He assigned them however to the Lapithm, because these

people and the Perrhsebi lived intermixed together, and the

Lapithae occupied the plains. The country, which belonged

to the Perrhtebi, was, for the most part, subject to the. La-

pitha?, but the Perrhsebi possessed the more mountainous

tracts towards Olympus and Tempe, such as Cyphus, Dodone,

and the country about the river Titaresius. I his river rises

1 Groskurd suggests the insertion here of Messembria or Odessus.

Kramer is inclined to adopt the latter.
2

II. ii. 748. 3 Or Pelasgiotis. Groskurd.

VOL. II. L
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in the mountain Titarius, which is part of Olympus. It flows

into the plain near Tempe belonging to Perrhaebia, and some-

where there enters the Peneius.

The water of the Peneius is clear, that of the Titaresius

is unctuous ;
a* property arising from some matter, which

prevents the streams mingling with each other,

“ but runs over the surface like oil.” 1

Because the Perrhaebi and Lapithae lived intermingled to-

gether, Simonides calls all those people Pelasgiotaj, who oc-

cupy the eastern parts about Gyrton and the mouths of the

Peneius, Ossa, Pelion, and the country about Demetrias, and

the places in the plain, Larisa, Crannon, Scotussa, Mopsium,

Atrax, and the parts near the lakes Nessonis and Bcebeis.

The poet mentions a few only of these places, either because

they were not inhabited at all, or badly inhabited on account

of the inundations which had happened at various times.

For the poet does not mention even the lake Nessonis, but the

Boebeis only, which is much smaller, for its water remained

constant, and this alone remains, while the former probably

was at one time filled irregularly to excess, and at another

contained no water.

We have mentioned Scotussa in our accounts of Dodona,

and of the oracle, in Thessaly, when we observed that it was

near Scotussa. Near Scotussa is a tract called Cynoscephalai.

It was here that the Romans with their allies the ^-Etolians, and

their general Titus Quintius, defeated in a great battle Philip,

son of Demetrius, king of Macedon.

21. Something of the same kind has happened in the terri-

tory of Magnetis. For Homer having enumerated many

places of this country, calls none of them Magnetes, but those

only whom he indicates in terms obscure, and not easily un-

derstood ;

“ They who dwelt about Peneius and Pelion with waving woods.” 5

Now about the Peneius and Pelion dwell those (already

mentioned by Homer) who occupied Gyrton, and Ormenium,

and many other nations. At a still greater distance from

Pelion, according to later writers, were Magnetes, begin-

ning from the people, that were subject to Eumelus. These

1
II. ii. 754

5
II. ii. 756.
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writers, on account of the continual removals from one settle-

ment to another, alterations in the forms of government, and
intermixture of races, seem to confound both names and na-

tions, which sometimes perplexes persons in these times, as is

first to be observed in the instances of Crannon and Gyrton.
Formerly they called the Gyrtonians Phlegyae, from

Phlegyas, the brother of Ixion ; and the Crannonii, Ephyri, so

that there is a doubt, when the poet says,

“ These two from Thrace appeared with breastplates armed against

Ephyri, or haughty Phlegyae,” 1

what people he meant.

22. The same is the case with the Perrhtebi and JEnianes,

for Homer joins them together, as if they dwelt near each

other ; and it is said by later writers, that, for a long period,

the settlement of the iEnianes was in the Dotian plain. Now
this plain is near Perrhsebia, which we have just mentioned,

Ossa, and the lake Bcebeis : it is situated about the middle of

Thessaly,but enclosed by itself within hills. Plesiod speaks of

it in this manner
;

“ Or, as a pure virgin, who dwells on the sacred heights of the Twin hills,

comes to the Dotian plain, in front of Amyrus, abounding with vines, to

bathe her feet in the lake Boebias.”

The greater part of the TEnianes were expelled by the Lapithas,

and took refuge in Gita, where they established their power,

having deprived the Dorians and the Malienses of some por-

tions of country, extending as far as Heracleia and Echinus.

Some of them however remained about Cyphus, a Perrhtebic

mountain, where is a settlement of the same name. As to the

Perrhaebi, some of them collected about the western parts of

Olympus and settled there, on the borders of the Macedonians.

But a large body took shelter among the mountains near

Athamania, and Pindus. But at present few, if any, traces

of them are to be found.

The Magnetes, who are mentioned last in the Thessalian

catalogue of the poet, must be understood to be those situated

within Tempe, extending from the Peneius and Ossa to Pe-

lion, and bordering upon the Pieriotae in Macedonia, who oc-

cupy the country on the other side the Peneius as far as

the sea.

Homolium, or Ilomole, (for both words are in use,) must

1 II. xiii.301.
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be assigned to the Magnetes. I have said in the description

of Macedonia, that Homolium is near Ossa at the beginning

of the course which the Peneius takes through Tempe.

If we are to extend their possessions as far as the sea-coast,

which is very near Homolium, there is reason for assigning to

them Rhizus, and Erymnse, which lies on the sea-coast in the

tract subject to Philoctetes and Eumelus. Let this however

remain unsettled. For the order in which the places as iar as

the Peneius follow one another, is not clearly expressed, and

as the places are not of any note, we need not consider that

uncertainty as very important. The coast of Sepias, however,

is mentioned by tragic writers, and was chaunted in songs on

account of the destruction of the Persian fleet. It consists of

a chain of rocks.

Between Sepias and Casthanaea, a village situated below

Pelion, is the sea-shore, where the fleet of Xerxes was lying,

when an east wind began to blow violently ;
some ot the ves-

sels were forced on shore, and immediately went to pieces ,

others were driven on Hipnus, a rocky spot near Pelion,

others were lost at Meliboea, others at Casthantea.

The whole of the coasting voyage along Pelion, to the ex-

tent of about 80 stadia, is among rocks. That along Ossa is

of the same kind and to the same extent.

Between them is a bay of more than 200 stadia in extent,

upon which is situated Meliboea.

The whole voyage from Demetrias, including the winding

of the bays, to the Peneius is more than 1000 stadia, from the

Spercheius 800 stadia more, and from the Euripus 2350

stadia.

Hieronymus assigns a circuit of 3000 stadia to the plain

country in Thessaly" and Magnesia, and says, that it was in-

habited by Pelasgi, but that these people were driven into

Italy by Lapitha?, and that the present Pelasgic plain is that

in which are situated Larisa, Gyrton, Phera?, Mopsium, Boc-

beis, Ossa, Homole, Pelion, and Magnetis. Mopsium has not

its name from Mopsus, the son of Manto the daughter of

Teiresias, but from Mopsus, one ot the Lapithae, who sailed

with the Argonauts. Mopsopus, trom whom Attica is called

Mopsopia, is a different person.

23. This then is the account of the several parts of Thes-
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In general we say, that it was formerly called Pyrrhsea,

from Pyrrha, the wife of Deucalion ;
Hcemonia, from Hsemon ;

and Thettalia, from Thettalus, the son of Hasmon. But some

writers, after dividing it into two portions, say, that Deucalion

obtained by lot the southern part, and called it Pandora, from

his mother
;
that the other fell to the share of Ilamion, from

whom it was called Hasmonia ;
that the name of one part was

changed to Hellas, from Hellen, the son of Deucalion, and of

the other to Thettalia, from Thettalus, the son of Ilasmon.

But, according to some writers, it was the descendants of An-

tiphus and Pheidippus, sons of Thettalus, descended from

Hercules, who invaded the country from Ephyra in Thes-

protia, and called it after the name of Thettalus their pro-

genitor. It has been already said that once it had the name

of Nessonis, as well as the lake, from Nesson, the son of

Thettalus.



BOOK X.

GREECE.

SUMMARY.

The Tenth Book contains JEtolia and the neighbouring islands
;

also the

whole of Crete, on which the author dwells some time m narrating the

institutions of the islanders and of the Curetes. He describes at length

the origin of the Tdsean Dactyli in Crete, their customs and rebgwu?

rites. Strabo mentions the connexion of his own family with Crete. The

Book contains an account of the numerous islands about Crete, including

the Sporades and some of the Cyclades.

CHAPTER I.

1. Since Euboea 1 stretches along the -whole of this coast

from Sunium to Thessaly, except the extremity on each side, 2

it may be convenient to connect the description of this island

with that of Thessaly. We shall then pass on to PEtolia and

Acarnania, parts of Europe of which it remains to give an

account.

2. The island is oblong, and extends nearly 1200 stadia

from Ceriteum 3 to Gercestus. 4 Its greatest breadth is about

150 stadia, but it is irregular.5

Y
In the middle ages Euboea was called Egripo, a corruption of Euri-

pus, the name of the town built upon the ruins of Chalcis*. 1 he "\ eneti-

do - ans who obtained possession of the island upon the dismemberment of the

, Byzantine empire by the Latins, called it Negropont, probably a corrup-

fM.lt tion of Egripo and Ponte, a bridge. Smith.

i
2 This expression is obscure ;

probably it
^

may mean teat Euboea js

if t

no

the

not equal in length to the coast comprehended between Sunium and the

/r/', it southern limits of Thessaly.
3 C. Lilhada. The mountain Lithada abo\e the cape, rises to

height of ‘.£837 feet above the sea.

* C. Mantclo. .

5 The real length of the island from N. to S. is about 90 miles, its ex-

treme breadth is 30 miles, but in one part it is not mote than 4 miles

across. See Smith art. Euboea.

H i^>
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Cenreum is opposite to Thermopylae, and in a small degree

to the parts beyond Thermopylae : Geraestus 1 and Petalia 2 are

opposite to Sunium.

Euboea then fronts 3 Attica, Bceotia, Locris, and the Mali-

enses. From its narrowness, and its length, which we have

mentioned, it was called by the ancients Maoris. 4

It approaches nearest to the continent at Clialcis. It pro-

jects with a convex bend towards the places in Boeotia near

Aulis, and forms the Euripus,5 of which we have before

spoken at length. We have also mentioned nearly all the

places on either side of the Euripus, opposite to each other

across the strait, both on the continent and on the island. If

anything is omitted we shall now give a further explanation.

And first, the parts lying between Aulis (C’halcis ?) and

the places about Gerrestus are called the Hollows of Euboea,

for the sea-coast swells into bays, and, as it approaches Chal-

cis, juts out again towards the continent.

3. The island .had the name not of Maoris only, but of

Abantis also. The poet in speaking of Euboea never calls the

inhabitants from the name of the island, Eubceans, but always

Abantes ;

“they who possessed Eubcea, the resolute Abantes;” 6

“ in his train Abantes were following.”

Aristotle says that Thracians, taking their departure from

Aba, the Phocian city, settled with the other inhabitants in

the island, and gave the name of Abantes to those who al-

ready occupied it ; other writers say that they had their name

from a hero, 7 as that of Euboea was derived from a heroine. 8

But perhaps as a certain cave on the sea-coast fronting the

1 Cape Mantelo.
J Strabo is the only ancient author who describes a place of this name

as existing in Euboea. Kiepert and the Austrian map agree in giving the

name Petaliae, which may here be meant, to the Spili islands.

3 avT'nrooQuoQ.
4 Euboea has various names. Formerly (says Pliny, b. iv. c. 12) it

was called Chalcedontis or Maoris, according to Dionysius and Ephorus;

Macra, according to Aristides; Chalcis, from brass being there first dis-

covered, according to Callidemus ;
Abantias, according to Menoeehmus

;

and Asopis by the poets in general.
5 The narrow channel between the island and the mainland.
6

II. ii. 536,542.
7 From Abas, great grandson of Erectheus.
8 From Euboea, daughter of the river Asopus and mistress of Neptune .
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ilvrean Sea is called Boos-Aule, (or the Cow s Stall
;
where

IoTTsaid to have brought forth Epaphus, so the island may

have had the name Eubcea 1 on this account.

It was also called Oche, which is the name ot one ol the

largest mountains 2 there.

ft had the name of Ellopia, from Ellops, the son of Ion ;

according to others, he was the brother of .Eclus, and Co- -

thus, who is said to have founded Ellopia,^ a small place

situated in the district called Oria of the Histiteotis, n^r the

mountain Telethrius. 4 He also possessed Histitea, I enas,

Cerinthus, vEdepsus,5 and Orobiae, where was an oracle very

free from deception. There also was an oracle ol Apollo

Selinuntius. ,

The Ellopians, after the battle of Leuctra, were compelled

by the tyrant Pliilistides to remove to the city Histima. and

augmented the number of its inhabitants.
.

Demostbene^

says that Pliilistides was appointed by Philip tyrant oi the

Oreitae also, for afterwards the Histiaeans had that name, and

the city, instead of Histisea, was called Oreus. According to

some writers, llistiaea was colonized by Athenians Irorn the

demus of the Idistiaeeis, as Eretria was from the demus ol the

Eretrieis. But Theopompus says, that when Pericles had re-

duced Euboea, the Histiaeans agreed to remove into Mace-

donia, and that two thousand Athenians, who lormerly com-

posed the demus of the Histiaeans, came, and founded Oreus.'

4. It is situated below Mount Telethrius, at a place called

Drymus, near the river Callas, on a lotty rock r whence

perhaps because the Ellopians, the former inhabitants, were a

mountain tribe,9 the city had the name of Oreus. Orion, who

was brought up there, seems to have had his name liom the

place. But according to some writers, the Oreitae, who had a

The ancient coins of (he island
1 From ev, well, and (3ov’£, a cow.

bear the head of an ox.
2 Mount St. Elias, 4748 feet above the level of the sea

;>
Bochart de-

,• „„ word sis-nifvine “narrow.
rives the name from an eastern word signifying

3 At the base of Ploko Vuno.
. .

* Mount Galzades, celebrated for producing medicinal plants,

phrastus, Hist. Plant, b. ix. c. 15 and 20.

5 Dipso, according to Kiepert.
6 Philipp, iii.

,

7 Not the town named Histiaia-Oreus. which was on the sea-coast.

6 Livy, b. xxxi. c. 4G.
9 ^‘4 ro options tivai.

Tlieo- exj

$
\jr>

°Q
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city of their own, being attacked by the Ellopians, migrated,

and settled with the Histneans, and although it was a single

city it had both appellations, as Lacedaemon and Sparta were

the same city. We have said, that the Histiseotis in Thes-

saly had its name from the people who were carried away

from this country by the Perrliaebi.

5. As Ellopia induced us to commence our description

with Histiaea and Oreus, we shall proceed with the places con-

tinuous with these.

The promontory Cenaiuru is near Oreus, and on the pro-

montory is situated Dium, 1 and Athente Diades, a town

founded by Athenians, and overlooks the passage across the

strait to Cynus. Canae in vEolia received colonists from

Dium. These places are situated near Histiaea, and besides

these Cerinthus, a small city, close to the sea. Near it is a

river Budorus, of the same name as the mountain in Salamis

on the side of Attica,

6. Carystus 2 lies at the foot of the mountain Oche, and

near it are Styra 3 and Marmarium,4 where is a quarry, from

which are obtained the Carystian columns. It has a temple

of Apollo Marmarinus, where there is a passage across to

Halae-Araphenides. At Carystus there is found in the earth

a stone, 5 which is combed like wool, and woven, so that nap-

kins are made of this substance, which, when soiled, are

thrown into the fire, and cleaned, as in the washing of linen.6

These places are said to be inhabited by colonists from the

Tetrapolis of Marathon, and by Steirieis. Styra was de-

stroyed in the Maliac (Lamiac ?) war by Plisedrus, the general

of the Athenians. But the Eretrians are in possession ol the

territory. There is also a Carystus in Laconia, a place be-

longing to ASgys, towards Arcadia ;
from whence comes the

Carystian wine, spoken of by Aleman.

7. Gerrestus 7 is not mentioned by Homer in the Catalogue

of the Ships ; it is however mentioned by him elsewhere ;

1 Kiepert accordingly places Dium near the modern Jaitra, but the

Austrian map places it to the N. E. of Ploko Vuno.
3 Castel Rosso. The landing-place of the Persian expedition under

Datis and Artaphernes, b. c. 490. Herod, b. vi. c. 99.

3 Stur*.
4 The ruins are indicated as existing opposite the Spin islands.

5 \i9og (jtvtrai. 0 rjr tu>v \ivuiv TrXuati.
7 C. Muntelo.
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“ The vessels came to Geraestus by night
;

” 1

which shows, that the place being near Sunium lies conveni-

ently for persons who cross from Asia to Attica. It ha- a

temple of Neptune the most remarkable of any in that

quarter, and a considerable number of inhabitants.

8. Next to Gerajstus is Eretria, which, after Chalcis, is the

largest city in Euboea. Next follows Chalcis, the capital as

it were of the island, situated immediately on the Euripus.

Both these cities are said to have been founded by_ Athenians

before the Trojan war; [but it is.also said thatj after the

Trojan war, iEclus and Cotlius took their departure from

Athens ;
the former to found Eretria, and Cothus, Chalcis.

A body of iEolians who belonged to the expedition of Pen-

thilus remained in the island. Anciently, even Arabians"

settled there, who came over with Cadmus.

These cities, Eretria and Chalcis, when their population

was greatly augmented, sent out considerable colonies to Ma-

cedonia, for Eretria founded cities about Pallene and Mount

At'hos ;
Chalcis founded some near Olynthus, which Philip

destroyed. There are also many settlements in Italy and

Sicily, founded by Chalcidians. These colonies were sent

out, according to Aristotle, 3 when the government of the

Hippobata3
,
(or Knights,) as it is called, was established : it

was an aristocratical government, the heads of which held

their office by virtue of the amount of their property. At

the time that"Alexander passed over into Asia, they enlarged

the compass of the walls of their city, including within them

Canethus,4 and the Euripus, and erected towers upon the

bridge, a wall, and gates.

9. Above the city of the Chalcidians is the plain called

Lelantum, in which are hot springs, adapted to the cure of

diseases, and which were used by Cornelius Sylla, the Roman

general. There was also an extraordinary mine which pro-

duced both copper and iron ; such, writers say, is not to be

found elsewhere. At present, however, both are exhausted.

> Od. iii. 177.
? As this statement is unsupported by any other authority, Meroeke

suggests that the word Arabians ( Apafiig oi) is an error for Aradii

(’ ApaSioi).
3 Repub. b. iv. c. 3. .

4 According to the Scholiast in Apollon. Rhod. Argon, b. t. v. < / ,

Canethus was a mountain on the Boeotian side of the Euripus.
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The whole of Euboea is subject to earthquakes, especially

the part near the strait. It is also exposed to violent subter-

raneous blasts, like Bceotia, and other places of which I have
before spoken at length. 1 The city of the same name as the

island is said to have been swallowed up by an earthquake.2

It is mentioned by .iEschylus in his tragedy of Glaucus

Pontius

;

“ Euboi's near the bending shore of Jupiter Centeus, close to the tomb of

the wretched Lichas.”

There is also in iEtolia a town of the name of Chalcis,

“Chalcis on the sea-coast, and the rocky Calydon,” 3

and another in the present Eleian territory

;

“ they passed along Crum, and the rocky Chalcis,” 4

speaking of Telemachus and his companions, when they left

Nestor to return to their own country.

10. Some say, that the Eretrians were a colony from Ma-
cistus in Triphylia, under the conduct of Eretrieus

;
others,

that they came from Eretria, in Attica, where now a market

is held. There is an Eretria also near Pliarsalus. In

the Eretrian district there was a city, Tamynas, sacred to

Apollo. The temple (which was near the strait) is said to

have been built by Admetus, whom the god, according to

report, served a year 5 for hire.

Eretria,6 formerly, had the names of Melane'is and Arotria.

The village Amarynthus, at the distance of 7 stadia from the

walls, belongs to it.

The Persians razed the ancient city, having enclosed with

multitudes the inhabitants, according to the expression of

Herodotus,7 in a net, by spreading the Barbarians around the

walls. The foundations are still shown, and the place is

called ancient Eretria. The present city is built near it.

The power which the Eretrians once possessed, is evinced

by a pillar which was placed in the temple of Diana Ama-
rynthia. There is an inscription on it to this effect, that their

processions upon their public festivals consisted of three

thousand heavy-armed soldiers, six hundred horsemen, and

1 B. i. c. iii.
§ 16. 3 B. ix. c. ii. § 13.

3
II. ii. 640.

4 Od. xv. ‘295. 5 iviavTov for avrov. Meineke.
* Near Pal«eo-castro. 7 Herod, b. iii. c. 149, and b. vi. c. 101.
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sixty chariots. They were masters, besides other islands, of

Andros, Tenos, and Ceos. They received colonists from

Elis, whence their frequent use of the letter R, (p,)
1 not only

at the end, but in the middle of words, which exposed them

to the raillery of comic writers.

CEchalia, 2 a village, the remains of a city destroyed by

Hercules, belongs to the district of Eretria. It has the same

name as that in Trachinia, as that near Tricca. 3 as that in

Arcadia, (which later writers call Andania,) and as that in

iEtolia near the Eurytanes.

11. At present Chalcis 4
is allowed, without dispute, to hold

the first rank, and is called the capital of the Eubceans.

Eretria holds the second place. Even in former times these

cities had great influence both in war and peace, so that

they afforded to philosophers an agreeable and tranquil re-

treat. A proof of this is the establishment at Eretria of the

school of Eretrian philosophers, disciples of Menedemus ; and

at an earlier period the residence of Aristotle 0 at Chalcis,

where he also died.

12. These cities generally lived in harmony with each

other, and when a dispute arose between them respecting

Lelantum, they did not even then suspend all intercourse so as

to act in war entirely without regard to each other, but they

agreed upon certain conditions, on which the war was to be

conducted. This appears by a column standing in the Ama-

rynthium, which interdicts the use of missiles. [For with

respect to warlike usages and armour, there neither is nor

was any common usage ;
for some nations employ soldiers

who use missile weapons, such as bows, slings, and javelins

;

others employ men who engage in close fight, and use a

sword, or charge with a spear.6 For there are two methods

of using the spear ;
one is to retain it in the hand ; the other,

to hurHt like a dart; the pike 7 answers both purposes, for it

is used in close encounter and is hurled to a distance. The

sarissa and the hyssus are similarly made use ot.J
1

1 A common practice of the Dorians.

y B. viii. c. iii. ( 6. i*4 Thessaly.

4 Negropont. It was one of the three cities which Philip of Macedon

called the chains of Greece. Brass (\n\K6g) 'was said to have been first

found there. .

5 tie retired there n. c. 322. 6 copu. ' kovtoq.

8
i) oapiooa Kai 6 v<T<rbg. Probably an interpolation. Groskui d.
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13. The Eubceans excelled in standing 1 fight, which was

also called close fight, 2 and fight hand to hand.3 They used

spears extended at length according to the words of the poet

;

“•warriors eager to break through breastplates with extended ashen

spears.” 4

The missile weapons were perhaps of different kinds, as, pro-

bably, was the ashen spear of Pelion, which, as the poet says,

“Achilles alone knew how to hurl.”5

When the poet says,

“ I strike farther with a spear than any other person with an arrow,” 6

he means with a missile spear. They, too, who engage in

single combat, are first introduced as using missile spears, and

then having recourse to swords. But they who engage in

single combat do not use the sword only, but a spear also held

in the hand, as the poet describes it,

“ he wounded him with a polished spear, pointed with brass, and un-

braced his limbs.” 7

He represents the Eubceans as fighting in this manner ; but

he describes the Locrian mode as contrary to this ;

“ It was not their practice to engage in close fight, but they followed him

to Ilium with their bows, clothed in the pliant fleece of the sheep.” 8

An answer of an oracle is commonly repeated, which was re-

turned to the iEgienses

;

“ a Thessalian horse, a Lacedaemonian woman, and the men who drink

the water of the sacred Arethusa,”

meaning the Chalcideans as superior to all other people, for

Arethusa belongs to them.

14. At present the rivers of Euboea are the Cereus and

Neleus. The cattle which drink of the water of the former

become white, and those that drink of the water of the latter

become black. We have said that a similar effect is produced

by the water of the Crathis. 9

15. As some of the Eubceans, on their return from Troy,

were driven out of their course among the Illyrians ;
pursued

their journey homewards through Macedonia, and stopped in

the neighbourhood of Edessa ;
having assisted the people in a

war, who had received them hospitably ; they founded a city,

1
fia.^r\v rr/v aradiav. 2 avorairyv.

3 tK

4
II. ii. M3. 5

II. xix. 389.
6 Od. viii. '229.

7
II. iv. 469. 6 II. xiii. 713, 716. 9 B. vi. c. i. §

13.
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Euboea. There was a Eubcea in Sicily, founded by the

Chalcideans, who were settled there. It was destroyed by

Gelon, and became a strong-hold of the Syracusans. In Cor-

cyra also, and at Lemnus, there was a place called Eubcea, and

a hill of this name in the Argive territory.

16. We have said, that Aitolians, Acarnanians, and Atha-

manes are situated to the west of the I hessalians and CEtte-

ans, if indeed we must call the Athamanes, 1 Greeks. It re-

mains, in order that we may complete the description of

Greece, to give some account of these people, of the islands

which lie nearest to Greece, and are inhabited by Greeks,

which we have not yet mentioned.

CHAPTER II.

1. iETOLiANS and Acarnanians border on one another,

having between them the river Achelous, 2 which flows from

the north, and from Pindus towards the south, through the

country of the Agrcei, an ACtolian tribe, and ot the Amphi-

lochiaus.

Acarnanians occupy the western side of the river as far as

the Ambracian Gulf,3 opposite to the Amphilochians, and the

temple of Apollo Actius. iEtolians occupy the part towards

the east as far as the Locri Ozolm, Parnassus, and the (Etmans.

Amphilochians are situated above the Acarnanians in the

interior towards the north ;
above the Amphilochians are

situated Dolopes, and Mount Pindus; above the JEtolians

are Perrhsebi, Athamanes, and a body ot the JEuianes who

occupy GEta.

The southern side, as well the Acarnanian as the iEtolian,

is washed by the sea, forming the Corinthian Gulf, into which

the Achelous empties itself. This river (at its mouth) is the

boundary of the .Etolian and the Acarnanian coast. The

Achelous was formerly called Thoas. There is a river of

this name near Dyme, 4 as we have said, and another near

Lamia. 5 We have also said, 6 that the mouth of this river is

1 B. viii. c. vii. (1.
3 The Aspropotamo.

a

s G. of Arta.

4 B. viii. c. iii. $ ll.&j
1 B. ix. c. v. § lO.Tr^' 6 B. viii. c. ii. § 3.
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considered by some writers as the commencement of the Cor-

inthian Gulf.

2. The cities of the Acarnanians are, Anactorium, situated

upon a peninsula 1 near Actium, and a mart of Nicopolis,

which has been built in our time ; Stratus, 2 to which vessels

sail up the Achelous, a distance of more than 200 stadia ; and

CEniadas 3 is also on the banks of the river. The ancient

city is not inhabited, and lies at an equal distance from the

sea and from Stratus. The present city is at the distance of

70 stadia above the mouth of the river.

There are also other cities, Pakerus, 4 Alyzia, 5 Leucas,6 the

Amphilochian Argos,7 and Ambracia

:

8 most of these, if not

all, are dependent upon Nicopolis.

Stratus lies half-way between Alyzia and Anactorium.9

3. To the .ZEtolians belong both Calydon 10 and Pleuron,

which at present are in a reduced condition, but, anciently,

these settlements were an ornament to Greece.

iEtolia was divided into two portions, one called the

Old, the other the Epictetus (the Acquired). The Old com-

prised the sea-coast from the Achelous as far as Calydon, ex-

tending far into the inland parts, which are fertile, and consist

of plains. Here are situated Stratus and Trichonium, which

has an excellent soil. The Epictetus, that reaches close to

the Locri in the direction of Naupactus 11 and Eupalium, 12

I The promontory hears the name C. Madonna, and the ruins of Anac-

torium are pointed out as existing at the bottom of the small bay of Pre-

vesa. The modem town, Azio, which is not the ancient Actium, is near

these ruins.
3 Near Lepenu.
3 Correction by Groskurd. Trigardon is given in the Austrian map as

the ancient site of CEniad®, but this position does not agree with the text.

* Porto-fico according to D’Anville.
5 Kandili, opposite the island Kalamo.
s Santa Maura. 7 Neochori.
* Arta, but the Austrian map gives Rogus as the site.

9 This is an error either of the author or in the text. Groskurd pro-

poses to read Antirrhium (Castel Rumeli) in place of Anactorium.

Kramer proposes to follow Tzschucke, and to exchange the positions of

the words Stratus and Alyzia in the text.
10 There has been some dispute respecting the site of Calydon. Leake

supposes the ruins which he discovered at Kurtaga, or Kortaga, to the

west of the Evenus, (Fidari,) to be those of Calydon.
II Lepanto.
13 Leake supposes it to have stood in the plain of Marathia, opposite the

island Trissonia.
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is a rugged and sterile tract, extending as far as GEtaea, to

the territory of the Athamanes, and the mountains and na-

tions following next in order, and which lie around towards

the north. . , n .

4. There is in JEtolia a very large mountain, the Eorax.

which is contiguous to CEta. Among the other mountains.
WHICH w — C

more in the middle of the country, is the Aracynthus,
A

i Til „ U/i t-in nr

near

which the founders built the modern Pleuron, having aban-

doned the ancient city situated near Calydon, which was in

a fertile plain country, when Demetrius, surnamed .Etolicus,

laid waste the district.
. , . . 5

Above Molycreia 3 are Taphiassus 4 and Chalcis, moun-

tains of considerable height, on which are situated the small

cities, Macynia and Chalcis, (having the same name as the

mountain,) or, as it is also called, Hypochalcis. Mount Curium

is near the ancient Pleuron, from which some supposed me

Pleuronii had the appellation of Curetes.
.

5 The river Evenus rises in the country of the Bonnanses,

a nation situated among the Ophienses, and an Hhohan tribe

like the Eurytanes, Agrai, Curetes, and others. It does no

flow, at its commencement, through the territory ot the U-
retes which is the same as Pleuronia, but through the coun-

try more towards the east along Chalcis and Calydon ;
it then

makes a bend backwards to the plains of the ancient Pleuron

and having changed its course to the west, turns again to the

south, where it empties itself. It was formerly called Ly-

cormas. There Nessus, who had the post ot ferryman, is said

to have been killed by Hercules for having attempted to iorce

Deianeira while he was conveying her across the river.

6 The poet calls Olenus and Pylene iEtollan cities, e

former of which, of the same name as the Achman city, was

razed by the ^olians. It is near the new city 1 lcuron.

The Acarnanians disputed the possession of the territory

They transferred Pylene to a higher situation, and changed

its name to Proschium. Hellaoicus was not a all acquainted

with the history of these cities, but speaks of them as still ex-

isting in their ancient condition, but klacyma and Molycria,

which were built subsequent to the return of the Heraeleidm,

- M: Cornea.
5 M. Zigos

5 Xerolinme.

« Kaki-scala.
* \arassova.
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he enumerates among ancient cities, and shows the greatest

carelessness in almost every part of his work.

7. This, then, is the general account of the country of the

Acarnanians and iEtolians. We must annex to this some

description of the sea-coast and of the islands lying in front

of it.

If we begin from the entrance of the Ambracian Gulf, the

first place we meet with in Acarnania is Actium. The temple

of Apollo Actius has the same name as the promontory, which

forms the entrance of the Gulf, and has a harbour on the

outside.

At the distance of 40 stadia from the temple is Anacto-

rium, situated on the Gulf ; and at the distance of 240 stadia

is Leucas. 1

8. This was, anciently, a peninsula belonging to the terri-

tory of the Acarnanians. The poet calls it the coast of

Epirus, meaning by Epirus the country on the other side of

Ithaca,2 and Cephallenia, 3 which country is Acarnania ; so

that by the words of the poet,

“ the coast of Epirus,”

we must understand the coast of Acarnania.

To Leucas also belonged Neritus, which Laertes said he

took

—

“ as when I was chief of the Cephallenians, and took Nericus, a well-

built city, on the coast of Epirus,” 4

and the cities which he mentions in the Catalogue,

“ and they who inhabited Crocyleia, and the rugged iEgilips.” 5

But the Corinthians who were despatched by Cypselus and

Gorgus, obtained possession of this coast, and advanced as far

as the Ambracian Gulf. Ambracia and Anactorium were

both founded. They cut through the isthmus of the peninsula,

converted Leucas into an island, transferred Neritus to the

spot, which was once an isthmus, but is now a channel con-

nected with the land by a bridge, and changed the name to

Leucas from Leucatas, as I suppose, which is a white rock,

projecting from Leucas into the sea towards Cephallenia, so

that it might take its name from this circumstance.

1 Santa Maura. 2 Theaki. 3 Cephalonla.
4 Od. xxiv. 376. 5

II. ii- 633.

VOL. II. M
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9. It has upon it the temple of Apollo Leucatas, and the

Leap, which, it was thought, was a termination of love.

“ Here Sappho first ’tis said,” (according to Menander,) “ in pursuit of

the haughty Phaon, and urged on by maddening desire, threw herself

from the aerial rock, imploring Thee, Lord, and King.”

Menander then says that Sappho was the first who took the

leap but persons better acquainted with ancient accounts as-

sert ’that it was Cephalus, who was in love with Pterelas, the

son of Deioneus.2 It was also a custom of the country among

the Leucadians at the annual sacrifice performed in honour of

Apollo, to precipitate from the rock one of the condemned

criminals, with a view to avert evil. Various kinds of wings

were attached to him, and even birds were suspended from his

body, to lighten by their fluttering the fall of the leap. Be-

low many persons were stationed around in small fishing boats

to receive, and to preserve his life, if possible, and to carry

him beyond the boundaries of the country. The author of

the Alcmaeonis says that Icarius, the father of Penelope, had

two sons, Alyzeus, and Leucadius, who reigned after then-

father in Acarnania, whence Ephorus thinks that the cities

were called after their names.
_ .

10. At present those are called Cephallenians who inhabit

Cephallenia. But Homer calls all those under the command

of Ulysses by this name, among whom are the Acarnanians ;

for when he says,

“ Ulysses led the Cephallenians, those who possessed Ithaca, and Xen-

tum, waving with woods,”

3

(the remarkable mountain in this island ;
so also,

“they who came from Dulichium, and the sacred Echinades,’' ,

for Dulichium itself was one of the Eehinades ;
and again,

“ Buprasium and Elis,
’

5

when Buprasium is situated in Elis , and so,

“ they who inhabited Eubcca, Chalcis, and Eretria,

when the latter places are in Eubcca ; so again,

“ Trojans, Lyeians, and Dardanians,” 7

' I follow the proposed reading, for aXXd.

3 Du Thcil says, Strabo should have said a daughter of rterelaswho

was in love with Cephalus.” See below, §
14.

Ml. ii. 031. Ml. ii. 625.
3

11. u. 615.

11. ii. 546. 7
II. viii. 173.
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and these also were Trojans) : but after mentioning Neritmn
he says,

“ and they who inhabited Crocyleia and rocky Algilips, Zacynthus, Sa-
mos, Epirus, and the country opposite to these islands 1

he means by Epirus the country opposite to the islands, in-
tending to include together with Leucas the rest of Acarnania,
of which he says,

“ twelve herds, and as many flocks of sheep in Epirus,” 2

because the district of Epirus (the Epirotis) extended an-
ciently perhaps as far as this place, and was designated by the
common name Epirus.

The present Cephallenia he calls Samos, as when he says,

“ in the strait between Ithaca and the hilly Samos,” 3

he makes a distinction between places of the same name by an
epithet, assigning the name not to the city, but to the island.

For the island contains four cities, one of which, called Samos,
or Same, for it had either appellation, bore the same name as

the island. But when the poet says,

“ all the chiefs of the islands, Dulichium, Same, and the woody Zacyn-
thus,” 4

he is evidently enumerating the islands, and calls that Same
which he had before called Samos.

But Apollodorus at one time says that the ambiguity is re-

moved by the epithet, which the poet uses, when he says,

“ and hilly Samos,”

meaning the island ; and at another time he pretends that we
ought to write

“ Dulichium, and Samos,”

and not
“ Same,”

and evidently supposes that the city is called by either name,

Samos or Same, but the island by that of Samos only. That
the city is called Same 13 evident from the enumeration of

the suitors from each city, where the poet says,

“ there are four and twenty from Same,” 5

and from what is said about Ctimene,

1
11. ii. 633. 3 Od. xiv. 100. 5 Od. ir. G71.

4 Od. i. 216. s Od. xvi. 2 19.

m 2
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“ they afterwards gave her in marriage at Same. 1

There is reason in this. For the poet doe3 not express

himself distinctly either about Cephallenia, or Ithaca, or the

other neighbouring places, so that both historians and com-

mentators differ from one another.

11. For instance, with respect to Ithaca, when the poet

says, .

« and they who possessed Ithaca, and Neritum with its waving wood.-, -

he denotes by the epithet, that he means Neritum the moun-

tain. In other passages he expressly mentions the mountain ;

“I dwell at Ithaca, turned to the western sun where is a mountain,

Neritum, seen from afar with its waving woods ;

but whether he means the city, or the island, is not clear, at

least from this verse ;

“ they who possessed Ithaca, and Neritum.’'

Any one would understand these words in their proper sense

to mean the city, as we speak of Athens, Lycabettus, Elm e=>,

Atabyris, Lacedaemon, and Taygetus, but in a poetiea

the contrary is implied.

In the verses,

“ I dwell at Ithaca, turned to the western sun, in which is a mountain

Neritum,” . . . . , ,

the meaning is plain, because the mountain is on the island

and not in the city ;
and when he says,

“ we came from Ithaca situated under N eium,

it is uncertain whether he means that Neiurn was the same as

Neritum, or whether it is another, either mountain or place,

rile who writes Nericum for Neritum, or the reverse, is

quite mistaken. For the poet describes the former as. waving

with woods the other as a “ well-built city ;
one in Ithaca,

the other on the sea-beach of Epirus.]^

12. But this line seems to imply some contradiction ;

“
it lies in the sea both low, and ierj high,

for vdciuaXi) is low, and depressed, but xarvrepnin, expresses

rr petit height, as he describes it m other passages, calling it

Cranae, (or rugged,) and the road leading from the liar-

bl

' Od

a

Jv. 306. • II. ii- 632. * Od. ix. 21. « Od. iB. 81.

5 Probably interpolated. Kramer. tld. ix. o.
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“ a rocky way through a woody spot,” 1

and again,

“ for there is not any island in the sea exposed to the western sun,2 and

with good pastures, "least of all Ithaca.” 3

The expression does imply contradictions, which admit how-

ever of some explanation. They do not understand ^Sa/taXi)

to signify in that place “ low,” but its contiguity to the con-

tinent, to which it approaches very close ; nor by TrawirepTa-r]

great elevation, but the farthest advance towards darkness,

(wpoe '£6<f)ov,) that is, placed towards the north more than all

the other islands, for this is what the poet means by “ towards

darkness,” the contrary to which is towards the south, (wpoc

vo-ov,)
“ the rest far off (avevde) towards the morning, and the sun.” 4

For the word avevde denotes “ at a distance,” and “ apart,” as

if the other islands lay to the south, and more distant from the

continent, but Ithaca near the continent and towards the north.

That the poet designates the southern part (of the heavens) in

this manner appears from these words,

“ whether they go to the right hand, towards the morning and the sun, or

to the left, towards cloudy darkness ;” 5

and still more evidently in these lines,

“ my friends, we know not where darkness nor where morning lie, nor

where sets nor where rises the sun which brings light to man.” 0

We may here understand the four climates,' and suppose the

morning to denote the southern part (of the heavens), and

this has some probability ; but it is better to consider what

is near to the path of the sun to be opposite to the northern

part (of the heavens). For the speech in Homer is intended

to indicate some great change in the celestial appearances, not

a mere obscuration of the climates. For this must happen

1 Od. xiv. 1.

2 tvSeieXo£ is the reading of the text, hut the reading in Homer is

t7rwr)\aro£, adapted for horses, and thus translated by Horace, Epist. lib.

I. vii. 41, Non est aptus equis Ithac® locus.
3 Od. iv. 607.

4 Od. ix. 26. 5 II. xii. 239.
6 Od. x. 190.

7 For the explanation of climate, see book ii. ch. i. § 20, but in this

passage the word has a different sense, and implies the division of the

heavens into north, south, east, and west. The idea of Strabo seems

to be that of a straight line drawn from east to west, dividing the celes-

tial horizon into two parts, the one northern, (or arctic,) the other

southern. The sun in its course from east to west continues always as

regards us in the southern portion. Gossellin.
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during every cloudy season either by day or by night, how

the celestial appearances alter very much as we advance more

or less towards the south, or the contrary ;
but this alteration

does not prevent our observing the setting and rising oi the

sun for in fine weather these phenomena are always visible

whether in the south or the north. For the pole is the most

northerly point : wlien this moves, and is sometimes over our

heads and sometimes below the earth, the arctic circles change

their position with it. Sometimes they disappear during

these movements, so that you cannot discern the position ^ot

the northern climate, nor where it commences ;
and it tins

is so, neither can you distinguish the contrary climate.

The circuit of Ithaca is about 80 - stadia. So much then

concerning Ithaca.
,

13. The poet does not mention Cephallenia, winch contains

four cities, by its present name, nor any of the cities except

one, either Same or Samos, which no longer exists but traces

of it are shown in the middle of the Strait near Ithaca.
.

I he

inhabitants have the name of Sam®. The rest still exist at

present, they are small cities, Paleis, Pronesus, and Crann.

In our time Caius Antonius, the uncle of Marcus Antonius,

founded an additional city, when (being an exile at.er his con-

sulship in which he was the colleague of Cicero the orator j
he

lived at Cephallenia, and was master ol the whole island, as

if it had been his own property. He returned from exile be-

fore he completed the foundation of_ the settlement, and died

when engaged in more important affairs.

14. Some writers do not hesitate to affirm, that Cephallenia

and Dulichium are the same; others identify it with Taplios,

and the Cephallenians with Taphians, and these again with

Telebom. They assert that Amphitryon, with the aid of Ce-

phalus, the son of De'ioneus, an exile from Athens, undertook

an expedition against the island, and having got possession of

it delivered it up to Cephalus ;
hence this city bore Ins name,

and the rest those of his children. But this is not in accord-

ance with Homer, for the Cephallenians were subject to

Ulysses and Laertes, and Taplios to Mentes ;

“ I boast that I am Mentes, son of the valiant Anchialus,

And king of the Taphians, skilful rowers.” 3

1

oiiS’ OTToa apxV-
3 So in the text, but there is manifestly an error.

3 Od. i. 181.
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Tapbos is now called Tapbius. 1 Nor does Hellanicus follow

Homer when he calls Cephallenia, Dulichium, for Dulichium,

and the other Echinades, are said to be under the command
of Meges, and the inhabitants, Epeii, who came from Elis

;

wherefore he calls Otus the Cyllenian,

“ companion of Phyleides, chief of the magnanimous Epeii
;

” 2

“ but Ulysses led the magnanimous Cephallenes.” 3

Neither, as Andro asserts, is Cephallenia, according to Homer,

Dulichium, nor does Dulichium belong to Cephallenia, lor

Epeii possessed Dulichium, and Cephallenians the whole of

Cephallenia, the former of whom were under the command

of Ulysses, the latter of Meges. Paleis is not called Du-

lichium by Homer, as Pherecydes says. But he who asserts

that Cephallenia and Dulichium are the same contradicts

most strongly the account of Homer ; for as fifty-two of the

suitors came from Dulichium, and twenty-four from Same,

would he not say, that from the whole island came such a

number of suitors, and from a single city of the four came

half the number within two ? If any one should admit this,

we shall inquire what the Same could be, which is mentioned

in this line,

“Dulichium and Same, and the woody Zacynthus.” 4

15. Cephallenia is situated opposite to Acarnania, at the dis-

tance from Leucatas of about 50, or according to others, of 40

stadia, and from Chelonatas 5 of about 80 stadia. It is about 300

stadia (1300 ?) in circumference. It extends in length towards

the south-east (Eurus). It is mountainous ; the largest moun-

tain in it is the Hinus,c on which is the temple of Jupiter

.fEnesius. Here is the narrowest part of the island, which forms

a low isthmus, that is frequently overflowed from sea to sea. 7

Cranii 8 and Paleis 9 are situated near the straits in the Gull.

16. Between Ithaca and Cephallenia is the small island

* I. Meganiai. 5 II. xv. 519. 3 H. m 631.

4 Od. i. 246. 5 C. Tornesc. 0 Monte Nero.

7 We may hence conjecture that Cephallenia in the time of Homer
was divided into two parts, Dulichium and Samd. It may explain at

least the uncertainty of the ancients respecting the position ot Dulichium.

Pausanias, b. vi. c. 15, speaking of the Paleis says, that formerly they

were called Dulichii; and Hesycliius, that Dulichium is a city of Ce-

phallenia.
8 Situated near the modem capital Argostoli.
9 Probably the site of the ruins in the harbour of Viscardo.
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Asteria, 1 or Asteris, as it is called by the poet, which, accord-

ing to Demetrius, the Scepsian, does not remain in the stale

described by the poet,
(j

"
“ there are harbours in it, open on both sides, for the reception of vessels.

But Apollodorus says that it exists even, at present, and men-

tions a small city in it, Alalcomenae, situated quite upon the

isthmus^
, ajs0 gives tbe name gamos to Thracia,

which we now call Samothrace. He was probably acquainted

with the Ionian island, for he seems to have been acquainted

with the Ionian migration. He would not, otherwise, have

made a distinction between islands of the same names, tor in

speaking of Samothrace, he makes the distinction sometimes

by the epithet,

“ on high, upon the loftiest summit of the woody Samos, the Thracian,

sometimes by uniting it with the neighbouring islands,

“ to Samos, and Imbros, and inaccessible Lemnos 4

and again,
“ between Samos and rocky Imbros.

’ 5

He was therefore acquainted with the Ionian island, although

he has not mentioned its name. Nor had it formerly always

the same name, but was called Melamphylus, then Anthemis,

then Parthenia, from the river Parthenius, the name of which

was changed to Imbrasus. Since then both Cephallenia and

Samothrace were called Samos 6 at the time of the Trojan

war, (for if it had not been so Hecuba would not have been

introduced saying, that Achilles would sell any of her chil-

dren that he could seize at Samos and Imbros,7
) Ionian Samos

was not yet colonized (by Ionians), which is evident from its

having the same name from one of the islands earlier (called

Samos), that had it before; whence this also is clear, that

those persons contradict ancient history, who assert, that

colonists came from Samos after the Ionian migration, and

the arrival of Tembrion, and gave the name ot Samos to

Samothrace. The Samians invented this story out of vanity.

Those are more entitled to credit, who say, that heights arc

1 I. Dascaglio.
4 11. xxiv. 753.

s Od. iv. 846.
5

II. xxiv. 78.

3
II. xiii. 12.

Samo,
In the Valle d’ Alessandro, in Cephalonia, there is still a place called

7 II. xxiv. 752.
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called Sami,

1

and that the island obtained its name fiom this

circumstance, for from thence

“ was seen all Ida, the city of Priam, and the ships of the Greeks.”*

But according to some writers, Samos had its name from the

Saii, a Thracian tribe, who formerly inhabited it, and who oc-

cupied also the adjoining continent, whether they were the

same people as the Sapm, or the Sinti, whom the poet calls

Sinties, or a different nation. Archilochus mentions the

Saii

;

“ one of the Saii is exulting in the possession of an honourable shield,

which I left against my will near a thicket.”

18. Of the islands subject to Ulysses there remains to be

described Zacynthus. 3 It verges a little more than Cephal-

lenia to the west of Peloponnesus, but approaches closer to it.

It is 160 stadia in circumference, and distant from Cephallenia

about 60 stadia. It is woody, but fertile, and has a consider-

able city of the same name. Thence to the Hespeiides be-

longing to Africa are 3300 4 stadia.

19. To the east of this island, and of Cephallenia, are situ-

ated the Echinades 5 islands ;
among which is Dulichium, at

present called Dolicha, and the islands called Oxeim, to which

the poet gives the name of Those. 0

Dolicha is situated opposite to the GEniadm, and the mouth

of the Achelous : it is distant from Araxus,7 the promontory

of Elis, 100 stadia. The rest of the Echinades are numerous,

they are all barren and rocky, and lie in front of the mouth

of the Achelous, the most remote of them at the distance of

15, the nearest at the distance of 5 stadia; they formerly

were farther out at sea, but the accumulation of earth, which

is brought down in great quantity by the Achelous, has al-

ready joined some, and will join others, to the continent. I'his

accumulation of soil anciently formed the tract 1 araclieloitis,

which the river overflows, a subject of contention, as it was

continually confounding boundaries, which had been de-

termined by the Acarnanians and the iEtolians. For want of

arbitrators they decided their dispute by arms. I he most

1 SdMot. * II. xiii. 13.
3 Zante.

* 3600 stadia ? see b. xvii. c. iii. §
20.

4 Curzolari, Oxia, Petala, &c. 9 01. xv. 293. f C. Papa.
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powerful gained the victory. This gave occasion to a fable,

how Hercules overcame the Achelous in fight, and received in

marriage as the prize of his victory, Deianeira, daughter of

QEneus. Sophocles introduces her, saying,

“ My suitor was a river, I mean the Achelous, who demanded me of my

father under three forms
;

one while coming as a bull of perfect form,

another time as a spotted writhing serpent, at another with the ay of a

man and the forehead of a bull.” 1

Some writers add, that this was the horn of Amaltheia, which

Hercules broke off from the Achelous, and presented
.

to

CEneus as a bridal gift. Others, conjecturing the truth in-

cluded in this story, say, that Achelous is reported to have

resembled a bull, like other rivers, in the roar of their waters,

and the bendings of their streams, which they term horn; ;

and a serpent from its length and oblique course ;
and bull-

fronted because it was compared to a bull’s head ;
and that

Hercules, who, on other occasions, was disposed to perform

acts of kindness for the public benefit, so particularly, when he

was desirous of contracting an alliance with CEneus, performed

for him these services ;
he prevented the river from overflow-

ing its banks, by constructing mounds and by diverting its

streams by canals, and by draining a large tract ot the 1 ara-

clieloitis, which had been injured by the river : and this is the

horn of Amaltheia.
.

Homer says, that in the time of the Trojan war the Echi-

nades, and the Oxeice were subject to Meges,

“son of tlie hero Phyleus, beloved of Jupiter, who formerly repaired to

Dulichium on account of a quarrel with his father.” 5

The father of Phyleus was Augeas, king of Elis, and of the

Epeii. The Epeii then, who possessed these islands, were

those who had migrated to Dulichium with Phyleus.

20. The islands of the Taphii, and formerly of the Tele-

boat, among which was Taphus, now called Taphius, were

distinct from the Ecliinades, not separated by distance, (for

they lie near one another,) but because they were ranged un-

der different chiefs, Taphii and Telebom. In earlier times

Amphitryon, in conjunction with Cephalus, the son ot Deio-

netts an exile from Athens, attacked, and then delivered them

up to the government of Cephalus. But the poet says that

1 Sophocles, Trachini®, v. 9.
5

11. ii. 628.
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Mentes was their chief, and calls them robbers, which was

the character of all the Teleboas.

So much then concerning the islands off Acarnania.

21. Between Leucas and the Ambracian gulf is a sea-lake,

called Myrtuntium. 1 Next to l^eucas followed Palasrus, and

Alyzia, cities of Acarnania, of which Alyzia is distant from

the sea 15 stadia. Opposite to it is a harbour sacred to Her-

cules, and a grove from whence a Roman governor trans-

ported to Rome “ the labours of Hercules,” the workmanship

of Lysippus, which was lying in an unsuitable place, being a

deserted spot.2

Next are Crithote, 3 a promontory, and the Echinades, and

Astacus, used in the singular number, a city of the same name

as that near Nicomedia, and the Gulf of Astacus, Crithote, a

city of the same name as that in the Thracian Chersonesus.

All the coast between these places has good harbours. I hen

follows QSniadas, and the Achelous ;
then a lake belonging to

the CEniadee, called Melite, 30 stadia in length, and in breadth

20 ; then another Cynia, of double the breadth and length of

Melite ; a third Uria, 4 much less than either of the former.

Cynia even empties itself into the sea ; the others are situated

above it at the distance of about half a stadium.

Next is the river Evenus, which is distant from Actium

670 stadia.

Then follows the mountain Chalcis, which Artemidorus

calls Chalcia
;
[next Pleuron, then Licyrna, a village, above

which in the interior is situated Calydon at the distance of 30

stadia. Near Calydon is the temple of Apollo Laphrius;] 5

then the mountain Taphiassus ; then Macynia, a city ;
then

Molycria, and near it Antirrhium, the boundary of TEtolia

and of Locris. To Antirrhium from the Evenus are about

120 stadia.

Artemidorus does not place the mountain, whether Chalcis

or Chalcia, between the Achelous and Pleuron, but Apollo-

1 Not identified. ,

2 Gossellin remarks the double error committed by Winkelman, who,

on the authority of this passage, states that the Hercules (not the Labours

of Hercules) of Lysippus was transferred to Rome in the time of Nero,

long after this Book was written.
3 Dragomestre. 4 The lake Xerolimne.
5 Kramer proposes the transposition of the sentence within brackets

to the beginning of the paragraph.
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dorus, as I have said before, places Chalcis and Taphiassus

above Molycria ;
and Calydon between Pleuron and Chalcis.

Are we then to place one mountain of the name of Chaleia

near Pleuron, and another of the name of Chalcis near

Molycria?

Near Calydon is a large lake, abounding with fish. It be-

longs to the Romans of Patrse.

22. Apollodorus says, that there is in the inland parts of

Acarnania, a tribe of Erysichaei, mentioned by Aleman,

“ not an Erysichoean, nor a shepherd ;
but I came from the extremities

of Sardis.”

Olenus belonged to JEtolia ;
Homer mentions it in the JEto-

lian Catalogue, 1 but traces alone remain of it near Pleuron

below Aracynthus.2

Lysimachia also was near Olenus. This place has disap-

peared. It was situated upon the lake, the present Lysima-

chia, formerly Hydra, between Pleuron and the city Arsinoe,3

formerly a village of the name of Conopa. It was founded by

Arsinoe, wife and also sister of the second Ptolemy. It is

conveniently situated above the passage across the Achelous.

Pylene has experienced nearly the same fate as Olenus.

When the poet describes Calydon 4 as lofty, and rocky, we

must understand these epithets as relating to the character of

the country. For we have said before, that when tnei di-

vided the country into two parts, they assigned the moun-

tainous portion and the Epictetus 5 to Calydon, and the tract of

plains to Pleuron.
.

23. The Acarnanians, and the iEtolians, like many other

nations, are at present worn out, and exhausted by continual

wars. The iEtolians however, in conjunction with the Acar-

nanians, during a long period withstood the Macedonians and

the other Greeks, and lastly the Romans, in tlieir contest for

independence. .

But since Ilomer, and others, both poets and historians,

frequently mention them, sometimes in clear and undisputed

terms, and sometimes less explicitly, as appears from what we

have already said of these people, we must avail ourselves of

some of the more ancient accounts, which will supply us with

1
II. ii. 639.

3 M. Zigos.
3 Angelo C.astron.

* 'Near Mauro Mali.
4 See c. ii. § 3, Epictetus.
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a beginning, or with an occasion of inquiring into what is

controverted.

24. First then with respect to Acarnania. We have al-

ready said, that it was occupied by Laertes and the Cephalle-

nians ; but as many writers have advanced statements respect-

ing the first occupants in terms sufficiently clear, indeed, but

contradictory, the inquiry and discussion are left open to us.

They say, that the Taphii and Telebom, as they are called,

were the first inhabitants of Acarnania, and that their chief,

Cephalus, who was appointed by Amphitryon sovereign of the

islands about Taphus, was master also of this country. Hence

is related of him the fable, that he was the first person who

took the reputed leap from Leucatas. But the poet does not

say, that the Taphii inhabited Acarnania before the arrival of

the Cephallenians and Laertes, but that they were friends of

the Ithacenses ;
consequently, in his time, either they had

not the entire command of these places, or had voluntarily re-

tired, or had even become joint settlers.

A colony of certain from Lacedmmon seems to have settled

in Acarnania, who were followers of Icarius, father of Pene-

lope, for the poet in the Odyssey represents him and the

brothers of Penelope as then living ;

“ who did not dare to go to the palace of Icarius with a view of his dis-

posing of his daughter in marriage.” 1

And with respect to the brothers ;

“ for now a long time both her father and her brothers were urging her

to marry Eurymachus.” 5

Nor is it probable that they were living at Lacedaemon, tor

Telemachus would not, in that case, have been the guest ot

Menelaus upon his arrival, nor is there a tradition, that they

had any other habitation. But they say that Tyndareus and

his brother Icarius, after being banished from their own

country by Ilippocoon, repaired to Thestius, the king o the

Pleuronii, and assisted in obtaining possession ot a large

tract of country on the other side of the Achelous on condi-

tion of receiving a portion of it; that Tyndareus, having

espoused Leda the daughter of Thestius, returned home ; that

Icarius continued there in possession of a portion ot Acar-

nania, and had Penelope and her brothers by his wite I oly-

casta, daughter of Lygaeus.

1 Od. ii. 52.
2 Od. xv. 16.
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We have shown by the Catalogue of the Ships in Homer,

that the Acarnanians were enumerated among the people who

took part in the war of Troy ;
and among these are reckoned

the inhabitants of the Acte, and besides these,

“ they who occupied Epirus, and cultivated the land opposite.

But Epirus was never called Acarnania, nor Acte, Leucas.

25. Ephorus does not say that they took part in the expe-

dition against Troy ;
but he says that Alcmason, the son of

Amphiaraus, who was the companion of Diomede, and the

other Epigoni in their expedition, having brought the war

against the Thebans to a successful issue, went with Diomede

to assist in punishing the enemies of CEneus, and having de-

livered up AGtolia to Diomede, he himself passed over into

Acarnania, which country also he subdued. In the mean

time Agamemnon attacked the Argives, and easily overcame

them, the greatest part having attached themselves to the fol-

lowers of Diomede. But a short time afterward?, when the

expedition took place against Troy, he was afraid, le?t, in his

absence with the army, Diomede and his troops should return

home, (for there was a rumour that he had collected a large

force,) and should regain possession of a territory to which

they had the best right, one being the heir of Adrastus, the

other of his father. Reflecting then on these circumstances,

he invited them to unite in the recovery of Argos, and to

take part in the war. Diomede consented to take part in the

expedition, but Alcmmon was indignant and refused ;
whence

the Acarnanians were the only people who did not partici-

pate in the expedition with the Greeks. The Acarnanians,

probably by following this account, are said to have imposed

upon the Romans, and to have obtained from them the privi-

lege of an independent state, because they alone had not

taken part in the expedition against the ancestors of the Ro-

mans, for their names are neither in the AStolian Catalogue,

nor are they mentioned by themselves, nor is their name

mentioned anywhere in the poem.

26. Ephorus then having represented Acarnania as subject

to Alcmaeon before the Trojan war, ascribes to him the found-

ation of Amphilochian Argos, and says that Acai nania had

its name from his son Acarnan, and the Amphilocbians from

his brother Amphilochus ;
thus he turns aside to reports con-

trary to (lie history in Homer. But Ihucjdides and other
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writers say, that Amphilochus, on his return from the Trojan
expedition, being displeased with the state of affairs at Argos,
dwelt in this country ; according to some writers, he obtained
it by succeeding to the dominions of his brother

; others re-

present it differently. So much then respecting the Acarna-
nians considered by themselves. We shall now speak of their

affairs where they are intermixed in common with those of

the iEtolians, and we shall then relate as much of the history

of the Altolians as we proposed to add to our former account
of this people.

CHAPTER III.

1. Some writers reckon the Curetes among the Acarnani-
ans, others among the ALtolians

; some allege that they came
from Crete, others that they came from Euboea. Since,

however, they are mentioned by Homer, we must first ex-
amine his account of them. It is thought that he does not

mean the Acarnanians, but the AEtolians, in the following

verses, for the sons of Porthaon were,
“ Agnus, Melas, and the hero CEneus,
These dwelt at Pleuron, and the lofty Calydon,” 1

both of which are ACtolian cities, and are mentioned in the

Aeolian Catalogue ; wherefore since those who inhabited

Pleuron appear to be, according to Homer, Curetes, they

might be AEtolians. The opponents of this conclusion are

misled by the mode of expression in these verses,

“ Curetes and iEtolians, firm in battle, were fighting for the city Calydon,” 2

for neither would he have used appropriate terms if he had

said,

“ Boeotians and Thebans were contending against each other,”

nor
“ Argives and Peloponnesians.”

But we have shown in a former part of this work, that this

mode of expression is usual with Homer, and even trite among
other poets. This objection then is easily answered. But
let the objectors explain, how, if these people were not AEto-

1
II. xiv. 11G.

2
II. ix. 525.
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lians, the poet came to reckon the Pleuronii among the J£xo-

lians. . „ ,

2. Ephorus, after having asserted that the nation ot the

JEtolians were never in subjection to any other people, but,

from all times of which any memorial remains, their country-

continued exempt from the ravages of war, both on account ot

its local obstacles and their own experience in warfare, says,

that from the beginning Curetes were in possession of the

whole country, but on the arrival of JEtolus, the son of Endy-

rnion, from Elis, who defeated them in various battles, the

Curetes retreated to the present Acarnania, and the Italians

returned with a body of Epeii, and founded ten of the most

ancient cities in ^Etolia ;
and in the tenth generation after-

wards Elis was founded, in conjunction with that people, by

Oxylus, the son of Haemon, who had passed oyer from rEtolia.

They produce, as proofs of these facts, inscriptions, one

sculptured on the base of the statue of .iEtolus at Therma in

/Etolia, where, according to the custom of the country, they

assemble to elect their magistrates

;

“ this statue of HJtolus, son of Endymion, brought up near the streams of

the Alpheius, and in the neighbourhood of the stadia of Olympia, iEtohans

dedicated as a public monument of his merits.”

And the other inscription on the statue of Oxylus is in the

market-place of Elis

;

“ iEtolus having formerly abandoned the original inhabitants of this

country, won by the toils- of war the land of the Curetes. But Oxylus,

the son* of Hannon, the tenth scion of that race, founded this ancient

city.”

3. He rightly alleges, as a proof of the affinity subsisting

reciprocally between the Eleii and the JEtolians, these in-

scriptions, both of which recognise not the affinity alone, but

also that their founders had established settlers in each other’s

country. Whence he clearly convicts those ot falsehood who

assert, that the Eleii were a colony of JEtolians, and that the

JEtolians were not a colony of Eleii. But he seems to ex-

hibit the same inconsistency in his positions here, that we

proved 1 with regard to the oracle at Delphi. For after as-

serting that iEtolia had never been ravaged by war from all

time of which there was any memorial, and saying, that from

the first the Curetes were in possession of this eouutry, he

' B. ix. c. iii. §11.
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ought to have inferred from such premises, that the Curetes
continued to occupy the country of AEtolia to his days. For
in this manner it might be understood never to have been
devastated, nor in subjection to any other nation. But for-

getting his position, he does not infer this, but the contrary,

that AEtolus came from Elis, and having defeated the Curetes

in various battles, these people retreated into Acarnania.

What else then is there peculiar to the devastation of a country

than the defeat of the inhabitants in war and their abandon-
ment of their land, which is evinced by the inscription among
the Eleii

; for speaking of AEtolus the words are,

“ he obtained possession of the country of the Curetes by the continued

toils of war.”

4. But perhaps some person may say, that he means AEtolia

was not laid waste, reckoning from the time that it had this

name after the arrival of AEtolus ; but he takes away the

ground of this supposition, by saying afterwards, that the

greatest part of the people, that remained among the AEtolians,

were those called Epeii, with whom AEtolians were after-

wards intermingled, who had been expelled from Thessaly

together with Boeotians, and possessed the country in common
with these people. But is it probable that, without any hos-

tilities, they invaded the country of another nation and
divided it among themselves and the original possessors,

who did not require such a partition of their land ? If this is

not probable, is it to be believed that the victors agreed to an
equal division of the territory ? What else then is devastation

of a country, but the conquest of it by arms ? Besides, Apol-
lodorus say3 that, according to history, the Hyantes aban-

doned Boeotia and came and settled among the AEtolians, and
concludes a3 confident that his opinion is right by saying it is

our custom to relate these and similar facts exactly, when-
ever any of them is altogether dubious, or concerning which
erroneous opinions are entertained.

5. Notwithstanding these faults in Ephorus, still he is

superior to other writers. Polybius himself, who has stu-

diously given him so much praise, has said that Eudoxus has

written well on Grecian affairs, but that Ephorus has given
the best account of the foundation of cities, of the relationship

subsisting between nations, of changes of settlements, and of

leaders of colonies, in these words, “ but I shall explain the
VOL. II. n
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present state of places, both as to position and distance- ; for

this is the peculiar province of chorography.’ 1

But you, Polybius, who introduce popular hearsay, and

rumours on the subject of distances, not only of places l ey nd

Greece, but in Greece itself, have you not been called to

answer the charges sometimes of Posidonius, sometimes of

Artemidorus, and of many other writers .' ought you not there-

fore to excuse us, and not to be offended, if in transferring

into our own work a large part ot the historical poet? Horn

such writers we commit some errors, and to commend us when

we are generally more exact in what we say than others, or

supply what they omitted through want of iniormation.

6. With respect to the Curetes, some facts are related

which belong more immediately, some more remotely, to the

history of the AEtolians and Acarnanians. The facts more

immediately relating to them, are those which have been

mentioned before, as that the Curetes were living in the

country which is now called jEtolia, and that a body of

AEtolians under the command of AStolus came there, and drove

them into Acarnania ;
and these facts besides, ihat Adolians

invaded Pleuronia, which was inhabited by Curetes, and

called Curetis, took away their territory, and expelled the

possessors.

But Archemachus 2 of Euboea says that the Curetes had

their settlement at Clialcis, but being continually at war about

the plain Lelantum, and finding that the enemy used to seize

and drag them by the hair of the forehead, they wore their

hair long behind, and cut the hair short in front, whence they

had the name of Curetes, (or the shorn,) from eura, (vovpa,)

or the tonsure which they had undergone ; that they removed

to AEtolia, and occupied the places about Pleuron ;
that

others, who lived on the other side of the Achelous, because

they kept their heads unshorn, were called Acarnanians. 3

But according to some writers each tribe derived its name

from some hero

;

4 according to others, that they had the

1 As distinguished from geography. See h. i. c. i. j 16, note ’.

2 The author of a work in several books on Euboea. Aihcnrcus, b. vi.

fed. i

L44 <

c. 18.
3 The unshorn.

, , .. , , . ,

jT ' From Aearnan. son of Alcmffion . Thucyd. b. it. c. 10— But the hero

. . from whonfUie Curetes obtained their name is not mentioned.

’dewv
. ^ Kotfi = ap -A ~S
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name of Curetes from the mountain Curium, 1 which is situated

above Pleuron, and that this is an .ZEtolian tribe, like the

Ophieis, Agrtei, Eurytanes, and many others.

But, as we have before said, when iEtolia was divided into

two parts, the country about Calydon was said to be in the

possession of CEneus ; and a portion of Pleuronia in that of

the Porthaonidse of the branch of Agrius, 2 for

“ they dwelt at Pleuron, and the lofty Calydon.” 3

Thestius however, father-in-law of CEneus, and father of

Althaea, chief of the Curetes, was master of Pleuronia. But
when war broke out between the Thestiadae, CEneus, and

Meleager about a boar’s head and skin, according to the poet, 4

following the fable concerning the boar of Calydon, but, as is

probable, the dispute related to a portion of the territory ; the

words are these,

“ Curetes and Hitolians, firm in battle, fought against one another.” 5

These then are the facts more immediately connected (with

geography).

7. There 6 are others more remote from the subject of this

1 The position of this mountain is not determined.
3 CEneus and his children were themselves Porthaonidse. CEneus had

possession only of Calydon, his brother Agrius and his children had a

part of Pleuronia. Thestius, cousin-german of CEneus and of Agrius, re-

ceived as his portion the remainder of Pleuronia and transmitted it to his

children, (the Thestiada?,) who probably succeeded in gaining possession

of the whole country. The Porthaonidse of the branch of Agrius, were

Thersites, Onchestus, Prothous, Celeulor, Lycopetis, and Melanippus.

Apollodorus, b. i. c. 7, 8.
3

II. xiv. 117. 4
II. ix. 544. 5

II. ix. 525.

6 “Cette digression est curieuse, sans doute * * * * Plusieurs cri-

tiques ont fait de ce morceau l’objet de leur etude
;
neanmoins il demeure

herissd de difficulties, et dernierement M. Heyne (quel juge !) a pro-

nonce que tout y restait a eclaircir. Du Theil.

The mvths relating to the Curetes abound with diflerent statements

and confusion. The following are the only points to be borne in mind.

The Curetes belong to the most ancient times of Greece,^ and probably

are to be counted among the first inhabitants of Phrygia. I hey were the

authors and expositors of certain religious rites, which they celebrated

with dances. According to mythology they played a part at the birth of

Jupiter. They were sometimes called Idaian Dactyli. Hence their

name was given to the ministers of the worship of the Great Mother

among the Phrygians, which was celebrated with a kind of religious

frenzy. The Curetes were also called Corybantes. Hence also arose the

confusion between the religious rites observed in Crete, Phrygia, and

n 2
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work, which have been erroneously placed by historians

under one bead on account of the sameness of name . ioi in-

stance, accounts relating to “ Curetic affairs and concerning

the Curetes” have been considered as identical with accounts

“concerning the people (of the same name) who inhabited

JEtolia and Acarnania.” But the former differ from the

latter, and resemble rather the accounts which we have of

Satyri and Silenes, Bacchae and Tityri ;
for the Curetes are

represented as certain daemons, or ministers of the gods, by

those who have handed down the traditions respecting Cretan

and Phrygian affairs, and which involve certain religious

rites, some mystical, others the contrary, relative to. the nur-

ture of Jupiter in Crete ;
the celebration of orgies in honour

of the mother of the gods, in Phrygia, and in the neighbour-

hood of the Trojan Ida. There is however a very great

variety 1 in these accounts. According to some, the Cory-

bantes, Cabeiri, Idaean Dactyli, and Telchines are repre-

sented as the same persons as the Curetes ;
according to

others, they are related to, yet distinguished from, each other

\iy some slight differences ;
but to describe them in general

terms and more at length, they are inspired with an enthusi-

astic and Bacchic frenzy, which is exhibited by them as minis-

ters at the celebration of the sacred rites, by inspiring terror

with armed dances, accompanied with the tumult and noise

of cymbals, drums, and armour, and with the sound of pipes

and shouting ; so that these sacred ceremonies are nearly the

same as those that are performed among the Samothracians

in Lemnus, and in many other places ; since the. ministers of

the god are said to be the same." bhe whole oi this kind of

Satnotlirace. Again, on the other hand, the Curetes have been mistaken

for an iEtolian people, bearing the same name. Heyne, Not. ad A irgil.

JE n. iii. 130. Religion, et Sacror. cum furore peract, Ong. Comm. boc.

R. Scient. Gotting. vol. viii. Dupuis, origin de tous les cultes, tom. 2.

Sainte Croix M6m. pour servir a la religion Secrete, &c-., Job. Guberleth.

Diss. philol. deMysler. deorum Cabir. 1703. Fr ret. Recher. pour servir

a l’histoire des Cyclopes, &c. Acad, des Inscript. Ac., vol. urn. His.

TroiKiXla, will bear also to be translated, id tantum varietatis,

“ this difference only,” as Groskurd observes.

2 M de Saint Croix (Recherchcs stir les Mystdres, Ac. sect. 2, page

25) is mistaken in asserting that “Strabo clearly refutes the statements

of those who believed that the Cabeiri, Dactyli, Curetes, Corybantes, and

Telchines, were not only the same kind of persons, but e\ en separate
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discussion is of a theological nature, and is not alien to the
contemplation of the philosopher.

8. But since even the historians, through the similarity of

the name Curetes, have collected into one body a mass of dis-

similar facts, I myself do not hesitate to speak of them at

length by way of digression, adding the physical considera-

tions which belong to the history. 1 Some writers however en-

deavour to reconcile one account with the other, and perhaps
they have some degree of probability in their favour. They
say, for instance, that the people about JEtolia have the name
of Curetes from wearing long dresses like girls, (xopcu,) and
that there was, among the Greeks, a fondness for some such
fashion. The Ionians also were called “tunic-trailers,” 2 and
the soldiers of Leonidas, 3 who went out to battle with their

hair dressed, were despised by the Persians, but subjects of

their admiration in the contest. In short, the application

of art to the hair consists in attending to its growth, and the

manner of cutting it,
4 and both these are the peculiar care of

girls and youths
;

5 whence in several ways it is easy to find a
derivation of the name Curetes. It is also probable, that the

practice of armed dances, first introduced by persons who
paid so much attention to their hair and their dress, and who
were called Curetes, afforded a pretence for men more warlike
than others, and who passed their lives in arms, to be them-
selves called by the same name of Curetes, I mean those in

Euboea, iEtolia, and Acarnania. Homer also gives this name
to the young soldiers ;

“ selecting Curetes, the bravest of the Achaeans, to carry from the swift

ship, presents, which, yesterday, we promised to Achilles.’’ 6

members of the same family.” It appears to me, on the contrary, that

this was the opinion adopted by our author. Du Theil.
1 irpooQtig rov o'ikuov Tp i(TTOpip ipvaiKov \oyov. rationem naturalem,

utpotc congruentum hue, histori* adjiciens. Xylander. Or paraphrased,
“ The history of this people will receive additional and a fitting illustra-

tion by a reference to physical facts,” such as the manner of wearing
their hair, tonsure, &c.

2
iXictxiTuJvag. The words teal KpojfivXov Kai rernya ipirXcxGrjvai

appear, according to Berkel. ad Steph. p. 74, to be here wanting, “ and to

bind the hair in the form of the Crobulus and ornamented with a grass-
hopper.” The hair over the forehead of the Apollo Belvidere is an ex-
ample of the crobulus.

3 Herod, vii. 208. 4 Kovpav Tpiyog. 5 Kopaig xai Kopoig.
6 Strabo therefore considered the 193, 194, 195 verses of 11. xix. as
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And again ;

“ Curetes Achaei carried the presents.

So much then on the subject of the etymology of the name

Curetes. [The dance in armour is a military dance ;
this is

shown by the Pyrrhic dance and by Pyrrichu.-, who, it is said,

invented this kind of exercise for youths, to prepare them for

military service.] 2

9. We are now to consider how the names of these people

agree together, and the theology, which is contained in then-

history.

Now this is common both to the Greeks and the Barba-

rians, to perform their religious ceremonies with the observ-

ance of a festival, and a relaxation from labour ; some are

performed with enthusiasm, others without any emotion

;

some accompanied with music, others without music ; some in

mysterious privacy, others publicly ;
and these are the dictates

of nature. 3 For relaxation from labour withdraws the thoughts

from human occupations, and directs the reflecting mind to the

divinity : enthusiasm seems to be attended with a certain di-

vine inspiration, and to approach the prophetic character

;

the mystical concealment of the sacred rites excites veneration

for the divinity, and imitates his nature, which shuns human

senses and perception ;
music also, accompanied with the

dance, rhythm, and song, for the same reason brings us near

the deity by the pleasure which it excites, and by the charms

of art. For it has been justly said, that men resemble the

gods chiefly in doing good, but it may be said more properly,

when they are happy ;
and this happiness consists in rejoic-

ing, in festivals, in philosophy, and in music. 4 For let not

the art be blamed, if it should sometimes be abused by the

musician employing it to excite voluptuousness in convivial

authentic. Heyne was inclined to consider them as an interpolation, in

which he is supported by oilier critics. ... , „ . ,

1

11. xix. 248. The text is probably mutilated, and Strabo may have

quoted the verses in Homer in which Merion is represented as dancing

in armour. II. xvi. 617.
3 Kramer suspects this passage to be an interpolation.

3 The reading in the text is r6v S’ brru>e rovv. The translation adopts

Meineke’s reading, voovvra-
4 Quant prfcclare philosopliatus sit Strabo, me non monente, unusqms-

que assequitur
;
prreclarius, utique, quam illi, qui ex nostro nlu religioso

omnein lnlaritalem exulare voluerc. Heyne , \ lrg. iii. 130.
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meetings at banquets, on the stage, or under other circum-

stances, but let the nature of the institutions which are

founded on it be examined. 1

10. Hence Plato, and, before his time, the Pythagoreans,

called music philosophy. They maintained that the world

subsisted by harmony, and considered every kind of music to

be the work of the gods. It is thus that the muses aie le-

garded as deities, and Apollo has the name of President of

The Muses, and all poetry divine, as being conversant about

the praises of the gods. Thus also they ascribe to music the

formation of manners, as everything which refines the mind

approximates to the power of the gods.

The greater part of the Greeks attribute to Bacchus,

Apollo, Hecate, the Muses, and Ceres, everything connected

with orgies and Bacchanalian rites, dances, and the mysteries

attended upon initiation. They call also Bacchus, Dionysus,

and the chief Dasmon of the mysteries of Ceres. ®
.

The carry-

ing about of branches of trees, dances, and initiations are

common to the worship of these gods. But with respect to

Apollo and the Muses, the latter preside over choirs of singers

and dancers ;
the former presides both over these and divina-

tion. All persons instructed in science, and particularly

those who have cultivated music, are ministers of the Muses

;

these and also all who are engaged in divination are ministers

of Apollo. Those of Ceres, are the Mystoe, torch -bearers

and Hierophants ; of Dionysus, Seileni, Satyri, Tityri, Bacchm,

Lenre, Thyiae, Mimallones, Naides, and Nymphte, as they are

called.

11. But in Crete both these, and the sacred rites of Jupiter

in particular, were celebrated with the performance of orgies,

and by ministers, like the Satyri, who are employed in the wor-

ship of Dionysus. These were called Curetes, certain youths

who executed military movements in armour, accompanied

with dancing, exhibiting the fable of the birth ol Jupiter, in

which Saturn was introduced, whose custom it was to devour

his children immediately after their birth ;
Rhea attempts to

conceal the pains of childbirth, and to remove the new-boi n

infant out of sight, using her utmost endeavours to preserve it.

1 The original, as Du Theil observes, is singularly obscure, a\\' t)

ipvmc, ri Tiiiv iraiStvfiarujv, Rcra£e<tOw, n)v apxv v mOtvSt t^ovija.

2 Following the reading suggested by Groskurd.
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In this she has the assistance of the Curetes who surround

the goddess, and by the noise of drums and other similar

sounds, by dancing in armour and by tumult, endeavour to

strike terror into Saturn, and escape notice whilst removing

his child. The child is then delivered into their hands to

be brought up with the same care by which he was rescued.

The Curetes therefore obtained this appellation, either be-

cause they were boys («5poi), or because they educated Jupiter

in his youth ^ovporpocj)etv), for there are two explanations,

inasmuch as they acted the same part with respect to Jupiter

as the Satyri (with respect to Dionysus). Such then is the

worship of the Greeks, as far as relates to the celebration of

orgies.

12. But the Berecyntes, a tribe of Phrygians, the Phrygi-

ans in general, and the Trojans, who live about Mount Ida,

themselves also worship Rhea, and perform orgies in her

honour
;
they call her mother of gods, Agdistis, and Phrygia, 1

the Great Goddess ; from the places also where she is wor-

shipped, Idtea, and Dindymene, 2 Sipylene,3 Pessinuntis, 4 and

Cybele. 5 The Greeks call her ministers by the same name
Curetes, not that they follow the same mythology, but they

mean a different kind of persons, a sort of agents analogous to

the Satyri. These same ministers are also called by them
Corybantes.

13. We have the testimony of the poets in favour of these

opinions. Pindar, in the Dithyrambus, which begins in this

manner

;

“ formerly the dithyrambus used to creep upon the ground, long and
trailing.”

After mentioning the hymns, both ancient and modern, in

honour of Bacchus, he makes a digression, and says,

“ for thee, O Mother, resound the large circles of the cymbals, and the

ringing crotala; for thee, blaze the torches of the yellow pine;”

where he combines with one another the rites celebrated

among the Greeks in honour of Dionysus with those per-

formed among the Phrygians in honour of the mother of the

1 This word appears here misplaced.

The chain of mountains extending from the sottrces of the Sagaris
(the Zagari) to the Propontis was called Dindymene.

3 Sipuli Dagli. 4 Possene.
5 This name is not derived from any place.

V

Ki< li <k\ -ov = u~n\ ( iPao
}
1
''
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gods. Euripides, in the Bacchae, does the same thing, con-

joining, from the proximity of the countries
,

1 Lydian and
Phrygian customs.

“Then forsaking Tmolus, the rampart of Lydia, my maidens, my pride,

[whom I took from among barbarians and made the partners and com-
panions of my way, raise on high the tambourine of Phrygia, the tam-
bourine of the great mother Rhea,] my invention.

“ Blest and happy he who, initiated into the sacred rites of the gods,

leads a pure life; who celebrating the orgies of the Great Mother Cy-
bele, w'ho brandishing on high the thyrsus and with ivy crowned, becomes
Dionysus’ worshipper. Haste, Bacchanalians, haste, and bring Bromius
Dionysus down from the Phrygian mountains to the wide plains of

Greece.”

And again, in what follows, he combines with these the Cre-
tan rites.

“ Hail, sacred haunt of the Curetes, and divine inhabitants of Crete,

progenitors of Jove, where for me the triple-crested Corybantes in their

caves invented this skin-stretched circle [of the tambourine], who
mingled with Bacchic strains the sweet breath of harmony from Phrygian
pipes, and placed in Rhea’s hands this instrument which re-echoes to the

joyous shouts of Bacchanalians: from the Mother Rhea the frantic

Satyri succeeded in obtaining it, and introduced it into the dances of the

Trieterides, among whom Dionysus delights to dwell.” 2

1 did to ofxopov, for did re "Ofirjpov. Meineke.
2 The literal translation has been preserved in the text for the sake of

the argument. The following is Potter’s translation, in which, however,

great liberty is taken w ith the original.

“To whom the mysteries of the gods are known,
By these his life he sanctifies,

And, deep imbibed their chaste and cleaning lore,

Hallows his soul for converse with the skies.

Enraptur’d ranging the wild mountains o’er,

The mighty mother’s orgies leading,

He his head with ivy shading,

His light spear wreath’d with ivy twine,

To Bacchus holds the rites divine.

Haste then, ye Bacciue, haste,

Attend your god, the son of heaven’s high king.

From Phrygia’s mountains wild and waste

To beauteous-structur’d Greece your Bacchus bring********
O ye Curetes, friendly band,

You, the blest natives of Crete’s sacred land,

Who tread those groves, which, dark’ning round,

O’er infant Jove their shelt’ring branches spread,

The Corybantes in their caves profound,

The triple crest high waving on their head,
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And the chorus in Palamedes says,

“Not revelling with Dionysus, who together with lhs mother was ch*

with the resounding drums along the tops of Ida.’’

14. Conjoining then Seilenus, Marsyas, and Olympus, and

ascribing to them the invention of the flute, they thus again

combine Dionysiac and Phrygian rites, frequently confound-

ing Ida and Olympus, 1 and making them re-echo with their

noise, as if they were the same mountain. There are four

peaks of Ida called Olympi, opposite Antandros. 2 There is

also a Mysian Olympus, bordering upon Ida, but not the same

mountain. Sophocles represents Menelaus in the Polyxena

as setting sail in haste from Troy, and Agamemnon as wish-

ing to remain behind a short time, with a view to propitiate

Minerva. He introduces Menelaus as saying,

“ But do thou remain there on the Idasan land,

Collect the flocks on Olympus, and offer sacrifice.” 3

15. They invented terms appropriate to the sounds of the

pipe, of the crotala, cymbals, and drums ; to the noise also of

shouts ; to the cries of Evoe ; and to the beating of the ground

with the feet. They invented certain well-known names also

to designate the ministers, dancers, and servants employed

about the sacred rites, as Cabeiri, Corvbantes, Pans, Satyri,

Tityri, the god Bacchus ; Bhea, Cybele, Cybebe, and Din-

dymene, from the places where she was worshipped. [The
god] Sabazius belongs to the Phrygian rites, and may be

considered the child as it were of the [Great] Mother. The
traditional ceremonies observed in his worship are those of

Bacchus.4

16. The rites called Cotytia, and Bendideia, 5 celebrated

This timbrel framed, whilst clear and high

Swelled the Bacchic symphony.
The Phrygian pipe attemp’ring sweet,

Their voices to respondenee meet,

And placed in Rhea’s hands.

The frantic satyrs to the rites advance,

The Bacchre join the festive bands,

And raptur’d lead the Trieteric dance.”

1 There were several mountains bearing the name of Olympus. 1. In

Thessaly. '2. In Peloponnesus. 3. Ot Ida. 4. In Mysia. 5. In Crete.
2 San Dimitri. 3 Od. iii. 144.
4 Adopting Kramer’s suggestion of irapaSoi'c rA for xapa< ovra.
1 Bendis, Diana of the l hracians; among the Athenians there was a

festival called Bendideia.
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among the Thracians, resemble these. The Orphic ceremonies

had their origin among these people. Aeschylus mentions the

goddess Cotys, and the instruments used in her worship

among the Edoni. 1 For after saying,

“ O divine Cotys, goddess of the Edoni,

With the instruments of the mountain worship

immediately introduces the followers of Dionysus,

‘ : one holding the bombyces, the admirable work of the turner, with the

fingers makes the loud notes resound, exciting frenzy ;
another makes

the brass-bound cotyke to re-echo.”

And in another passage ;

“ The song of victor}' is poured forth
;

invisible mimes low and bellow

from time to time like bulls, inspiring fear, and the echo of the drum rolls

along like the noise of subterranean thunder ;

” 2

for these are like the Phrygian ceremonies, nor is it at all

improbable that, as the Phrygians themselves are a colony of

Thracians, so they brought from Thrace their sacred ceremo-

nies, and by joining together Dionysus and the Edonian

Lycurgus they intimate a similarity in the mode ot the wor-

ship of both.

17. From the song, the rhythm, and the instruments, all

Thracian music is supposed to be Asiatic. Ibis is evident

also from the places where the Muses are held in honour.

For Pieria, Olympus, Pimpla, and Leibethrum were anciently

places, and mountains, belonging to the Thracians, but at

present they are in the possession of the Macedonians. The

Thracians, who were settled in Bceotia, dedicated Helicon to

the Muses, and consecrated the cave of the Nymphs, Leibe-

thriades. The cultivators of ancient music are said to have

been Thracians, as Orpheus, Musseus, Thamyris ;
hence also

Eumolpus had his name. Those who regard the whole

of Asia as far as India as consecrated to Bacchus, refer to

that country as the origin of a great portion ot the present

music. One author speaks of “ striking forcibly the Asiatic

cithara:” another calls the pipes Berecynthian and Phry-

1 Athenajus, b. xi. c. 8. HSschylus in the Edoni (a fragment) calls

cymbals colylaj. . .

2 Probably from a passage in the Erectheus, a lost play ot Euripides.
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gian. Some of the instruments also have barbarous names,
as Nablas, Sambyce, 1 Barbitus, 2 Magadis,3 and many others.

18. As in other things the Athenians always showed
their admiration of foreign customs, so they displayed it in

what respected the gods. They adopted many foreign sacred
ceremonies, particularly those of Thrace and Phrygia ; for

which they were ridiculed in comedies. Plato mentions the
Bendidean, and Demosthenes the Phrygian rites, where he
is exposing iEschines and his mother to the scorn of the
people

; the former for having been present when his mother
was sacrificing, and for frequently joining the band of Baccha-
nalians in celebrating their festivals, and shouting, Evoi,

Saboi, Hyes Attes, and Attes Hyes, for these cries belong to

the rites of Sabazius and the Great Mother.
19. But there may be discovered respecting these daemons,

and the variety of their names, that they were not called minis-

ters only of the gods, but themselves were called gods. For
Hesiod says that Hecaterus and the daughter of Phoroneus
had five daughters,

“ From whom sprung the goddesses, the mountain nymphs,
And the worthless and idle race of satyrs,

And the gods Curetes, lovers of sport and dance.”

The author of the Phoronis calls the Curetes, players upon
the pipe, and Phrygians

; others call them “ earth-born, and
wearing brazen shields.” Another author terms the Cory-
bantes, and not the Curetes, Phrygians, and the Curetes, Cret-
ans. Brazen shields were first worn in Euboea, whence the
people had the name of Chalcidenses. 4 Others say, that the
Corybantes who came from Bactriaua, or, according to some
writers, from the Colchi, were given to Rhea, as a band ofarmed
ministers, by Titan. But in the Cretan history the Curetes
are called nurses and guardians of Jove, and are described as
having been sent for from Phrygia to Crete by Rhea. Ac-
cording to other writers, there were nine Telchines in

Rhodes, who accompanied Rhea to Crete, and from nursing 5

Jupiter had the name of Curetes; 6 that Corybus, one of
their party, was the founder of Hierapytna, and furnished the

' Nablas and Sambyce are Syriac words. Athenirus, b. iv. c. 24.
2 The invention of Anacreon, according to Neanthus Cyzicenus.
3 Athennms, b. xiv. c. 8, 9.

4 See above, eh. iii. § 1, 6, 8.
5

KOVpoTpO<pil<JCIVTtQ. * KOVpijT(£.
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Prasians 1 in Rhodes with the pretext for saying that Cory-

bantes were certain daemons, children of Minerva and the sun.

By others, the Corybantes are represented to be the children

of Saturn; by others, of Jupiter and Calliope, or to be the

same persons as the Cabeiri
;
that they went away 2 to Samo-

thrace, 3 which was formerly called Melite ;
but their lives

and actions are mysterious.

20. The Scepsian (Demetrius) who has collected fabulous

stories of this kind, does not receive this account because

no mysterious tradition about the Cabeiri is preserved in Sa-

mothrace, yet he gives the opinion of Stesimbrotus of Thasus,

to the effect that the sacred rites in Samotlirace were celebrated

in honour of the Cabeiri. 4 Demetrius, however, says that they

had their name from Cabeirus, the mountain in Berecynthia.

According to others, the Curetes were the same as the Cory-

bantes, and -were ministers of Hecate.

The Scepsian says in another place, in contradiction to

Euripides, that it is not the custom in Crete to pay divine

honours to Rhea, and that these rites were not established

there, but in Phrygia only, and in the Troad, and that they

who affirm the contrary are mythologists rather than histo-

rians ; and were probably misled by an identity of name, for

Ida is a mountain both in the Troad and in Crete ; and

Dicte is a spot in the Scepsian territory, and a mountain in

Crete. 5 Pytna is a peak of Ida, (and a mountain in Crete,)

whence the city Hierapytna has its name. There is Hippo-

corona in the territory of Adramyttium, and Hippocoro-

nium6 in Crete. Samonium also is the eastern promontory

of the island, and a plain in the Neandris, 7 and in the terri-

tory of the Alexandrians (Alexandria Troas).

21. But Acusilaus, the Argive, mentions a Cainillus, the

1 Who were the Prasians of Rhodes I confess I cannot say. Palmer.

2 From whence Strabo does not inform us.
3 The Scholiast of Apollonius remarks that it was formerly called

Leucosia, afterwards Samos from a certain Saiis, and Samotlirace when

it came into possession of the Thracians. It had also the name of Dar-

dania.
4 The true origin of the word, according to Casaubon, is to be found in

the Hebrew word Cabir, signifying powerful, tobias Gutberlethus,

De mvsteriis deorum Cabirotum.
5 M. Sitia. 6 Places unknown. 7 In the plain of Troy.

Daniel
Highlight
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son of Cabeira and Yulcan ; who had three sons, Cabeiri,

(and three daughters,) the Nymphs Cabeirides. 1

According to Pherecydes, there sprung from Apollo and

Rhetia nine Corybantes, who lived in Samothrace ; that from

Cabeira, the daughter of Proteus and Yulcan, there were

three Cabeiri, and three Nymphs, Cabeirides, and that each

had their own sacred rites. But it was at Lemnos and Im-

bros that the Cabeiri were more especially the objects of

divine worship, and in some of the cities of the Troad ; their

names are mystical.

Herodotus 2 mentions, that there were at Memphis temples

of the Cabeiri as well as of Yulcan, which were destroyed by

Cambyses. The places where these daemons received divine

honours are uninhabited, a3 Corybantium in the territory

Hamaxitia belonging to the country of the Alexandrians,

near Smintliium ;

3 and Corybissa in the Scepsian territory

about the river Eureis, and a village of the same name, and

the winter torrent LEthaloeis.4

The Scepsian says, that it is probable that the Curetes and

Corybantes are the same persons, who as youths and box s

were employed to perform the armed dance in the worship ot

the mother of the gods. They were called Corybantes 5 from

their dancing gait, and butting with their head (vopu-rorrac ) ;

by the poet they were called /L/rappoi'ec,

“ Come hither, you who are the best skilled Betarmones among the

Plueacians.” 6

Because the Corybantes are dancers, and are frantic, we call

those persons by this name whose movements are furious.

22. Some writers say that the first inhabitants of the

country at the foot of Mount Ida were called Idaian Dac-

1 According to the Scholiast on Apollonius Rhod.. Arg. 5.917 per-

sons were initiated into the mysteries ot the Cabeiri in Samothrace. 1 he

Cabeiri were lour in number; Axieros, Axiokersa. Axiokersos, and Cas-

milos. Axieros corresponded to Demcter or Ceres, Axiokersa to 1 erse-

phone or Proserpine, Axiokersos to Hades or Pluto, and Casmilos to

Hermes or Mercury. See Ueber die Gottheiten von Samothrace, T. W.
I. Schelling, 1815;' and the Classical Journal, vol. xiv. p. 59.

2 Herod, iii. 37. 3 Probably a temple of Apollo Snnntheus.

4 Corybissa, Eureis, and AUhaloci's are unknown.
5 They were called Curetes because they were boys, and roupqrtc piv

d y e 7
-00 kono i ’c flj'rti (crrXow/iEVOt. Groskurd suspects these or similar

words to have followed “Corybantes.”
6 Od. viii. 250.
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tyli, for the country below mountains is called the foot, and

the summits of mountains their heads
;
so the separate ex-

tremities of Ida (and all are sacred to the mother of the gods)

are called Idasan Dactyli. 1

But Sophocles 2 supposes, that the first five were males,

who discovered and forged iron,3 and many other things

which were useful for the purposes of life ; that these persons

had five sisters, and from their number had the name of

Dactyli. 4 Diflferent persons however relate these fables dif-

ferently, connecting one uncertainty with another. They

differ both with respect to the numbers and the names of

these persons ;
some of whom they call Celinis, and Damna-

meneus, and Hercules, and Acmon, who, according to some

writers, were natives of Ida, according to others, were settlers,

but all agree that they were the first workers in iron, and

upon Mount Ida. All writers suppose them to have been

magicians, attendants upon the mother of the gods, and to have

lived in Phrygia about Mount Ida. They call the Troad

Phrygia, because, after the devastation of Troy, the neigh-

bouring Phrygians became masters of the country. It is also

supposed thatTthe Curetes and the Corybantes were descend-

ants of the Idaean Dactyli, and that they gave the name of

Idrean Dactyli to the first hundred persons who were born in

Crete ;
that from these descended nine Curetes, each of whom

had ten children, who were called Idtean Dactyli. 5

23. Although we are not fond of fabulous stories, yet we
have expatiated upon these, because they belong to subjects of

a theological nature.

All discussion respecting the gods requires an examination

of ancient opinions, and of fables, since the ancients expressed

enigmatically their physical notions concerning the nature of

things, and always intermixed fable witli their discoveries.

It is not easy therefore to solve these enigmas exactly, but if

we lay before the reader a multitude of fabulous tales, some

consistent with each other, others which are contradictory, we

1

i. e . toes.
1 In a lost play, The Deaf Satyrs.

3 In hoc quoqne dissentio, sapientes fuisse, qui (crri metalla et aeris

invenerunt, cum incendio silvarurn adusta tellus, in summo venas jacentes

liquefacta fudisset. Seneca, Epist. 90.
4 Diodorus Siculus, b. v., says that they obtained the name from being

equal in number to the ten fingers or toes (Dactyli).

5 Groskurd proposes Corybantes for these latter Ida:an Dactyli.
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may thus with less difficulty form conjectures about the truth.

For example, mythologists probably represented the ministers

of the gods, and the gods themselves, as coursing over the

mountains, and their enthusiastic behaviour, for the same

reason that they considered the gods to be celestial beings,

and to exercise a providential care over all things, and

especially over signs and presages. Mining, hunting, and a

search after things useful for the purposes of life, appeared to

have a relation to this coursing over the mountains, but jug-

gling and magic to be connected with enthusiastic behaviour,

religious rites, and divination. Of such a nature, and con-

nected in particular with the improvement of the arts of life,

were the Dionysiac and Orphic arts. But enough of this subject.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Having described the islands about the Peloponnesus,

and other islands also, some of which are upon, and others in

front of, the Corinthian Gulf, we are next to speak of Crete,'

(for it belongs to the Peloponnesus,) and the islands near

Crete, among which are the Cyclades and the Sporades.

Some of these are worthy of notice, others are inconsiderable.

2. At present we are to speak first of Crete.

1 The common European name Candia is unknown in the island
; the

Saracenic “ Kandax,” Megalo Kastron, became with the Venetian writers

Candia
;
the word for a long time denoted only the principal city of the

island, which retained its ancient name in die chroniclers and in Dante,

Inferno xiv. 94. It is described by Strabo as lying between Cyrenaica

and that part of Hellas which extends from Sunium to Laconia, and

parallel in its length from W. to E. of these two points. The words

l*ixp' Aaicutvucrjc may be understood either of Malea or 4 amarum
;

it is

probable that this geographer extended Crete as far as Tamarum. as from

other passages in his work (ii. c. v.
§ 20 ;

viii. c. v. § 1) it would appear

that he considered it and the W. points of Crete as under the same
meridian. It is still more difficult to understand the position assigned to

Crete with regard to Cyrenaica (xvii. c. iii. $ 22). Strabo is far nearer

the truth, though contradicting his former statements, where he makes
Cimarus, the N.W. promontory of Crete, 700 stadia from Malea, and Cape
Sammonium 1000 stadia rom Rhodes, (ti- c. iv. § 3,) which was one of

the best ascertained points of ancient geography. Smith, v. Crete.
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According to Eudoxus, it is situated in the iEgtean sea,
but he ought not to have described its situation in that man-
ner, but have said, that it lies between Cyrenaica and the
part of Greece comprehended between Sunium and Laconia, 1

extending in length in the direction from west to east, and
parallel to these countries ;

2 that it is washed on the north by
the JEgajan and Cretan seas, and on the south by the African,
which joins the ^Egyptian sea.

The western extremity of the island is near Phalasarna
;

3

its breadth is about 200 stadia, and divided into two promon-
tories

; of which the southern is called Criu-Metopon, (or
Ram’s head,) and that on the north, Cimarus. 4 The eastern
promontory is Samonium, 5 which does not stretch much fur-
ther towards the east than Sunium. 6

3. Sosicrates, who, according to Apollodorus, had an exact
knowledge of this island, determines its length (not?) 7 to
exceed 2300 stadia, and its breadth (about 300),8 so that ac-
cording to Sosicrates the circuit of the island is not more than
5000 stadia, but Artemidorus makes it 4100. Hieronymus

1 Trjg 'EWaSog rrjg cnro Eovviov ptxpi Aaicwviicrjg.
7 Gossellin observes that the false position assigned to these countries,

and the contradiction perceptible in the measures in stadia, given by
Strabo, and above all the impossibility of reconciling them upon one given
plan, is a proof that the author consulted different histories, and different
maps, in which the distances were laid down in stadia differing in len°-th.

3 The ruins are indicated as existing a little to the north of Hagios
Kurghianis, in the Austrian map.

4 Cimarus is given in Kiepert, as the island Grabusa Agria, at the ex-
tremity of Cape Buso, and also in the Austrian map. Kramer remarks
that the promontory Cimarus is mentioned by no other author. Corycus
on the other hand is placed by Strabo below, § 5, in these parts, although
the reading is suspicious, and in b. viii. c. v. § 1, and in b. xvii. c.. iii.

§ 22
; but the reading again in this last reference is doubtful. Cape

Cimarus is now C. Buso or Grabusa.
5 In b. ii. c. iv.

§ 3, it is written Salmonium, (c. Salamoni,) in which
passage Kramer has retained the spelling of the name, on the ground
that this form is to be found in Apollonius, Arg. 4, 1693, and Dionys.
Perieg. 110. Salmone in the Acts, xxvii. 7.

* C. Colonna.
7 Not in the text of Kramer. Casaubon’s conjecture.
The words of the text are, nAani Si vtto to /xtyif/og, which Meincke

translates, “ Its width is not in proportion to its length.” Kramer says
that the preposition into suggests the omission of the words TtTpaKorriurv
or rpiaKoniojv iroe, and that the words r. fi. are probably introduced
from the margin, and are otherwise inadmissible.

vOL. II. O
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says, that its length is 2000 stadia, and its breadth irregular,

and that the circuit would exceed the number of stadia as-

signed by Artemidorus. Throughout one-third of its length,

(beginning from the western parts, the island is of a toler-

able width). 1 Then there is an isthmus of about 100 stadia,

on the northern shore of which is a settlement, called Amphi-

malla; 2 on the southern shore is Phcenix, 3 belonging to the

Lampeis.

The greatest breadth is in the middle ol the island.

Here
&
a^ain the shores approach, and form an isthmus

narrower than the former, of about 60 stadia in extent, reckon-

ing from Minoa,4 in the district of the Lyctii, 5 to Thera-

pytna,6 and the African sea. The city is on the bay. The

shores then terminate in a pointed promontory, the Samonium,

looking towards -ZEgypt and the islands of the Rhodians.

4. The island is mountainous and woody, but has fertile

valleys.
. „ , T ,,

The mountains towards the west are called Leuca, or the

White Mountains, 8 not inferior in height to the Taygetum,-

and extending in length about 300 stadia. Thev form a

ridge, which terminates at the narrow parts (the isthmus).

In the middle of the island, in the widest part, is (Ida). 1 " the

highest of the mountains there. Its compass is about 600

stadia. It is surrounded by the principal cities. There are

other mountains equal in height to the M liite Mountains, some

of which terminate on the south, others towards the east.

.

5. From the Cyrenrean 11 territory to Criu-metopon 12
is a

1 It is impossible to say what words should till up the hiatus in the

text, but probably something to this effect, d-6 r<Sr ie-fp,wr fupur

api-auivotg r) v?,aog rrXamd iar,. Kramer. Groskurd proposes V vr,croC

altyinfiiuiQ (irf I'oxwpfT, the island suddenly narrows.

2 On the bay of Armiro.
3 Caslel Franco. Acts of Apostles, xxvu. 12.

4 Porto Trano. At the bottom ot the bay of Mirabel.

5 Near Lytto.
6 Girapetra.

7 Bv the islands of the Rhodians are meant Caso, Nisari. Scarpanto, &c.

3 Aspra-vuna, or Sfakia.
9 Ml- Penta-Daetylon in the Morea.

io psiloriti. ••• ...

" From what point in the Cyrenaica is not said. From b. vm. c. in.

SI. it would appear to be Phycus. (Has al Sem.) but from b. xvii. c. ui.

\ 20, it would seem to be Apollonias, (Marsa-susa ) the maritime arsenal

of the Cyrcmeans, situated at about 170 stadia to the east of Phycus, and

60 stadia to the west of Cyrcne.
12 C. Crio
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voyage of two days and nights. From Cimarus [to Malea]
are 700 stadia,. 1 In the midway is Cythera. 2 From the pro-
montory Samonium 3 to ^Egypt a ship sails in four days and
nights, but, according to other writers, in three. Some say
that it is a voyage of 5000 stadia ; others, of still less than
this. According to Eratosthenes, the distance from Cyrenaica
to Ciiu-Metopon is 2000 stadia, and thence to Peloponnesus
less than [1000]. 4

6. One language is intermixed with another, says the poet ;

there are in Crete,

‘‘ Achffii, the brave Eteocretans, Cydones, Dorians divided into three
bands, 5 and the divine Pelasgi.” 6

Ot these people, says Staphylus, the Dorians occupy the
eastern parts of the island, Cydonians the western, Eteocretans
the southern, to whom Prasus, a small town, belonged, where
is the temple of the Dictman Jupiter; the other nations, being
more powerful, inhabited the plains. It is probable that the
Eteocretans' and Cydonians were aboriginal inhabitants, and
that the others were foreigners, who Andron says came from
Thessaly, formerly called Doris, but now Hestiasotis, from
which country he says the Dorians, who were settled about
Parnassus, migrated, and founded Erineum, Bceum, and Cy-
tinium, whence they are called by the poet Trichaices, or tri-
partite. But the account of Andron is not generally admitted,
who represents the Tetrapolis Doris as composed of three
cities, and the metropolis of the Dorians as a colony of Thes-
salians. The epithet Trichaices 8 is understood to be derived
either from their wearing a triple crest, 9 or from having crests
of hair. 10

7. There are many cities in Crete, but the largest and
most distinguished are Cnossus, 11 Gortyna, 12 Cydonia. 13 Botli
Homer and later writers celebrate Cnossus 11 above the rest,

1 Of 700 stadia to a degree. Gossellin. 3 Cerigo.
3 The distance from Samonium (Cape Salamone) to Alexandria, in a

straight line, is about 5500 stadia of 1111^ to the degree. Gossellin.
3

Gossellin’s conjecture, for the number is wanting in the text.
rpiXaiKtQ. 6 Od. xix. 175. 7 So also Diod. Sic. b. v.
TPl\aiKac. * rpi\u(piag. 10 Tpixivavt;,
The ruins are situated at Makro Teikhos, to the south-east of Can-

dia, the modem capital.
!" II- ii- 646 ; Od. xix. 178. Hagius Dheka. Pashley.

Near Jerami, in the Austrian map. Pashley places it at Khania.
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callin'* it vast, and the palace of Minos. It maintained it;

pre-eminence for a long period. It afterwards lost its ascend-

ency, and was deprived of many of its customs and privi-

leges. The superiority was transferred to Gortyna and Lyc-

tus. 1 But it afterwards recovered its ancient rank of the

capital city. Cnossus lies in a plain, with its ancient circum-

ference of 30 stadia, between the Lyctian and Gortynian

territory ;
[distant] 200 stadia from Gortyna, and from Lvt-

tus 120, which the poet 2 calls Lyctus. Cnossus is at the dis-

tance of 25 stadia from the northern sea ;
Gortyna 90, and

Lyctus 80, stadia from the African sea. Cnossus has a marine

arsenal, Heracleium. 3

8. Minos, it is said, used as an arsenal Amnisus, where is

a temple of Eileithyia. Cnossus formerly had the name of

Cceratus, which is the name of the river 5 which runs beside it.

Minos 6 is regarded as an excellent legislator, and the first

who possessed the sovereignty of the sea. He divided the

island into three portions, in each of winch he built a city ;

Cnossus *******, 7 opposite to Peloponnesus, which

lies toward the north.
. . „ , j

According to Ephorus, Minos was an mutator ot Lhada-

manthus, an ancient personage, and a most just man. He had

the same name as his brother, who appears to have been the

first to civilize the island by laws and institutions, by founding

cities and by establishing forms of government. He pre-

tended to receive from Jupiter the decrees which he promul-

o-ated It was probably in imitation ot Rhadamanthu:? that

Minos went up to the cave of Jupiter, at intervals of nine

years and brought from thence a set of ordinances, which he

said were the commands of Jove ;
for which reason the poet

thus expresses himself

;

“ There reigned Minos, who every ninth year conversed with the great

Jupiter.” 8

i t v(»0
5

II. ii. 647.

» Cartero, a maritime town on the river ot tbe samejiame

: - **
tsrcsrst -

[towards the north, inclining to the JEgPean sea, Phscstus turned tov^ds

the south and the African sea, Cydonia in the western part of the island]

opposite.
* Od. xix. 1/8.
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Such is the statement of Epliorus
; the ancients on the other

hand give a different account, and say that he was tyrannical
and violent, and an exactor of tribute, and speak in the strain
of tragedy about the Minotaur, the Labyrinth, and the adven-
tures of Theseus and Dmdalus.

9. It is difficult to determine which is right. There is

another story also not generally received
; some persons af-

firming that Minos was a foreigner, others that he was a
native of the island. Homer seems to support the latter
opinion, when he says, that

“ Minos, the guardian of Crete, was the first offspring of Jupiter.” 1

It is generally admitted with regard to Crete that in an-
cient times it was governed by good laws, and induced the
wisest of the Greeks to imitate its form of government, and
particularly the Lacedmmonians, as Plato shows in his “ Laws,”
and Ephorus has described in his work “ Europe.” After-
wards there was a change in the government, and for the
most part for the worse. For the Tyrrheni, who chiefly in-
fested our sea, were followed by the Cretans, who succeeded
to the haunts and piratical practices of the former people, and
these again afterwards were subject to the devastations of
the Cilicians. But the Romans destroyed them all after the
conquest of Crete, 2 and demolished the piratical strongholds
of the Cilicians. At present Cnossus has even a colony of
Romans.

10. So much then respecting Cnossus, a city to which I
am no stranger

; but owing to the condition of human affairs,

their vicissitudes and accidents, the connexion and inter-
course that subsisted between ourselves and the city is at an
end. W hich may be thus explained. Dorylaiis, a military
tactician, a friend of Mithridates Euergetes, was appointed,
on account of his experience in military affairs, to levy a body
of foreigners, and was frequently in Greece and Thrace, and
often in the company of persons who came from Crete, before
the Romans were in possession of the island. A great mul-
titude of mercenary soldiers was collected there, from whom

1
II. xiii. 450.

2 The Cretan war was conducted by Q. Metcllus, proconsul, who from
thence obtained the cognomen of Creticus.
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even the bands of pirates were recruited. During the stay

of Dorylaiis in the island, a war happened to break out be-

tween the Cnossians and the Gortynians. He was appointed

general by the Cnossians, and having finished the war speed-

ily and successfully, he obtained the highest honours. A
short time afterwards, being informed that Euergetes had been

treacherously put to death by his courtiers at Sinope, and

that he was succeeded in the government by his wife and

children, he abandoned everything there, remained at Cnos-

sus, and married a Macedonian woman of the name oi Ste-

rope, by whom he had two sons, Lagetas and Stratarchas,

(the latter I myself saw when in extreme old age,) and one

daughter. Of the two sons of Euergetes, he who was sur-

named Eupator succeeded to the throne when he was eleven

years of age ;
Dorylaiis, the son of Philetaerus, was his foster-

brother. Phileteerus was the brother of Dorylaiis the. Tac-

tician. The king had been so much pleased with his intimacy

with Dorylaiis when they lived together as children, that on

attaining manhood he not only promoted Dorylaiis to the high-

est honours, but extended his regard to his relation? and

sent for them from Cnossus. At this time Lagetas and his

brother had lost their father, and were themselves grown up

to manhood. They quitted Cnossus, and came to Mithridates.

My mother’s mother was the daughter of Lagetas. W hile

he enjoyed prosperity, they also prospered ;
but upon hi?

downfal (for he was detected in attempting to transfer the

kingdom to the Romans with a view to his own appointment

to the sovereignty) the affairs of Cnossus were involved in his

ruin and disgrace; and all intercourse with the Cnossians.

who themselves had experienced innumerable \ ici?situdes of

fortune, was suspended.

So much then respecting Cnossus.

11. After Cnossus, the city Gortyna seems to have held

the second place in rank and power. For when these cities

acted in concert they held in subjection all the rest ot the in-

habitants, and when they were at variance there was discord

throughout the island ;
and whichever party Cydoma espoused,

to them she was a most important accession.

The city of t lie Gortynians lies in a plain, ami was peihap?

anciently protected by a wall, as Homer also intimates,
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“ and Gortyna, a walled city
;

” 1

it lost afterwards its walls, which were destroyed from their

foundation, and it has remained ever since without walls
;
for

Ptolemy Philopator, who began to build a wall, proceeded with
it to the distance only of about 8 stadia. Formerly the building

occupied a considerable compass, extending nearly 50 stadia.

It is distant from the African sea, and from Leben its mart,

90 stadia. It has also another arsenal, Matalum.2 It is dis-

tant from that 130 stadia. The river Lethams 3 flows through
the whole of the city.

12. Leucocomas and Euxynthetus his erastes (or lover),

whom Theophrastus mentions in his discourse on Love, were
natives of Leben. 4 One of the tasks enjoined Euxynthetus
by Leucocomas was this, according to Theophrastus, to

bring him his dog from Prasus. 5 The Prasii border upon
the Lebenii at the distance of 60 stadia from the sea, and
from Gortyn 180. We have said that Prasus was subject to

the Eteocretans, and that the temple of the Dicttean Jupiter

was there. For Dicte 6 is near ; not, as Aratus 7 alleges, near

Ida ; since Dicte is distant 1000 stadia from Mount Ida, and
situated at that distance from it towards the rising sun

;
and

100 stadia from the promontory Samonium. Prasus was
situated between the promontory Samonium, and the Cherrho-
nesus, at the distance of 60 stadia from the sea. It was razed

by the Hierapytnii. He says, too, that Callimachus 8 is not

right in asserting that Britomartis, in her escape from the

violence offered by Minos, leaped from Dicte among the nets

of the fishermen (ciurvu), and that hence she had the name of

Dictynna from the Cydoniatse, and the mountain that of

1

II. ii. 646. 2 Letima or Matala, Cape Theodosia.
3 The Maloniti or Messara. * On C. Lionda.
5 Strabo must have confounded two totally distinct cities, (Priansns

and Prasus,) when he spoke of them under a common name, and assigned

them a single situation, both close to Mount Dikte, and at the same time
continuous with the Lebenians, whose city was three days’ journey from
the mountain. Pashley, Travels in Crete, vol. i. p. 290. Kramer does not
agree with Pashley, and, until further information shall be obtained, rests
upon the authority of Boeckh, C. I. No. 2556, who affirms that there is

some doubt about the name Priansus, which is only found on coins and
inscriptions; both Hoeck (v. Kreta I. p. 113 ) and Bocckh (C. I. ii p. 405)
consider Priansus and Prasus as the same place.

6 M. Sitia. i Pham. 33.
6 Callim. Hymn to Diana, 195.
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Dicte. For Cydonia is not at all situated in the neighbour-

hood of these places, but lies at the western extremity of the

island. The mountain Tityrus 1 belongs to the Cydoman terri-

tory ;
upon it is situated a temple, not called Dictaean, but

Dictynnsean. „ . T

13.

Cydonia is situated on the sea, fronting Laconia, at an

equal distance from both Cnossus and Gortyn, about 800

stadia, and from Aptera 80, and from the sea in this quarter

40 stadia. Cisamus 2
is the naval arsenal ot Aptera. 0 loe

Polyrrhenii border upon the Cydoniatte towards the west ;
in

their territory is the temple of Dictynna. They are at the

distance of about 30 stadia from the sea, and 60 trom Phala-

sarna. Formerly they lived in villages ;
then Acbaeans and

Laconians settled there together, and fortified with a wall a

strong site fronting the south.

14.

Of the three cities founded by Minos, the last, which

was Phsestus, 4 was razed by the Gortynians ; it was at the

distance of 60 stadia from Gortyn, 20 from the sea and from

Matalum, the arsenal, 40 stadia. They who razed the city

possess the territory.
_

Rhytium also together with Phmstus

belongs to the Gortynians,

“ both Phaestus and Rhytium .” 5

Epimenides, who performed lustrations by the means of bis

poetry, is said to have been a native of Phaestus. Olyssa

(Lisses?) also belonged to the territory of Phastus

Cherrhonesus,6 as it is called, is the arsenal ot Lyttus or

(Lyctus), which we have before mentioned ; on the former is

the temple of Britomartis.

Miletus and Lycastus, the cities which were enumerated

together with Lyctus, no longer exist ;
but the territory, after

they had razed the city (Lyctus), was partitioned -among

Lyctians and Cnossians. . „ ,

15.

As the poet in one place speaks of Crete as having a

hundred, and in another ninety, cities, Eplmrus says, that ten

were founded in later times after the Trojan war by the Dori-

» Tityrus is the ridge of mountains which terminates in Cape Spada.

2 K isftlTlOS*

5 See Pashley, Travels in Crete, vol. i. e. 4, who places Aptera at

Palreocastron, oil the south of the bay of Sicdh and Polyrrhema, at the

Palrcocastron, to the south of the Gull of Kisamos.^

Hodyitra
5

11. ii. 648. Episcopiano.
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ans, who accompanied Althmmenes the Argive, and that

hence Ulysses speaks of its ninety cities. This account is

probable. But others say, that the ten were razed by the

enemies of Idomeneus ;
but the poet does not say that Crete

had a hundred cities at the time of the Trojan war, hut in his

own age, for he speaks in his own person ; hut if the words

had been those of some person then living, as those in the

Odyssey, where Ulysses says, Crete had ninety cities, they

might have been properly understood in this manner. But
even if we admit this, the subsequent verses will not be ex-

empt from objection. For neither at the time of the expe-

dition, nor after the return of Idomeneus, is it probable that

these cities were destroyed by his enemies, for the poet says,

“ but Idomeneus brought back all bis companions who had survived the

war to Crete ; the sea had not deprived him of any of them
;

” 1

for he would have mentioned such a misfortune. Ulysses in-

deed might not have been acquainted with the destruction of

these cities, for he had not had any intercourse with any of the

Greeks either during or after his wanderings ; but (Nestor),

who had been the companion of Idomeneus in the expedition

and in his escape from shipwreck, could not be ignorant of

what had happened at home during the expedition and before

his return. But he must certainly have been aware of what

occurred after his return. For if he and all his companions

escaped, he returned so powerful that their enemies were not

in a position to deprive them of ten cities.

Such then is the general description of the country of Crete.

16. With respect to the form of government, which Epho-

rus has described at large, it will be sufficient to give a cur-

sory account of the principal parts. The law-giver, says

Ephorus, seems to lay, as the foundation of his constitution,

the greatest good that states can enjoy, namely, liberty ; for it

is this alone which makes the property of every kind which

a man possesses his own ; in a state of slavery it belongs to

the governor, and not to the governed. The liberty also

which men enjoy must be guarded. Unanimity ensues, when
the dissensions that arise from covetousness and luxury 2 are

1 Od. iii. 191.
2 Sordid avarice and covetousness have taken such hold upon them, that

among the Cretans alone, of all nations, nothing in the torm of gain is

considered dishonourable. Polybius, b. vi.
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removed. Now where all live temperately and frugally, nei-

ther envy, nor injuries, nor hatred have place among equals.

Whence the young were enjoined to repair to the Agelae, and

those of mature age to assemble at the Syssitia, or common
meals, called Andreia, in order that the poorer sort, who were

fed at the public charge, might partake of the same fare as

the rich.

With a view that courage, and not fear, should predominate,

they were accustomed from childhood to the use of arms, and

to endure fatigue. Hence they disregarded heat and cold,

rugged and steep roads, blows received in gymnastic exer-

cises and in set battles.

They practised archery, and the dance in armour, which

the Curetes first invented, and was afterwards perfected by

Pyrrhichus, and called after him Pyrrhiche. Hence even their

sports were not without their use in their training for war.

With the same intention they used the Cretan measures in

their songs ; the tones of these measures are extremely loud ;

they were invented by Thales, to whom are ascribed the

pagans and other native songs and many of their usages.

They adopted a military dress also, and shoes, and considered

armour as the most valuable of all presents.

17. Some, he says, alleged that many of the institutions

supposed to be Cretan were of Lacedaemonian origin ; but the

truth is, they were invented by the former, but perfected by the

Spartans. The Cretans, when their cities, and particularly

Cnossus, were ravaged, neglected military affairs, but some

usages were more observed by the Lyttii and Gortynii. and

some other small cities, than by the Cnossians. Those per-

sons, who maintain the priority of the Laconian institutions,

adduce as evidence of this those of the Lyttii, because as colon-

ists they would retain the customs of the parent state. Other-

wise, it would be absurd for those, who lived under a better

form of constitution and government, to be imitators of a

worse. But this is not correct. For we ought not to form

conjectures respecting the ancient from t lie present state of

things, for each has undergone contrary changes. The Cre-

tans were formerly powerful at sea, so that it was a pro-

verbial saying addressed to those who pretended to be ignor-

ant of what they knew, “a Cretan, and not know the sea;”

but at present they have abandoned nautical affairs.
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Nor did it follow necessarily that, because there were some
cities in Crete colonized by Spartans, they should continue

to observe Spartan usages, since many of the cities of colonists

do not preserve the customs of the mother country ; and there

are many cities in Crete, the inhabitants of which are not

colonists, and yet have the same usages as those that have re-

ceived colonies.

18. Lycurgus, the Spartan legislator, he says, was five

generations later than Althmmenes, who conducted the colony

into Crete. He is said by historians to have been the son of

Cissus, who founded Argos 1 about the same time that Procles

was engaged in establishing a colony at Sparta. It is also

generally admitted that Lycurgus was the sixth in descent

from Procles.2 Copies do not precede the models, nor mo-
dern precede ancient things. The usual kind of dancing

practised among the Lacedmmonians, the measures, and the

paeans sung according to a certain mood, and many other

usages, ai
-e called among them Cretan, as if they came from

Crete. But among the ancient customs, those relative to the

administration of the state have the same designations as in

Crete,3 as the council of Gerontes 4 and that of the Knights,5

except that in Crete the knights had horses ; Vhence it is

conjectured, that the council of Knights in Crete is more
ancient, since the origin of the appellation is preserved. But
the Spartan knight did not keep a horse. They who per-

form the same functions as the Cosmi in Crete, have the dif-

ferent title of Ephori [in Sparta]. The Syssitia, or common
meal, is even at present called Andreia among the Cretans ;

but among the Spartans they did not continue to call it by its

former name, as it is found in the poet Aleman ;

“ In festivals and in joyous assemblies of the Andreia, it is fit to begin

the paean in honour of the guests.”

19. The occasion of the journey of Lycurgus to Crete is

said by the inhabitants to be as follows. The elder brother

of Lycurgus was Polydectes, who, at his death, left his wife

pregnant. Lycurgus reigned in place of his brother till the

1 His father, Temenus, was the founder of Argos. See b. viii.

2 There is, however, diversity of opinions on the subject.
3 Aristotle, Politics, b. ii. c. 10, where he compares the Cretan with

the Lacediemonian constitution.
4 TUIV ftpOVTUV. s 'nnr'toiv.
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birth of a son. He then became the guardian of the child,

who was heir to the kingdom. Some one said to him in-

sultingly, he was sure Lycurgus would be king. Suspecting

that by this speech he might be accused of contriving a plot

against the child, and fearing that, if the child should die by

any accident, his enemies might impute its death to him, he

departed to Crete. This is said to have been the cause of his

journey. Upon his arrival in Crete he became acquainted with

Thales, the lyric poet and legislator. He learnt from this per-

son the plan adopted by Rhadamanthus in former times, and

afterwards by Minos in promulgating their laws, so as to pro-

cure a belief that they proceeded from Jupiter. He was also

in iEgypt, aud obtained information respecting the laws and

customs of that country. 1 According to some writers, he met

at Chios with Homer, who was living there, and then re-

turned to his own country, where he found C harilaus, the son

of his brother Polydectes, upon the throne. He then began to

frame laws, repairing to the god at Delphi, and bringing thence

ordinances, as Minos brought his from the cave of Jupiter.

-

The greater part of these ordinances were, similar to those of

Minos.

20. The following are the principal of the laws of Crete,

which Ephorus has given in detail.

All the Cretans, who are selected at the same time from

the troop (dyeX?/) of youths, are compelled to marry at once.

They do not however take the young women whom they

have married immediately to their homes, until they are quali-

fied to administer household affairs.

The woman’s dower, if she has brothers, is half of the bro-

ther’s portion.

The children are taught to read, to chaunt songs taken

from the laws, and some kinds of music.

While they are still very young they are taken to the Sys-

sitia, called Andreia. They sit on the ground, eating their food

together, dressed in mean garments, which are not changed

in winter or summer. They wait upon themselves and on the

men. Both those of the same and those of different messes

have battles with one another. A trainer ot boys presides

over each Andreion. As they grow older they are lormed into

1 According to Plutarch, with the poems of Homer.
5 Herod, i. 65.
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(’Ayikai) or troops of youths. The most illustrious and power-
ful of the youths form Agelxe, each individual assembling to-

gether as many as he can collect. The governor of the troop
is generally the father of the youth who has assembled them
together, and has the power of taking them to hunt and to

exercise themselves in running, and of punishing the disobe-
dient. They are maintained at the public chai’ge.

On certain set days troop encounters troop, marching in

time to the sound of the pipe and lyre, as is their custom in

actual war. They inflict blows, some with the hand, and
some even with iron weapons.

21. They have a peculiar custom with respect to their at-

tachments. They do not influence the objects of their love
by persuasion, but have recourse to violent abduction. The
lover apprizes the friends of the youth, three or more days
beforehand, of his intention to carry off the object of his affec-

tion. It is reckoned a most base act to conceal the youth, or
not to permit him to walk about as usual, since it would be
an acknowledgment that the youth was unworthy of such a
lover. But if they are informed that the ravisher is equal or
superior in rank, or other circumstances, to the youth, they
pursue and oppose the fonner slightly, merely in conformity
with the custom. They then willingly allow him to carry off

the youth. If however he is an unworthy person, they take
the youth from him. This show of resistance does not end,
till the youth is received into the Andreium to which the
ravisher belongs. They do not regard as an object of affec-

tion a youth exceedingly handsome, but him who is distin-

guished for courage and modesty. The lover makes the youth
presents, and takes him away to whatever place he likes.

The persons present at the abduction accompany them, and
having passed two months in feasting, and in the chase, (for

it is not permitted to detain the youth longer,) they return to

the city. The youth is dismissed with presents, which con-
sist of a military dress, an ox, and a drinking cup

;
the last

are prescribed by law, and besides these many other very
costly gifts, so that the friends contribute each their share in
order to diminish the expense.

The youth sacrifices the ox to Jupiter, and entertains at a
feast those who came down with him from the mountains.
He then declares concerning the intercourse with the lover,
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whether it took place with his consent or not, since ti e law

allows him, if any violence is used in the abduction, to insist

upon redress, and set him free from his engagement with the

lover. But for the beautiful and high-born not to have

lovers is disgraceful, since this neglect would be attributed to

a bad disposition.

The parastathentes, for this is the name which they give

to those youths who have been earned away, enjoy certain

honours. At races and at festivals they have the principal

places. They are permitted to wear the stole, which distin-

guishes them from other persons, and which has been pre-

sented to them by their lovers ;
and not only at that time, but

in mature age, they appear in a distinctive dress, by which

each individual is recognised as Kleinos, for this name is

given to the object of their attachment, and that of Pkiletor

to the lover.

These then are the usages respecting attachments.

22. They elect ten Archons. On matters of highest mo-

ment they have recourse to the counsel of the Gerontes, as

they are called. They admit into this council those ttho

have been thought worthy of the office of Cosmi, and who

were otherwise persons of tried worth.

I considered the form of government among the Cretans as

worthy of description, on account both oi its peculiarity and

its fame. Few of these institutions are now in existence, and

the administration ot affairs is chiefly conducted according to

the orders of the Romans, as is the case also in their other

provinces.

CHAPTER Y.

1. The islands about Crete are Thera, 1 the capital of the

Cyrenaians, and a colony of the Lacedaemonians ,
and neat

Thera is Anaplie, 2 in which is the temple of Apollo yEgletes.

Callimachus speaks of it in one place, thus,

1 Anciently Calliste, Herod., now Santorino, a corruption of Santa

Irene, to whom it was d< dicated.
5 Nanphio, or Anali.
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“And iEglete Anaphe, close to the Lacedaemonian Thera; ”

and in another, he mentions Thera only,

“ Mother of my country, celebrated for its fine breed of horses.”

Thera is a long island, about 200 stadia in circumference. It

lies opposite to the island Dia, 1 towards the Cnossian Ilera-

cleium. It is distant about 700 stadia from Crete. Near it

are Anaphe and Therasia. 2 The little island Ios 3 is distant
from the latter about 100 stadia. Here according to some
authors the poet Homer was buried.4 In going from Ios to-

wards the west are Sicenus 5 and Lagusa, 6 and Pholegandrus, 7

which Aratus calls the iron island, on account of its rocks.
Near these islands is Cimolus, 8 whence is obtained the Cimo-
lian earth. From Cimolus Siphnus 9 is visible. To this

island is applied the proverb, “a Siphnian bone (astragalus),”

on account of its insignificance. Still nearer, both to Cimo-
lus and Crete, is Melos, 10 more considerable than these. It is

distant from the Hermionic promontory, the Scylheum, 11 700
stadia, and nearly as many from the Dictynnasan promontory.
The Athenians formerly despatched an army to Melos, 12 and
put to death the inhabitants from youth upwards.

These islands are situated in the Cretan sea. Delos, 13 the
Cyclades about it, and the Sporades adjacent to these, belong
rather to the JEgaean sea. To the Sporades also are to be re-

ferred the islands about Crete, which I have already men-
tioned.

2. The city of Delos is in a plain. Delos contains the tem-
ple of Apollo, and the Latoum, or temple of Latona. The
Cynthus, 14 a naked and rugged mountain, overhangs the city.

1 Standia. 2 Therasia, on the west of Santorino.
8 Nio. 4 According to Herodotus, in the Life of Homer.
3 Sikino, anciently CEnoe. Pliny iv. 12.
* Cardiodissa, or Cardiana. 7 Policandro.
8 Argentiere. Creta; plnra genera. Ex iis Cimolia? duo ad medicos

pertinentia, candidum et ad purpurissimum inclinans. Pliny, b. v. c. 17.

Cretosaque rura Cimoli. Ovid. Met. vii. 464. But from Aristophanes,
the Frogs, it would appear to have been a kind of fullers’ earth.

3 Siphanto, anciently also Meropia and Acis. There were once gold
and silver mines in it, which were destroyed by inundation. There is

also another proverb, which alluded to its poverty, “a Siphnian pledge,”
2i</>vioq af>pcifi(»v . Herodotus speaks of its being once the most wealthy
of the islands, iii. 57.

Milo. *' Cape Skylli. 12 Thueyd. b. v. c. 115, 116.
13 Dhiles. 14 Thermia. Hence Apollo Cynthius.
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The Inopus,' not a large river, for the island is small, flows

through it. Anciently, even from the heroic times, this

island has been held in veneration on account of the divinities

worshipped here. Here, according to the fable, Latona was

relieved from the pains of labour, and gave birth tc Apollo

and Diana.

“Before this time,” (says Pindar,5
)
“Delos was earned about by me

waves, and by winds blowing from every quarter, but when the daughter

of Cceus set her foot upon it, who was then suffering the sharp pangs ot

approaching child-birth, at that instant four upright columns resting on

adamant, sprang from the depths of the earth and retained it fast on the

rugged rock ;
there she brought forth, and beheld her happy offspring.

The islands lying about it, called Cyclades, gave it celebrity,

since they were in the habit of sending at the public charge,

as a testimony of respect, sacred delegates, (Theori,) sacrifices,

and bands of virgins; they also repaired thither in great

multitudes to celebrate festivals. 3

3. Originally, there were said to be twelve Cyclades, but

many others were added to them. Artemidorus enumerates

(fifteen ?) where he is speaking of the island Helena, 4 and.

of which he says that it extends from Thoricus 5 to Sumum.5

and is about 60 stadia in length ;
it is from this island, he

says, the Cyclades, as they are called, begin. He names

Ceos 7 as the. nearest island to Helena, and next to this C yth-

nus, Seriphus, 8 Melos, Siphnus, Cimolus, Prepesintlms,9 Olia-

rus,'° and besides these Paros," Naxos,' 2 Svros,' 3 Myconus,

Tenos, 15 Andros, 16 Gyarus. 17 The rest I consider as belong-

ing to the Twelve, but not Prepesintlms, Oliarus, and Gyarus.

When I put in at the latter island I found a small village in-

habited by fishermen. When we left it we took in a fisher-

man, deputed from the inhabitants to go to Caesar, who was

at Corinth on his way to celebrate his triumph alter the vic-

tory at Actium.' 8 He told his fellow-passengers, that he was

i Mentioned in b. vi. c. ii. § 4, as connected with the Nile Bryant

Mytho. v. i. p. 206, derives the name from Am Opus, The fountain of

the Serpent, i. e. Python.
5 Roeckh, Fragm. Bind. 58. ii. 2, p. ot>/.

3 Thucyd. iii. 104.
4 Isola Longa, or Macromsi.

3 It was situated in the bay of Mandn. 6 C. Colonna.
;
Zuu

8 Serpho. 8 Polino. >• AnUparos. Bara - Naxia.

> 3 Syra. 14 Myconi.
15 Turn. Andro.

ir j,lra pnny v iii. 29, says the inhabitants were driven from the island

by mice.
18 ». c. 31.
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deputed to apply for an abatement of the tribute, for they
were required to pay 150 drachmas, when it was with diffi-

culty they could pay 100.

Aratus, 1 in his Details, intimates how poor they were;
“ 0 Latona, thou art shortly going to pass by me [an insignificant is-

land] like to the iron-hound Pholegandrus, or to unhappy Gyarus.

4. Although Delos 2 was so famous, yet it became still more
so, and flourished after the destruction of Corinth by the

Romans. 3 For the merchants resorted thither, induced by
the immunities of the temple, and the convenience of its har-

bour. It lies favourably 4 for those who are sailing from
Italy and Greece to Asia. The general festival held there

serves the purposes of commerce, and the Romans particularly

frequented it even before the destruction of Corinth. 5 The
Athenians, after having taken the island, paid equal attention

to the affairs both of religion aqd of commerce. But the

generals 6 of Mithridates, and the tyrant, 7 who had occasioned

the defection of (Athens from the Romans), ravaged it en-
tirely. The Romans received the island in a desolate state

on the departure of the king to his own country ; and it has
continued in an impoverished condition to the present time. 8

The Athenians are now in possession of it.

o. Rheneia 9 is a small desert island 4 stadia from Delos,

where are the sepulchral monuments of the Delians. For it

is not permitted to bury the dead in Delos, nor to burn a

1 The title (which has been much questioned by critics) of this lost

work of Aratus appears to have been, from this passage, Ta Kara \itttov,

which Latin translators have rendered, Minuta, or Details. Casaubon is

of opinion that it is the same as referred to by Callimachus, under the
title 'Pi)iT£i£ \s7rrai, Clever Sayings. Ernest, ad Callim. Ep. 29. T. 1. p.

333. The translation of the lines quoted follows the corrections of Coray.
J In the middle of the Cyclades, and by far the most remarkable, is

Delos, celebrated for the temple of Apollo, and for its commerce. Pliny
iv. P2.

3 Under L. Mummius, b. c. 146. 4 Thucyd. i. 36.
s Kal ore avvtuTgKu >'/ KopivQog. 0 Archelaiis and Metrophanes.
7 Aristion, b. c. 87.
8 Pausanias, viii. 33, § 2, (writing in the time of Hadrian,) says of

Delos, that with the exception of the persons who came from Athens,
for the purpose of protecting the temple and to perform the Delian cere-
monies, it was deserted.

9 Rhena, called also Dhiles; but it is the largest of the two islands now
bearing that name. Pliny says it was anciently called also Celadussa,
from the noise of the waves, KtXaOuv.

VOL. II. p
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n

dead body there. It is not permitted even to keep a dog in

Delos.

Formerly it had the name of Ortygia. 1

6. Ceos 2 once contained four cities. Two remain, Iulis

and Carthae, to which the inhabitants of the others were

transferred ;
those of Pceeessa to Carthae, and those of Cones?

sia to Iulis. Simonides the lyric poet, and Bacchylides his

nephew, and after their times Erasistratus the physician, and

Ariston the Peripatetic philosopher, the imitator of Bion,3 the

Borysthenite, were natives ot this city.

There was an ancient law among these people, mentioned

by Menander.

“ Pbanias, that is a good law of the Ceans ;
who cannot lire comfortably

(or well), let him not live miserably (or ill).”
4

For the law, it seems, ordained that those above sixty years

old should be compelled to drink hemlock, in older that there

might be sufficient food for the rest. It is said that once

when they were besieged by the Athenians, a decree was

passed to the effect that the oldest persons, fixing the age,

should be put to death, and that the besiegers retired in con-

sequence.

The city lies on a mountain, at a distance from the sea of

about 25 stadia. Its arsenal is the place on which Coressia

was built, which does not contain the population even of a

village. Near the Coressian territory and Poeeessa is a tem-

ple ol’ Apollo Sminthius. But between the temple and the

mins of Poeeessa is the temple of Minerva Nedusia, built by

Nestor, on his return from Troy. The river Elixus runs

around the territory of Coressia.

7. After Ceos are Naxos 5 and Andros,b considerable

islands, and Paros, the birth-place of the poet Archilochus.

Thasos 7 was founded by Parians, and Parium,8 a city in the

Propontis. In this last place there is said to be an altar

worthy of notice, each of whose sides is a stadium in length.

Virg. /Eli. iii. 124, Linquimus Orlygifc portus pelagoque volamus.

2 ia .
Pinguia Ca’a:,

Ter centum nivei tondent duuicta juvenci.

Yirir. Geor. l. 1 1. 1.1.

3 Of Olbia or Olbiopolis, on the Borystbenes or Bog.

4 o in) fivvafitvoc £»)*' KoXuif o£> cp KaKtog.

4 Naxia. 6 Andro. ' lascuos. 8 Rentals.
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In Paros is obtained the Parian marble, the best adapted for

statuary work. 1

8. Here also is Syros, (the first syllable is long,) where
Pherecydes the son of Babys was born. The Athenian
Pherecydes is younger than the latter person. The poet seems
to have mentioned this island under the name of Syria;

“above Ortygia is an island called Syria.” 2

9. Myconus 3 is an island beneath which, according to the
mythologists, lie the last of the giants, destroyed by Hercules

;

whence the proverb, “ all under one Myconus,” applied to

persons who collect under one title things that are disjoined
by nature. Some also call bald persons Miconians, because
baldness is frequent among the inhabitants of the island.4

10. Seriphos 5 is the island where is laid the scene of the
fable of Dictys, who drew to land in his net the chest in

which were enclosed Perseus and his mother Danae, who
were thrown into the sea by order of Acrisius, the father
of Danae. There it is said Perseus was brought up, and
to this island he brought the head of the Gorgon ; he ex-
hibited it to the Seriphians, and turned them all into stone.

This he did to avenge the wrongs of his mother, because their
king Polydectes, with the assistance of his subjects, desired
to make her his wife by force. Seriphus abounds so much
with rocks, that they say in jest that it was the work of the
Gorgon.

1 1. renos f
' has a small city, but there is, in a grove beyond

it, a large temple of Neptune worthy of notice. It contains
large banqueting rooms, a proof of the great multitudes that
repair thither from the neighbouring places to celebrate a feast,

and to perform a common sacrifice in honour of Neptune.
12. To the Sporades belongs Amorgos,7 the birth-place of

1 The marble was taken from Mt. Marpessus. Pliny xxxvi. 5; Virg.
Ain. 6, Marpesia cautes.

2 Od. xv. 402. 3 Myconi.
* Myconi calva omnis juventus. Terence, Ilecy. a. 3, s. 4; Pliny,

b. xi. c. 37.
3

It was an erroneous opinion entertained by the ancients, that frogs
did not croak in this island (Sirpho).; hence the proverb, a Seriphian frog,
paTfmxoq ’Ztpityioq.

* 1 ine. Anciently it had also the names Hydrussa and Ophiussa.
‘ Amorgo.

r 2
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Simonides, the Iambic poet; Lebinthus 1 also, and Leria

(Leros ).
2 Phocylides refers to Leria in these lines ;

“the Lerians are bad, not some, but all, except Procles; but Procles is

a Lerian ;

”

for the Lerians are reputed to have bad dispositions.

13. Near these islands are Patmos
,

3 and the Corassis

islands, situated to the west of Icaria
,

5 as the latter is with

respect to Samos.

Icaria has no inhabitants, but it has pastures, ot v\ htch the

Samians avail themselves. Notwithstanding its condition it

is famous, and gives the name of Icarian to the sea in front

of it, in which are situated Samos, Cos, and the islands just

mentioned ,

6 the Corassioe, Patmos, and Leros ' [in Samos is the

mountain the Cerceteus, more celebrated than the Ampelus,

which overhangs the city of the Samians].
8 Continuous to

the Icarian sea, towards the south, is the Carpathian sea. and

the ^Egyptian sea to this ;
to the west are the Cretan and

African seas.

14. In the Carpathian sea, between Cos, Rhodes, and Crete,

are situated many of the Sporades, as Astypala-a.- Telos,

10

Chalcia
,

11 and those mentioned by Homer in the Catalogue.

“They who occupied Nisyrus, Crapathus, Casus, and Cos,

The city of Eurypylus, and the Calydnas islands.' u

Except Cos, and Rhodes, of which we shall speak hereafter,

i Levita.
2 Lero.

5 Patmo.
4 The Furni ;

called in b. xiv. c. i. § 13, Corsi®. 5 Nicaria.

6 According to the enumeration here made by Strabo, of the islands

comprehended in the Icarian sea. it appears that in his opinion none of

the islands situated to the north of Cos belonged to the Carpathian sea;

for according to his own statement, which immediately follows, the Car-

pathian sea to the north was bounded by the Icarian sea.

7 All the manuscripts and all editions give Atpof. Is the island spoken

of in this passage the same ns the one mentioned just above by the name

of Leria? Pliny, Hist. Nat. b. iv. 23, appears to have been acquainted

•with two islands bearing the name of Leros. One, from the position he

assigns to it, appears to be the one Strabo above speaks of under the

name of Leria ;
but the second Leros of Pliny, b. v.

§ 36, must be placed

on the coast of Caria. Strabo appears to have entertained nearly the

same ideas, for we shall hereafter (b. xiv. c. i. * 6) see him give die name

of Leros to an island situated in the neighbourhood of Icaria
;
and below

(j 19) lie cites also a Leros, which would seem to have been in the neigh-

bourhood of the southern extremity of Caria.

* Probably interpolated. “ Istanpolia, or Stanpalia.

10 Tino- • n Carchi.
l!

II- »• b/6.
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we place the rest among the Sporades, and we mention them
here although they do not lie near Europe, but Asia, because
the course of my work induces me to include the Sporades
in the description of Crete and of the Cyclades.
We shall traverse in the description of Asia the consider-

able islands adjacent to that country, as Cyprus, Rhodes, Cos,
and those situated on the succeeding line of coast, Samos,
Chios, Lesbos, and Tenedos. At present we are to describe
the remaining islands of the Sporades, which deserve mention.

1.5. Astypalaea lies far out at sea, and contains a city.

Telos, which is long, high, and narrow, in circumference
about 140 stadia, with a shelter for vessels, extends along the
Cnidian territory.

Chalcia is distant from Telos 80, from Carpathus 400 stadia,
and about double this number from Astypalaia. It has a set-
tlement of the same name, a temple of Apollo, and a harbour.

16. Nisyrus lies to the north of Telos, at the distance of-

about 60 stadia, which is its distance also from Cos. It is

round, lofty, and rocky, and has abundance of mill-stone,
whence the neighbouring people are well supplied with stones
for grinding. It contains a city of the same name, a harbour,
hot springs, and a temple of Neptune. Its circumference is

80 stadia. Near it are small islands, called the islands of the
Nisynans. Nisyrus is said to be a fragment broken off from
Cos ; a story is also told of Neptune, that when pursuing Poly-
botes, one of the giants, he broke off with his trident a piece
of the island Cos, and hurled it at him, and that the missile
became the island Nisyrus, with the giant lying beneath it.

But some say that the giant lies beneath Cos.
17. Carpathus, which the poet calls Crapathus, is lofty,

having a circumference of 200 stadia. It contained four cities,

and its name was famous, which it imparted to the surround-
ing sea. One of the cities was called Nisyrus, after the name
ot the island Nisyrus. It lies opposite Leuce Acte in Africa,
which is distant about 1000 stadia from Alexandria, and
about 4000 from Carpathus.

18. Casus is distant from Carpathus 70, and from the pro-
montory Salmonium in Crete 250 stadia. It is 80 stadia in
circumference. It contains a city of the same name

; and many
islands, called the islands of the Casii, lie about it.

19. fhey say that the poet calls the Sporades, Calydnte,
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one of which is Calymna .
1 But it is probable that as the

islands, which are near and dependent, have their names from

the Nisyrii and Casii, so those that lie around Calymna had

their name from that island, which was then perhaps called

Calydna. Some say that the Calydnae islands are two, Leros

and Calymna, and that the poet means these. But the Seepsian

says, that the name of the island was used in the plural

number, Calymnse, like Athenae, Thebae, and that the words

of the poet must be understood according to the figure hyper-

baton, or inversion, for he does not say, the islands Calydnas,

but,

“ they who occupied the islands Nisyrus, Crapathus, Casus, and Cos, the

city of Eurypylus, and Calydnae.”

All the honey of the islands is, for the most part, excellent,

and rivals that of Attica
;
but the honey of these islands sur-

passes it, particularly that of Calymna .
2

1 Calimno.
- Frecundaque melle Calydna (v. 1. Calumne). Ovid. Met. b. viii. ver.

222 .



BOOK XI.

ASIA.

SUMMARY.

The Eleventh Book commences with Asia and the river Don, which, taking
its rise in the northern regions, separates Europe from Asia. It includes
the nations situated in Asia near its sources on the east and south, and
the barbarous Asiatic nations who occupy the neighbourhood of Mount
Caucasus, among whom are the Amazones, Massagetae, Scythians, Al-
bani, Iberes, Bactriani, Caspii, Medes, Persians, and the two Armenias,
extending to Mesopotamia. Among these nations are included the Tro-
glodytes, Heniochi, Sceptuchi, Soanes, Assyrians, Polyphagi, Nabiani,
Siraci, and Tapyri. Mention is made of Jason and Medea, and of the
cities founded by them :—of Xerxes, Mithridates, and Alexander, son of
Philip.

CHAPTER I.

1. Asia is contiguous to Europe, approaching close to it

at the Tanais or Don.
I am to describe this country next, after dividing it, for

the sake of perspicuity, by certain natural boundaries. What
Eratosthenes has done with respect to the whole habitable

earth, this I propose to do with respect to Asia.

2. The Taurus, extending from west to east, embraces the

middle of this continent, like a girdle, leaving one portion to

the north, another to the south. The Greeks call the former

Asia Within the Taurus, 1 the latter, Asia Without the

Taurus. We have said this before, but it is repeated now to

assist the memory.
3. The Taurus has in many places a breadth of 3000

stadia
; its length equals that of Asia, namely 45,000 stadia, 2

1 B. ii. c. v. § 31.
3 The following are the measurements of our author :

Stadia.

From Rhodes to Issus ...... 5,000
From Issus to the Caspian Gates .... 10,000
From the Caspian Gates to The sources of the Indus 14,000
From the Indus to the mouth of the Ganges . . 13.500
From thence to Thin® ...... 2,500

45,000
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reckoning from the continent opposite to Rhodes to the eastern

extremities of India and Scythia.

4. It is divided into many parts, which are circumscribed

by boundaries of greater or 'less extent, and distinguished by

various names.

But as such an extended range of mountains must comprise

nations some of which are little known, and other? i\ itL

whom we are well acquainted, as Parthians, 1 Medes, Arme-

nians, some of the Cappadocians, Cilicians, and Pisidians ;

those which approach near the northern parts must be as-

signed to the north, (northern Asia,) those approximating

the southern parts, to the south, (southern Asia,) and those

situated in the middle of the mountains must be placed on

account of the similarity of the temperature of the air, for it

is cold to the north, while the air of the south is warm.

The currents of almost all the rivers which flow from the

Taurus are in a direction contrary to each other, some run-

ning to the north, others to the south, at least at the com-

mencement of their course, although afterwards some bend

towards the east or west. They naturally suggest the adop-

tion of this chain of mountains as a boundary in the division

of Asia into two portions ;
in the same manner that the sea

within the Pillars, which for the most part runs in the same

line with these mountains, conveniently lorms two conti-

nents, Europe and Africa, and is a remarkable boundary to

both.
_

.'

5. In passing in our geographical description irom Europe

to Asia, the first parts of the country which present them-

selves are those in the northern division, and we shall there-

fore begin with these.

Of these parts the first are those about the Tanais, (or

Don,) which we have assumed as the boundary of Europe

and Asia. These have a kind of peninsular form, for they are

surrounded on the west by the river Tanais (or Don) and

the Palus Mmotis 2 as far as the Cimmerian Bosporus,3 and

that part of the coast of the Euxine which terminates at

Colchis ;
on the north by the Ocean, as far as the mouth of

the Caspian Sea ;
on the east by the same sea, as far as the

1 Strabo rails the Parthians, Parthyiri ;
and Parthiu, Parthvtra.

1 The Sea of Azoff.
3 The Straits of Kertch or Zabache.
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confines of Albania and Armenia, where the rivers Cyrus’

and Araxes 2 empty themselves; the latter flowing through

Armenia, and the Cyrus through Iberia 3 and Albania
;

4 on

the south is the tract of country extending from the mouth of

the Cyrus as far as Colchis, and comprising about 3000

stadia from sea to sea, across the territory of the Albani, and

Iberes,5 so as to represent an isthmus. 6

Those writers do not deserve attention who contract the

isthmus as much as Cleitarchus, according to whom it is sub-

ject to inundations of the sea from either side. Acbording to

Posidonius the isthmus is 1500 stadia in extent, that is, as

large as the isthmus from Pelusium to the Red Sea. And I

think, says he, that the isthmus between the Palus Masotis

and the Ocean is not very different from this in extent.

6. I know not how any one can rely upon his authority

respecting what is uncertain, when he has nothing probable

to advance on the subject ; for he reasons so falsely respecting

things which are evident, and this too when he enjoyed the

friendship of Pompey, who had carried on war against the

Iberes and Albani, and was acquainted with both the Cas-

pian and Colchian 7 Seas on each side of the isthmus. It is

related, that when Pompey 8 was at Rhodes, on his expedi-

tion against the pirates, (he was soon afterwards to carry on

war against Mithridates and the nations as far as the Caspian

Sea,) he accidentally heard a philosophical lecture of Posido-

nius
;
and on his departure he asked Posidonius if he had any

commands ;
to which he replied,

1 The Kur or Kour. 2 Eraskh or Aras.
3 Georgia.

4 Shirvan. 5 See b. ii. c. v. §
31.

s To understand how this part of Asia formed a peninsula, according to

the ideas of our author, we must bear in mind, that (1) he supposed the

source of the Don to have been situated in the neighbourhood ot the

Northern Ocean
; (2) he imagined the Caspian Sea to communicate with

the same Ocean. Thus all the territory comprehended between the Don
and the Caspian formed a sort of peninsula, united to the continent by an

isthmus which separated the Euxine from the Caspian, and on which was

situated Colchis, Iberia, and Albania. The 3000 stadia assigned to the

breadth of this isthmus appears to be measured by stadia of 11115 to a de-

gree. Goitsellin.
7 The Euxine.
4 Pompey appears to have visited this philosopher twice on this occa-

sion, b. c. 62, and B. c. 67, on the termination of his eastern cam-
paigns.
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“ To stand the first in worth, as in command.” 1

Add to this, that he wrote the history of Pompey. For
these reasons he ought to have paid a greater regard to truth.

7. The second portion is that above the Hyrcanian, 2 which

we also call the Caspian Sea, extending as far as the Scythians

near the Indians.

The third portion is continuous with the above-mention-

ed isthmus, and consists of the country following next in

order to the isthmus and the Caspian Gates, 3 and approaching

nearest the parts within the Taurus, and to Europe ; these are

Media, Armenia, Cappadocia, and the intervening country. 4

The fourth portion consists of the tract within the Halys, 5

and the parts upon and without the Taurus, which coincide

with the peninsula formed by the isthmus,6 which separate-

the Euxine and the Cilician Seas. Among the other coun-

tries beyond the Taurus we place Indica and Ariana," as far

1
II. vi. 208. Pope.

2 In many authors these names are used indifferently, the one for tl

other
;
they are however distinguished by Pliny, (iv. 13.) who states that

this sea begins to be called the Caspian after you have passed the river

Cyrus, -(Ivur,) and that the Caspii live near it; and in vi. 16, that it is

called the Hyrcanian Sea, from the Ilyrcani who live along its shores.

The western side should therefore in strictness be called the Caspian
;

the eastern, the Hyrcanian. Smith, art. Caspium Mare.
3 A narrow pass leading from North Western Asia into the X. E

provinces of Persia. Their exact position was at the division of Parthia
from Media, about a day’s journey from the Median town of Khaga>.
(Arrian, iii. 19.) According to Isodorus Charax, they were immediately
below Mt. Caspius. As in the case of the people called Caspii, there
seem to have been two mountains Caspius, one near the Armenian fron-

tier, the other near the Parthian. It was through the pass of the Caspise
Pylae that Alexander the Great pursued Darius. (Arrian. A nab. iii. 19 ;

Curt. vi. 14; Amm. Marc, xxiii. 6.) It was one of the most important
places in ancient geography, and from it many of the meridians were mea-
sured. The exact place corresponding with the Caspi® Pylee is probably a
spot between Hark-a-Koh

,
and Siah-Koh, about 6 parasangs fiom Bey, the

name of the entrance of which is called Dereh. Smith, art. Caspi® Pvlae.
* Du Theil justly remarks on the obscurity of this passage. His

translation or paraphrase is as follows ;
“ La troisieme contiendra ce qui

touche a 1’ isthme dont nous avons parld ;
et, par suite, ceux des pays

qui, an sud de cet isthme et des Pyles Caspiennes, tnais toujours en de<;a,

ou, au moins, dans le sein tneme du Taurus, so succcdant de 1’ est a 1‘

ouest, so rapprochent le plus de 1’ Europe. In b. ii. c. v. $ 31, Strabo
assigns Colchis to the third portion, but in this book to the first.

5 The Kizil Ertnak. 6 B. i. c. iii.
§
2.

7 A district of wide extent in Central Asia, comprehending nearly the
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as the nations which extend to the Persian Sea, the Arabian
Gulf, and the Nile, and to the ACgyptian and the Issic seas.

CHAPTER II.

1. According to this disposition, the first portion towards

the north and the Ocean is inhabited by certain tribes of Scy-

thians, shepherds, (nomades,) and Hamaxoeci (or those who
live in waggon-houses). Within these tribes live Sarmatians,

who also are Scythians, Aorsi, 1 and Siraci, extending as far as

the Caucasian Mountains towards the south. Some of these

are Nomades, or shepherd tribes, others Scenitce, (or dwellers

in tents,) and Georgi, or tillers of the ground. About the

lake Maeotis live the Mteotte. Close to the sea is the Asiatic

portion of the Bosporus and Sindica. 2 Next follow Achaai
,

Zygi, Heniochi, 3 Cercetae, and Macropogones (or the long-y/^

beards). Above these people are situated the passes of

Phtheirophagi (or Lice-eaters). After the Heniochi is Colchis,

lying at the foot of the Caucasian and Moschic mountains.

Having assumed the Tanais as the boundary of Europe and

^
Asia, we must begin our description in detail from this river.

^ itj iL

whole of ancient Persia; and bounded on the N. by the provinces of

Bactriana, Margiana, and Hyrcania ;
on the E. by the Indus

;
on the S. by

the Indian Ocean and the eastern portion of the Persian Gulf
;
and on the

W. by Media and the mountains S. of the Caspian Sea. Its exact limits

are laid down with little accuracy in ancient authors, and it seems to have

been often confounded (as in Pliny, b. vi. c. 23, 25) with the small pro-

vince-of Aria. It comprehended the provinces of Gedrosia, Drangiana,

Arachosia, Paropamisus mountains, Aria, Parthia, and Carmania. Smith,

art. Ariana. See b. xv. c. ii. § 7, 8.
1 The Aorsi and Siraci occupied the country between the Sea of Azoff,

the Don, the Volga, the Caspian Sea, and the Terek. May not the Aorsi,

says Gossellin, be the same as the Thyrsagettc, Agathursi, Utidorsi,

Adorsi, Alanorsi of other writers, but whose real name is Thyrsi ? The
Siraci do not appear to differ from the Soraci or. Seraci of Tacitus, (Ann.
xii. 15, &c.,) and may be the' same as Iyrces, 'IvpKtg, afterwards called

Turcae.
2 The country to the N. and N. E. of Anapa. By Bosporus we are to

understand the territory on each side of the Straits of Kertch.
3 B. ii. c. v. § 31.
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2. The Tanais or Don flows from the northern parts. It does

not however flow in a direction diametrically opposite to the

Nile, as some suppose, but its course is more to the east than

that of the latter river ;
its sources, like those of the Nile,

are unknown. A great part of the course of the Nile is ap-

parent, for it traverses a country the whole of which is easy

of access, and its stream is navigable to a great distance from

its mouth. We are acquainted with the mouths of the Don,

(there are two in the most northerly parts of the ilmotis, dis-

tant 60 stadia from each other,) but a small part only of the

tract above the mouths is explored, on account of the sever-

ity of the cold, and the destitute state of the country ; the

natives are able to endure it, who subsist, like the wandering

shepherd tribes, on the flesh of their animals and on milk, but

strangers cannot bear the climate nor its privations. Besides,

the nomades dislike intercourse -with other people, and being

a strong and numerous tribe have excluded travellers from

every part of the country which is accessible, and from all

such rivers as are navigable. For this reason some have sup-

posed that the sources of the river are among the Caucasian

mountains, that, after flowing in a full stream towards the

north, it then makes a bend, and discharges itself into the

Mmotis. Theophanes 1 of Mitylene is of the same opinion with

these writers. Others suppose that it comes from the higher

parts of the Danube, but they do not produce any proof of so

remote a source, and in other climates, though they seem to

think it impossible for it to rise at no great distance and in

the north.

3. Upon the river, and on the lake, stands a city Tanais,

founded by the Greeks, who possess the Bosporus ;
but

lately the King Polemou 2 laid it waste on account of the re-

fractory disposition of the inhabitants. It was the common

mart both of the Asiatic and of the European nomades, and

of those who navigate the lake from the Bosporus, some oi

whom bring slaves and Hides, or any other nomadic commo-

dity
;

others exchange wine for clothes, and other articles

peculiar to a civilized mode of lite.

1 Cn. Pompoms Theoplianes was one of the more intimate friends of

Pompcy, by whom he was presented with the Roman franchise in the

presence of his army. This occurred in all probability about b. c. 62.

Smith, art. Theophanes.
" About b. c. 16. Smith, art. PolemonI
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In front of the mart at the distance of 100 stadia is an is-

land Alopecia, a settlement of a mixed people. There are

other small islands not far off in the lake.

The city Tanais, 1 to those who sail in a direct line to-

wards the north, is distant from the mouth of the Mteotis

2200 stadia, nor is the distance much greater in sailing along
the coast (on the east).

4. In the voyage along the coast, the first object which
presents itself to those who have proceeded to the distance of

800 stadia from the Tanais, is the Great Rhombites, as it is

called, where large quantities of fish are captured for the pur-
pose of being salted. Then at the distance of 800 stadia

more is the Lesser Rhombites, 2 and a promontory, which has
smaller fisheries. The [nomades] at the former have small

islands as stations for their vessels, those at the Lesser Rhom-
bites are the Mseotas who cultivate the ground. For along
the whole of this coasting voyage live Masotae, who are hus-

bandmen, but not less addicted to war than the nomades.
They are divided into several tribes

; those near the Tanais
are more savage, those contiguous to the Bosporus are more
gentle in their manners.

From the Lesser Rhombites to Tyrambe, and the river An-
ticeites, are 600 stadia; then 120 to the Cimmerian village,

whence vessels set out on their voyage along the lake. In
this coasting voyage we meet with some look-out places, (for

observing the fish,) said to belong to the Clazomenians.
5. Cimmericum was formerly a city built upon a peninsula,

the isthmus of which it enclosed with a ditch and mound.
The Cimmerii once possessed great power in the Bosporus,

whence it was called the Cimmerian Bosporus. These are

the people who overran the territory of the inhabitants of

the inland parts, on the right of the Euxine, as far as Ionia.

They were dislodged from these places by Scythians, and the

Scythians by Greeks, who founded Panticapseum, 3 and the

other cities on the Bosporus.

1 If there ever did exist such a city as Tanais I should expect to
find it at the extremity of that northern embouchure of the Don, which
I have before mentioned as bearing the very name the Greeks gave to
the city, with the slightest variation of orthography, in the appellation
Tdanaets or Danaetz. Clarke's Travels in Itussia, chap. 14.

2 Strabo makes the distance too great between the two rivers Ithom-
bites. a Kcrtch.
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6. Next to the village Ackilleium, 1 where is the temple of

Achilles, are 20 stadia. Here is the narrowest passage, 20

stadia or more, across the mouth of the Maeotis ; on the op-

posite continent is Myrmecium, a village. Near are Ilera-

cleium and Parthenium.

7. Thence to the monument of Satyrus are 90 stadia ; this

is a mound raised on a promontory, 2 in memory of one of the

illustrious princes of the Bosporus.

8. Near it is Patrasus, 3 a village, from which to Corocon-

dame, 4 a village, are 130 stadia. This is the termination of

the Cimmerian Bosporus, as it is called, d he narrow pass-

age at the mouth of the Maeotis derives its name from the

straits opposite the Achilleium, and the Myrmecium ; it ex-

tends as far as Corocondame and a small village opposite to

it in the territory of the Panticapaeans, called Acra, 5 and

separated by a channel of 70 stadia in width. The ' e

reaches even to this place, for the Maeotis is trozen during

severe frost so as to become passable on foot. The whole ot

this narrow passage has good harbours.

9. Beyond Corocondame is a large lake 6 which is called

from the place Corocondametis. It discharges itself into the

sea at the distance of 10 stadia from the village. A branch 7

of the river Anticeites empties itself into the lake, and forms

an island, which is surrounded by the waters of the lake, of

the Maeotis, and of the river. Some persons give this river

the name of Hypanis,8 as well as to that 9 near the Borys-

thenes. 10

10. Upon sailing 11 into the Corocondametis, we meet with

1 According to La Motraye, Aehilleum corresponds to Adasboumont,

but Du Theil quotes also the following passage from Peyssonel. Ac-

cording to Strabo, Aehilleum must have been situated opposite Casau-dip,

the ancient Parthenium on the point Tchochekha-Bournou (the pig's

head). But perhaps the ancients placed Aehilleum near the entrance of

the Euxine into the Pains Masotis. Is not the fort of Achou, which is 8

leagues more to the east on the Palus Ma'otis, the true Aehilleum, the

name being corrupted and abridged by the Tartars?
2 The point Rubanova. 3 Ada. * Taman. 5 C. Takli.
0 Ak Tengis.

'
Another branch of the Kuban.

3 The Kuban, anciently also the Vardanus.f? V.3.T -PHTiU.s -,j 3.7

1

9 The Bog. 10 The Dnieper.
11 It is probable that the Kuban Lake is here confounded with, or con-

sidered a portion of, the Lake Ak Tengis. Considering the intricacy of

all this coast, the changes that have taken place, and the absence of ac-
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Phanagoria, a considerable city, Cepi, Hermonassa, and Apa-
turura, the temple of Venus (Apatura). Of these cities Phana-
goria and Cepi are situated in the above-mentioned island on
the left hand at the entrance of the lake

; the others are on
the right hand in Sindica beyond the Hypanis. There is

Gorgipia, 1 hut the royal seat of the Sindi is in Sindica near
the sea, and Aborace.

All those who are subject to the princes of the Bosporus
are called Bosporani. The capital of the European Bospo-
rani is Panticapaeum, and of the Asian Bosporani, the city of
Phanagorium, 2 for this is the name given to it. Phanagoria
seems to be the mart for those commodities which are

brought down from the Mmot is, and from the barbarous coun-
try lying above it ; and Panticapaeum, the mart for the com-
modities which are transported thither from the sea. There
is also in Phanagoria a magnificent temple of Venus Apa-
tura, the Deceitful. This epithet of the goddess is derived

from a fable, according to which the giants assaulted her in

this place. Having obtained the assistance of Hercules she hid

him in a cave, and then admitted the giants one by one into

her presence, and delivered them over to Hercules, thus

craftily 3 to be put to death.

11. The Sindi, Dandarii, Toreatae, Agri, Arrhechi, and
besides these, the Tarpetes, Obidiaceni, Sittaceni, Dosci, and
many others, belong to the Maeotas ; to this people belong the

Aspurgiani also, who live between Phanagoria and Gorgi-

pia, at the distance of 500 stadia [from the Maeotis ?]. Pole-

mon, the king, entered the country of these people under a

curate knowledge, both in ancient and modern times, of these unfre-

quented parts, much must be left to conjecture. The positions therefore

assigned to ancient cities are doubtful. The names indeed are inserted

in Kiepert’s maps, but without the assistance of recent travellers it. would

be hazardous to pretend to fix upon their exact sites.

1 tan ci mi rcpyiTn'n. Some word or words appear to be wanting

here. Kiepert assigns a place to this name, but it seems doubtful whe-
ther a place or a district is to be understood. Below, § 14, the Sindic

harbour and city are mentioned, which may have been situated at

Sound-jouk-kale. D’ Anville places them here or at Anapa, but the

contour of the coast in his map does not resemble that of any modern
maps.

2 The modem town Phanagoria does not seem to occupy the site of
the ancient city.

3
d-KarriQ.
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show of friendship, but his design was discovered, and the)

on their part attacked him unawares. He was taken prisoner,

and put to death.

With respect to the Asian Mmotae in general, some of

them were the subjects of those who possessed the mart on

the Tana'is ;
• others, of the Bosporani ;

and different Itodies

have revolted at different times. The princes of the Bospo-

rani were frequently masters of the country as far as the

Tana'is, and particularly the last princes, Pharnaces, Asander,

and Polemon.

Pharnaces is said to have once brought even the river

Hypanis over the territory of the Dandarii through some

ancient canal, which he had caused to be cleared, and inun-

dated the country.

j 12. Next to Sindica, and Gorgipia upon the sea, is the

L sea-icoast inhabited by the Achsei, Zygi, and Heniochi.
.

It

is for the most part without harbours and mountainous, being

a portion of the Caucasus.
l/iuL

,
<C These people subsist by piracy.

their boats are slender, narrow, light, and capable of hold-

ri ing about five and twenty men, and rarely thirty. The

Greeks call them camarse. They say, that at the time of

the expedition of Jason the Achmi Phthiotae founded the

Achaia there, and the Lacedaemonians, Heniochia. Their

tikttasleaders were Rhecas, and Amphistratus, the charioteer? cl

l cittHjthe Dioscuri; it is probable that the Heniochi had their

name from these persons. They equip fleets consisting of

^ these camarae, and being masters of the sea sometimes at-

• ‘ y. tack vessels of burden, or invade a territory, or even a city.

Sometimes even those who occupy the Bosporus assist them,

by furnishing places of shelter tor their vessels, and supply

them with provision and means for the disposal ol their

booty. When they return to their own country, not having

places suitable for mooring their vessels, they put their cam arac

on their shoulders, and carry them up into the lore-sts, among

which they live, and where they cultivate a poor soil. When

the season arrives for navigation, they bring them down again

to the coast. Their habits are the same even in a foreign

country, for they are acquainted with wooded tracts, in which,

after concealing; their camera', they wander about on foot day
O

1 r/vioxoi.
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and night, for the purpose of capturing the inhabitants and
reducing them to slavery. But they readily allow whatever
*s taken to be ransomed, and signify this after their departure
to those who have lost their property. In places where there
is a regular government, the injured find means of repelling
them. For, frequently, the pirates are attacked in return, and
are carried off together with their camarae. But the country
subject to the Romans is not so well protected, in conse-
quence of the neglect of those who are sent there.

13. Such then is their mode of life. But even these peo-
ple are governed by persons called Sceptuchi, and these again
are subject^to the authority ot~~Tyrairtsr~or~of^ings. The
Heniochi had four kfngsat the time that Mithridates Eupator
fled from the country of his ancestors to the Bosporus, and
passed through their country, which was open to him, but he
avoided that of the Zygi on account of its ruggedness, and
the savage character of the people. He proceeded with dif-
ficulty along the sea-coast, frequently embarking in vessels,
till he came to the country of the Achafi, by whom he was
hospitably received^' He had then completed a journey from
the Phasis of not much less than 4000 stadia.'”]

14. From Corocondame, the course of the voyage is direct-
ly towards the east. At the distance of 180 stadia is the
Sindic harbour, and a city. Then at the distance of 400
stadia is Bata, 1 as it is called, a village with a harbour. It is

at this place that Sinope on the south seems to be directly
opposite to this coast, as Carambis 2 has been said to be oppo-
site to Criu-Metopon.3

Next to Bata Artemidorus places the coast of the Cercetae,
which has places of shelter for vessels, and villages along an
extent of about 850 stadia

; then at 500 stadia more the
coast of the Achasi, then that of the Heniochi, at 1000 stadia,

then the Great Pityus, from which to Dioscurias are 360
stadia.

The authors most worthy of credit who have written the
history of the Mithridatic wars, enumerate the Aehaei first,

then Zygi, then Heniochi, then Cercetae, Moschi, Colchi, and
above these the Phtheirophagi, Soanes, and other smaller
nations about the Caucasus.

1 Pschate. 2 Keremp. 3 C. Aia.
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The direction of the sea-coast is at first, as I have said,

towards the east, with a southern aspect ;
but from Bata

it makes a bend for a small distance, then fronts the west,

and terminates towards Pityus, and Dioscurias, for these

places are contiguous to the coast of Colchis, which I hat e

already mentioned. Next to Dioscurias is the remainder o

the coast of Colchis, and Trapezus contiguous to it ;
where

the coast, having made a considerable, turn, then oxten s

nearly in a straight line, and forms the side on the right hand

of the Euxine, looking to the north.

The whole of the coast of the Achaei, and of the other

nations, as far as Dioscurias, and the inland places lying m a

straight line towards the south, are at the foot ol the Caucasus.

15. This mountain overhangs both the Euxine and the Cas-

pian seas, forming a kind of rampart to the isthmus which

separates one sea from the other. To the south it is the

boundary of Albania and Iberia, to the north, of the plains

of the Sarmatians. It is well wooded, and contains vari-

ous kinds of timber, and especially trees adapted to ship-

building. Eratosthenes says that the Caucasus is called

Mount Caspi us by the natives, a name borrowed perhaps

from the Caspii. 1 1»throws out forks towards the south, which

embrace the middle of Iberia, and touch the Armenian and

those called the Moschic mountains, 1 and besides these the

mountains of Scydises, and the Paryadres. All these are

portions of the Taurus, which forms the southern side of

Armenia, and are broken off in a manner from it towards the

north, and extend as far as Caucasus, and the coast of the

Euxine which lies between Colchis and Themiscvra. 2

16. Situated on a bay of this kind, and occupying the most

easterly point of the whole sea, is Dioscurias, 3 called the recess

1 The Tschildcr mountains, of which Scydcces and Paryandres are a

rent inunt ion
^ Tlicrmcli.

3 On the mouth of the river Anthemus to the N. of Colchis. Uto
situated lilt) M. P. t

or 790 stadia to the N. P. of the Phas.s. and 2260

stadia from Trapezus (Trebizond). (Pliny, vi. 5 ; Arrian Penp. pp. 10,

18.) Upon or near the spot to which the twin sons of Lcda pare their

name, (Mela, i. 19, } 5; comp. Am. Marc. xxn. 8. * 21.) the Romans

built SmiASToroLis, (Steph. B. ;
Procop. B. G. tv. 4 )

winch was deserted

in the time of Pliny, but was afterwards garrisoned by Justinian. 1 he

SoTiintoroLis of later times lias been identified with it. The position of

this place must be looked for near the roadstead of Jskurm. Smith, art.

Dioscurias.
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of the Euxine Sea, and the extreme boundary of naviga-
tion, for in this sense we are to understand the proverbial
saying,

“ To Pbasis where ships end their course.”

Not as if the author of the iambic intended to speak of the
river, nor of the city of the same name upon the river, but
Colchis designated by a part, because from the city and the
river there remains a voyage of not less than 600 stadia in a
straight line to the recess of the bay. This same Dioscurias
is the commencement of the isthmus lying between the Cas-
pian Sea and the Euxine. It is a common mart of the nations
situated above it, and in its neighbourhood. There assemble
at Dioscurias 70 or, according to some writers who are care-
less in their statements, 1 3(X) nations. All speak different
languages, from living dispersed in various places and with-
out intercourse, in consequence of their fierce and savage
manners. They are chiefly Sarmatians, but all of them Cau-
casian tribes. So much then respecting Dioscurias.

17. The greater part of the rest of Colchis lies upon the sea.
The Phasis,2 a large river, flows through it. It has its source
in Armenia, and receives the Glaucus, 3 and the Hippus, 4 which
issue from the neighbouring mountains. Vessels ascend it as
far as the fortress of Sarapana, 5 which is capable of contain-
ing the population even of a city. Persons proceed thence by
land to the Cyrus in four days along a carriage road. 6 Upon
the Phasis is a city of the same name, a mart of the Colchians,
bounded on one side by the river, on another by a lake, on
the third by the sea. Thence it is a voyage of three or two 7

days to Amisus and Sinope, on account of the softness of the
shores caused by the discharge of rivers. 8

The country is fertile and its produce is good, except the
1

ole ovdiv ruiv ovrotv /itXti, or careless of the truth. Kramer observes
that these words are inconveniently placed in the Greek text.

2 The Rion. 3 The Tschorocsu. 4 The Uori.
i Choropani.
8 The point of embarkation on the Cyrus (the Kur) is supposed to

have been Surham, the ancient Sura.
' Gossellin, Groskurd, and Kramer, all agree that there is here an error.

Kramer is of opinion that the conjecture of Gossellin may be adopted, viz.
eight or nine,” instead of “three or two,” the letters T and B beinc u

corruption of H and 0.
8 Coray’s proposed reading is adopted, Kara, for icai.

H 2
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honey, which has generally a bitter taste. It furnishes all

materials for ship-building. It produces them in great plenty,

and they are conveyed down by its rivers. It supplies flax,

hemp, wax, and pitch, in great abundance. Its linen manu-

facture is celebrated, for it was exported to foreign part; ;

and those who wish to establish an affinity of race between

the Colchians and the Egyptians, advance this as a proof of it.

Above the rivers which I have mentioned in the Moschic

territory is the temple of Leucothea,

1

founded by Phrixus

-

and his oracle, where a ram is not sacrificed. It was once

rich, but was plundered in our time by Pharnaces, and a little

afterwards by Mitliridates of Pergamus.

3

For when a coun-

try is devastated, in the words of Euripides,

“ respect to the gods languishes, and they are not honoured. *

18. How great anciently was the celebrity of this country,

appears from the fables which refer obscurely to the expedition

of Jason, who advanced as far even as Media ;
and still earlier

intimations of it are found in the fables relative to the expe-

dition of Phrixus. The kings that preceded, and who pos-

sessed the country when it was divided into Sceptucliies.'
1

were not very powerful, but when Mitliridates Eupator had

enlarged his territory, this country fell under his dominion.

One of his courtiers was always sent as sub-governor and

administrator of its public affairs. Of this number was Moa-

phernes, my mother’s paternal uncle. It was lrom this country

that the king derived the greatest part of his supplies for the

equipment of his naval armament. But upon the overthrow

of Mitliridates, all the country subject to his power was dis-

united, and divided among several persons. At last Polemon

1 Accordingjo Heyne, this was an Assyrian goddess worshipped under

various titles.
2 In consequence of the intrigues of his stepmother Ino he was to be

sacrificed to Zeus, but Iris mother Nephele removed him and his sister

Helle. and the two then rode away on the ram with the golden fleece, the

gift of Hermes, through the air. Helle fell into the sea, " inch Mas after-

wards called, after her, the Hellespont. Smith, art. 1 hrixus.

3 The son of Menodolus by a daughter o Adobogion, a descendant of

the tctrarchs of Galatia. He was the personal friend of Cmsar, who at

the commencement of the Alexandrian war (n. c. 1 V 1 sent him into

Syria and Cilicia to raise auxiliary forces. Smith, art. Mitliridates, and

see B. xiii. c. iv.
$

3.
4 Eurip. Troad. 26.

5 <r».-i;-rot',v«C-
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obtained possession of Colchis, and after his death his wife
Pythodoris reigned over the Colchians, Trapezus, Pharnacia,
and the Barbarians situated above them, of whom I shall

speak in another place.

The territory of the Moschi, in which is situated the tem-
ple, is divided into three portions, one of which is occupied
by Colchians, another by Iberians, and the third by Arme-
nians. There is in Iberia on the confines of Colchis, a small
city, the city of Phrixus, the present Idessa, a place of
strength. The river Charis 1 flows near Dioscurias.

19. Among the nations that assemble at Dioscurias are
the Phtheiropagi, who have their appellation from their dirt

and filth.

Near them live the Soanes, not less dirty in their habits,

but superior perhaps to all the tribes in strength and courage.
They are masters of the country around them, and occupy
the heights of Caucasus above Dioscurias. They have a king,
and a council of three hundred persons. They can assemble,
it is said, an army of two hundred thousand men, for all their

people are fighting men, but not distributed into certain orders.

In their country the winter torrents are said to bring down
even gold, which the Barbarians collect in troughs pierced
with holes, and lined with fleeces

; and hence the fable of
the golden fleece. Some 2 say that they are called Iberians
(the same name as the western Iberians) from the gold mines
found in both countries. The Soanes use poison of an extra-
ordinary kind for the points of their weapons ; even the odour
of this poison is a cause of suffering to those who are wounded
by arrows thus prepared.

The other neighbouring nations about the Caucasus occupy
barren and narrow tracts of land. But the tribes of the Al-
banians and Iberians, who possess nearly the whole of the

above-mentioned isthmus, may also be denominated Cauca-
sian, and yet they live in a fertile country and capable of

being well peopled.

1 Casaubon would read Corax.—'The Sukum.
- Adopting Kramer’s proposed reading, tvioi in place of si fn).
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CHAPTER EH.

1. The greater part of Iberia is well inhabited, and con-

tains cities and villages where the houses have roof'3 covered

with tiles, and display skill in building ;
there are market-

places in them, and various kinds of public edifices.

2. Some part of the country is encompassed by the Cauca-

sian mountains ; for branches of this range, advance, as I have

said, towards the south. These districts are fruitful, com-

prise the whole of Iberia, and extend to Armenia and Colchis.

In the middle is a plain watered by rivers, the largest of

which is the Cyrus, which, rising in Armenia, immediately

enters the above-mentioned plain, having received the Ara-

gus, 1 which flows at the foot of the Caucasus, and other

streams, passes through a narrow channel into Albania. It

flows however between this country and Armenia in a large

body through plains, which afford excellent pasture. After

having received several rivers, and among these the Alazo-

nius, 2 Sandobaues, the Rhoetaces, and Chanes, all of which

are navigable, it discharges itself into the Caspian Sea. Its

former name was Corus.

3. The plain is occupied by those Iberians who are more

disposed to agriculture, and are inclined to peace. Their

dress is after the Armenian and Median fashion. Those

who inhabit the mountainous country, and they are the most

numerous, are addicted to war, five like the Sarmatians and

Scythians, on whose country they border, and with whom
they are connected by affinity of race. These people how-

ever engage in agriculture also, and can assemble many
myriads of persons from among themselves, and from the

Scythians and Sarmatians, whenever any disturbance occurs.

4. There are four passes into the country; one through

Sarapana, a Colchian fortress, and through the defiles near it,

along which the Phasis, rendered passable from one side

to the other by a hundred and twenty bridges, in conse-

1 The Arak.
5 In the English map, reduced from the Russian military map, there

are two rivers Alasan, flowing in contrary directions from M. Bebala.

The modern names of the other rivers here mentioned are not well as-

certained.
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quence of the winding of its stream, descends abruptly and
violently into Colchis. The places in its course are hollowed
by numerous torrents, during the rainy season. It rises in

the mountains which lie above, and many springs contribute

to swell its stream. In the plains it receives other rivers

also, among which are the Glaucus 1 and the Hippus. 2 The
stream thus filled and navigable discharges itself into the

Pontus. It has on its banks a city of the same name, and
near it a lake. Such is the nature of the entrance into

Iberia from Colchis, shut in by rocks and strongholds, and
by rivers running through ravines.

5. From the Nomades on the north there is a difficult

ascent for three days, and then a narrow road by the side of

the river Aragus, a journey of four days, which road admits

only one person to pass at a time. The termination of the

road is guarded by an impregnable wall.

From Albania the entrance is at first cut through rocks,

then passes over a marsh formed by the river (Alazonius),3

in its descent from the Caucasus. On the side of Armenia are

the narrow passes on the Cyrus, and those on the Aragus, for

before the junction of these rivers they have on their banks
strong cities set upon rocks, at the distance from each other

of about 18 stadia, as Harmozica 4 on the Cyrus, and on the

other (Aragus) Seusamora. Pompey formerly in his way
from Armenia, and afterwards Canidius, marched through
these passes into Iberia.

6. The inhabitants of this country are also divided into

four classes
; the first and chief is that from which the kings

are appointed. The king is the oldest and the nearest of his

predecessor’s relations. The second administers justice, and

is commander of the army.
The second class consists of priests, whose business it is to

settle the respective rights of their own and the bordering

people.

The third is composed of soldiers and husbandmen. The
fourth comprehends the common people, who are royal slaves,

and perform all the duties of ordinary life.

1 Tchorocsu. 2 Ilori.
3 Probably the Alasan flowing from M. Bebala.
4 Akalziche.
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Possessions are common property in families, but the eldest

governs, and is the steward of each.

Such is the character of the Iberians, and the nature of

their country.

CHAPTER IV.

1 . The Albanians pursue rather a shepherd life, and resem-

ble more the nomadic tribes, except that they are not savages,

and hence they are little disposed to war. They inhabit the

country between the Iberians and the Caspian Sea, approach-

ing close to the sea on the east, and on the west border upon

the Iberians.

Of the remaining sides the northern is protected by the

Caucasian mountains, for these overhang the plains, and are

called, particularly those near the sea, Ceraunian mountains.

The southern side is formed by Armenia, which extends

along it. A large portion of it consists ot plains, and a

large portion also of mountains, as Cambysene, where the

Armenians approach close both to the Iberians and the Al-

banians.

2. The Cyrus, which flows through Albania, and the other

rivers which swell the stream of the Cyrus, improve the

qualities of the land, but remove the sea to a distance. For

the mud, accumulating in great quantity, fills-up the channel

in such a manner, that the small adjacent islands are an-

nexed to the continent, irregular marshes are formed, and

difficult to be avoided ;
the reverberation also of the tide in-

creases the irregular formation of the marshes. The mouth

of the river is said to be divided into twelve branches, some

of which afford no passage through them, others are so shallow

as to leave no shelter for vessels. The shore for an extent

of more than 60 stadia is inundated by the sea, and by the

rivers; all that part of it is inaccessible ;
the mud reaches

even as far as 500 stadia, and forms a bank along the coast.

The Araxes 1 discharges its waters not far off. coming with

an impetuous stream from Armenia, but the mud which this

1 The Aras.
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river impels forward, making the channel pervious, is replaced

by the Cyrus.

3. Perhaps such a race of people have no need of the sea,

for they do not make a proper use even of the land, which
produces every kind of fruit, even the most delicate, and
every kind of plant and evergreen. It is not cultivated with
the least care ; but all that is excellent grows without sowing,
and without ploughing, according to the accounts of persons
who have accompanied armies there, and describe the inhabit-

ants as leading a Cyclopean mode of life. In many places the

ground, which has been sowed once, produces two or three

crops, the first of which is even fifty-fold, and that without

a fallow, nor is the ground turned with an iron instrument,

but with a plough made entirely of wood. The whole plain

is better watered than Babylon or Aigypt, by rivers and
streams, so that it always presents the appearance of herbage,

and it affords excellent pasture. The air here is better than
in those countries. The vines remain always without digging

round them, and are pruned every five years. The young
trees bear fruit even the second year, but the full grown
yield so much that a large quantity of it is left on the

branches. The cattle, both tame and wild, thrive well in this

country.

4. The men are distinguished for beauty of person and for

size. They are simple in their dealings and not fraudulent,

for they do not in general use coined money ; nor are they

acquainted with any number above a hundred, and transact

their exchangesbyloads. They are careless with regard to

the other circumstances of life. They are ignorant of weights

and measures as far as exactness is concerned ; they are im-

provident with respect to war, government, and agriculture.

They fight however on foot and on horseback, both in light

and in heavy armour, like the Armenians.

5. They can send into the field a larger army than the

Iberians, for they can equip 60,000 infantry and 22,000

horsemen
; witli such a force they offered resistance to Pom-

pey. The Nomades also co-operate with them against foreign-

ers, as they do with the Iberians on similar occasions. When
there is no war they frequently attack these people and pre-

vent them from cultivating the ground. They use javelins

and bows, and wear breastplates, shields, and coverings for
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the head, made of the hides of wild animals, like the Ibe-

rians.

To the country of the Albanians belongs Caspiana, and has

its name from the Caspian tribe, from whom the sea also bus

its appellation ; the Caspian tribe is now extinct.

The entrance from Iberia into Albania is through the Cam-
bysene, a country without water, and rocky, to the river Ala-

zonius. The people themselves and their dogs are exces-

sively fond of the chase, pursuing it with equal eagerness

and skill.

6. Their kings differ from one another ; at present one king

governs all the tribes. Formerly each tribe was governed by
a king, who spoke the peculiar language of each. They
speak six and twenty languages from the want of mutual
intercourse and communication with one another.

The country produces some venomous reptiles, as scorpions

and tarantulas. These tarantulas cause death in some instances

by laughter, in others by grief and a longing to return home.

7. The gods they worship are the Sun, Jupiter, and the

Moon, but the Moon above the rest. She has a temple near

Iberia. The priest is a person who, next to the king, re-

ceives the highest honours. He has the government of the

sacred land, which is extensive and populous, and authority

over the sacred attendants, many of whom are divinely in-

spired, and prophesy. Whoever of these persons, being vio-

lently possessed, wanders alone in the woods, is seized by the

priest, who, having bound him with sacred fetters, maintains

him sumptuously during that year. Afterwards he is brought

forth at the sacrifice performed in honour of the goddess, and
is anointed with fragrant ointment and sacrificed together with

other victims. The sacrifice is performed in the following

manner. A person, having in his baud a sacred lance, with

which it is the custom to sacrifice human victims, advances out

of the crowd and pierces the heart through the side, which he
does from experience in this office. When the man has fallen,

certain prognostications are indicated by the manner of the

fall, and these are publicly declared. The body is carried away
to a certain spot, and then they all trample upon it, perform-

ing this action as a mode of purification of themselves.

8. The Albanians pay the greatest respect to old age, which
is not confined to their parents, but is«extended to old persons
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in general. It is regarded as impious to show any concern
for the dead, or to mention their names. Their money is bui’ied

with them, hence they live in poverty, having no patrimony.
So much concerning the Albanians. It is said that when

Jason, accompanied by Armenus the Thessalian, undertook
the voyage to the Colchi, they advanced as far as the Caspian
Sea, and traversed Iberia, Albania, a great part of Armenia,
and Media, as the Jasoneia and many other monuments tes-

tify. Armenus, they say, was a native of Armenium, one of
the cities on the lake Bcebeis, between Pheras and Parisa, and
that his companions settled in Acilisene, and the Suspiritis,

and occupied the country as far as Calachene and Adiabene,
and that he gave his own name to Armenia.

CHAPTER V.

1. The Amazons are said to live among the mountains
above Albania. Theophanes, who accompanied Pompey in

his wars, and was in the country of the Albanians, says that

Gels and Legxe, 1 Scythian ti’ibes, live between the Amazons
and the Albanians, and that the river Mermadalis 2 takes its

course in the country lying in the middle between these

people and the Amazons. But other writers, and among
these Metrodorus of Scepsis, and Hypsicrates, who were
themselves acquainted with these places, say that the Ama-
zons bordered upon the Gargarenses 3 on the north, at the

foot of the Caucasian mountains, which are called Ceraunia.

1 Strabo mentions the Gelse again, c. vii. § 1, but in a manner which
does not agree with what he here says of their position. We must per-

haps suppose that this people, in part at least, have changed their place

of residence, and that now the greater part of their descendants are to be
found in Ghilan, under the name of Gele, or Gelaki. The name of
Leges, or Leg®, who have continued to occupy these regions, is recog-
nised in that of Legi, Leski. Gossellin.

2 The Mermadalis seems to be the same river called below by Strabo
Mermodas. Critics and modem travellers differ respecting its present
name. One asserts that it is the Marubias, or Marabias, of Ptolemy,
another takes it to be the Manitsch, called in Austrian maps Calaus.
Others believe it to be the small stream Mermedik, which flows into the
Terek. Others again recognise the Mermadalis in the Egorlik. Gossellin.

3 Unknown. Pallas thought that he had discovered their name in
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When at home they are occupied in performing with their

own hands the work of ploughing, planting, pasturing cattle,

and particularly in training horses. The strongest among

them spend much of their time in hunting on horseback, and

practise warlike exercises. All of them from infancy have

the right breast seared, in order that they may use the arm with

ease for all manner of' purposes, and particularly for throw-

ing the javelin. They employ the bow also, and sagaris,

(a kind of sword,) and wear a buckler. They make helmets,

and coverings for the body, and girdles, of the skins of wild

animals. They pass two months of the spring on a neigh-

bouring mountain, which is the boundary between them and

the Gargarenses. The latter also ascend the mountain ac-

cording to some ancient custom for the purpose of perform-

ing common sacrifices, and of having intercourse with the

women with a view to offspring, in secret and in darkness,

the man with the first woman he meets. hen the women

are pregnant they are sent away. The female children that

may be born are retained by the Amazons themselves, but

the males are taken to the Gargarenses to be brought up.

The children are distributed among families, in which the

master treats them as his own, it being impossible to ascertain

the contrary.

2. The Mermodas, 1 descending like a torrent from the

mountains through the country of the Amazons, the Siraeene,

and the intervening desert, discharges itselt into the Ma?otis.-

It is said that the Gargarenses ascended together with the

Amazons from Themiscyra to these places, that they then

separated, and with the assistance of some Thracians and

Eubceans, who had wandered as far as this country, made war

against the Amazons, and at length, upon its termination, enter-

ed into a compact on the conditions above mentioned, namely,

that there should be a companionship only with respect to

that of the Tscherkess, who occupied the country where Strabo places

the Gargarenses, and might be their descendants.
1 The same river probably before called the Mermadalis.
2 This sentence has been supposed by some critics to be an interpola-

tion. Strabo above, c. ii. § 1. has already spoken of the Siraci, who
would seem to have been the inhabitants of Siracena, and may sometimes

have been called Siraceni. In c. ii- § 11, he speaks of the Sittaceni, and

assigns them a position which would indicate them as a different people

from the Seraci, or Siraceni. Gossellin.
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offspring, and that they should live each independent of the

other.

3. There is a peculiarity in the history of the Amazons.
In other histories the fabulous and the historical parts are

kept distinct. For what is ancient, false, and marvellous is

called fable. But history has truth for its object, whether

it be old or new, and it either rejects or rarely admits the

marvellous. But, with regard to the Amazons, the same facts

are related both by modern and by ancient writers ; they are

marvellous and exceed belief. For who can believe that an

army of women, or a city, or a nation, could ever subsist

without men ? and not only subsist, but make inroads upon
the territory of other people, and obtain possession not only

of the places near them, and advance even as far as the pre-

sent Ionia, but even despatch an expedition across the sea to

Attica ? This is as much as to say that the men of those

days were women, and the women men. But even now the

same things are told of the Amazons, and the peculiarity of

their history is increased by the credit which is given to

ancient, in preference to modern, accounts.

4. They are said to have founded cities, and to have given

their names to them, as Ephesus, Smyrna, Cyme, Myrina,

besides leaving sepulchres and other memorials. Themiscyra,

the plains about the Thermodon, and the mountains lying

above, are mentioned by all writers as once belonging to the

Amazons, from whence, they say, they were driven out. Where
they are at present few writers undertake to point out, nor do

they advance proofs or probability for what they state; as in

the case of Thalestria, queen of the Amazons, with whom
Alexander is said to have had intercourse in Hyrcania with

the hope of having offspring. Writers are not agreed on this

point, and among many who have paid the greatest regard to

truth none mention the circumstance, nor do writers of the

highest credit mention anything of the kind, nor do those who
record it relate the same facts. Cleitarchus says that Tha-

lestria set out from the Caspian Gates and Thermodon to

meet Alexander. Now from the Caspian Gates to ’Ihermodon

are more than 6000 stadia.

•5. Stories circulated for the purpose of exalting the fame
[of eminent persons] are not received with equal favour by
all

; the object of the inventors was flattery rather than truth ;
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they transferred, for example, the Caucasus to the mountains

of India, and to the eastern sea, which approaches close to

them, from the mountains situated above Colchis, and the

Euxine Sea. These are the mountains to which the Greeks

give the name of Caucasus, and are distant more than 30,000

stadia from India. Here they lay the scene of Prometheus

and his chains, for these were the farthest places towards the

east with which the people of those times were acquainted.

The expeditions of Bacchus and of Hercules against the

Indi indicate a mythological story of later date, for Hercules

is said to have releasedPrometheus a thousand years after he

was first chained to the rock. It was more glorious too for

Alexander to subjugate Asia as far as the mountains of India,

than to the recess only of the Euxine Sea and the Caucasus.

The celebrity, and the name of the mountain, together with

the persuasion that Jason and his companions had accom-

plished the most distant of all expeditions when they had

arrived in the neighbourhood of the Caucasus, and the tra-

dition that Prometheus had been chained on Caucasus at the

extremity of the earth, induced writers to suppose that they

should gratify the king by transferring the name of the

mountain to India.

6. The highest points of the actual Caucasus are the most

southerly, and lie near Albania, Iberia, the Colchi, and Henio-

chi. They are inhabited by the people whom I have men-

tioned as assembling at Dioscurias. They resort thither

chiefly for the purpose of procuring salt. Ot these tribes

some occupy the heights ;
others live in wooded valleys, and

subsist chiefly on the flesh of wild animals, wild fruits, and

milk. The heights are impassable in winter ; in summer they

are ascended by fastening on the feet shoes as wide as drums,

made of raw hide, and furnished with spikes on account of the

snow and ice. The natives in descending with their loads

slide down seated upon skins, which is the practice in Media,

Atropatia, and at Mount Masius in Armenia, but there they

fasten circular disks of wood with spikes to the soles of their

feet. Such then is the nature of the heights of Caucasus.

7. On descending to the country lying at the foot of these

heights the climate is more northerly, but milder, lor the

land below the heights joins the plains of tlie Siraces. There

are some tribes of Troglodylm who inhabit cates on account
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of the cold. There is plenty 1 of grain to be had in the
country.

Next to the Troglodyte are Chamascoetae, 2 and a tribe called

Polyphagi (the voracious), and the villages of the Eisadici,

who are able to cultivate the ground because they are not
altogether exposed to the north.

8. Immediately afterwards follow shepherd tribes, situated

between the Masotis and the Caspian Sea, Nabiani, Pangani,3

the tribes also of the Siraces and Aorsi.

The Aorsi and Siraces seem to be a fugitive people from
parts situated above. The Aorsi lie more to the north. 4

Abeacus, king of the Siraces, when Pharnases occupied
the Bosporus, equipped 20,000 horse, and Spadines, king of

the Aorsi 200,000, and the Upper Aorsi even a larger body,
for they were masters of a greater extent of territory, and
nearly the largest part of the coast of the Caspian Sea was
under their power. They were thus enabled to transport on
camels the merchandise of India and Babylonia, receiving

it from Armenians and Medes. They wore gold also in their

dress in consequence of their wealth.

The Aorsi live on the banks of the Tanais, and the Siraces

on those of Achardeus, which rises in Caucasus, and dis-

charges itself into the Mmotis.

CHAPTER VI.

1. The second portion of northern Asia begins from the

Caspian Sea, where the first terminates. This sea is called

also the Hyrcanian Sea. We must first speak of this sea, and

of the nations that live near its shores.

It is a bay extending from the Ocean to the south. At its

commencement it is very narrow ; as it advances further in-

wards, and particularly towards the extremity, it widens to

the extent of about 500 stadia. The voyage from the entrance

1 Groskurd reads curopia, want, instead of tviropia, plenty.
2 XapatKoXrat. People who lie on the ground.
3 Panxani, Paxani, Penzani. 4 The text is here corrupt.
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to the extremity may exceed that a little, the entrance ap-

proaching very near the uninhabited regions..

Eratosthenes says that the navigation of this sea was known

to the Greeks, that the part of the voyage along the coast of

the Albanians and Cadusii 1 comprised o400 stadia ;
and the

part along the country of the Ananaci, Mardi, [or AmardpJ

and Hyrcani, as far as the mouth of the river Oxus,- 4800

stadia, and thence to the Iaxartes 3 2400 stadia.

But with respect to the places situated in this portion ot

Asia, and to those lying so far removed from our own coun-

try, we must not understand the accounts of writers in too

literal a sense, particularly with regard to distances.

2 Upon sailing into the Caspian, on the right hand, con-

tiguous to the Europeans, Scythians and Sarmatians occupy

tlfe country between the Tanais and this sea ;
they are chief y

Nomades, or shepherd tribes, of whom I have already spoken.

On the left hand are the Eastern Scythian Bomades, who

extend as far as the Eastern sea, and India.
_

The ancient Greek historians called all the nations towards

the north by the common name of Scythians, and Kelto-bcy-

thians. Writers still more ancient than these called the nations

living above the Euxine, Danube, and Adriatic, Hyperboreans,

Sauromatm, and Arimaspi. 4 But iu speaking ot the nations

on the other side the Caspian Sea, they called some Saca?,'

others Massagetge. They were unable to give any exact ac-

count of them, although they relate the history ot the war ot

Cyrus with the Massagette. Concerning these nations no one

has ascertained the truth, and the ancient histories of Persia,

Media, and Syria have not obtained much credit on account ot

the credulity ‘of the writers and their love of fable.

3 For these authors, having observed that those who pro-

fessedly were writers of fables obtained repute and success,

supposed that they also should make their writings agreeable,

. The country occupied by the Cadusii of whom Eratos^

appears to have been the Ghilan, a name probably dern ed from tin.

Gel®, who are constantly associated with tlie Uulusii.

2 r.\,
^

3
l he binon.

i. efthe Hyperboreans above the Adriatic, the SauromaUe above the

Danube, and the Arimaspi above the Euxine. _

» The name Sacir is to be traced in Sakita, a district on the confines of

those of Vash and Gil, situated on the north of the Gihon or Oxus, con-

sequently in ancient Sogdiana. D'AnviUe.
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if, under the form of history, they related what they had
never seen nor heard, (not at least from eye-witnesses,) and
had no other object than to please and surprise the reader.
A person would more readily believe the stories of the heroes
in Hesiod, Homer, and in the tragic poets, than Ctesias, He-
rodotus, Hellanicus, and writers of this kind.

4. We cannot easily credit the generality of the historians of
Alexander, for they practise deception with a view to en-
hance the glory of Alexander

; the expedition also was direct-

ed to the extremities of Asia, at a great distance from our
country, and it is difficult to ascertain or detect the truth or

falsehood of what is remote. The dominion of the Romans
and of the Parthians has added very much to former dis-

coveries, and the writers who speak of these people describe
nations and places, where certain actions were performed, in a

manner more likely to produce belief than preceding historians,

for they had better opportunities of personal observation.

CHAPTER VII.

1. The nomades, or wandering tribes, who live on the left

side of the coast on entering the Caspian Sea, are called by
the moderns Dahae, and surnamed Parni. 1 Then there inter-

venes a desert tract, which is followed by Hyrcania ; here the
Caspian spreads like a deep sea till it approaches the Median
and Armenian mountains. The shape of these hills at the

foot is lunated. 2 Their extremities terminate at the sea, and
form the recess of the bay.

A small part of this country at the foot of the mountains,
as far as the heights, if we reckon from the sea, is inhabited by
some tribes of Albanians and Armenians, but the greater por-

tion by Gelrn, Cadusii, Amardi, Vitii, and Anariaene. It is said,

that some Parrhasii were settled together with the Anariacm,
who are now called Parrhasii, (Parsii ?) and that the vEnianes
built a walled city in the territory of the Yitii, which city is

1 C. viii.
§ 2.

At ubi ccrpit in latitudinem pandi lunatis obliquatur cornibus. Pliny,

VOL. II. R
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now called .ZEniana (JEnia). Grecian armour, brazen vessels,

and sepulchres are shown there. There also is a city Ana-

riacm, in which it is said an oracle is shown, where the

answer is given to those who consult it, during sleep, [and

some vestiges of Greek colonization, but all these] tribes are

predatory, and more disposed to war than husbandry, which

arises from the rugged nature of the country. The greater

part of the coast at the foot of the mountainous region is oc-

cupied by Cadusii, to the extent of nearly 5000 stadia, accord-

ing to Patrocles, who thinks that this sea equals the Euxine

in size. These countries are sterile.

2. Hyrcania 1
is very fertile, and extensive, consisting for

the most part of plains, and has considerable cities dispersed

throughout it, as Talabroce, Samariane, Carta, and the royal

residence, Tape, 2 which is said to be situated a little above

the sea, and distant 1 400 stadia from the Caspian Gates. The
following facts are narrated as indications of the fertility of

the country. 3 The vine produces a metretes 4 of wine; the

fig-tree sixty medimni 5 of fruit ; the corn grows from the

seed which falls out of the stalk
;
bees make their hives in

the trees, and honey drops from among the leaves. This is

the case also in the territory of Matiane in Media, and in the

Sacasene, and Araxene of Armenia. 6

But neither this country, nor the sea which is named after

it, has received proper care and attention from the inhabit-

ants, for there are no vessels upon the sea, nor is it turned to

any use. According to some writers there are islands on it, ca-

pable of being inhabited, in which gold is found. The cause of

this neglect is this ;
the first governors of Hyrcania were

barbarians, Medes, and Persians, and lastly, people who were

more oppressive than these, namely, Parthians. The whole

of the neighbouring country was the haunt of robbers and

wandering tribes, and abounded with tracts ol desert land.

For a short time Macedonians were sovereigns ol the country,

but being engaged in war were unable to attend to remote

1 See b. ii. c. i. $ 14.
2 These names have here probably undergone some change. Talabroce

may be the Tambrace or Tembrax of Polybius ; Samariane, the Soconax

of Ptolemy
;
Carta, Zadra-Carta; and Tape, the Syrinx of Polybius.

3 The text is here corrupt.
4 About 7 gallons. 5 About 12 gallons. 6 B. ii. c. i. §

14.
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possessions. Aristobulus says that Hyrcania has forests, and
produces the oak, but not the pitch pine, 1 nor the fir, 2 nor the
pine, 3 but that India abounds with these trees.

iSiesasa 4 belongs to Hyrcania, but some writers make it an
independent district.

3. Hyrcania is watered by the rivers Ochus and Oxus as
far as their entrance into the sea. The Ochus flows through
Nestea, but some writers say that the Ochus empties itself
into the Oxus.

Aristobulus avers that the Oxus was the largest river, ex-
cept those in India, which he had seen in Asia. He says
also that it is navigable with ease, (this circumstance both
Aristobulus and Eratosthenes borrow from Patrocles,) and
that large quantities of Indian merchandise are conveyed by
it to the Hyrcanian Sea, and are transferred from thence into
Albania by the Cyrus, and through the adjoining countries to
the Euxine. 4 he Ochus is not often mentioned by the an-
cients, but Apollodorus, the author of the Parthica, frequently
mentions it, [and describes it] as flowing very near the Par-
thians.

4. Many additional falsehoods were invented respecting
this sea, to flatter the ambition of Alexander and his love of
glory

; for, as it was generally acknowledged that the river
Tanais separated Europe from Asia throughout its whole
course, and that a large part of Asia, lying between this sea
and the Tanais, had never been subjected to the power of the
Macedonians, it was resolved to invent an expedition, in order
that, according to fame at least, Alexander might seem to
have conquered those countries. They therefore made the
lake Maeotis, which receives the Tanais, and the Caspian Sea,
which also they call a lake, one body of water, affirming that
there was a subterraneous opening between both, and that
one was part of the other. Polycleitus produces proofs to
show that this sea is a lake, for instance, that it breeds ser-
pents, and that the water is sweetish.6 That it was not a dif-

Tr(vKr). 2
i\arr}. 3

Tr'iTVQ.
4 the country here spoken of appears to be that celebrated from the

earliest times for its breed of horses to which the epithet Ncssean was
applied by ancient writers. See c. xiii. § 7.

4 The modern name is uncertain.
The same statement was made to Pompey, when in these regions in

pursuit of Mithridates.

n 2
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ferent lake from the Maeotis, he conjectures from the circum-

stance of the Tanais discharging itself into it. From the

same mountains in India, where the Ochus and the Oxus rise,

many other rivers take their course, and among these the

Iaxartes, which like the former empties itself into the Cas-

pian Sea, although it is the most northerly ol them all. This

river then they called Tanais, and alleged, as a proof that it

was the Tanais mentioned by Polycleitus, that the country on

the other side of the river produced the fir-tree, and that the

Scythians there used arrows made of fir-wood. It was a

proof also that the country on the other side of the river was

a part of Europe and not of Asia, that L pper and Eastern A~ia

do not produce the fir-tree. But Eratosthenes says that the

fir does grow even in India, and that Alexander built his

ships of that wood. Eratosthenes collects many things of this

kind, with a view to show their contradictory character. But

I have said enough about them.

5. Among the peculiarities recorded of the Hyrcanian sea,

Eudoxus and others relate the following. There is a certain

coast in front of the sea hollowed out into caverns, between

which and the sea there lies a flat shore. Rivers on reaching

this coast descend from the precipices above with sufficient lorce

to dart the water into the sea without wetting the intervening

shore, so that even an army, could pass underneath sheltered

by the stream above. The inhabitants frequently resort to

this place for the purposes of festivity and of performing

sacrifices, one while reclining beneath the caverns, at another

basking in the sun (even) beneath the fall of water. They
divert themselves in various ways, having in sight on each

side the sea and shore, the latter of which by the dew [and

moisture of the falls] is rendered agrassy and flowery meadow.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. In proceeding from the Hyrcanian Sea towards the east,

on the right hand are the mountains which the Greeks call

Taurus, extending as far as India. They begin trom Pam-
phylia and Cilicia, and stretch to this part from the west in

a continuous line, bearing different names in different places.
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The northern parts 1 of this range are occupied first by Gel*,
Cadusii, and Amardi, as we have said, and by some tribes of
Hyrcanians

; then follow, as we proceed towards the east
and the Ochus, the nation of the Parthians, then that of the
Margiani and Arii, and the desert country which the river
Sarnius separates from Hyrcania. The mountain, which ex-
tends to this country, or within a small distance of it, from
Armenia, is called Parachoathras.

From the Hyrcanian sea to the Arii are about 6000 stadia. 2

Next follow Bactriana, Sogdiana, and lastly nomade Scythians.
The Macedonians gave the name of Caucasus to all the
mountains which follow after Ariana,3 but among the bar-
barians the heights and the northern parts of the Parapo-
misus were called Emoda, and Mount Imaus; 4 and other
names of this kind were assigned to each portion of this

range.

2. On the left hand 5 opposite to these parts are situated
the Scythian and nomadic nations, occupying the whole of
the northern side. Most of the Scythians, beginning from
the Caspian Sea, are called Dali* Scythm, and those situated
more towards the east Massaget* and Sac* ; the rest have
the common appellation of Scythians, but each separate tribe

has its peculiar name. All, or the greatest part of them, are
nomades. The best known tribes are those who deprived
the Greeks of Bactriana, the Asii, Pasiani, (Asiani?) Tochari,
and Sacarauli, who came from the country on the other side
of the Iaxartes,6 opposite the Sac* and Sogdiani, and which
country was also occupied by Sacae ; some tribes of the
Dahse are surnamed Aparni, some Xanthii, others Pissuri.7

1 avrov in this passage, as Kramer remarks, is singular.
1 From what point our author does not say.
3 There is some confusion in the text, which Groskurd attempts to

amend as follows: "But among the barbarians the heights of Arana,
and the northern mountains of India, are separately called Emoda, &c.

4 B. xv. c. i. §11. The name is derived from the Sanscrit himavat,
which is preserved in the Latrn hiems, winter, and in the modern name
Himalaya. See Smith, art. Imaus.

s On advancing from the S. E. of the Hyrcanian Sea towards the E.
6 The Syr- Daria.
7 Aparni, Xanthii, and Pissuri, in this passage, seem to be the same as

Pami, Xandii, and Parii, in c. ix. § 3, if we may understand in the pre-
sent passage these people to be referred to only by name, but not as
living in the country here described.
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The Aparni approach the nearest of any of these people to

Hyrcania, and to the Caspian Sea. The others extend as far

as the country opposite to Aria.

3. Between these people, Hyrcania, and Parthia as far as

Aria lies a vast and arid desert, which they crossed by long

journeys, and overran Hyrcania, the Nesasan country, and

the plains of Parthia. These people agreed to pay a tribute

on condition of having permission to overrun the country at

stated times, and to carry away the plunder. But when these

incursions became more frequent than the agreement allowed,

war ensued, afterwards peace was made, and then again war

was renewed. Such is the kind of life which the other No-

mades also lead, continually attacking their neighbours, and

then making peace with them.

4. The Sacae had made incursions similar to those of the

Cimmerians and Treres, some near their own country, others

at a greater distance. They occupied Bactriana, and got

possession of the most fertile tract in Armenia, which was

called after their own name, Sacasene. They advanced even

as far as the Cappadocians, those particularly situated near

the Euxine ; who are now called Pontici. When they were

assembled together and feasting on the division of the booty,

they were attacked by night by the Persian generals who
were then stationed in that quarter, and were utterly exter-

minated. The Persians raised a mound of earth in the form

of a hill over a rock in the plain, (where this occurred,) and

fortified it. They erected there a temple to Anaitis and the

gods Omanus and Anadatus, Persian deities who have a

common altar. 1 They also instituted an annual festival, (in

memory of the event,) the Sacsea, which the occupiers of Zela,

for this is the name of the place, celebrate to this day. It is

a small city chiefly appropriated to the sacred attendants.

Pompey added to it a considerable tract of territory, the in-

habitants of which he collected within the walls. It was one

of the cities which ho settled after the overthrow of Mi-

thridates. .

5. Such is the account which is given of the Saca? by some

writers. Others say, that Cyrus in an expedition against the

1 These gods, otherwise unknown, are mentioned again in b. xv. c. iii.

$ 15.
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Sac* was defeated, and fled. He advanced with his army to

the spot where he had left his stores, consisting of large sup-

plies of every kind, particularly of wine ; he stopped a short

time to refresh his army, and set out in the evening, as

though he continued his flight, the tents being left full of pro-

visions. He proceeded as far as he thought requisite, and

then halted. The Sac* pursued, who, finding the camp aban-

doned and full of the means of gratifying their appetites, in-

dulged themselves without restraint. Cyrus then returned

and found them drunk and frantic ;
some were killed, stretch-

ed on the ground drowsy or asleep ;
others, dancing and mad-

dened with wine, fell defenceless on the weapons of their

enemies. Nearly all of them perished. Cyrus ascribed

this success to the gods ; he consecrated the day to the god-

dess worshipped in his own country, and called it Sac*a.

Wherever there is a temple of this goddess, there the Sac*an

festival, a sort of Bacchanalian feast, is celebrated, in which

both men and women, dressed in the Scythian habit, pass day

and night in drinking and wanton play.

6. The Massaget* signalized their bravery in the war with

Cyrus, of which many writers have published accounts ; we
must get our information from them. Such particulars as

the following are narrated respecting this nation ;
some

tribes inhabit mountains, some plains, others live among

marshes formed by the rivers, others on the islands among the

marshes. The Araxes is said to be the river which is the chief

cause of inundating the country ;
it is divided into various

branches and discharges itself by many mouths into the other

sea 1 towards the north, but by one only into the Hyrcanian

Gulf. The Massaget* regard no other deity than the sun, and

to his honour they sacrifice a horse. Each man marries only

one wife, but they have intercourse with the wives of each

other without any concealment. He who has intercourse with

the wife of another man hangs up his quiver on a waggon,

and lies with her openly. They account the best mode of

death to be chopped up when they grow old with the flesh of

sheep, and both to be devoured together. Those who die of

disease are cast out as impious, and only fit to be the prey of

wild beasts
;
they are excellent horsemen, and also fight well

on foot. They use bows, swords, breastplates, and sagares

1 The Northern Ocean.
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of brass, they wear golden belts, and turbans 1 on their heads
in battle. Their horses have bits of gold, and golden breast-

plates
; they have no silver, iron in small quantity, but gold

and brass in great plenty.

7. Those who live in the islands have no corn-fields. Their
food consists of roots and wild fruits. Their clothes are made
of the bark of trees, for they have no sheep. They press out
and drink the juice of the fruit of certain trees.

The inhabitants of the marshes eat fish. They are clothed

in the skins of seals, which come upon the island from the sea.

The mountaineers subsist on wild fruits. They have be-

sides a few sheep, but they kill them sparingly, and keep
them for the sake of their wool and milk. Their clothes

they variegate by steeping them in dyes, which produce a
colour not easily effaced.

The inhabitants of the plains, although they possess land,

do not cultivate it, but derive their subsistence from their

flocks, and from fish, after the manner of the nomades and
Scythians. I have frequently described a certain way of life

common to all these people. Their burial-places and their

manners are alike, and their whole manner of living is inde-

pendent, but rude, savage, and hostile : in their compacts, how-
ever, they are simple and without deceit.

8. The Attasii (Augasii ?) and the Chorasmii belong to

the Massagetce and Sac®, to whom Spitamenes directed his

flight from Bactria and Sogdiana. He was one of the Per-
sians who, like Bessus, made his escape from Alexander by
flight, as Arsaces afterwards fled from Seleucus Callinicus,

and retreated among the Aspasiacm.

Eratosthenes says, that the Bactrians lie along the Arachoti
and Massagetce on the west near the Oxus, and that Saca? and
Sogdiani, through the whole extent of their territory, 2 are op-
posite to India, but the Bactrii in part only, for the greater part

of their country lies parallel to the Parapomisus
; that the

Sacce and Sogdiani are separated by the Iaxartes, and the
Sogdiani and Bactriani by the Oxus ; that Tapyri occupy
the country between Hyrcani and Arii ; that around the

shores of the sea, next to the Hyrcani, are Amardi, Anariacce,

Cadusii, Albani, Caspii, Vitii, and perhaps other tribes ex-
tending as far as the Scythians ;

that on the other side of the
1 Sia$i)/iaTa. 3 roTf oXoig tCatytatv.
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Hyrcani are Derbices, that the Caducii are contiguous both to

the Medes and Matiani below the Parachoathras.

9. These are the distances which he gives.

From the Caspian Sea to the Cyrus about

Thence to the Caspian Gates
Thence to Alexandreia in the territory of the 1

Arii ....... j

Thence to the city Bactra, which is called also ^
Zariaspa ...... J

Thence to the river Iaxartes, which Alexander
|

reached, about ..... j

Stadia.

1800
5600

6400

3870

5000

Making a total of .... 22,670

He also assigns the following distances from the

Gates to India.

To Hecatompylos*.....
To Alexandreia 2 in the country of the Arii

\

(Ariana) ...... J
Thence to Prophthasia 3 in Dranga 4

. \
(or according to others 1500) . . J

Thence to the city Arachoti 5

Thence to Ortospana on the three roads from 1

Bactra 6 ...... J

Thence to the confines of India

Caspian

Stadia.

1960

4530

1600

4120

2000

1000

Which together amount to 15, 300 7

1 There is great doubt where it was situated
;
the distances recorded by

ancient writers not corresponding accurately with known ruins. It has
been supposed that Damgham corresponds best with this place

; but
Damgham is too near the Pylte Caspiee : on the whole it is probable that

any remains of Hecatompylos ought to be sought in the neighbourhood
of a place now called .Jah Jirrn. Smith , art. Hecatompylos.

2 Now Herat, the capital of Khorassan. See Smith, art. Aria Civitas.
1 Zarang. 4 Sigistan.
5 Ulan Robkt, but see Smith, art. Arachotus.
15 Balkh. See Smith.
7 The sum total is 15,210 stadia, and not 15,300 stadia. This latter

sum total is to be found again in b. xv. c. ii. § 8, but the passage there
referred to has served to correct a still greater error in the reading of
this chapter, viz. 15,500. Corrections of the text have been proposed, but
their value is doubtful.
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We must regard as continuous with this distance, in a straight

line, the length of India, reckoned from the Indus to the

Eastern Sea.

Thus much then respecting the Sacm.

CHAPTER IX.

1 . Parthia is not an extensive tract of country ; for this

reason it was united with the Hyrcani for the purpose of pay-

ing tribute under the Persian dominion and afterwards, during

a Ion" period when the Macedonians were masters of the coun-

try. ^Besides its small extent, it is thickly wooded, moun-

tainous, and produces nothing ; so that the kings with their

multitude of followers pass with great speed through the

country, which is unable to furnish subsistence for such num-

bers even for a short time. At present it is augmented in

extent. Comisene 1 and Chorene are parts of Parthiene, and

perhaps also the country as far as the Caspian Gates, Rliagte,

and the Tapyri, which formerly belonged to Media. Apameia

and Heracleia are cities in the neighbourhood of Rhagae.

From the Caspian Gates to Rhagm are 500 stadia accord-

ing to Apollodorus, and to Hecatompylos, the royal seat of

the Parthians, 1260 stadia. Rliaga? 2 is said to have had its

name from the earthquakes which occurred in that country, by

which many cities and two thousand villages, as Poseidonius

relates, were overthrown. The Tapyri are said to live be-

tween the Derbices and the Hyrcani. Historians say, that

it is a custom among the Tapyri to surrender the married

women to other men, even when the husbands have had two

or three children by them, as Cato surrendered Marcia in

our times, according to an ancient custom of the Romans, to

Hortensius, at his request.

2. Disturbances having arisen in the countries beyond the

Taurus in consequence of the kings of Syria and Media,

who possessed the tract of which we are speaking, being en-

gaged in other affairs,® those who were intrusted with the

1 Its present name is said to be Comis. s The Rents.
3 Adopting Tyrwhitt's conjecture, irpog dXXoig.
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government of it occasioned first the revolt of Bactriana ;

then Euthydemus and his party the revolt of all the country

near that province. Afterwards Arsaces, a Scythian, (with

the Parni, called nomades, a tribe of the Dallas, who live on

the banks of the Ochus,) invaded Parthia, and made himself

master of it. At first both Arsaces and his successors were

weakened by maintaining wars with those who had been de-

prived of their territory. Afterwards they became so powerful,

in consequence of their successful warfare, continually depriv-

ing their neighbours of portions of their territory, that at last

they took possession of all the country within the Euphrates.

They deprived Eucratidas, and then the Scythians, by force

of arms, of a part of Bactriana. They now have an empire

comprehending so large an extent of country, and so many
nations, that it almost rivals that of the Romans in magnitude.

This is to be attributed to their mode of life and manners,

which have indeed much of the barbarous and Scythian cha-

racter, but are very well adapted for establishing dominion,

and for insuring success in war.

3. They say that the Dahae Parni were an emigrant tribe

from the Dallas above the Maeotis, who are called Xandii

and Parii. But it is not generally acknowledged that Dahee

are to be found among the Scythians above the Maeotis, yet

from these Arsaces according to some was descended ;
ac-

cording to others he was a Bactrian, and withdrawing him-

self from the increasing power of Diodotus, occasioned the

revolt of Parthia.

We have enlarged on the subject of the Parthian customs

in the sixth book of historical commentaries, and in the second

of those, which are a sequel to Polybius : we shall omit what

we said, in order to avoid repetition ;
adding this only, that

Poseidonius affirms that the council of the Partliians is com-

posed of two classes, one of relatives, (of the royal family,)

and another of wise men and magi, by both of which kings

are chosen.

CHAPTER X.

1. Aria and MarMana, which are the best districts in thisO 7

portion of Asia, are partly composed of valleys enclosed by
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mountains, and partly of inhabited plains. Some tribes of Sce-
nitas (dwellers in tents) occupy the mountains ; the plains are
watered by the rivers Arius and by the Margus.

Aria borders upon Bactriana, and the mountain 1 which has
Bactriana at its foot. It is distant from [the] Hyrcania

r
n

sea] about 6000 stadia.

Drangiana as far as Carmania furnished jointly with Aria

payment of the tribute. The greater part of this country
is situated at the foot of the southern side of the mountains

;

some tracts however approach the northern side opposite Aria.

Arachosia, which belongs to the territory of Aria, is not far

distant ; it lies at the foot of the southern side of the moun-
tains, and extends to the river Indus.

The length of Aria is about 2000 stadia, and the breadth
of the plain 300 stadia. Its cities are Artacaena, Alexandreia,

and Achaia, which are called after the names of their founders.

The soil produces excellent wines, which may be kept for

three generations in unpitclied vessels.

2. Margiana is like this country, but the plain is surround-
ed by deserts. Antiochus Soter admired its fertility

; he
enclosed a circle of 1500 stadia with a wall, and founded a

city, Antiocheia. The soil is well adapted to vines. They
say that a vine stem has been frequently seen there which
would require two men to girth it, and bunches of grapes
two cubits in size.

CHAPTER XI.

1. Some parts of Bactria lie along Aria to the north,

but the greater part stretches beyond (Aria) to the east. It

is an extensive country, and produces everything except oil.

The Greeks who occasioned its revolt became so powerful

by means of the fertility and advantages of the country, that

they became masters of Ariana and India, according to

Apollodorus of Artamita. Their chiefs, particularly Menan-
der, (if he really crossed the Hypanis to the east and reached

Isamus,)2 conquered more nations than Alexander. These

1 The Parapomisus. Kramer’s proposed correction is adopted.
7 For Isamus in the text, Imaus is adopted by Groskurd, and Kramer
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conquests were achieved partly by Menander, partly by De-
metrius, son of Euthydemus, king of the Bactrians. They
got possession not only of Pattalene, 1 but of the kingdoms of ;

7

Saraostus, and Sigerdis, which constitute the remainder of the A
coast. Apollodorus in short says that Bactriana is the orna- " £
ment of all Ariana. They extended their empire even as far

as the Seres and Phryni.

2. Their cities were Bactra, which they call also Zariaspa,

(a river of the same name flows through it, and empties itself

into the Oxus,) and Darapsa, 2 and many others. Among
these was Eucratidia, which had its name from Eucratidas,

the king. When the Greeks got possession of the country,

they divided it into satrapies
;

that of Aspionus and Turiva 3

the Parthians took from Eucratidas. They possessed Sog-
diana also, situated above Bactriana to the east, between the

river Oxus (which bounds Bactriana and Sogdiana) and the

Iaxartes
; the latter river separates the Sogdii and the

nomades.

3. Anciently the Sogdiani and Bactriani did not differ

much from the nomades in their mode of life and manners,
yet the manners of the Bactriani were a little more civilized.

Onesicritus however does not give the most favourable account
of this people. Those who are disabled by disease or old age •

are thrown alive to be devoured by dogs kept expressly for

this purpose, and whom in the language of the country they „
’

call entombers. 4 The places on the exterior of the walls of J
° l

the capital of the Bactrians are clean, but the interior is for A4. <

the most part full of human bones. Alexander abolished this

custom. Something of the same kind is related of the Caspii

also, who, when their parents have attained the age of 70
years, confine them, and let them die of hunger. This cus-

tom, although Scythian in character, is more tolerable than

that of the Bactrians, and is similar to the domestic law of

the Cei ;

5 the custom however of the Bactrians is much more
according to Scythian manners. We may be justly at a loss

considers this reading highly probable. Isamus is not found in any other
passage, but Mannert, (Geogr. v. p. 295,) finding in Pliny (N. H. vi. 21,

§ 17) the river Iomanes, proposes to read in this passage ’Io/iavov, in

which he recognises the Jumna.
1 Tatta or Sindi. 2 Adraspa. B. xv. c. ii. § 10.
3 Mentioned nowhere else. Kramer seems to approve of Du Theil’s

proposed correction, Tapuiia. * ivTaitiiacrTUQ. s B. x. c. v! § G.

fr- Ta.)»yrii
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to conjecture, 1 if Alexander found such customs prevailing
there, what were the customs which probably were observed
by them in the time of the first kings of Persia, and of the
princes who preceded them.

4. Alexander, it is said, founded eight cities in Bactriana

tXc •? and Sogdiana ; some he razed, among which were Cariatas in

: Bactriana, where Callisthenes was seized and imprisoned

;

Maracanda in Sogdiana, and Cyra, the last of the places
founded by Cyrus, situated upon the river Iaxartes, and the
boundary of the Persian empire. This also, although it was

' 1 attached to Cyrus, he razed on account of its frequent revolts.

Alexander took also, it is said, by means of treacherv, strong
fortified rocks ; one of which belonged to Sisimithres in Bac-

7 ,

triana, where Oxyartes kept his daughter Roxana ; another to

Oxus in Sogdiana, or, according to some writers, to Aria-
mazas. The stronghold of Sisimithres is described bv his-

torians to have been fifteen stadia in height, and eighty stadia
in circuit. On the summit is a level ground, which is fertile

and capable of maintaining 500 men. Here Alexander was
entertained with sumptuous hospitality, and here he espoused
Roxana the daughter of Oxyartes. The height of the fortress
in Sogdiana is double the height of this. It was near these
places that he destroyed the city of the Branchidse, whom
Xerxes settled there, and who had voluntarily accompanied him
from their own country. They had delivered up to the Per-
sians the riches of the god at Didymi, and the treasure there
deposited. Alexander destroyed their city in abhorrence of
their treachery and sacrilege.

5. Aristobulus calls the river, which runs through Sog-
diana, Polytimetus, a name imposed by the Macedonians, as
they imposed many others, some of which were altogether
new, others were deflections 2 from the native appellations.
This ri ver after watering the country flows through a desert
and sandy soil, and is absorbed in the sand, like the Arius,
which flows through the territory of the Arii.

It is said that on digging near the river Ochus a spring of
oil was discovered. It is probable, that as certain nitrous, as-
tringent, bituminous, and sulphurous fluids permeate the
earth, greasy fluids may be found, but the rarity of their oc-
currence makes their existence almost doubtful.

1 The text is corrupt. 5
7rapdji’ofiaoav.
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The course of the Ochus, according to some writers, is

through Bactriana, according to others parallel to it. Some
allege that, taking a more southerly direction, it is distinct

from the Oxus to its mouths, but that they both discharge

themselves (separately) into the Caspian in Hyrcania. Others

again say that it is distinct, at its commencement, from the

Oxus, but that it (afterwards) unites with the latter river,

having in many places a breadth of six or seven stadia.

The Iaxartes is distinct from the Oxus from its commence-

ment to its termination, and empties itself into the same sea.

Their mouths, according to Patrocles, are about 80 parasangs

distant from each other. The Persian parasang some say

contains 60, others 30 or 40, stadia.

When I was sailing up the Nile, schoeni of different mea-

sures were used in passing from one city to another, so that

the same number of schoeni gave in some places a longer, in

others a shorter, length to the voyage. This mode of com-

putation has been handed down from an early period, and is

continued to the present time.

6. In proceeding from Hyrcania towards the rising sun as

far as Sogdiana, the nations beyond (within ?) the Taurus

were known first to the Persians, and afterwards to the Mace-
donians and Parthians. The nations lying in a straight line 1

above these people are supposed to be Scythian, from their

resemblance to that nation. But we are not acquainted with

any expeditions which have been undertaken against them,

nor against the most northerly tribes of the nomades. Alex-

ander proposed to conduct his army against them, when he

was in pursuit of Bessus and Spitamenes, but when Bessus was
taken prisoner, and Spitamenes put to death by the Barba-

rians, he desisted from executing his intention.

It is not generally admitted, that persons have passed

round by sea from India to Hyrcania, but Patrocles asserts

that it may be done.

7. It is said that the termination of Taurus, which is called

Imaus, approaches close to the Indian Sea, and neither ad-

vances towards nor recedes from the East more than India

itself. But on passing to the northern side, the sea contracts

(throughout the whole coast) the length and breadth of India,

so a3 to shorten on the East the portion of Asia we are now
1

i. e. on the same parallel.
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describing, comprehended between the Taurus and the North-

ern Ocean, which forms the Caspian Sea.

The greatest length of this portion, reckoned from the Hyr-

canian Sea to the (Eastern) Ocean opposite Irnaus, is about

30,000 stadia, 1 the route being along the mountainous tract of

Taurus ; the breadth is less than 10,000 stadia. 2 W e have

said before, that 3 from the bay of Issus to the eastern sea along

the coast of India is about 40,000 stadia, and to Issus from

the western extremities at the pillars 30,000 stadia. The

recess of the bay of Issus is little, if at all, more to the east

than Amisus ;
from Amisus to Hyrcania is about 10,000

stadia in a line parallel to that which we have described as

drawn from the bay of Issus to India. There remains there-

fore for the portion now delineated the above-mentioned

length towards the east, namely, 30,000 stadia. 4

1 That is, from the Caspian Gates to Thin®. Gossellin.

2 Strabo does not here determine either the parallel from which we are

to measure, nor the meridian we are to follow to discover this greatest

breadth, which according to him is “less than 10,000 stadia.^ this

passage therefore seems to present great difficulties. Tim difficulties

respecting the parallel can only be perceived by an examination and

comparison of the numerous passages where our author indicates the

direction of the chain of mountains which form the Ikurus.
3 I do not see where this statement is to be found, except implicitly.

Strabo seems to refer us in general to various passages where he endea-

vours to determine the greatest length of the habitable world, in b. ii.

Du Theil.
4

I am unable to fix upon the author’s train of thought. For immedi-

ately after having assigned to this portion of the Habitable Earth (whose

dimensions he wishes to determine) 30,000 stadia as its “ great* si length,”

and 10,000 stadia as its “greatest breadth,” Strabo proceeds to prove

what he had just advanced respecting its greatest length. Then he

should, it seems, have endeavoured to furnish us, in the same manner,

with a proof that its greatest breadth is not more, as he says, than 10,000.

But in what follows there is nothing advanced on this point; all that he

says is to develope another proposition, viz. that the extent of the Hvr-

canian—Caspian Sea is at the utmost 6000 stadia.

The arguments contained in this paragraph on the whole appear to me

strange ;
they rest on a basis which it is difficult to comprehend ; they

establish explicitly a proposition which disagrees with "hat the author

has said elsewhere, and lastly they present an enormous geographical

error.

It will therefore be useful to the reader to explain, as far as 1 under-

stand it. the argument of our author.

1 . The exact form of the chlamvs is unknown to us, but it was such, that

its greatest breadth was to be found, il not exactly in, at least near, the

middle of its length. The Habitable Earth being of the form of a
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Again, since the breadth of the longest part of the habitable

earth, which has the shape of a chlamys, (or a military cloak,)

is about 30,000 stadia, this distance would be near the meri-

dian line drawn through the Hyrcanian and the Persian

Seas, for the length of the habitable earth is 70,000 stadia.

If therefore from Hyrcania to Artemita 1 in Babylonia are

8000 stadia according to Apollodorus of Artemita, and thence

to the mouth of the Persian Sea 8000, and again 8000, or a

little short of that number, to the places on the same parallel

with the extremities of Ethiopia, there would remain, to

complete the breadth as I have described it, of the habitable

earth, the number of stadia 2 which I have mentioned, reckon-

ing from the recess of the Hyrcanian Sea to its mouth. This

segment of the earth being truncated towards the eastern

parts, its figure would resemble a cook’s knife, for the moun-

tainous range being prolonged in a straight line, answers to

the edge, while the shape of the coast from the mouth of the

Hyrcanian Sea to Tamarus on the other side terminates in a

circular truncated line.

Chlamys, its greatest breadth would be found about the middle of its

greatest length.

2. The greatest length of the Habitable World being 70,000 stadia, its

greatest breadth ought to be found at the distance of 35,000 stadia from

its eastern or western extremity, but this greatest breadth is only 30,000

stadia, and it does not extend, on the north, beyond the parallel of the

mouth of the Hyrcanian Sea. B. ii.

3. The meridian which passes at the distance of 35,000 stadia from the

eastern or western extremities of the Habitable Earth, is that which,

drawn from the mouth of the Hyrcanian Sea to the Northern Ocean, and

prolonged in another direction through the mouth of the Persian Gulf

to the sea called Erythreean, would pass through the city Artemita. Con-'

sequently it is on the meridian of Artemita that we must look for the

greatest breadth of the Habitable Earth.

4. On this same meridian, we must reckon from the parallel of the

last habitable country in the south to the mouth of the Persian Gull,

about 8000 stadia
;
then from the mouth of the Persian Gull to Artemita,

8000 stadia ; and from Artemita to the bottom of the Hyrcanian Sea,

8000 stadia : total 24,000 stadia.

5. It being established that the breadth of the Habitable Earth is

30,000 stadia, and not to extend it northwards beyond the parallel of the

mouth of the Hyrcanian Sea, where it communicates with the Northern

Ocean, the distance to this point from the bottom of this same sea must

be calculated at 6000 stadia. Du Theil.
1 The modem Shirban is supposed to occupy its site.

2 Namely 6000. B. ii. c. i. §
17.

von. n. s
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8. We must mention some of the extraordinary circum-

stances which are related of those tribes which are perfectly

barbarous, living about Mount Caucasus, and the other moun-

tainous districts.

What Euripides expresses in the following lines is said to

be a custom among them ;

“ they lament the birth of the new-horn on account of the many evils to

which they are exposed
;
but the dead, and one at rest from his troubles,

is carried forth from his home with joy and gratulation.”

Other tribes do not put to death even the greatest offenders,

but only banish them, from their territories together with

their children ;
which is contrary to the custom of the Der-

bices, who punish even slight offences with death. The Der-

bices worship the earth. They neither sacritice, nor eat the

female of any animal. Persons who attain the age of above

seventy years are put to death by them, and their nearest rela-

tions eat their flesh. Old women are strangled, and then

buried. Those who die under seventy years of age are not

eaten, but are only buried.

The Siginni in general practise Persian customs. They

have small horses with shaggy hair, but which are not able

to carry a rider. Four of these horses are harnessed together,

driven by women, who are trained to this employment from

childhood. The best driver marries whom she pleases. Some,

they say, make it their study to appear with heads as long as

possible, and with foreheads projecting over their chins.

The Tapyrii have a custom for the men to dress in black,

and wear their hair long, and the women to dress in white,

and wear their hair short. [They live between the Derbices

and Hyreani.] 1 He who is esteemed the bravest marries

whom he likes.

The Caspii starve to death those who are above seventy

years old, by exposing them in a desert place. The exposed

are observed at a distance ; if they are dragged from their

resting-place by birds, they are then pronounced happy
; but

if by wild beasts, or dogs, less fortunate ; but if by none of

these, ill-fated.

1 Introduced from the margin according to Groskurd’s opinion, sup-

ported also by Kramer.
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CHAPTER XII.

1. Since the Taurus constitutes the northern parts of Asia,

which are called also the parts within the Taurus, I propose

to speak first of these.

They are situated either entirely, or chiefly, among the

mountains. Those to the east of the Caspian Gates admit of

a shorter description on account of the rude state of the peo-

ple, nor is there much difference whether they are referred to

one climate 1 or the other. All the western countries furnish

abundant matter for description. We must therefore proceed

to the places situated near the Caspian Gates.

Media lies towards the west, an extensive country, and
formerly powerful ;

it is situated in the middle of Taurus,
which here has many branches, and contains large valleys, as

is the case in Armenia.
2. This mountain has its beginning in Caria and Lycia,

but does not exhibit there either considerable breadth or

height. It first appears to have a great altitude opposite the

Chelidoneae, 2 which are islands situated in front of the com-
mencement of the Pamphylian coast. It extends towards
the east, and includes the long valleys of Cilicia. Then on
one side the Amanus 3 is detached from it, and on the other

the Anti-Taurus. 4 In the latter is situated Comana, 5 belong-

ing to the Upper Cappadocia. It terminates in Cataonia,

but Mount Amanus is continued as far as the Euphrates, and
Melitene,6 where Commagene extends along Cappadocia.
It receives the mountains beyond the Euphrates, which are

continuous with those before mentioned, except the part which
is intercepted by the river flowing through the middle of them.

1
i. e. To northern or southern Asia. B. ii. c. i. § 20.

2 There are five islands off the Hicra Acta, which is now Cape Kheli-
donia. The Greeks still call them Cheledonia;, of which the Italians

make Celidoni
;
and the Turks have adopted the Italian name, and call

them Shelidan. Smith, art. Chelidonise Insulae.
3 Amanus descends from the mass of Taurus, and surrounds the Gulf

of Issus.
* Dudschik Dagh.
5 It is generally supposed that the modem town A1 Bostan on the Si-

koon, Seihun, or Sarus, is or is near the site of Comana of Cappadocia.
Smith, art. Comana. b Malatia.

s 2
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Here its height and breadth become greater, and its branches

more numerous. The Taurus extends the farthest distance

towards the south, where it separates Armenia from Meso-

potamia.

3. From the south flow both rivers, the Euphrates and

the Tigris, which encircle Mesopotamia, and approach close

to each other at Babylonia, and then discharge themseh es

into the sea on the coast of Persia. The Euphrates is .he

larger river, and traverses a greater tract of country with a tor-

tuous course, it rises in the northern part of Taurus, and flo^s

toward the west through Armenia the Greater, as it is called,

to Armenia the Less, having the latter on the right and

Acilisene on the left hand. It then turns fo the south, and

at its bend touches the boundaries of Cappadocia. It leaves

this and Commagene on the right hand ;
on the leit Acili-

sene and Sophene, 1 belonging to the Greater Armenia. It

proceeds onwards to Syria, and again makes another bend in

its way to Babylonia and the Persian Gulf.

The Tigris takes its course from the southern part of the

same mountains to Seleucia, 2 approaches close to the Eu-

phrates, with Avhich it forms Mesopotamia. It then empties

itself into the same gulf.

The sources of the Tigris and of the Euphrates are distant

from each other about 2500 stadia.

4. Towards the north there are many forks which branch

away from the Taurus. One of these is called Anti-Taurus,

for there the mountain had this name, and includes Sophene

in a valley situated between Anti-Taurus and the Taurus.

Next to the Anti-Taurus on the other side of the Euphrates,

along the Lesser Armenia, there stretches towards the north

a large mountain A\Tith many branches, one of which is called

Paryadres, 3 another the Moschic mountains, and others by

other names. The Moschic mountains comprehend the whole

of Armenians as far as the Iberians and Albanians.
.

Other

mountains again rise towards the east above the Caspian Sea,

and extend as far as Media the Greater, and the Atropatian-

Media. They call all these parts of the mountains Paracho-

athras, asA\rell as those Avhich extend to the Caspian Gates, and

those still farther above towards the east, which are contigu-

. Dzophok. ’ Azerbaijan.

3 The range overhanging Cerasus, now Kerasun.
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1

ous to Asia. The following are the names of the mountains
towards the north.

The southern mountains on the other side of the Euphrates,
extending towards the east from Cappadocia and Commagene, 1

at their commencement have the name of Taurus, which
separates Sophene and the rest of Armenia from Mesopota-
mia, but some writers call them the Gordyaean mountains. 2

Among these is Mount Masius,3 which is situated above Nisi-
bis,4 and Tigranocerta.5 It then becomes more elevated, and
is called Niphates. 6 Somewhere in this part on the southern
side of the mountainous chain are the sources of the Tigris.
Then the ridge of mountains continuing to extend from the
Niphates forms the mountain Zagrius, which separates Media
and Babylonia. After the Zagrius follows above Babylonia
the mountainous range of the Elymtei and Parastaceni, and
above Media that of the Gossan.

In the middle of these branches are situated Media and
Armenia, which comprise many mountains, and many moun-
tain plains, as well as plains and large valleys. Numerous
small tribes live around among the mountains, who are for
the most part robbers.

We thus place within the Taurus Armenia and Media, to
which belong the Caspian Gates.

5. In our opinion these nations may be considered as situ-

ated to the north, since they are within the Taurus. But
Eratosthenes, having divided Asia into southern and northern
portions, and what he calls seals, (or sections,) 7 designating
some as northern, others as southern, makes the Caspian
Gates the boundary of both climates. He might without any
impropriety have represented the more southern parts of the
Caspian Gates as in southern Asia, among which are Media
and Armenia, and the parts more to the north than the Cas-
pian Gates in northern Asia, which might be the case accord-
ing to different descriptions of the country. But perhaps
Eratosthenes did not attend to the circumstance, that there

1 Cama3ch. The country situated N. W. of the Euphrates in about
38° lat.

2 The range of Kurdistan on the E. of the Tigris.
3 The range lying between the Euphrates and the Tigris, between 37°

and 38° lat. * Nisibin or Netzid.
Meja-Farkin, by “above” these cities, would appear to mean over-

hanging them both, as it is situated between them.
0 Nepat-Leam. 7 B. ii. c. i. $ 22.
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is no part of Armenia nor of Media towards the sou.u on toe

other side of the Taurus.

CHAPTER XHI.

1. Media is divided into two parts, one of which is called

the Greater Media. Its capital is Ecbatana, 1 a large city

containing the royal seat of the Median empire. This palace

the Parthians continue to occupy even at this time.
.

Here

their kings pass the summer, for the air of Media is cool.

Their winter residence is at Seleucia, on the Tigris, near

Babylon.

The other division is Atropatian Media. It had its name

from Atropatus, a chief who prevented this country, which is

a part of Greater Media, from being subjected to the domin-

ion of the Macedonians. When he was made king he

established the independence of this country ; his successors

continue to the present day, and have at different times con-

tracted marriages with the kings of Armenia, Syria, and

Partkia.

2. Atropatian Media borders upon Armenia and Matiane 2

towards the east, towards the west on the Greater Media, and

on both towards the north ;
towards the south it is contiguous

to the people living about the recess of the Hyrcanian Sea,

and to Matiane.

According to Apollonides its strength is not inconsiderable,

since it can furnish 10,000 cavalry and 40,000 infantry.

It contains a lake called Spauta, 3 (Kapauta,) in which salt

effloresces, and is consolidated. The salt occasions itching and

pain, but oil is a cure for both, and sweet water restores the

colour of clothes, which have the appearance of being burnt, 4

when they have been immersed in the lake by ignorant per-

sons for the purpose of washing them.

1 Hamadan.
, ,

„ .

3 An interpolation; probably introduced from Matiane below. I nlconer.

Kramer. _ „
3

Its ancient name according to Kramer was Kapotan. Kaputan-

Dzow, The Blue Lake, now the Lake Urmiali.

* Kairvptu6tZo,v. Kramer observes that the meaning of the word in

this passage is not clear. It may possibly mean some colour to which the

name of the lake was given.
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They have powerful neighbours in the Armenians and
Parthians, by whom they are frequently plundered ; they re-

sist however, and recover what has' been taken away, as they

recovered Symbace 1 from the Armenians, who were defeated

by the Romans, and they themselves became the friends of

Cmsar. They at the same time endeavour to conciliate the

Parthians.

3. The summer palace is at Gazaka, situated in a plain ;

the winter palace 2 is in Vera, a strong fortress which Antony
besieged in his expedition against the Parthians. The last

is distant from the Araxes, which separates Armenia and
Atropatene, 2400 stadia, according to Dellius, the friend of

Antony, who wrote an account of the expedition of Antony
against the Parthians, which he himself accompanied, and in

whicH he held a command.
The other parts of this country are fertile, but that towards

the north is mountainous, rugged, and cold, the abode of the

mountain tribes of Cadusii Amardi, Tapyri, Curtii, and other

similar nations, wTho are migratory, and robbers. These peo-

ple are scattered over the Zagrus and Niphates. The Curtii

in Persia, and Mardi, (for so they call the Amardi,) and

those in Armenia, and who bear the same name at present,

have the same kind of character.

4. The Cadusii have an army of foot soldiers not inferior

in number to that of the Ariani. They are very expert in

throwing the javelin. In the rocky places the soldiers en-

gage in battle on foot, instead of on their horses. The ex-

pedition of Antony was harassing to the army, not by the

nature of the country, but by the conduct of their guide,

Artavasdes, king of the Armenii, whom Antony rashly made
his adviser, and master of his intentions respecting the war,

when at the same time that prince was contriving a plan for

his destruction. Antony punished Artavasdes, but too late ;

the latter had been the cause of many calamities to the

Romans, in conjunction with another person ;
he made the

inarch from the Zeugma on the Euphrates to the borders of

Atropatene to exceed 8000 stadia, or double the distance of

the direct course, [by leading the army] over mountains, and
places where there were no roads, and by a circuitous route.

' It is uncertain whether this is a place, or a district.

* Adopting Groskurd’s emendation xufiaoiov.
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5. The Greater Media anciently governed the whole of

Asia, after the overthrow of the Syrian empire : but after-

wards, in the time of Astyages, the Medes were deprived of

this extensive sovereignty by Cyru3 and the Persians, yet

they retained much of their ancient importance. Ecbatana

was the winter (royal ?) residence 1 of the Persian kings, as it

was of the Macedonian princes, who overthrew the Persian

empire, and got possession of Syria. It still continues to

serve the same purpose, and affords security to the kings of

Parthia.

6. Media is bounded on the east by Parthia, and by the

mountains of the Cossosi, a predatory tribe. They once furn-

ished the Elymrei, whose allies they were in the war against

the Susii and Babylonians, with 13.000 archers. Xearc-hus

says that there were four robber tribes ;
the Mardi, who were

contiguous to the Persians ;
the E xii and Elymasi, who were

on the borders of the Persians and Susii ;
and the Cossaei, on

those of the Medes ;
that all of them exacted tribute from the

kings ;
that the Cossaji received presents, when the king, hav-

ing passed his summer at Ecbatana went down to Babylonia ;

that Alexander attacked them in the winter time, and re-

pressed their excessive insolence. Media is bounded on the

east by these nations, and by the Parmtaceni, who are con-

tiguous to the Persians, and are mountaineers, and robbers ;

on the north by the Cadusii, who live above the Hyrcanian

Sea, and by other nations, whom we have just enumerated ;

on the south by the Apolloniatis, which the ancients called

Sitacene, and by the "Zagrus, along which lies Massabatica,

which belongs to Media, but according to others, to Elymaea

;

on the west by the Atropatii, and by some tribes of the Ar-

menians.

There are also Grecian cities in Media, founded by Mace-

donians, as Laodiceia, Apameia, Heracleia near Rhagae, and

Rhaga itself, founded by Nicator, who called it Europus, and

the Parthians Arsacia, situated about 500 stadia to the south

of the Caspian Gates, according to Apollodorus of Artemita.

7. The greater part of Media consists of high ground, and is

cold ; such are the mountains above Ecbatana, and the places

about Rhagae and the Caspian Gates, and the northern parts

in general extending thence as far as Matiane and Armenia.
1 In the text xo^ahov. Kramer suggests the reading flaaiXucv.
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The country below the Caspian Gates consists of flat grounds

and valleys. It is very fertile, and produces everything except

the olive, or if it grows anywhere it does not yield oil, and is

dry. The country is peculiarly adapted, as well as Armenia,

for breeding horses. There is a meadow tract called Hippo-

botus, which is traversed by travellers on their way from

Persia and Babylonia to the Caspian Gates. Here, it is said,

fifty thousand mares were pastured in the time of the Per-

sians, and were the king’s stud. The Nessean horses, the

best and largest in the king’s province, were of this breed,

according to some writers, but according to others they came

from Armenia. Their shape is peculiar, as is that of the Par-

thian horses, compared with those of Greece and others in our

country.

The herbage which constitutes the chief food of the horses

we call peculiarly by the name of Medic, from its growing in

Media in great abundance. The country produces Silphium, 1

from which is obtained the Medic juice, much inferior to the

Cyrenaic, but sometimes it excels the latter, which may be

accounted for by the difference of places, or from a change

the plant may undergo, or from the mode of extracting and
,

preparing the juice so as to continue good when laid by

for use.

8. Such then is the nature of the country with respect to

magnitude ; its length and breadth are nearly equal. The

greatest breadth (length ?)
2 however seems to be that reckoned

from the pass across the Zagrus, which is called the Median

Gate, to the Caspian Gates, through the country of .Sigriana,

4100 stadia.

The account of the tribute paid agrees with the extent and

wealth of the country. Cappadocia paid to the Persians

yearly, in addition to a tribute in silver, 1500 horses, 2000

mule3
,
and 50,000 sheep, and the Medes contributed nearly

double this amount.

9. Many of their customs are the same as those of the Arme-

nians, from the similarity of the countries which they in-

habit. The Medes however were the first to communicate

them to the Armenians, and still before that time to the Per-

sians, who were their masters, and successors in the empire

of Asia.

1 Lucerne ?
2 Groskurd proposes “ length.”
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The Persian stole, as it is now called, the pursuit of archery

and horsemanship, the court paid to their kings, their attire,

and veneration fitting for gods paid by the subjects to the

prince,—these the Persians derived from the Medes. That
this is the fact appears chiefly from their dress. A tiara, a
citaris, a hat, 1 tunics with sleeves reaching to the hands, and
trowsers, are proper to be worn in cold and northerly places,

such as those in Media, but they are not by any means adapt-

ed to inhabitants of the south. The Persians had their

principal settlements on the Gulf of Persia, being situated

more to the south than the Babylonians and the Susii. But
after the overthrow of the Ddedes they gained possession of

some tracts of country contiguous to Media. The custom
however of the vanquished appeared to the conquerors to be
so noble, and appropriate to royal state, that instead of naked-
ness or scanty clothing, they endured the use of the feminine

stole, and were entirely covered with dress to the feet.

10. Some writers say that Medeia, when with Jason she

ruled in these countries, introduced this kind of dress, and
concealed her countenance as often as she appeared in public

in place of the king
; that the memorials of Jason are, the

Jasonian heroa, 2 held in great reverence by the Barbarians,

(besides a great mountain above the Caspian Gates on the

left hand, called Jasonium,) and that the memorials of Medeia
are the kind of dress, and the name of the country. Modus, her
son, is said to have been her successor in the kingdom, and
the country to have been called after his name. In agreement
with this are the Jasonia in Armenia, the name of the coun-
try, and many other circumstances which we shall mention.

11. It is a Median custom to elect the bravest person as

king, but this does not generally prevail, being confined to

the mountain tribes. The custom for the kings to have many
wives is more general, it is found among all the mountaineers

also, but they are not permitted to have less than five. In the

same manner the women think it honourable for husbands to

have as many wives as possible, and esteem it a misfortune if

they have less than five.

While the rest of Media is very fertile, the northern and
mountainous part is barren. The people subsist upon the

produce of trees. They make cakes of apples, sliced and
1

7riXoc. 2 Heroic monuments of Jason.
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dried, and bread of roasted almonds ;
they express a wine

from some kind of roots. They eat the flesh of wild animals,

and do not breed any tame animals. So much then respect-

ing the Medes. As to the laws and customs in common use

throughout the whole of Media, as they are the same as those

of the Persians in consequence of the establishment of the

Persian empire, I shall speak of them when I give an ac-

count of the latter nation.

CHAPTER XIY.

1. The southern parts of Armenia lie in front of the Tau-

rus, which separates Armenia from the whole of the country

situated between the Euphrates and the Tigris, and which is

called Mesopotamia. The eastern parts are contiguous to

the Greater Media, and to Atropatene. To the north are the

range of the mountains of Parachoathras lying above the

Caspian Sea, the Albanians, Iberians, and the Caucasus. The

Caucasus encircles these nations, and approaches close to the

Armenians, the Moschic and Colchic mountains, and ex-

tends as far as the country of the people called Tibareni. Orr

the west are these nations and the mountains Paryadres and

Scydises, extending to the Lesser Armenia, and the country

on the side of the Euphrates, which divides Armenia from

Cappadocia and Commagene.
2. The Euphrates rises in the northern side of the Tau-

rus, and flows at first towards the west through Armenia, it

then makes a bend to the south, and intersects the Taurus

between the Armenians, Cappadocians, and Commageni.

Then issuing outwards and entering Syria, it turns towards

the winter sun-rise as far as Babylon, and forms Mesopotamia

with the Tigris. Both these rivers terminate in the Persian

Gulf.

Such is the nature of the places around Armenia, almost

all of them mountainous and rugged, except a few tracts

which verge towards Media.
To the above-mentioned Taurus, which commences again

in the country on the other side of the Euphrates, occupied
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by the Commageni, and Meliteni formed by the Euphrates,

belongs Mount Masius, which is situated on the south above

the Mygdones in Mesopotamia, in whose territory is Nisibis ;

on the northern parts is Sophene, lying between the Masius

and Anti-Taurus. Anti-Taurus begins from the Euphrates and
the Taurus, and terminates at the eastern parts of Armenia,

enclosing within it Sophene. It has on the other side Acili-

sene, which lies between [Anti-]Taurus and the bed of the

Euphrates before it turns to the south. The royal city of

Sophene is Carcathiocerta. 1

Above Mount Masius far to the east along Gordyene is the

Niphates, then the Abus, 2 from which flow both the Euphrates
and the Araxes, the former to the west, the latter to the east

;

then the Nibarus, which extends as far as Media.

3. We have described the course of the Euphrates. The
Araxes, after running to the east as far as Atropatene, makes
a bend towards the west and north. It then first flows beside

Azara, then by Artaxata, 3 a city of the Armenians ; afterwards

it passes through the plain of Araxenus to discharge itself

into the Caspian Sea.

4. There are many mountains in Armenia, and many
mountain plains, in which not even the vine grows. There
are also many valleys, some are moderately fertile, others

are very productive, as the Araxenian plain, through which
the river Araxes flows to the extremities of Albania, and
empties itself into the Caspian Sea. Next is Sacasene,

which borders upon Albania, and the river Cyrus ; then
Gogarene. All this district abounds with products of the soil,

cultivated fruit trees and evergreens. It bears also the olive.

There is Phauene, (Plianenm, Phasiana ?) a province of Ar-
menia, Comisene, and Orchistene, which furnishes large bo-

dies of cavalry.

1 Kharput.
2 An almost uniform tradition lias pointed out an isolated peak of this

range as the Ararat of Scripture. It is still called Ararat or Agri-Dach,
and by the Persians Kuh-il-Nuh, mountain of Noah. Smith.

3 Formerly the mass of ruins called Takt-Tiridate, (Throne of Tiri-

dales,) near the junction of the Aras and the Zengue, were supposed to

represent the ancient Artaxata. Col. Monteith fixes the site at a remark-
able bend of the river somewhat lower down than this. See Smith, art.

Artaxata.
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Chorzene 1 and Cambysene are the most northerly countries,

and particularly subject to falls of snow. They are contigu-

ous to the Caucasian mountains, to Iberia, and Colchis.

Here, they say, on the passes over mountains, it frequently

happens that whole companies of persons have been over-

whelmed in violent snow-storms. Travellers are provided

against such dangerous accidents with poles, which they force

upwards to the surface of the snow, for the purpose of breath-

ing, and of signifying their situation to other travellers who
may come that way, so that they may receive assistance, be

extricated, and so escape alive.

They say that hollow masses are consolidated in the snow,

which contain good water, enveloped as in a coat ; that ani-

mals are bred in the snow, which Apollonides call scoleces, 2

and Theophanes, thripes, and that these hollow masses con

tain good water, which is obtained by breaking open their

coats or coverings. The generation of these animals is sup-

posed to be similar to that of the gnats, (or mosquitos,) from

flames, and the sparks in mines.

5. According to historians, Armenia, which Avas formerly

a small country, was enlarged by Artaxias and Zariadris,

Avho had been generals of Antiochus the Great, and at last,

after his overthrow, when they became kings, (the former

of Sophene, Acisene, (Amphissene ?) Odomantis, and some

other places, the latter of the country about Artaxata,) they

simultaneously aggrandized themselves, by taking away por-

tions of the territory of the surrounding nations : from the

Medes they took the Caspiana, Pliaunitis, and Basoropeda ;

from the Iberians, the country at the foot of the Pary-

adre3
,
the Chorzene, and Gogarene, which is on the other

side of the Cyrus
;
from the Chalybes, and the Mosynceci,

Carenitis and Xerxene, which border upon the Lesser Arme-

nia, or are even parts of it ;
from the Cataones, Acilisene, 3

and the country about the Anti-Taurus; from the Syrians,

Taronitis ;* hence they all speak the same language.

6. The cities of Armenia are Artaxata, called also Artax-

1 Kars is the capital of this country.
2

<7K(o\rjKag and 0pt7rag, species of worms. See Smith
9
art. Chorzene.

* Melitene. Groskurd.
4 It corresponds, Kramer observes, with Taron, a province of Armenia,

which is called by Tacitus, Ann. xiv. 24, Taraunitium (not Tarani-

tium) regio.
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iasata, built by Hannibal for the king Artaxias, and Arxata,

both situated on the Araxes ;
Arxata on the confines of

Atropatia, and Artaxata near the Araxenian plain ; it is

well inhabited, and the seat of the kings of the country. It

lies upon a peninsular elbow of land ;
the river encircles the

walls except at the isthmus, which is enclosed by a ditch

and rampart.

Not far from the city are the treasure-storehouses of Ti-

granes and Artavasdes, the strong fortresses Babyrsa, and
Olane. There were others also upon the Euphrates. Ador,
(Addon ?) the governor of the fortress, occasioned the revolt

of Artagera, but the generals of Caesar retook it after a

long siege, and destroyed the walls.

7. There are many rivers in the country. The most cele-

brated are the Phasis and Lycus
; they empty themselves

into the Euxine
;
(Eratosthenes instead of the Lycus men-

tions the Thermodon, but erroneously
;)

the Cyrus and the

Araxes into the Caspian, and the Euphrates and the Tigris

into the Persian Gulf.

8. There are also large lakes in Armenia ; one the Man-
tiane, 1 which word translated signifies Cyane, or Blue, the

largest salt-water lake, it is said, after the Palus Mteotis, ex-

tending as far as (Media-) Atropatia. It has salt pans for

the concretion of salt.

The next is Arsene, 2 which is also called Thopitis. Its

waters contain nitre, and are used for cleaning and fulling

clothes. It is unfit by these qualities for drinking. The
Tigris passes through this lake 3 after issuing from the moun-
tainous country near the Niphates, and by its rapidity keeps
its stream unmixed with the water of the lake, whence it has
its name, for the Medes call an arrow, Tigris. This river

contains fish of various kinds, but the lake one kind only.

1 We should read probably Matiane. The meaning of the word pro-

posed by Strabo may easily be proved to be incorrect, by reference to

the Armenian language, in which no such word is to be found bearing
this sense. As Kapoit in the Armenian tongue signifies “ blue,” this ex-
planation of Strabo’s appears to refer to the lake Spauta or Kapauta,
above, c. xiii. $ 2. Kramer.

2 The lake Arsissa, Thospitis or Van.
3 This is an error

;
one of the branches of the Tigris rises among the

mountains on the S. W. of the lake Van, and which form part of the
range ol' Nepal-Learn or Niphates.
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At the extremity of the lake the river falls into a deep cavity
in the earth. After pursuing a long course under-ground, it

re-appears in the Chalonitis ; thence it goes to Opis, and to^ t

the wall of Semiramis, as it is called, leaving the Gordyrei 1

f(r ,

and the whole of Mesopotamia on the right hand. The Eu-
phrates, on the contrary, has the same country on the left.

Having approached one another, and formed Mesopotamia, one
traverses Seleucia in its course to the Persian Gulf, the other TrW
Babylon, as I have said in replying to Eratosthenes and
Hipparchus.

9. There are mines of gold in the Hyspiratis, 2 near Ca-
balla. Alexander sent Menon to the mines with a body of
soldiers, but he was strangled 3 by the inhabitants of the coun-
try. There are other mines, and also a mine of Sandyx as

it is called, to which is given the name of Armenian colour,

it resembles the Calche.4

This country is so well adapted, being nothing inferior in this

respect to Media, for breeding horses, that the race of Nescean
horses, which the kings of Persia used, is found here also

;

the satrap of Armenia used to send annually to the king
of Persia 20,000 foals at the time of the festival of the Mi-
thracina. Artavasdes, when he accompanied Antony in his

invasion of Media, exhibited, besides other bodies of cavalry,

6000 horse covered with complete armour drawn up in array.

Not only do the Medes and Armenians, but the Albanians
also, admire this kind of cavalry, for the latter use horses

covered with armour.

10. Of the riches and power of this country, this is no
slight proof, that when Pompey imposed upon Tigranes, the

father of Artavasdes, the payment of 6000 talents of silver, he

immediately distributed the money among the Roman army,

to each soldier 50 drachma?, 1000 to a centurion, and a talent

to a Hipparch and a Chiliarch.

11. Theophanes represents this as the size of the country
;

its breadth to be 100 schoeni, and its length double this num-
ber, reckoning the schoenus at 40 stadia ; but this comput-
ation exceeds the truth. It is nearer the truth to take the

1 The Kurds.
3 “ 7r

'/7'X®'?- Meineke.

2 Groskurd proposes Syspiritis.
- aTTTiyXvr). MemeHe. -

4
It is doubtful whether this colour was red, blue, or purple. -Lo<yf. C<> c f~ -rro L'p*') cL* (PtApfr h'Urt'Hl^ifvL 2. Ucj.
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length as he has given it, and the breadth at one half, or a

little more.

Such then is the nature of the country of Armenia, and its

power. . .

12. There exists an ancient account of the origin of tins

nation to the following effect. Armenus ot Armenium, a I hes-

salian city, which lies between Phene and Larisa on the lake

Beebe, accompanied Jason, as we have already said, in bis ex-

pedition into Armenia, and from Armenus the country had

its name, according to Cyrsilus the Pharsalian and Medius

tho Larisrean, persons who had accompanied the army of

Alexander. Some of the followers of Armenus settled in

Acilisene, which was formerly subject to the Sopheni ; others

in the Syspiritis, and spread as far as Calachene and Adia-

bene, beyond the borders of Armenia.

The dress of the Armenian people is said to be of Thessa-

lian origin ; such are the long tunics, which in tragedies are call-

ed Thessalian ;
they are fastened about the body with a girdle,

and with a clasp on the shoulder. The tragedians, for they

required some additional decoration ot this kind, imitate the

Thessalians in their attire. The Thessalians in particular,

from wearing a long dress, (probably because they inhabit the

most northerly and the coldest country in all Greece,') afford-

ed the most appropriate subject of imitation to actors for their

theatrical representations. The passion tor riding and the

care of horses characterize the Thessalians, and are common

to Armenians and Modes.

The Jasonia are evidence of the expedition of Jason : some

of these memorials the sovereigns ot the country restored, as

Parmenio restored the temple of Jason at Abdera.

1 3. It is supposed that Armenus and his companions called

the Araxes by this name on account of its resemblance to

the Peneius, for the Peneius had the name o( Araxes from

bursting through '1'empe, and rending (d-opd;a.) Ossa from

Olympus. The Araxes also in Armenia, descending from the

mountains, is said to have spread itself in ancient times and

to have overflowed the plains, like a sea, having no outlet ;

that Jason, in imitation of what is to be seen at l empe, made

the opening through which the water at present precipitates

itself iuto the Caspian Sea; that upon this the Araxcnian
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plain, through which the river flows to the cataract, became
uncovered. This story which is told of the river Araxes
contains some probability ; that of Hei-odotus 1 none whatever.
For he says that, after flowing out of the country of the Ma-
tiani, it is divided into forty rivers, and separates the Scythians
from the Bactrians. Callistlienes has followed Herodotus.

14. Some ti’ibes of ZEnianes are mentioned, some of whom
settled in Yitia, others above the Armenians beyond the Abus
and the Nibarus. These latter are branches of Taurus

;
the

Abus is near the road which leads to Ecbatana by the temple
of Baris (Zaris ?).

Some tribes of Thi’acians, surnamed Saraparae, or decajfi-

tators^are said to live above Armenia, near tTTe Gouranii and
"Medes. They are a savage people, intractable mountaineers,
and scalp and decapitate strangers ; for such is the meaning
of the term Saraparae.

T have spoken of Medeia in the account of Media, and it is

conjectured fi'om all the circumstances that the Medes and
Armenians are allied in some way to the Thessalians, de-
scended from Jason and Medeia.

15. This is the ancient account, but the more recent, and
extending from the time of the Persians to our own age, may
be given summarily, and in part only (as follows)

; Persians
and Macedonians gained possession of Armenia, next those
who were masters of Syria and Media. The last was Orontes,
a descendant of Hydarnes, one of the seven Persians : it was
then divided into two portions by Artaxias ami Zariadris,

generals of Antiochus the Great, who made war against the

Romans. These were governors by permission of the king,

but upon his overthrow they attached themselves to the Ro-
mans, were declared independent, and had the title of kings.

Tigranes was a descendant of Artaxias, and had Armenia,
properly so called. This country was contiguous to Media,
to the Albani, and to the Iberes, and extended as far as Col-
chis, and Cappadocia upon the Euxine.

Artanes the Sophenian was the descendant of Zaria-
dris, and had the southern parts of Armenia, which verge
rather to the west. He was defeated by Tigranes, who be-
came master of the whole country. He had experienced
many vicissitudes of fortune. At first he had served as a

1 Herod, i. 202.
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hostage among the Parthians ;
then by their means he return-

ed to his country, in compensation for which service they ob-

tained seventy valleys in Armenia. W hen he acquired power,

he recovered these valleys, and devastated the country of the

Parthians, the territory about Ninus, and that about Arbela. 1

He subjected to his authority the Atropatenians, and the

Gordyteans ;
by force of arms he obtained possession also of

the rest of Mesopotamia, and, after crossing the Euphrates, of

Syria and Phoenicia. Having attained this height of pros-

perity, he even founded near Iberia,2 between this country

and the Zeugma on the Euplirates, a city, which he named

Tigranocerta, and collected inhabitants out of twelve Grecian

cities, which he had depopulated. But Lucullus, who had

commanded in the war against Mithridates, surprised him,

thus engaged, and dismissed the inhabitants to their respect-

ive homes. The buildings which were half finished he de-

molished, and left a small village remaining. He drove Ti-

granes both out of Syria and Phoenicia.

Artavasdes, his successor, prospered as long as he con-

tinued a friend of the Romans. But having betrayed An-

tony to the Parthians in the war with that people, he suffered

punishment for his treachery. He was carried in chains to

Alexandria, by order of Antony, led in procession through

the city, and kept in prison for a time. On the breaking

out of the Actiac war he was then put to death. Many
kings reigned after Artavasdes, who were dependent upon

Cassar and the Romans. The country is still governed in

the same manner.

16. Both the Medes and Armenians have adopted all the

sacred rites of the Persians, but the Armenians pay particu-

lar reverence to Anaitis, and have built temples to her hon-

our in several places, especially in Acilisene. d hey dedicate

there to her service male and female slaves ; in this there

is nothing remarkable, but it is surprising that persons of the

highest rank in the nation consecrate their virgin daughters

to the goddess. It is customary for these women, after being

1 Arbil.
"
That this is an error is manifest. Falconer proposes Armenia ;

Gros-

kurd, Ass\ > ia : but what name is to be supplied is altogether uncertain.

Tlic name it the city is also wanting, according to lvramer, who proposes

Xisibis.
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prostituted a long period at the temple of Anaitis, to be dis-

posed of in marriage, no one disdaining a connexion with
such persons. Herodotus mentions something similar re-

specting the Lydian women, all of whom prostitute them-
selves. But they treat their paramours with much kindness,

they entertain them hospitably, and frequently make a return

of more presents than they receive, being amply supplied

with means derived from their wealthy connexions. They
do not admit into their dwellings accidental strangers, but

prefer those of a rank equal to their own.



BOOK XII.

CAPPADOCIA.

SUMMARY.

The Twelfth Book contains the remainder of Pontns, Tiz. Cappadocia. Gala

tia, Bithynia, Mysia, Phrygia, and Maeonia : the cities, Sinope in Pontns,

Heracleia, and Amaseia, and likewise Isauria, Lycia, Pamphylia. and
Cilicia, with the islands lying along the coast

;
the mountains and rirers.

CHAPTER I.

1.
1 Cappadocia consists of many parts, and lias expe-

rienced frequent changes.

The nations speaking the same language are chiefly those

who are hounded on the south by the Cilician Taurus, 2 as it

is called ;
on the east by Armenia, Colchis, and by the inter-

vening nations who speak different languages ; on the north

by the Euxine, as far as the mouth of the Halys ;

3 on the west

by the Paphlagonians, and by the Galatians, who migrated

into Phrygia, and spread themselves as far as Lycaonia, and

the Cilicians, who occupy Cilicia Tracheia (Cilicia the moun-
tainous). 4

2. Among the nations that speak the same language, the

ancients placed the Cataoniaus by themselves, contra-dis-

tinguishing them from the Cappadocians, whom they con-

sidered as a different people. In the enumeration of the nations

they placed Cataonia after Cappadocia, then the Euphrates,

and the nations on the other side of that river, so as to

include even Melitene in Cataonia, although Melitene lies

between Cataonia and the Euphrates, approaches close to

Commagene, and constitutes a tenth portion of Cappadocia,

1 The beginning is wanting, according to the opinion of critics, Xv-
lander, Casaubon, and others.

3 The range of mountains to the S. of Caramania.
3 Kizil-lnnak.

4 Itsch-Ili.
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according to the division of the country into ten provinces.
For the kings in our times who preceded Archelaus 1 usually
divided the kingdom of Cappadocia in this manner.

Cataonia is a tenth portion of Cappadocia. In our time
each province had its own governor, and since no difference
appears in the language of the Cataonians compared with
that of the other Cappadocians , nor any difference in their

_
customs, it is surprising how entirely the characteristic marks
of a foreign nation have disappeared, yet they were distinct
nations

; Ariarathes, the first who bore the title of king of
the Cappadocians, annexed the Cataonians to Cappadocia.

3. This country composes the isthmus, as it were, of a
large peninsula formed by two seas ; by the bay of Issus, ex-
tending to Cilicia Tracheia, and by the Euxine lying between
Sinope and the coast of the Tibareni.
The isthmus cuts off what we call the peninsula ; the whole

tract lying to the west of the Cappadocians, to which Hero-
dotus 2 gives the name of the country within the Halys. This
is the country the whole of which was the kingdom of Croesus.
Herodotus calls him king of the nations on this side the river
Halys. But writers of the present time give the name of
Asia, which is the appellation of the whole continent, to the
country within the Taurus.

This Asia comprises, first, the nations on the east, Paphla-
gonians, Phrygians, and Lycaonians

; then Bithynians, My-
sians, and the Epictetus

; besides these, Troas, and Ilelles-

pontia ; next to these, and situated on the sea, are the -ZEolians

and Ionians, who are Greeks ;
the inhabitants of the remain-

ing portions are Carians and Lycians, and in the inland parts
are Lydians.

We shall speak hereafter of the other nations.

4. The Macedonians obtained possession of Cappadocia
after it had been divided by the Persians into two satrapies,

and permitted, partly with and partly without the consent of
the people, the satrapies to be altered to two kingdoms, one
of which they called Cappadocia Proper, and Cappadocia

1 Archelaus received from Augustus (b. c. 20) some parts of Cilicia
on the coast and the Lesser Armenia. In a. d. 15 Tiberius treacherously
invited^ him to Rome, and kept him there. He died, probably about
a. d. 17, and his kingdom was made a Roman province.

s Herod, i. 6, 28.
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near the Taurus, or Cappadocia the Great ; the other they

called Pontus, but according to other writers, Cappadocia on

Pontus.

We are ignorant at present how Cappadocia the Great

was at first distributed ;
upon the death of ArcheLaus the

king, Ctesar and the senate decreed that it should be a Ro-

man province. But when the country was divided in the

time of Archelaus and of preceding kings into ten pro-

vinces, they reckoned five near the Taurus, Melitene, Cataonia,

Cilicia, Tyanitis, and Garsauritis ;
the remaining five were

Laviansene, Sargarausene, Saravene, Chamanene, Morimene.

The Romans afterwards assigned to the predecessors of Ar-

chelaus an eleventh province formed out of Cilicia, consist-

ing of the country about Castabala and Cybistra, 1 extending

to Derbe, belonging to Antipater, the robber. Cilicia Tra-

chea about Elceussa was assigned to Archelaus, and all the

country which served as the haunts of pirates.

CHAPTER H.

1. Melitene resembles Commagene, for the whole of it is

planted with fruit-trees, and is the only part of all Cappadocia

which is planted in this manner. It produces oil, and the

wine Monarites, which vies with the wines of Greece. It is

situated opposite to Sopliene, having the river Euphrates

flowing between it and Commagene, which borders upon it.

In the country on the other side of the river is Tomisa, a

considerable fortress of the Cappadocians. It was sold to the

prince of Sophene for a hundred talents. Lucullus presented

it afterwards as a reward of valour to the Cappadocian prince

for his services in the war against Mithridates.

2. Cataonia is a plain, wide and hollow,- and produces

everything except evergreen trees. It is surrounded by

mountains, and among others by the Amanus on the side to-

wards the south, a mass separated from the Cilician Taurus,

and also by the Anti-Taurus,3 a mass rent off in a contrary

1 Eregli near the lake Al-gol.
2 That is, surrounded by mountains, as below.
* The range on the west of the river Sams, Seichun, now bearing 'vari-

ous names.
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direction. The Amanus extends from Cataonia to Cilicia, and

the Syrian sea towards the west and south. In this intervening

space it comprises the whole of the gulf of Issus, and the

plains of the Cilicians which lie towards the Taurus. But
the Anti-Taurus inclines to the north, and a little also to the

east, and then terminates in the interior of the country.

3. In the Anti-Taurus are deep and narrow valleys, in

which is situated Comana, 1 and the temple of Enyus (Bellona),

which they call Ma. It is a considerable city. It contains

a very great multitude of persons who at times are actuated

by divine impulse, and of servants of the temple. It is in-

habited by Cataonians, who are chiefly under the command of

the priest, but in other respects subject to the king. The
former presides over the temple, and has authority over the

servants belonging to it, who, at the time that I was there,

exceeded in number six thousand persons, including men and

women. A large tract of land adjoins the temple, the revenue

of which the priest enjoys. He is second in rank in Cappa-

docia after the king, and, in general, the priests are descended

from the same family as the kings. Orestes, when he came
hither with his sister Iphigenia from Tauric Scythia, 2 is

thought to have introduced the sacred rites performed in

honour of Diana Tauropolus, and to have deposited here the

tresses (Coman, ko^v
)
of mourning, from which the city had

the name of Comana.
The river Sarus flows through this city, and passes out

through the valleys of the Taurus to the plains of Cilicia, and

to the sea lying below them.

4. The Pyramus,3 which has its source in the middle of the

plain, is navigable throughout Cataonia. There is a large sub-

terraneous channel, through which the water flows underground

to a great distance, and then may be seen springing up again to

the surface. If an arrow is let down into the pit from above, the

resistance of the water is so great that it is scarcely immersed.

Although it pursues its course with great 1 depth, and breadth,

it undergoes an extraordinary contraction ot its size by the

time it has reached the Taurus. There is also an extra-

ordinary fissure in the mountain, through which the stream is

carried. Por, as in rocks which have burst and split in two

1 Supposed to be Al-Bostan. 2 The Crimea.
3 Dschehan-Tschai. * The text is here corrupt.
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parts, the projections in one correspond so exactly with the

hollows in the other that they might even be fitted together,

so here I have seen the rocks at the distance of two or three

plethra, overhanging the river on each side, and nearly reach-

ing to the summit of the mountain, with hollows on one side

answering to projections on the other. The bed between fthe

mountains) is entirely rock ;
it has a deep and very narrow

fissure through the middle, so that a dog and a hare might

leap across it. This is the channel of the river
;

it is full to

the margin, and in breadth resembles a canal. 1 But on ac-

count of the winding of its course, the great contraction of

the stream, and the depth of the ravine, a noise, like that of

thunder, strikes at a distance on the ears of those who ap-

proach it. In passing out through the mountains, it brings

down from Cataonia, and from the Cilician plains, so great a

quantity of alluvial soil to the sea, that an oracle to the follow-

ing effect is reported to have been uttered respecting it

:

“ The time will come, when Pyramus, with its deep whirlpools, by ad-

vancing on the sea-shore, will reach the sacred Cyprus.”

Something similar to this takes place in Egypt. The Nile

is continually converting the sea into continent by an accu-

mulation of earth
;

accordingly Herodotus calls Egypt a gift

of the river, and Homer says, that the Pharos was formerly

out at sea, not as it is at present connected with the main-

land of Egypt.

5. [The third 2 in rank is the Dacian priesthood of Jupiter,

inferior to this, but still of importance.] There is at this

place a body of salt water, having the circumference of a con-

siderable lake. It is shut in by lofty and perpendicular hills,

so that the descent is by steps. The water it is said does not

increase in quantity, nor has it anywhere an apparent outlet.

6. Neither the plain of the Cataonians nor Melitene have

any city, but strongholds upon the mountains, as Azamora, and

Dastarcum, round which runs the river Carmalas. 3 There

is also the temple of the Cataouiau Apollo, which is vener-

' The reading is doubtful.
2 The passage is corrupt. Groskurd proposes Asbamean in place of

Dacian, mention being made of a temple of Asbamean Jove in Amm.
Marcell, xxiii. G. Kramer also suggests the transposition of this sentence

to the end of § 6.
3 Probably the Kermel-su, a branch of the Pyramus.
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ated throughout the whole of Cappadocia, and which the

Cappadocians have taken as a model of their own temples.

Nor have the other provinces, except two, any cities. Of the

rest, Sargarausene has a small town Herpa, and a river Car-
malas, which also discharges itself into the Cilician sea. 1 In
the other provinces is Argos, a lofty fortress near the Taurus,

and Nora, now called Neroassus, in which Eumenes sustained

a long siege. In our time it was a treasure-hold of Sisinus,

who attempted to take possession of the kingdom of Cappa-
docia. To him belonged Cadena, a royal seat, built after the

form of a city. Situated upon the borders of Lycaonia is

Garsauira, a village town, said to have been formerly the

capital of the country.

In Morimene, among the Yenasii, is a temple of Jupiter,

with buildings capable of receiving nearly three thousand ser-

vants of the temple. It has a tract of sacred land attached to

it, very fertile, and affording to the priest a yearly revenue of

fifteen talents. The priest is appointed for life like the priest

at Comana, and is next to him in rank.

7. Two provinces only have cities. In the Tyanitis is

Tyana, 2 lying at the foot of the Taurus at the Cilician Gates,3

where are the easiest and the most frequented passes into

Cilicia and Syria. It is called, “ Eusebeia at the Taurus.”

Tyanitis is fertile, and the greatest part of it consists of

plains. Tyana is built upon the mound of Semiramis, which
is fortified with good walls. At a little distance from this

city are Castabala and Cybistra, towns which approach still

nearer to the mountain. At Castabala is a temple of Diana

Perasia, where, it is said, the priestesses walk with naked

.feet unhurt upon burning coals. To this place some persons

apply the story respecting Orestes and Diana Tauropolus, and

say that the goddess was called Perasia, because she was con-

veyed from beyond (Ttpadev) sea.

In Tyanitis, one of the ten provinces above mentioned, is

the city Tyana. But with these I do not reckon the cities

that were afterwards added, Castabala, and Cybistra, and

those in Cilicia Tracheia, to which belongs Elaiussa, a small

' There is some confusion in this statement.
2 Kara-Hissar.
3 Between the mountains Bulghar-Dagh and Allah-Dagh.
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fertile island, which Archelaus furnished with excellent

buildings, where he passed the greater part of his time.

In the Cilician province, as it is called, is Mazaca, 1 the

capital of the nation. It is also called “ Eusebeia,’ with the

addition “ at the Argseus,” for it is situated at the foot of the

Argseus, 2 the highest mountain in that district ; its summ it

^^alwajs_covered with snow. Persons who ascend it (but

they are not many) say that, both the Euxine and the sea of

Issus may be seen from thence in clear weather.

Mazaca is not adapted in other respects by nature for the

settlement of a city, for it is without water, and unfortified.

Through the neglect of the governors, it is without walls, per-

haps intentionally, lest, trusting to the wall as to a fortification,

the inhabitants of a plain, which has hills situated above it, and

not exposed to the attacks of missile weapons, should addict

themselves to robbery. The country about, although it con-

sists of plains, is entirely barren and uncultivated, for the soil

is sandy, and rocky underneath. At a little distance further

there are burning plains, and pits full of fire to an extent of

many stadia, so that the necessaries of life are brought from a

distance. What seems to be a peculiar advantage (abundance

of wood) is a source of danger. For though nearly the whole

of Cappadocia is without timber, the Argmus is surrounded

by a forest, so that wood may be procured near at hand, yet

even the region lying below the forest contains fire in many
parts, and springs of cold water : but as neither the fire nor

the water break out upon the surface, the greatest part of the

country is covered with herbage. In some parts the bottom

is marshy, and flames burst out from the ground by night.

Those acquainted with the country collect wood with caution ;

but there is danger to others, and particularly to cattle, which

fall into these hidden pits of fire.

8. In the plain in front of the city, and about 40 stadia

from it, is a river of the name of Melas,3 whose source is in

ground lower than the level of the city. It is useless to the

1 Kaisarieh.
5 Edsehise-Dagh, the highest peak, has been estimated at 13,000 feet

above the sea.
3 The Kara-su, the black river, a branch of the Kizil-Irmak. The

modern name appears common to many rivers.
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inhabitants, because it does not flow from an elevated situation.

It spreads abroad in marshes and lakes, and in the summer-

time corrupts the air round the city. A valuable stone

quarry is rendered almost useless by it. For there are ex-

tensive beds of stone, from which the Mazaceni obtain an

abundant supply of materials for building, but the slabs, be-

ing covered with water, are not easily detached by the work-

men. These are the marshes which in every part are subject

to take fire.

Ariarathes the king filled in some narrow channels by

which the Melas entered the Halys, and converted the neigh-

bouring plain into a wide lake. There he selected some small

islands like the Cyclades, where he passed his time in boyish

and frivolous diversions. The barrier, however, was broken

down all at once, and the waters again flowed abroad and

swelled the Halys, which swept away a large part of the Cap-

padocian territory, and destroyed many buildings and planta-

tions ; it also damaged a considerable part of the country of

the Galatians, who occupy Phrygia. In compensation for

this injury he paid a fine of three hundred talents to the in-

habitants, who had referred the matter to the decision of the

Romans. The same was the case at Herpa ;
for he there

obstructed the stream of the Carmalas, and, on the bursting

of the dyke, the water damaged some of the places in the

Cilician territories about Mallus ;
he was obliged to make

compensation to those who had sustained injury.

9. Although the territory of the Mazaceni is destitute in

many respects of natural advantages, it seems to have, been

preferred by the kings as a place of residence, because it was

nearest the centre of those districts which supplied timber,

stone for building, and fodder, of which a very large quantity

was required for the subsistence of their cattle. I heir city

was almost a camp. The security of their persons and trea-

sure 1 depended upon the protection afforded by numerous

fortresses, some of which belonged to the king, others to their

friends.

Mazaca is distant from Pontus 2 about 800 stadia to the

south, and from the Euphrates a little less than double that

.
distance

; from the Cilician Gates and the camp ot Cyrus, a

1

X9rllJL<*TUJV '
the reading proposed by Kramer.

2
i. e. the kingdom of Pontus.
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journey of six clays by way of Tyana, 1 which is situated about
the middle of the route, and is distant from Cybistra 300
stadia. The Mazaceni adopt the laws of Charondas, and elect

a Nomodist, (or Chanter of the Laws,) who, like the Juris-
consults of the Romans, is the interpreter of their laws. Ti-
granes the Armenian, when he overran Cappadocia, treated

them with great severity. He forced them to abandon their

settlements, and go into Mesopotamia
; they peopled Tigrano-

certa, chiefly by their numbers. Afterwards, upon the cap-
ture of Tigranocerta, those who were able returned to their

own country.

10. The breadth of the country from Pontus to the Taurus is

about 1800 stadia ; the length from Lycaonia and Phrygia, as

far as the Euphrates to the east, and Armenia, is about 3000
stadia. The soil is fertile, and abounds with fruits of the
earth, particularly corn, and with cattle of all kinds. Although
it lies more to the south than Pontus, it is colder. Bagadania,
although a plain country, and situated more towards the south
than any district in Cappadocia, (for it lies at the foot of the
Taurus,) produces scarcely any fruit-bearing trees. It affords

pasture for wild asses, as does a large portion of the other
parts of the country, particularly that about Garsauira. Ly-
caonia, and Morimene.

In Cappadocia is found the red earth called the Sinopic,
which is better than that of any other country. The Spanish
only can rival it. It had the name of Sinopic, because the
merchants used to bring it down from Sinope, before the traffic

of the Ephesians extended as far as the people of Cappadocia.
It is said that even plates of crystal and of the onyx stone were
discovered by the miners of Archelaus near the country of the
Galatians. There was a place where was found a white stone
of the colour of ivory in pieces of the size of small whetstones,
from which were made handles for small swords. Another
place produced large masses of transparent stone for windows,
which were exported.

The boundary of Pontus and Cappadocia is a mountainous
range parallel to the Taurus, commencing from the western
extremities of Chammanene, (where stands Dasmenda, a fortress

built upon a precipice,) aud extending to the eastern parts of

' Kara-Hissar.
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Laviansene. Both Chammauene and Laviansene are pro-
vinces of Cappadocia.

1 1 . When the Romans, after the defeat of Antiochus, first

governed Asia, they made treaties of friendship and alliance

both with the nations and with the kings. This honour was
conferred upon the other kings separately and independently,

but upon the king of Cappadocia in common with the nation.

On the extinction of the royal race, the Romans admitted the
independence of the Cappadocians according to the treaty of
friendship and alliance which they had made with the nation.

The deputies excused themselves from accepting the liberty

which was offered to them, declaring that they were unable to

bear it, and requested that a king might be appointed. The
Romans were surprised that any people should be unwilling

to enjoy liberty, but permitted 1 them to elect by suffrage any
one they pleased from among themselves. They elected

Ariobarzanes. The race became extinct in the third gener-
ation. Archelaus, who was not connected with the nation,

was appointed king by Antony.
So much respecting the Greater Cappadocia.

With regard to Cilicia Tracheia, which was annexed to

the Greater Cappadocia, it will be better to describe it when
we give an account of the whole of Cilicia.

CHAPTER III.

1. Mithridates Eupator was appointed King of Pontus.
His kingdom consisted of the country bounded by the Halys,2

extending to the Tibareni,3 to Armenia, to the territory

within the Halys, extending as far as Arnastris, 4 and to some
parts of Paphlagonia. He annexed to (the kingdom of) Pontus
the sea-coast towards the west as far as Heracleia, 5 the birth-

place of Heracleides the Platonic philosopher, and towards

1 Du Theil quotes Justin, 38, c. 2, where it is stated that Ariobarzanes
was appointed king by the Romans. Probably the election was con-
firmed by the Senate.

2 Kizii-Irmak.
3 Who lived on the west of the river Sidenus (Siddin).
4 Amassera. Erekli, or Eenderegli.
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the east, the country extending to Colchis, and the Lesser

Armenia. Pompey, after the overthrow of Mithridates, found

the kingdom comprised within these boundaries. He dis-

tributed the cbuntry towards Armenia and towards Colchis

among the princes who had assisted him in the war ; the re-

mainder he divided into eleven governments, and annexed

them to Bithynia, so that out of both there was formed one

province. Some people in the inland parts he subjected to the

kings descended from Pylmmenes, in the same manner as he

delivered over the Galatians to be governed by tetrarchs of

that nation.

In later times the Roman emperors made different divisions

of the same country, appointing kings and rulers, making

some cities free, and subjecting others to the authority of rulers,

others again were left under the dominion of the Roman people.

As we proceed in our description according to the present

state of things, ite shall touch slightly on their former con-

dition, whenever it may be useful.

I shall begin from Heracleia, 1 which is the most westerly

of these places.

2. In sailing out of the Propontis into the Euxine Sea, on

the left hand are the parts adjoining to Byzantium, (Con-

stantinople,) and these belong to the Thracians. The parts

on the left of the Pontus are called Aristera (or left) of Pon-

tus ;
the parts on the right, are contiguous to C'halcedon. Ot

these the first tract of country belongs to the Biihynians, the

next to the Mariandyni, or, as some say, to the Caucones ; next

is that of the Paphlagonians, extending to the Halys, then that

of the Cappadocians near the Pontus, and then a district

reaching to Colchis. 2 All this country has the name of the

Dexia (or right) of Pontus. This whole coast, from Col-

chis to Heracleia, was subject to Mithridates Eupator. But

the parts on the other side to the mouth of the Euxine and

Chalcedon, remained under the government of the king of

Bithynia. After the overthrow of the kings the Romans pre-

served the same boundaries ot the kingdoms ;
Heracleia was

1 Erckli.
2 The Bithynians, or rather Thyni, occupied the sea-coast from the

Bosphorus to the river Sugaris (Sakaria). The Mariandyni extended to

Heracleia (Erekli); and the Caucones to the east as far as the river

Parthenius (Tschati-su).
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annexed to Pontus, and the country beyond assigned to the

Bithynians.

3. It is generally acknowledged by writers, that the Bithy-

nians, who were formerly Mysians, received this name from
Bithynians and Thyni, Thracian people, who came and settled

among them. They advance as a proof of their statement,

first as regards the Bithynians, that there still exists in Thrace
a people called Bithynians, and then, as regards the Thyni,

that the sea-shore, near Apollonia 1 and Salmydessus, 2
is called

Thynias. The Bebryces, who preceded them as settlers in

Mysia, were, as I conjecture, Thracians. We have said 3 that

the Mysians themselves were a colony of those Thracians who
are now called Msesi.

Such is the account given of these people.

4. There is not, however, the same agreement among writers

with regard to the Mariandyni, and the Caucones. For they

say that Heracleia is situated among the Mariandyni, and was
founded by Milesians. 4 But who they are, or whence they

came, nothing is said. There is no difference in language,

nor any other apparent national distinction between them and

the Bithynians, whom they resemble in all respects. It is

probable therefore the Mariandyni were a Thracian tribe.

Theopompus says that Mariandynus, who governed a part

of Paphlagonia, which was subject to many masters, invaded

and obtained possession of the country of the Bebryces, and
that he gave his own name to the territory which he had be-

fore occupied. It is also said that the Milesians who first

founded Heracleia, compelled the Mariandyni, the former pos-

sessors of the place, to serve as Helots, and even sold them,

but not beyond the boundaries of their country. For they

were sold on the same conditions as the class of persons called

Mnoans, who were slaves to the Cretans, and the Penestm, 5

who were slaves of the Thessalians.

5. The Caucones, who, according to history, inhabited the

line of sea-coast which extends from the Mariandyni as far as

the river Parthenius, and to whom belonged the city Tieium,6

1 Sizeboli, south of the Gulf of Burgas. 2 Midjeh.
3 B. vii. c. iii. $ 2.
4 Kramer is of opinion that Strabo is mistaken in this account of the

origin of Heracleia.
4
Alhunifcus, b. vi. c. 85, vol. i. p. 41-1, Bohn’s Class. Library. “ Til ij os

.
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are said by some writers to be Scythians, by others a tribe of

Macedonians, and by others a tribe of Pelasgi. Vi e have

already spoken of these people elsewhere. 1 Callisthenes in

his comment upon the enumeration of the ships inserts after

this verse,

“Cromna, rEgialus, and. the lofty Erythim,” 2

these lines,

“ The brave son of Polyples led the Caucones,

Who inhabited the well-known dwellings about the river Parthenius.

for the territory extends from Heracleia, and the Mariandyni

as far as the Leucosyri, whom we call Cappadocians. But

the tribe of the Caucones about Tieium extends to the Par-

thenius ; that of the Heneti, who occupy Cytorum,3 imme-

diately follows the Parthenius, and even at present some

Caucones are living about the Parthenius.

6. Heracleia is a city with a good harbour, and of import-

ance in other respects. It has sent out colonies, among which

are the Cherronesus, 4 and the Callatis. 0 It was once inde-

pendent, afterwards for some time it was under the power of

tyrants ; it again recovered its freedom ;
but at last, when

subject to the Romans, it was governed by kings. It re-

ceived a colony of Romans, which was settled in a portion of

the city, and of its territory. A little before the battle ol Ac-

tium, Adiatorix, the son of Domnecleius the tetrarch of Gala-

tia, who had received from Antony that portion of the city of

which the Ileracleiotre were in possession, attacked the Ro-

mans by night, and put them to death by the command, as he

said, of Antony ;
but after the victory at Actiurn, he was led

in triumph, and put to death together with his sou. The city

belongs to the province of Pontus, which was annexed to

Bithynia.

7. Between Chalcedon and Heracleia are several rivers, as

the Psillis, 6 the Calpas, and the Sangarius, of which last the

poet makes mention.7 It has its source at the village Sangias,

at the distance of 150 stadia from Pessinus. It flows through

1 B. viii. c. iii. $ 17.
2

II. ii. 855.
3 Kidros.

4 On the bay of the modem Sebastopol, b. vii. c. iv. § 2.

4 Mangalia.
5 Some of the smaller mountain streams which descend front the range

of hills extending from Scutari to the Sangaria. According to Gossellin

the Psillis may be the river near Tschileh, and the Calpas the river near

Kerpeh. 7 lb xvi. 719.
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the greater part of Phrygia Epictetus, and a part also of

Bithynia, so that it is distant from Nicomedia a little more
than 300 stadia, where the river Gallus unites with it. The
latter river has its source at Modra in Phrygia on the Helles-

pont, which is the same country as the Epictetus, and was
formerly occupied by the Bithynians.

The Sangarius thus increased in bulk, and navigable, al-

though not so formerly, is the boundary of Bithynia at the part

of the coast where it discharges itself. In front of this coast

is the island Thynia.

In the territory of Heracleia grows the aconite.

This city is distant from the temple at Chalcedon about

1500, and from the Sangarius 500, stadia.

8. Tieium is now a small town and has nothing remarkable

belonging to it, except that it was the birth-place of Philetaerus,

the founder of the family of the Attalic kings.

Next is the river Parthenius, flowing through a country

abounding with flowers; from these it obtained its name. 1

Its source is in Paphlagonia. Then succeeded Paphlagonia,

and the Heneti. It is a question what Ileneti the poet

means, when he says,

“ the brave Pyltemenes led the Paphlagonians out of the country of the

Heneti, where they have a race of wild mules
;

” 2

for at present, they say, no Heneti are to be found in Paphla-

gonia. Others say that it is a village on the shore distant

ten schceni from Amastris. But Zenodotus writes the verse

in this manner, “From Ileneta,” and says that it means the

present Amisus. According to others it was a tribe border-

ing upon the Cappadocians, which engaged in an expedition

with the Cimmerians, and were afterwards driven away into

Adria. But the account most generally received is, that the

Heneti were the most considerable tribe of the Paphlagonians ;

that Pylmmenes w'as descended from it ;
that a large body ot

this people accompanied him to the Trojan war ;
that when

they had lost their leader they passed over to Thrace upon

the capture of Troy ;
and in the course of their wanderings

arrived at the present Ilenetic territory.

Some writers say that both Antenor and his sons partici-

pated in this expedition, and settled at the inner recess of the

The virgin river, from its flowers and tranquil course.

VOL. II. U

1 2
11. ii. 851.
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gulf of Adria, as we have said in the description of Italy. 1 It

is probable that this was the cause of' the extinction of the

Heneti, and that they were no longer to be found in Paphla-

gonia.

9. The boundary of the Paphlagonians to the east is the

river Halys, which flows from the south between the Syrians

and the Paphlagonians; and according to Herodotus.- (who
means Cappadocians, when he is speaking of Syrians,) dis-

charges itself into the Euxine Sea. Even at present they are

called Leuco- Syrians, (or White Syrians,) while those without

the Taurus are called Syrians. In comparison with the peo-

ple within the Taurus, the latter have a burnt complexion

:

but the former, not having it, received the appellation of Leuco-

Syrians (or White Syrians). Pindar says that

“ the Amazons commanded a Syrian band, armed with spears with broad

iron heads
;

”

thus designating the people that lived at Themiseyra.3 The-

miscyra belongs to the Amiseni,4 and the district of the

Amiseni to the Leuco-Syrians settled beyond the Halys.

The river Halys forms the boundary of the Paphlagonians

to the east ;
Phrygians and the Galatians settled among that

people, on the south
;
and on the west Bithynians and Marian-

dyni (for the race of the Caucones has everywhere entirely

disappeared) ;
'on the north the Euxine. This country is

divided into two parts, the inland, and the maritime, extend-

ing from the Halys as far as Bithynia. Mithridates Eupator

possessed the maritime part as far as Heracleia. and of the

inland country he had the district nearest to Heracleia, some

parts of which extended even beyond the Halys. These are

also the limits of the Roman province of Pontus. The re-

mainder was subject to chiefs, even after the overthrow of

Mithridates.

We shall afterwards speak of those Paphlagonians in the

inland parts, who were not subject to Mithridates ; we propose

at present to describe the country which he governed, called

Pontus.

10. After the river Parthenius is Amastris, bearing the

same name as the princess by whom it was founded. It is

1 B. v. c. i.
(

4.
2 Herod, i. 6.

5 About the Thermodon. now Termeh.
* I lie country about Samsouu.
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situated upon a peninsula, with harbours on each side of the

isthmus. Amastris was the wife of Dionysius, the tyrant of

Heracleia, and daughter of Oxyathres, the brother of the

Darius who fought against Alexander. She formed the set-

tlement out of four cities, Sesamus, Cytorum, Cromna, (men-

tioned by Homer in his recital of the Paphlagonian forces, 1

)

and Tieium, which city however soon separated from the

others, but the rest continued united. Of these, Sesamus is

called the citadel of Amastris. Cytorum was formerly a mart
of the people of Sinope. It had its name from Cytorus, the

son of Phrixus, according to Ephorus. Box-wood of the best

quality grows in great abundance in the territory of Amastris,

and particularly about Cytorum.
iEgialus is a line of sea-coast, in length more than 100 stadia.

On it is a village of the same name, 2 which the poet mentions

in these lines,

“ Cromna, and iEgialus, and the lofty Erythini ;” 3

but some authors write,

“ Cromna and Cobialus.”

The Erythini are said to be the present Erythrini, and to have
their name from their (red) colour. They are two rocks. 4

Next to .ZEgialus is Carambis, a large promontory stretching

towards the north, and the Scythian Chersonesus. We have
frequently mentioned this promontory, and the Criu-metopon
opposite it, which divides the Euxine into two seas.5

Next to Carambis is Cinolis,6 and Anti-Cinolis, and Aboni-
teichos, 7 a small city, and Armene, 8 which gave rise to the

common proverb ;

“ He who had nothing to do built a wall about Armene.”

It is a village of the Sinopenses, with a harbour.

11. Next is Sinope itself, distant from Armene 50 stadia,

the most considerable of all the cities in that quarter. It was
founded by Milesians, and when the inhabitants had estab-

lished a naval force they commanded the sea within the Cya-

1
II. ii. 853. 5 Kara-Aghatsch. 3

II. i. 855.
* Between C. Tchakras and Delike-Tschili.
5 B. vii. c. iv. § 3.

6 Kinoli.
7 Ineboli, near the mouth of the Daurikan-Irmak.
8 Ak-Liman.

u 2
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nean rocks, and were allies of the Greeks in many naval battles

beyond these limits. Although this city was independent for

a long period, it did not preserve its liberty to the last, but

was taken by siege, and became subject first to Pharnaces,

then to his successors, to the time when the Romans put an

end to the power of Mithridates Eupator. T his prince w as

born and brought up in this city, on which he conierred dis-

tinguished honour, and made it a capital of the kingdom.
.

It

has° received advantages from nature which have been im-

proved by art. It is built upon the neck ot a peninsula , on

each side of the isthmus are harbours, stations for vessels, and

fisheries worthy of admiration for the capture of the pela-^

mydes. Of these fisheries we have said 1 that the people of

Sinope have the second, and the Byzantines the third, in

point of excellence.

The peninsula projects in a circular form ; the shores are

surrounded by a chain of rocks, and in some parts there are

cavities, like rocky pits, which are called Chcenieides. These

are filled when the sea is high. For the above reason, the

place is not easily approached ;
besides which, along the whole

surface of rock the road is covered with sharp-pointed stones,

and persons cannot walk upon it with naked leet. The lands

in the higher parts and above the city have a good soil, and

are adorned with fields dressed as gardens, and this is the case

in a still greater degree in the suburbs. The city itselt
.

is

well secured with walls, and magnificently ornamented with

a gymnasium, forum, and porticos. Notwithstanding these

advantages for defence, it was twice taken ;
first b\ 1 har-

naces, who attacked it unexpectedly ;
afterwards by Lucullus,

who besieged it while it was harassed by an insidious tyrant

within the walls. For Bacchides,2 who was appointed by the

king commander of the garrison, being always suspicious of

treachery on the part of those within the city, had disgraced

and put many to death. lie thus prevented the citizens both

from defending themselves with bravery, although capable of

making a gallant defence, and from offering terms lor a capitul-

ation. The city was therefore captured. Lucullus took away

1 B. vii. c. vi. § 2.

2 The eunuch Bacchides, or Bacchus, according to others, whom Mi-

thridales, after despairing of success, commissioned with the order lor his

women to die. Plutarch, Life of Lucullus.
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the Sphere of Billarus, 1 and the Autolycus, 2 the workmanship
of Sthenis, whom the citizens regarded as a founder, and
honoured as a god ; he left the other ornaments of the city
untouched. There was there an oracle of Sthenis. He seems
to have been one of the companions of Jason in his voyage,
and to have got possession of this place. In after times the
Milesians, observing the natural advantages of the city, and the
weakness of the inhabitants, appropriated it as their own, and
sent out colonists. It has at present a Roman colony, and a part
of the city and of the territory belongs to the Romans. It is

distant from Hieron 3 3500, from Heracleia 2000, and from
Carambis 700, stadia. It has produced men distinguished
among philosophers, Diogenes the Cynic, and Timotheus sur-
named Patrion ; among poets, Diphilus, the writer of comedy

;

among historians, Baton, 4 who wrote the history of Persia.

12. Proceeding thence, next in order is the mouth of the
river Halys. It has its name from the hales, or salt mines, 5

near which it flows. It has its source in the Greater Cap-
padocia, near the territory of Pontus, in Camisene. It flows
in a large stream towards the west, then turning to the north
through the country of the Galatians and Paphlagonians, forms
the boundary of their territory, and of that of the Leuco-Syrians.
The tract of land belonging to Sinope and all the mountainous
country as far as Bithynia, situated above the sea-coast, which
has been described, furnishes timber of excellent quality for

ship-building, and is easily conveyed away. The territory of

1 Probably a celestial globe constructed by Billarus, or on the prin-
ciples of Billarus, a person otherwise unknown. Strabo mentions, b. ii.

c. v.
§ 10, the Sphere of Crates, Cicero the Sphere of Archimedes and of

Posidonius. History speaks of several of these spheres, among others
of that of Ptolemy and Aratus. Leontinus, a mechanician of the sixth
century, explains the manner in which this last was constructed.

* Lucullus, upon his entry into Sinope, put to death 8000 Cilicians

whom he found there. The rest of the inhabitants, after having set tire

to the town, carried with them the statue of Autolycus, the founder of
Sinope, the work of Sthenis; but not having time to put it on board ship,
it was left on the sea-shore. Autolycus was one of the companions of
Hercules in his expedition against the Amazons. Sthenis, as well as his
brother Lysistratus, was a celebrated statuary

;
he was a native of Olyn-

thus and a contemporary of Alexander the Great.
3 The temple of Jupiter Urius near Chalcedon.
4 He was also the author of a History of the Tyrants of Ephesus.

Athen&us, b. vi. c. 59, p. 395, Bohn’s Class. Library.
5 utt'o tuiv
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Sinope produces the maple, and the mountain nut tree, from

which wood for tables is cut. The whole country is plant-

ed with the olive, and cultivation begins a little above the sea-

coast.

13. Next to the mouth of the Ilalys is Gadilonitis, extending

as far as the Saramene ;
it is a fertile country, wholly con-

sisting of plains, and produces every kind of fruit. It affords

also pasture for flocks of sheep which are covered

1

with skins,

and produce a soft wool
;
very little of this wool is to be found

throughout Cappadocia and Pontus. There are also deer,-

which are rare in other parts.

The Amiseni possess one part of this country. Pompev

gave another to Deiotarus, as well as the tract about Phar-

nacia and Trapezus as far as Colchis and the Lesser Armenia.

Poinpey appointed him king of these people and countries : he

had already inherited the tetrarcliy of the Galatians, called tne

Tolistobogii. Upon his death various persons succeeded to

the different parts of his kingdom.

14. Next to Gadilon 3 are the Saramene,

4

and Amisus, a

considerable city distant from Sinope about 900 stadia. Theo-

pompus says that the Milesians were the first founders,
****** s [then by] a chief of the

Cappadocians ; in the third place it received a colony of

Athenians under the conduct of Athenocles, and its name was

changed to Piraeus.

This city also was in the possession of the kings. Mithri-

dates Eupator embellished it with temples, and added a part

to it. Lucullus, and afterwards Pharnaces, who came irom

across the Bosporus, besieged it. Antony surrendered it to

the kings of Pontus, after it had been declared free by Divus

Caesar. Then the Tyrant Strato oppressed the inhabitants,

who again recovered their liberty under Caesar Augustus after

the battle of Actium. They are now in a prosperous condi-

tion. Among other fertile spots is Themiscyra,*’ the abode of

the Amazons, and Sidene. 7

1 B. iv. c. iv. § 3.
3 ZopKtQ.

3 Wesir Kopti.
* The district between the Halys (Kizil Irniak) and the Ins (Jeschil

Irmak).
5 Some words of the text are lost.
6 The tract of country between the Iris and tile Thermodon.
7 The territory on the east of the Thermodon (Termeh).
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15. Themiscyra is a plain, partly washed by the sea, and
distant about 60 stadia from the city (Amisus) ; and partly

situated at the foot of a mountainous country, which is well

wooded, and intersected with rivers, which have their source

among the mountains. A river, named Thermodon, which
receives the water of all these rivers, traverses the plain.

Another river very similar to this, of the name of Iris, 1

flowing from a place called Phanarcea, 2 traverses the same plain.

It has its sources in Pontus. Flowing westward through the

city of Pontic Comana, 3 and through Dazimonitis, 4 a fertile

plain, it then turns to the north beside Gaziura, 5 an ancient

seat of the kings, but now deserted ; it then again returns to

the east, where, uniting with the Scylax 6 and other rivers,

and taking its course beside the walls of my native place,

Amaseia, 7 a very strongly fortified city, proceeds to Phanaroea.

There when joined by the Lycus, 8 which rises in Armenia, it

becomes the Iris. It then enters Themiscyra, and dis-

charges itself into the Euxine. This plain, therefore, is well

watered with dews, is constantly covered with herbage, and

is capable of affording food to herds of cattle as well as to

horses. The largest crops there consist of panic and millet,

or rather they never fail, for the supply of water more than

counteracts the effect of all drought ; these people, therefore,

never on any occasion experience a famine. The country at

the foot of the mountains produces so large an autumnal crop

of spontaneous-grown wild fruits, of the vine, the pear, the

apple, and hazel, that, in all seasons of the year, persons who
go into the woods to cut timber gather them in large quan-

tities ; the fruit is found either yet hanging upon the trees or

lying beneatlj a deep covering of fallen leaves thickly strewed

upon the ground. Wild animals of all kinds, which resort

here on account of the abundance of food, are frequently

hunted.

16. Next to Themiscyra is Sidene, a fertile plain, but not

watered in the same manner by rivers as Themiscyra. It has

strongholds on the sea-coast, as Side, 9 from which Sidene has

1 Jesrhil Irmak. 2 Tasch Ova. 3 Gumenek. 4 Ivas Owa.
s Turchal. * Tschoterlek Irmak. 7 Amasija.
8 Germeili Tschai.
• At the mouth of the river Pulcman.
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its name, Chabaca and Phabda (Phauda). 1 Amisene extends

as far as this place.

Among the natives of Amisus 2 distinguished for their learn-

ing were the mathematicians Demetrius, the son of Rathenus,

and Dionysodorus, of the same name as the Ionian (Milesian r

)

geometrician, and Tyrannion the grammarian, whose lessons

I attended.

17. Next to Sidene is Pharnacia 3 a small fortified city, and

then follows Trapezus, 4 a Greek city, to which from Amisus

is a voyage of about 2200 stadia ;
thence to the Phasis

about 1400 stadia, so that the sum total of stadia from the

Ilieron 5 to the Phasis is about 8000 stadia, either more or less.

In sailing along this coast from Amisus we first come to

the Heracleian promontory ;

6 then succeeds another promon-

tory, Jasonium, 7 and the Genetes ;
8 then Cytorus (Cotyorus

)
a

small city, 9 from which Pharnacia received a colony : then

Ischopolis, which is in ruins. Next is a bay on which are

situated Cerasus, and Hermonassa, 10 small settlements. Near

Hermonassa is Trapezus, then Colchis. Somewhere about

this place is a settlement called Zygopolis.

I have already spoken of Colchis, and of the sea-coast be-

yond. 11

18. Above Trapezus and Pharnacia are situated Tibareni,

Chakhci, Sanni, (who were formerly called Macrones, 12
)
and

the Lesser Armenia. The Appaita? also, formerly called

Cercitce, are not far from these places. Through the country be-

longing to these people stretches the Scydises, 13 a very rugged

mountain, contiguous to the Moschic mountains 14 above Colchis.

The heights of the Scydises are occupied by the Heptacometse. 15

This country is likewise traversed by the Paryadres, 16 which

extends from the neighbourhood of Sidene and Themiseyra to

the Lesser Armenia, and forms the eastern sideol the Pontus.

1 Fatsa ?
2 Samsun.

3 According to Arrian, Pharnacia in his time was the name of Cerasus

(Kerasun).
4 Trebisond. 5 The temple of Jupiter near Chalcedon.
6 To the west of the mouth of the Termeh. ' Jasun. p C. ona.

n Ordu. 10 Platana. 11 B. xi. c. ii. § 12.

12 Probably the same as the Macropogones and Macrocephali.
13 Aggi-dagh. 14 The mountains above Erzcroum.
15 The inhabitants of the Seven Villages.

16 Iildiz-dagh.
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All the inhabitants of these mountains are quite savage,

but the Heptacometae are more so than all the others. Some

of them live among trees, or in small towers, whence the

ancients called them Mosynceci, 1 because the towers were

called mosynes. Their food consists of the flesh of wild ani-

mals and the fruits of trees. They attack travellers, leaping

down from the floors of their dwellings among the trees. The

Heptacometns cut off three of Pompey’s cohorts, as they were

passing through the mountains, by placing on their road

vessels' filled with maddening honey, which is procured from

the branches of trees. The men who had tasted the honey

and lost their senses were attacked and easily despatched.

Some of these barbarians were called Byzeres.

19. The present Chaldaei were anciently called Chalybes.

It is in their territory chiefly that Pharnacia is situated. On

the sea-coast it has natural advantages for the capture of the

pelamydes. For this fish is first caught at this place. On

the mainland there are at present mines of iron ;
formerly

there were also mines of silver. The sea-shore along all these

places is very narrow, for directly above it are hills, which

abound w-ith mines and forests ;
much, however, of the country

is not cultivated. The miners derive their subsistence from

the mines, and the fishermen from the fisheries, especially

from the capture of pelamydes and dolphins. The dolphins

pursue shoals of fish, the cordyla, the tunny, and even the

pelamys ; they grow fat on them, and as they approach the

land incautiously, are easily taken. They are caught with a

bait and then cut into pieces ; large quantities of the fat are

used for all purposes.

20. These I suppose are the people who are called by

Homer Halizoni, who in his Catalogue follow the Paphlago-

“But Odius and Epistrophus led the Halizoni^

Far from Alybe, where there are silver mines
;

” 2

whether the writing was changed from “ far from Chalybe,”

or whether the people were formerly called Alybes instead ot

Chalybes. We cannot at present say that it is possible that

Chaldmi should be read for Chalybes, but it cannot be maintain-

ed that formerly Chalybes could not be read for Alybes, espe-

mans.

1 Dwellers in towers.
2

II. ii
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cially when we know that names are subject to many changes,

more especially among barbarians. For example, a tribe of

Thracians were called Sinties, then Sinti, then Saii, in whose
country Archilochus is said to have thrown away bis shield:

“ one of the Saii exults in having: a shield, which, without blame, I invo-

luntarily left behind in a thicket.”

This same people have now the name of Sapaei. For all

these people were settled about Abdera, they also held Lem-
nos and the islands about Lemnos. Thus also Brygi, Briges,

and Phryges are the same people ; and Myst, Mteones, and
Meones are the same people. But it is unnecessary to multi-

ply instances of this kind.

The Scepsian (Demetrius) throws some doubt on the alter-

ation of the name from Alybes to Chalybes, but not under-
standing what follows, nor what accords with it, nor, in par-

ticular, why the poet calls the Chalybes Alizoni, he rejects

the opinion that there has been an alteration of name. In
comparing his opinion with my own I shall consider also the
hypotheses entertained by others.

21. Some persons alter the word to Alazones, others to

Amazons, and “ Alybe ” to “ Alope,” or “ Alobe,” calling

the Scythians above the Borysthenes Alazones and Callipidm,

and by other names, about which Hellanieus, Herodotus, and
Eudoxus have talked very absurdly

; some say that the Ama-
zons were situated between Mysia, Caria, and Lydia near
Cyme, which is the opinion also of Ephorus, who was a native

of the latter place. And this opinion may not be unreason-
able, for he may mean the country which in later times was
inhabited by the JEolians and Ionians, but formerly by Ama-
zons. There are some cities, it is said, which have their

names from the Amazons ; as Ephesus, Smyrna, Cyme, and
Myrina. But would any one think of inquiring in these

places after Alybe, or, according to some writers, Alope, or

Alobe
;
what would be the meaning of “ from afar,” or where

is the silver mine ?

22. These objections he solves by an alteration in the text,

for he writes the verses in this manner,

“ But Odius and Epistrophus led the Amazons,
Who came from Alope, whence the tribe of the Amazonides.”

But by this solution he has invented another fiction. For
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Alope is nowhere to be found in that situation, and the alter-

ation in the text, itself a great change, and contrary to the

authority of ancient copies, looks like an adaptation formed

for the occasion.

The Scepsian (Demetrius) does not adopt the opinion of

Ephorus, nor does he agree with those who suppose them to

be the Ilalizoni about Pallene, whom we mentioned in the de-

scription of Macedonia. He is at a loss also to understand

how any one could suppose that auxiliaries could come to the

Trojans from the Nomades situated above the Borysthenes.

He much approves of the opinion of Hecatmus the Milesian,

and of Menecrates of Elea, disciple^ of Xenocrates, and that

of Palaephatus. The first of these says in his work entitled

“ the Circuit of the Earth,” “ near the city Alazia is the river

Odrysses, which after flowing through the plain of Mygdonia

from the west, out of the lake Dascylitis, empties itself into

the Rhyndacus.” He further relates that Alazia is now de-

serted, but that many villages of the Alazones through which

the Odrysses flows are inhabited. In these villages Apollo

is worsihpped with peculiar honours, and especially on the

confines of the Cyziceni.

Menecrates, in his work “ the Circuit of the Hellespont,”

says that above the places near Myrleia there is a continuous

mountain tract occupied by the nation of the Halizoni. The
name, he says, ought to be written with two l’s, Hallizoni,

but the poet uses one only on account of the metre.

Pakephatus says that Odius and Epistrophus levied their

army from among the Amazons then living in Alope, but at

present in Zeleia. 1 •

Do the opinions of these persons deserve approbation ? For

besides their alteration of the ancient text, and the position of

this people, they neither point out the silver mines, nor where

in Myrleatis Alope is situated, nor how they, who came

thence to Troy, came “ from afar,” although it should be

granted that there existed an Alope, or an Alazia. For these

are much nearer Troy than the places about Ephesus. Those,

however, aretriflers, in the opinion of Demetrius, who speak of

the existence of Amazons near Pygela, between Ephesus,

Magnesia, and Priene, for the words “from afar” do not

agree with the spot ;
much less will they agree with a situa-

tion about Mysia, and Teuthrania.
1 Sarakoi.
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23. This may be true, says he, but some expressions are to

be understood as loosely applied, such as these,

“ Far from Ascania,” 1

and
“ His name was Arnaeus, given to him by his honoured mother,” 3

and
“ Penelope seized the well-turned key with her firm hand.”*

But admitting this, the other assertions are not to be allowed

to which Demetrius is disposed to attend : nor has he refuted

in a convincing manner those persons who maintain that we
ought to read “ far from Chalybe.” For having conceded
that, although at present there are not silver mines among the

Chalybes, they might formerly have existed, he does not

grant that they were far-famed, and worthy of notice, like

the iron mines. But some one may say, what should prevent

them from being as famous as the iron mines, or does an

abundance of iron make a place celebrated, and not an abund-

ance of silver? Again, if the silver mines had obtained

celebrity in the age of Homer, but not in the heroic times, can
any one blame the poet’s representation ? How did their fame
reach him ? How did the fame of the copper mines at Temesa
in Italy, or of the wealth of Thebes in Egypt, reach his ears,

although Egyptian Thebes was situated almost at double the

distance of the Chaldtei.

But Demetrius does not altogether agree with those whose
opinions he espouses. For when he is describing the neigh-

bourhood of Scepsis his own birth-place, he mentions. Enea. a

village, Argyria, and Alazonia, as near Scepsis, and the FEsepus :
4

but if these places exist at all, they must be near the sources of

the ZEsepus. Ilecatauis places them beyond the mouths of that

river. Paltephatus, who says that the Amazons formerly oc-

cupied Alope, and at present Zeleia, floes not advance any-

thing in agreement with these statements. But if Meneerates

agrees with Demetrius, neither does Meneerates say what this

Alope, or Alobe, is. (or, in whatever manner they please to

write the name,) nor yet does Demetrius himself.

24. With regard to Apollodorus, who mentions those places

in his discourse on the array of the Trojan forces, we have

' II. ii. 803. 3 03. xviii. 5.
3 Od. xxi. 0.

4 la Kiepert’s map it is without a name. Leake calls it Boklu. It

falls into the sea to the west of Cyzicus.
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said much before in reply to him, and we must now speak of

him again. 1 He is of opinion that we ought not to understand
the Halizoni without the Halys, for no auxiliaries came to

Troy from the country on the other side of the Halys.
First, then, we will inquire of him who are the Halizoni
within the Halys, and situated

“ far from Alybe, where are silver mines ?
”

He will not be able to reply. Next we will ask the reason

why he does not admit that some auxiliaries came from the

country on the other side of the Halys. For if it was the

case, that all the rest were living on this side the Halys, ex-

cept the Thracians, nothing prevented this one body of allies

from coming from afar, from the country beyond the Leuco-
Syrians ? Or, was it possible for the persons immediately

engaged in the war to pass over from those places, and from
the country beyond them, as the Amazons, Treres, and Cim-
merians, but impossible for allies to do so ?

The Amazons were not allies, because Priam had fought in

alliance with the Phrygians against them :

“ at that time, says Priam, I was among their auxiliaries on that day,

when the Amazons came to attack them.” 2

The people also who were living on the borders of the

country of the Amazons were not situated at so great a dis-

tance that it was difficult to send for them from thence, nor

did any animosity exist, I suppose, at that time to prevent

them from affording assistance.

25. Nor is there any foundation for the opinion, that all the

ancients agree that no people from the country beyond the

Halys took part in the Trojan war. Testimony may be

found to the contrary. Maeandrius at least says that Heneti

came from the country of the Leuco-Syrians to assist the Tro-

jans in the war ;
that they set sail thence with the Thracians,

and settled about the recess of the Adriatic ;
and that the

Heneti, who had no place in the expedition, were Cappadocians.
This account seems to agree with the circumstance, that the

people inhabiting the whole of that part of Cappadocia near the

Halys, which extends along Paphlagonia, speak two dialects,

and that their language abounds with Paphlagonian names, as

1 B. vii. c. iii. § G. B. i. c. ii. §
23. 2

II. iii. 189.
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Bagas, Biasas, iEniates, Rhatotes, Zardoces, Tibius, Gasys,

Oligasys, and Manes. For these naine3 are frequently to be

found in the Bamonitis, the Pimolitis, the Gazaluitis. and

Gazacene, and in most of the other districts. Apollodorus

himself quotes the words of Homer, altered by Zenodotus ;

“ from Henete, whence comes a race of wild mules,”

and says, that Hecatseus the Milesian understands Henete to

mean Amisus. But we have shown that Amisus belongs to

the Leuco- Syrians, and is situated beyond the Halys.

26. He also somewhere says that the poet obtained his

knowledge of the Paphlagonians, situated in the interior, from

persons who had travelled through the country on foot, but

that he was not acquainted with the sea-coast any more than

with the rest of the territory of Pontus ;
for otherwise he

would have mentioned it by name. We may, on the con-

trary, after the description which has just been given of the

country, retort and say that he has traversed the whole of the

sea-coast, and has omitted nothing worthy of record which

existed at that time. It is not surprising that he does not

mention Heracleia, Amastris, or Sinope, for they were not

founded; nor is it strange that he should omit to speak of

the interior of the country ;
nor is it a proof of ignorance

not to specify by name many places which were well known,

as we have shown in a preceding part of this work.

He says that Homer was ignorant of much that was re-

markable in Pontus, as rivers and nations, otherwise he would

have mentioned their names. This may be admitted with

respect to some very remarkable nations and rivers, as the

Scythians, the Palus Mteotis, and the Danube. For lie would

not have described the Nomndes, by characteristic signs, as

living on milk, Abii, a people without certain means ot Mib-

sistence, “most just” and “renowned Hippemolgi,” (milkers

of mares,) and not distinguished them as Scythians, or Sauro-

matm, or Sarmatre, if, indeed, they had these names among

the Greeks (at that time). Nor iii mentioning the Thracians

and Mysians, who live near the Danube, would he have

passed over in silence the Danube itself, one ot the largest

rivers, particularly as, in other instances, lie is inclined to

mark the boundaries of places by rivers ;
nor in speaking of

the Cimmerians would he have omitted the Bosporus, or the

Mceotis.
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27. With respect then to places not so remarkable, or not
famous at that time, or not illustrating the subject of his poem,
who can blame the poet for omitting them ? As, for example,
omitting to mention the Don, famed only as it is for being the
boundary of Asia and Europe. The persons however of that

time were not accustomed to use the name either of Asia or
Europe, nor was the habitable earth divided into three conti-

nents ; otherwise he would have mentioned them by name on
account of their strong characteristic marks, as he mentioned
by name Libya (Africa), and the Libs (the south-west wind),
blowing from the western parts of Africa. But as the conti-

nents were not yet distinguished, it was not necessary that he
should mention the Don. There were many things worthy of
record, which did not occur to him. For both in actions and
in discourse much is done and said without any cause or motive,

by merely spontaneously presenting itself to the mind.
It is evident from all these circumstances that every person

who concludes that because a certain thing is not mentioned
by the poet he was therefore ignorant of it, uses a bad argu-
ment ; and we must prove by several examples that it is bad,

for many persons employ this kind of evidence to a great
extent. * We must refute them therefore by producing such
instances as these which follow, although we shall repeat what
has been already said.

If any one should maintain that the poet was not acquainted
with a river which he has not mentioned, we should say that

his argument is absurd, for he has not mentioned by name even
the river Meles, which runs by Smyrna, his birth-place ac-

cording to many writers, while he has mentioned the rivers

Llermusand Hyllus byname, but yet not the Pactolus, 1 which
discharges itself into the same channel as these rivers, and
rises in the mountain Tmolus. 2 He does not mention either

Smyrna itself, or the other cities of the Iordans, or most of those

of the iEolians, although he specifies Miletus, Samos, Lesbos,

and Tenedos. He does not mention the Letharus, which flows

beside Magnesia,3 nor the Marsyas, which rivers empty them-
selves into the Mreander, 4 which he mentions by name, as well as

1 B. xiii. c. iv.
$ 5, it joins the Jdyllus, called Phrygius in the time of

Strabo. The Phrygius takes its rise in the mountains north of Thyatira,
(Ak Hissar,) and falls into the Hermus (Gedis Tschai).

2 Bos Dagh. 3 Manisa. 4 Bojuk Meindcr.
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“ the Rhesus, Heptaporus, Caresus, and Rhodius,” 1

and others, many of which are not more than small streams.

While he specifies by name many countries and cities, some-

times he makes an enumeration of rivers and mountains,

sometimes he does not do so. He does not mention the rivers

in Etolia and Attica, nor many others. And if. in mentioning

people that live afar off, he does not mention those who are

very near, it is certainly not through ignorance ot them, for

they were well known to other writers. With respect to peo-

ple who were all equally near, he does not observe one rule,

for some he mentions, and not others, as for instance he mentions

the Lycii, and Solymi, but not the Milyae, nor Pamphylians,

nor Pisidians; the Paphlagonians, Phrygians, and Mysians,

but not the Mariandyni, nor Tliyni, nor Bithynians, nor Be-

bryces ;
the Amazons, but not the Leuco- Syrians, nor Syrians,

nor Cappadocians, nor Lycaonians, while he frequently speaks

of the Phoenicians, Egyptians, and Ethiopians. He men-

tions the Aleian plain, and the Arimi mountains, but not the

nation among which these are situated.

The argument drawn from this is false; the true argument

would have been to show that the poet has asserted what is

not true. Apollodorus has not succeeded in this attempt, and

he has more particularly failed when he ventures to call by the

name of fiction “ the renowned Hippemolgi and Galactophagi.”

So much then in reply to Apollodorus. I now return to the

part of my description which follows nest in order.

28. Above the places about Pharnacia and Trapezus are

the Tibareni, and Chaldcei, extending as far as the Lesser

Armenia.
The Lesser Armenia is sufficiently fertile. Like bophene

it was always governed by princes who were sometimes in

alliance with the other Armenians, and sometimes acting inde-

pendently. They held in subjection the Chaldan and Tibareni.

Their dominion extended as far as Trapezus and Pharnacia.

When Mithridates Eupator became powerful, he made himself

master of Colchis, and of all those places which were ceded to

him by Antipater the son of Sisis. He bestowed however so

much care upon them, that he built se\ cut} -live stiongholds,

in which he deposited the greatest part of his treasure. The

most considerable of these were llydara, Basgcedatiza, and

1
II. xii. 20.

11 B. vii. c. in. $
6.
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Sinoria, a fortress situated on the borders of the Greater Ar-
menia, whence Theophanes parodied the name, and called it

Synoria.

All the mountainous range of the Paryadres has many such
convenient situations for fortresses, being well supplied with
water and timber, it is intersected in many places by abrupt
ravines and precipices. Here he built most of the strongholds

for keeping his treasure. At last on the invasion of the

country by Pompey he took refuge in these extreme parts of

the kingdom of Pontus, and occupied a mountain near Das-
teira in Acilisene, which was well supplied with water. The
Euphrates also was near, which is the boundary between Acili-

sene and the Lesser Armenia. Mithridates remained there

till he was besieged and compelled to fly across the mountains
into Colchis, and thence to Bosporus. Pompey built near this

same place in the Lesser Armenia Nicopolis, a city which yet-

subsists, and is well inhabited.

29. The Lesser Armenia, which was in the possession of

different persons at different times, according to the pleasure

of the Romans, was at last subject to Archelaus. The Tiba-
reni, however, and Chaldgei, extending as far as Colchis, Phar-
nacia, and Trapezus, are under the government of Pythodoris,
a prudent woman, and capable of presiding over the manage-
ment of public affairs. She is the daughter of Pythodorus of

Tralles. She was the wife of Polemo, and reigned con-
jointly with him for some time. She succeeded, after his

death, to the throne. He died in the country of the Aspur-
giani, a tribe of barbarians living about Sindica. She had
two sons by Polemo, and a daughter who was married to

Cotys the Sapsean. He was treacherously murdered, and she

became a widow. She had children by him, the eldest ofwhom
is now king. Of the sons of Pythodoris, one as a private

person, administers, together with his mother, the affairs of

the kingdom, the other has been lately made king of the

Greater Armenia. Pythodoris however married Archelaus,

and remained with him till his death. At present she is a

widow, and in possession of the countries before mentioned,

and of others still more beautiful, of which we shall next speak.

30. Sidene, and Themiscyra are contiguous to Pharnacia.

Above these countries is situated Phanaroea, containing the
best portion of the Pontus, for it produces excellent oil and

VOL. II. x
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wine, and possesses every other property of a good soil. On

the eastern side it lies in front of the Paryadres which

runs parallel to it ;
on the western side it has the Lithru;.

and the Ophlimus. It forms a valley of considerable length

and breadth. The Lyeus, coming out of Armenia, flows

through this valley, and the Iris, which issues from the passes

near *Amaseia. Both these rivers unite about the middle

of the valley. A city stands at their confluence which the

first founder called Eupatoria, after his own name. Pompey

found it half-finished, and added to it a territory, furnished

it with inhabitants, and called it Magnopolis. It lies in the

middle of the plain. Close to the foot of the Paryadres is

situated Cabeira, about 150 stadia further to the south than

Magnopolis, about which distance likewise, but towards the

west, is Amaseia. At Cabeira was the palace of Mithridates,

the water-mill, the park for keeping wild animals, the hunting-

ground in the neighbourhood, and the mines.

31. There also is the Cainochorion, (New Castle,) as it is

called, a fortified and precipitous rock, distant from Cabeira

less than 200 stadia. On its summit is a spring, which throws

up abundance of water, and at its foot a river, and a deep ravine.

The ridge of rocks on which it stands is of very great height,

so that it cannot be taken by siege. It is enclosed with an ex-

cellent wall, except the part where it has been demolished by

the Romans. The whole country around is so covered with

wood, so mountainous, and destitute of water, that an enemy

cannot encamp within the distance of 120 stadia, lliere

Mithridates had deposited his most valuable effects, which are

now in the Capitol, as offerings dedicated by Pompey.

Pythodoris is in possession of all this country
:
(for it is con-

tiguous to that of the barbarians, which she holds as a con-

quered country ;) shealso holds the Zelitis and the Megalopolitis.

After Pompey had raised Cabeira to the rank ol a city, and

called it Diospolis, Pythodoris improved it still more, changed

its name to Sebaste, (or Augusta.) and considers ii a ro^ al city.

She has also the temple of Men surnamed of Pharnaces, at

Ameria, a village city, inhabited by a large body of sacred

menials, and having annexed to it a sacred territory, the pro-

duce of which is always enjoyed by the priest. The kings

held this temple in such exceeding veneration, that this w as

the Royal oath, “ by the fortune of the king, and by Men of
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Pharnaces.” This is also the temple of the moon, like that

among the Albani, and those in Phrygia, namely the temple of

Men in a place of the same name, the temple of Ascseus at

Antioch in Pisidia, and another in the territory of Antioch.

32. Above Phanaroea is Comana 1 in Pontus, of the same

name as that in the Greater Cappadocia, and dedicated to the

same goddess. The temple is a copy of that in Cappadocia,

and nearly the same course of religious rites is practised there ;

the mode of delivering the oracles is the same ; the same respect

is paid to the priests, as was more particularly the case in the

time of the first kings, when twice a year, at what is called the

Exodi of the goddess, (when her image is carried in procession,)

the priest wore the diadem of the goddess and received the

chief honours after the king.

33. We have formerly mentioned Dorylaus the Tactician,

who was my mother’s great grandfather ; and another Dorylaus,

who was the nephew of the former, and the son of Philetmrus
;

I said that, although he had obtained from Mithridates the

highest dignities and even the priesthood of Comana, he was
detected in the fact of attempting the revolt of the kingdom

to the Romans. Upon his fall the family also was disgraced.

At a later period however Moaphernes, my mother’s uncle, rose

to distinction near upon the dissolution of the kingdom. But a

second time he and his friends shared in the misfortunes of

the king, except those persons who had anticipated the ca-

lamity and deserted him early. This was the case with my
maternal grandfather, who, perceiving the unfortunate progress

of the affairs of the king in the war with Lucullus, and at the

same time being alienated from him by resentment for having

lately put to death his nephew Tibius, and his son Theophilus,

undertook to avenge their wrongs and his own. He obtained

pledges of security from Lucullus, and caused fifteen fortresses

to revolt ; in return he received magnificent promises. On
the arrival of Pompey, who succeeded Lucullus in the conduct

of the war, he regarded as enemies (in consequence of the

enmity which subsisted between himself and that general) all

those persons who had performed any services that were ac-

ceptable to Lucullus. On his return home at the conclusion

of the war he prevailed upon the senate not to confirm those

honours which Lucullus had promised to some persons of

1 Gumenek.
x 2
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Pontus, maintaining it to be unjust towards a general who bad

brought the war to a successful issue, that the rewards and dis-

tribution of honours should be placed in the hands of another.

34. The affairs of Comana were administered as has been

described in the time of the kings. Pompey, when he had ob-

tained the power, appointed Archelaus priest, and assigned to

him a district of two schoeni, or 60 stadia in circuit, in addi-

tion to the sacred territory, and gave orders to the inhabitants

to obey Archelaus. He was their governor, and master of the

sacred slaves who inhabited the city, but had not the power of

selling them. The slaves amounted to no less than six thou-

sand.

This Archelaus was the son of that Archelaus who received

honours from Sylla and the senate ; he was the friend of

Gabinius, a person of consular rank. W hen the former was

sent into Syria, he came with the expectation of accompanying

him, when he was making preparations for the Parthian war,

but the senate would not permit him to do so, and he abandoned

this, and conceived a greater design.

Ptolemy, the father of Cleopatra, happened at this time to be

ejected from his kingdom by the -Egyptians. His daughter

however, the elder sister of Cleopatra, was in possession of the

throne. When inquiries were making in order to marry her to

a husband of royal descent, Archelaus presented himself to

those who were negotiating the affair, and pretended to be

the son of Mithridates Eupator. He was accepted, but reigned

only six months. He was killed by Gabinius in a pitched

battle, in his attempt to restore Ptolemy.

35. His son however succeeded to the priesthood, and Ly-

comedes succeeded him, to whom was assigned an additional

district of four schoeni (or 120 stadia) in extent. When Ly-

comedes was dispossessed he was succeeded by Dyteutus, the

son of Adiatorix, who still occupies the post, and appears to

have obtained this honour from Caesar Augustus on account of

his good conduct on the following occasion.

Caesar, after leading in triumph Adiatorix, with his wife and

children, had resolved to put him to death together with the

eldest of his sons. Dyteutus was the eldest ; but when the

second of his brothers told the soldiers who were leading them

away to execution that he was the eldest, there was a contest

between the two brothers, which continued for some time, till
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the parents prevailed upon Dyteutus to yield to the younger,

assigning as a reason, that the eldest would be a better person

to protect his mother and his remaining brother. The younger

was put to death together with his father
;
the elder was saved,

and obtained this office. When Caesar was informed of the

execution of these persons, he regretted it, and, considering

the survivors worthy of his favour and protection, bestowed

upon them this honourable appointment.

36. Comana is populous, and is a considerable mart, fre-

quented by persons coming from Armenia. Men and women
assemble there from all quarters from the cities and the country

to celebrate the festival at the time of the exodi or processions

of the goddess. Some persons under the obligation of a vow
are always residing there, and perform sacrifices in honour

of the goddess.

The inhabitants are voluptuous in their mode of life. All

their property is planted with vines, and there is a multitude

of women, who make a gain of their persons, most of whom
are dedicated to the goddess. The city is almost a little

Corinth. On account of the multitude of harlots at Corinth,

who are dedicated to Venus, and attracted by the festivities of

the place, strangers resorted thither in great numbers. Mer-

chants and soldiers were quite ruined, so that hence the pro-

verb originated,

“ every man cannot go to Corintli.”

Such is the character of Comana.

37. All the country around is subject to Pythodoris, and

she possesses also Plianaroea, the Zelitis, and the Megalopolitis.

We have already spoken of Phanaroea.

In the district Zelitis is the city Zela, 1 built upon the mound

of Semiramis. It contains the temple of Anaitis, whom the

Armenians also worship. Sacrifices are performed with more

pomp than in other places, and all the people of Pontus take

oaths here in affairs of highest concern. The multitude

of the sacred menials, and the honours conferred upon the

priests, were in the time of the kings, upon the plan which I

have before described. At present, however, everything is

under the power of Pythodoris, but many persons had previ-

ously reduced the number of the sacred attendants, injured

the property and diminished the revenue belonging to the

1 Zilch.
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temple. The adjacent district of Zelitis, (in which is the

city Zela, on ihe mound of Semiramis,) was reduced by being

divided into several governments. Anciently, the kings did

not govern Zela as a city, but regarded it as a temple of the

Persian gods ;
the priest was the director of everything re-

lating to its administration. It was inhabited by a multitude

of sacred menials, by the priest, who possessed great wealth,

and by his numerous attendants; the sacred territory was

under the authority of the priest, and it was his own property.

Pompey added many provinces to Zelitis, and gave the name

of city to Zela, as well as to Megalopolis. He formed Zelitis,

Culupene, and Camisene, into one district. The two latter

bordered upon the Lesser Armenia, and upon Laviansene.

Fossile salt was found in them, and there was an ancient

fortress called Camisa, at present in ruins. The Roman go-

vernors who next succeeded assigned one portion of these two

governments to the priests of Comana, another to the priest of

Zela, and another to Ateporix, a chief of the family of the

tetrarchs of Galatia ;
upon his death, this portion, which was

not large, became subject to the Romans under the name of a

province. This little state is a political body of itself, Carana 1

being united with it as a colony, and hence the district has the

name of Caranitis. The other parts are in the possession of

Pythodoris, and Dyteutns.

38. There remain to be described the parts of Pontus,

situated between this country and the districts of Amisus, and

Sinope, extending towards Cappadocia, the Galatians, and the

Paphlagonians.

Next to the territory of the Amiseni is Phazemonitis,

2

1 This district is at the foot of the mountains which separated the

Roman from the Persian Armenia. Carana (now Erzvui
, Erzerum, or

Garen) was the capital of this district. It was afterwards Called Theo-

dosiopolis, which name was given to it in honour of the Emperor 1 heo-

dosius the Younger by Anatolius his general in the East. a. d. 410. It

was for a long time subject to the Byzantine emperors, who considered it

the most important fortress of Armenia. About the middle oi the 1 1th

century it received the name of Arze-el-Rum, contracted into Arzrum or

Erzrum. It owed its name to the circumstance, that when Arzek was

taken by the Seljuk Turks, a. d. 1049, the inhabitants of that place, which

from its long subjection to the Romans had received the epithet of Rum,
retired to 'l'heodosiopolis, and gave it the name of their former abode

Smith.
3 On the S. W. of the ridge of Tauschan Dagh.
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which extends as far as the Halys, and which Pompey called

Neapolitis. He raised the village Phazemon to the rank of a

city, and increasing its extent gave to it the name of Nea-

polis. 1 The northern side of this tract is hounded by the Ga-

zelonitis, and by the country of the Amiseni ;
the western side

by the Halvs ; the eastern by Phanarma ;
the remainder by

the territory of Amasis, my native country, which surpasses all

the rest in extent and fertility.

The part of Phazemonitis towards Phanaroea is occupied by

a lake, sea-like in magnitude, called Stiphane,2 which abounds

with fish, and has around it a large range of pasture adapted

to all kinds of animals. Close upon it is a strong fortress,

Cizari, [Icizari,] at present deserted, and near it a royal seat

in ruins. The rest of the country in general is bare, but pro-

duces corn.

Above the district of Amasis are the hot springs 3 of the

Phazemonitaa, highly salubrious, and the Sagylium, 4 a stiong-

hold situated on a lofty perpendicular hill, stretching upwards

and terminating in a sharp peak.. In this fortress is a tesei-

voir well supplied with water, which is at present neglected,

but was useful, on many occasions, to the kings. Here the

sons of Pharnaces the king captured and put to death Aisaces,

who was governing without the authority of the Roman ge-

nerals, and endeavouring to produce a revolution in the state.

The fortress was taken by Polemo and Tycomedes, both of

them kings, by famine and not by storm. Arsaces, being pi e-

vented from escaping into the plains, fled to the mountains

without provisions. There he found the wells choked up with

large pieces of rock. This had been done by order of I ompey,

who had directed the fortresses to be demolished, and to leave

nothing in them that could be serviceable to robbers, who

mi^ht use.them as places of refuge. Such was the settlement

of °the Phazemonitis made by Pompey. Those who came af-

terwards divided this district among various kings.

39. My native city, Amaseia, lies in a deep and extensive

valley, through which runs the river Iris.’’ It is indebted to

nature and art for its admirable position and construction. It

> Mersivan. The text is corrupt. Groskurd’s emendation is followed

in the translation. . , . .. .

2 Ladik-Gol. 3 Kawsa.
4 Ijan (Tauschan) Kalessi.

* Tusanlu-su, a branch of the Ieschil Irmak.
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answers the double purpose of a city and a fortress. It is a

high rock, precipitous on all sides, descending rapidly down
to the river : on the margin of the river, where the city stands,

is a wall, and a wall also which ascends on each side of the

city to the peaks, of which there are two, united by nature, and
completely fortified with towers. In this circuit of the wall

are the palace, and the monuments of the kings. The peaks
are connected together by a very narrow ridge, in height five

or six stadia on each side, as you ascend from the banks
of the river, and from the suburbs. From the ridge to the

peaks there remains another sharp ascent of a stadium in length,

which defies the attacks of an enemy. Within the rock are

reservoirs of water, the supply from which the inhabitants

cannot be deprived of, as two channels are cut, one in the

direction of the river, the other of the ridge. Two bridges
are built over the river, one leading from the city to the sub-
urbs, the other from the suburbs to the country beyond : for

near this bridge the mountain, which overhangs the rock, ter-

minates.

A valley extends from the river
; it is not very wide at its

commencement, but afterwards increases in breadth, and forms
the plain called the Chiliocomon (The Thousand Villages).

Next is the Diacopene, and the Pimolisene, the whole of which
is a fertile district extending to the Ilalvs.

These are the northern parts of the country of the Ama-
senses, and are in length about 500 stadia. Then follows the
remainder, which is much longer, extending as far as Baba-
nomus, and the Ximene, 1 which itself reaches to the Halvs.
The breadth is reckoned from north to south, to the Zelitis

and the Greater Cappadocia, as far as the Trocmi. 2 In
Nirnene there is found fossile salt, (aXec. Hales,) from which
it is supposed the river had the name of Halys. There are
many ruined fortresses in my native country, and large tracts

of land made a desert by the Mithridatic war. The whole of
it, however, abounds with trees. It affords pasture for horses,

and is adapted to the subsistence of other animals ; the whole
of it is very habitable. Amaseia was given to the kings, but
at present it is a (Roman) province.

1 West of Koseh Dagh.
2 Situated between the Kizil Irmak and the river Delidsche Irrnak, a

tributary of the former.
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40. There remains to be described the country within the

Halys, belonging to the province of Pontus, and situated about
the Olgassys, 1 and contiguous to the Sinopic district. The 01-

gassys is a very lofty mountain, and difficult to be passed. The
Paplilagonians have erected temples in every part of this

mountain. The country around, the Blaene, and the Doma-
nitis, through which the river Amnias 2 runs, is sufficiently

fertile. Here it was that Mithridates Eupator entirely de-

stroyed 3 the army of Nicomedes the Bithynian, not in person,

for he himself happened to be absent, but by his generals.

Nicomedes fled with a few followers, and escaped into his own
country, and thence sailed to Italy. Mithridates pursued him,

and made himself master of Bithynia as soon as he entered it,

and obtained possession of Asia as far as Caria and Lycia.

Here is situated Pompeiopolis, 4 in which city is the San-
daracurgium, 5 (or Sandaraca works,) it is not far distant

from Pimolisa, a royal fortress in ruins, from which the coun-
try on each side of the river is called Pimolisene. The San-
daracurgium is a mountain hollowed out by large trenches

made by workmen in the process of mining. The work is al-

ways carried on at the public charge, and slaves were em-
ployed in the mine who had been sold on account of their crimes.

Besides the great labour of the employment, the air is said to

be destructive of life, and scarcely endurable in consequence of

the strong odour issuing from the masses of mineral ; hence
the slaves are short-lived. The mining is frequently suspended
from its becoming unprofitable, for great expense is incurred

by the employment of more than two hundred workmen, whose
number is continually diminishing by disease and fatal ac-

cidents.

So much respecting Pontus.

41. Next to Pompeiopolis is the remainder of the inland

parts of Paphlagonia as far as Bithynia towards the west.

This tract, although small in extent, was governed, a little be-

fore our time, by several princes, but their race is extinct ; at

present it is in possession of the Romans. The parts border-

ing upon Bithynia are called Timonitis; the country of Geza-

1 Alkas-Dagh.
3 Gok-Irmak, or Kostambul Tschai, flowing between the mountain

ridges. Jeralagoz-Dagh and Sarikawak-Dagh.
3 b. c. 88. 4 Tasch-Kopri. 6 Pliny, xxxiv. c. 18.
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torix, Marmolitis, Sanisene, and Potamia. There was also a

Cimiatene, in which was Cimiata, a strong fortress situated

at the foot of the mountainous range of the Olgassvs. Mi-

thridates, surnamed Ctistes, (or the Founder,) made it his

head-quarters when engaged in the conquest of Pontus, and

his successors kept possession of it to the time of Mithridates

Eupator. The last king of Paphlagonia was Deiotarus, 1 son

of Castor, and surnamed Philadelphus, who possessed Gangra,-

containing the palace of Morzeus, a small town, and a fortress.

42. Eudoxus, without defining the spot, says, that fossil

fish 3 are found in Paphlagonia in dry ground, and in marshy

ground also about the lake Ascanius, 4 which is below Cius,

but he gives no clear information on the subject.

We have described Paphlagonia bordering upon Pontus;

and as the Bithynians border upon the Paphlagonians to-

wards the west, we shall endeavour to describe this region

also. We shall then set out again from the Bithynians and

the Paphlagonians, and describe the parts ot the country next

to these nations lying towards the south ; they extend as tar

as t he Taurus, and are parallel to Pontus and Cappadocia;

for some order and division of this kind are suggested by the

nature of the places.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Bithynia is bounded on the east by the Paphlagonians*

Mariandyni, and by some tribes of the Epicteti ; on the north

by the line of the sea-coast of the Euxine, extending from the

mouth of the Sangarius 5 to the straits at Byzantium and Chal-

cedon ;
on the west by the Propontis ;

on the south by Mysia

and Phrygia Epictetus, as it is called, which has the name also

of Ilellespontic Phrygia.

1 Great-grandson of Deiotarus I.

3 According to Alexander Polyhistor, the town was built by a goatherd,

who had found one of his goats straying there, but this is probably a mere

philological speculation, gangra signifying a goat in the 1 aphlagonian

language. In ecclesiastical writers it is often mentioned as the metro-

politan see of Paphlagonia. The orchards of this town were celebrated

for their apples. Athen. iii.— Smith.
3 Book iv. c. i. $ G. Athen. b. viii.

5 Sakaria.

4 lsnik Gol.
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2. Here upon the mouth of the Pontus is situated Chal-

cedon, founded by the Megareans, 1 the village Chrysopolis, and

the Chalcedonian temple. In the country a little above the

sea-coast is a fountain, Azaritia, (Azaretia?) which breeds

small crocodiles.

Next follows the coast of the Chalcedonians, the bay of

Astacus,2 as it is called, which is a part of the Propontis.

Here Nicomedia 3 is situated, bearing the name of one of

the Bithynian kings by whom it was founded. Many kings

however have taken the same name, as the Ptolemies, on ac-

count of the fame of the first person who bore it.

On the same bay was Astacus a city founded by Megareans

and Athenians ;
it -was afterwards again colonized by Dmdal-

sus. The bay had its name from the city. It was razed by

Lvsimachus. The founder of Nicomedia transferred its in-

habitants to the latter city.

3. There is another bay 4 continuous with that of Astacus,

which advances further towards the east, and where is situ-

ated Prusias, 5 formerly called Cius. Philip, the son ol De-

metrius, and father of Perseus, gave it to Prusias, son ot

Zelas, who had assisted him in destroying both this and

Myrleia, 6 a neighbouring city, and also situated near Prusa.

He rebuilt them from their ruins, and called the city Cius

Prusias, after his own name, and Myrleia he called Apameia,

after that of his wife, This is the Prusias who received

Hannibal, (who took refuge with him hither after the de-

feat of Antiochus,) and retired from Phrygia 7 on the Hel-

lespont, according to agreement with the Attalici. 8 This

country was formerly called Lesser Phrygia, but by the Atta-

lici Phrygia Epictetus.9 Above Prusias is a mountain which

is called Arganthonius. 10 Here is the scene of the lable of

Hylas, one of the companions of Hercules in the ship Argo,

who, having disembarked in order to obtain water lor the

vessel, was carried away by nymphs. Cius, as the story

goes, was a friend and companion ot Hercules; on his return

from Colchis, he settled there and founded the city which

bears his name. At the present time a festival called Orei-

1 B. vii. c. vi. $ 2.
2 G. of Ismid. 3 Ismid or Iskiinid.

4 B. of Gemlik. 5 Brusa. " Mudania.
7 Livy, xxxviii. 39. 8 The kings of Pergamus. 9 The Acquired.
10 The ridge of Katerlu Dagh and Samanlu Dagh.
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basia, is celebrated by the Prusienses, who wander about the

mountains and woods, a rebel rout, calling on Hylas by name,
as though in search of him.

The Prusienses having shown a friendly disposition towards
the Romans in their administration of public affairs, obtained
their freedom. But the Apamies were obliged to admit a

Roman colony.

Prusa, situated below the Mysian Olympus, on the borders

of the Phrygians and the Mysians, is a well-governed city

;

it was founded by Cyrus, 1 who made war against Croesus.

4. It is difficult to define the boundaries of the Bithynians.

Mysians, Phrygians, of the Doliones about Cyzicus. and of the

Mygdones and Tines ; it is generally admitted that each of
these tribes ought to be placed apart from the other. A pro-

verbial saying is applied to the Phrygians and Mysians,
“ The boundaries of the Mysi and Phryges are apart from one another/’

but it is difficult to define them respectively. The reason is

this
;
strangers who came into the country were soldiers and

barbarians
; they had no fixed settlement in the country of

which they obtained possession, but were, for the most part,

wanderers, expelling others from their territory, and being ex-
pelled themselves. All these nations might be supposed to be
Thracians, because Thracians occupy the countrvon the other
side

,
'and 'because they do not differ much from one another.

5. But as far as we are able to conjecture, we mav place
Mysia between Bithynia and the mouth of the iEsepus, con-
tiguous to the sea, and nearly along the whole of Olympus.

‘ Around it, in the interior, is the Epictetus, nowhere reaching
the sea, and extending as far as the eastern parts of the Asca-
niau lake and district, for both bear the same name. Part of
this territory was Phrygian, and part Mysian ; the Phrvgian
was further distant from Troy ; and so we must understand
the words of the poet2

,
when he says,

“ Phorcys, and the god-like Ascanius, were the leaders of the Phrvges
far from Ascania,”

that is, the Phrygian Ascania; for the other, the Mysian
Ascania, was nearer to the present Nicasa, which he mentions,
when lie says,

1 In the text, Prusias. The translation follows the suggestion of
Krattier.

2
11. ii. 8G2.
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“ Palmvs, Ascanius, and Morys, sons of Hippotion, the leader of the

Mysi, fighting in close combat, who came from the fertile soil of Ascania,

as auxiliaries.” 1

It is not then surprising that he should speak of an Asca-
nius, a leader of the Phrygians, who came from Ascania, and

of an Ascanius, a leader of the Mysians, coming also from

Ascania, for there is much repetition of names derived from

rivers, lakes, and places.

6. The poet himself assigns the ZEsepus as the boundary of

the Mysians, for after having described the country above

Ilium, and lying along the foot of the mountains subject to

iEneas, and which he calls Dardania, he places next towards

the north Lycia, which was subject to Pandarus, and where

Zeleia 2 was situated ; he says,

“ They who inhabited Zeleia, at the very foot of Ida, Aphneii Trojans,

who drink of the dark stream of iEsepus ;

” 3

below Zeleia, towards the sea, on this side’of ZEsepus, lies the

plain of Adrasteia, and Tereia, Pitya, and in general the pre-

sent district of Cyzicene near Priapus, 4 which he afterwards

describes. He then returns again to the parts towards the east,

and to those lying above, by which he shows that he con-

sidered the country as far as the ACsepus the northern and

eastern boundary of the Troad. Next to the Troad are My-
sia and Olympus.5 Ancient tradition then suggests some

such disposition of these nations. But the present changes

have produced many differences in consequence of the con-

tinual succession of governors of the country, who confound-

ed together people and districts, and separated others. The
Phrygians and Mysians were masters of the country after the

capture of Troy ;
afterwards the Lydians ; then the -ZEolians

and Ionians ; next, the Persians and Macedonians ;
lastly, the

Romans, under whose government most of the tribes have lost

even their languages and names, in consequence of a new
partition of the country having been made. It will be proper

to take this into consideration when we describe its present

state, at the same time showing a due regard to antiquity.

7. In the inland parts of Bithynia is Bithyniiun, 6 situated

above Tieium, 7 and to which belongs the country about Salon,

1 II. xiii. 792. 2 Sarakoi.
3

II. ii. 824.
4 Karabogha. s Keschisch-Dagh.
6 Claudiopolis, now Boli. 7 Tilijos.
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affording the best pasturage for cattle, whence comes the cheese

of Salon. Nicsea, 1 the capital of Bithynia, is situated on the

Ascanian lake. It is surrounded by a very large and very

fertile plain, which in the summer is not very healthy. Its

first founder was Antigonus, the son of Philip, who called it

Antigonia. It was then rebuilt by Lysimachus, who changed

its name to that of his wife Nicsa. She was the daughter of

Antipater. The city is situated in a plain. Its shape is

quadrangular, eleven stadia in circuit. It has four gates. Its

streets are divided at right angles, so that the four gates may
be seen from a single stone, set up in the middle of the Gym-
nasium. A little above the Ascanian lake is Otrrea, a small

town situated just on the borders of Bithynia towards the east.

It is conjectured that Otroea was so called from Otreus.

8. That Bithynia was a colony of the Mysians, first Scylax

of Caryanda will testify, who says that Phrygians and My-
sians dwell around the Ascanian lake. The next witness is

Dionysius, who composed a work on “ the foundation of cities.”

He says that the straits at Chalcedon, and Byzantium, which

are now called the Thracian, were formerly called the Mysian

Bosporus. Some person might allege this as a proof that the

Mysians were Thracians ; and Euphorio says,

“ by the waters of the Mysian Ascanius

and thus also Alexander the .ZEtolian,

“ who have their dwellings near the Ascanian waters, on the margin of the

Ascanian lake, where Dolion dwelt, the son of Silenus and of Melia.”

These authors testify the same thing, because the Ascanian

lake is found in no other siuation but this.

9. Men distinguished for their learning, natives of Bithynia,

were Xenocrates the philosopher, Dionysius the dialectician,

Hipparchus, Theodosius and his sons the mathematicians,

Cleophanes the rhetorician of Myrleia, and Asclepiades the

physician of Prusa.2

1 Isnik. The Turkish name is a contraction of tig ’SUatav, as Ismir,

Smyrna, is a contraction of tig S/u'ori))', Istambol, Constantinople, of tig

ti)v Stanco, Cos, of tig ti)v K<3.
'
l Xenocrates, one of the most distinguished disciples of Plato, was of

Chalcedon. Dionysius the dialectician is probably the same as Dionysius

of Hcraclcia, who abandoned the Stoics to join the sect of Epicurus.

Hipparchus, the lirst and greatest of Greek astronomers, (b. c. 160— 145,)

was of Nicaca. So also was Diophanes, quoted by Yarro and Columella,
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10. To the south of the Bithynians are the Mysians about

Olympus (whom some writers call Bithyni Olympeni, and

others Hellespontii) and Phrygia upon the Hellespont. To the

south of the Paphlagonians are the Galatians, and still further

to the south of both these nations are the Greater Phrygia,

and Lycaonia, extending as far as the Cilician and Pisidian

Taurus. But since the parts continuous with Paphlagonia ad-

join Pontus, Cappadocia, and the nations which we have just

described, it may be proper first to give an account of the

parts in the neighbourhood of these nations, and then proceed

to a description of the places next in order.

CHAPTER Y.

1. To the south of the Paphlagonians are the Galatians, of

whom there are three tribes ; two of them, the Trocmi and

the Tolistobogii, have their names from their chiefs ; the third,

the Tectosages, from the tribe of that name in Celtica. The

Galatians took possession of this country after wandering about

for a long period, and overrunning the country subject to the

Attalic and the Bithynian kings, until they received by a

voluntary cession the present Galatia, or Gallo- Grascia, as it is

called. Leonnorius seems to have been the chief leader of these

people when they passed over into Asia. There were three

nations that spoke the same language, and in no respect differ-

ed from one another. Each of them was divided into four

portions called tetrarchies, and had its own tetrarch, its own

judge, and one superintendent of the army, all of whom were

under the control of the tetrarch, and two subordinate super-

as the abbreviator of the twenty books on Agriculture by Mago, in the

Punic language. Suidas speaks of Theodosius, a distinguished mathe-

matician, who, according to Vossius, may be here meant. A treatise of his

“on Spherics” still exists, and was printed in Paris in 1558. Of Cleo-

phanes of Myrleia little is known. Strabo mentions also a grammarian,

Asclepiades of Myrleia, in b. iii. c. iv. §
19. To these great names may be

added as of Bithynian origin, but subsequent to the time ol Strabo, Dion

Chrysostom, one of the most eminent among Greek rhetoricians and

sophists; he was bom at Nicomedia, and died about a. d. 117. Arrian,

the author of “ India,” and the “ Anabasis ” (the Asiatic expedition) “ of

Alexander,” was also born at Nicomedia towards the end ol a. d. 100.
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intendents of the army. The Council of the twelve Tetrarchs
consisted of three hundred persons, who assembled at a place

called the Drynemetum. 1 The council determined causes rela-

tive to murder, the others were decided by the tetrarchs and
the judges. Such, anciently, was the political constitution of

Galatia ; but, in our time, the government was in the hands of

three chiefs, then of two, and at last it was administered by
Deiotarus, who was succeeded by Amyntas. At present, the

Romans possess this as well as all the country which was sub-

ject to Amyntas, and have reduced it into one province.

2. The Trocmi occupy the parts near Pontus and Cappa-
docia, which are the best which the Galatians possess. They
have three walled fortresses, Tavium, a mart for the people in

that quarter, where there is a colossal statue of Jupiter in brass,

and /i grove, which is used as a place of refuge
;
Mithridatium.

which Pompey gave to Bogodiatarus, (Deiotarus ?) having
separated it from the kingdom of Pontus

;
and thirdly. Danala,

where Pompey, when he was about to leave the country to

celebrate his triumph, met Lucullus and delivered over to him
as his successor the command of the war.

This is the country which the Trocmi possess.

The Tectosages occupy the parts towards the greater

Phrygia near Pessinus, 2 and the Orcaorci. They had the

fortress Ancyra,

3

of the same name as the small Phrygian
city towards Lydia near Blaudus.'1 The Tolistobogii border

upon the Bithynians, and Phrygia Epictetus, as it is called.

They possess the fortresses Blucium, (Luceium.) which was the

royal seat of Deiotarus, and Peium, which was his treasure-hold.

3. Pessinus is the largest mart of any in that quarter. It

contains a temple of the Mother of the Gods, held in the

highest veneration. The goddess is called Agdistis. The
priests anciently were a sort of sovereigns, and derived a large

revenue from their office. At present their consequence is

much diminished, but the mart still subsists. The sacred

enclosure was adorned with fitting'magnificence bv the Attalic

kings,5 with a temple, and porticos of marble. The Romans

1 Probably a grove.
3 Bala llissar, to the south of Shvri-Hissar; between these two places

is Mi. Dindymus, Gunescth-Dagh.
3 On the west of the lake Simau. * Suleimanli.
5 The kings of Pergatnus.
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gave importance to the temple by sending for the statue of the
goddess from thence according to the oracle of the Sibyl, as
they had sent for that of Asclepius from Epidaurus.
The mountain Dindymus is situated above the city

; from
Dindymus comes Dindymene, as from Cybela, Cybele. Near
it runs the river Sangarius, and on its banks are the ancient
dwellings of the Phrygians, of Midas, and of Gordius before
his time, and of some others, which do not preserve the
vestiges of cities, but are villages a little larger than the rest.

Such is Gordium, 1 and Gorbeus (Gordeus), the royal seat
of Castor, son of Saocondarius, (Saocondarus ?) in which he
was put to death by his father-in-law, Deiotarus, who there
also murdered his own daughter. Deiotarus razed the fortress,

and destroyed the greater part of the settlement.

4. Next to Galatia towards the south is the lake Tatta, 2

lying parallel to that part of the Greater Cappadocia which
is near the Morimeni. It belongs to the Greater Phrygia, as

well as the country continuous with this, and extending as
far as the Taurus, and of which Amyntas possessed the great-
est part. Tatta is a natural salt-pan. The water so readily
makes a deposit around everything immersed in it, that upon
letting down wreaths formed of rope, chaplets of salt are drawn
up. If birds touch the surface of the water with their wings,
they immediately fall down in consequence of the concretion
of the salt upon them, and are thus taken.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Such is the description of Tatta. The places around
Orcaorci, Pitnisus and the mountainous plains of Lycaonia,
are cold and bare, affording pasture only for wild asses

; there
is a great scarcity of water, but wherever it is found the wells
are very deep, as at Soatra, where it is even sold. Soatra is

a village city near Garsabora (Garsaura?). Although the
country is ill supplied with water, it is surprisingly well
adapted for feeding sheep, but the wool is coarse. Some
persons have acquired very great wealth by these flocks alone.

Amyntas had above three hundred flocks of sheep in these
1 Juliopolis. 2 Tuz-Tscholli.

VOL. II. Y
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parts. In this district there are two lakes, the greater Coralis,

the smaller Trogitis. Somewhere here is Iconium, 1 a small

town, well built, about which is a more fertile tract of land

than the pastures for the wild asses before mentioned. Polerno

possessed this place.

Here the Taurus approaches this country, separating Cap-

padocia and Lycaonia from Cilicia Tracheia. It is the bound-

ary of the Lycaonians and Cappadocians, between Coropassus,

a village of the Lycaonians, and Gareathyra (Garsaura), a

small town of the Cappadocians. The distance between these

fortressess is about 120 stadia.

2. To Lycaonia belongs Isaurica, near the Taurus, in which

are the Isaura, two villages of the same name, one of which is

surnamed Palma, or the Old, the other [the New], the latter is

well fortified. 2 There were many other villages dependent

upon these. They are all of them, however, the dwellings of

robbers. They occasioned much trouble to the Romans, and

to Publius Servilius, surnamed Isauricus, with whom I was

acquainted ;
he subjected these places to the Romans, and

destroyed also many of the strong-holds of the pirates, situated

upon the sea.

3. Derbe, 3 the royal seat of the tyrant Antipater, surnamed

Derbtetes, is on the side of the Isauriau territory close upon

Cappadocia. Laranda 4 also belonged to Antipater. In my
time Amyntas attacked and killed Antipater Derbmtes, and

got possession of the Isaura and of Derbe. The Romans

gave him the Isaura where he built a palace for himself, after

having destroyed Isauria Palata (the Old). He began to build

in the same place a new wall, but before its completion he was

killed by the Cilicians in an ambuscade, when iuvading the

country of the Homonadeis.

4. For being in possession of Antiocheia near Pisidia, and

the country as far as Apollonias, 5 near Apameia Cibotus,' some

parts of the Paroreia, and Lycaonia, he attempted to exter-

minate the Cilicians and Pisidians, who descended trom the

Taurus and overran this district, which belonged to the

Phrygians and Cilicians (Lycaonians). He razed also many

1 Kcmia. 5 Meineke’s correction.
3 Its position is uncertain, probably Divle, to the S. of the Lake Ak-Gol.

See Smith, art. Derbe.
4 Caraman. 5 Tschol-Abad. 6 Aphiom Kara Hissar.

Daniel
Highlight
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fortresses, which before this time were considered impregna-

ble, among which was Cremna, but he did not attempt to take

by storm Sandalium, situated between Cremna and Saga-

lassus.

5. Cremna is occupied by a Roman colony.

Sagalassus is under the command of the same Roman go-

vernor, to whom all the kingdom of Amyntas is subject. It

is distant from Apameia a day’s journey, having a descent of

nearly 30 stadia from the fortress. It has the name also of

Selgessus. It was taken by Alexander.

Amyntas made himself master of Cremna and passed into

the country of the Homonadeis, who were supposed to be the

most difficult to reduce of all the tribes. He had already got

into his power most of their strong-holds, and had killed the

tyrant himself, when he was taken prisoner by an artifice of

the wife of the tyrant, whom he had killed, and was put to

death by the people. Cyrinius (Quirinus) 1 reduced them by
famine and took four thousand men prisoners, whom he settled

as inhabitants in the neighbouring cities, but he left no per-

son in the country in the prime of life.

Among the heights of Taurus, and in the midst of rocks

and precipices for the most part inaccessible, is a hollow and
fertile plain divided into several valleys. The inhabitants

cultivate this plain, but live among the overhanging heights

of the mountains, or in caves. They are for the most part

armed, and accustomed to make incursions into the country of

other tribes, their own being protected by mountains, which
serve as a wall.

CHAPTER VII.

1. Contiguous to these, among other tribes of the Pisidians,

are the Selgeis, the most considerable tribe of the nation.

The greater part of the Pisidians occupy the summits of

Taurus, but some tribes situated above Side 2 and Aspen-

1 Sulpitius Quirinus. The Cyrenius “ governor of Syria ” in SI. Luke.

Tacitus (Ann. B. iii. c. 48) speaks of his expedition against the Ho-
monadeis, and Josephus of his arrival in Syria, where he was sent with

Coponius by Augustus.
2 Eske-Adatia.

Y 2
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dus, 1 which are Pamphvlian cities, occupy heights, all of which

are planted with olives. The parts above these, a mountain-

ous country, are occupied by the Catennenses, who border upon

the Selgeis and the Homonadeis. The Sagalasseis occupy

the parts within the Taurus towards Milyas.

2. Artemidorus says that Selge, Sagalassus, Petnelissus,

Adada, Tymbrias, Cremna, Pityassus, (Tityassus?) Amblada,

Anabura, Sinda, Aarassus, Tarbassus, Termessus, are cities of

the Pisidians. Of these some are entirely among the moun-

tains, others extend on each side even as far as the country at

the foot of the mountains, aud reach to Pamphylia and Milyas,

and border on Phrygians, Lydians, and Carians, all of whom
are disposed to peace, although situated to the north. 2

The Pamphylians, who partake much of the character of

the Cilician nation, do not altogether abstain from predatory

enterprises, nor permit the people on the confines to live in

peace, although they occupy the southern parts of the country

at the foot of Taurus.

On the confines of Phrygia and Caria, are Tab®,3 Sinda,

and Amblada, whence is procured the Amblada wine, which

is used in diet prescribed for the sick.

3. All the rest of the mountain tribes of the Pisidians

whom I have spoken of are divided into states governed by

tyrants, and follow like the Cilicians a predatory mode of

life. It is said that anciently some of the Leleges, a wander-

ing people, were intermixed with them, and from the similar-

ity of their habits and manners settled there.
' Selge 4 had the rank of a city from the first when founded by

the Lacedmmonians, hut at a still earlier period by Calchas.

Latterly it has maintained its condition and flourished in con-

sequence of its excellent constitution and government, so that

at one time it had a population ot 20,000 persons. The place

deserves admiration from the advantages which nature lias

bestowed upon it. Among the summits of Taurus is a very

fertile tract capable of maintaining many thousand inhabit-

ants. Many spots produce the olive and excellent vines, and

afford abundant pasture for animals of all kinds. Above and

1 Balkesi.
2 To the north of the chain of Taurus which commenced at the pro-

montory Trogilium opposite Samos.
3 Tabas.

4 Surk.
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all around are forests containing trees of various sorts. The
styrax is found here in great abundance, a tree not large but
straight in its growth. Javelins, similar to those of the
cornel tree, are made of the wood of this tree. There is bred
in the trunk of the styrax tree, a worm, which eats through
the timber to the surface, and throws out raspings like bran, or

saw-dust, a heap of which is collected at the root. After-
wards a liquid distils which readily concretes into a mass
like gum. A part of this liquid descends upon and mixes
with the raspings at the root of the tree, and with earth ; a
portion of it acquires consistence on the surface of the mass,
and remains pure. That portion which flows along the sur-

face of the trunk of the tree, and concretes, is also pure. A
mixture is made of the impure part, which is a combination of
wood-dust and earth

;
this has more odour than the pure styrax,

but is inferior to it in its other properties. This is not com-
monly known. It is used for incense in large quantities by
superstitious worshippers of the gods.

The Selgic iris 1 also, and the unguent which is made from
it, are in great esteem. There are few approaches about the
city, and the mountainous country of the Selgeis, which
abounds with precipices and ravines, formed among other
river3 by the Eurymedon 2 and the Cestrus, 3 which de-
scend from the Selgic mountains, and discharge themselves
into the Pamphylian Sea. There are bridges on the roads.

From the strength and security of their position the Sel-

geis were never at any time, nor on any single occasion, sub-
ject to any other people, but enjoyed unmolested the produce
of their country, with the exception of that part situated be-
low them in Pamphylia, and that within the Taurus, for which
they were carrying on a continual warfare with the kings.

Their position with respect to the Romans was that they

possessed this tract on certain conditions. They sent ambassa-
dors to Alexander and offered to receive his commands in the

character of friends, but at present they are altogether subject
to the Romans, and are included in what was formerly the
kingdom of Amyntas.

1 Pliny, b. xv. c. 7, and b. xii. c. 4. 2 Kopru-Su.
3 Ak-Su.
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f ^ ^ 1. The people called Mysiarls, and Phrygian;?, who live

' around the so-called Mysian Olympus, border upon the Bi-
/<W

thynians to the south. Each of these nations is divided into

two parts. One is called the Greater Phrygia, of which

4>

oi ^Midas was king. A part of it was occupied by the Galatians.

' ;
-The other is the Lesser, or Phrygia on the Hellespont, or

^Phrvo-in around Olvnmus. and is also called Epictetus.Phrygia around Olympus, and is also called Epictetus.

/, Mysia is also divided into two parts t Olympic Mysia,

(.{ H^vhich is continuous with Bithynia, and with the Epictetus.

,
(which, Artemidorus says, was inhabited by the Mysians be-

/^vcyond the Danube,) and the part around the Caicu^. 1 and the

Pergamene 2 as far as Teuthrania, and the mouths ot the river.

2? This country, however, as we have frequently observed,

has undergone so many changes, that it is uncertain whether

..the district around Sipylus, 3 which the ancients called Phrygia,

were a part of the Greater or the Lesser Phrygia, Irom w hence

P 1
Tantalus, Pelops, and Niobe were called Phrygians. Wliat-

ever the explanation may be, the change is certain. For Per-

'jL'"gamene and Elaitis, 4 through which country the Caicus passes,

e /-(k and empties itself into the sea, and Teuthrania, situated be-

lt- S’ tween these two districts, where Teuthras lived, and Tele-

r

plius was brought up, lies between
-
the Hellespont, and the

2 i
)

country about Sipylus, and Magnesia, which is at the loot of

the mountain, so that, as I have said, it is difficult

“ To assign tlie confines of the Mysians and Phryges.

la* il 3. The Lydians also, and the Mceones, whom Homer calls

^ (rik-Meones, are in some way confounded with these people

and with one another; some authors say that they are the

same, others that they are different, nations. Add to this that

some writers regard the Mysians as d hracians, others as Ly-

dians, according to an ancient tradi tion, which has been pie- { i
~

served by Xanthus the Lydian, and by Menecrates of Ela?a,

> who assign as the origin of the name Mysians, that the

Lydians call the beech-tree (Qxya) Mysqs, which grows in

great abundance near Olympus, where it is said^deci-

mated persons 5 were exposed, whose descendants are, the

X

> Bakyr-T.schai. 5 The district around Bergama. 3 Sipuli-Dagh.

* The district between Bergama and the sea.

5 Protheiis, who had led die Magnetes to Troy, upon his return from

^ 6°/ CiL L » V - I Op ^ " c s
/ '

^ i i o \_Vc«-C . . 2.
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later\Mysians, and received their appellation from the Mysos,

or beeclh-tree growing in that country, a The language also is/| n

an evidence of this. It is a mixture of Lydian and Phrygian

words, for they lived some time in the neighbourhood, of—
Olympus. But when the Phrygians passed oxer from Thrace, -V
and put to death the chief of Troyan? of the country near

itj^they settle? here, but the Mysians established themselves <y

above!he sources of the Caicus near Lydia. v*

4. The confusion which has existed among the nations in

this district, and even the fertility of the country within the

Halys, particularly near the sea, have contributed to the in-

vention of fables of this sort. The richness of the country

provoked attacks, from various quarters, and at all times, of

tribes who came from the opposite coast, or neighbouring

people contended with one another for the possession of it.

Inroads and migrations took place chiefly about the period

of the Trojan war, and subsequently to that time, Barbarians

as well as Greeks showing an eagerness to get possession of

the territory of other nations. This disposition, however,

showed itself before the time of the Trojan war ;
for there

existed then tribes of Pelasgi, Caucones, and Leleges, who are

said to have wandered, anciently, over various parts of Europe.

The poet represents them as assisting the Trojans, but not as

coming from the opposite coast. The accounts respecting the

Phrygians and the Mysians are more ancient than the Trojan

times.

Two tribes bearing the name of Lycians, lead us to suppose

that they are the same race ;
either the Trojan Lycians sent

colonies to the Carians, or the Carian Lycians to the Trojans.

Perhaps the same may be the case with the Cilicians, for they

also are divided into two tribes ;
but we have not the same

evidence that the present Cilicians existed before the Trojan

times. Telephus may be supposed to have come with his

‘mother from Arcadia ; by her marriage with Teuthras, (who
• _ ... i • , \ rn i 1 J
1UULUC1 11 vwi *** 7 J •

had received them as his guests,) Telephuswas admitted into the

that expedition, and in compliance with a vow whicli he had made to

Apollo, selected every tenth man and sent them to the temple at Delphi.

These Magneles, for some reason, abandoned the temple and embarked

for Crete ; from thence they passed into Asia, accompanied by some

Cretans, and founded Magnesia near the Mteander. B. xiv. c. i. $
11.

i V . i . v . , . .
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family of Teuthras, was reputed to be his son, and succeeded
to the kingdom of the Mysians.

5. “ The Carians, who were formerly islanders, and Le-
leges,” it is said, “ settled on the continent with the assistance

of the Cretans. They built Miletus, of which the founder was
Sarpedon from Miletus in Crete. They settled the colony

of Termilae in the present Lycia, but, according to Herodotus, 1

these people were a colony from Crete under the conduct of

Sarpedon, brother of Minos and Rhadamanthus, who gave the

name of Termilse to the people formerly called Mi lyse, and
still more anciently Solymi

; when, however, Lycus the son of

Pandion arrived, he called them Lycii after his own name.”
This account shows that the Solymi and Lycians were the

same people, but the poet distinguishes them. He represents

Bellerophon setting out from Lycia, and
“ fighting with the renowned Solymi.” 2

He says Peisander (Isander ?), his son, Mars
“ slew when fighting with the Solymi,”*

and speaks of Sarpedon as a native of Lycia. 4

6. That the common prize, proposed to be obtained by the

conquerors, was the fertile country which I am describing, is

confirmed by many circumstances which happened both be-

fore and after the Trojan times. When even the Amazons
ventured to invade it, Priam and Bellerophon are said to have
undertaken an expedition against these women. Anciently
there were cities which bore the names of the Amazons. In
the Ilian plain there is a hill

“which men call Batieia, but the immortals, the tomb of the bounding
{n-oXvaKclpOfioio) Myrina,”

who, according to historians, was one of the Amazons, and
they found this conjecture on the epithet, for horses are said

to be EvcKapdnoi on account of their speed ; and she was called

noXvaKapdfioQ from the rapidity with which she drove the

chariot. Myrina therefore, the place, was named after the

Amazon. In the same manner the neighbouring islands

were invaded on account of their fertility ; among which were
Rhodes and Cos. That they were inhabited before the Tro-
jan times clearly appears from the testimony of Homer. 5

1 Herod, i. 173; vii. 02. 2 II. vi. 184. * II. Ti. 204.
4

II. vi. 199.
4

II. ii. 655, G77.
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7. After the Trojan times, the migrations of Greeks and e<

of Treres, the inroads of Cimmerians and Lydians, after-
,

wards of Persians and Macedonians, and lastly of Gala-
,

tians, threw everything into confusion. An obscurity arose ^ '

not from these changes only, but from the disagreement be- 3 -

tween authors in their narration of the same events, and in
^

their description of the same persons; for they called Trojans

Phrygians, like the Tragic poets ;
and Lycians Carians, and ^

similarly in other instances. The Trojans who, from a small &

beginning, increased so much in power that they became kings _
of kings, furnished a motive to the poet and his interpret-

ers, for determining what country ought to be called Troy.

For the poet calls by the common name of Trojans all their

auxiliaries, as he calls their enemies Danai and Achasi. But

certainly we should not give the name of Troy to Paphla-

gonia, or to Caria, or to Lycia, which borders upon it. I

mean when the poet says,

“ the Trojans advanced with the clashing of armour and shouts,” 1

and where he speaks of their enemies,

“but the Achaei advanced silently, breathing forth warlike ardour,” 2

and thus frequently in other passages.

We must endeavour, however, to distinguish as far as we are

able one nation from another, notwithstanding this uncer-

tainty. If anything relative to ancient history escapes my
notice, it must be pardoned, for this is not the province of

the geographer ; my concern is with the present state of

people and places.

8. There are two mountains situated above the Propontis,

the Mysian Olympus 3 and Ida. 4 At the foot of Olympus is

Bithynia, and, contiguous to the mountain, between Ida and

the sea, is Troy.

We shall afterwards speak of Troy, and of the places con-

tinuous with it on the south. At present we shall give an

account of the places about Olympus, and of the adjoining

country as far as the Taurus, and parallel to the parts which

we have previously described.

The country lying around Olympus is not well inhabited.

On its heights are immense forests and strongholds, well adapt-

2
II. iii. 8.

3 Keschisch Dagh.
4 Kas-Dagh.

1
II. iii. 2.
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ed for the protection of robbers, who, being able to maintain
themselves there for any length of time, often set themselves

up as tyrants, as Cleon a captain of a band of robbers did in

my recollection.

9. Cleon was a native of the village Gordium, which he
afterwards enlarged, and erected into a city, giving it the

name of Juliopolis. His first retreat and head-quarters was
a place called Callydium

,
one of the strongest holds. He was

of service to Antony in attacking the soldiers who collected

money for Labienus, at the time that the latter occupied Asia,

and thus hindered the preparations which he was making for

his defence. In the Actian war he separated himself from
Antony and attached himself to the generals of Caesar : he
was rewarded above bis deserts, for in addition to what he re-

ceived from Antony he obtained power from Csesar, and ex-

changed the character of a freebooter for that of a petty

prince. He was priest of Jupiter Abrettenus, the Mysian

ITU g°d» and a portion of the Morena was subject to him, which,

like Abrettena, is Mysian. He finally obtained the priest-

hood of Cornana in Pontus, and went to take possession of it,

but died within a month after his arrival. He was carried

off by an acute disease, occasioned either by excessive repletion,

or, according to the account of those employed about the

temple, inflicted by the anger of the goddess. The story is

this. Within the circuit of the sacred enclosure is the dwelling

of the priest and priestess. Besides other sacred observances

relative to the temple, the purity of this enclosure is an
especial object of vigilance, by abstinence from eating swine’s

flesh. The whole city, indeed, is bound to abstain from this

food, and swine are not permitted to enter it. Cleon, however,
immediately upon his arrival displayed his lawless disposition

and character by violating this custom, as if he had come
there not as a priest, but a polluter of sacred things.

10. The description of Olympus is as follows. Around
it, to the north, live Bithynians, Mygdonians, and Doli-

ones
; the rest is occupied by Mysians and Epicteti. The

tribes about Cyzicus 1 from JEsepus 2 as far as Rhyndacus 3 and
the lake Dascylitis, 4 are called for the most part Doliones

;

those next to the Doliones, and extending as fir as the terri-

tory of the Myrleani,5 are called Mygdones. Above the
1 Artaki. 5 Satal-dere ?

3 Mualilsch-Tschai. 4 Iaskili. 5 Mudania.
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Dascylitis are two large lakes, the Apolloniatis, 1 and the Mile-

topolitis. 2 Near the Dascylitis is the city Dascylium, and on

the Miletopolitis, Miletopolis. Near a third lake is Apollonia

on the Rhyndacus, as it is called. Most of these places belong

at present to the Cyziceni.

11. Cyzicus is an island 3 in the Propontis, joined to the con-

tinent by two bridges. It is exceedingly fertile. It is about

500 stadia in circumference. There is a city of the same

name near the bridges, with two close harbours, and more

than two hundred docks for vessels. One part of the city is

in a plain, the other near the mountain which is called

Arcton-oros (or Bear-mountain). Above this is another

mountain, the Dindymus
,
with one peak, having on it a temple ^

founded by the Argonauts in honour of Dindymene, mother of c

the gods. This city rivals in size, beauty, and in the ex- "K

cellent administration of affairs, both in peace and war, the /vj

cities which hold the first rank in Asia. It appears to be yi

embellished in a manner similar to Rhodes, Massalia, 4 and
.

ancient Carthage. I omit many details. There are three

architects, to whom is intrusted the care of the public edifices

and engines. The city has also three store-houses, one for

arms, one for engines, and one for corn. The Chalcidic earth

mixed with the corn prevents it from spoiling. The utility

of preserving it in this manner was proved in the Mithridatic

war. The king attacked the city unexpectedly with an army of

150,000 men and a large body of cavalry, and made himself

master of the opposite hill, which is called the hill of Adras-

teia, and of the suburb. He afterwards transferred his camp

to the neck of land above the city, blockaded it by land, and

attacked it by sea with four hundred ships. The Cyziceni

resisted all these attempts, and were even nearly capturing

the king in a subterraneous passage, by working a counter-

mine. He wa3, however, apprized of it, and escaped by re-

treating in time out of the excavation. Lucullus, the Roman
general, was able, though late, to send succours into the city

by night. Famine also came to the aid of the Cyziceni by

spreading among this large army. The king did not foresee

this, and after losing great numbers of his men went away.

1 Loubadi. 2 Manijas.
J According to Pliny, b. v. c. 32, it was united to the mainland by

Alexander. * Marseilles.
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The Romans respected the city, and to this present time it en-
joys freedom. A large territory belongs to it, some part of
which it has held from the earliest times ; the rest was a gift

of the Romans. Of the Troad they possess the parts beyond
the iEsepus, namely, those about Zeleia and the plain of Adras-
teia

; a part of the lake Dascylitis belongs to them, the other part
belongs to the Byzantines. They also possess a large district near
the Dolionis, and the Mygdonis, extending as far as the lake
Miletopolitis, and the Apolloniatis. Through these countries
runs the river Rhyndacus, which has its source in the Azanitis.

;
Having received from Mysia Abrettene, among other rivers.

1 the Maces tus. 1 which comes from Ancyra 2 in the Abaeitas,
it empties itselfinto the Propontis at the island Besbicus. 3

4 In this island of the Cyziceni is the mountain Artace, well

L . wooded, and in front of it lies a small island of the same name*;
near it is the promontory Melas (or Black), as it is called,

which is met with in coasting from Cyzicus to Priapus.4

12. To Phrygian Epictetus belong the Azani, and the cities
L5 Nacoleia, Cotiaeium

,

5 Midiaeium, Dorylceum
,

6 and Cadi .
7 Some

- ^persons assign Cadi to Mysia.

t Mysia extends in the inland parts from Olvmpene to Perga-
.y.mene, and to the plain of Caicus, as it is called ; so that it lies
* between Ida and the Catacecaumene, which some place in
Mysia, others in Maeonia.

f>y '
13. Beyond the Epictetus to the south is the Greater Phry-

i^gia, leaving on the left Pessinus, and the parts about Orcaorci,
«?and Lycaonia, and on the right Maeones, Lydians, and Carians.

op In the Epictetus are Phrygia Paroreia, and the country to-

^ wards Pisidia, and the parts about Amorium, 8 Eumeneia,9' and

y
Synnada. 10 Next are Apameia Cibotus," and Laodiceia, 12 the
largest cities in Phrygia. Around them lie the towns [and

ltJlplaces], Aphrodisias, 13 Colosste, 14 Themisonium, 15 Sanaus,

I

.Metropolis, 16 Apollonias, and farther off than these, Peltm,
rfTabem, Eucarpia, and Lysias.
)i<\

j 4 The Paroreia 17 has a mountainous ridge extending from
Least to west. Below it on either side stretches a large plain,

tofio
1 Simau-Su. 2 Simau-Gol. 3 Imrali, or Kalo-limno.

,

4 Karabogher. 3 Kmlahia. 6 Eski-Schehr.
’ q

1 ^edis. . Hergan Kaleh. 9 Iscliekli.

(.«.
I<

’ Afium-Karahissar. " Dinear. 15 Iorghan-Ladik. 13 Geira.
14 Destroyed by an earthquake in the time of Nero, afterwards Konos.

Tr»«r»rn 18 TiolKtL- 17 Ctiltnn I'l17 Sultan Dag1,
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cities are situated near the ridge, on the north side, Philome-
lium, 1 on the south Antiocheia, surnamed Near Pisidia. 2

The former lies entirely in the plain, the other is on a hill,

and occupied by a Roman colony. This was founded by the

Magnetes, who live near the Masander. The Romans liberated

them from the dominion of the kings, when they delivered up
the rest of Asia within the Taurus to Eumenes. In this place

was established a priesthood of Men Arcaeus, having attached

to it a multitude of sacred attendants, and tracts of sacred

territory. It was abolished after the death of Amyntas by
those who were sent to settle the succession to his kingdom.

Synnada is not a large city. In front of it is a plain planted

with olives, about 60 stadia in extent. Beyond is Docimia, a
village, and the quarry of the Synnadic marble. This is the

name given to it by the Romans, hut the people of the country

call it Docimite and Docimasan. At first the quarry produced
small masses, but at present, through the extravagance of the

Romans, pillars are obtained, consisting of a single stone and
of great size, approaching the alabastrite marble in variety

of colours ;
although the distant carriage of such heavy loads

to the sea is difficult, yet both pillars and slabs of surprising

magnitude and beauty are conveyed to Rome.
15. Apameia is a large mart of Asia, properly so called,

and second in rank to Ephesus, for it is the common staple for

merchandise brought from Italy and from Greece. It is

built upon the mouth of the river Marsyas, which runs through

the middle of it, and has its commencement above the city ;

being carried down to the suburb with a strong and precipit-

ous current, it enters the Maeander, 3 which receives also an-

other river, the Orgas, and traverses a level tract with a gentle

and unruffled stream. Here the Maeander becomes a large

river, and flows for some time through Phrygia ; it then

separates Caria and Lydia at the plain, as it is called, of the

Maeander, running in a direction excessively tortuous, so that

from the course of this river all windings are called Maeanders.

Towards its termination it runs through the part of Caria

occupied by the Ionians ;
the mouths by which it empties it-

self are between Miletus and Priene.'1 It rises in a hill called

Celaenae, on which was a city of the same name. Antiochus

’ Ak Schehr. 3 Ialobatsch. 3 Mender Tschai.
4 Samsun.

Daniel
Highlight
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Soter transferred the inhabitants to the present Apameia, and

called the city after his mother Apama, who was the daughter

of Artabazus. She was given in marriage to Seleucus Niea-

tor. Here is laid the scene of the fable of Olympus and

Marsyas, and of the contest between Marsyas and Apollo.

Above is situated a lake 1 on which grows a reed, which is

suited to the mouth-pieces of pipes. From this lake, it is said,

spring the Marsyas and the Mteander.

16. Laodiceia,2 formerly a small town, has increased in our

time, and in that of our ancestors, although it received great

injury when it was besieged by Mithridates Eupator; the

fertility however of the soil and the prosperity of some of its

citizens have aggrandized it. First, Hiero embellished the city

with many offerings, and bequeathed to the people more than

2000 talents ;
then Zeno the rhetorician, and his son Polemo,

were an ornament and support to it ;
the latter was thought

by Antony, and afterwards by Augustus Cassar, worthy even

of the rank of king in consequence of his valiant and upright

conduct.

The country around Laodiceia breeds excellent sheep, re-

markable not only for the softness of their wool, in which they

surpass the Milesian flocks, but for their dark or raven co-

lour. The Laodiceans derive a large revenue from them, as

the Colosseni do from their flocks, of a colour of the same
name.

Here the Caprus and the Lycus, a large river, enter the

Masander. From the Lycus, a considerable river, Laodiceia has

the name of Laodiceia on the Lycus. Above the city is the

mountain Cadmus, from which the Lycus issues, and another

river of the same name as the mountain. The greater part of

its course is under-ground; it then emerges, and unites with

other rivers, showing that the country abounds with caverns

and is liable to earthquakes. For of all countries Laodi-

ceia is very subject to earthquakes, as also the neighbouring

district Carura.

17. Carura 3 is the boundary of Phrygia and Caria. It is

1 The lake above Celrente bore the name of Aulocrene or Pipe Foun-
tain, probably from the reeds which grew there. Pliny, b. v. c. 29.

2 Urumluk.
3 The place is identified by the hot springs about 12 miles from De-

nizli or Jenidscheh.
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a village, where there are inns for the reception of travellers,

and springs of boiling water, some of which rise in the river

Maeander, and others on its banks. There is a story, that a

pimp had lodgings in the inns for a great company of women,

and that during the night he and all the women were over-

whelmed by an earthquake and disappeared. Nearly the

whole of the country about the Maeander, as far as the inland

parts, is subject to earthquakes, and is undermined by fire and

water. For all this cavernous condition of the country, be-

ginning from the plains, extends to the Charonia ; it exists like-

wise in Hierapolis, and in Acharaca in the district Nysaeis, also

in the plain of Magnesia, and in Myus. The soil is dry and

easily reduced to powder, full of salts, and very inflammable.

This perhaps is the reason why the course of the Maeander is

winding, for the stream is diverted in many places from its

direction, and brings down a great quantity of alluvial soil,

some part of which it deposits in various places along the

shore, and forcing the rest forwards occasions it to drift into

the open sea. It has made, for example, Priene, which was

formerly upon the sea, an inland city, by the deposition of

banks of alluvial earth along an extent of 40 stadia.

18. Phrygia Catacecaumene, (or the Burnt,) which is oc-

cupied by Lydians and Mysians, obtained this name from some-

thing of the following kind. In Philadelphia, 1 a city adjoining

to it, even the walls of the houses are not safe, for nearly every

day they are shaken, and crevices appear. The inhabitants

are constantly attentive to these accidents to which the ground

is subject, and build with a view to their occurrence.

Apameia among other cities experienced, before the invasion

of Mithridates, frequent earthquakes, and the king, on his

arrival, when he saw the overthrow of the city, gave a hun-

dred talents for its restoration. It is said that the same thing

happened in the time of Alexander ; for this reason it is prob-

able that Neptune is worshipped there, although they are an

inland people, and that it had the name of Celaenae from Celae-

nus,'2 the son of Neptune, by Celaeno, one of the Danaides, or

from the black colour of the stones, or from the blackness

which is the effect of combustion. What is related of Sipylus

and its overthrow is not to be regarded as a fable. For earth-

quakes overthrew the present Magnesia, which is situated

1 Ala Schehr. 2 The Black.
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below that mountain, at the time that Sardis and other cele-

brated cities in various parts sustained great injury. 1 The
emperor 2 gave a sum of money for their restoration, as for-

merly his father had assisted the Tralliani on the occurrence of

a similar calamity, when the gymnasium and other parts of

the city were destroyed ; in the same manner he had assisted

also the Laodiceans.

19. We must listen, however, to the ancient historians, and

to the account of Xanthus, who composed a history of Lydian

affairs ; he relates the changes which had frequently taken place

in this country,—I have mentioned them in a former part of my
work. 3 Here is laid the scene of the fable of what befell Ty-

plion ; here are placed the Arimi, and this country is said to be

the Catacecaumene. Nor do historians hesitate to suppose, that

the places between the Mseander and the Lydians are all of

this nature, as well on account of the number of lakes and

rivers, as the caverns, which are to be found in many parts of

the country. The waters of the lake between Laodiceia and

Apameia, although like a sea, emit a muddy smell, as if they

had come through a subterraneous channel. It is said that

actions are brought against the Maeander for transferring land

from one place to another by sweeping away the angles of the

windings, and a fine is levied out of the toll, which is paid at

the ferries.

20. Between Laodiceia and Carura is a temple of Men
Carus, which is held in great veneration. In our time there

was a large Ilerophilian 4 school of medicine under the direc-

tion of Zeuxis, 5 and afterwards of Alexander Philalethes, as

in the time of our ancestors there was, at Smyrna, a school of

' The number of cities destroyed were twelve, and the catastrophe took

place in the night. An inscription relating to this event is still preserved

at Naples. Tacit. Ann. B. ii. c. 47. Sueton. in V. Tiberii.

2 Tiberius, the adopted son of Augustus.
3 B. i. c. iii. § 4.
4 Herophilus, a celebrated physician, and contemporary of Erasistratus.

He was one of the first founders of the medical school in Alexandria, and

whose fame afterwards surpassed that of all others. He lived in the 4th

and 3rd centuries n. c.
5 Zeuxis was the author of a commentary on Hippocrates: it is now

lost; even in the lime of Galen, about a. jj. 150, it was rare. Alexander

Philalethes, who succeeded Zeuxis, had as his pupil and probably suc-

cessor Demosthenes Philalethes, who was the author of a treatise on the

eyes, which was still in existence in the 14th century.
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the disciples of Erasistratus under the conduct of Hicesius.

At present there is nothing of this kind.

21. The names of some Phrygian tribes, as the Berecyntes
[and Cerbesii], are mentioned, which no longer exist. And
Aleman says,

“ He played the Cerbesian, a Phrygian air.”

They speak also of a Cerbesian pit which sends forth destruc-

tive exhalations ; this however exists, but the people have no
longer the name of Cerbesii. iEschylus in his Niobe 1 con-

founds them ; Niobe says that she shall remember Tantalus,

and his story ;

“ those who have an altar of Jupiter, their paternal god, on the I diean
hill,”

and again

;

“ Sipylus in the Idoean land,’’

—and Tantalus says,

“ I sow the furrows of the Berecynthian fields, extending twelve days’

journey, where the seat of Adrasteia and Ida resound with the lowing of

herds and the bleating of sheep
;

all the plain re-echoes with their cries.”

1 The Niobe, a lost tragedy of Sophocles, is often quoted
;
this is pro-

bably here meant.



BOOK XIII.

ASIA.

SUMMARY.

The Thirteenth Book contains the part of Asia south of the Propontis (Sea
of Marmara), the whole of the sea-coast, and the adjacent islands. The
author dwells some time on Troy, though deserted, on account of its dis-

tinction, and the great renown it derived from the war.

CHAPTER I.

1. These are the limits of Phrygia. We return again to

the Propontis, and to the sea-coast adjoining the JEsepus, 1

and shall observe, in our description of places, the same order

as before.

The first country which presents itself on the sea-coast is

the Troad. 2 Although it is deserted, and covered with ruins,

yet it is so celebrated as to furnish a writer with no ordinary

excuse for expatiating on its history. But we ought not only

to be excused, but encouraged, for the reader should not im-

pute the fault of prolixity to us, hut to those whose curiosity

and desire of information respecting the celebrated places of

antiquity is to be gratified. The prolixity is greater than it

would be otherwise, from the great number of nations, both

Greeks and Barbarians, who have occupied the country, and

from the disagreement among writers, who do not relate the

same things of the same persons and places, nor even do they

express themselves with clearness. Among these in particular

is Homer, who suggests occasions for conjecture in the great-

est part of his local descriptions. We are therefore to ex-

amine what the poet and other writers advance, premising a

summary description of the nature of the places.

2. The coast of the Propontis extends from Cyzicene and

the places about the iEsepus and Granicus 3 as far as Abydos,

1

Satal-dere.
5 The Trend is called Bisra liy the Turks, from the name of a town

which now commands that district. Riga is the ancient Sidene.
3 Kodscha-Tschai. Oustvola. Gossellin.
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and Sestos. 1 Between Abydos and Lectum 2
is the country

about Ilium, and Tenedos and Alexandreia Troas. 3 Above
all these is the mountain Ida, extending as far as Lectum.
From Lectum to the river Caicus 4 and the Can® mountains
as they are called is the district comprising Assus, 5 Adramyt-
tium

,

6 Atarneus,7 Pitane, 8 and the Elai'tic bay, opposite to all

which places lies the island Lesbos. 9 Next follows the coun-
try about Cyme 10 as far as Hermus, 11 and Phoctsa, 12 where
Ionia begins, and .ZEolis terminates. Such then is the nature
of the country.

The poet implies that it was the Trojans chiefly who were
divided into eight or even nine bodies of people, each form-
ing a petty princedom, who had under their sway the places

about JEsepus, and those about the territory of the present

Cyzicene, as far as the river Caicus. The troops of auxiliaries

are reckoned among the allies.

3. The writers subsequent to Homer do not assign the

same boundaries, but introduce other names, and a greater

number of territorial divisions. The Greek colonies were the

cause of this
; the Ionian migration produced less change,

for it was further distant from the Troad, but the Aeolian

colonists occasioned it throughout, for they were dispersed

over the whole of the country from Cyzicene as far as

the Caicus, and occupied besides the district between the

Caicus and the river Hermus. It is said that the -ZEolian

preceded the Ionian migration four generations, but it was at-

tended with delays, and the settlement of the colonies took up
a longer time. Orestes was the leader of the colonists, and
died in Arcadia. He was preceded by his son Penthilus,

who advanced as far as Thrace, sixty years 13 after the Trojan

1 The ruins of Abydos are on the eastern side of the Hellespont, near a

point called N'agara. Sestos, of which the ruins also exist, called Zeme-
nic, are on the opposite coast.

2 Baba Kalessi.
3 Eski Stamboul, or Old Constantinople.
* Bakir-Tschai, or Germasti. 5 Beiram-koi, or Asso, or Adschane.
* Ed rem id or Adramytti. 7 Uikeli-koi. 8 Tschandarlik.
* Mytilene. 10 Lamurt-koi. 11 Gedis-Tschai.
12 Karadscha-Fokia.
13 The return of the Heracleidre having taken place, according to Thu-

cydides and other writers, eighty years after the capture of Troy, some
critics have imagined that the text of Strabo in this passage should be
changed from ijr/corra itkji, sixty years, to dyooliKovra trial, eighty years.

Thbal
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war, about the time of the return of the Heracleidas to Pelo-

ponnesus. Then Archelaus the son of Penthilus conducted

the -ZEolian colonies across the sea to the present Cyzicene,

near Dascylium. Gras his youngest son proceeded as far as

the river Granicus, and, being provided with better means,

transported the greater part of those who composed the expe-

dition to Lesbos, and took possession of it.

On the other side, Cleuas, the son of Dorus, and Malaus,

who were descendants of Agamemnon, assembled a body of

men for an expedition about the same time as Penthilus, but

the band of Penthilus passed over from Thrace into Asia be-

fore them ; while the rest consumed much time near Locris,

and the mountain Phricius. At last however they crossed the

sea, and founded Cyme, to which they gave the name of Phri-

conis, from Phricius, the Locrian mountain.

4. The -ZEolians then were dispersed over the whole coun-

try, which we have said the poet calls the Trojan country.

Later writers give this name to the whole, and others to a part,

of .ZEolis
;
and so, with respect to Troja, some writers under-

stand the whole, others only a part, of that country, not entire-

ly agreeing with one another in anything.

According to Homer, the commencement of the Troad is at

the places on the Propontis, reckoning it from the JEsepus.

According to Eudoxus, it begins from Priapus, and Artace,

situated in the island of the C}rziceni opposite to Priapus, and

thus he contracts the boundaries [of the Troad], Damastes

contracts them still more by reckoning its commencement
from Parium. 1 He extends the Troad as far as Lectum. But
different writers assign different limits to this country.

Charon of Lampsacus diminishes its extent by three hundred

stadia more, by reckoning its commencement from Practius,

for this is the distance between Parium and Practius, but

protracts it to Adramyttium. It begins, according to Scylax

of Caryanda, at Abydos. There is the same diversity of

Thucydides, in the same chapter, and in the space of a few lines, speaks of

the return of the Boeotians to their own country, as having taken place

,
sixty years after the capture of Troy ;

and of the return of the Hcracleidas

to the Peloponnesus, as having taken place eighty years after the same
event

;
it is probable that Strabo, who followed Thucydides, substituted,

through inattention, one number for another.
1 Kamaraes, or Kemer. (Kamar, Arab, the Moon.)
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opinion respecting the boundaries of -ZEolis. Epliorus reckons

its extent from Abydos to Cyme, but different writers compute

it in different ways.

5. The situation of the country actually called Troja is best

marked by the position of Ida, a lofty mountain, looking to the

west, and to the western sea, but making a slight bend to the

north and towards the northern coast. This latter is the coast

of the Propontis, extending from the straits near Abydos to

the JEsepus, and to the territory of Cyzicene. The western

sea is the exterior (part of the) Hellespont, and the ZEgasan

Sea.

Ida has many projecting parts like feet, and resembles in

figure a tartmtma, and is bounded by the following extreme

points, namely, the promontory 1 at Zeleia, and that called Lec-

tum ; the former terminates in the inland parts a little above

Cyzicene (to the Cyziceni belongs the present Zeleia), and Lec-

tum projects into the ZEgaean Sea, and is met with in the coast-

ing voyage from Tenedos to Lesbos.

“They (namely, Somnus and Juno) came, says Homer, to Ida, abound-

ing with springs, the nurse of wild beasts, to Lectum where first they

left the sea,” 2

where the poet describes Lectum in appropriate terms, for he

says correctly that Lectum is a part of Ida, and that this was

the first place of disembarkation for persons intending to

ascend Mount Ida.3 [lie is exact in the epithet “ abounding

with springs ;
” for the mountain, especially in that part, has

a very large supply of water, which appears from the great

number of rivers which issue from it

;

“ all the rivers which rise in Ida, and proceed to the sea, the Rhesus, and

Heptaporus,” 4

and others, which he mentions afterwards, and which are now
to be seen by us.]

In speaking of the proiections^like feet on each side of

Ida, as Lectum, and Zeleia,5 he distinguishes in proper terms

1 Near Mussatsch-Koi. 2 II- xiv. 283.
3 The passage in brackets Meineke suspects to be an interpolation, as

Rhesus and Heptaporus cannot be placed in this part of Ida, nor do any

of the streams mentioned by Homer in the same passage flow into the

iEgean Sea.
4

II. xii. 19. 1
II. ii. 824.
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the summit Gargarum, 1 calling it the top 2 (of Ida), for there

is now in exist ence in the higher parts of Ida a place, from

which the present Gargara, an TEolian cit\\ has its name.

Between Zeleia and Lectum, proceeding from the Propontis, are

first the parts extending to the straits at Abydos. I hen the

parts below the Propontis, extending as far as Lectum.

6. On doubling Lectum a large bay opens, 3 formed by

Mount Ida, which recedes from Lectum, and by Cause, the

promontory opposite to Lectum on the other side. Some per-

sons call it the Bay of Ida, others the Bay of Adramyttium.

On this bay are situated the cities of the JEolians, extend-

ing, as we have said, to the mouths of the Hermus. I have

mentioned also in a former part of my work, that in sailing

from Byzantium in a straight line towards the south, we first

arrive at Sestos and Abydos through the middle of the Pro-

pontis ;
then at the sea-coast of Asia as far as Caria. The

readers of this work ought to attend to the following observ-

ation ;
although we mention certain bays on this coast, they

must understand the promontories also which form them,

situated on the same meridian. 4

7. Those who have paid particular attention to this sub-

ject conjecture, from the expressions of the poet, that all

this coast was subject to the Trojans, when it was divided

into nine dynasties, but that at the time of the war it was

under the sway of Priam, and called Troja. This appears

from the detail. Achilles and his army perceiving, at the be-

ginning of the war, that the inhabitants of Ilium were de-

fended^ walls, carried on the war beyond them, made a cir-

cuit, and took the places about the country ;

“ 1 sacked with my ships twelve cities, and eleven in the fruitful land of

Troja.” 5

1 The whole range of Ida now bears various names: the highest sum-

mit is called Kas-dagh. Gossellin says that the rang.' is called Kara-

dagh, but this name (black mountain) like Kara-su (Black river) and

Kara-Koi (Black village) are so commonly applied that they amount to

no distinction ;
in more modern maps this name does not appear. It may

be here observed that tire confusion of names of those parts in the Turkish

empire which were formerly under the Greeks, arises from the use of

names in both languages.
5 If x 'v - 292.

3 The Gulf of Edremid or Jalea, the ancient Elfra.

4 The meridian, according to our author’s system, passing through Con-

stantinople, Rhodes, Alexandria, Syene, and Merbe. 6 II. ix. 32S.
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By Troja lie means the continent which he had ravaged.

Among other places which had been plundered, was the

country opposite Lesbos,—that about Thebe, Lyrnessus, and

Pedasus belonging to the Leleges, and the territory also of

Eurypylus, the son of Telephus ;

“ as when he slew with his sword the hero Eurypylus, the son of Te-

lephus;” 1 Xi-T/^

and Neoptolemus,

“ the hero Eurypylus.” X 1 • i lt>

The poet says these places were laid waste, and even Lesbos ;

“when he took the well-built Lesbos,” 2 i-X+ " ifAft

—

and,

“ he sacked Lyrnessus and Pedasus,” 3

and,

“ laid waste Lyrnessus, and the walls of Thebe.” *

Brisei's was taken captive at Lyrnessus ;

“whom he carried away from Lyrnessus.” 5

In the capture of this place the poet says, Mynes and Epistro-

phus were slain, as Brisei's mentions in her lament over Pa-

troclus,

“ Thou didst not permit me, when the swift-footed Achilles slew my hus-

band, and destroyed the city of the divine Mynes, to make any lamenta-

tion
;

” 6

for by calling Lyrnessus “ the city of the divine Mynes, the

poet implies that it was governed by him who was killed

fighting in its defence.

Chryseis was carried away from Thebe ;

“ we came to Thebe, the sacred city of Eetion,” 7

and Chryseis is mentioned among the booty which was car-

ried off from that place.

Andromache, daughter of the magnanimous Eetion, Eetion king of the

Cilicians, who dwelt under the woody Placus at Ihebe Hypoplacia.

This is the second Trojan dynasty after that of Mynes, and^

in agreement with what lias been observed are these words ol

Andromache

;

1 Od. xviii. 518. 2 II- ix. 129. 3
II- xx. 92. 4

II. ii. G91.

5 II. ii. 690. • II. xix. 295. 7
II. i- 360. * II. vi. 395.
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“ Hector, wretch that I am
;
we were both born under the same destiny

;

thou at Troja in the palace of Priam, but I at Thebe.”

The words are not to be understood in their direct sense,

but by a transposition; “both born in Troja, thou in the

house of Priam, but I at Thebe,”
The third dynasty is that of the Leleges, which is also a

Trojan dynasty;

“ of Altes, the king of the war-loving Leleges,” 1

by whose daughter Priam had Lycaon and Polvdorus. Even
the people, who in the Catalogue are said to be commanded
by Hector, are called Trojans

;

“ Hector, the mighty, with the nodding crest, commanded the Trojans

;

5

then those under .iEneas,

“ the brave son of Anchises had the command of the Dardanii,” 3

and these were Trojans, for the poet says,

“ Thou, iEneas, that counsellest Trojans
;

” *

then the Lycians under the command of Pandarus he call?

Trojans

;

Aphneian Trojans, who inhabited Zeleia at the farthest extremity of
Ida, who drink of the dark waters of vEsepus, these were led by Panda-
rus, the illustrious son of Lycaon.” 5

This is the sixth dynasty.

The people, also, who lived between the _<Esepus and Aby-
dos were Trojans, for the country about Abydos was govern-
ed by Asius

;

“ those who dwelt about Percotc and Practius, at Sestos. Abvdos, and
the noble Arisbe, were led by Asius, the son of Hyrtacus.” *

Now it is manifest that a son of Priam, who had the care of
his father’s brood mares, dwelt at Abydos

;

“he wounded the spurious son of Priam, Democoon, who came from
Abydos from the pastures of the swift mares.” f

At Percote,8 the son of Ilicetaon was the herdsman of oxen,
but not of those belonging to strangers ;

“ first he addressed the brave son of Hicetaon, Melanippus, who was lately
tending the oxen in their pastures at Percote.” 9

' II. xxi. 8G.
5

11. ii. 821.
9

II. xv. 546.

1
II. iii. 816.

5
II. ii. 835.

3
II. ii. 819.

r
II. iv. 499.

4
II. xx. 83.

8 Bergas.
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so that this country also was part of the Troad, and the sub-

sequent tract as far as Adrasteia, for it was governed by

“ the two sons of Merops of Percote.” 1

All therefore were Trojans from Abydos to Adrasteia, di-

vided, however, into two bodies, one governed by Asius, the

other by the Meropidte, as the country of the Cilicians is di-

vided into the Thebaic and the Lyrnessian Cilicia. To this

district may have belonged the country under the sway of

Eurypylus, for it follows next to the Lyrnessis, or territory of

Lyrnessus .
2

That Priam 3 was king of all these countries the words with

which Achilles addresses him clearly show

;

“ we have heard, old man, that your riches formerly consisted in what

1
II. ii. 831.

2 So that Cilicia was divided into three principalities, as Strabo ob-

serves below, c. i. §
70. But perhaps this division was only invented for

the purpose of completing the number of the nine principalities, for

Strabo above, c. i. § 2, speaks in a manner to let us suppose that other

authors reckoned eight only. However this may be, the following is the

number of the dynasties or principalities established by our author. 1.

That of Mynes
;

2. that of Eetion, both in Cilicia
;

3. that of Altes
;

4.

that of Hector
;

5. that of ZEneas ; 6. that of Pandarus
;

7. that of

Asius ; 8. that of the son of Merops ;
9. that of Eurypylus, also in Cilicia.

Coray.
3 Granting to Priam the sovereignty of the districts just mentioned by

Strabo, his dominion extended over a country about twenty maritime

leagues in length and the same in breadth. It would be impossible to de-

termine the exact limits of these different districts, but it is seen that

The Trojans, properly so called, occupied the basin of the Scamander

(Menderes-Tschai )

.

The Cilicians, commanded by Eetion, occupied the territory which sur-

rounds the present Gulf of Adramytti.

The Cilicians of Mynes were to the south of the above.

The Leleges extended along a part of the northern coast of the Gulf of

Adramytti, from Cape Baba.

The Dardanians were above the Trojans, and the chain of Ida. On the

north, extending on both sides of the Hellespont, were the people of

Arisbe, Sestos, and Abydos.
The people of Adrasteia occupied the Propontis, as far as the Gra-

nicus.

The Lycians, the country beyond, as far as the HUsepus and Zeleia.

Strabo mentioned a ninth (c. i. § 2) principality subject to Priam
;
he

does not mention it by name, or rather it is wanting in the text. M. de
Choiseul-Gouffier, (Voyage Pittoresque de la Grece, vol. ii.,) with much
probability, thinks that this principality was that of the island of Lesbos.
Gossellin.
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Lesbos, the city of Macar, contained, and Phrygia above it and the vast

Hellespont.” 1

8. Such was the state of the country at that time. After-

wards changes of various kinds ensued. Phrygians occupied

the country about Cyzicus as far as Practius ; Thracians, the

country about Abydos ;
and Bebryces and Dryopes, before the

time of both these nations. The next tract of country was
occupied by Treres, who were also Thracians ; the plain of

Thebe, by Lydians, who were then called Maeonians, and by
the survivors of the Mysians, who were formerly governed by
Telephus and Teuthoras.

Since then the poet unites together -Tlolis and Troja. and

since the -ZEolians occupied all the country from the Hermus
as far as the sea-coast at Cyzicus, and founded cities, we shall

not do wrong in combining in one description JEolis, properly

so called, (extending from the Hermus to Lectum.) and the

tract which follows, as far as the ZEsepus
;
distinguishing them

again in speaking of them separately, and comparing what
is said of them by Homer and by other writers with their pre-

sent state.

9. According to Homer, the Troad begins from the city

Cyzicus and the river .ZEsepus. He speaks of it in this

manner :

“ Apkneian Trojans, who inhabited Zeleia at the farthest extremity of
Ida, who drink the dark waters of HSsepus, these were led by Pandarus,
the illustrious son of Lycaon.” 2

These, people he calls also Lycians. They had the name of

Aphneii, it is thought, from the lake Aphnitis, for this is the

name of the lake Dascylitis.

10. Now Zeleia is situated at the farthest extremity of the

country lying at the foot of Ida, and is distant 190 stadia

from Cyzicus, and about 80 3 from the nearest sea, into which
the -ZEsepus discharges itself.

The poet then immediately gives in detail the parts of the

sea-coast which follow the .ZEsepus

;

“ those who occupied Adrasteia, and the territory’ of Apsesus, and Pilyeia
and the lofty mountain 'l'ereia, these were commanded by Adrastus, and
Ainphius with the linen corslet, the two sons of Merops of Percote,” 4

1
II. xxiv. 543. 3 11. ii. 824.

3 M. Falconer pretend qu’ an lieu de 80 stades il faut lire 180.—Nos
cartes modernes conlirmenl la conjecture de M. Falconer. Gossellin.

4
11. ii. 828.
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These places lie below Zeleia, and are occupied by Cyziceni,

and Priapeni as far as the sea-coast. The river Tarsi us 1

runs near Zeleia ;
it is crossed twenty times on the same road,

like the Heptaporus, mentioned by the poet, which is crossed

seven times. The river flowing from Nicomedia to Nicasa is

crossed four-and-twenty times ; the river which flows from

Pholoe to Eleia, several times
;
[that flowing from * * * * to

Scardon, 2
] five-and-twenty times ; that running from Coscinii

to Alabanda, in many places, and the river flowing from Tyana

through the Taurus to Soli, is crossed seventy-five times.

11. Above the mouth of the AEsepus about * * stadia is a

hill on which is seen the sepulchre of Memnon, the son ol

Tithonus. Near it is the village of Memnon. Between the

.iEsepus and Priapus flows the Granicus, but for the most

part it flows through the plain of Adrasteia, where Alexander

defeated in a great battle the satraps of Dareius, and obtained

possession of all the country within the Taurus and the Eu-

phrates.

On the banks of the Granicus was the city Sidene, with a

large territory of the same name. It is now in ruins.

Upon the confines of Cyzicene and Priapene is Harpagia, a

place from which, so says the fable, Ganymede was taken

away by force. Others say that it was at the promontory

Dardanium, near Dardanus.

12. Priapus is a city on the sea, with a harbour. Some

say that it was built by Milesians, who, about the same time,

founded Abydos and Proconnesus ;
others, that it was built

by Cyziceni. It has its name from Priapus, 3 who is wor-

shipped there ;
either because his worship was transferred

thither from Grneae near Corinth, or the inhabitants were

disposed to worship him because the god was said to be the

son of Bacchus and a nymph, for their country abounds with

vines, as also the country on their confines, namely, the territory

of the Pariani and of the Lampsaceni. It was for this reason

that Xerxes assigned Lampsacus 4 to Themistocles to supply

him with wine.

It was in later times that Priapus was considered as a god.

1 Karadere.
5 For y.KapOti)v in the text—read o S’ t/c n’c SicapiW.i. Meineke,

who however suspects the whole passage to be an interpolate n.

3 Peor Apis, or Baal Peor? 4 Lapsaki or Lampsaki.
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Hesiod for instance knew nothing of Priapus, and be re-

sembles the Athenian gods Orthane, Conisalus, Tychou, and
others such as these.

13. This district was called Adrasteia, and the plain of

Adrasteia, according to the custom of giving two names to the

same place, as Thebe, and the plain of Thebe; Mygdonia,
and the plain of Mygdonia.

Callisthenes says that Adrasteia had its name from King
Adrastus, who first built the temple of Nemesis. The city

Adrasteia is situated between Priapus and Parium, with a

plain of the same name below it, in which there was an oracle

of the Actsean Apollo and Artemis near the sea-shore. 1 On
the demolition of the temple, all the furniture and the stone-

work were transported to Parium, where an altar, the work-
manship of Hermocreon, remarkable for its size and beautv,

was erected, but the oracle, as well as that at Zeleia, was
abolished. No temple either of Adrasteia or Nemesis exists.

But there is a temple of Adrasteia near Cyzicus. Antimacbus,
however, says,

“ There is a great goddess Nemesis, who has received all these things
from the immortals. Adrastus first raised an altar to her honour on the
hanks of the river iEsepus, where she is worshipped under the name of
Adrasteia.” ? Athy 7' AsbeiA

14. The city of Parium lies upon the sea, with a harbour
larger than that of Priapus, and has been augmented from the

latter city ;
for the Pariani paid court to the Attalic kings,

to whom Priapene was subject, and, by their permission, ap-

propriated to themselves a large part of that territory.

It is here the story is related that the Ophiogeneis have
some affinity with the serpent tribe (roue o<j>eie). They sav

that the males of the Ophiogeneis have the power of curing

persons bitten by serpents by touching them without in-

termission, after the manner of the enchanters. They first

transfer to themselves the livid colour occasioned by the bite,

and then cause the inflammation and pain to subside. Ac-
cording to the fable, the founder of the race of Ophiogeneis, a

hero, was transformed from a serpent into a man. He was
perhaps one of the African Psylli. The power continued in

the race for some time.

1 The reading is very doubtful.
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Parium was founded by Milesians, Erythraeans, and Pa-

rians.

15. Pitya is situated in Pityus in the Parian district, and

having above it a mountain abounding with pine trees (7ri-

-vui^tc)

;

it is between Parium and Priapus, near Linum, a

place upon the sea, where the Linusian cockles are taken,

which excel all others.

16. In the voyage along the coast from Parium to Priapus

are the ancient and the present Proconnesus, 1 with a city, and

a large quarry of white marble, which is much esteemed.

The most beautiful works in the cities in these parts, and par-

ticularly those in Cyzicus, are constructed of this stone.

Aristeas, the writer of the poems called Arimaspeian, the

greatest of impostors, was of Proconnesus.

17. With respect to the mountain Tereia. some persons say

that it is the range of mountains in Peirossus, which the Cy-
ziceni occupy, contiguous to Zeleia, among which was a royal

chase for the Lydian, and afterwards for the Persian, kings.

Others say that it was a hill forty stadia from Lampsacus, on

which was a temple sacred to the mother of the gods, sur-

named Tereia.

18. Lampsacus, situated on the sea, is a considerable city

with a good harbour, and, like Abydos, supports its state

well. It is distant from Abydos about 170 stadia. It had

formerly, as they say Chios had, the name of Pityusa. On
the opposite territory in Cherronesus is Callipolis, 2 a small

town. It is situated upon the shore, which projects so far

towards Asia opposite to Lampsacus that the passage across

does not exceed 40 stadia.

19. In the interval between Lampsacus and Parium was

Paesus, a city, and a river Paesus.3 The city was razed, and

the Pteseni, who, as well as the Lampsaceni, were a colony of

Milesians, removed to Lampsacus. The poet mentions the

city with the addition of the first syllable,

“ and the country of Apeesus ;

” 4

and without it,

“ a man of great possessions, who lived at Pa3sus 5

and this is still the name of the river.

1 Marmara, from the marble, ixcippapov, found there.
2 Gallipoli. 3 Beiram-dere. 4

II. ii. 328. 5
II. v. 612.
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Colon* also is a colony of Milesians. It is situated above
Lampsacus, in the interior of the territory Lampsacene.
There is another Colon* situated upon the exterior Helles-

pont* Sea, at the distance of 140 stadia from Ilium : the

birth-place, it is said, of Cycnus. Anaximenes mentions a

Colon* in the Erythr*an territory, in Phocis, and in Thes-
saly. Iliocolone is in the Parian district. In Lampsacene is

a place well planted with vines, called Gergithium, and there

was a city Gergitha, founded by the Gergithi in the Cym*an
territory, where formerly was a city called Gergitheis, (used

in the plural number, and of the feminine gender,) the birth-

place of Cephalon 1 the Gergithian, and even now there exists a

place in the Cym*an territory called Gergithium, near Larissa.

Neoptolemus, 2 surnamed the Glossographer, a writer of re-

pute, was of Parium. Charon, 3 the Historian, was of Lampsacus.
Adeimantes, 4 Anaximenes, 5 the Rhetorician, and Metrodorus.
the friend of Epicurus, even Epicurus himself might be said

to be a Lampsacenian, having lived a long time at Lampsacus,
and enjoyed the friendship of Idomeneus and Leontes, the

most distinguished of its citizens.

It was from Lampsacus that Agrippa transported the

Prostrate Lion, the workmanship of Lysippus, and placed it

in the sacred grove between the lake 6 and the strait.

20. Next to Lampsacus is Abydos, and the intervening

places, of which the poet speaks in such a manner as to com-
prehend both Lampsacene and some parts of Pariane, for, in

the Trojan times, the above cities were not yet in existence

:

‘ those who inhabited Percote, Practius, Sostos, Abydos, and the famed
Arisbe, were led by Asius, the son of Hyrtacus,” 7

' The same person probably as Cephalion, author of a History of the

Trojan War.
2 Neoptolennis composed a glossary, or dictionary, divided into several

books.
3 Charon was the author of a History of the Persian War, and of the

Annals of Lampsacus.
4 Adeimantes was probably one of the courtiers of Demetrius Polior-

cetes.
5 Anaximenes was the author of a History of Early Times, and of a work

entitled, The Death of Kings. The “ Rhetoric addressed to Alexander.”
now known as The Rhetoric of Aristotle, has been ascribed to him. For
the above see Athenaeus.

6 Called “Stagnum Agrippa; ” in Tacit. Ann. b. xv. c. 37.
"

II. ii. 835.
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who, he says,

“came from Arisbe, from the river Sellei's in a chariot drawn by large

and furious coursers ;

”

implying by these words that Arisbe was the royal seat of

Asius, whence, he says, he came,

“ drawn by coursers from the river Sellei's.”

But these places are so little known, that writers do not agree

among themselves about their situation, except that they are

near Abydos, Lampsacus, and Parium, and that the name of

the last place was changed from Percope to Percote.

21. With respect to the rivers, the poet says that the Sel-

lei's flows near Arisbe, for Asius came from Arisbe and the

river Sellei's. Practius is a river, but no city of that name, as

some have thought, is to be found. This river runs between

Abydos and Lampsacus ; the words, therefore,

“and dwelt near Practius,”

must be understood of the river, as these expressions of the

poet,
“ they dwelt near the sacred waters of Cepliisus,” 1

and
“ they occupied the fertile land about the river Parthenius.” 2

There was also in Lesbos a city called Arisba, the territory

belonging to which was possessed by the Methymnaeans.

There is a river Arisbus in Thrace, as we have said before,

near which are situated the Cabrenii Thracians. There are

many names common to Thracians and Trojans, as Scad, a

Thracian tribe, a river Scajus, a Scaean wall, and in Troy,

Scsean gates. There are Thracians called Xantliii, and a river

Xanthus in Troja ; an Arisbus which discharges itself into the

Hebrus, 3 and an Arisbe in Troja; a river Rhesus in Troja,

and Rhesus, a king of the Thracians. The poet mentions

also another Asius, besides the Asius of Arisbe,

“who was the maternal uncle of the hero Hector, own brother of Hecu-
ba, and son of Dymas who lived in Phrygia on the banks of the San-

garius.” 4

22. Abydos was founded by Milesians by permission of

Gyges, king of Lydia ; for those places and the whole of the

Troad were under his sway. There is a promontory near

1
II. iv. 522. 2

II. ii. 254. 3 The Maritza in Roumelia-
4 II. xvi. 717.
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Dardanus called Gyges. Abydos is situated upon the mouth

of the Propontis and the Hellespont, and is at an equal dis-

tance from Lampsacus and Ilium, about 170 stadia. At Aby-
dos is the Hepta Stadium, (or strait of seven stadia,) the shores

of which Xerxes united by a bridge. It separates Europe

from Asia. The extremity of Europe is called Cherronesus,

from its figure ; it forms the straits at the Zeugma (or Junc-

tion) 1 which is opposite to Abydos.

Sestos is the finest 2 city in the Cherronesus, and from its

proximity to Abydos was placed under the command of the

same governor, at a time when the same limits were not as-

signed to the governments and to the continents. Sestos and

Abydos are distant from each other, from harbour to harbour,

about 30 stadia. The Zeugma is a little beyond the cities

;

on the side of the Propontis, beyond Abydos, and on the op-

posite side, beyond Sestos. There is a place near Sestos,

called Apobathra, where the raft was fastened. Sestos lies

nearer the Propontis, and above the current which issues from

it ; whence the passage is more easy from Sestos by deviating

a little towards the tower of Hero, when, letting the vessel go

at liberty, the stream assists in effecting the crossing to the

other side. In crossing from Abydos to the other side persons

must sail out in the contrary direction, to the distance of about

eight stadia towards a tower which is opposite Sestos ; they

must then take an oblique course, and the current will not be

entirely against them.
/

After the Trojan war, Abydos was inhabited by Thracians,

then by Milesians. When the cities on the Propontis were

burnt by Dareius, father of Xerxes, Abydos shared in the
’

• ^calamity. Being informed, after his return from Scythia,
,
'J

( / that the Nomades were preparing to cross over to attack him,

in revenge for the treatment which they had experienced, he

set fire to these cities, apprehending that they would assist in

transporting the Scythian army across the strait.

In addition to other changes of this kind, those occasioned

by time are a cause of confusion among places.

We spoke before of Sestos, and of the whole of the Cherro-

nesus, when we described Thrace. Theopompus says that

1 A bridge of boats which could be unfixed at pleasure for the passage

of vessels.
2 Meineke reads vparicrnj, the strongest fortified, instead of apiari].
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Sestos is a small but well-fortified place, and is connected
with the harbour by a wall of two plethra in extent, and for
this reason, and by its situation above the current, it com-
mands the passage of the strait.

23. In the Troad, above the territory of Abydos is Astyra,
which now belongs to the Abydeni,—a city in ruins, but it

was formerly an independent place, and had gold-mines,
which are now nearly exhausted, like those in Mount Tmolus
near the Pactolus.

From Abydos to the iEsepus are, it is said, about 700
stadia, but not so much in sailing in a direct line.

24. Beyond Abydos are the parts about Ilium, the sea-
coast as far as Lectum, the places in the Trojan plain, and
the country at the foot of Ida, which was subject to JEneas.
The poet names the Dardanii in two ways, speaking of them
as

“ Dardanii governed by the brave son of Anchises,” 1

calling them Dardanii, and also Dardani
;

“ Troes, and Lycii, and close-fighting Dardani.” 2

It is probable that the Dardania, 3 so called by the poet,
was anciently situated there

;

“ Dardanus, the son of cloud-compelling Jupiter, founded Dardania :

” 4

at present there is not a vestige of a city.

25. Plato conjectures that, after the deluges, three kinds
of communities were established

;
the first on the heights of

the mountains, consisting of a simple and savage race, who
had taken refuge there through dread of the waters, which
overflowed the plains

; the second, at the foot of the moun-
tains, who regained courage by degrees, as the plains began
to dry

; the third, in the plains. But a fourth, and perhaps
a fifth, or more communities might be supposed to be
formed, the last of which might be on the sea-coast, and
in the islands, after all fear of deluge was dissipated. For
as men approached the sea with a greater or less degree
of courage, we should have greater variety in forms of
government, diversity also in manners and habits, aecord-

1

II. ii. 819. 2
II. xv. 425.

3 The ancient Dardania in the interior; a second Dardania was after-
wards built on the sea-coast. 4

II. xx 215.

VOL. II. 2 A
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ing as a simple and savage people assumed the milder cha-

racter of the second kind of community. There is, how-

ever, a distinction to be observed even among these, as of

rustic, half rustic, and of civilized people. Among these

finally arose a gradual change, and an assumption of names,

applied to polished and high character, the result of an im-

proved moral condition produced by a change of situation

and mode of life. Plato says that the poet describes these

differences, alleging as an example of the first form of society

the inode of life among the Cyclops, who subsisted on the

fruits of the earth growing spontaneously, and who occupied

certain caves in the heights of mountains ;

“ all tilings grow there,” he says, “ without sowing seed, and without the

plough.
“ But they have no assemblies for consulting together, nor administra-

tion of laws, but live on the heights of lofty mountains, in deep caves, and

each gives laws to his wife and children.” 1

As an example of the second form of society, he alleges

the mode of life und er Dardanus ;

“ he founded Dardania; for sacred Ilium was not yet a city in the plain

with inhabitants, hut they still dwelt at the foot of Ida abounding with

streams.” 2

An example of the third state of society is taken from that

in the time of Ilus, when the people inhabited the plains. He
is said to have been the founder of Ilium, from whom the

city had its name. It is probable that for this reason he was

buried in the middle of the plain, because he first ventured to

make a settlement in it,

“ they rushed through the middle of the plain by the wild fig-tree near

the tomb of ancient Ilus, the son of Dardanus.” 3

He did not, however, place entire confidence in the situation,

for he did not build the city where it stands at present, but

nearly thirty stadia higher to the cast, towards Ida, and

Dardania, near the present village of the Ilienses. The pre-

sent Ilicnses are ambitious of having it supposed that theirs is

the ancient city, and have furnished a subject of discussion to

those who form their conjectures from the poetry of Homer;

but it does not seem to be the city meant by the poet. Other

writers also relate, that the city had frequently changed its

place, but at last about the time of Croesus it became station-

1 Od. ix. 109, 112. 2
II. xx. 216. 3

II. xi. 166.
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ary. Such changes, which then took place, from higher to

lower situations, mark the differences, I conceive, which fol-

lowed in the forms of government and modes of life. But
we must examine this subject elsewhere.

26. The present city of Ilium was once, it is said, a village,

containing a small and plain temple of Minerva ; that Alex-
ander, after 1 his victory at the Granicus, came up, and decor-

ated the temple with offerings, gave it the title of city, and
ordered those who had the management of such things to im-
prove it with new buildings

; he declared it free and exempt
from tribute. Afterwards, when he had destroyed the Persian
empire, he sent a letter, expressed in kind terms, in which he
promised the Ilienses to make theirs a great city, to build a

temple of great magnificence, and to institute sacred games.
After the death of Alexander, it was Lysimachus who

took the greatest interest in the welfare of the place ;
built

a temple, and surrounded the city with a wall of about 40
stadia in extent. He settled here the inhabitants of the an-

cient cities around, which were in a dilapidated state. It was
at this time that he directed his attention to Alexandreia,

founded by Antigonus, and surnamed Antigonia, which was
altered (into Alexandreia). For it appeared to be an act of

pious duty in the successors of Alexander first to found cities

which should bear his name, and afterwards those which should

be called after their own. Alexandreia continued to exist, and
became a large place ; at present it has received a Roman
colony, and is reckoned among celebrated cities.

27. The present Ilium was a kind of village-city, when
the Romans first came into Asia and expelled Antiochus the

Great from the country within the Taurus. Demetrius of Scep-

sis says that, when a youth, he came, in the course of his

travels, to this city, about that time, and saw the houses so

neglected that even the roofs were without tiles. Hegesianax 2

also relates, that the Galatians, who crossed over from Europe,

being in want of some strong-hold, went up to the city, but.

immediately left it, when they saw that it was not fortified

with a wall
;

afterwards it underwent great reparation and

1 According to Arrian and Plutarch, it was before his victory.
2 A native of Alexandreia-Troas and a grammarian; he was the

author of Commentaries on various authors and of a History of the Trojan

W ar.

—

Athenoius.

2 a 2
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improvement. It was again injured by the Romans under the

command of Fimbrias. They took it by siege in the Mithri-

datic war. Fimbrias was sent as quaestor, with the consul

Valerius Flaccus, who was appointed to carry on the war

against Mithridates. But having excited a sedition, and put

the consul to death in Bithynia, he placed himself at the head

of the army and advanced towards Ilium, where the inhabit-

ants refused to admit him into the city, as they regarded him

as a robber. He had recourse to force, and took the city on the

eleventh day. When he was boasting that he had taken a

city on the eleventh day, which Agamemnon had reduced with

difficulty in the tenth year of the siege with a fleet of a thou-

sand vessels, and with the aid of the whole of Greece, one of

the Ilienses replied, “We had no Hector to defend the city.

Sylla afterwards came, defeated Fimbrias, and dismissed

Mithridates, according to treaty, into his own territory. Sylla

conciliated the Ilienses by extensive repairs of their city. In

our time divus Cassar showed them still more favour, in imita-

tion of Alexander. He was inclined to favour them, for the

purpose of renewing his family connexion with the Ilienses,

and as an admirer of Homer.
There exists a corrected copy of the poems of Homer,

called “ the casket-copy.” Alexander perused it in company

with Callisthenes and Anaxarchus, and having made some

marks and observations deposited it in a casket 1 of costly

workmanship which he found among the Persian treasures.

On account then of his admiration of the poet and his descent

from the -ZEacidte, (who were kings of the Molossi, whose

queen they say was Andromache, afterwards the wife of

Hector,) Alexander treated the Ilienses with kindness.

But Caesar, who admired the character of Alexander, and

had strong proofs of his affinity to the Ilienses, had the great-

est possible desire to be their benefactor. The proofs of his

affinity to the Ilienses were strong, first as being a Roman,

—for the Romans consider -/Eneas to be the founder of their

race,—next he had the name of Julius, from lulus, one of his

1 According to Pliny, b. vii. 29, this casket contained the perfumes of

Darius, ungiientorum scrinium. According to Plutarch, (Life of Alexan-

der,) the poem of Homer was the Iliad revised and corrected by Aristo-

tle. From what Strabo here says of Callisthenes and Anaxarchus. we
may probably understand a second revision made by them under the in-

spection of Alexander.
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ancestors, a descendant of iEneas. He therefore assigned to
them a district, and guaranteed their liberty with exemption
from imposts, and they continue at present to enjoy these ad-
vantages. They maintain by this evidence that the ancient
Ilium, even by Homer’s account, was not situated there. I
must however first describe the places which commence from
the sea-coast, where I made the digression.

28. Next to Abydos is the promontory Dardanis, 1 which
we mentioned a little before, and the city Dardanus, distant
70 stadia from Abydos. Between them the river Rhodius
discharges itself, opposite to which on the Cherronesus is the
Cynos-sema, 2 which is said to be the sepulchre of Hecuba.
According to others, the Rhodius empties itself into the
iEsepus. It is one of the rivers mentioned by the poet,

“ Rhesus, and Heptaporus, Caresus, and Rhodius.” 3

Dardanus is an ancient settlement, but so slightly thought
of, that some kings transferred its inhabitants to Abydos,
others re-settled them in the ancient dwelling-place. Here
Cornelius Sylla, the Roman general, and Mithridates, sur-

named Eupator, conferred together, and terminated the war
by a treaty.

29. Near Dardanus is Ophrynium, on which is the grove
dedicated to Hector in a conspicuous situation, and next is

Pteleos, a lake.

30. Then follows Rhoeteium, a city on a hill, and continuous
to it is a shore on a level with the sea, on which is situated

a monument and temple of Ajax, and a statue. Antony took
away the latter and carried it to .ZEgypt, but Augustus Caesar

restored it to the inhabitants of Rhoeteium, as he restored other

* Called above, § 22, Cape Dardanium (Cape Barber). Pliny gives the

name Dardanium to the town which Herodotus and Strabo call Darda-
nus, and places it at an equal distance from Rhceteium and Abydos. The
modem name Dardanelles is derived from it.

3 The name was given, it is said, in consequence of the imprecations of
Hecuba on her captors. Others say that Hecuba was transformed into a
bitch. The tomb occupied the site of the present castle in Europe called
by the Turks Kilid-bahr.

5 Pliny states that in his time there were no traces of the Rhodius, nor
of the other rivers mentioned by Strabo in following Homer. According
to others, the Rhodius is the torrent which passes by the castle of the
Dardanelles in Asia, called by the Turks Sultan-kalessi, and therefore
cannot unite with the iEsepus.
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statues to other cities. Antony took away the most beautiful

offerings from the most celebrated temples to gratify

^Egyptian queen, but Augustus Caesar restored them to the

gods.

31. After Rhceteium is Sigeium, 1 a city in ruins, and the

naval station, the harbour of the Achaeans, the Achaean camp,

the Stomalimne, as it is called, and the mouths of the Scaman-

der. The Scamander and the Simoeis, uniting in the plain,2

bring down a great quantity of mud, bank up the sea-coast,

and form a blind mouth, salt-water lakes, and marshes.

Opposite the Sigeian promontory on the Cherronesus is the

Protesilaeium, 3 and Eleussa, of which I have spoken in the

description of Thrace.

32. The extent of this sea-coast as we sail in a direct line

from Rhoeteium to Sigeium, and the monument of Achilles, is

60 stadia. The whole of the coast lies below the present

Ilium; the part near the port of the Aclneans, 4 distant from

the present Ilium about 12 stadia, and thirty stadia more from

1 Ienischer.
2 The Scamander no longer unites with the Simoi's, and for a consider-

able length of time has discharged itself into the Archipelago. The an-

cient mouth of these rivers preserve, however, the name Mendere, which

is an evident alteration of Scamander, and the name Mendere has also

become that of the ancient Simoi's. It is to be observed that Demetrius

of Scepsis, whose opinions on what regards these rivers and the position

of Troy are quoted by Strabo, constantly takes the SiinoTs or Mendere

for the Scamander of Homer. The researches of M. de Choiseul-Gouf-

fier on the Troad appear to me clearly to demonstrate that Demetrius of

Scepsis is mistaken.

—

Gossellin.
3 The temple or tomb of Protesilaus, one of the Greek princes who

went to the siege of Troy, and the first who was killed on disembarking.

Artayctes, one of the generals of Xerxes, pillaged the temple and pro-

faned it by his debauchery. According to Herodotus, (b. ix. 115,) who
narrates the circumstance, the temple and the tomb of Protesilaus mu>t

have been in Eleussa (Paleo-Castro) itself, or at least very near this

city. Chandler thought he had discovered this tomb near the village

which surrounds the castle of Europe.
4 The port of the Achieans, the spot, that is, where the Greeks disem-

barked on the coast of the Troad, at the entrance of the Hellespont, ap-

pears to have been comprehended between the hillock called the Tomb of

Achilles and the southern base of the heights, on which is situated another

tomb, which goes by the name of the Tomb of Ajax. This space of

about 1500 toises in length, now sand and lagunes, where the village

Koutn Kale and the fortress called the New Castle of Asia stand, and
which spreads across the mouth of the Menderd, once formed a creek, the

bottom of which, from examination on the spot, extended 1200 or 1500
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the ancient Ilium
,

1 which is higher up in the part towards

Ida.

Near the Si°-eium is a temple and monument of Achilles,

and monuments also of Patroclus and Ant.lochus .
2 The

Ilienses perform sacred ceremonies in honour of them all, and

even of Ajax. But they do not worship Hercules, alleging as

a reason that he ravaged their country. Yet some one might

say that he laid it waste in such a manner that he left it to

future spoilers in an injured condition indeed, but still in the

condition of a city ;
wherefore the poet expresses himself in

this manner,
‘

| i e ravaged the city of Ilium, and made its streets desolate,

for desolation implies a deficiency of inhabitants, but not a

complete destruction of the place ; but those persons destioyed

it entirely, whom they think worthy of sacred rites, and wor-

ship as gods ;
unless, perhaps, they should plead that these

persons engaged in a just, and Hercules in an unjust, war, on

account of the horses of Laomedon. lo this is opposed a

fabulous tale, that it was not on account of the horses but of

the reward tor the delivery of Hesione from the sea-monstei.

toises from the present shore. It is from the bottom of this marshy

creek the 12 stadia must be measured which Strabo reckons from the

Port of the Achieans to New Ilium. These 12 stadia, estimated at 700 to

a degree, (like the generality of other measures adopted by Strabo in this

district,) are equal to 977 toises, and conduct in a straight line to the

western point of the mountain Tchiblak, where there are remains of

buildings which may be the vestiges of New Ilium.

The other 30 stadia, which, according to Strabo, or rather according to

Demetrius of Scepsis, was the distance from New Ilium to the town of

the Ilienses, are equal to 2440 toises, and terminate at the most eastern

edge of the table-land of Tchiblak, in a spot where ruins of a temple and

other edifices are seen. Thus there is nothing to prevent our taking this

place for the site of the town of the Ilienses, arid this is the opinion of

many modern travellers. But did this town occupy the same ground as

the ancient Ilium, as Demetrius of Scepsis believed ? Strabo thinks not,

and we shall hereafter see the objections he has to offer against the opi-

nion of Demetrius.— Gossellin.
1 Consequently ancient Ilium, according to Strabo, was lorty-two

stadia from the coast. Scylax places it at twenty-five stadia
;
but pro-

bably the copyists of this latter writer have confounded the numerical

Greek letters kt (25) with itt (45).
2 According to Homer, (Od. xxiv. 75,) Patroeles must have the same

tomb with Achilles, as their ashes were united in the same urn
;
those of

Antilochus were contained in a separate urn.

3
II. v. 642.
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Let us, however, dismiss this subject, for the discussion leads

to the refutation of fables only, and probably there may be
reasons unknown to us which induced the Ilienses to worship
some of these persons, and not others. The poet seems, in

speaking of Hercules, to represent the city as small, since he
ravaged the city

“ with six ships only, and a small band of men.” 1

From these words it appears that Priam from a small became
a great person, and a king of kings, as we have already said.

A short way from this coast is the Achseium, situated on
the continent opposite Tenedos.

33. Such, then, is the nature of the places on the sea-coast

Above them lies the plain of Troy, extending as far as Ida to

the east, a distance of many stadia. 2 The part at the foot of

the mountain is narrow, extending to the south as far as the

places near Scepsis, and towards the north as far as the Lyci-
ans about Zeleia. This country Homer places under the

command of .ZEneas and the Antenoridas, and calls it Dar-
dania. Below it is Cehrenia, which for the most part con-
sists of plains, and lies nearly parallel to Dardania. There
was also formerly a city Cybrene. Demetrius (of Scepsis)

supposes that the tract about Ilium, subject to Hector, ex-
tended to this place, from the Naustathmus (or station for

vessels) to Cebrenia, for he says that the sepulchre of Alex-
ander Paris exists there, and of CEnone, who, according to

historians, was the wife of Alexander, before the rape of

Helen ; the poet says,

“ Cebriones, the spurious son of the far-famed Priam,” 3

who, perhaps, received his name from the district, (Cebrenia,)
or, more probably, from the city (Cebrene 4

). Cebrenia ex-
tends as far as the Scepsian district. The boundary is the

Scamander, which runs through the middle of Cebrenia and
1

II. v. 641.
2 This plain, according to Demetrius, was to the east of the present

Menderd, and was enclosed by this river and die mountain Tchiblak.
3

II. xvi. 738.
* If the name Cebrene or Cebrenia were derived from Cebriones, it

would have been, according to analogy, Cebrionia
;

but it would have
been better to have supposed the name to have been derived from Cebren,
the more so as this river was supposed to be the father of (linone the
wife of Alexander (Paris). Whatever may be the origin of the name,
the city Cebrene was, according to Ephorus, a colony of Cyme in yEolia.
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Scepsia. There was continual enmity and war between the

Scepsians and Cebrenians, till Antigonus settled them both

together in the city, then called Antigonia, but at present

Alexandria. The Cebrenians remained there with the other

inhabitants, but the Scepsians, by the permission of Lysi-

machus, returned to their own country.

34. From the mountainous tract of Ida near these places,

two arms, he says, extend to the sea, one in the direction of

Rhoeteium, the other of Sigeium, forming a semicircle, and

terminate in the plain at the same distance from the sea as

the present Ilium, which is situated between the extremities

of the above-mentioned arms, whereas the ancient Ilium was

situated at their commencement. This space comprises the

Simo'isian plain through which the Simoeis runs, and the

Scamandrian plain, watered by the Scamander. This latter

plain is properly the plain of Troy, and Homer makes it the

scene of the greatest part of his battles, for it is the widest of

the two ; and there we see the places named by him, the Eri-

neos, the tomb of -ZEsyetes, 1 Batieia, and the tomb of Ilus.

With respect to the Scamander and the Simoeis, the former,

after approaching Sigeium, and the latter Rhoeteium, unite

their streams a little in front of the present Ilium, 2 and then

empty themselves near Sigeium, and form as it is called the

Stomalimne. Each of the above-mentioned plains is separ-

ated from the other by along ridge 3 which is in a straight line

with the above-mentioned arms ;

4 the ridge begins at the pre-

1 The position of the tomb of .Esyetes is said to be near a village called

by the Turks Udjek, who also give the name Udjek-tepe to the tomb it-

self. The tomb of Ilus, it is presumed, must be in the neighbourhood of

the ancient bed of Scamander, and Batieia below the village Bounar-

bachi.
2 This and the following paragraph more especially are at variance

with the conjecture of those who place New Ilium at the village Tchib-

lak, situated beyond and to the north of the Simois.
3 As there are no mountains on the left bank of the Mendere, at the

distance at which Demetrius places the town of the Ilienses, the long

ridge or height of which Strabo speaks can only be referred to the hill of

Tchiblak. In that case the Simoi's of Demetrius must be the stream

Tchiblak, which modern maps represent as very small, but which Major

Rennell, on authority as yet uncertain, extends considerably, giving it
j

,
'

the name Shimar, which according to him recalls that of Simois. Gos-

sellin.
_ r

* Kramer proposes the insertion of u>v before tujv ayicwviuv
^

A cjueeluc

crl
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sent Ilium and is united to it
;

it extends as far as Cebrenia,
and completes with the arms on each side the letter 6.

35. A little above this ridge of land is the village of the
Ilienses, supposed to be the site of the ancient Ilium, at the
distance of 30 stadia from the present city. Ten stadia above
the village of the Ilienses is Callicolone, a hill beside which,
at the distance of five stadia, runs the Simoeis.

The description of the poet is probable. First what he
says of Mars,
“ but on the other side Mars arose, like a black tempest, one while with
a shrill voice calling upon the Trojans from the summit of the citadel, at
another time running along Callicolone beside the Simoeis

;

” 1

for since the battle was fought on the Scamandrian plain,

Mars might, according to probability, encourage the men, one
while from the citadel, at another time from the neighbouring
places, the Simoeis and the Callicolone, to which the battle

might extend. But since Callicolone is distant from the
present Ilium 40 stadia, where was the utility of changing
places at so great a distance, where the array of the troops
did not extend ? and the words

“ The Lycii obtained by lot the station near Thymbra,” 5

which agree better with the ancient city, for the plain Thym-

£7r' tvQticiQ, by which we are to understand that the extremities of the
arms and of the ridge are in the same straight line.

Groskurd reads ptra^v before r. t. a., changes the construction of the
sentence, and reads the letter \p instead of £. His translation is as fol-

lows :
“ Both-mentioned plains are separated from each other by a long

neck of land between the above-mentioned arms, which takes its com-
mencement from the present Ilium and unites with it, extending itself in
a straight line as far as Cebrenia, and forms with the arms on each side
the letter ip.”

The topography of the plain of Troy and its neighbourhood is not yet
sufficiently known to be able to distinguish all the details given by Deme-
trius. It appears only that he took the Tchiblak for the SinioVs, and
placed the plain of Troy to the right of the present Mend ere, which he
called the Scamander. This opinion, lately renewed by Major Rennell,
presents great and even insurmountable difficulties when we endeavour to
explain on this basis the principal circumstances of the Iliad. It must be
remembered that in the time of Demetrius the remembrance of the posi-
tion of ancient Troy was entirely lost, and that this author constantly
reasoned on the hypothesis, much contested in his time, that the town of
the Ilienses corresponded with that of ancient Ilium. Observations on
the 't opography of the plain of Troy by James Rennell.— Gossellin.

‘II. xx. 51.
•

•
3

II. x. 430.
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bra, 1 is near, and the river Thymbrius, which runs through

it, discharges itself into the Scamander, near the temple of

Apollo Thymbneus, but is distant 50 stadia from the present

Ilium. The Erineos, 2 a rugged spot abounding with wild

fia-trees, lies below the ancient city, so that Andromache

might say in conformity with such a situation,

“ but place your bands near Erineos, where the city is most accessible to

the enemy, and where they can mount the wall,” 3

but it is very far distant from the present city. The beech-

tree was a little lower than the Erineos ; of the former Achil-

les says,

“ When I fought with the Achseans Hector was not disposed to urge the

fight away from the wall, but advanced only as far as the Scsean gates,

and the beech-tree.”'1

36. Besides, the Naustathmus. which retains its name at

present, is so near the present city that any person may justly

be surprised at the imprudence of the Greeks, and the want ot

spirit in the Trojans ;—imprudence on the part of the Greeks,

that they should have left the place for so long a time unforti-

fied with a wall, in the neighbourhood of so large a city, and

so great a body of men, both inhabitants and auxiliaries ;
for

the wall, Homer says, was constructed at a late period ;
or per-

haps no wall was built and the erection and destruction of it,

as Aristotle says, are due to the invention of the poet ;—a want

of spirit on the part of the Trojans, who, after the wall was

built, attacked that, and the Naustathmus, and the vessels

themselves, but had not the courage before there was a wall

to approach and besiege this station, although the distance was

not great, for the Naustathmus is near Sigeium. The Sca-

mander discharges itelf near this place at the distance of 20

stadia from Ilium.5 If any one shall say that the Naustath-

mus is the present harbour of the Achaeans, he must mean a

place still nearer, distant about twelve stadia from the sea,

1 Tumbrek. „
2 Erineos, a wild fig-tree. Homer, it is to be observed, speaks ot a

single wild fig-tree, whereas Strabo describes a spot planted with them.

This place, or a place near the ancient Ilium, is called by the Turks, ac-

cording to M. Choiseul-Gouffier, Indgirdagh i. e. the mountain of lig-

trees, although none were to be found there whether cultivated or wild.

3 II. vi. 433. 1
II. ix. 352.

5 1628 toises. The alluvial deposit has now extended the mouth of the

Menderd 3400 toises from the ruins where the measurement indicated

the position of New Ilium.

—

Gossellin.
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which is the extent of the plain in front of the city to the
sea; but he will be in error if he include (in the ancient) the
present plain, which is all alluvial soil brought down by the
rivers, 1 so that if the interval is 12 stadia at present, it must
have been at that period less in extent by one half. The
story framed by Ulysses, which he tells EumaBus, implies a
great distance from the Naustathmus to the city

;

“when we lay in ambush below Troy,” 2

and he adds afterwards,

“for we had advanced too far from the ships.” 3

Scouts are despatched to learn whether the Trojans will re-
main near the ships when drawn away far from their own
walls, or whether

“ they will return hack to the city.”

4

Polydamas also says,

“ Consider well, my friends, what is to be done, for my advice is to re-
turn now to the city, for we are far from the walls.” 4

Demetrius (of Scepsis) adds the testimony of Hestima 6 of
Alexandreia, who composed a work on the Iliad of Homer,
and discusses the question whether the scene of the war was
about the present city, and what was the Trojan plain which
the poet mentions as situated between the city and the sea,
for the plain seen in front of the present city is* an accumula-
tion of earth brought down by the rivers, and formed at a
later period.

37. Polites also,

“ who was the scout of the Trojans, trusting to his swiftness of foot, and
who was on the summit of the tomb of the old ^Esvetes,” 7

was acting absurdly. For although he was seated

“on the summit of the tomb,”

yet he might have observed from the much greater height of
the citadel, situated nearly at the same distance, nor would
his swiftness of foot have been required for the purpose of
security, for the tomb of iEsyetes, which exists at present on
the road to Alexandreia, is distant five stadia from the citadel.

1 The passage is corrupt, and the translation is rather a paraphrase,
assisted by the conjectures of Kramer.

7 Od. xiv. 169. 3 Od. xiv. 496. 4
II. xx. 209. 4

II. xviii. 254.
8 Hestiffia was distinguished for her commentary on Homer somewhat

in the same manner as Madame Dacicr in modern times. 7
II. il. 792.
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Nor is the course of Hector round the city at all a probable

circumstance, for the present city will not admit of a circuit

round it on account of the continuous ridge of hill, but the

ancient city did allow such a course round it.
1

38. No trace of the ancient city remains. This might be

expected, for the cities around were devastated, but not entire-

ly destroyed, whereas when Troy was overthrown from its

foundation all the stones were removed tor the reparation of

the other cities. Archaeanax of Mitylene is said to have for-

tified Sigeium with the stones brought from Troy. Sigeium

was taken possession of by the Athenians, who sent Phryno, Qj. ^

the victor in the Olympic games, at the time the Lesbians

advanced a claim to nearly the whole Troad. They had in-

1 M. Lechevalier, who extends Ilium and its citadel Pergamus to the

highest summit of the mountain Bounar-bachi, acknowledges that the

nature of the ground would prevent the course of Hector and Achilles

taking place round this position, in consequence of the rivers and the pre-

cipices which surround it on the S. E. To meet the objection which

these facts would give rise to, M. Lechevalier interprets the expressions

of Homer in a manner never thought of by the ancient grammarians,

although they contorted the text in every possible manner, to bend it to

their peculiar opinions. Would it not be more easy to believe that at

the time of the siege of Troy this city was no longer on the summit ot

the mountain, nor so near its ancient acropolis as it was at first ;
and that

the inhabitants moved under the reign of Ilus, as Plato says, and as Ho-

mer leads us to conclude, to the entrance of the plain and to the low er

rising grounds of Ida? The level ground on the top mountain w'hich

rises above Bounar-bachi, and on which it has been attempted to trace the

contour of the walls of ancient Ilium and of its citadel, is more than oZ 0

toises in circumference.
; ,

But it is difficult to conceive how, at so distant a period and among a

people half savage, a space of ground so large and without water could

be entirely occupied by a town, whose power scarcely extended beyond

25 leagues. On the other hand, as the exterior circuit of this mountain

is more than 5500 toises, it is not to be conceived how Homer, so exact

in his description of places, should have represented Achilles and Hector

already fatigued by a long-continued battle, as making an uninterrupted

course of about seven leagues round this mountain, before commencing

in single combat. It appears to me therefore that the roy o omer

must have covered a much less space of ground than is generally sup-

posed, and according to all appearances this space was bounded by a

hillock, on which is now the village of Bounar-bachi. l his hillock is

about 700 or 800 toises in circumference ;
it is isolated from the rest of the

mountain; and warriors in pursuing one another could easily make the

circuit. This would not prevent Pergamus from being the citadel ot

Ilium, but it was separated from it by an esplanade, which served as a

means of communication between the town and the fortress. Gossellm.
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deed founded most of the settlements, some of which exist at

present, and others have disappeared. Pittacus of Mitylene,

one of the seven wise men, sailed to the Troad against Phryno,

the Athenian general, and was defeated in a pitched battle.

(It was at this time that the poet Alcaeus, as he himself says,

when in danger in some battle, threw away his arms and fled.

He charged a messenger with injunctions to inform those at

home that Alcaeus was safe, but that he did not bring

away his arms. These were dedicated by the Athenians as

an offering in the temple of Minerva Glaucopis.
J

1 Upon
Phryno’s proposal to meet in single combat, Pittacus ad-

vanced with his fishing gear,2 enclosed his adversary in a

net, pierced him with his three-pronged spear, and despatched

him with a short sword. The war however still continuing,

Periander was chosen arbitrator by both parties, and put an

end to it.

39. Demetrius accuses Timmus of falsehood, for saying

that Periander built a wall round the Achilleium out of the

stones brought from Ilium as a protection against the attacks

of the Athenians, and with a view to assist Pittacus ; whereas
this place was fortified by the Mitylenaeans against Sigeium,

but not with stones from Ilium, nor by Periander. For how
should they choose an enemy in arms to be arbitrator ?

The Achilleium is a place which contains the monument of

Achilles, and is a small settlement. It was destroyed, as also

Sigeium, by the Ilienses on account of the refractory disposi-

tion of its inhabitants. For all the sea-coast as far as Darda-
nus was afterwards, and is at present, subject to them.

Anciently the greatest part of these places were subject to

the TEoliaus, and hence Ephorus does not hesitate to call all

the country from Abydos to Cume by the name of JEolis.

But Thucydides 3 says that the Mitylenaeans were deprived of

the Troad in the Peloponnesian war by the Athenians under
the command of Paches.

40. The present Ilienses affirm that the city was not en-

tirely demolished when it was taken by the A ch.-cans, nor at

any time deserted. The Locrian virgins began to be sent

1 This paragraph, according to Kramer, is probably an interpolation.
2 Herod, viii. c. 85.
3 Thncyd., b. iii. c. 50, does not use the word Troad, but says “all the

towns possessed by the Mitylenaeans.”
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there, as was the custom every year, a short time afterwards.

This however is not told by Homer. Nor was Homer ac-

quainted with the violation of Cassandra, 1 but says that she

was a virgin about that time

:

“ He slew Othryoneus, who had lately come to the war from Cabesus, in-

duced by the glory of the contest, and who sought in marriage the most

beautiful of the daughters of Priam, Cassandra, without a dower.” 2

He does not mention any force having been used, nor does

he attribute the death of Ajax by shipwreck to the wrath of

Minerva, nor to any similar cause, but says, in general terms,

that he was an object of hatred to Minerva, (for she was in-

censed against all who had profaned her temple,) and that

Ajax died by the agency of Neptune for his boasting speeches.

The Locrian virgins were sent there when the Persians /

were mailers of the country. »

41. Such is the account of the Ilienses. But Homer

speaks expressly of the demolition of the city :

“ The day will come when at length sacred Ilium shall perish, 3

After we have destroyed the lofty city of Priam,1

By counsel, by wisdom, and by artifice.

The city of Priam was destroyed in the tenth year.” 5

Of this they produce evidence of the following kind
;
the

statue of Minerva, which Homer represents as in a sitting

posture, is seen at present to be a standing figure, for he

orders them
“ to place the robe on the knees of Athene,” 6

in the same sense as this verse,

“no son of mine should sit upon her knees,” 1

and it is better to understand it thus, than as some explain it,

u by placing the robe at the knees,” and adduce this line,

“ she sat upon the hearth in the light of the fire,” 8

1 Poets and mythologists subsequent to Homer supposed Cassandra,

the daughter of Priam, to have been violated by Ajax, the Locrian ; that

as a punishment for his crime this hero perished by shipwreck on his re-

turn from Troy, and that three years afterwards Locris was visited by

a famine which occasioned great destruction to the inhabitants. 1 he

oracle consulted on the occasion of this calamity advised the Locnans to

send annually to Minerva of Ilium two young women chosen by lot.

They obeyed and continued to send them for 1000 years, until the tune of

the sacred war.
3

II. nuL 303. 3
II. vi. 448. 1 Od. iii. 130. 5

II. xu. 15.

« II. vi. 92 and 273.
7 H- ix. 455. 8 lb vi. 305.
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for “near the hearth.” For what would the laying the robe
at the knees mean ? And they who alter the accent, and for

yovvamv read -yovraaiv, like dvtdmv, or in whatever way they
understand it,

1 come to no conclusion. Many of the ancient
statues of Minerva are found in a sitting posture, as those at

Phoccea, Massalia, Rome, Chios, and many other cities. But
modern writers, among whom is Lycurgus the rhetorician,

agree that the city was destroyed, for in mentioning the city

of the Ilienses he says, “ who has not heard, when it was
once razed by the Greeks, that it was uninhabited?” 2

42. It is conjectured that those who afterwards proposed
to rebuild it avoided the spot as inauspicious, either on ac-

count of its calamities, of which it had been the scene, or
whether Agamemnon, according to an ancient custom, had de-
voted it to destruction with a curse, as Croesus, when he de-

stroyed Sidene, in which the tyrant Glaucias had taken re-

fuge, uttered a curse against those who should rebuild its

walls. They therefore abandoned that spot and built a city

elsewhere.

The Astypalmans, who were in possession of Rhceteium,
were the first persons that founded Polium near the Simois,
now called Polisma, but not in a secure spot, and hence it

was soon in ruins.

The present settlement, and the temple, were built in the
time of the Lydian kings

L
; but it was not then a city ; a long

time afterwards, however, and by degrees, it became, as we
have said, a considerable place.

Hellanicus, in order to gratify the Ilienses, as is his custom,
maintains that the present and the ancient city are the same.
But the district on the extinction of the city was divided by
the possessors of Rhceteium and Sigeium, and the other

neighbouring people among themselves. Upon the rebuilding

of the city, however, they restored it.

43. Ida is thought to be appropriately described by Homer,
1 The corrupt passage replaced by asterisks is ti 9' ikitivov-iq rt <ppivaQ,

which is unintelligible.
2 The following is a translation of the passage, as found in the speech of

Lycurgus, still preserved to us:
“ Who has not heard of Troy, the greatest

City of those times, and sovereign of all

Asia, that when once destroyed by
The Greeks it remained for ever uninhabited?”

i, [, h,. 2.Z.
'' OUfryln ^ ^ (Atl
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as abounding with springs on account of the multitude of

rivers which issue from it, particularly where Dardania as

far as Scepsis lies at its foot, and the places about Ilium.

Demetrius, who was acquainted with these places, (for he

was a native,) thus speaks of them :
“ There is a height of

Ida called Cotylus ;
it is situated about 120 stadia above

Scepsis, and from it flow the Scamander, the Granicus, and

the iEsepus ;

1 the two last, being the contributions of many
smaller sources, fall into the Propontis, but the Scamander,

which has but a single source, flows towards the west. All

these sources are in the neighbourhood of each other, and are

comprised within a circuit of 20 stadia. The termination of

the AEsepus is farthest distant from its commencement,

namely, about 500 stadia.”

We may, however, ask why the poet says,

‘‘ They came to the fair fountains, whence burst forth two streams of th'

eddying Scamander, one flowing with water warm,” 2

that is, hot ;
he proceeds, however,

“ around issues vapour as though caused by fire— the other gushes out in

the summer, cold like hail, or frozen as snow,”

for no warm springs are now found in that spot, nor is the

source of the Scamander there, but in the mountain, and

there is one source instead of two.3 It is probable that the

1 Modern maps place the Cotylus, and consequently the sources of the

river which Demetrius calls Scamander, at more than 30,000 toises, or

nearly eleven leagues, to the S. E. of the entrance of the Hellespont,

when the source of the Scamander should be near Troy ;
and Troy itself,

according to the measurement adopted by Demetrius, ought not to be

more than 3400 toises, or a league and a quarter, from the sea. There is

therefore a manifest contradiction, and it appears, as I have already re-

marked, that the river called Scamander by Demetrius, is not the river so

called by Homer, but the Simois of the poet.

—

Gossellin.

Modem travellers accuse Demetrius with having confounded the Sca-

mander with the Simois. The Simois they say rises in Cotylus, (Kas-

dagh,) as also the Granicus, (Oustrola,) and the HSscpus, (Satal-dere,)

but the sources of the Scamander are below, and to the W. of Ida, near

the village called by the Turks Bounar-bachi, which signifies the head of

the source. If it is an error, Demetrius is not alone responsible for it,

as Hellenicus (Schol. in Iliad xxi. 242) also says that the Scamander
had its source in Mount Ida itself. Both probably rested on the author-

ity of Homer, who places the source of the Scamander in Ida. They did

not, however, observe that Homer employs the expression clit' ’I<5aiui.v

optwv in a more extensive sense.

—

Du Theil.
2

II. xxii. 147.
3 We owe to the researches of M. de Choiseul Gouffier, published

VOL. II. 2 B
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warm spring has failed, but the cold spring flowing from the

Scamander along a subterraneous channel emerges at this

place ;
or, because the water was near the Scamander, it was

called the source of that river, for there are several springs,

which are said to be its sources.

44. The Andirus empties itself into the Scamander ; a
6ITi \ AvS n]P°s \R. r} y4v S'sipos = K

i

TnJLTt? )
•'

without his knowledge in 1793, an acquaintance with these two springs,

which present nearly the same phenomena as described by Homer.
These springs have since been seen by many travellers

;
they are situated

at the foot of a small hill on which is Bounar-bachi, and about 6500
toises in a straight line from the mouth of the Mendere. The stream which
flows from them never fails, and after having run for some time parallel

to the Menderd, it turns suddenly to throw itself into the Archipelago,

near the middle of the interval which separates the ruins of Alexandria-

Troas from the cape Koum-kale, but still leaving traces of a bed through
which it formerly flowed to join the Mendere. We are now convinced

that this little river is the Scamander of Homer, that the present Men-
dere is the Simois of that poet, and that the ancient Ilium, which was
near the sources of the Scamander, must have been situated on the

heights of Bounar-bachi.
In the time of Homer these two rivers united together and discharged

themselves into the sea by the same mouth : but the course of the Sca-
mander has been changed for a long time, since, according to Pliny, (v.

c. 33,) a part of its waters spread themselves over a marsh, and the re-

mainder flowed unto the HSgEean Sea, between Alexandria-Troas and
Sigeum. This ancient author therefore gave to the little river (which
he called Paloescamander, the old Scamander) exactly the same course

which the stream Bouhar-hachi still follows. This change of direction

in the course of the river appears to me to have been anterior to the lime

of Demetrius of Scepsis, for this alone can explain his error. For, no
longer finding a stream which runs on the left of the present Menderd,
and which might represent the Scamander, he thought proper to transfer

this latter name to the Simois, and to look for the site of the Ilium of

Homer, as also of the pilain which was the scene of the combats de-

scribed by the poet, on the right of this river. Thence he is persuaded

that the town of the Ilienses occupied the same site as the ancient Ilium,

and that the stream of the Tschiblak was the Simois.

I must remark that the Mendere is a torrent, the waters of which fail

during a great part of the year, whilst the stream of the Bounar-bachi

always continues to flow. This advantage is probably the reason why it

preserved the name of Scamander to the sea, although it ran into the bed
of the Simois and was far inferior to this torrent in the length of its course.

Hence it may be perceived how the name of Scamander, now changed
into that of Menderd, has remained attached to this ancient mouth, how
ultimately it was given to the whole course ot the Simois, and how De-
metrius of Scepsis was led into error by the change in the course of the

true Scamander, ai.d by the transfer of its name to the Simois.— ^ oyage

Piltorcsque de la Greco par M. dc Choiscul Gouffier. Le Voyage dans la

Troad, par M. Lechevalicr. The Topography of Troy, W. GcU .— Gossetlin.
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river which comes from the district of Caresene, a mountain-
ous country, in which are many villages. It is well cultivated

by the husbandmen. It adjoins Dardania, and extends as far as

the places about Zeleia and Pityeia. The country, it is said,

had its name from the river Caresus, mentioned by the poet,
“ the Rhesus, Heptaporus, Caresus, and Rhodius,” 1

but the city of the same name as the river is in ruins.

Demetrius again says, the river Rhesus is now called

Rhoeites, unless it is the Rhesus which empties itself into

the Granicus.

The Heptaporus, which is called also Polyporus, is crossed

seven times in travelling from the places about Cale Peuce (or

the beautiful pitch tree) to the village Melaenae and to the

Asclepieium, founded by Lysimachus.

Attalus, the first king, gives this account of the beautiful

pitch tree ; its circumference, he says, was 24 feet ; the

height of the trunk from the root was 67 feet
;

it then formed
three branches, equally distant from each other ; it then con-

tracts into one head, and here it completes the whole height

of two plethra, and 15 cubits. It is distant from Adramytti-
um 180 stadia towards the north.

The Caresus flows from Malus, a place situated between
Palaescepsis and Achaeium, in front of the isle of Tenedos, and
empties itself into the .iEsepus.

The Rhodius flows from Cleandria and Gordus, which are

distant 60 stadia from Cale Peuce, and empties itself into the

jEnius (iEsepus ?).

A5. In the valley about the AUsepus, on the left of its

course, the first place we meet with is Polichna, a walled

stronghold
;
then Palaescepsis, next Alizonium, a place invent-

ed for the supposed existence of the Halizoni whom we have
mentioned before. 2 Then Caresus, a deserted city, and Ca-
resene, and a river of the same name, (Caresus,) which also

forms a considerable valley, but less than that about the ZEse-

pus. Next follow the plains of Zeleia, and the mountain plains,

which are well cultivated. On the right of the iEsepus, be-

tween Polichna and Palaescepsis is Nea-Come, 3 and Argyria,

1

II. xii. 20. 2 B. xii. c. iii.
§ 21.

3 Below Strabo calls this same place Alnea, and in b. xii. c. iii. § 23,
Enea-Come. Pliny calls it Nea; it is said to be the same place called
by the Turks Ene,

2 b 2
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(the silver mines,) 1 which are another fiction framed to sup-

port the same hypothesis, in order that the words of Homer
may be defended,

“ where silver is produced.” 2

Where then is Alybe, or Alope, or in whatever way they

please to play upon the name? For they ought to have had

the impudence to invent this place also, and not to leave their

system imperfect and exposed to detection, when they had

once ventured so far. This is the contradiction which may
be given to Demetrius.

As to the rest, we ought at least in the greatest number of

instances to attend to a man of experience, and a native of the

country, who also had bestowed so much thought and time on

this subject as to write thirty books to interpret little more

than 60 lines of the catalogue of the Trojan forces.

Pabescepsis, according to Demetrius, is distant from JEmea

50, and from the river iEsepus 30, stadia, and the name of

Paltescepsis is applied to many other places.

3

We return to the sea-coast, from which we have digressed.

46. After the Sigeian promontory, and the Aehilleium, is

the coast opposite to Tenedos, the Achae'ium, and Tenedos it-

,
self, distant not more than 40 stadia from the continent. It is

! about 80 stadia in circumference. It contains an iEolian

city, and has two harbours, and a temple of Apollo Srnin-

L theus, as the poet testifies ;

1 1

\ I t\
-jT.ee v4i / « Smintheus, thou that reignest over Tenedos.” *

There are several small islands around it, and two in partieu-

lar, called Calydnre, 5 situated in the course of the voyage to

Lectum. There are some writers who call Tenedos Calydna.

1 'Apyvpia, in the neuter gender, with the accent on the antipenultima,

means “silver mines.” But Apyvpia, with the accent on the pcnullima,

becomes the name of a town.
2

II. ii. 856.
3 What other places ? I do not think that Strabo or Demetrius have

mentioned any other place bearing the name of Pala?seepsis .—Du Theil.
'

II. i. 38.
5 There are no islands to the south of Tenedos,—that is. between Tene-

dos and Cape Lectum (Baba). The state of the text might induce us to

suppose that, instead of Lectum, Strabo wrote Sigeum. Then the Ca-

lydnoe islands would answer to the Mauro islands or to the isles des

Lapins.— Gossc'lin.
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and others Leucophrysd There are other small islands around

it besides these. They lay near the scene of the fable about

Tennes, from whom the island has its name, and of the story

of Cycnus, a Thracian by descent, and father, according to

some writers, of Tennes, and king of Colon®.

47. Continuous with the Achaeium are Larisa and Colon®,

formerly belonging to the people of Tenedos, who occupied

the opposite coast ;
and the present Chrysa, situated upon a

rocky height above the sea, and Idamaxitus lying below, and

close to Lectum. But at present Alexandreia is continuous

with the Ach®ium ;
the inhabitants of those small towns, and

of many other strongholds, were embodied in Alexandreia.

Among the latter were Cebrene and Neandria. The territory

is in the possession of the Alexandrini, and the spot in which

Alexandreia is now situated was called Sigia.

48. The temple of Apollo Smintheus is in this Chrysa, and

the symbol, a mouse, which shows the etymology of the epi-

thet Smintheus, lying under the foot of the statue. 2 They are

the workmanship of Scopas of Paros. They reconcile the his-

tory, and the fable about the mice, in this following manner.

The Teucri, who came from Crete, (of whom Callinus, the

elegiac poet, gave the first history, and he was followed by

many others,) were directed by an oracle to settle wherever

the earth-born inhabitants should attack them, which, it is

said, occurred to them near Idamaxitus, for in the night-time

great multitudes of field-mice came out and devoured all arms

or utensils which were made of leather ;
the colony therefore

settled there. These people also called the mountain Ida,

after the name of the mountain in Crete.

1 Called also Lymcssa and Phamice. The first of these names is the

same as that of one of the 12 towns on the continent sacked by Achilles.

The name Phoenice was given to it probably by a Phoenician colony.

Leucophrys, (white brows,) from the colour of the coast.

2 From" <r/iiV6of, a rat, in the yEolic dialect. The worship of Apollo

Smintheus was not confined to the town of Chrysa alone ;
it was common

to all the continent of the Troad and to the adjacent islands
;

it extended

along the whole coast to the island of Rhodes, as Strabo afterwards informs

us. He has already told us that there was a temple of Apollo Smintheus

in the island of Tenedos. Coins of this island exist, bearing the eiligy ol

the god with a rat under the chin.
rlhe town of Hamaxitus, on the con-

tinent, had also its temple of Apollo Smintheus, where was not only to be

seen the picture of a rat near the tripod of the god, but also tame rats,

maintained at the public expense.
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But Heracleides of Pontus says, that the mice, which

swarmed near the temple, were considered as sacred, and the

statue is represented as standing upon a mouse.

Others say, that a certain Teucer came from Attica, who
belonged to the Demus of Troes, which is now called Xype-
teon, but that no Teucri came from Crete. They adduce as

a proof of the intermixture of Trojans with Athenians, that

an Ericthonius was a founder of both people.

This is the account of modern writers. But the traces

which now exist in the plain of Thebe, and at Chrysa situated

there, coincide better with the description of Homer ; and of

these we shall speak immediately. 1

The name of Smintheus is to be found in many places, for

near Hamaxitus itself, besides the Sminthian Apollo at the

temple, there are two places called Sminthia, and others in the

neighbouring district of Larissa. In the district also of Pariane

is a place called Sminthia ; others in Rhodes, 2 Lindus,

and in many places besides. The temple is now called

Sminthium.
Separate from the other is the Halesian plain near Lectum,

which is not extensive, and the Tragasasan salt-pan near Ha-
maxitus, 3 where the salt spontaneously concretes on the

blowing of the Etesian winds. On Lectum stands an altar

dedicated to the Twelve Gods, erected, it is said, by Aga-
memnon.

These places are in sight of Ilium, at the distance of a little

more than 200 stadia. On the other side the parts about

Abydos are visible, although Abydos is somewhat nearer.

49. After doubling Lectum, there follow the most consider-

able cities of the iEolians, the bay of Adramyttium, on which

Homer seems to have placed the greater part of the Leleges,

and the Cilicians, divided into two tribes. There also is the

coast of the Mitylenaeans with some villages of the Mitylenae-

ans on the continent. The bay has the name of the Idsean

bay, for the ridge extending from Lectum to Ida overhangs

1 Sect. G3.
3 In the island of Rhodes more especially many Sminthia must have

existed, as Andreas, a native of Lindus, one of the three cities of the

island, made these temples the subject of a treatise entitled “ On the

Sminthia of Rhodes.”
3 The Turks call the place Fousla, “ the salt-pans.”
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the commencement of the bay, where, according to the poet,

the Leleges were first settled.

50. I have spoken before of the Leleges, and I shall now

add that the poet speaks of a Pedasus, a city of theirs which

was subject to Altes ;

“ Altes, king of the war-loving Leleges, governs

The lofty Pedasus on the river Satnioeis :

” 2

the spot exists but there is no city. Some read, but incor-

rectly, “below Satnioeis,” as if the city lay at the foot of a

mountain called Satnioeis ;
yet there is no mountain there

called Satnioeis, but a river, on which the city is placed, lhe

city is at present deserted. The poet mentions the river

;

“ Ajax pierced with his spear Satnius, the son of CEnops, whom the beau-

tiful nymph Nats bore to CEnops, when he tended herds on the banks ot

the Satnioeis.” 3

And in another place ;

“ CEnops dwelt on the banks of the smooth-flowing Satnioeis

In lofty Pedasus.” 4

Later writers called it Satioeis, and some writers Saphnioeis.

It is a great winter torrent, which the poet, by mentioning it,

made remarkable. These places are continuous with the

districts Dardania and Scepsia, and are as it were another

Dardania, but lower than the former.

51. The country comprised in the districts of Antandria,

Cebrene, Neandria, and the Hamaxitus, as far as the sea op-

posite to Lesbos, now belongs to the people of Assus and Gar-

gara. 5
. . .

The Neandrians are situated above Hamaxitus on this

side Lectum, but more towards the interior, and nearer to

Ilium, from which they are distant 130 stadia. Above

these people are the Cebrenii, and above the Cebrenn the

Dardanii, extending as far as Paltescepsis, and even to

Scepsis.
.

.

The poet Alcaeus calls Antandrus a city of the Leleges :

“ First is Antandrus, a city of the Leleges.”

Demetrius of Scepsis places it among the adjacent cities, so

that it might be in the country of the Cilicians, for these

people are rather to be regarded as bordering upon the Le-

1 II. x. 429. 2 II. xxi. 8G.
3

II. xiv. 443. 4
11. vi. 34.

4 At the foot of the mountain on which is now the village Ine.
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leges, having as their boundary the southern side of Mount
Ida. These however are situated low down, and approach
nearer the sea-coast at Adramyttium. After Lectum, at the

distance of 40 stadia is Polymedium, 1 a stronghold ; then at

the distance of 80 stadia Assus, situated a little above the

sea ; next at 140 stadia Gargara, which is situated on a pro-

montory, which forms the gulf, properly called the gulf of

Adramyttium. For the whole of the sea-coast from Lectum
to Canoe, and the Elaitic bay, is comprised under the same
name, the gulf of Adramyttium. This, however, is properly

called the Adramyttene gulf, which is enclosed within the

promontory on which Gargara stands, and that called the

promontory Pyrrha, 2 on which is a temple of Venus. The
breadth of the entrance forms a passage across from promon-
tory to promontory of 120 stadia. Within it is Antandrus,3

with a mountain above it, which is called Alexandreia, where
it is said the contest between the goddesses was decided by
Paris

; and Aspaneus, the depository of the timber cut from
the forests of Ida ; it is here that wood is brought down and
disposed of to those who want it.

Next is Astyra, a village and grove sacred to Artemis As-
tyrene. Close to it is Adramyttium, a city founded by a

colony of Athenians, with a harbour, and a station for vessels.

Beyond the gulf and the promontory Pyrrha is Cisthene, a
deserted city with a harbour. Above it in the interior is a

copper mine, Perperena, Trarium, and other similar settle-

ments.

On this coast after Cisthene are the villages of the Mity-
lenasans, Corypliantis and Heracleia

;
next to these is Attea

;

then Atarneus, 4 Pitane, 5 and the mouths of the Cai'cus. These,

however, belong to the Elaitic gulf. On the opposite side of

the Caicus are Elrna,6 and the remainder of the gulf as far as

Can as.

We shall resume our description of each place, lest we
should have omitted any one that is remarkable. And first

with regard to Scepsis.

52. Palmscepsis is situated above Cebrene towards the
most elevated part of Ida near Polichna. It had the name of

1 Palamedium ? Pliny, b. v. c. 30.
2
Karatepe-bournou, or Cape San Nicolo.

3 Antandro. 4 Dikeli-koi. 5 Tschandarlyk. * lalea.
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Scepsis 1 either for some other reason or because it was

within view of the places around, if we may he allowed to

derive words then in use among Barbarians from the Greek

language. Afterwards the inhabitants were transferred to

the present Scepsis, 60 stadia lower down, by Scamandrius,

the son of Hector, and by Ascanius, the son of iEneas ; these

two families reigned, it is said, a long time at Scepsis. They

changed the form of government to an oligarchy ;
afterwards

the Milesians united with the Scepsians, and formed a de-

mocracy. 2 The descendants of these families had never-

theless the name of kings, and held certain dignities. Anti-

gonus incorporated the Scepsians with the inhabitants of

Alexandria (Troas) ;
Lysimachus dissolved this union, and

they returned to their own country.

53. The Scepsian (Demetrius) supposes that Scepsis was

the palace of iEneas, situated between the dominion of iEneas

and Lyrnessus, where, it is said, he took refuge when pur-

sued by Achilles.

“ Remember you not,” says Achilles, “how I chased you when alone and

apart from the herds, with swift steps, from the heights of Ida, thence in-

deed you escaped to Lyrnessus; hut I took and destroyed it.” 3

Present traditions respecting ACneas do not agree with the

story respecting the first founders of Scepsis. For it is said

that he was spared on account ol his hatred to Priam :

“ he ever bore hatred to Priam, for never had Priam bestowed any

honour upon him for his valour.” 4

His companion chiefs, the Antenoridoe, and Antenor, and my-

self, escaped on account of the hospitality which the latter had

shown to Menelaus.

Sophocles, in his play, The Capture of Troy, says, that a

panther’s skin was placed before Antenor’s door as a signal

that his house should be spared from plunder. Antenor and

1 From (jKiTTTOfiai, (sceptomai,) I see to a distance, from which the

compound moiOKiTCTopai, (perisceptomai,) I see to a distance around.

Strabo perceived the absurdity of such an etymology. Others derived

the name of this place from aKrynTopai, I pretend, whence tnctppiQ,

(skepsis,) a pretext, because it was on this part of the chain ol Ida that

Rhea, on the birth of Jupiter, substituted for him a stone clothed as an

infant, and presented it to be devoured by Saturn in place of her child.

This etymology is conformable to analogy, although founded on a ridi-

culous fable. 2 B. xiii. c. i. §
6.

3
11. xx. 188. 4 II. xiii. 460
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his four sons, together with the surviving Heneti, are said to

have escaped into Thrace, and thence into Henetica on the Adri-

atic; 1 but iEneas, with his father Anchises and his son As-

canius, are said to have collected a large body of people, and

to have set sail. Some writers say that he settled about the

Macedonian Olympus
;
according toothers he founded Capute, 2

near Mantineia in Arcadia, and that he took the name of the

city from Capys. There is another account, that he dis-

embarked at iEgesta 3 in Sicily, with Elymus, a Trojan, and

took possession of Eryx 4 and Lilybaeus, 0 and called the rivers

about iEgesta Scamander and Simols; that from Sicily he

went to Latium, and settled there in obedience to an oracle

enjoining him to remain wherever he should eat his table.

This happened in Latium, near Lavinium, when a large cake

of bread which was set down instead of, and for want of, a

table, was eaten together with the meat that was laid upon it.

Homer does not agree either with these writers or with

what is said respecting the founders of Scepsis. For he re-

presents JEneas as remaining at Troy, succeeding to the king-

dom, and delivering the succession to his children s children

after the extinction of the race of Priam :

“ the son of Saturn hated the family of Priam : henceforward JEneas

shall reign over the Trojans, and his children’s children to late genera-

tions.” 6

In this manner not even the succession of Scamandrius

could be maintained. He disagrees still more with those

writers who speak of his wanderings as far as Italy, and

make him end his days in that country. Some write the

verse thus :

“ The race of JEneas and his children’s children,” meaning the Romans,

“shall rule over all nations.”

54. The Socratic philosophers, Erastus, Coriscus, and Ne-

leus, the son of Coriscus, a disciple of Aristotle, and Theo-

phrastus, were natives of Scepsis. Nelcus succeeded to the

possession of the library of Theophrastus, which included that

of Aristotle ;
for Aristotle gave his library, and left his school,

’ See note 4
,
vol. i. p. 76.

2 Some assert that Capys, the father of Anchises, was the founder of

Capua or Capva in Italy. The town in Arcadia was afterwards called

Caphva or Caphyte.
'

* Segesta. 4 Trapani. * Cape Boe.
0

II. xx, 306.
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to Theophrastus. Aristotle 1 was the first person with whom

we are acquainted who made a collection ot books, and sug-

gested to the kings of ./Egypt the formation ot a libiaiy.

Theophrastus left his library to Neleus, who carried it to

Scepsis, and bequeathed it to some ignorant persons who kept

the books locked up, lying in disorder. When the Scepsians

understood that the Attalic kings, on whom the city was de-

pendent, were in eager search for books, with which they in-

tended to furnish the library at Pergamus, they hid theirs in

an excavation under-ground ;
at length, but not before they had

been injured by damp an<j worms, the descendants ot Neleus

sold the books of Aristotle and Theophrastus for a large sum

of money to Apellicon of Teos. Apellicon- was lathei a

lover of books than a philosopher ;
when therefore he attempt-

ed to restore the parts which had been eaten and corroded by

worms, he made alterations in the original text and introduced

them into new copies ;
he moreover supplied the detective parts

unskilfully, and published the books lull of errors. It was the

misfortune of the ancient Peripatetics, those after Theophras-

tus, that being wholly unprovided with the books of Aris-

totle, with the exception of a few only, and those chiefly of

the exoteric 3 kind, they were unable to philosophize according

1 This statement is not in contradiction with those (Athen. b. i. c. 3)

Tvho assert that Pisistratus, tyrant of Athens, and Polycrates, tyrant ot

Samos, were the first who formed libraries. The libraries of these two

princes, who lived six centuries before our time, were probably confined

to half a dozen poets, and it may be supposed that the care Pisistiatus

took to collect the poems of Homer did not extend to poets posterior to

his time. But in the time of Aristotle there existed many poems, a

great number of oratorical discourses, historical works, and various

treatises of philosophy.
2 Apellicon proclaimed himself a philosopher of the school ot Aristotle.

From what Athenaeus, b. v., says of him, he appears to have used his

great wealth for the purposes of ostentation rather than ol employing it

for the benefit of others. He w\03 sent by Aristion, (or Athemon, as

Athenaeus calls him,) tyrant of Athens, to Delos, at the head of ten thou-

sand soldiers, to remove the treasures of the temple. He was defeated

by the Romans, and having lost his whole army, escaped with dilhculty.

3 This name was given to books intended to be seen and read by every

one, but which did not contain the fundamental dogmas which Aristotle

only communicated to those of his own school. 1 he books which con-

tained these doctrines were called, by way ol distinction, esoteric. Such

at least is the opinion of those who admit of the existence ot a secret doc-

trine, and a public doctrine, in the philosophy of Aristotle. I his passage

of Strabo however seems to favour those who maintained a diflerent
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to the principles of the system, and merely occupied them-

selves in elaborate discussions on common places. Their suc-

cessors however, from the time that these books were pub-
lished, philosophized, and propounded the doctrine of Aristotle

more successfully than their predecessors, but were under the

necessity of advancing a great deal as probable only, on ac-

count of the multitude of errors contained in the copies.

Even Rome contributed to this increase of errors ; for im-

mediately on the death of Apellicon, Sylla, who captured

Athens, seized the library of Apellicon. When it was
brought to Rome, Tyrannion, 1 the grammarian, who was an

admirer of Aristotle, courted the superintendent of the library

and obtained thg use of it. Some vendors of books, also,

employed bad scribes and neglected to compare the copies

witli the original. This happens in the case of other books

which are copied for sale both here and at Alexandreia.

This may suffice on this subject.

55. Demetrius the grammarian, whom we have frequently

mentioned, was a native of Scepsis. He composed a com-
ment on the catalogue of the Trojan forces. He was con-

temporary with Crates and Aristarchus. He was succeeded

by Metrodorus, 2 who changed from being a philosopher to

*

opinion, namely, that this celebrated distinction of exoteric and esoteric

doctrines, which is peculiar to the works of Aristotle, is not founded on
any essential difference of doctrine, but rather on a difference of method,
so that the word exoteric was applied to works where the opinions of the

philosopher were set forth in a manner to be understood by all intelligent

readers, whether of his own school or strangers
;
and esoteric to those

works where his opinions were thoroughly discussed, and in a scientific

manner, and which, not being intelligible to every one, required to be ex-

plained by the master himself.
1 Tyrannion was a native of Amisus, whose lectures he attended (b. xii.

c. iii.
§
16). He is often quoted among the commentators of Homer.

It was he also who gave copies of the works of Aristotle to Andronicus
of Rhodes, for whom he made a catalogue of them.

2 Metrodorus was not only a fellow-countryman of Demetrius, who was
one of the richest and most distinguished citizens of Scepsis, but also his

contemporary and protege. A small treatise of Metrodorus is cited, en-
titled a-fpi aXuirriKijs, which may mean “on anointing with oil,” or

“on oil used in the public exercises.” It seems however very probable

that the treatise on the Troad, (Tpo/iVd,) which Athenteus attributes to

another Metrodorus of Chios, was the work of this Metrodorus of Scep-
sis. The place of his birth, which was in the Troad, might have suggested,

ns it did to his patron, the idea of treating a subject liable to discussion,

and to endeavour to throw light upon it by the words of Homer. Add to
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engage in public affairs. His writings are for the most part

in the style of the rhetoricians. He employed a new and

striking kind of phraseology. Although he was poor, yet, in

consequence of the reputation which he had acquired, he

married a rich wife at Chalcedon, and acquired the surname

of the Chalcedonian. He paid great court to Mithridates

Eupator, whom he accompanied with his wife on a voyage to

Pontus, and received from him distinguished honours. He

was appointed to preside over a tribunal where the party

condemned by the judge had no power of appeal to the king.

His prosperity however was not lasting, for he incurred the

enmity of some very unjust persons, and deserted from the

king at the very time that he was despatched on an embassy

to Tigranes the Armenian. Tigranes sent him back much

against his inclination to Eupator, who was then flying from

his hereditary kingdom. Metrodorus died on the road, either

in consequence of orders from the king, or by natural disease,

for both causes of his death are stated.

So much then respecting Scepsis.

56. Next to Scepsis are Andeira, Pionias, and Gargaris.

There is found at Andeira a stone, which when burnt becomes

iron. It is then put into a furnace together with some kind

of earth, when it distils a mock silver, (Pseudargyrum,) or

with the addition of copper it becomes the compound called

oreichalcum. There is found a mock- silver near Tmolus

also. These places and those about Assus were occupied by

the Leleges.

57. ^As3us is a strong place, and well fortified with walls.

There is a long and perpendicular ascent from the sea and

the harbour, so that the verse of Stratonicus the citharist

seems to be applicable to it

;

this that Strabo quotes also Metrodorus on the subject of the Amazons,

whose history appears so closely connected -with the Trojan war that all

who have touched on the one, have also treated of the other. Pliny quotes

also a Metrodorus on the subject of the serpents of the river Rhyndacus,

near the Troad. It is also a question whether Metrodorus was one of

those who occupied themselves with mnemonics, or the art of increasing

and strengthening the memory. According to Plutarch, Metrodorus

was the victim of Mithridates. Tigranes, who had placed the philo-

sopher in his power, more from inadvertence than intentionally, so much

regretted his death that he celebrated magnificent obsequies to his

memory.
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“ Go to Assus, if you mean to reach quickly the confines of death.”

The harbour is formed of a large mole.

Cleanthes, the Stoic philosopher, was a native of this place.

He succeeded to the school of Zeno of Citium, and left it to

Chrysippus of Soli. Here also Aristotle resided for some
time, on account of his relationship to Hermeas the tyrant.

Hermeas was an eunuch, servant of a money-changer. When
he was at Athens he was the hearer both of Plato and of

Aristotle. On his return he became the associate in the

tyranny of his master, who attacked the places near Atar-
neus and Assus. He afterwards succeeded his master, sent

for both Aristotle and Xenocrates, and treated them with
kindness. He even gave his niece in marriage to Aristotle.

But Memnon of Rhodes, who was at that time general in the

service of the Persians, invited to his house Hermeas, under
the mask of friendship, and on pretence of business. He
seized Hermeas, and sent him to the king, who ordered him
to be hanged. The philosophers, avoiding places in posses-

sion of the Persians, escaped by flight.

58. Myrsilus says that Assus was founded by Methymnm-
ans ; but according to Hellanicus it was an iEolian city, like

Gargara and Lamponiaof the -/Polians. Gargara 1 was found-

ed from Assus; it was not well peopled, for the kings intro-

duced settlers from Miletopolis, 2 which they cleared of its in-

1 Gargara is the same town called above by Strabo Gargaris, unless he
meant by the latter name the territory of Gargara, a distinction we find

made below between Pedasa and Pedasis. The author of the Etvmolo-
gicum Magnum calls the place Gargarus, and informs us that the inhabit-

ants abandoned it on account of the cold, it being situated on Mount Ida;
that they founded a new town in the plain, and that the town abandoned
afterwards received the name of Old Gargara.

The town called Lamponia by Strabo is called Lamponium by Hella-

nicus and Herodotus.
“ By “ the kings,” we must probably understand the kings of Bithynra

rather than the kings of Persia, as understood by Rambach (De Miieto

ejusque colonise)
;

for if we suppose that colonists are here meant who
came to Gargara from Miletus after the destruction of this latter town by
the Persians, how could Demetrius of Scepsis say of the Gargareans
that, “ HLolians as they were, or instead of jEolians they became semi-
barbarians?” He ought at least to have said, “ that they became Ioni-

ans,” for Miletus, a Greek city of Ionia, at the time of its destruction by
the Persians, was far from being barbarous. But Miletopolis, although
from its name and position in the territory of Cvzicus was probably, like

Cyzicus, a colony of Miletus, yet might have been peopled with barbari-
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habitants, so that Demetrius the Scepsian says that, instead of

being .fEolians, the people became semi-barbarians. In the

time of Homer all these places belonged to Leleges, whom some

writers represent as Carians, but Homer distinguishes them,

“ Near the sea are Carians, and Peeonians with curved bows, Leleges, and

Caucones.” 1

The Leleges were therefore a different people from the Cari-

ans, and lived between the people subject to JEneas and the

Cilicians, as they are called by the poet. After being plun-

dered by Achilles, they removed to Caria, and occupied the

country about the present Halicarnassus.

59. Pedasus, the city which they abandoned, is no longer

in existence. But in the interior of the country belonging to

the people of Halicarnassus there was a city called^ by them

Pedasa, and the territory has even now the name of Pedasis.

It is said that this district contained eight cities, occupied by

the Leleges, who were formerly so populous a nation as to

possess Caria as far as Myndus, Bargylia, and a great part of

Pisidia. In later times, when they united with the Carians in

their expeditions, they were dispersed throughout the whole of

Greece, and the race became extinct.

Mausolus, according to Callisthenes, assembled in Halicar-

nassus 2 alone the inhabitants of six out of the eight cities, but

allowed Suangela and Myndus to remain untouched. Herodo-

tus 3 relates that whenever anything unfortunate was about to

befall the inhabitants of Pedasus 4 and the neighbourhood a

beard appeared on the face of the priestess of Minerva, and

that this happened three times.
. .

There is now existing in the territory of the Stratouiceis 5

a small town called Pedasum. There are to be seen through-

out the whole of Caria and at Miletus sepulchres, and for-

tifications, and vestiges of settlements of the Leleges.

60. The tract of sea-coast following next after the Leleges

wa3 occupied, according to Homer, by Cilicians, but at present

it is occupied by Adramytteni, Atarneitse, and 1 itanmi as far

as the mouth of the Caicus. The Cilicians were divided into

did

fa.
’SclSL*

7<L»U

ans at the timeGargara received colonists. Mualitsh is the modern name

of Miletopolis.
1

II. x. 428. 5 Budrun, the birth-place of Herodotus.
5 Herod, i. 175 ;

viii. 104. 4 Paitschin ?
s Eski-Hissar.
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two dynasties, as we have before said, 1 the head of one was
Eetion, the other Mynes.

61. Homer says that Thebe was the city of Eetion
;

“ We went to Thebe, the sacred city of Eetion.” 2

To him also belonged Chrysa, which contained the temple

of Apollo Smintheus, for Chryseis was taken from Thebe

;

“ We went,”

he says,

“ to Thebe, ravaged it, and carried everything away
; the sons of the

Acheeans divided the booty among themselves, but selected for Atrides the

beautiful Chryseis.”

Lyrnessus he calls the city of Mynes, for

“ having plundered Lyrnessus, and destroyed the walls of Thebe,” 3

Achilles slew Mynes and Epistrophus, so that when Bryseis

says,

“ you suffered me not to weep when the swift Achilles slew my husband,

and laid waste the city of the divine Mynes,” 4

the poet cannot mean Thebe, for that belonged to Eetion, but

Lyrnessus, for both cities lay in what was afterwards called

the plain of Thebe, which, on account of its fertility, was a

subject of contest among the Mysians and Lydians formerly,

and latterly among the Greeks who had migrated from JEolis

and Lesbos. At present Adramytteni possess the greater

part of it ; there are Thebe and Lyrnessus, a strong place,

but both are deserted. One is situated at the distance of 60
stadia from Adramyttium on one side, and the other 88 stadia

on the other side.

62. In the Adramyttene district are Chrysa and Cilia.

There is at present near Thebe a place called Cilia, in which

is a temple of Apollo Cillteus. Beside it runs a river, which

comes from Mount Ida. These places are near Antandria.

The Cillasum in Lesbos lias its name from this Cilia. There

is also a mountain Cillasum between Gargara and Antandrus.

Daes of Colon® says that the temple of Apollo Cillaeus was

founded at Colon® by the rEolians, who came by sea from

Greece. At Chrysa also it is said that there is a Oilman
Apollo, but it is uncertain whether it is the same as Apollo

Smintheus, or a different statue.

1 C. vii. § 49. 5
II. i. 366. 5

II. ii. 691. 4
II. ii. 295.
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63. Chrysa is a small town on the sea-coast with a harbour.

Near and above it is Thebe. Here was the temple of

Apollo Smintheus, and here Chryseis lived. The place at pre-

sent is entirely abandoned. To the present Chrysa, near Ha-
maxitus, was transferred the temple of the Cilicians, one party

of whom went to Pamphylia, the other to Hamaxitus. Those

who are not well acquainted with ancient histories say that

Chryses and Chryseis lived there, and that Homer mentions

the place. But there is no harbour at this place, yet Homer
says,

“ but when they entered the deep harbour,” 1—
nor is the temple on the sea-coast, but Homer places it there ;

“ Chryseis left the ship ;
then the sage Ulysses, leading her to the altar,

placed her in the hands of her beloved father.” 2

Nor is it near Thebe, but it is near it, according to Homer, for

he says, that Chryseis was taken away from thence.

Nor is there any place of the name of Cilia in the district

of the Alexandreia, (Troas,) nor a temple of Apollo Cillaeus,

whereas the poet joins them together :

“ who art the guardian of Chrysa, and the divine Cilia.” 3

But it is in the plain of Thebe that they are seen near to-

gether. The voyage from the Cilician Chrysa to the Nau-

stathmus(or naval station) is about 700 stadia, and occupies a

day, which is as much as Ulysses seems to have completed

;

for immediately upon leaving the vessel he offers sacrifice to

the god, and being overtaken by the evening, remains there.

In the morning he sets sail. It is scarcely a third of the

above-mentioned distance from Hamaxitus, so that Ulysses

could have performed his sacrifice and have returned to the

Naustathmns the same day. There is also a monument of

Cillus, a large mound, near the temple of Apollo Cillams.

He is said to have been the charioteer of Pelops, and to

have had the chief command in these parts. Perhaps the

country Cilicia had its name from him, or he had his from the

country.

64. The story about the Teucri, and the mice from whom
the name of Smintheus is derived, (for mice are called Smin-

thii,) must be transferred to this place.

* II. i. 432.

VOL. II

2
II. i. 439.

2 c

3
II. i. 37.
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They excuse the derivation of titles from insignificant ob-

jects by examples of this kind; as from the pamopes, which

the OEtasans call cornopes, Hercules had a surname, and was

worshipped under the title of Hercules Cornopion, because be

had delivered them from locusts. So the Erythraeans, who
live near the river Melius, worship Hercules Ipoctonus, be-

cause he destroyed the ipes, or worms, which are destructive

to vines ;
for this pest is found everywhere except in the

country of the Erythrseans. The Rhodians have in the island

a temple of Apollo Erythibius, so called from erysibe, (mildew.)

and which they call erythibe. Among the JEolians in Asia

one of their months is called Pornopion, for this name the

Boeotians give to parnopes, (locusts,) and a sacrifice is per-

formed to Apollo Pornopion.

65. The country about Adramyttium is Mysia. It was

once subject to Lydians, and there are now Pyla? Lydia? (or

the Lydian Gates) at Adramyttium, the city having been

founded, it is said, by Lydians.

Astyra also, the village near Adramyttium, is said to be-

long to Mysia. It was once a small city, in which was the

temple of Artemis Astyrene, situated in a grove. ^The An-
tandrians, in whose neighbourhood it is more immediately

situ&ted, preside over it with great solemnity. It is distant

20 stadia from the ancient Chrysa, which also has a temple in

a grove. There too is the Rampart of Achilles. At the dis-

tance of 50 stadia in the interior is Thebe, uninhabited, which

the poet says was situated below the woody Placus. But

there is neither Placus nor Plax there, nor a wood above it,

although near Ida.

Thebe is distant from Astyra TO, and from Andeira 60

stadia. All these are names of uninhabited places, or thinly

inhabited, or of rivers which are torrents. But they owe

their fame to ancient history.

66. Assus and Adramyttium are considerable cities. Adra-

myttium was unfortunate in the Mithridaticwar, lor Diodorus

the general, in order to gratify the king, put to death the

council of the citizens, although at the same time he pretended

to be a philosopher of the Academy, pleaded causes, and pro-

fessed to teach rhetoric. lie accompanied the king on his

voyage to Pontus, but upon his overthrow Diodorus was

punished for his crimes. Many accusations were simultane-
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ously preferred against him : but, unable to endure the disgrace,

he basely destroyed himself in my native city by abstaining

from food.

Adramyttium produced Xenocles, a distinguished orator,

who adopted the Asiatic style of eloquence and was remark-

able for the vehemence of his manner ; he defended Asia be-

fore the senate, at the time when that province was accused of

favouring the party of Mithridates.

67. Near Astyra is a lake called Sapra, full of deep holes,

that empties itself by a ravine among ridges of rocks on the

coast. Below Andeira is a temple dedicated to the Andeirenian

mother of the gods, and a cave with a subterraneous passage

extending to Pahea. Palasa is a settlement distant 130 stadia

from Andeira. A goat, which fell into the opening, dis-

covered the subterraneous passage. It was found at Andeira

the next day, accidentally, by the shepherd, who had gone

there to a sacrifice.

Atarneus 1 is the royal seat of Hermeas the tyrant. Next is

Pitane, an iEolian city, with two harbours, and the river

Euenus flowing beside it, which supplies the aqueduct of

the Adramyttium with water.

Arcesilaus of the Academy was a native of Pitane, and a

fellow-disciple of Zeno of Citium in the school of Polemo.

There is a place in Pitane called “ Atarneus under Pitane,”

opposite to the island called Eheussa.

It is said that at Pitane bricks float upon the water, as was

the case with a small island 2 in Tyrrhenia, for the earth,

being lighter than an equal bulk of water, swims upon it.

Poseidonius says, that he saw in Spain bricks made of an ar-

gillaceous earth (with which silver vessels are cleansed) float-

ing upon water.

After Pitane the Caicus 3 empties itself, at the distance of 30

stadia from it, into the Elaitic bay. Beyond the Caicus, at

the distance of 12 stadia from the river, is Elsea, an Mo-
lian city ; it is the arsenal of Pergamum, and distant from it

1 20 stadia.

1 Dikeli-koi.
3 For vrioie Meineke reads yrj rig,

“ a certain earth.” Pliny, b. ii. c.

95, speaks of islands “ which are always floating something of the kind
occurs in volcanic lakes.

3 Ak-su or Bakir.

2 c 2
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68. At 100 stadia farther is Cane, the promontory oppo-

site to Lectum, and forming the gulf of Adramrttium, of

which the Elai'tic Gulf is a part. Canae is a small city of the

Locrians who came from Cynus ;
it is situated in the Canaean

territory, opposite the most southerly extremities of Lesbos.

This territory extends to the Arginusae, and the promontory

above, which some call Aiga, or the goat. The second sylla-

ble however must be pronounced long, Aigan, like Actan

and Archan, for this was the name of the whole mountain,

which at present is called Cane, or Canae. 1 The sea sur-

rounds the mountain on the south and west ; towards the

east the plain of Cai'cus lies below, and on the north the

Elai'tic district. The mountain itself is very much contracted.

It inclines indeed towards the iEgaean Sea, from which it has

the name (2Ega), but afterwards the promontory itself was

called iEga, the name which Sappho gives it, and then Cane

and Canae.

1 It is difficult to clear up this passage gv A I I’A nvkc dvopaZovaiv

bpwvvpaig rip Ztetp' chi Sk paKpiug rrjv btvrkpav avXAadrjv tKokptir

’AirAN ibg ’AKTAN Kai ’APXAN. There is no doubt that the first of

these words in capitals, to be homonymous with goat

,

should be aiya, as

is read in the old editions, and in many manuscripts, and not aiya, aiya,

or aiydv, as in others. Aiya is the accusative of Ait, (-Ex,) a goat,

which name Artemidorus actually gives to this promontory. But as our

language has no termination of cases, the passage requires some explana-

tion. If the Greeks desired to express in the nominative case the posi-

tion of the promontory with respect to the island of Lesbos, they would

say, according to Artemidorus, The cape AEx (Alt) is infront of Lesbos ;

according to Strabo, The cape JEga (Aiya) is in front of Lesbos. The

first, JEx, signifies a goat, as Artemidorus intended ; the second, -Eca,

in the Doric dialect (for .Lee, A iyg) means a goat’s skin. If they desired

to employ the word in the accusative, they said, according to Artemi-

dorus, We have doubled Cape Aiga (Alya ) ;
according to Strabo, We hare

doubled Cape Aigan (Aiydv). The matter is clear thus far, but what fol-

lows, Sti Sk paKpdig * * * djg nicrdi' Kai ap\dv, is difficult to explain.

The two last words are Doric genitive plurals, the first for oktwv, shores,

the second for apx&v, beginnings

;

and yet one would expect to find

examples of accusatives in the singular number, as dr-av and dpx“’’ »

the difference of accent is here of no importance, for the last syllables of

these accusatives are long, as Strabo wishes to make the last syllable

long of .cEgan (Aiydv). If he had required examples agreeing with this

last word in quantity, accent, and case, he might have cited sycan,

(ovkov, a fig-tree,) or some other word of this form. It might be sup-

posed that AKrdv was here taken in the acceptation [dxriijv, arrijr,

and, in the Doric dialect, dfcrav]
;
but there still remains dp\dv, unless

we change the word to dp\Tav, a bear's skin.— Coray.
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69. Between Elaea, Pitane, Atarneus, and Pergamum on

this side the Caicus, is Teuthrania, distant from none of

these places above 70 stadia. Teuthras is said to have been

king of the Cilicians and Mysians. According to Euripides,

Auge, with her son Telephus, was enclosed in a chest and

thrown into the sea, by command of her father Aleus, who

discovered that she had been violated by Hercules. By the

care of Minerva the chest crossed the sea, and was cast ashore

at the mouth of the Caicus. Teuthras took up the mother

and her son, married the former, and treated the latter as his

own child. This is a fable, but another concurrence of cir-

cumstances is wanting to explain how the daughter of the

Arcadian became the wife of the king of the Mysians, and

how her son succeeded to the throne of the Mysians. It is

however believed that Teuthras and Telephus governed the

country lying about Teuthrania and the Caicus, but the

poet mentions a few particulars only of this history

:

“as when he slew the son of Telephus, the hero Eurypylus, and many of

his companions, the Cetsei, were killed around him for the sake of the

gifts of women.” 1

Homer here rather proposes an enigma than a clear mean-

ing. For we do not know who the Cetrni were, nor what peo-

ple we are to understand by this name, nor what is meant by

the words, “for the sake of the gifts of women.” 2 Gram-
marians adduce and compare with this other stories, but they

indulge in invention rather than solve the difficulty.

70. Let us dismiss this doubtful matter, and turn to what

is more certain ; for instance, according to Homer, Eurypylus

appears to have been king of the places about the Caicus, so

that perhaps a part of the Cilicians were his subjects, and

that there were not only two but three dynasties among that

people.

This opinion is supported by the circumstance that in the

Elai'tis there is a small river, like a winter torrent, of the

name of Ceteium. This falls into another like it, then again

' Od. xi. 521.
2 Eurypylus, son of Telephus, being invited by Priam to come to his

assistance, answered that he could not do so without the permission of

his mother, Astyoche. Priam by rich presents obtained from her this

permission. There are other explanations equally uncertain. Bryant

asserts that the Cetsei were pirates, and exacted young women as tribute

from the people whom they attacked.
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into another, but all discharge themselves into the Caicus.

The Caicus does not flow from Ida, as Baccbylides says, nor

does Euripides say correctly that Marsvas

“inhabited the famous Celaenas, at the extremity of Ida,”

for Cekeme is at a great distance from Ida, and so are the

sources of the Caicus, for they are to be seen in the plain.

There is a mountain, Temnum, which separates this and
the plain of Asia

;
it lies in the interior above the plain of

Thebe. A river, Mysius, flows from Temnum and enters

the Caicus below its source. Hence some persons suppose
that iEschylus refers to it in the beginning of the prologue
to the play of the Myrmidons,

“ Caicus, and ye Mysian streams ”—

-

Near its source is a village called Gergitha, to which Attalus

transferred the inhabitants of Gergitha in the Troad, after

destroying their own town.

CHAPTER II.

1. Since Lesbos, a very remarkable island, lies along and
opposite to the sea-coast, extending from Lectum to Can®,
and since it is surrounded by small islands, some of which lie

beyond it, others in the space between Lesbos and the con-

tinent, it is now proper to describe them, because they are

.iEolian places, and Lesbos is, as it were, the capital of the

.ZEolian cities. We shall begin where we set out to describe

the coast opposite to the island.

2. In sailing from Lectum to Assus the Lesbian district

begins opposite to Sigrium, 1 its northern promontory. Some-
where there is Methymna,2 a city of the Lesbians, 60 stadia

from the coast, between Polymedium and Assus. The whole
island is 1100 stadia in circumference. The particulars are

these.

From Methymna to Malia, 3 the most southern promontory
to those who have the island on their right hand, and to

which Cana3 4 lies directly opposite, are 340 stadia. Thence
1 Sigri. 5 Molyvo. 3 Cape Sta. Maria. 4 Adsliane.
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to Sigrium, which is the length of the island, 560 stadia,

thence to Methymna 210 stadia. 1

Mitylene, the largest city, lies between Methymna and

Malia, at the distance from Malia of 70 stadia, and from Canse

of 120, and as many from the Arginuss® islands, 2 which are

three small islands near the continent, and situated neai

Came. In the interval between Mitylene and Methymna, at

a village called vEgeirus in the Methymnsean territory, is the

narrowest part of the island, having a passage of 20 stadia to

the Pyrrhajan Euripus. 3 Pyrrha 4 is situated on the western

side of Lesbos, at the distance of 100 stadia from Malia.

Mitylene has two harbours ;
of which the southern is a

closed harbour for triremes, and capable of holding 50 vessels.

The northern harbour is large, and deep, and protected by a

mole. In front of both lies a small island, which contains a

part of the city. Mitylene is well provided with everything.

3. It formerly produced celebrated men, as Pittacus, one of

the Seven Wise Men ;
Alcaeus the poet, and his brother Anti-

menidas, who, according to Alcaeus, when fighting on the side

of the Babylonians, achieved a great exploit, and extricated

them from their danger by killing

“ a valiant warrior, the king’s wrestler, who was four cubits in height.

Contemporary with these persons flourished Sappho, an extia-

ordinary woman ;
for at no period within memory has any

woman been known at all to be compared to her in poetiy.

At this period Mitylene was ruled by many tyrants, in con-

sequence of the dissensions among the citizens. These dis-

sensions are the subject of the poems of Alcasus called Stasi-

otica (the Seditions). One of these tyrants was Pittacus :

Alcaeus inveighed against him as well as against Myisilus,

Megalagyrus 5 the Cleanactidae, and some others ;
nor was he

1 This is the number given in Agathermus, and there is no difference in

manuscripts in this part of the text.. Falconer thinks we ought to read

viXtwv iKarov rat citea (1110) forx^‘wv ticarov (1100), to make the sum-

total given agree with the sum-total of the particular distances. I am

more inclined to deduct 10 stadia from the 210, which is the distance given

between Sigrium and Methymne.—Coray.

2 Arginusi Islands; according to others, Musconisia.

3 The entrance to the Gulf of Caloni.

* Pira.
,

3 We should probably read here Melanchus, tyrant of Lesbos, who,

assisted by the brothers of AIceeus, overthrew Pittacus.
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liimself clear from the imputation of favouring these political

changes. Pittacus himself employed monarchical power to
dissolve the despotism of the many, but, having done this, he
restored the independence of the city.

At a late period afterwards appeared Diophanes the rhe-
torician

; in our times Potamo, Lesbocles, Crinagoras, and
Theophanes the historian. 1 The latter was versed in political

affairs, and became the friend of Pompey the Great, chiefly

on account of his accomplishments and assistance he afforded
in directing to a successful issue all his enterprises. Hence,
partly by means of Pompey, partly by his own exertions, he
became an ornament to his country, and rendered himself the
most illustrious of all the Grecians. He left a son. Mark
Pompey, whom Augustus Caesar appointed prefect of Asia,
and who is now reckoned .among the number of the chief
friends of Tiberius.

The Athenians were in danger of incurring irremediable
disgrace by passing a decree that all the Mitylenaeans who
had attained the age of puberty should be put to death. They,
however, recalled their resolution, and the counter-decree
reached their generals only one day before the former order
was to be executed.

4. Pyrrha is in ruins. But the suburb is inhabited, and
has a port, whence to Mitylene is a passage of 80 stadia. Next
after Pyrrha is Eressus. 2 It is situated upon a hill, and ex-
tends to the sea. Thence to Sigrium 28 stadia.

Eressus was the birth-place of Theophrastus, and of Pha-
nias, Peripatetic philosophers, disciples of Aristotle. Theo-
phrastus was called Tyrtamus before his name was changed by
Aristotle to Theophrastus, thus getting rid of the cacophonv
of the former name, and at the same time expressing the

1 Diophanes was (lie friend of Tiberius Gracchus, and was the victim
of his friendship. Potamo was professor of rhetoric at Rome, and was
the author of the Perfect Orator, the Life of Alexander the Great, the
Praise of Ca:sar, the Praise of Brutus, and the Annals of Santos. Pliny
mentions a sculptor of the name of Lesbocles, whose name seems to indi-
cate his origin from Lesbos. Athemeus also names a sculptor from
Mitylene called Lesbothemis. Strabo is probably the only person who
makes mention of Crinagoras. Theophanes is known as an historian, and
especially as the friend of Pompey, whom however he advised to retire to
Egypt. The philosopher Lesbonare, father of Potamo, was a native of
Mitylene. 2 Eresso.
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beauty of his elocution, for Aristotle made all his disciples

eloquent, but Theophrastus the most eloquent of them all.

Antissa 1 is next to Sigrium. It is a city with a harbour.

Then follows Methymna, of which place Arion was a native,

who, as Herodotus relates the story, after having been thrown

into the sea by pirates, escaped safe to Tsenarus on the back of

a dolphin. He played on the cithara and sang to it. Ter-

pander, who practised the same kind of music, was a native of

this island. He was the first person that used the lyre with

seven instead of four strings, as is mentioned in the verses at-

tributed to him :

“ we have relinquished the song adapted to four strings, and shall cause

new hymns to resound on a seven-stringed cithara.”

The historian Hellanicus, and Callias, who has commented

on Sappho and Alcteus, were Lesbians.

o. Near the strait situated between Asia and Lesbos there

are about twenty small islands, or, according to Timosthenes,

forty. They are called Hecatonnesoi, 2 a compound name like

Peloponnesus, the letter N being repeated by custom in such

words as Myonnesus, Proconnesus, Halonnesus, so that Heca-

tonnesoi is of the same import as Apollonnesoi, since Apollo

is called Hecatus ;
3 for along the whole of this coast, as far as

Tenedos, Apollo is held in the highest veneration, and wor-

shipped under the names of Smintheus, Cilkcus, Gryneus, or

other appellations.

Near these islands is Pordoselene, which contains a city of

the same name, and in front of this city is another island 4

larger than this, and a city of the same name, uninhabited, in

which there is a temple of Apollo.

6. Some persons, in order to avoid the indecorum couched

in these names, 5 say that we ought to read in that place Poro-

selene, and to call Aspordenum, the rocky and barren moun-

tain near Pergamum, Asporenum, and the temple there of the

mother of the gods the temple of the Asporene mother of the

gods ; what then are we to say to the names Pordalis, Saper-

1 To the N. E. of Sigri.
2 In which are comprehended the Arginusi mentioned above.
3 According to Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, Hecatonnesoi means

the “ hundred islands,” the word being composed not of Hecatus but of

Hecaton, ikutuv, “ a hundred,” and vijaoi, “ islands,”
4 The name appears to be wanting.
* Derived from nopdri and nipSui.
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des, Perdiccas, and to this word in the verse of Simonides,
“ with clothes dripping with wet,” {jopcnKoiaiv for ciafiptrxptg,)

and in the old comedy somewhere, “ the country is ropcacbv,

for \ifiva£ov, or ‘ marshy.’
”

Lesbos is at the same distance, rather less than 500 stadia,

from Tenedos, Lemnos, and Chios.

CHAPTER III.

1. Since there subsisted so great an affinity among the

Leleges and Ciliciaus with the Trojans, the reason is asked,

why these people are not included in Homer’s Catalogue. Per-

haps it is that, on account of the loss of their leaders and the

devastation of the cities, the few Cilicians that were left

placed themselves under the command of Hector. For Eetion

and his sons are said to have been killed before the Catalogue

is mentioned ;

“ The hero Achilles,”

says Andromache,
“killed my father, and destroyed Thebe, with its lofty gates, the city of

the Cilicians.”—
“ I had seven brothers in the palace

;
all of them went in one day to

Hades, for they were all slain by the swift-footed divine Achilles.” 1

Those also under the command of Mjmes had lost their

leaders, and their city ;

“He slew Mynes, and Epistrophus,

And destroyed the city of the divine Mjmes.” 2

He describes the Leleges as present at the battles

;

“ on the sea-coast are Carians, and Pteonians with curved bows, Leleges,

and Caucones.” 3

And in another place,

“he killed Satnins with a spear—the son of Enops, whom a beautiful

nymph Neis bore to Enops, when lie was tending herds near the banks of

Satnioeis,” 4

for they had not been so completely annihilated as to prevent

’ 11. vi. -lit. -121.
s

II. ii. 692
;

six. 296.
3

11. x. -128. 4 II. xiv. 443.
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their forming a body of people of themselves, since their king

still survived,

“ Altes, king of the war-loving Leleges,” 1

nor was the city entirely razed, for he adds,

“ who commanded the lofty city Pedasus.” 2

He has passed them over in the Catalogue, not considering

the body of people large enough to have a place in it ;
or he

comprised them among the people under the command of

Hector, as being allied to one another. For Lycaon, the

brother of Hector, says,

“ my mother Laothoe, daughter of the old Altes, brought me into the

world to live but a short time
;

of Altes, king of the war-loving Leleges.” 3

Such is the reasoning, from probability, which this subject

admits.

2. We reason from probability when we endeavour to de-

termine by the words of the poet the exact bounds of the

territory of the Cilicians, Pelasgi, and of the people situated

between them, namely, the Ceteii, who were under the com-

mand of Eurypylus.

We have said of the Cilicians and of the people under the

command of Eurypylus what can be said about them, and that

they are bounded by the country near the Caicus.

It is agreeable to probability to place the Pelasgi next to

these people, according to the words of Homer and other his-

tories. Homer says,

“ Hippothous led the tribes of the Pelasgi, who throw the spear, who in-

habited the fertile Larisa
;

their leaders were Hippothous and Pylteus, a

son of Mars, both sons of Lethus the Pelasgian, son of Teutamis.” 4

He here represents the numbers of Pelasgi as considerable,

for he does not speak of them as a tribe, but “tribes, and

specifies the place of their settlement, Larisa. There are

many places of the name of Larisa, but we must understand

some one of those near the Troad, and perhaps we might not

be wrong in supposing it to be that near Cyme ;
for ot three

places of the name of Larisa, that near Hamaxitus is quite in

sight of Ilium and very near it, at the distance of about 200

stadia, so that Hippothous could not be said consistently with

probability to fall, in the contest about Patroclus,

1
II. xxi. 86. 2 II. xxi. 87. 3 II. xxi. 84. 4

II. ii. 840.
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“ far from Larisa,” ‘

at least from this Larisa, but rather from the Larisa near
Cyme, for there are about 1000 stadia between them. The
third Larisa is a village in the Ephesian district in the plain

of the Cayster
; which, it is said, was formerly a city contain-

ing a temple of Apollo Larismus, and situated nearer to

Mount Tmolus than to Ephesus. It is distant from Ephesus
180 stadia, so that it might be placed rather under the govern-
ment of the Mteonians. The Ephesians, having afterwards
acquired more power, deprived the Mmonians, whom we now
call Lydians, of a large part of their territory

; but not even
this, but the other rather, would be the Larisa of the Pelasgi.
F o we have no strong evidence that the Larisa in the plain
of Cayster was in existence at that time, nor even of the ex-
istence of Ephesus. But all the AZolian history, relating to a

period a little subsequent to the Trojan times, proves the ex-
istence of the Larisa near Cyme.

3. It is said that the people who set "out from Phricium, a

Locrian mountain above Thermopylm, settled on the spot

where Cyme is now situated
; and finding the Pelasgi, who

had been great sufferers in the Trojan war, yet still in posses-

sion of Larisa, distant about 70 stadia from Cyme, erected as a

defence against them what is at present called Xeon-teichos,
(or the New Wall,) 30 stadia from Larisa. They took Larisa, 2

founded Cyme, and transferred to it as settlers the surviving
Pelasgi. Cyme is called Cyme Phriconis from the Locrian
mountain, and Larisa also (Phriconis) : it is now deserted.

That the Pelasgi were a great nation history, it is said,

furnishes other evidence. For Menecrates of Elaea, in his

work on the foundation of cities, says, that the whole of the

present Ionian coast, beginning from Mycale and the neigh-

bouring islands, were formerly inhabited by Pelasgi. But
the Lesbians say, that they were commanded by Pylams, who
is called by the poet the chief of the Pelasgi, and that it was
from him that the mountain in their country had the name of

Pylamm.
The Chians also say, that the Pelasgi from Thessaly were

’ II. xvii. 301.
5 Kramer adopts Coray’s correction of IXovraQ for i\96rrac, although

lie at the same time remarks, that we have no other information of Larisa
being then taken.
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their founders. The Pelasgi, however, were a nation disposed

to wander, ready to remove from settlement to settlement, and

experienced both a great increase and a sudden diminution ot

strength and numbers, particularly at the time of the iEolian

and Ionian migrations to Asia.

4. Something peculiar took place among the Larisseans in

the plain of Cayster, in the Phriconis, and in Thessaly. All

of them occupied a country, the soil of which has been accu-

mulated by rivers, by the Cayster, 1 the Hermus, 2 and the

Peneus.3 / 5 f. N e g 7i (f\v s. Cy z. \ ce 71 A' jv ><

At Larisa Phriconis' Piasus is said to receive great hon- A?

,

ours. He was chief of the Pelasgi, and enamoured, it is 'V

said, of his daughter Larisa, whom he violated, and was pun-

ished for the outrage. She discovered him leaning over a

cask of wine, seized him by his legs, lifted him up, and drop-

ped him down into the vessel. These are ancient accounts.

5. To the present Aeolian cities we must add JEgae and

Temnus, the birth-place of Hermagoras, who wrote a book on

the Art of Rhetoric.

These citie3 are on the mountainous country which is above

the district of Cyme, and that of the Phocmans and Smyrnseans,

beside which flows the Hermus.

Not far from these cities is Magnesia under Sipylus, made

a free city by a decree of the Romans. The late earthquakes

have injured this place. To the opposite parts, which incline

towards the Cai'cus to Cyme from Larisa, in passing to which

the river Hermus is crossed, are 70 stadia; thence to Myrina

40 stadia ;
thence to Grynium 40 stadia, and thence to Elma.

But, according to Artemidorus, next to Cyme is Adse ;
then,

at the distance of 40 stadia, a promontory, which they call

Hydra, that forms the Elaitic Gull with the opposite promon-

tory Harmatus. The breadth of the entrance is about 80

stadia, including the winding of the bays. Myrina, situated at

60 stadia, is an jEolian city with a harbour, then the harboui

of Achaeans, where are altars of the twelve gods ; next is

Grynium, a small city [of the Myrinaeans], a temple of Apollo,

an ancient oracle, and a costly fane of white marble. To

Myrina are 40 stadia; then 70 stadia to Lima, which has a

harbour and a station for vessels of the Attalic kings, founded

1 Kara-su, or Kutschuk-Meinder.
3 Sarabat. 3 Salambria.
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by Menestheus and the Athenians who accompanied him in

The expedition against Ilium.

The places about Pitane, and Atarneus, and others in this

quarter, which follow Elaea, have been already described.

6. Cyme is the largest and best of the Aeolian cities.

This and Lesbos may be considered the capitals of the other

cities, about 30 in number, of which not a few exist no longer.

The inhabitants of Cyme are ridiculed for their stupidity, for,

according to some writers, it is said of them that they only

began to let the tolls of the harbour three hundred years after

the foundation of their city, and that before this time the town
had never received any revenue of the kind

; hence the report

that it was late before they perceived that they inhabited a

city lying on the sea.

There is another story, that, having borrowed money in the

name of the state, they pledged their porticos as security for

the payment of it. Afterwards, the money not having been
repaid on the appointed day, they were prohibited from walk-
ing in them. The creditors, through shame, gave notice by
the crier whenever it rained, that the inhabitants might take
shelter under the porticos. As the crier called out, “ Go
under the porticos,” a report prevailed that the Cymteans did
not perceive that they were to go under the porticos when it

rained unless they had notice from the public crier. 1

Ephorus, a man indisputably of high repute, a disciple of
Isocrates the orator, was a native of this citv. He was an
historian, and wrote the book on Inventions.

Hesiod the poet, who long preceded Ephorus, was a native

of this place, for he himself says, that his father Dius left

Cyme in iEolis and migrated to the Boeotians
;

“ lie dwelt near Helicon in Ascra, a village wretched in winter, in sum-
mer oppressive, and not pleasant at any season.”

1 In spite of the improbability of these anecdotes, there must have
been something real in the dulness of the Cymaians

;
for Cymaean was

employed by the Greeks as a word synonymous with stupid. Caesar,
among the Romans, (Plutarch, Ciesar,) adopted this name in the same
sense. This stupidity gave occasion to a proverb, ovoq tig icv/iaiovg, an
ass among the Cymacans, which was founded on the following story.

The first time an ass appeared among the Cymaeans, the inhabitants, who
were unacquainted with the beast, deserted the town with such precipita-
tion that one would have said they were escaping from an earthquake.
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it is not generally admitted that Homer was from Cyme, for

many dispute about him.

The name of the city was derived from an Amazon, as that

of Myrina was the name of an Amazon, buried under the

Batieia in the plain of Troy

;

“ men call this Batieia ;
but the immortals, the tomb of the bounding

Myrina.” 1

Ephorus is bantered, because, having no achievements oi

his countrymen to commemorate among the other exploits in

his history, and yet being unwilling to pass them over un-

noticed, he exclaims,

“ at this time the Cymreans were at peace.”

After having described the Trojan and Alolian coasts, we

ought next to notice cursorily the interior of the country as

far° as Mount Taurus, observing the same order.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Pergamum 2 has a kind of supremacy among these places.

It is a city of note, and flourished during a long period under

the Attalic kings; and here we shall begin our description,

premising a short account of her kings, their origin, and the

end of their career.

Pergamum was the treasure-hold of Lysimachus, the son

of Agathocles, and one of the successors of Alexander. It is

situated on the very summit of the mountain which termin-

ates in a sharp peak like a pine-cone. Philetmrus of lyana

was intrusted with the custody of this strong-hold, and of the

treasure, which amounted to nine thousand talents. He

became an eunuch in childhood by compression, for it hap-

pened that a great body of people being assembled to see a

funeral, the nurse who was carrying Philetaerus, then an in-

fant, in her arms, was entangled in the crowd, and pressed

upon to such a degree that the child was mutilated.

lie was therefore an eunuch, but having been well edu-

cated he was thought worthy of this trust. He continued foi

i n Li _ 814 .

3 Bergamo.
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some time well affected to Lysimachu3, but upon a disagree-

ment with Arsinoe, the wife of Lysiraachus, who had falsely

accused him, he caused the place to revolt, and suited his

political conduct to the times, perceiving them to be favour-

able to change. Lysimachus, overwhelmed with domestic

troubles, was compelled to put to death Agathocles his son.

Seleucus Nicator invaded his country and destroyed hi3

power, but was himself treacherously slain by Ptolemy
Ceraunus.

During these disorders the eunuch remained in the fortress,

continually employing the policy of promises and other cour-

tesies with those who were the strongest and the nearest to

himself. He thus continued master of the strong-hold for

twenty years.

2. He had two brothers, the elder of whom was Eumenes,
the younger Attalus. Eumenes had a son of the same name,
who succeeded to the possession of Pergamum, and was then

sovereign of the places around, so that he overcame in a bat-

tle near Sardes 1 Antiochus, the son of Seleucus. and died

after a reign of two-and-twenty years.

Attalus, the son of Attalus and Antiochis, daughter of

Acinous, succeeded to the kingdom. He was the first person

who was proclaimed king after a victory, which he obtained

in a great battle with the Galatians. He became an ally of

the Romans, and, in conjunction with the Rhodian fleet,

assisted them in the war against Philip. He died in old age,

having reigned forty-three years. He left four sons by
Apollonis, awoman of Cyzicus,—Eumenes, Attalus, Philetterus,

and Athenseus. The younger sons continued in a private

station, but Eumenes, the elder, was king. He was an ally

of the Romans in the war with Antiochus the Great, and with

Perseus ; he received from the Romans all the country within

the Taurus which had belonged to Antiochus. Before this

time there were not under the power of Pergamum many
places which reached the sea at the Elaitic and the Adramyt-
tene Gulfs. Eumenes embellished the city, he ornamented

the Nicephorium 2 with a grove, enriched it with votive offer-

1 Sart.
2 A building raised in commemoration of a victory. It was destroyed

by Philip of Macedon, Polyb. xvi. 1. It appears, however, that he re-

stored it to its ancient splendour, as forty-live years afterwards it was
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ings and a library, and by bis care raised the city of Perga-

mum to its present magnificence. After he had reigned

forty-nine years he left the kingdom to Attalus, his son by
Stratonice, daughter of Ariarathus, king of Cappadocia.

He appointed as guardian of his son, who was very young, 1

and as regent of the kingdom, his brother Attalus, who died

an old man after a reign of twenty years, having performed

many glorious actions. He assisted Demetrius, the son of

Seleucus, in the war against Alexander, the son of Antiochus,

and was the ally of the Romans in the war against the

Pseudo-Philip. In an expedition into Thrace he defeated

and took prisoner Diegylis, king of the Cseni. 2 He destroyed

Prusias by exciting his son Nicomedes to rebel against his

father. He left the kingdom to Attalus his ward. His

cognomen was Philometor. He reigned five years, and died

a natural death. He left the Romans his heirs.3 They made
the country a province, and called it Asia by the name of the

continent.

The Caicus flows past Pergamum through the plain of

Caicus, as it is called, and traverses a very fertile country, in-

deed almost the best soil in Mysia.

3. The celebrated men in our times, natives of Pergamum,
were Mithridates, the son of Menodotus and the daughter of

Adobogion ;
he was of the family of the Tetrarchs of Galatia.

Adobogion, it is said, had been the concubine of Mithridates

the king ; the relatives therefore gave to the child the name
of Mithridates, pretending that he was the king’s son.

This prince became so great a friend of divus Ctesar, that he

was promoted to the honour of Tetrarch (of Galatia) ; out of

regard also to his mother’s family, he was appointed king of

Bosporus and of other places. He was overthrown by

Asander, who put to death Pharnaces the king and obtained

devastated a second time by Prusias, king of Bithynia, which Strabo

notices hereafter.
1 The circumstances are differently narrated by Plutarch “ On brother-

ly love,” and by Livy, xlii. c. 15 and 16.
2 Diegylis, king of the Caeni, a Thracian people, was the father-in-law

of Prusias.
3 Aristonicus, brother of Attalus, and a natural son of Eumenes, for

some time contended with the Romans for the possession of this inherit-

ance
;
but finally he was vanquished and made prisoner by the consul

Perpema, carried to Rome, and there died in prison. B. xiv. c. i. § 38.

VOL. II. 2 D
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possession of the Bosporus. He had a great reputation as

well as Apollodorus the rhetorician, who composed a work

on the Art of Rhetoric, and was the head of the Apollodorian

sect of philosophers, whatever that may be; for many
opinions have prevailed, the merits of which are beyond our

power to decide upon, among which are those of the sects

of Apollodorus and Theodorus.

But the friendship of Augustus Caasar, whom he instructed

in oratory, was the principal cause of the elevation of Apollo-

dorus. He had a celebrated scholar Dionysius, surnamed

Atticus, his fellow-citizen, who was an able teacher of philo-

sophy, an historian, and composer of orations.

4. Proceeding from the plain and the city towards the

east, we meet with Apollonia, a city on an elevated site. To
the south is a mountainous ridge, which having crossed on

the road to Sardes, we find on the left hand the city Thya-

teira, a colony of the Macedonians, which some authors say

is the last city belonging to the Mysians. On the right hand

is Apollonis, 300 stadia from Pergamum, and the same distance

from Sardes. It has its name from Apollonis of Cyzicus

(wife of Attains). Next are the plains of Hermus and Sar-

des. The country to the north of Pergamum is principally

occupied by Mysians ;
it lies on the right hand of the people

called Aba'itce, on whose borders is the Epictetus, extending

to Bithynia.

5. Sardes is a large city, of later date than the Trojan

times, yet ancient, with a strong citadel. It was the royal

seat of the Lydians, whom the poet calls Mcones, and later

writers Mteones, some asserting that they are the same,

others that they are a different people, but the former is the

preferable opinion.

Above Sardes is the Tmolus, a fertile mountain having on

its summit a seat 1 of white marble, a work of the Persians.

There is a view from it of the plains around, particularly of

that of the Cayster. There dwell about it Lydians, My-
sians, and Macedonians.2

1 The exhedra was that part of the building added to the

portico, and, according to Vitruvius, when spacious it consisted of throe

parts, and was provided with seats. It probably here means a place for

sitting and resting, protected by a covering supported by columns, so as

to afford a view all round.
2 Pliny also places Macedonians, surnamed Cadueni. near Tmolus. B.

v. c. 29.
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The Pactolus flows from the Tmolus. 1 It anciently brought
down a large quantity of gold-dust, whence, it is said, the

proverbial wealth of Croesus and his ancestors obtained re-

nown, No gold-dust is found at present. The Pactolus de-

scends into the Hermus, into which also the Ilyllus, now called

Phrygius, discharges itself. These three and other less con-

siderable rivers unite in one stream, and, according to Hero-
dotus, empty themselves into the sea at Phocasa.

The Hermus takes its rise in Mysia, descending from the

sacred mountain of Dindymene, after traversing the Catace-

caumene, it enters the Sardian territory, and passes through
the contiguous plains to the sea, as we have mentioned above.

Below the city lie the plains of Sardes, of the Cyrus, of the

Hermus, and of the Cayster, which are contiguous 'to one

another and the most fertile anywhere to be found.

At the distance of 40 stadia from the city is the lake

Gygaea, as it is called by the poet.2 Its name was afterwards

altered to Coloe. Here was a temple of Artemis Coloene,

held in the highest veneration. It is said that at the feasts

celebrated here the baskets dance.3 I know not why the cir-

culation of such strange and absurd stories should be pre-

ferred to truth.

6. The verses in Homer are to this effect,

“ Mesthles and Antiphus, sons of Taleemenes, bom of the lake Gygtea,
were the leaders of the Meones, who live below Tmolus.” 4

Some persons add a fourth verse to these,

“below snowy Tmolus, in the rich district of Hyda.”

But no Hyda 5 is to be found among the Lydians. Others

make this the birth-place of Tychius, mentioned by the poet,

‘‘he was the best leather-cutter in Hyda.” 6

They add that the place is woody, and frequently struck with

lightning, and that here also were the dwellings of the Arimi

;

for to this verse,

“Among the Arimi, where they say is the bed of Typhoeus,” 7

1 Bouz-dagh. 2
II. ii. 865.

3 Some pretended miracle relating probably to the baskets carried

by the virgins on their heads at festivals.
4

II. ii. 864. 6 B. ix.
8

II. vii. 221. 7
II. ii. 783.

2 d 2
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they add the following,

“ in a woody country, in the rich district of Hyda.”

Some lay the scene of the last fable in Cilicia, others in Stria,

others among the Pithecussse (islands),

1

who say that the

Pitheci (or monkeys) are called by the Tyrrhenians Arirni.

Some call Sardes Hyda ;
others give this name to its Acro-

polis.
. n ,

The Scepsian (Demetrius) says that the opinion of those

authors is most to be depended upon who place the Arirni in

the Catacecaumene in Mysia. But Pindar associates the

Pithecussse which lie in front of the Cymsean territory and

Sicily with Cilicia, for the poet says that Typhon lay beneath

iEtna ;•

“ Once lie dwelt in far-famed Cilician caverns, but now Sicily, and the

sea-girt isle, o’ershadowing Cyme, press upon his shaggy breast.” s

And again,

“ O’er him lies iEtna, and in her vast prison holds him.

And again,

“ ’Twas the great Jove alone of gods that o’erpowered, with resistless

force, the fifty-headed monster Typhon, of yore among the Arirni.’’

Others understand Syrians by the Arirni, who are now called

Aramtei, and maintain that the Cilicians in the Troad migrat-

ed and settled in Syria, and deprived the Syrians of the

country which is now called Cilicia.

1 Pliny does not approve of the word Pitheeussa? being derived from

7ri0J)icoc, a monkey
;
but from —tQoc, a cask. This latter derivation is

not natural, whilst the former is at least conformable to analogy. Hesy-

eliius confirms the Tyrrhenian meaning of the word Arirni, calling

"Apipoe, 7W0)}KO£. The expression in Homer, tiV Ampoic. “ among the

Arirni,” (which in Roman letters would be ein Artmis. and which is

translated into Latin by in Arimis,) signifies “ in the Pithecussse Is-

lands,” according to the opinion of those who placed 1 yphoeus in Italy.

But it is remarkable that from the two words ein Arimis of Homer the

name Inarhnis has been invented; and quoted as Homer’s by Pliny (iii.

G) : Alnasia ipsa, a stationc naviurn vEnere, Homcro Inarime dicta,

Grrecis Pithecussa, non a simiarum multitudine, ut aliqui cxistimavere

sed a figlinis doliorum. It is not Homer, however, that he ought to

have quoted, but Virgil, who was the first to coin one word out of the two

Greek words.
Inarime Jovis itnperiis imposta Typhoe'o. Ain. ix. 716.

The modern name is Ischia.
5 Pytlt. i. 31.
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Callisthenes says, that the Arimi from whom the mountains

in the neighbourhood have the name of Arima, are situated

near the Calycadnus, 1 and the promontory Sarpedon close to

the Corycian cave.

7 . The monuments of the kings lie around the lake Coloe.

At Sardes is the great mound of Alyattes upon a lofty base,

the work, according to Herodotus, 2 of the people of the city,

the greatest part of it being executed by young women. He
says that they all prostituted themselves ;

according to some

writers the sepulchre is the monument of a courtesan.

Some historians say, that Coloe is an artificial lake, designed

to receive the superabundant waters of the rivers when they

are full and overflow.

Hypaipa 3 is a city situated on the descent from Tmolus to

the plain of the Cayster.

8. Callisthenes says that Sardes was taken first by Cim-

merians, then by Treres and Lycians, which Callinus also,

the elegiac poet, testifies, and that it was last captured in the

time of Cyrus and Croesus. When Callinus says that the

incursion of the Cimmerians when they took Sardes was

directed against the Esioneis, the Scepsian (Demetrius) sup-

poses the Asioneis to be called by him Esioneis, according to

the Ionian dialect ; for perhaps Meonia, he says, was called

Asia, as Homer describes the country, “in the Asian mea-

dows about the streams of Caystrius.” 4 The city, on account

of the fertility of the country, was afterwards restored, so as

to be a considerable place, and was inferior to none of it3

neighbours ;
lately it has lost a great part of its buildings by

earthquakes. But Sardes, and many other cities which partici-

pated in this calamity about the same time, have been repaired

by the provident care and beneficence of Tiberius the present

emperor.

9 . The* distinguished natives of Sardes were two orators of

the same name and family, the Diodori ; the elder of whom was

called Zonas, who had pleaded the cause of Asia in many suits.

But at the time of the invasion of Mithridates the king, he was

accused of occasioning the revolt of the cities from him, but

in his defence he cleared himself of the charge.

The younger Diodorus was my friend ;
there exist of his

1 Kelikdni. 2 Herod, i. 93.
3 Pyrgela. 4

II. ii. 401.
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historical writings, odes, and poems of other kinds, which verv

much resemble the style of the ancients.

Xanthus, the ancient historian, is said to be a Lydian,

but whether of Sardes I do not know.

10. After the Lydians are the Mysians, and a city Phila-

delphia, subject to constant earthquakes. The walls of the

houses are incessantly opening, and sometimes one, sometimes

another, part of the city is experiencing some damage. The

majority of people (for few persons live in the city) pass their

lives in the country, employing themselves in agriculture and

cultivating a good soil. Yet it is surprising that there should

be even a few persons so much attached to a place where

their dwellings are insecure ;
but one may marvel more at

those who founded the city.

1 1 . Next is the tract of country called the Catacecaumene,

extending 500 stadia in length, and in breadth 400. It is

uncertain whether it should be called Mysia or Meonia, for

it has both names. The whole country is devoid of trees, ex-

cepting vines, from which is obtained the Catacecaumenite

wine ;
it is not inferior in quality to any of the kinds in re-

pute. The surface of the plains is covered with ashes, but the

hilly and rocky part is black, as if it were the effect of com-

bustion. This, as some persons imagine, was the effect of

thunder-bolts and of fiery tempests, nor do they hesitate to

make it the scene of the fable of Typhon. Xanthus even says

that a certain Arimus was king of these parts. But it is

unreasonable to suppose that so large a tract of country was

all at once consumed by lightning and fiery meteors ; it is

more natural to suppose that the effect was produced by fire

generated in the soil, the sources of which are now exhausted.

There are to be seen three pits, which are called Physae, or

breathing holes, situated at the distance of 40 stadia from each

other. Above are rugged hills, which probably ‘consist of

masses of matter thrown up by blasts of air (from the pits).

That ground of this kind should be well adapted to vines,

maybe conceived from the nature of the country Catana, 1

which was a mass of cinders, but which now produces excel-

lent wine, and in large quantities.

Some persons, in allusion to such countries as these, wittily

observe that Bacchus is properly called Pyrigenes, or fire-born.

1 Catania.
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19 The places situated next to these towards the south,

and extending to Mount Taurus, are so intermixed, that parts

of Phfyo-ia, Lydia, Caria, and Mysia running into one another

are difficult to be distinguished. The Romans have contri-

buted not a little to produce this confusion, by not dividing

the people according to tribes, but following another principle

have arranged them according to jurisdictions, in which they

have appointed days for holding courts and administering

J

The Tmolus is a well compacted mass of mountain, 1 of

moderate circumference, and its boundaries are within Lydia

itself. The Mesogis begins, according to Theopompus, irom

Celteme, 2 and extends on the opposite side as far as Mycale,

so that Phrygians occupy one part, towards Celteme and

Apameia ;
Mysians and Lydians another ;

Canans and Iomans

a third part.
, ,

So also the rivers, and particularly the Meander, are the

actual boundaries of some nations, but take tlieir course

through the middle of others, rendering accurate distinction

between them difficult. ,

The same may be said of plains, which are found on each

side of a mountainous range and on each side of a river. Our

attention however is not required to obtain the same degree ot

accuracy as a surveyor, but only to give such descriptions as

have been transmitted to us by our predecessors.

13. Contiguous on the east to the plain of Gayster, which

lies between °the Mesogis and Tmolus, is the plain Cilbianum.

It is extensive, well inhabited, and fertile.
.

Ihen follows the

Hyrcanian plain, a name given by the Persians, who brough

colonists from Hyrcania (the plain of Cyrus, in like manner,

had its name from the Persians). Next is the 1 eltme plain,

belonging to the Phrygians, and the Cillaman and the Ia.be-

nian plains, the latter of which contains small towns, inhabited

by a mixed population of Phrygians, with a portion of 1 lsidi-

ans. The plains have their names from the towns.
.

14. After crossing the Mesogis, situated between the Can-

1 The range of mountains on the south of the Cayster, bearing various

na
^Celtense was the citadel of Apameia Cibotus, Afuim-Kara liissar.

3 Cape Sta. Maria.
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ans 1 and the district of Nysa, 2 which is a tract of country be-
yond the Mceander, extending as far as the Cibyratis and
Cabalis, we meet with cities. Near the Mesogis, opposite
Laodicea, 3 is Idierapolis, 4 where are hot springs, and the Plu-
tonium, both of which have some singular properties. The
water of the springs is so easily consolidated and becomes
stone, that if it is conducted through water-courses dams are
formed consisting of a single piece of stone.

The Plutonium, situated below a small brow of the over-
hanging mountain, is an opening of sufficient size to admit a
man, but there is a descent to a great depth. In front is a
quadrilateral railing, about half a plethrum in circumference.
This space is filled with a cloudy and dark vapour, so dense
that the bottom can scarcely be discerned. To those who ap-
proach round the railing the air is innoxious, for in calm
weather it is free from the cloud which then continues within
the enclosure. But animals which enter within the railing

die instantly. Even bulls, when brought within it, fall down
and are taken out dead. We have ourselves thrown in spar-
rows, which immediately fell down lifeless. The Galli, 5 who
are eunuchs, enter the enclosure with impunity, approach
even the opening or mouth, bend down over it. and descend
into it to a certain depth, restraining their breath during the
time, for we perceived by their countenance signs of some
suffocating feeling. This exemption may be common to all

eunuchs, or it may be confined to the eunuchs emploved about
the temple, or it may be the effect of divine care, as is proba-
ble in the case of persons inspired by the deity, or it may
perhaps be procured by those who are in possession of certain
antidotes.

The conversion of water into stone is said to be the pro-
perty of certain rivers in Laodiceia, although the water is fit

for the purpose of drinking. The water at Hierapolis is pecu-
liarly adapted for the dyeing of wool. Substances dyed with
“ the roots,” 6 rival in colour those dyed with the coccus, or

1 Coray proposes to read for Kamov Kaoofouir, translate, “between
Carura and Nysa.”

2 Snltan-hissar. 3 Eski-hissar. * Pambuk-kalessi.
•’

'I hey were the priests of Cybele, and so called from a river of Phrygia.
0 Madder-root.
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the marine purple. There is such an abundance of watei

,

that there are natural baths in every part of the city.

15. After Hierapolis are the parts beyond the Mseander.

Those about Laodiceia and Aphrodisias, 1 and those extend-

ing toCarura, have been already described. The places which

succeed are Antiocheia - on the Mseander, now belonging to

Oaria, on the west ; on the south are Cibyia the Cieat, Sinda,

and Cabalis, as far as Mount Taurus and Lycia.

Antiocheia is a city of moderate size situated on the banks

of the Mseander, at the side towards Phrygia. There is a

bridge over the river. A large tract of country, all of which

is fertile, on each side of the river, belongs to the city.
.

It

produces in the greatest abundance the fig of Antioch, as it is

called, which is dried. It is also called Tiiphyllus. This

place also is subject to shocks of earthquakes.

A native of this city was Diotrephes, a celebrated sophist

;

his disciple was Hybreas, the greatest orator of our times..

16. The Cabaleis, it is said, were Solymi. The hill situ-

ated above the Termessian fortress is called Solymus, and the

Termessians themselves Solymi. Near these places is the

rampartof Bellerophon and the sepulchre of Peisandrus his son,

who fell in the battle against the Solymi. This account agrees

with the words of the poet. Of Bellerophon he speaks thus,

“ he fought a second time with the brave Solymi 5

and of his son,

“ Mars, unsated with war, killed Peisandrus his son fighting with the

Solymi.” 6

Termessus is a Pisidian city situated very near and immedi-

ately above Cibyra.

17. The Cibyratse are said to be descendants of the Lydians

who occupied the territory Cabalis. The city was afterwards in

the possession of the Pisidians, a bordering nation, who occupied

it, and transferred it to another place, very strongly fortified,

the circuit of which was about 100 stadia. It flourished in con-

sequence of the excellence of its laws. 1 he villages belonging

to it extended from Pisidia, and the bordering territory Milyas,

as far as Lycia and the country opposite to Bhodes. Upon the

2 Jenedscheh.
5

1 . vi. 1S4.

4 Dckoi.
i Geira.

3 Chorsum.
6 11. vi. 203.
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union of the three bordering cities, Bubon, 1 Balbura,2 and

CEnoanda,3 the confederation was called Tetrapolis ; each city

had one vote, except Cibyra, which had two, for it could equip

30,000 foot soldiers and 2000 horse. It was always governed

by tyrants, but they ruled with moderation. The tyrannical

government terminated in the time of Moagetes. It was
overthrown by Murena, who annexed Balbura and Bubon to

the Lycians. Nevertheless the Cibyratic district is reckoned

among the largest jurisdictions in Asia.

The Cibyratse used four languages, the Pisidic, that of So-

lymi, the Greek, and the Lydian, but of the latter no traces

are now to be found in Lydia.

At Cibyra there is practised the peculiar art of carving

with ease ornamental work in iron.

Milya is the mountain-range extending from the defiles

near Termessus, and the passage through them to the parts

within the Taurus towards Isinda, as far as Sagalassus and

the country of Apameia.

1 Ebedscliek-Dirmil. 2 Giaur-Ralessi. 3 Urludseha.

END OE VOL. XI.
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DON QUIXOTE, PICTORIAL EDITION. Translated by Jarvis, carefully revised.

With a copious original Memoir of Cervantes. Illustrated by upwards of 820 beautiful Wood
Enuravi is after the celebrated Designs of Tony Joiiaxnot, including 1G new and beautiful

large Cuts, by AftMsiaoKG, now first added. 2 vols. royal 8vo (pub. at 21. 10*.), cloth gilt,

11. 8f.

DULWICH GALLERY, a Scries of 50 beautifully Coloured Plates, from the most cele-

brated Pictures in this Remarkable Collection, executed by K. Cockbi'kn (Custodian.) All

mounted on Tinted Card-board in » lie manner of Drawings, imperial folio, including 4 very

lame ad.ll.ional Platt,, published separate y at from 3 to 4 gumeas rmvb and nut before

included in the Series. In a handsome portfolio, with morocco back (pub at 40/.), 1G/. 16*.

“This is one of the most splendid and interesting of the British Picture Galleries, and has

for some years been quite unattainable, even at the full price.

ECCLESTON'S INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH ANTIQUITIES, thick 8vo, with

numerous woodcuts, cloth (pub. at 1/. l».)i 9s*

EGYPT—PERRING'S FIFTY-EIGHT LARGE VIEWS AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF
THE PYRAMIDS OF GIZEH, ABOU HOAS II, &c. Drawn from actual Survey and

Admeasurement. With Notes and References to Col. Vysc’s great Work, also to Denon, the

great French Work on Egypt, Roseilini. Belzonl, Burckhardt. Sir Gardner V» ilkinson, Lane,

and others. 3 Parts, elephant folio, the size of the great French “Egypte" (pub. at 15/. 15*.)

in printed wrappers, 3/. 3*.; half bound morocco, 4/. 14s. M.

ENGLEFIELDS ANCIENT VASES, drawn nnd engraved >>v TT. Moses, imperial 8vo,

51 fine plates, 12 of which are now first published, cloth ieltered (pub. at 1/. 10*.), 12*.

ENGLEFIELDS ISLE OF WIGHT. 4to. 50 large Hates, engraved by Cooke, and a Geo-

logical Map (pub. 71. 7*.), clotb, 21. it. 1810

FLAXMAN'S HOMER. Seventy-five beautiful Compositions to tho Iliad and Odyssey,
engraved under i laxman's inspection, by Piiioli, Moses, and Blakk. 2 vols. oblong folio

(pub. at 51. Ss.), board, 21. 2*. 16U5

FLAXMAN'S /ESCHYLUS, Thirty-six beautiful Compositions from. Oblong folio (pub

at 21. 12s. id.), boards 11, Is. 1881

B 2
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FLAXMAN'S HESIOD. Thirty-seven beautiful Compositions from. Oblong lofio (pub*

at 2 /. 12*. 6«/.), boards \l. 1*. „ , , . „ . . , ,
1817

“ Elaxman’s unequalled Compositions from Homer, st^rc. tyius, an - He-noc, nave

been the admiration of Europe
;
of their simplicity and beauty the pen is quit* incapable •'

conveying an adequate impression.”—Sir Thwiat Lawrence.

FLAXMAN'S ACTS OF MERCY- A Series of EigW CompositjoM, in the manlier of

Ancient Sculpture, engraved in imitation of the original Drawings, by F. C. Lewie. Cb.onj

folio (pub. at 2/. 2*.), half-bound morocco, 16*. 1831

FROISSART. ILLUMINATED ILLUSTRATIONS OF. Seventy-fear Plates, printeda
Gold and Colours. 2 vols super-royal 8vo. half bound, uncut (pub. at 44. Hr.), 31. it*.

tlic same, large paper, 2 vols. royal 4!o. half-bound, uncut (pub. atll - 10s.), 6tCt.

GALERIE DU PALAIS PITTI, in 100 livraisona, forming 4 thitk voh - al foli»

containing 500 fine Engravings, executed by the first Italian Artists, sith descriptiv e letter-

press in French (pub. at 50/.), 2H. F-vrmn, IE;'—IS

the same, bound in 4 vols. half-morocco extra, gilt edges, 25!.

the same, lasgs paper, proop bepore the eetters, 100 lirraiaona, imperial foil.

(pub. at 100/.), 30/.

the same, bound in 4 vols. half-morocco extra, gilt edges, 35/.

CELL AND GANDY'S POMPEIANA, or the Topography, Edifices, and Omameutf of

Pompeii. Original Series, containing the Result of all the Excavatr : :‘T\r.ewand

elegant, edition, in one vol. royal Svo, with upwards of 100 beautilui Line Ergraving* bj

Goodall, Cooke, Heath, Pye, &c. cloth extra, 1/. 1*.

GEMS OF ART. 36 FINE ENGRAVINGS, after Rehutuxdt. Cryp, KrTivoLDS,
Poussik. Murrilo, Texiers, Correggio, Vaseeevelde, folio, proof impressions, in port-

folio (pub. at 8/. 8s.), 1/. 11*. Cd.

GILLRAY'S CARICATURES, printed from the Original Plates, all engraved hy himself

between 1770 and 1S10, comprising the best Political and Humorous satires of v e Reirn of

George the Third, in upwards ot COO highly-spirited Engravings. In 1 ’arre voL atlas folio

(exact?* uniform with the original Hogarth, as sold by the advertiser), half-bound red morocco
extra, gilt edges, 8/. 8s.

GILPIN'S PRACTICAL HINTS UPON LANDSCAPE GARDENING, with some
Remarks on Domestic Architecture. Royal 8vo, Plates, cloth (pub. at IL), 7*.

GOETHES FAUST, ILLUSTRATED BYRETZSCH in36 beautifulOutlines, royal 4-to

(pub. at 1/. Is.), gilt cloth, 10s. 6<1.

This edition contains a translation of the original poem, with historical and descriptive notes.

GOODWIN'S DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE. A Series of New Designs for Mansions,
Villas, Rectory-Houses, Parsonage-Houses

;
Bailiff’s. Gardener’s. Gamekeeper’s, and Park-

Gate Lodges; Cottages and other Residences, in the Grecian. Italian. &r,d O d English Style

of Architecture; with Estimates. 2 vols. royal 4to, 96 Plates (pub. at 5i. 5s.), cloth, h, 12s. be.

GRINDLAY’S (CAPT.) VIEWS IN INDIA. SCENERY. COSTUME. AND ARCHI-
TECTURE; chiefly on the Western Side of India. Atlas 4to. Consisting of :;<5 most bean ti-

i ui!v coloured Plate's, highly finished in imitation of Drawings; with descriptive Lettcr-prcrs.

/Pub. at 12/. 12#.), half-bound rr.orocco. gilt edges, SI. 8#. 1638

This is perhaps the most exquisitely-coloured volume of landscapes ever produced.

HAMILTON’S (LADY) ATTITUDES. 26 bold Outline Engravings, royal «o, limp

cloth, lettered (pub. at 1 L 11s. 6d.), 10s. 6d.

HANSARDS ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF ARCHERY. Being the complete History and
Practice of the Art: interspersed with numerous Anecdotes

;
forming a complete Manual for

the Bowman 8vo. Illustrated by :iS beautiful Line Engravings, exquisitely finished, by

Engleiieart, Portbury, etc. after Designs by STErHANOFF (pub. at 1/. 11s. (ki ),gi.t cloth,

10 s. Gd.

HARRIS'S GAME AND WILD ANIMALS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA. Large imperial

folio. 30 beautifully coloured Engravings, with 30 Vignettes of Heads, Skins, kc. (pub. at

10/. 10s.), half-morocco, 61. Cs. 1814

HARRIS'S WILD SPORTS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA. Imperial Svo. fC beautifully

coloured Engravings, and a Map (pub. at 21. 2s.), gill cloth, gilt edges, 1 L Is. 1844

HEATH'S CARICATURE SCRAP BOOK, on 60 sheets, containine upwards of]000
Comic Subjects, after Seymour, Crviksuank, Pmz, and other eminent Caricaturists,

oblong folio (pub. at 21. 2*.), cloth gilt, 15s.

This clever and entertaining volume is now enlarged by ten additional sheets, each coro-

tnining numerous subjects. It includes the whole of Heath’s Omnium Gatherum, both Series;

Illustrations of Demonology and Witchcraft; Old Ways and New Wavs; Nautical Dictionary;

Scenes in London
;
Sayings and Doings, etc. ; a series of humorous illustrations of Proverbs,

etc. As a large and almost infinite storehouse of humour it stands alone. To the young
artist it would be found a most valuable collection of studies; and to the family ciroif a

constant source of unexceptionable amusement.
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HFBVFYS fT K) ENGLISH HELICON; or POETS of tlie Nineteenth Century,

^ Svo, illustrated "th .2 hPautUu/ Steel Eugravin’gs, cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at U. Is.), 9s.

HOGARTH'S WORKS ENGRAVED BY HIMSELF. 153 fine Plates, (including the two

well-known "suppressed Plates,”) with elaborate Letter-press Descrtpuons, by J. Nichois.

Atlas folio (pub. at 50/.), half-bound morocco, gilt back and edges, with a secret pocket for

suppressed plates, 7 f. 7*.

HOLBEIN'S COURT OF HENRY THE EIGHTH. A Series of 80 exquisitely beautiful

Portraits, engraved by Bartolozzi, Cooter, and others, in imitation of the original

Drawings preserved in the Royal Collection at Windsor; with Historical and Biographical

Letter-cress by Edmund Lodge, Esq. Published by John Chamberlaine. Imperial 4to,

(pub. at 15/. 15i.J, half-bound morocco, full gilt back and edges, 51. 15a. 6d. 1812

HOFLAND'S BRITISH ANGLER'S MANUAL; Edited by Edward Jesse, Esq.; or

the Art of Angling in Enzland, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland; including a Piscatorial Account

ot the principal Rivers, Lakes, and Trout Streams; with Instructions in Fly Fishing, Trolling,

and Anglins of everv Description. With upwards ol 80 exquisite Plates, many of which are

highly-finished Landscapes engraved on Steel, the remainder beautifully engraved on Wood.

8vo, elegant in gilt cloth, 12a.

HOPE'S COSTUME OF TH E ANCI ENTS. Illustrated in upwards of 320 beautifully-

eneraved Plates, containing Representations ol Egyptian, Greek, and Roman Habits and

Dresses. 2 vols. royal 8vo, New Edition, with nearly 20 additional Plates, boards, reduced

to 21. 5s.

' 1841

HOWARD (FRANK) ON COLOUR, as a Means of Art, being an Adaptation of the

Experience of Professors to the practice ol Amateurs, illustrated by 18 coloured Plates,

post Svo, cloth gilt, 8a.

In this able volume are shown the ground colours in which the most celebrated painters

worked. It is very valuabie to the connoisseur, as well as the student, in painting and

water-colour drawing.

HOWARD'S (HENRY, R. A.) LECTURES ON PAINTING. Delivered at the Royal

Academy, with a Memoir, by his bon, Frank Howard, large post 8vo, cloth, /a. 6d. 1S48

HOWARD S (FRANK) SPIRIT OF SHAKSPEARE. 483 fine Outline Plates, iUuatrative

of all the principal Incidents in the Dramas of our national Bard, 5 vols, 8vo, (pub. at 14t. 8a.)

cloth, 21. 2s.
182/—33

*»* The 493 Plates may be had -without the letter-press, for illustrating all Svo. editions of

Shakspeare, for If. 11a. 6d.

HOWITT'S (MARY) LIVES OF THE BRITISH QUEENS; OB ROYAL BOOK OF
BEAUTY. Illustrated with 28 splendid Portraits of the Queens of England, by the first

Artists, engraved on Steel under the direction of Charles Heath. Imperial 8vo, very richly

bound in crimson cloth, gilt edges, 1/. 11a. Cd.

HUMPHREYS' (H NOEL) ART OF ILLUMINATION AND MISSAL PAINTING.
Illustrated with 12 splendid Examples Irom the Great Masters of the Art, selected from

Missals, all beautifully illuminated. Square 12mo, decorated binding, If. la.

HUNT'S EXAMPLES OF TUDOR ARCHITECTURE ADAPTED TO MODERN
HABITATIONS. Royal Ito, 37 Plates (pub. at 2/. 2*. ),

half morocco, U. it.

HUNT'S DESIGNS FOR PARSONAGE-HOUSES, ALMS-HOUSES, ETC. Royal

•ito, 21 Plates (pub. at 1/. 1».), half morocco, 14».

HUNT'S DESIGNS FOR GATE LODGES, GAMEKEEPERS' COTTAGES, ETC.
Royal 4 to., 13 Plates, (puli, at 1/. U.), half morocco, 14«. * 841

MlJNT'Q APCH1TFTTURA 'CAMPESTRE; or, DESIGNS FOR LODGES, GAR-
n^ENER^HOuTI^ET?.? in’ THE ITALIAN STYLE. 12 Plates, royal 4to. (pub a.

If. la.), half morocco, 14a.
7

ILLUMINATED BOOK OF CHRISTMAS CAROLS. Square 8vo. 24 Rordera illurni-

nated in Gold and Colours, and 4 beautiful Miniatures, richly Ornamented Binding (Pub -

“J
If. 5a.), 15a.

18

ILLUMINATED BOOK OF NEEDLEWORK- By Mr. Owen with ft history of Needle-

work, by the Countess of Wilton, Coloured Plates, post Svo. (pub. at 18a.), gilt cloth, 5«. 1817

TALIAN SCHOOL OF DESIGN. Consisting of 100 Tlntcs, chiefly rnpnved bvBAnTO-
lozzi, after the original Picture* and Drawings of Guercino, Michael Angelo, J)omf,xi-

c ii i no, Ax ki bale, Ludovico, and agostino Caracci, Pietro da Cortona, Carlo
Maratti, and others, in the Collection of Her Majesty. Imperial 4to. (pub. at lUf. 10a.), half

morocco, gilt edges, 3f. 3a.
181i

JAMES’ (G P R.) BOOK OF THE PASSIONS, royal 8vo, illustrated with 1C splendid

Line Engravings, afier Drawings bv Enw akd Courrould, Stefiianopf, Ciialon, Kf.nny
>! eadows, and Jenkins

;
engraved under the superintendence of Ciiari.ks Heath. New

and improved edition (just published), elegant In gilt cloth, gilt edges (pub, at If. 11a. Ga./,

12s.
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LECL'»0,
rlbc '.r-ZtCM

: an Iniro*,

ductorv Esravlind additional Anecdote*. Imperil 8vo. i..usintf«d by 2 - ‘

comprising the whole ol the cc 1 breted *uil : ws«^ IW WMJJjr
Gallery, aiul several from the Devonshire, Grosttnur, and Aithorp Gai-ei.-i. < -- c*t».n,

1/. 5s.

tbe s^me, Imperial 8vo, 1vilh India -proof imprettiom, extra gi.t cloth, gftt edges, 2- 10a

JONES'S (OWEN) ILLUMINATED BOOKS C F THE MIDDLE AGE'. •' -

rlcul «»d Descriptive lrtteri>rw> by Noel Kuarann. IIMattd * >

didlv printed In gold ami colours, COUpiWif some of the :

Manuscripts of the Middle Ages, nartkulari> Italian andFrencn. At.a* leuo, nanO^mt..

half-bound morocco, gilt edges (pub. at 1G/. 10s.), 61. Es.

KINGSBOROUGHS (LORD) ANTIQUITIES OF MEXICO. « - '

orAncient Mexican Phintingnand Hlenjglypt.iL*. pr*-ferree n t .. *- f °

Berlin Dresden. Vienna; tbe Vatican and the Borgun Itaaenb at Itsme ; OS last

Bologna; tbe Bodleian Library at Oxford* and varwui others; the lt

Alsoftbe Monuments of New Spain, by M. Di-faix, in

and highly interesting Plates, accurately copied fn m the orlg naU, bjA.AfiU - uup®-

rial folio, very neatly half bound morocco, gilt edges (pub. at lit--), ZU.

____ the same, 9 vols. -with the Plates beautifully cclourld, half bound morocco,

gilt edges, (pub. at 210/.), 63/.

the two Additional Volumes, row first published, and fonr : usd of™
•whole work, may be bad separately, to complete the former seven, in rea boards, a* formacqr

done up, 12/. 12*.

KNIGHTS (HENRY GALLY) ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE CF 1"^"* LY,

FROM TOE TIME OF CONSTANTINE TO THE FIF ! EEN TTI CEN FCBT ' an

Introduction and Text. Imperial folio. First Series, containing 40 bnuu'.o and Mr:.:* inte-

resting Views of Ecclesiastical Buildings in Italy, several of which aic ex, ensivt.;.

in gold and colours, half-bound morocco, 5/. is.
,

Second and Concluding Series, containing 41 beautiful and high’ y intererr.- r Views r.f Eccle-

siastical Buildings in Italy, arranged in Chronological Order; wuh Descnpme Deuer-pn^s.

Imperial foiio, half-bound morocco, 51. 5s.

KNIGHT S PICTORIAL LONDON. 6 vols. bound in 3 thick bandcome vo].-., imperial

6vo, illustrated by C50 Wood Engravings (pub. at 3L 3».), cloth slit), It IS*. . .-—.1

LANDSEER'S (SIR EDWIN) ETCHINGS OF CARNIVOROUS ANIMALS. Com-

prising :ts anhiects. chiefly early works o this n j* brother nsosna

or his Father, (some hitherto unpublished), with letter-press Descriptions, royal 4to., cfoth,

1/. la.
1E **3

LONDON. —WILKINSON'S LONDINA ILLUSTRATA: or. GRAPHIC AND
HISTORICAL 1 LLUSTRATION S of the most Interesting and Ctn t -.tura. Mono*

LOUDON'S EDITION OF REPTON ON LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND
LAM ESCAPE ARCHITECTURE. New Edition, 250 Wood Cuts, Portrait, thick Svo, c.oth

lettered (pub. at 1/. 10a.), 15a.

MARCENYDE GHUY, CEUVRES DE. ri'ntonnntdilFcrensMpiTCiadTTistoiros.Por-
wl

traits. Pay-sages. Batalllea, etc., uith above 30 remarkably fine F.r.erat inea. after P

Poussin,
-

V'andvck, Rembrandt, and others, includi; c Portraits o: Cl.ar e> I., the Maid of

Orleans, &c. fine impressions. lmp.4lo, half Vound morocco (pub. at 5*. 5*.), 14 lm. rant, 1755

MARTIN'S CIVIL COSTUME OF ENGLAND, from tbe Conquest to (be Present

Period, from Tapestry. Mbs., Sc. Royal 4lo, 61 Plates, beautifully lUuuunatcd in Gold and

Colours, cloth, gilt, 2L 12a. Cd.

MEYRICK'S PAINTED ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANCIENT ARMS AND ARMOUR,
n Critical Inuuirv into Ancient Armour as it existed in Europe, but partu uinro in Lug and,

from tbe Norman Conquest to the Reign ol Charles 11 . "ith a Glossary, etc. r\ in Samuel
Rush Mevuick. LL.l)., F.S.A., etc., new and g really improved bunion, eorrected anti en-

larged throughout bv tbe Author himself, with the assistance of Literary anti Antiquarian

Friends ( A ldkrt \Vay, etc.) 3 vols. imperial 4to. illustrated by more than lot. Plate*,

splendidly illuminated, mostly in gold and silver, exl.ibi.iim some or the finest Specimen*

Qxiciing in England; also a new Plate of tho Tournament of Locks and Key* (pub. at

half-bound morocco, gilt edges, 10/. 10s.

Rut Walter Scott justly describes this Collection as “ the incomtarable armours. *

Edinburgh Review.

KEYRICKS ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANCIENT ARMS & ARMOUFJ
In the Collection of Goodrich Court, 150 Engravings by Jos. Skelton, 2 rola. folio (pu!i

at 11/ Hi.), half morocco, top edges gilt, 4/. 14a. 6d.
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MILLINGEN'S ANCIENT UNEDITED MONUMENTS; comprising Painted Greek
Vases, Statues, Busts, Bas-Reliefs, ami other Remains of Grecian Art. 02 large ami beautiful

Engravings, mostly coloured, with Letter-press Descriptions, imperial 4to. (pub. at 94. 9s.)

halfmorocco, 44. 14s. 6d. 1822

MOSESS ANTIQUE VASES, CANDELABRA, LAMPS, TRIPODS, PATER/E,
Tazzas, Tombs, Mausoleums, Sepulchral Chambers, Cinerary Urns, Sarcophagi, Cippi, and
other Ornaments, 170 Plates, several of which are coloured, with Letter-press, by Hope,
small 8vo. (pub. at 3/. 3$.), cloth, 1/, 5s. 1814

MULLERS’ ANCIENT ART AND ITS REMAINS, or a Manual of the Archeology of

Art. By C. O. Muller, author of “History and Antiquities of the Doric Race.” New edition

by Welcker, translated by John Leitch. Thick 8vo, cloth lettered (pub. at 1S$.), 12s.

MURPHYS ARABIAN ANTIQUITIES OF SPAIN; representing, in 100 very highly

finished line Engravings, by Le Keux, Finden, Landseer, G. Cooke, &c., the most
remnrkab e Remains of the Architecture, Sculpture, Paintings, and Mosaics of tlie Spanish

Arabs now existing in the Peninsula, including the magnificent Palace of the Alhambra; the

celebrated osque and Bridge at Cordova; the Royal Villa of Generalise
;
and the Casa de

Carbon: accompanied by Letter-press Descriptions, in I vol. atlas lolio, original and brilliant

impressions of the Plates (pub. at 424), half morocco, 121. 12$. 1813

MURPHYS ANCIENT CHURCH OF BATALHA, IN PORTUGAL, Plans, Eleva-

lions. Sections, aiul Views of the; with its History and Description, and an Introductory

Discourse on GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, imperial folio, 27 fine Copper Plates, engraved

by Lowry (pub. at 64. 6$.), half morocco, 24. 8$. 1795

NAPOLEON GALLERY
;

or. Illustrations of the Life and Times of the Emperor, with
9J Etchings on Steel b Rev ell. and other eminent Artists, in oue thick volume, post 8vo.

(pub. at 14. 1$.), gilt ci th, gill edges, 10$. 6d.

NICOLAS'S (SIR HA *!S) HISTORY OF THE ORDERS OF KNIGHTHOOD
OF THE BRITISH 1 1PIRE; with an Account of the Medals, Crosses, and Clasps which
have been con erred for Naval and Military Services; together with a History of t lie Order of

the Gueiphs of H.movcr. 4 vois. imperial Ho, splendidly printed and illustrated by numerous
fine Woodcuts of Bailees, Crosses, Collars, Stars, Medals, Ribbands, Clasps, Sic., and many
large Plates, illuminated in goal and colours, including full-length Portraits of Queen Victoria,

Prince Albert, the King of Hanover, ar.d the Dukes of Cambridge and Sussex. (Pub. at

144. 14$.), cloth, with morocco hacks, 54. 15$. 6/4. *** Complete to 1817

the same, with ihe Plates richly coloured, but not illuminated, and without the

extra portraits, 4 vols. royal 4to, cioth, 34. 1J$. (id.

** *ir Harris Nicolas has produced the first comprchensve History’ of the British Orders of

Knighthood ; and it Is one of .'he must elaborately prepared and splendidly printed works that ever

issued fr"iu ihe pres*. The Author appears to us to have neglected no sources of information,

and to have exhausted them, as far a* regards the general /scope and purpose of the inquiry.

'Ihe Graphical Illustrations arc such as become a work of this character upon such a subject;

at. of cour-e, a lavi di cost. The resources of the recently revived art of wood-engraving have

been combined with tiie new ai t of printing in colour-, so as to produce a rich edect, almost
rivalling that of the monastic illuminations. Surha boo 1

, is sure of a place in every yreut library.

It contains nutter calculated to Interest extensive classes of readers, and we hope by our

specimen to excite their curiosity.”

—

Quarterly Review.

NICHOLSONS ARCHITECTURE; ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE. 218
Pla es by Lowry, new edition, revised by Jos. Gwilt, Esq., one volume, royal 8vo,

14. 11$. 6<4. 1818

For classical Architecture, the text book of the Profession, the most useful Guide to the

Student, ai d the best Compendium for the Amateur. An eminent Architect has declared it to

be “ not only the most useful book of the kind ever published, but absolutely indispensable to

the Student.”

PICTORIAL HISTORY OF GERMANY DURING THE REIGN OF FREDERICK
THE GREAT; including a complete History of the Seven Years’ War. By Francis
Kuglkr. Illustrated by Adolph Mknzel. Royal 8vo, with above 500 Woodcuts (pub. at

14. 8$.), cloth gilt, 12$. 1815

PICTORIAL GALLERY OF RACE-HORSES. Containing Portraits of all the Winning
Hordes of the Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger Stakes, during the last Thirteen Years, and u

History of the principal Operations of the Turf. By Wildrake (Geo>ge l utters all, Esq.).

Ro>al 8vo, containing 95 beautiful Engravings of Horses, after Pictures by Cooper, Herring,
Hancock, Alkek. &c. Also full-length characteristic Portraits ol celebrated living bports-

men (“ Cracks of the Day”), by Seymour (pub. at 24. 2$), scarlet cloth, gilt, 14. 1$.

PICTORIAL HISTORY OF FRANCE AND ITS REVOLUTIONS, (comprising tho

period 1789 to 18IK), by George Long, with fine Portraits, and numerous large woodcuts,

after Designs by Harvey. Large imperial 8vo, cloth (pub. at 14,) 12$.

PICTURESQUE TOUR OF THE RIVER THAMES, in its Western Course, mcloding
particular Descriptions of Richmond, Windsor, and Ilamp on Court. By John Fisher
Murray. Illustrated by upwards of 100 very highly-finished Wood Engravings by Orriw
Smith, Rranston, Landells, Linton, and other eminent Artists. Royal tfvo. (pub.

at 14. 5$.), giit cloth, 5$. 6d.

The most beautiful volume of Topographical Lignograpba ever producod.
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PINELLI’S ETCHINGS OF ITALIAN MANNERS AND COSTUME, iadud-ng h i>

Carnival, Banditti, &c., 27 Plates, imperial 4to, balMwona numeco, U*. /tome, lfcie

PUGIN'S GLOSSARY OF ECCLESIASTICAL ORNAMENT AND COSTUME:
setting forth the Origin, History, and Sigaificatton of the nrinu Em- ei • Oericet, and

Symbolical Colours, peculiar to Christian Desit-ns o( the Widdie Ages. Iiiustrated by nearly

8o Plates, splendidly primed in gold and colours, ltoyal 4ho, half morocco eitrc, top edges

gilt, 61. 6s.

PUGIN'S ORNAMENTAL TIMBER GABLES, selected from Ancient Examples in

England and Normandy. Royal 4to, 30 Plates, cloth, 1U 1*.

PUGIN'S EXAMPLES OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, selected tan Ancient

Edifices in England; consisting of Plans. Elevation Puts a*. larpCL with

Historical and Descriptive letter-press, illustrated by 223 Engravings by Ll K_lux, 3 vois. 4io.

(pub. at 12/. 12s.) cloth, 6/. Gs. I*3*

PUGIN'S GOTHIC ORNAMENTS. 00 fine Plates, drawn on Sione by J.D. Harding
and others. Royal 4to, half morocco, 31. 3s. 1M4

PUGIN'S NEW WORK ON FLORIATED ORNAMENT, with 80 Fhtta -

printed in Gold and Colours, royal 4to, elegantly bound in cloth, ..menu,

(pub. at 3/. 3s.), 2/. 5«.

RADCLIFFES NOBLE SCIENCE OF FOX-HUNTiNG, f --

8vo, nearly 40 beautiful Wood Cuts of Hunting, Hounds, Lc . (pub. at 1.. . . c.l‘_L p.t.

105. 6d. IK?

RICAUTI'S SKETCHES FOR RUSTIC WORK, indnd::i: Bridge*. Perl: tad G:.rr--j

Buildings, Seats and Furniture, with Descriptions and of the Building:..

Edition, royal 4to, IS Plates, cloth lettered (pub. at 16*. j, 12*.

RETZSCH'S OUTLINES TO SCHILLER'S "FIGHT WITH THE DRAGON."
Royal 4to, containing 16 Plates, engraved by Moses, stiff covers, 7*. Cd.

RETZSCH'S ILLUSTRATIONS TO SCHILLER S “ FRiDOLIN,' Eoval 4to, contain-

ing 8 Plates, engraved by Moses, stiff covers, 4*. Ca.

REYNOLDS' (SIR JOSHUA) GRAPHIC WORKS. 8 beautifulEngrat
ing nearly 40U subjects,) after this delightful painter, en. . : . t :-.£•! c. '»•. I.- .

.

3 vols, folio (pub. at 30/.), half bound morocco, gilt edges, 12/. 1"it.

ORBINSON'S RURAL ARCHITECTURE; being a Series of Demons for OraamEnta)
Cottages, in 9G Plates, with Estimates. Fourth, greatly improved. Edition. Royal 4lo

(pub. at 4/. 4*.), half morocco, 21. 5*.

ROBINSON'S NEW SERIES OF ORNAMENTAL COTTAGES AND VILLAS
50 Plates by Harding and Allom. Royal 4to, half morocco, 2.. 2*.

ROBINSON'S ORNAMENTAL VILLAS. 96 Plates (pub. st 4<\ it.': tuif murocc

ROBINSON'S FARM BUILDINGS. 56 Plates (pub. at 2/. 2r.) half nioroccc, lh 11*. 65

ROBINSON'S LC. RES AND PARK ENTRANCES. 4S Plates (pub at 2;. 2#.;, half
morocco, 1/ 11*.

ROBINSON’S VILLAGE ARCHITECTURE. Fourth Edition, with a

41 Plates (pub. at 1.. IGs), half bound uniform, 1/. 4?.

R031NS0N S NEW VITRUVIUS BRITANNICUS: or. Views, Plans and Elevations
of English Mansions, viz., Woburn Abbey, Hatfield House, Hall: also
Cassiohury House, by John Britton, imperial folio, 30 line Engravings, by Le Klix
(pub. at 1 61. 1G*.), half morocco, gilt edges, 31. 13*. Gd. 1847

ROYAL VICTORIA GALLERY, comprising SS beautiful Engn
BUCKINGHAM PALACE, particularly Rembrandt, tl . Tsnsss, Qs&ua
Dotrvv, Both, Cuyp, Reynolds, Titian. And Rubens ; engraved by Greatiiach, S. W.
Reynolds, Presbury, Burnet, kc . ; with letterpress by Linnell, royal 4to. (pub. at

4/. 45.), half morocco, 1/. ID. Gd.

RUDING'S ANNALS OF THE COINAGE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND ITS
DEPENDENCIES. Three vols, 4to, 109 Plates (pub. at GL G*.), cloth, 4U 4*. 1810

SCHOLA ITALICA ARTIS PICTORI/E, or Engravings of the finest Pictures in the Gal-
leries at Rome, imperial folio, consisting of 40 beautiful Engravings after Michael Angelo,
Raphael, Titian, Caracci, Guido, Parmigiano, etc. by Volfato and others, fine im-
pressions, half-bound morocco (pub. at 10/. 10*.), 21. 12«. Gd. Ron. at, 1806

SHAW S SPECIMENS OF ANCIENT FURNITURE. 75 Plates. drawn from existing
authorities, with descriptions bv Sir Samuel R. Meyrick, K.H., medium 4to, plain (pub.
at 21. 2*.), 1 /. 11*. Grf.

the same, with a portion of the plates coloured, medium 4to. (pub. at 4/. 4*.), 21. 12*. 6<f.).

—— the same, imperial 4to, large paper, with all the Plates finely coloured, (pub. at Bis. 8s.),

the name, imperial 4to. large paper, Uh the whole of the Plates extra finished in olours
(pub. ot 10/. 10*.), 6/. 6s.
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SHAW'S ILLUMINATED ORNAMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES, from the Ctli to tlic

17th Century, selected from manuscripts and early printed hooks, ;,9 Plates, carelully coloured
from the originals, with descriptions by Sir Frederick Madden, K.H., in one vol. 4to (pub.
at 51. as.), 4 /. As.

the same, large paper, highly-finished with opaque colours, and heightened with gold,
imperial 4to (pub. at 10/. 10s.), 8/. Hs.

SHAW'S ALPHABETS, NUMERALS, AND DEVICES CF THE MIDDLE AGES,
selected from the finest existing Specimens, 48 Plates (20 of them coloured) imperial 8vo.
(pub. at 2/. 2*.), 1/. 11s. 6d.

the same, large paper, imperial 4to, with the coloured plates highly-finished, and
heightened with gold (pun. at 4/. 4*.), 3/. 10*.

SHAWS HAND-BOOK OF MEDI/EVAL ALPHABETS AND DEVICES, being a
selection of 20 Plates of Alphabets, and 17 Plates of original specimens of Labels, WonoeraniB,
Heraldic Devices, &c. not heretofore figured, in all 37 Plates, printed in colours, imperial 8vo.

in cloth boards (pub. at 1/. 1G*.), 15*.

SHAW’S SPECIMENS OF THE DETAILS OF ELIZABETHAN ARCHITECTURE,
with descriptions by T. Moule, Esq., GO Plates, 4to, beards (pub. at 3/. 3*.), U. 11*. Gd.

— the same, large paper, imperial 4to, proof plates on India paper, some coloured (pub. at

6L 6t.j, 3L 3*.

SHAW'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF ORNAMENT, select examples from tliepurest and best
specimens of all kinds and of all ages, 59 Plates, 4to, boards (pun. at 1/. 10*.), 1/ 5*.

the same, large paper, imperial 4to, all the Plates coloured, boards (pub. at 3/.), 21. 12*. Gd.

SHAV/'S SPECIMENS OF ORNAMENTAL M ETAL WO R K, with 50 plates, 4to, boards
(pub. at 21. 2*.), 1/. 1*.

SHAV/'S DECORATIVE ARTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES, exhibiting on 41 Plates, with
numerous Woodcuts, beautiful specimens of the various kinds of Ancient Enamel, Metal
Work, Wood Carvings, Paintings on Stained Glass, Initial Illuminations, Embroidery, Book-
binding. and other Ornamental Textures, also line and elegant Initial letters to the various

descriptions, imperial 8vo, boards (pub. at 21. 2*.), 1/. lu*.

the same, large paper, imperial 4to, 41 Plates, some coloured, hoards (pub. at Al. 4* )

3/. lo*.

the same, laree paper, imperial fto, with the whole of the plates coloured in the highest

style, forming a very beautiful and interesting volume, boards (pub. at SI . 8*.), 6/. G*.

SHAW'S DRESSES AND DECORATIONS OFTHE MIDDLE AGES, from the 7th to

the 1 7th centuries, with an Historical Introduction and Descriptive Text to every Illustration,

consisting of 85 Copper Plates of elaborate Woodcuts, a profusion of beautiful Initial Letters,

and examples of curious and singular ornament enriching nearly every page ol this highly

decorated work, 2 vols., imperial 8vo, the plates carefully coloured, boards (pub. at 71. 7s.),

51. 15*. Gd.

the same, 2 vols. large paper, imperial 4to, the plates highly coloured and picked-in with

gold, boards (pub. at 18/.), 11/. 14c.

the same, large paper, imperial 4to, with the plates highly coloured and the whole of tho

Initial Letters and Illustrations picked in with gold (only 12 copies got up in this manner)
(pub. at 30/.), 24/.

SHAW'S GLAZIER’S BOOK, or Draughts serving for Glaziers, but not impertinent for

Plasterers, Gardeners, and others, consisting of elaborate designs for Casement Windows,
Plasterer’s work, garden walks, etc-, 117 Plates, mostly taken from a work published in 1015.

by Walter Gidde, with others from existing authorities added, demy 8vo, boards (pub. ut

16*.), 10*. Gd.

SHAW AND BRIDGEN'S DESIGNS FOR FURNITURE, with Candelabra and interior

Decoration, 60 Plates, royal tto (puli, at 31. 3*.), hall-liound, uncut, If. ID. Gel. 183S

the same, large paper, impl. -Ito, the Plates coloured (pub. at 61. 0».), half-bd., uncut, 31.3*.

SHAW'S LUTON CHAPEL, it3 Architecture and Ornaments, illustrated in a series of 23

highly-finished Line Engravings, imperial folio (pub. at 31. 3,.), half morocco, uncut, 11. 10*.

SI ' VESTRE'S UNIVERSAL PALEOGRAPHY, or Fac-si miles of the writing* of every

“ace taken from the most authentic Missals and other interesting Manuscripts existing in the

Libraries of France, Italy, Germany, and England. By M. Silvcstre, containing upwards of

300 large and most beautifully executed fac-siiniles, on Copper and Stone, moat richly illumi-

nated in the finest style of art', 2 vols. atlas folio, half-morocco extra, gilt edges, 31 1. 10*.

the Historical and Descriptive Letter-press by Champollion, Figeac, and Cham.

pollion, jun. With additions and corrections liy Sir Frederick Madden. 2 vols. royal 8vo,

cloth. It. 16*.
1,50

the same, 2 vols. royal 8vo., hf. mor. gilt edges (uniform with the folio work), 21.8*.

SMITH'S <C. J.) HISTORICAL AND LITERARY CURIOSITIES. Consistin-r of

Fac-similes of interesting Autographs, Scenes of remarkahle Historical Events and intercstin

Localities, Engravings of tj.,1 Houses, Illuminated and Missal Ornaments, Antiquities, St

Stc., containing 100 Plates, some illumiuated, with occasional Letter-press. In 1 volume t»

half morocco, uncut, reduced to 2 l. 12*. fit/.
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SMITH'S ANCIENT COSTUME OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 3><m
the 7th to the l*th Century, with Historical J lustration*. f

< -•

minuted with Gold and Silver, and highly finished (,-uo. c.t i&L in.), hail Unmm. marocco
extra, gilt edges, 3/. 13*. 0d.

SPORTSMAN’S REPOSITORY: comprising a serie« oflrslily-finished line
representing the Horse and tiie Dog, in ail their varieties, I

Scott, from original paintings by Reinsgle, Gilpin, Stubbs, t er. -

panied by a comprehensive Description by the Author of tt.e **Bii:>h i ie d bptr-s, ’ <**u, with

37 large Copper Plates, and numerous Woodcuts by Burnett and others (p-L. at 2k. H*. u..;,

cloth gilt. If. 1*.

STORER'S CATHEDRAL ANTIQUITIES OF ENGLAND AND V.'ALES. 4«*.
8vo, with 256 engravings (pub. at 11. 10s.) f half morocco, 2L 12s. 6<L

STOTHARD'S MONUMENTAL EFFIGIES OF GREAT BRITA N 157 r '
' J

finished Etchings, all of which are more or less tinted, ai d some of them .

gold and colours, with Historical Descriptions and Introduction, by Knscpi.. ^ub. ai

19/. J, half morocco, 8/. 8*.

- . or on large paper, Plates illuminated (pub. at 28/.), 12/. 12*.

STRUTT'S SYLVA BRITANNICA ET SCOTICA; or Portrait? of] •

gulshed for their Antiquity, Magnitude, or Beauty, i :
•

;

painters’ Etchings, imperial folio (pub. at 91. 9s.), half morocco extra, ght tu.-es, in 1 'ji.

IE2S

STRUTT'S DRESSES AND HABITS OF THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND, from
the Establishment of the Saxons in Britain to the present ti c

;
w, h an n t r •

1 End
Critical Inquiry into every branch oi Costume. New a. t u:-. •

: r. -

tical and Explanatory Notes, by J. It. Planche 1
, Esq., F.S.A. . vois. r yai i: ... :53 P.-us,

cloth, 4/. 4*. The Plates colouied, 11. la. The Plates splendidly iRunuMied in gain, tulver,

and opaque colours, in the Missal style, 20/. 1842

STRUTTS REGAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL ANTIQUITIES CF ENGLAND.
Containing the most autnentic Representations of all the E: g m Edward the
Confessor to Henry the Eighth; together with many of the Great Personages that wi.t emi-
nent under their several Reigns. New and greatly improved Edition. >y J. R. Pla^ciie’,
Esq., F.S.A. Royal 4to, 72 Plates, cloth, 21. 2s. The Plates coloured, IL It. Splendi lr

illuminated, uniform with the Dresses, 12/. 12*. 1812

STUBBS' ANATOMY OF THE HORSE. 24 fine large Copperplate Engnreings, Impe-
rial folio (pub. at l/. 4*.), boards, leather back, 1/. 11*. Cd.

The original edition of this fine old work, which is indispensable to artists. It has long bee*
considered rare.

TATTERSALL'S SPORTING ARCHITECTURE, eomjBtsms the Srud l am tlir Stall,

the Stable, the Kennel, Race Studs. &c., with 43 beautiful bieel and Wood illustrations, several
after Hancock, cloth gilt (pub. at 1/. 11*. 6d.), 1L 1*. 1850

TRENDALLS DESIGNS FOR ROOFS OF IRON. STONE. AND WOOD, with
Measurements, Xc., for the use of Carpenters and Bunders (an excellent practical work), -no,

limp cloth (pub. at 15*.), Is. 6d. 1851

TURNER AND GIRTIN S RIVER SCENERY
;

folio. SO beautiful Eunrinp on S
after the drawings of J. M. W. Turner, brilliant impressions, in a portfolio, with morocco
back (pub. at 5/. 5*.), reduced to 1/. 11*. bd.

• the same, with thick glayed paper between the plates, half-bound morocco, gilt

edges (pub. at 6/. 6*.), reduced to 2i. 2*.

TURNER'S LIBER FLUVIORUM, or River Srcncrv of France, 68 HjWy-feiAal T .:nr
Engravings on Steel by WlLLmu nr.. GOODAU . Mil LER, Cous&KS, and
Artists, w ith descriptive Letter-press byLl
R.A, by Alaric A. Watts, imperial 8vo, gi.t cloth, U. 11«. bd., or 1 ndi a Proofs, 3*.

WALKER'S ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY IN WOMAN- Preceded by ^critical Vim of the
general Hypothesis respecting Beauty, by Leonardo da Vinci, ' rvns. Wivck t i.vann,
Hvmb, Hogarth, Buiikb, Knight,A lis< s,*ndot
by 22 beautiful Plates, after drawings from life, by H. Howard, by Gaici and Lake (pub. at
2/. 2*.), gilt cloth, 1/. 1*.

WALPOLES (HORACE) ANECDOTES OF PAINTING IN ENGLAND with some
Account ol the Principal Artists, and Catalogue of Engravers, who have been uorr. or resided
in England, with Notes by Dai.law ay, New Edition. Revised and Enlarged, by Ralph
Wornu.m, Esq., complete in 3 vols. Svo, with numerous beautiful portraits and plates, 21. 2*.

WARRINGTON'S HISTORY OF STAINED GLASS, from the earliest period of the Art
to the present time, illustrated by Coloured examples of Entire Windows, in the various styles,
imperial lolio, with 25 very large and beautifully coloured Plates tone of them nearly four feet
in length) half bound motocco, gilt edges (pub at hi. 8*.), U. 15*. bd.

WATTS'S PSALMS AND H r MNS. Illustrated Edition, complete, with indexes of
* Subjects," “ First Lines,” and a Table of Scriptures. Svo, printed in a very large and beauti-
ful type, embellished with 24 beautiful Wood Cuu by Ma&xix. Wkstaal. and others (pub. at
1/. 1*.), gilt cloth, 7*. CJ.

v
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Wpc-rwOODS P OLEOGRAPH! A SACRA PICTCRIA; being a senes of Illustration of
W

t Versions ot the Hible, copiea -from Illuminated Manuscripts, executed between

thl fonr.li and sixteenth cen.nries, royal Ho, 50 Plates beautifully jllummated in gold aud

colours, halt-bound, uncut (pub. at 4l. 10*.), 31. 10a.

vuuiCTnNS IOSFPHUS ILLUSTRATED EDITION, complete; containing both the
WH

AnJq°Pie1 iS the Wars of tin- Jews. 2 vols. 8vn, handsomely printed, emhellislied with a-

beau?iful Wood Engravings, by various Artists (pub. at If. 4-.), cloth boards, elegan yg ,

PK (; nacoRATIVE PAINTER'S AMD GLAZIER'S GUIDE, containing the

&c “with Examples from Ancient Windows, with the Supplement, 4to, illustrated with 1U4

plates, ol which 14 are coloured (pub. at 21 Hu.), cloth, If. 10s.

WHITTOCK'S MINIATURE PAINTER'S MANUAL, loolscap 8vo, 7 coloured plates,

and numerous woodcuts (pub. at 5a.), cloth, 3a.

WIPHTWICK'S PALACE OF ARCHITECTURE, a Romance of Art and History. Impc-
W

rial 8vo, With ail Illustrations, Steel Plates and Woodcuts (pub. at 21. 12s. Oil.), cloth, If. 1*^

WILD'S ARCHITECTURAL GRANDEUR of Belgium Germany, and Prance, 24 fine

Plates by LE Kf.cx. Sc. Imperial 4to (pul) at If. 18a.), lialf-morocco, 1 .4 . “

Utfti at pmpi icu CATHEDRALS Twelve select examples Irom the Cathedrals ot
WI

f
D
v,„i ,f theFc^sitmtic “rebbicture ol the Middle Ages, beautifully coloured, after

me ori"uoal drawing.; by C.iakles Imperial folio, mounted on tinted cardboard like

drawings, in a handsome portlolio (pub. at. 12 L. 12s.), a L. 5s.

WILD'S FOREIGN CATHEDRALS, 12 Plates, coloured and mounted like Drawings, in a

handsome portfolio (pub, at 12 f. 12s.), imperial folio, 51. 5s.

tar, i , ,».»<-• views IN GREECE, Ci beautiful Liue Engravings by Milieu, Hobs-
Wl

nnaoH, and othlrl 2 vols. imperiki Svo (pub. at 61. Cs.), half-bound mor. extra, gilt edges,

21. 124. Cd.

uui' netDR CASTLF AND ITS ENVIRONS, INCLUDING ETON, by Leitoii
w

K°^HlE
C
twfTdition; edited hy E Jesse, Esq., illustrated with upwards of 50 beauUiul

Engravings on Steel and Wood, royal Svo, gilt cloth, 15*.

mA^p'c architectural antiquities and ruins of palmyra and
BAAi.BEC. 2 vols. in 1, imperial folio, containing^ t̂

ne
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very large and folding (pub. at 71. 7s.), half-morocco, uncut, 31. Us. 6d.

Natural distort}, agriculture, ^rc.

ANDREW'S FIGURES OF HEATHS 6 vols, royal 8vo,

vith 300 beautifully coloured Plates (pub. at 16b)» cloth £,ilt, 7 .

BAUER AND HOOKER'S lUW^gBjl ™SL^"n^nn?/CTff

ejected by St'^'w,,!^~ b#BlM
engraved, complete in 10 parts, 4to (pub. at 7 1. »>»-).

BEECHEY.— ZOOLOGY ^^..^^n^p^ayPa^d^he^TlfntHl^GmummM wfo^icc^mpaiSd

me E
C
x\'edrtion.

‘ The Mammalia bv
^
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T
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;

1 ' * C "IwmceA? Iw Ri'cimm'
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wes’,

pishes, by G. T. I. tv, E»q., a"' 1 >- T. •• •

t> h* w Sow bhiiv, Esq. ;
and Geology,

byth'e \ « ";ns—» “uudrcd F**us
beautifully coloured by Sowf.kby (pub. at A. «.). clotn, ‘

Ilhistrated with

BOLTON'S N ATURAL bum'^Fem^.^tlmlr most Natural Attitude. :

(E'S^
pfaJs ?pub!' at »

f”
“ha.f-boond morocco, gill'>«>“< gilt c.t| Jf.

•

SHELLS
BROWN S ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE

B

f:
CA

p r̂ ^|^aI^n^a^f^Aj!imal MlwTmr^
L
N^^eWtltHll

1

cMefuUy^«^hicdI
,

wi
1

iSi'2BlPcopltalSvood

Illustrations, post 8vo, cloth, 5».
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CARPENTER'S ZOOLOGY AND INSTINCT IN ANIMALS; •System* wot
the structure, habits, instincts, and uses of the principal farri.iei of the Ai.irr.al Kingdom, and
the chief Forms of Fossil Remains, 2 vcls, post Svo, with 630 capital illtutration* on wood, cxotii,

reprintiug.

CARPENTER'S VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND BOTANY, including the
structures and organs of Plants, their characters, uses, geographical distribution, nr.-: CiMtifi-

ration, according to the Natural System of Botany. New and enlarged edition, with 225 capital

illustrations on wood, post 8vo, cloth, reprinting.

CURTIS’S FLORA LONDINENSIS; Revised and Improved bv Gf.oe.ge Geatbs, ex-

tended and continued by Sir W. J ackson* Hooker; ccmprisimr the Hhtfliy of Pifcr ‘1 indi-

genous to Great Britain, with Indexes; the Drawings mace by Stdsfham, Edwards, and
Lindlev. 5 vols. royal folio (or 109 parts), containing 017 P
size of each Plant, with magnified Dissections of the Parts of Fractiftcatio . i:c., all beauti-
fully coloured (pub. at 8 71. 4 j. in parts), half-bound morocco, top edges gi.t, 80L 1835

DENNY—MONCGRAPHIA ANOPLURORUM BRITANNIA. OR BRITISH
SPECIES OF PARASITE INSECTS (published under the • Associa-
tion) 8vo, numerous beautifully coloured plates of Lice, containing several hundred magnified
figures, cloth, If. 11«. 6cf. 1bil

DE JUSSIEU'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, translated by J. H. Wileo*. P.L.S.. Ice,

thick post Svo, with 750 capital Woodcuts, cloth (pub. at 12*. &.),&*. Gd. Tot Voont, 1649

DON'S GENERAL SYSTEM OF GARDENING AND BOTANY, 4 vols. royal 4to,
numerous Woodcuts (pub. at 14/. 8s.), cloth, 1/. 11s. 6d. 1831—1838

DON'S HORTUS CANTABRIGIENSIS
;

thirteenth Edition, gvo (pub. at 1 1. 45.),

cloth, 12s. 164*

DONOVANS NATURAL HISTORY OF THE INSECTS OF INDIA. Enlarg'd by
J. O. Westwood, Esq., F.L.S., 4to. with 58 plates, containing upwards of 120 exquisitely
coloured figures (pub. at Of. 6s.), cloth gilt, reduced to 2/. 5s. 1642

DONOVAN’S NATURAL HISTORY OF THE INSECTS OF CHINA. Enlarged by
J. O. Westwood, Esq., F.L.S., 4to, with 50 plates, containing upwards of 120 exquisitely
coloured figures (pub. at 6/. Gs.), cloth gilt, 21. 5s.

“ Donovan’s works on the Insects of India and China are splendidly Illustrated, and
extremely useful.” Naturalist.

“The entomological plates of our countryman Donovan are highly coloured, elegant. and
useful, especially those contained in his quarto volumes (Insects of India l; _

great number of species are delineated for the first time.”

—

Suauucm.

DONOVAN’S WORKS ON BRITISH NATURAL HISTORY. Vi7 : Insects. 16 vols.—
Birds, 10 vols.

—

Shells, 5 vols.—Fishes, 5 vols.—Quadrupeds, 3 vols.—
: g

containing 1198 beautifully coloured plates (pub. at 66/. 9s.), boards,

.

30 vols. bound in 21 (pub. at 73/. !<•«.). half green morocco extra, -

Any of the classes may be had separate^’.

DOYLE’S CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL HUSBANDRY, and Rural Affair? in
General, New Edition, Enlarged, thick Svo, with 70 wood engravings (pub. a: 15*.), cloth,
8 .t. Gif. 1843

EPISODES OF INSECT LIFE, 3 vols. Crown Svo, with 10S illustrations, tastefully
drawn and engraved, elegantly hound in fancy cloth (pub. at 2L 8*. ), If. 7*.

the same, the plates beautifully coloured, bound in extra cloth, gilt back, sides, and
edges (pub. at 3/. 3*.), 1/. 16*.

the second series, containing 30 illustrations, distinct and complete in itself, has lately
been reprinted, and may now be had separate y (

pub. at 16?. ), 9*.

or the second scries, with coloured plates (pub. at 1/. 1*,), !4*.

DRURY’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF FOREIGN ENTOMOLOGY; wlterein are exhibited
upwards Of 600 exotic Insects, of the East and West Indies, Cl in a. New Holland, N r;h and
South America, Germany. &c. By J. O. Westwood, I'm.;.. F.L.S. Secretary of t lie Entomo-
logical Society, &c. 3 vols. 4to, 150 Plates, mo*t beautifully eoloured. containing above Goo
figures of Insects (originally pub. at 15/. 15*.), half-hound morocco, 6/. 16*. 6d. 1837

GOULD S HUMMING BIRDS. A General H )l*J the Trorhilid r. or Hamming
Birds, with especial reference to the Collection cl J. Qotfl D, F.R.S., 8tC. (now exhibiting in
the gardens oft he Zoological Society of London), by W. C. L. M akti n. late one of the Scicnt ific

Officers of the Zoological Society of London, reap. Svo. with 16 coloured Plates, cloth gilt, 5*.
• the same, w ith the Plates beautifully COLOURED, heightened w ith gold, cloth gilt, 10*. Gd.

GREVILLE’S CRYPTOGAMIC FLORA, comprising the Principal Specie? found in Great
Britain, inclusive of all the New Species icccnilv discovered in Scotland. 6 vols. royal 8vr.,
3G0 beautifully coloured Plates (pub. at 16/. 16*.), half-morocco, S/. 8*. * 1823—

8

This, though a complete Work in itself, forms an almost indispensable Supplement to the
thirty-six volumes of Sowcrby’s English Botany, which docs not comprehend Cryptogamous
Plants. It is one of the most scientific and best executed works on Indigenous Botany ever
produced in this country.
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HARDWICKE AND GRAY'S INDIAN ZOOLOGY. Twenty parts, forming two vol*

royal folio, 202 coloured plates (pub. at 21/.), sewed, 12/. 12a., or hall'-morocco, gilt edge%

14/. 14s.

HARRIS'S AURELiAIM; OR ENGLISH MOTHS AND BUTTERFLIES. Their

Natural Historv, together with the Plants on which they feed; New and greatly improved
Edition, by J. 6. Westwood. Esq., F.L.S., &c., in 1 vol. sin. folio, with 44 plates, containing

above loo 'figures of Moths, Butterflies, Caterpillars, &c., and the Plants on which they feed,

exquisitely coloured after the original drawings, half-bound morocco, 4/. 4*. 1840

This extremely beautiful work is the only one which contains our English Moths and Butter-

flies of the full natural size, in all their changes of Caterpillar, Chrysalis, &c., with the plants

on which they feed.

HOOKER AND GREVILLE, ICONES FILICUM
;
OR FIGURES OF FERNS,

With DESCRIPTIONS, many of which have been altogether unnoticed by Botanists, or have

not been correctly figured. 2 vols. tolio, with 240 beautifully coloured Plates (pub. at 25/. 4s. ),

half-morocco, gilt edges, 12/. 12s. 1829—31

The grandest and most valuable of the many scientific Works produced by Sir William Hooker.

HOOKER S EXOTIC FLORA, containing Figures and Descriptions of rare or otherwise

interesting Exotic Plants, especially of such as are deserving of being cultivated in our Gar-

dens. 3 vols. imperial Svo, containing 232 large and beautifully coloured Plates (pub. at 15/.),

cloth, 6/. 6s. 1823 1827

This is the most superb and attractive of all Dr. Hooker’s valuable works.

“ The ‘ Exotic Flora,’ by Dr. Hooker, is like that of all the Botanical publications of the in-

defat igible author, excellent; and it assumes an appearance of finish and perfection to which

neither the Botanical Magazine nor Register can externally lay claim.”

—

Loudon.

HOOKER'S JOURNAL OF BOTANY, containing Figures and Descriptions of sucli

Plants as recommend themselves by their novelty, rarity, or history, or by the uses to which they

are applied in the Arts, in Medicine, and in Domestic Economy; together with occasional

Botanical Notices and Information, and occasional Portraits and Memoirs of eminent Botanists.

4 vols. Svo, numerous Plates, some coloured (pub. at 3/.), cloth, 1/. 1834—43

HOOKER'S BOTANICAL MISCELLANY, containing Figures and Descriptions of

Plants which recommend themselves by their novelty, rarity, or history, or by the uses to which

they are applied in the Arts, in Medicine, and in Domestic Economy, together with occasional

Botanical Notices and In ormation, including many valuable Communications from distin-

guished Scientific Travellers. Complete in 3 thick vols. royal 8vo, with 153 plates, many finely

coloured (pub. at 51. 5*.), gilt cloth, 21. 12*. Cd. 1830—33

HOOKER'S FLORA BOREALI-AMERICANA ;
OK THE BOTANY OF BRITISH

NORTH AMERICA. Illustrated by 240 plates, complete in Twelve Parts, royal 4to (pub.

at 12/. 12*.), 8/. The Twelve Parts complete, done up in 2 vols. royal 4to, extra cloth, 8/.
^ ^

HUISH ON BEES; TUEIK NATURAL HISTOUY AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT.
New and greatly improved Edition, containing also the latest Discoveries and Improvements

in every department of the Apiary, with a description of the most approved Hives now in use,

thick 12mo,‘ Portrait and numerous Woodcuts (pub. at 10*. 6c/.), cloth gilt, C*. GcZ. 1844

JARDINE'S NATURALIST'S LIBRARY, 40 vols, 1200 coloured Plates, extra red cloth.

boards (pub. at 12/.), 7Z.

or the volumes separately, according to the following arrangements, In red cloth, top edges

gilt, 4*. 6d.

l. Birds.

5.

6.

7 .

U

11 .

»

t

it

it

it

tt

tt

tt

12. it

13- it

14. „
15. Animals.
16.

17 .

18.

19 .

29.

24.

tt

tt

tt

voi.
1 . British Birds, vol. 1

2. Ditto vol. 2

3. Ditto vol. 3

4. Ditto vol. 4

5. Sun Birds
6. Humming Birds, vol. 1

7. Ditto vol. 2

8. Game Birds
9. Pigeons
10. Parrots
11. Birds of Western Africa

vol. 1

12. Ditto vol. 2

13. Fly catchers
14. Pheasants, Peacocks, Sic.

1. Introduction
2. Lions, Tigers
3. British Quadrupeds
A. Dogs, vol. 1

5. Ditto, vol. 2

6. Horses
7. Ruminating Animals, vol. 1

(Deer, Antelopes, See.) I

22. Animals.

23.

Z4.

25 .

26.

27. „
28. INSKCT3.

29.

30.

31.

32. „
33. „
34. „
35. Fishes.

30. „
37. „
38. „
39. it

40. tt

Vol.
8. Ruminating Animals, vol. 2

(Goats, Sheep, Oxen)
9. Elephants, &c.

Id. M ar.su pialia

11. Seals, &c.
12. Whales, &c.
13. Monkeys
1. Introduction to Entomo-

logy
2. British Butterflies

3. British Moths, &c.
4. Foreign Butterflies

5. Foreign Moths
G. Beetles
7. Bees
1. Introduction, and Foroign

Fishes

2. British Fishes, vol. 1

3. Ditto vol. 2

4. Porch, &c.
5. Fishes of Guiana, &c. vol. l

6. Ditto vol.

2
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JOHNSON'S GARDENER, with numerous woodcut*, COdta Potato, one *t>L—
Cucumber and Gooseberry, 1 voL Grape Vise, 2 ws._A 'ricu/i a .d Aspara:ru». one roL

—

Pine Apple, two vols.—Strawberry, one vol— Dahlia, one . fr

vols, 12mo. Woodcuts (pub. at 1/. 5*.), cloth. 10*.

the same, bound in 3 vols. cloth, lettered, 91 .

JOHNSONS FARMER'S ENCYCLOP/ED! A and Dictionarr of ted Affair,-, en»-

braainw all the most vet ent dircoveries in A-gvi -oltura Cbemi try. adapted to the comprehen-
sion of unscientific readers, (by Cmhbert Johnson. Editor of tbe Farmer's Almanac) :^.uttraitd

by wood engravings, thick 8vo’. cloth, new edition, (pub. at 21. AO*.), IL 1*.

LEWIN'S NATURAL HISTORY OF THE BIRDS OF NEW SOUTH WALES-
Third Edition, with an Index of the Scientific Names and Syr.onyrr.es. by Mr. Gould and Me.
Eyton, folio, 27 plates, coloured (pub. at 4/. *i.), half-bound morocco, 24. 2*. lB3i

LIND! EY'S BRITISH FRUITS; OR FIGURES AXD DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT VARIETIES OF FRUIT CULTIVATED IN GREAT BRITAIN. » roll,

royal 8vo, containing 152 most beautifully coloured plates, chiefly by V.x*. Withet.*. Artist

to the Horticultural Society (pub. at 10/. IOj.L half bound morocco extra, trill ed.ts, it.

mi
“ This is an exquisitely beautiful work. Every plate is like a highly finished drawing

similar to those in the Horticultural Transactions.”

LINDLEY'S PIGITALIUM MONOGRAPHIA- Toiio, 2S plates of the Foxglove 'pcb.

at 4/. 4$.), cloth, t/. 11*. 6(/.

the same, the plates beautifully coloured (pub. at 6.\ 6*.), cloth, 21. 12*. 6d.

LOUDON'S (MRS.) ENTERTAINING NATURALIST, being Ponl-r D’=— rir-ns.

Tales, and Anecdotes of more than Five Hundred Animals, comprehendine all Ok
B irds, Fishes, Reptiles, Insects, &c., of which a knowledge i? indispensab:e in i-f educa-
tion. With Indexes of Scientific and Popular Names, an F.xoiani’ an Ap-
pendix of Fabulous Animals, illustrated by upwards of 50 » beautiful woodcuts by Bivicx,
IIarvev, Whimper, and others. New Edition, revised, enlarged, and corrected to tbe

present state of Zoological Knowledge. In one thick vol. post 6vo, gilt cloth, 6*. 1650

LOUDON'S (J. C.) ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM BRITANNICUM. or lie
Trees and Shrubs of Britain, Native and Foreitrn. delineated and described ; w .tb their propa-
gation. culture, management, and uses. Second improved Edition. 8 vols. Pro. with abrve
400 plates of trees, and upwards of 2500 woodcuts of trees and shrubs (pub. at 10/.), 84. 5*. 1644

LOUDON'S VILLA GARDENER, comprising tbe rbr.irrof n Batalina Vllltatag;
the laying-out, planting, and culture of the garden and rrcunfs; and every nee
mation for the Amateur in collecting, placing, and rearing all the plants and trees usually
cultivated in Great Britain; the management of the Villa Farm. Dairy, and Poultry Yard.
Second edition, edited by Mrs. I.oudon. 8vo, cloth extra, with upwards of 377 diagrams, &x
finely engraved on wood (pub. at 12*. ), 8s. Cd.

LOW'S DOMESTIC ANIMALS OF GREAT BRITAIN. rremplifiH in fiftr-sii Inree
and very beautifully coloured plates of the various breeds of tbe Hor=c. Ox. Sheep, and Hop,
from drawings by Nicholson, R.S.A., after paintings by Shiels, H.S.A., 2 vols. in 1, iu.p. 4to,

half bound morocco, gilt edges (pub. at 10/. 10*.), 8/. S*.

MANTELL'S (DR.) NEW GEOLOGICAL WORK. THE MEDALS OT CREATION
or First besaons in Geology* and in the Study of Organic Bel nt Geological
Excursions to tbe Is c of Shcppey, Brighton, Lewes. Ti rate Fores'. C arnv '

! Forest,

Farringdon, Swindon, Caltie, Bath, Bristol. Clifton, Mct’ uk, Ciich Hi .Sc. By Girrox
Ai.oi-'.rv on M antell, Esq.. LL.D., K.R.S . Sc. Two thick vols. foolsrn-’ with co-

loured Plates, and several hundred beautiful Woodcuts of Fossil Remains, cluth gi.t, 1/. I*. 1864

MANTELL'S (DR.) PICTORIAL ATLAS OF FOSSIL REMAINS, consisting of
Coloured 1 (lustrations selected trorn Fnrkinson’s “Organic Remains of a 1-ormer MOrld," and
Artis’s "Antediluvian Phytologv,” with descriptions, by Dr. M antell, 4to, w nh 74 coloured
plates, 21 . £*• 1669

MANTELL'S WONDERS OF GEOLOGY, or n Familiar Fxposilion of Goolofricnl Phe-
nomena. Sixth greatly enlarged and improved Edition. 2 vols. post Svo, coloured Plates, and
upwards of 2C0 Woodcuts. Ac10 Edition •n the press. 1848

MANTELL'S GEOLOGICAL EXCURSION ROUND THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
and along the nnjacent Coast of Dorsetshire. In I vol. post 8vo, with numerous beaut if ally

executed Woodcuts, and a Geological Map, cloth gilt, 5*.
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SCHLEIDEN’S PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC BOTANY; or Botany as an Inductive

Science, translated by 1)«. Edwin Lankesiek, Svo, with nearly 400 Illustrations on wood

and steel, cloth (pub. at 1/. la.), 10a. 6d. 1849

SELBY’S COMPLETE BRITISH ORNITHOLOGY. A most magnificent work of the

Figures of Bri’ish Birds, containing exact and faithful representations in their full natural

size of alt the known species found in Great Britain, 3S0 Figures in 228 beautifully coloured

Plates. 2 vols. elephant folio, elegantly half-bound morocco (pub. at 1051.), gilt back and

gilt edges, 311. 10j.
1834

“ The grandest work on Ornithology published in this country, the same for British Birds

that Audubon's is for the Birds of America. Every figure, excepting in a very few instances

of extremely large birds, is of the full nntural size, beautifully and accurately drawn, with all

the spirit of life?"—Ornithologist's Vert Book.
.

it a tr asure, during a raiiiv forenoon in the country, is such a jrlonously illuminated

xrork as this of Mr Selby! It is, without doubt, the most splendid of the kind ever published

in Britain, and will stand a comparison, without any eclipse of its lustre, with the most magni-

ficent ornithological illustrations of the French school. Mr. Selby has long and deservedly

ranked high as^a scientific naturalist.'’—liluckxoood '

3

Jlayazine.

SELBY’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH ORNITHOLOGY. 2 vols. Svo. Second

Edition (pub. at Is. Is.), 12J.
1833

SIBTHORPE’S FLORA GR/ECA, The most costly and magnificent Botanical work

ever published, to vols, ioiio, with 1000 beautifully coloured Flutes, half-bound, morocco,

publishing by subscription, and the number strictly limited to those subscribed for ,pub. at

2521.), 63/.

Separate Prospectuses of this work are now ready for delivery. Only 40 copies of the

original stock exist. No greater number of subscribers’ names can therefore be received.

SIBTHORPE’S FLOR/E GR^IC/E PRODROMUS ;
sive Plartarum omnium Lnume-

ratio, quas in Provinciis a. it Insulis Gracias iuvemt Jon. Sibtiiortf. . Ghaiacteres ct

Synonyma omnium cum Annotationibus J aC. Edy. Smith. Four parts, in - thick vols •

(pub. at 21. 2a.) 14a.
LonUim, 1816

SMITH’S (COLONEL HAMILTON) HISTORY OF THE HUMAN SPECIES, its

Typical Forms, Primeval Distribution, Ii:ia!ions and Migrations, with .U coloured Plates

(each containing two or more subjects), Portrait, and Vignette title-page, thick (cap. 8vo, full

gilt cloth (pub. at 71 . 6d. ), 53.

This volume ranges with Jardixe’s Naturalist’s Library.

SOWERBY’S MANUAL OF CONCHOLOGY. Containing a complete Introduction to

the Science, il ustrated bv upwards of 650 Figures of Shells, etched on copper plates, in which

e given of all the Genera established up to the present

t, accompanied by copious Explanations; Observations

ogical distribution of each
;
Tabular Views of the Sys-

’ _ r M'— — l. .. 1 r, 1 'I'nrtrrc Vptf ITlllll/X,,

the Science, il ustrated by upwards of 650 Figuresc

the most characteristic examples are

time, arranged in Lamarckian Order,

respecting the Geographical or Geolog -

, .

terns of Lamarck ind De Blainvilie
;

a Glassary of Technical Ierms, Stc. New Edition,

considerably enlarged and improved, with numerous Woodcuts m the text, now hist added,

8vo, cloth, 18r.
;
or with the Plates coloured, cloth, It. 16a.

SOWERBY’S CONCHOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATIONS; OR, COLOURED FIGURES
OF ALL THE HITHERTO UN FIGURED SHELLS, complete in 200 Parts, Svo, com-

prising several thousand Figures, ail beautifully coloured (pub. at 1j L.) 7 1. 10s. lbia

SPRY'S BRITISH COLEOPTERA DELINEATED; containing Figures and Descrip-

tions of all the Genera of British Beetles, edited by Shuck Attn, Svo, wUb !i
.
plates, comprising

683 figures of Beetles, beautifully and nfost accurately drawn (pub. at 2.i.), cloth, It. la. 1340

“The most perfect work yet published in this department of British Entomology.”

STEPHENS’ BRITISH ENTOMOLOGY. 12 vols. 8vo, 100 coloured Plates (pub at

21/.), half bound, il. 8a.
iszs-nt

Or separately, Lepidopteba, 4 vols. 4f. 4 j. Cobeopif-ka, 5 vols. 4/. 4... Df.rjiapieba,

OaiHOPTERA, NEUfsOURRA, &c., 1 vol. II. la. HymenofTBRA, 2 vols. 21. 2s.

SWAINSON’S EXOTIC CONCHOLOGY; ok, FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF
KAKfL BEAUTIFUL, OB UNOESCKIBE't) SHELLS. Koval 4to, containing 04 large and

beanlifully coloured figures of Shells, Half bound mor., gilt edges (pub. at il. s«.), il. 12r. id

_uiiinrnu c 7nni nmrfll II LUSTRATIONS: ok, ORIGINAL FIGURES AND
SW

DEScPlP’Pl<?° OKNEwV LAKE Oil INTEKESTING ANIMALS, selected chiefly

from the Classes of Ornithology, Entomology, and Conchology, Gvo.s. roj al Svo containing

318 finely coloured Plates (pub. at 1 61. 16a.), ball bound morocco, gilt edges, VI. J .

'•WFFT’S FLORA AUSTRALASICA :
or, A SELECTION OF HANDSOME OR

® CURIOUS PLANTS, Natives of New Holland and the South Sea Islands. 1 j Nos., forming

lvol. royal 8VO, complete, with 5C beaulifully coloured Plates (pub. at -A cloth,

SWEET’S CISTINE/E* or, NATURAL ORDER OF CISTUS, on LOCK ROSE. 30

forSngT vol.^yal 8vi, complete, with 112 beautifully coloured Plates (pub. at 51. ir ),

cloth, 21 . 12a. 6d.
,

« One of the most Interesting, and hitherto the scarcest, of Mr. Sweet s beautiful publications.
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Jtttscellaneous ©naltsf) literature,

INCLUDING

niSTOEY, BIOGRAPHY, VOYAGES AND TRAVELS, POETRY AND THE
DRAMA MORALS, AND MISCELLANIES.

BARBAULD’S (MRS.) SELECTIONS from the Spkctatoe. Tati.ee. Gcaxsus and
Es<ay, new edition, complete it, 2 .. i. mo »!»««:.

!,t |0 ^ ~
‘ Porlralls °f A dtii:.°u and Meeie, clo .... _ ; llkeMmaEdl*

' ,S
' Jdojrvn, IMfc

BLAKEY* HISTORY OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE MIND • embracir.r tuc
ift'K pj?JjS*" ° n Mc !' tal

,

Sc,eRtC ,rom ,1 ‘- - - • the pretest tint

.

thick 8vo, \er> handsomely printed, cloth lettered, (pub. at 3/. , li.
*

'i w" / I iu«
BOSWELLS LIFE CF DR. JOHNSON: BY THE RIGHT HCM I r t-or.it cro

ssaHSSlS3slf£^ !!^*Sw2as:
iiiifi^lSlsPss

B^
nyHs h”^et?from otP’tXI^rub^V^e^Vto’ p.£fC cf lie prm-

clo™li!;.
Printe,i inaVer5’ S“lall ^ ut beautiful type. a MediliiS J££j|

and Lrsav on tLe Bnrish Om
Bnlish Constitution (a portion of the preceding wort), Bvo, doth, St

Bu
?; N G rAN : i

c
s c <rn

P
\n ?) i

A
A °n ineland

RY
’c
°
n
R ' GENE."AL ARMOURY OF

Terms. Third Edition.*** llTupplIScn" On^e^T “ ' D
Trio"2^

printed in small type, in double columns, bv WhittivFk d.T-
' *\ n '

tromispiece, richly illuminated in goM £!££££
3"d>no Ann o rid 'iTea rin cs aruf ^i u cin nomtes*aU

h<
‘

J ' " r°mMn ‘ ’”'rr-ds o(
mondson, Collins, Nishct, Bern- Rol°?n and L ’ t

k ^ heer. pven tv Guiiiim. lid.
hove never appeared in sny previous Work

yy.ttseiuj Una <Uch
without abridgment, contains K°thu four ^ZVot

,ac:; in * sra“‘ ™“P«. »«

REFORMAT,°N.

CARYS EARLY FRENCH POETS. A Series of Notiecs and Translations with »
1 me
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CARY'S LIVES OF ENGLISH POETS, supplementary to Dr. Johnson’s “Lives."
Edited by his Son. Foolscap 8vo, cloth, 7s. 1846

CKURTONS RAILROAD BOOK OF ENGLAND; Historical, Topographical, and
Picturesque; descriptive ot all tlie Cities, Towns, Country Seats, and Subjects of local inte-
rest on the various Lines, imperial 8vo, cloth, with map and numerous cuts, (pub. at ll. 1?.),
reduced to 10«. 6d. 1851

CLASSIC TALES. Cabinet Edition, comprising the Vicar of Wakefield, Elizabeth
Paul and Virginia, Gulliver’s Travels, Sterne’s Sentimental Journey, Sorrows of Wertejr.
Theodosius and Constantin, Castle of Otranto, and Rasselas, complete in 1 volume, 12mo;
medallion Portraits (pub. at 10a. Gd.), cloth, 3*. 0d.

COPLEY’S (FORMERLY MRS. HEWLETT) HISTORY OF SLAVERY AND ITS
ABOLITION. Second Edition, with an Appendix, thick small 8vo, fine Portrait of
Clarkson (pub. at G*.), cloth, 4*. Gd. 1839

COWPER’S POETICAL WORKS, including his Homer, edited by Cary. Illustrated
edition, royal svo, with IS beautiful Engravings on Steel, after Designs by Harvey, cloth, gilt

edges. 15a.

CRAIK'S ROMANCE OF THE PEERAGE; OR, CURIOSITIES OF FAMILY HIS-
TORY. 4 vo Is. post Svo, with fine Portraits on Steel of Walter Devereux Earl of Essex,
Axxe Duchess of Mon mouth and Buccleucii, Mary Tudor, and Sir Robert Dudley,
cloth (pub. at 21. 2s.), 1 8s.

DAVIS'S SKETCHES OF CHINA, During an Inland Journey of Four Months
;

with
an Account of the War. 2 vols. pos>t 8vo, with a new Map of China (pub. at IGa.), cloth Us. 1841

DIBDIN'S BIBLIOMANIA: OR BOOK MADNESS. A Bibliographical Romance. New
Edition, with considerable Additions, including a Key to the assumed Characters in the Dramd,
and a Supplement. •> vols, royal Svo, handsomely printed, embellished by numerous Wood-
cuts, manv of which arc ne w first added (pub. at 31. 3s.) cloth, ll. 11». Gd. Large Paper, impe*
rial Svo, ofwhich only very few copies were printed (pub. at 5 1. 5s.), cloth, 3/. 13*. Gd. 184.

This celebrated Work, which unites the entertainment of a romance with the most valuable
informatioa on all bibliographical subjects, has long been very scarce and sold for considerable
sums— the small paper for 81. 8*., and the large paper for upwards of 50 guineas ! 1

1

DIBDIN'S (CHARLES) SONGS. Admiralty edition, complete, with a Memoir by
T. Dibdin. Illustiated with 12 Characteristic Sketches, engraved on Steel by George
Cruikshlvk. 12n:o, cloth lettered, 5a. 1848

DOMESTIC COOKERY, by a Lady (Mrs. Rundell). New Edition, with numerous
additional Receipts, by Mrs. Birch, 12mo, with 0 Plates (pub. at G*.), cloth, 3s.

ENGLISH CAUSES CELEBRES, OR REMARKABLE TRIALS. Square 12mo (pub-

lished at 4*.), ornamental wrapper, 2s. 1844

FENN’S PASTON LETTERS, Original Letters of the Paston Family, written during the

Reigns of Henry VI, Edward IV, and Richard III, by various persons of Rank and Conse-

quence, chit fly on Historical Subjects. New Edition, with Notes and Corrections, complete.

2 vols. bound in 1, square 12mo (pub. at 10*.}, cloth gilt, 5s. Quaintly bound in maroon
morocco, carved boards, in the early style, gilt edges, 15*.

The origiral edition of this very curious and interesting series of historical Letters is a rare

hook, and sills for upwards of ten guineas. The present is not an abridgement, as might be

supposed frem its form, hut gives the whole matter by omitting the duplicate version Of the

letters written in an obsolete lauguage, and adopting only the more modern, readable version,

published by Fenn.
. , . . .

‘ The Paston Letters are an important testimony to the progressive condition of society, and

come in as a precious link in the chain of the moral history of England, which they alone in

this period supply. They stand indeed singly in Europe

—

llullam.

He is one of the most
Sir James Mackintosh.

Henry ^ieldfag'are perhaps most decidedly ami exclusively her own."—Sir Walter Scott

“The prose Homer of human nature.”—Lord Byron.

FOSTER'S ESSAYS ON DECISION OF CHARACTER; on a Man’s Writing Memoir*

of Himself; on the epithet Romantic; on the Aversion of Men of Taste to Evangelical Religion,

&c. Fcap. 8vo, Eighteenth Edition (pub. at G*.), cloth, 5*.

«• i )uve read with the greatest admiration the Essays of Mr. Foster,

profound and eloquent writers that England has produced.”—Sir Janie

FOSTER'S ESSAY ON THE EVILS OF POPULAR IGNORANCE. New Edition

elegaitly printed, in fcap. 8vo, now first uniform with his Essays on Decision or Character,

C
” Wr/ Foster always considered this his best work, and the one by which ho wished his

literary claims to be estimated.” . „ , ,
...... ... ...

“A work which, popular and admired, as it confessedly is, has never met with the thousandth

part of the attention which it deserve*.”—Ur. Pyc Smith.

FROISSARTS CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND SPAIN, &c. New
Edition, by Colonel Juhnes, wild 120 beautiful Woodcuts, 2 vols. super-royal 8vo, cloth

lettered (pub at 1L 1Gs.), U* 8».
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FROISSART, ILLUMINATED ILLUSTRATIONS OF, 74 Piste) printed in gold and
colours, 2 vols. super-royal 8vo f half bound, lUKOl (pub. at 4 /. 10*. J, tU 10*.—

—

— the same, large paper, 2 vols. royal 4to, half bound, uncat (pub. at 10/. Itf.

FROISSART’S CHRONICLES, TOTH THE 74 D
INSERTED, 2 vols. super- royal 8vo, elegantly half-bound red morocco, g..; tog*./, e::. .t-

xnatically tooled (pub. at C/. G*.), 4/. 13*.

GAZETTEER.- NEW EDINBURGH UNIVERSAL GAZETTEER- AND G LOO BA,
PHICAL DICTIONARY, more complete than
and completed to the present time, hy John Thomsox (Editor of the Utuverua aluu &-c. y ,

very thick 8vo (1040 pages) Maps (pub. at 18*.), cloth, 12*.

This comprehensive volume is the latest, and hy far the best Universal Gazetteer of its size.

It includes a full account of Afghanistan, New Zealand, ic. he.

CELL'S (SIR WILLIAM) TOPOGRAPHY OF ROME AND ITS VICINITY. An
improved Edition, complete in one vol. 8vo, with several Pictet. cloth. V.'-tn a >cy lanre

Map of Rome and its Environs (from a most careful trirono:r.‘ _uUd on cloth

and folded in a case so as to form a volume. Together 2 IMC
“These volumes are so replete with what is valuable, that were we to empky cmr entire

journal, we could after all afford hut a meagre indication of their interest and vorth. It is,

indeed, a lasting memorialed eminent literary exertion, deroteu to c t* .'-ct of rrest import-
ance, and one dear, not only to every scholar, but to ever} :i r genet to whom tbs
truth of history is an object of consideration.”

GILLIES’ (DR.) HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS, relating to EcraarfcaV.
Success of the Gospel, including t c Appendix and Supplement, win. Preface; ita Collll nation,
hy the Rev. II. Bgkar, royal

8

vo (pub. at 15*. u/.), cloth, 7*. 0d, 184i

GLEIG’S MEMOIRS OF WARREN HASTINGS, fret Govern:
vols. 8vo, line Portrait (pub. at 2/. £*.), cloth, 1/. 1*. 1341

GIL BLAS, translated from the French of Le Sage. TOtti -4 fine bet
after Smirke, 4 vols. in 2. fcap. Svo. extra cloth, gilt euges, (pub. at 1*. -6*.), .*». 1822

GOLDSMITH’S WORKS, with a Life and Notes, 4 srave 3 Titles
and Plates by Stoxiiakd and Crviksuank. N c I .

cloth, 12*.

“ Can any author—can even Sir "Walter Scott, be compared with Godsuthh for the variety
r

beauty, and power of his compositions? You may take him and ‘cut L.m c ^ra,’ so
many lights does lie present to the imagination.”

—

Athenaeum,
“The volumes of Goldsmith will ever constitute one it the most precious “wells cf English

unde filed.”

—

Quarterly Review.

GOODS (DR. JOHN MASON) BOOK OF NATURE; 3 rc’,s., foolscap 5io, cloth,

(pub. at 1/. 4s.), 10*. Gd.

GORDON’S HISTORY OF THE GREEK REVOLUTION, amt of H
~

paigns arising from the Struggles of the Greek Patriots i:i etnaa cc oi try fria the
Turkish yoke. By the late THOMAS Gordon, General ot a lirris

Second Edition, 2 vols, 8vo, Maps and Plans (pub. at 14. 10*.), cloth. 10*. 6tL 184J

GORTON’S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY. A new aad
Supplement, completing the Work to the present time. iu:c ... i- Ila, 6d.

HEERENS (PROFESSOR) HISTORICAL WORKS, translated, fr.'m the Ocrm»n vii.

—Asia, New Edition, complete in 2 vols—Africa, 1 vol.- Ethers Avn its Cotomf.s. 1

vol.—

A

kciekt Greece, ami Historical Treatises, 1 vol—M vncal cf Ancient His-
tory, 1 vol.—together G vols. Svo (formerly pub. at .

**.* New urd Complete I'ciifton*, ><i!h General J„Je.et.
“ Professor Heeren’s Historical Researches stand i:i the very highest rank arronc those with

which modern Germany lias enriched the Literature of Europe.”—Quart, rtu Jt*mru\

HEEREN S HISTORICAL RESEARCHES INTO THE POLITICS. INTERCOURSE.
AND TRADES OF THE ANCIENT NATIONS OF AFRICA ,

inc uc.i:.z :he Ca:f ajrir.ians,

Ethiopians, and Egyptian*. New edith . corrected throughout, ie of the
Author, new Appendixes, and other Auditions. Complete in 1 vol, Svo, cloth, 1G*.

HEEREN S HISTORICAL RESEARCHES INTO THE POLITICS. INTERCOURSE,
AND TRADES OF THE ANCIENT NA 1 IONS OF ASIA; inrlu.-h.-r the Pf :si .its. Phce-
sicluii Babylonians, Scythians^ and Indiana. New rod Kuition, complete in 2
vols. 8vo, cleuantiy printed (pub. originally at 2f. 5*.), cloth, 11. 4*.

“One of the most valuable acquisitions m.idc ID 061 bhtOdClU lUdKl since the days of
Gibbon."—Athenaeum,

HEERENS ANCIENT GREECE. translated by BanckoTT: and HISTORICAL
TREATISES; viz.— 1. Tlie Political consequences of the Reformation. 11. The Rise, Pro-
gress, and Practical Influence ot Political Theories. 111. The Rise and Growth of the Conti-
nental Interests oi Great Britain. In l vol «ro. with Index, cloth, la*.
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HEEREN'S MANUAL OF THE HISTORY OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM OF
EL'POPE \NI> ITS COLONIES, trom its formation at llie close of the Fifieenth Century,

to its re establishment upon the Fall ol Napoleon ;
translated from the Fifth German Edition,

New Edition, complete in 1 vol. 6vo, cloth. Its.
, , . .... . nrw ,

• t •p,, e History ol Modern Europe that has yet appeared, and it is likely long to remain

WI
" A work ^

otster/inu''value, which will diffuse useful knowledge for generations, after all the

shallow pretenders to that distinction are fortunately forgotten.' —Literary Gazette.

HEEREN'S MANUAL OF ANCIENT HISTORY, particularly with
i

reward to the Consti-

tutions, the Commerce, and the Colonies ol the States of Antiquity. Third Edition, corrected

and improved. 8vo (pub. at 15*.), cloth \2s.

*** Ne xv Edition, with Index.
181 *

“ We never rememher to have seen a Work in which so much useful knowlediF« "g*
densed into so small a compass. A careful examination convinces us that tins hook wRl ne

useful for our English higher schools or colleges, and will contribute to direct)^tention to the

better and more instructive parts of history. The translation is executed with great fi y.

—Quarterly Journal qj Education.

HEERE'I'S MANUAL OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. Tor the use of Schools and
HESS

TuTtir
U
C
A
on,p^d^ the Works of A. H. L. H»*»,

A if excellent and most useful little volume, and admirably adapted for the use of schools

and private instruction.”— Literary Gazette.
i/i4i(in

** A valuable addition to our list ot school books. Athenaeum.

~“V; ,T!?.
"

Secretary of State ;
with Introduction and Notes, by G. P. K. J Alins, Esq., a vote. ovo,

traits (pub. at 2/. 2s,), cloth, Its.

tfiCNietCH'S CHESS PRECEPTOR: a new Analysis of the openings of Games; trans-

^faw'tL^kh
5Nmcs^W.rLKE«, s'oTclo’th, lettered (pub. at 15s.), 6s. W. ««

tmjMcnM'q ,'np 1 ENGLISH DICTIONARY, printed verbatim from the Author’s last
JOHNSONS <DRJ ENGLISH >/0 hich prefixed a History o the Lan

guage, and an English Grammar. 1 large vol. imperial two (pub. at 21. 2a.), cloth, ISa.

muMcnw«; fr>R 1 LIFE AND WORKS, bv Murphy. New and improved Edition,
JO

c„m
S
p°t? in iSricif vols . 8 \o!po rtrad , c loth lettered (pub. at 1/. Us. fid.), 16s.

JOHNSON!ANA • a Collection of Miscellaneous Anecdotes and Sayings, gathered from

nenrlfa hundred different Publications, and not contained in Boswell's 1Life of Joltneon.

Edited by J. W. Cn.ox.tn., M.P. thick leap. 8vo, portrait and frontispiece (pub. at 1

cloth. At. 6d.

JOHNSTON'S TRAVELS IN SOUTHERN ABYSSINIA, through the Country ofAdel,

°
to the Kingdom of Shoa. 2 vote. Bvo, Map and Plates (pub. at 1/. 6s.) cloth, 16s. Oil. I.

tfWif'HT'e; lotlPNEY-POOKS OF ENGLAND. BEKKSIIIRB, including a^full
KNG

IhTrfp,fo?
U
of W

E
Lor°wiTh ?3 Engravings on Wood, and a large illuminated Map.

Reduced to It. Cd.
.

HAMPSHIRE, including the Isle of Wight. With 32 Engravtngs on Wood, and a large illu-

minuted Map. Reduced to 'it.
.1

DEIiBYSHIRE, including the Peak, Sc. With 23 Engravings on Wood, and a largo lllumi-

KENT, with 6^ Engravings on Wood, and a large illuminated Map. Reduced to 2s. 0d.

KNIGHT'S OLD ENGLAN^DK

^

WORTHI^^^^P^oitTBAIT ™
r°»t

Ilrimin! acconiVanRd by |ul^^e^ miki^a
^
^o^raphie^ wTttten hy LotlD

^mTka\^e‘"mndi^s!’ -V» hiatorkal and decorative Vigt,cites on wood,

cloth gilt (pub. at \t. 2t. Cd.) f lit.

KNP^LES'S IMPROVED WALKERK ^PRONOUNCING^
>d Vocabulary of Classical rn'tl

edl.mmm%
a
!ilickS»n^umc voiumc, iarge 6vo, wit., Portrait,

cloth lettered (pub. at It. 4s.), It. 0d.

LA
Edmo'^l vSH’isL” IllhSwDtlKSup® c°

F
Jmfning “JorAVuSS.?®

-

!...). cloth

ploi-n, collection of pithy and .ententiot.s readings, from the best English authors a.

all ages, has long enjoyed great and deserved popularity.

LAMARTINE'S HISTORY OF THE R^^T^Tv'^NLat^rt.^Vl^
0
!-

0"-
SSS fhh!lormwUhS.AxnA«pL— ). 14.
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LAING'S KINGS OF NORWAY; TIIE HE IM SK KING LA er CHI
KINGS OF NORWAY, translated from the Icelandic minary
Dissertation and Notes by Samuel Laino, Effi ; 3 vo.s., b*'.; cloth,

(
pub. at }/. Me.), j&«.

LAMB’S (CHARLES) WORKS, complete; containing
Poems, Plays, &c., with Life of the Author, including the additional Men.
Talfourh, in 1 stout volume royal 8vo, handsomely printed, with Portrait anu Virztt-tte T i.t.
(pub. at 1G*.), cloth, 12 ».

LEAKE'S (COL.) TRAVELS IN THE MOREA. 3 vols. 8*0. • Map of
the Morea, and upwards of 30 various Maps, Plans, Plates of ancient Greek Jnaenptioxu, J c -

(pub. at 21. 5s.), cloth, 11.8s. i b'M

LEWIS’S (MONK) LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE, with many Pieces in Prose and
Verse, never before published. 2 vols. 8vo, Portrait (pub. at 11. 8*.), clo::. . UM

LISTER’S LIFE OF EDWARD, FIRST EARL OF CLARENDON. With Original
Correspondence and Authentic Papers, never before published. 3 toIs. bvo, Portrait ipub. at
21. 8s.). cloth, IS*.

“ A Work of laborious research, written with masterly ability.*’

—

Allas.

LODGE'S (EDMUND) ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH HISTORY. BIOGRAPHY,
AND MANNERS, in the Reigns of Henry VIII.. Edward VI., Mary, Elizabeth, a: - J air.t-j- J.

Second Edition, with above 80 Autographs o; the principal Cuarac: the .

vols. 8vo. (pub. at 11. 1 G*. ), cloth, 11. 1828

MACGREGOR'S COMMERCIAL STATISTICS CF ALL NATIONS. A Diresi of
the Resources. Legislation. Tariffs, Dues. Shipping. Imports, Export*, Weights and Measures,
&c., &c. of All Nations, including all the British Commercial Treaties, s .arce to.*, super-
royal Svo. cloth, (pub. at 71 . 10*.), 21. 12*. 6d.

MALCOLM’S MEMOIR OF CENTRAL INDIA. Two vols. 6vo, third edition, w;;h Jara
Map (pub. at 11. Sr.), cloth, 18*.

MALTE-BRUN AND BALBI’S UNIVERSAL GEOGRAPHY: comprising, 1. The
History of Geographical Discovery

;
2. Principles of Phvsjcal Geoeraphr ; 3 . Complete De-

scription, from the most recent sources, of all the Countries of the World. ' Ne w end er .arc**d
Edition, revised and corrected throughout, with an Alphabetical Index of 13.500 Nan 's
Thick Svo, cloth (pub. at 11. 10*.), reduced to 15a.

MARRYAT’S BORNEO AND THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO, lanonl M
richly illustrated with numerous beautiful Lithographs, timed like Drawings, and Encrarii cs
on wood (pub. at 11. llr. Gil.)

, cloth gilt, 12*. Jb4g

MARTINS (MONTGOMERY) BRITISH COLONIAL LIBRARY: famines pcr.nlar
and Authentic Description of all the Colonies of the British Empire, and embiLrb - -be Kis-
tory—Phvsical Geography—Geology—Climate—Animal. Vegetable, and Miner* Kinrunms—
Government—Finance—M ilitary Defence—Commerce—Shipping—Monctar
—Population, White and Coloured—Education and the Press—EmigTStirn—Social Sta’« Ic
of each Settlement. Founded on Official and Public Documents, furr.i.-bed bv Government!
the Hon. East India Company, &c. Illustrated by Original Maps and Plates. 8 volumes
fcap. 8vo. cloth, 11. 1*.

*

fit’s*'

C

c/
V

.

olume 0f the abovc serics ls coraPlet* in itself, and sold separately, as follows.

The Canadas, Urpcn and Lower.
New South Wales, Van* Diemf.x’s Land, Swan River, and Sonn Kvstkaha
Tiik Wesl Indies. Vol. I.—Jamaica, Honduras, Trinidad, Tobago, Granada, the Bahamas.
and the Virgin Isles. ^

The West Indies. Vol. II.—British Guiana, Barbados, St. Lada, St. 1 erara.
Essenuibo, Berbicc, Anguilla, Tortola, St. Kitt’s, Barbuda, Antirua, Montserrat’ Donii i,aand Nevis.

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Cate Breton, Prince Edward’s Isle The Her-mudas, Newfoundland, ami Hudson’s Bay.
The East Indies. Vol. I. containiug Bengal, Madras, Bombav, Agra, kc.
Tiiu East Indies. Vol. II.
British Possessions in hie Indian and Atlantic Ocf.ans, via Cevlon Penan*

Malacca, Singapore, Sierra Leone, the Gambia, Cape Coast Cast.c, Accra, ‘the ’Falkland
Islands, St. Helena, and Ascension.

MARTIN S (MONTGOMERY) CHINA. Political, Commercial, and Social. Two vols.
8vo, G Maps, Statistical Tables, &c, (pub. at 11. 4*.), cloth, 14*. 1647

MAXWELL’S LIFE OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. Three fcandsOD
Embellished with numerous highly-finished Line l {ntinn I y Coon a and other eminent
Artists, consisting of Battle-Pieces, Portraits, Military l iana and Maps

.
besides a great

number of fine Wood Engravings
;
(pub. at 3/. 7*.), elegant in gilt cloth, if. 1G*. Large paper,

India proofs (pub. at 5/.}, gilt cloth, 21. 12*. Gd.
“ Mr. Maxwell’s ' Life of the Duke of Wellington, in our opinion, has no rival among similar

publications of the day We pronounce it free from flattery and bombast, succinct
And masterly The type ami mechanical execution arc admirable; the plans of
battles ami siege* numerous, ample, and use ul; the portraits of the Duke and his varrior
Contemporaries many and faithful; the battle pictures animated and brilliant; and the
vignettes of costumes and manners worthy of the military genius of Horace Vemet himself."

—

Timet.

MAXWELL'S HISTORY OF THE IRISH REBELLION OF 1798, with Memoirs of
tho Union, and of Emmett’s InMirrcction in 1803, cloth, H\o. with Portraits and numerous
illustrations on steel by Gsohuk Crulksaank, new edition, gilt club, (pub. at !&*.), 9*.
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MINIATURE LIBRARY (BOHN’S.)NUTURE LibnAnT u.;

All foolscap I 2mn„ printed on the finest paper, and very elegantly boarded in the new style oj

morocco cloth. .
.

. ,

RARBAULD AND AIKIN'S EVENINGS AT HOME ;
comprising a great variety

B
^ofamusiiig Instruction for Young Persons, complete, elegantly printed, frontispieces,

MEMOI RS*0F^NAPOLEON . One stent, closely l,ut elegantly
B
^ri”edvS.™l

S
fc^

E
^°o

R
»it°fine equestrian portrait of Napoleon, and frontispiece,

cloth gilt, (pub. at 5J.),3a. 6d. ;
or with gilt edges, 4a.

. . „« . , p f

oiimvam c dm prints PROGRESS. Quite complete, including the "hud tart
BUNYANS PILGRIM b r r Scott. Klemmtly printed on

8Y
B

ROnTdON JUAN, complete, elegantly printed, frontispieces, cloth gilt, (pub.

at Is.), 2t. 6d.; or with gilt edges, 3s.
, ..

CHEEVERS LECTURES ON BUNYANS PILGRIM'S PROGRESS, and the
C

Life and Times of Biinyan, frontispieces, cloth gilt, 2j. Cd.

COLERIDGE'S SELECT POETICAL WORKS, cloth gdt, 3s.; or pit ^ges
^

6J

rnwD r R«; dOETICAL WORKS, with asliortLife by Souttiby, includin B (foi the
COW Pc. R Sr

size) all the Copyright Poems, complete in one handsome volume,

“L“ ‘iT* o
n

, mutest «rv eleeanriv tfr n.ed, With two extremely beautiful 1 ront.ap.ece.

SS H tndv, e
P
ng«tl’d od Steel by Cocn.M.L, cloth gilt, 3s. tid.; or ruth gilt edges, As“ SP

'

,

HESER S (BISHOP) AND MRS. NEMAN'S POETICAL WORKS, three vols.

in one, cloth gilt, 2». 6d. ; or with gilt edges, 3s.
.

HFORIOK'S POETICAL WORKS, complete in one thick volume, elegantly printed,

NEW JOE MILLER A Selection of Modern Jests, Witticisms, Droll Talcs, See.

;:"^,^'•^•.r;o^rL
Ke

;oRKS Vis., voices of the Night-Evangeline-W8M?U^n™SJ^iSi£h ktK-l’oetica. Translations, 2 vols. in 1, por.ra.t and

frontisDitees. clotli gilt, is. Gd.; or with gilt edges, 3*.
. , „

LONGFELLOW'S PROSE WORKS, vis., Outre-Mcr-Hypcnon-Kuvanagh,

vols in 1. cloth gilt 2s. M-i or with gilt edges, 3a.

. -

1

1 T
’

nN .e POETICAL WORKS, with Life and Notes by Dr. Steijbing; to wlucl

M
uI?fi«

S
dU°. c'rASxhxn^EssaV on Milton. Frontispiece, cloth gilt, (pub. at 0,.).

•i ,
~
u/ • nr with gilt edges, 4a.

,

ncriAM-c pncwis translated hv Machpf.rson ;
with Dissertations concerning

gin fpub. at 0,). ^orwlth *•»;-»».,
„ with notes.

SCOTT'S (SIR WAVTER) POETICAL ME
frontispiece, cloth gin (puma, a,),

^ 1U1J of his l’ruvitlenco

- rt^ "L *

THOMSONb' SEASONS, "with 'his Castle of Indolence; 4 beautiful woodcut,.

VATOEk'aNd'toE AMbTr WITCH. two vols. in one, cloth gilt, 2, 6rf. ; or

with gilt edges, 3».
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MONSTRELETS CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE, -y
Joiincs, with Notes, and upwardiiol 100 Woodc - super

•

royal Bvo, cloth letteied (pub. at 1/. 10*.), li. it.

NELSON’S LETTERS AND DISPATCHES, bv Sis Uaeeis Nicolas, 7 ? '-o.
(pub. at 51. 10*.), cloth, 21. 10». '

y fc.4i

—

u
OXFORD ENGLISH PRIZE ESSAYS new Edition, brought Hawn tolBK,5 vois. own

8vo, cloth lettered (pub. at 21. 5*.), 1/. 5».

PERCY’S RELIQUES OF ANCIENT ENGLISH POETRY, consisti-ar of O'.J Heroic
Ballads, Songs, and other Pieces ot our .Earlier Poe:> .

and a copious Glossary, complete in 1 vol. medium «vo. Sev and e
tifully engraved Title and Frontispiece, by Stephanoff (pub. it li. , cloth ir;.:, 7/. ud.

“But above all, I then first became acquainted with Bishop EoCJ^l • T.t•ba-c-s of Ancient
Poetry.’ The fust time, too, I could scrape a few shii uito aradf*
copy of these beloved volumes

;
nor do I believe I ever read a book half ao frequently. .

half the enthusiasm.“—Sir H alter Scolt.
“ Percy’s Reliques are the most agreeable selection, perhaps, whicn exists in any lan-nage/*

—Ellit.

POPE'S POETICAL WORKS, complete in 1 thick volume, foolscap Sro., froLtisp.ecc
and vignette, cloth gilt, (pub. at 5*.), a*. &/,

RAFFLES’ HISTORY CF JAVA, with an Account of Bencoolen, and IktuOs of the
Commerce and Resources of the Indian Tdiipelago. Edited by Lamr Katflcs. Together
2 vols. 8vo, and a splendid quarto Atlas, containing upwards of 100 Plates by Iliitru

,

mm.y
finely coloured (pub. at 3/. 10*.), cloth, 1/. 7*.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. Cabinet Pictorial Edition, infliaftg h:s further Adventure,
With Life of Defoe. Sec , upwafds 6F60 fine Wooden's. from Designs by Haiti r, po*t 8vo.
New and improved Edition, with additional cuts, cloth gilt, 4*. fef.

The only small edition which is quite complete.
“ Perhaps there exists no work, either of instruction or entertainment, in the Enr’rh lan-

guage, which has been more generally read or more deservedly admired. than tit Life and
Adventuies of Robinson Crusoe.”—Sir Waller Scott.

ROBIN HOOD; a Collection -of all the
: Poems, Son?- - b odo*

brated Yeoman
;
to which is prefixed, his History from inedited Dornmer.ts. a d a Vemoir of

Hixson, bj J. M . Gutch, F.S.A. Two vols. elegantly-pristed in crown h
Ritson, and upwards of 120 tasteful wood engravings by Fairholt, extra cioth pob. at
If. 10*.), reduced to 15*.

ROLL! N S ANCIENT HISTORY. A New and complete Edition, with racraved
Frontispieces and 7 Maps. 2 vols. bound in 1 stout handsome vol. rovai fcvo. • pub. at i.. 4*.).
Cloth, 12*.

1

Tlie only complete edition in a compact form; it is uniform in d * Bsmaei w-j:h
Moxon’s Series of Dramatists, &c. The previous editions of Roilin in a single volume are
greatly abridged, and coutain scarcely half the work.

ROSCOES LIFE AND PONTIFICATE OF LEO THE TENTH. New md much
improved Edition, edited by his Son, Thomas Roscof. Complete in 1 stor; vol. f*r. closely
but very handsomely printed, illustrated by 3 fine Portraits, and numerous illustrative En-
gravings, as bead and tail- pieces, cloth, 1/. 4*.

ROSCOE’S LIFE OF LORENZO DE MEDICI, CALLED ** THE MAGNIFICENT."
New and much improved Eoition, edited by bis S. n. Thomas Rofcoe. Comp c c i:. I stout
vol. 8vo, closely but very handsomely printed, illustrated by numerous Engravings, introduced
as head and tail-pieces, cloth, Ui< lg;S
“ I have not terms sufficient to express my admiration of Mr. Rnscoe’s genius and erudition,

or my gratitude foi the amusement end Information l have received. I recommend i is labours
to our country as works of unquestionable genius and uncommon merit. 'J her add t: e name of
Roscoc to the very first rank of English Classical Historians.’

-— Mnt/hio*. Pvrlun*<j /< nature.
“ Roscoe is, 1 think, b\ far the best of our Historians, both for he;.nt\ of style and for deep

reflections; and his translations of poetry are equal to the originals.’*—Wdipole, tun rj Orjord

ROSCOES ILLUSTRATIONS, HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL, of the Life of
Lorenzo dc Medici, with an Appendix of Origii al Documents. Fvo, Portrait of l.orenzo, and
Plates (puh. at 14*. ), boards, 7*., or in 4to, printed to match the original ediuon. Portrait and
Plates (nub. at ]/. 11 .*. Or/.), boards, 1(*.
*** This volume is supplementary to all editions of the work.

ROXBURGHE BALLADS, edited hy John Tatnv Com til post ito, hrnntifully
printed bv Whittin iuum, and cmbcliLhcd with SO cuiious Woodcuts, half bound morocco,
in the Hoxburgbe style (pub. at 1/. 4*.), I2t. 1847

SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS AND POEMS- Vat.pt’s Cabinet Pirfoml Edition, with
Lite, Glossarlnl Notes, and Historical Digests of each Play, kc. 15 vols. fenp. 8vo, with 171
Plates engraved on steel nftcr Designs of the most distinguished British Ari*tv

, also Fac-
similes of all the know n Autographs of Shakespeare (pub. at 3/. 15*.), cioih, rich gilt, 2<. 5*. 1R43

SHAKSPEARE'S PLAYS AND PCEMS. 1 vol 8vo. with Erplanatory Notes, and a
Memoir by Dr. Johnson, Portrait (pub. at IS*.), cloth, 7*. 6d.
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cuaucocsrf'i; pi AYS AND POEMS. Pocket Edition, with a Life by Alexander
SH

1 thick vol. 12mo. printed in a Diamond type, with 40 steel Engraving,

(pub. at 109. 6d.), cloth, 59.

cji AucPr RP'^ PLAYS AND POEMS, with Explanatory Notes, and a Sketch of his

SH
L ff

^
am/vv rU ingV^edUedby Cnm E s Km GMT. Illustrated by 40 large Des.gns on wood

by W. Harvev. Sixth Edition, thick Svo. cloth, 109. 6d.

SH
ni^Li^.^(Ute^^^^Coi^tU^io^^ Friend.

B
NewaiTl^ialld^on^Pli^iao^EdUi(i!|

1

,
witfA‘ortran,

complete in 3 vols. Svo. (puli, at 21. 5s. ), cloth, 18,. ......

Bounty,” kc. 12mo, Frontispiece and Vignette (pub. at 69.), cloth, s.

.MA , , c-r-rc works Edited by Eoscok. Complete in 1 vol. (Roderick Random,

1

^‘‘ Petfelps

1

no'hoo^ever written excited sueh penis of inextinguishable laughter as Smol

lett’s.—Sir Waller Scott.

STERNE'S WORKS. Complete in 1 vol. 8vo, Portrait and Vignette (pub. at 18*.)

cloth, 10s. 6tZ.

c_ nipRRp c WORKS, including.the “ Studies of Nature,” “ Paul and Virginia, and
ST

tl.e’“?hd“cM°ge!>' with a Memoir of the Author, and Notes, by the :
Rev E (3lam.

complete in 2 thick vols. fcap. Svo, Portrait and Frontispieces (pub. at Ills.), cloth, 7». 1816

SWIFTS WORKS. Edited by Uoscoe. Complete in 2 vols, medium 8vo, Portrait,

* l’“ Whoever in Vhe'three kingdoms has any books at all has Swift.”—Lord Chesterfield.

TAAFE'S HISTORY OF THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA, Sec., 4 vols. m 2, 8vo. cloth

gtt, (pnb. at 2/. 109.), 10*. 6cf.

TAYLOR’S fw. B. S.) HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN. Numerous
^ Wood Engravings of Us Buildings and Academic Costumes (pub. at 11.), cloth, 7s. Cd. 18 5

THIERS’ HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION, the 10 parts in 1 thick vol-

royal Svo, handsomely printed, cloth lettered (pub. at ll. 5s.), 10s.

THIFRS’ HISTORY OF THE CONSULATE AND EMPIRE OF NAPOLEON,
TH

the 10 paVis in 1 thick vol., royal Svo, handsomely printed, cloth lettered (pub. at It. as.), IDs.

TUCKER'S LIGHT OF NATURE PURSUED Complete in 2 vols. 8vo. (pub. atl*. 10s.),

Cl

'°‘The ‘light of Nature 1 is a work which, alter much consideration, I thinkmyaelfaatho-

rized mcall ?he most ordinal and profound’rhat has ever appeared on moral ph.lo.ophy-A.r

J'jmes Mackintosh. • , in r-oc

TYTLER S ELEMENTS OF GENERAL HISTORY. >cw Edition, thick Unto, (o-6

closely printed pages), steel Frontispiece (pub. at 5s.), cloth, 5s. 0d.

w ,nc'= RPITISH HISTORY CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED. Comprehending

ssssa.'WBaswsssksssk”*
WALPO E. MEMOIRS OF HORACE WALPOLE 8c HIS CONTEMPORARIES.

By Er.roT Warbbrtos, iaoludinjr Original Letters, chiefly Jrom Strawberr; lull, 2 vols,, b .,

with Portraits of Walpole and Miss Berry, (pub. at It. ts.j, 0s.

WATERSTON S CYCLOPEDIA OFCOW1MERCE, MERCANTILE LAW, FINANCE,
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY AND NAVIGATION. New Edition in the press.

WELSFORD ON THE ORIGIN AND RAMIFICATIONS OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE, preceded by ail Enquiry into the Primitive Sonu, Early Migrations, and Final

Settlements of the principal European Nations, svo. cloth leltei ed, (pub. at Us. i, as.

WELSFORD'S MITHRIDATES MINOR: or an Essay on Language ;
fcvo., tloth,)ct-

tured, (pub. at 10s. Gcl.) t 5s.
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WEBSTER’S AND WORCESTER'S NEW CRITICAL AND PRONOUNCING
DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAG estSfic Term*: l««kn
are added Walker’s Key to the Pronunciation of Classical Scriptural Proper Ktn.ei,

much enlarged : and a Pronouncing Vocabulary of Modem Geographic*
tion, enlarged and entirely revised by Worcester. In 1 thick voL royal fcvo pub. at IL It. n
cloth, 12 a. I*5 *

WHITE’S FARRIERY, improved by Hossee, 8vo, with Plates engraved on steel (pnb.

at 145.), cloth, 75.

WHYTES HISTORY OF THE BRITISH TURF, FROM THE EARLIEST PERIOD
TO THE PRESENT DAY. 2 vols. Svo, Plates (pub. at 11. 6».), cloth, 12i. 1S»

WILLIS'S PENCILLINGS BY THE WAY. Anew and beautiful Editica. with addi-

tions, fcap. Svo, fine Portrait and Plates (pub. at Ci. ), extra red Turkey cloth, richly flit back,

35. Gd.

“ A lively record of first impressions, conveying vividly what was seen, heard, and felt, by a*
active and inquisitive traveller, through some of the rcort interesting part* of Europe. Hu
curiosity and love of enterprise are unbounded. The narrative is told in easy, fluent language,

with a poet’s power of illustration.”—Edinburgh Rcrieic.

WRANGELL'S EXPEDITION TO SIBERIA AND THE POLAR SEA. Edited by
Lieut.-Col. Sabine, thick 12mo, large Map and Portrait (pub. at 6*.), cloth, it. Gu- 1844

WRIGHT'S COURT HAND RESTORED, or the Student assisted in reading olo

Charters, Deeds, &c. small 4to. 23 plates (pub. at 1/. 6*.), cloth, lit. 1846

geology, illorals, ©cckstastkal ©(story, See.

BAXTER’S (RICHARD) WORKS, with Sketch of the Life, and Essay on the Genius
of the Author, 4 vols. imperial 8vo, (pub. at 4f. 4j.), 2/. 125. 6d.

BINGHAM’S ANTIQUITIES OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH. New end improved
Edition, carefully revised, with an enlarged IndeN. 2 vols. isr.r

v

. cl::’. . 1 ].«. f . ]M»0

‘‘Bingham is a writer who does equal honour to the English clergy and to the English nation,

and whose learning is only to he equalled by his moderation and impartiality.’’—Qurferfl Rrr.

CALMET’5 DICTIONARY OF THE EIBLE, Y/ITH THE BIBLICAL FRAG-
MENTS, hv the late Charles Taylor, b vols. 4to. illustrated by 202 Copper-- ate Engrav-
ings. Eighth greatly enlarged Edition, beautifully printed on line wove paper (put>. &:

10/. 105.), gilt cloth, 4/. 145. Cd.

“Mr. Taylor’s improved edition of Calmet’s Dictionary is indispensably necessary to every
Biblical Student. The additions made under the title of * Fragments* are extracted from the
most rare and authentic Voyages and Travels into Judea and other Oriental countries; and
comprehend an assemblage of curious and illustrative descriptions, explanatory of Scripture
incidents, customs, and manners, which could not possibly be explained by any other medium.
The numerous engravings throw great light on Oriental customs.”

—

Home .

CALMET'S DICTIONARY OF THE HOLY BIBLE, abridged, 1 large voL imp. Svo.

Woodcuts and Maps (pub. at 1/. is.), cloth, lor.

CARY’S TESTIMONIES OF THE FATHERS OF THE FIRST FOUR CENTURIES
TO THE CONSTITUTION AND DOCTRINES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,
as set forth in the XXXIX Articles, Svo, (pub. at 125.), cloth, 7*. 6o. Oxford, ToJboyt.

“ This work may be classed with those of Pearson and Bishop Bull; and such a classifica-

tion is no mean honour.”

—

Church of England Quarterly.

CHARNOCKS DISCOURSES UPON THE EXISTENCE AND ATTRIBUTES OF
GOD. Complete in 1 thick closely printed vol. Svo, with Portrait (pub. at 145. 1 , cloth, l *. 6d.
“ Perspicuity and depth, metaphysical sublimity and evangelical simplicity, immense learn-

ing but irrefragable reasoning, conspire to render this pertonv.ancc one of the must inestimable
productions that ever did honour to the sanctified judgment and genius of a human being.*’

—

Toplady.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES. Containing (be following esteemed Treatises, with Pre-
flatory Memoirs by the Rev. J. S. M KMl'.s, I.L.D., viz :—Watson’s Apology for Christianity;
Watson's Apology for the Bible; Paiey’s Bvidcn esol Christianity; Paler's Hone Pauline;
Jcnyns’ Internal Evidence of the Christian Religion; Leslie's Truth of Christianity Demon-
strated; Leslie's Shoit and Easy Method with the Deists; Leslie’s Short ami Easy Method
with the Jews; Chamber's Plain’Rcason* for being a Christian : I.vttlcton on the Conversion
of St. Paul; Campbell's Dissertation on Miracles; Sherlock’s Trial of the Witnesses, with
Sequel; West on the Resurrection. In 1 vol. royal 8vo (pub. at 145.), cloth, 10«.

CHRISTIAN TREASURY. Consisting of the following Expos t ions and Treatises, Edited
by Mkmi s, vir: -Matm’.** Discourses and Dissertations on the Scriptural Doctrines of Atone-
ment and Sacrifice

;
Witherspoon's Practical Treatise on Receneration

;
B ston’s Crook in the

Lot; Guild’s Moncs Unveiled: Guild’s Harmony of all the Prdphets; 1. css's Authenticity,
Uncorrupted Preservation, and C i edibility ol the New Testament; Stuart’s Letters on vbe
Divinity of Christ. In 1 vol. royal 8vo (pub. at 125.), cloth, bs.
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CRUDEN'S CONCORDANCE TO THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT, revised

and condensed by G. H. Haksat, thick 18mo, beautifully printed (pub. at c*. , cloth, 3». lid.

“ An extremelv pretty and very cheap edition. It contains all that is useful in the original

work omitting onlv prepositions, conjunctions, &c., which can never he made available for

purposes of reference. Indeed it is all that the Scripture student can desire.*'—Guardian.

EVELYN'S RATIONAL ACCOUNT OF THE TRUE RELIGION, notv first pub-

lished from the original MS. in the Library ar Wootton, edited, with Notes, by the Rev. R. hi.

Ktansok, B.A., 2 vols. post svo. (uniform with his Diary), cloth, (pub. at \l. Is.), 7s. od.

cvwq RnnK nF MARTYRS* the Acts and Monuments of tlie Church, edited by
FJ

D?. Cummibc, 3 vols? imp. Svo, ivith upwards of 1000 wood illustrations, imperial Svo, extra

cloth (pub. at 31. 13.. 6d.), 21. 12j. Gd.

FULLER'S (REV. ANDREW) COMPLETE WORKS; with a Memoir of his Life, hyhis

Son, 1 large vol. imperial svo, New Edition, Portrait (pub. at li. 10s.), cloth, las.

GRAVES'S (DEAN) LECTURES ON THE PENTATEUCH. 8vo, New Edition (pub.

at I3t.), cloth, 9s.
. t c t

Hfil I q (THE REV ROBERT) COMPLETE WORKS, with a Memoir of bis Life, by

""hp Oiivthus Gregory and Observations on his Character as a Preacher, by John Wister,

Author of Eilv. on Popular Ignorance, kc. j
0 vols Svo, handsomely printed, with beautdul

Portrait (mib. at 3/. 16*.), cloth, contents lettered, lltel !*• 6a.

?:«;VP
w
r

L
n
he» to seethe Engbah^langu'age?n the writes of that

grea' invine,^ Robert Hall He combines" the beauties of Johnson, Addison, and Burke.

W
H^e.nnot'd'o'^etter'th” n'r^^the^tmadcmVc reader to the immortal works of Robert Hall.

For m“” g™diS?. tor cCrtatton truth, and for sublimity we may doubt whether they have

^••Tl^name if RXr^H"V°w7l “be*^a«d bypTl'erity amo°/"ihe hXiritera of the a;e as

weil as tHe most HgMous defenders <5 reUgiois^truth, and the brightest examples ot Christ, at.

charity.”

—

Sir J. j\lu 9kiiit r*sh.
, .

Standard Library), 4s. 6d.

.j ,
|
.c for» ROWLAND) MEMOIRS, hy bis Friend, the Rev. YV. Jones. Edited,

H
^Jith a P^face, b vtlie Bev. J ames Sh erman (Rowland Hill’s Successor as Min ser of

Surrey- Chapel). 'Second Edition, carefully revised, thick post 8vo, flue steel Portrait (pub.

at ICj.), cloth, 5i.
.

,

unnwiMC’c (Dicunpi WHOLE WORKS, with a Memoir of tne Author, ami a very
F 0

JxUjnsfv^general Index of T^uatH Subjects, 2 vols, royal Svo (pub. at if. 4s.), cloth, las.

‘‘Bishop Hopkins’s works form of themselves a sound body of divinity. He is clear, vehe-

ment, and persuasive.’’—JSickertlclh. ,

HORNE ON THE PSALMS, a Commentary on the Book of Psalms, iti which their
H0

,

R
ternl seM, and m“taphorical application is pointed out. New and elegant edition, complete

In one volume, Svo, cloth (pub. at e».). 6s. 6d.

HUNTINGDON'S (COUNTESS OF) LIFE AND TIMES- By a• Mmbcr <if the 1louses

of Shirley and Hastings. Sixth Thousand, witn a copious Index. 2 large vols. Svo, roxtraits

of the Countess, Whitfield, and Wesley (pub. at 1/. 4 j.), cloth, 14s.

extra cloth, 16s. The only complete Edition.

LEIGHTON'S COMMENTARY ON PETER; with Life hy Peakson, complete in 1

thick handsomely printed vol. 8vo, Portrait (pub. at 12s.), cloth, 9s.

LIVES OF the ENGLISH SAINTS. Ry the Rev. J. II. Newman and ethers.

3 thick vols., 12mo, cloth, lettered, 10s. Cd.

M’CRIE’5 LIRP OF JOHN KNOX, with illustrations of the History of the 'Reformation
M

inScoUand. New Edition with numerous Additions, and a Memoir, Htc. by ANDJtnw Cuiciiton,

Fcap. 8vo (pub. at 5*.), cloth, 3». 6d.

MAprc'c (ARCHBISHOP) WORKS, comprising Discourses and Dissertations on the
MA

S
G
cHp

E
t*a^ of AtVnS anS Sacrfftee; Sermon., and Visitation Charge.. » a

Memoir of his Life, by the Rev. A. H. Ku.vsv, D.D. 2 vols. Svo (pub. at If. G«.), cloth, 1B>.

** Discovers such deep research, vield3 so much valuable information, and affords so many

helps m "e”e?utation o
P
f^ror, aa’to constitute the most valuable treavure of biblical learning

of which a Christian scholar can he possessed. —Christian Observer.

luinDcc (h ivm ah) i i fe l>v the Rev. Keniiv Thompson, post Svo, printed nmiormly
MO

w
R
ith he^fkJ! $o

H
r?r.V«',

F
.nd Wood Engravings (pub. a, 12..), el.ra cloth, to. OuUl, MW

“Tnis may he called the official edition of Hannah More’s Life. It brings so much new and

interesting matter into the field respecting her, that It.will receive *

public. Among the rest, the particulars of mos* of her publications wm rewaru wmj j

of literary readers."— Literary Gazette,
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MORES fHANNAH) WORKS, coniiiletc in 11 voU. fcap. bvo, with portrait and rig-

nette titles, cloth, 1/. 18». 6d.

MORE S (HANNAH) SPIRIT OF PRAYER, fcap. 8to, Portrait (pub. at <L* (

Cadeu , IMS

MORES (HANNAH) ESSAY ON THE CHARACTER AND PRACTICAL
WRITINGS OF ST. PAUL, post 8vo (pub. at 1 6s. 6c/.), cloth, it.

MORES (HANNAH) PRACTICAL PIETY; Or the Influence of flirlWipM if the
Heart on the Conduct of the Life, 32mo, Portrait, cloth, 21 . (A.

The only complete small edition. It was revised just before ter death, an. ccatains much
improvement, which is copyright.

MORE'S (HANNAH) SACRED DRAMAS chiefly intended for X to which
is added “Sensibility,” an Epistle, 3.mo (pub. at 21 . €c.

This is the last genuine edition, and contains some copyright adci ; are tot in aty
other.

MORES (HANNAH) SEARCH AFTER HAPPINESS ;
with Ballads, Tales, Hymns,

and Epitaphs, 32mo (pub. at 2s. Gd.), gilt cloth, gill edges, li. Gd.

NEFF (FELIX) LIFE AND LETTERS OF, translated from the French of M. Eost. by
M. A. Wyatt, leap. 8vo, Portrait (pub. at 6s . ), cloth, 2*. 6d. 18i3

NEWTON’S (REV. JOHN) WORKS, with a Life of the Anth - ciiaud
Cecil, and an introduction by the Ilev. T. Ccnxlkgiiam, M .A. imperial fTO, with Portrait
(pub. at If. 5s.), 15s.

PALEY'S WORKS, ini vol. consisting of his Natural Theology, Moral end Toittical
Philosophy, Evidences of Christianity, Hone P»uliurc, Clergyman'*. Companion in vidiinyiha
Sick, &c. bvo, ham somely printed in double columns (pub. at 10s. 6c.), cloth, it.

RIDDLE'S ECCLESIASTICAL CHRONOLOGY; or Annals of the Christian Church
from its Foundation to the Present 'l ime

; containing a View of General Cburen Hirtciy {in-
cluding Controversies, Sects, and Parties, Ecclesiastical Writers, sc.) Svo, c.oth

<
pub. at

1 5.v. ) , reduced to Is. Gd.

R03INSONS SCRIPTURE CHARACTERS; or, a Practical Improvement of the
Principal Histories of the Old and New Testament, 2 thick mis., ftvo, hmdsomely printed,
w ith Portrait and Life of the Author, cloth lettered, (pub. at ll. Is.), It s. Gd.

SCOTT'S (REV. THOMAS) COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE, with the Author's
las: Corrections and Improvements, and 84 beautiful Woodcut ILustraucns and Maps. 3 mis.
imperial 8vo (pub. at 41. 4s.), cloth, 1/. los. 1S30

SIMEON S WORKS, including his Skeletons of Sermons and TTorm Homilrtiree. or
Discourses digested into one continued Series, and fanning a Commentary upon even- Book
of the Old and New Testament; to which are annexed an improved editiaa n. Claade Essay
on the Compo.-dlion of a Sermon, ami very comprehensive luuexes, edited by Ilev. Tiigalas
Hautwell Horne, 21 vols. Svo (pub. at’lO/. 10#.), cloth, 7/. 7#.

The following miniature editions of Simeon’s popular tcorks are uniformly printed in 22/no. end
bound in cloth

:

THE CHRISTIAN’S ARMOUR, 9d.

THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LITURGY, 2d.

THE OFFICES OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, 9d.

HUMILIATION OF THE SON OF GOD
;
TWELVE SERMONS, 9d.

APPEAL TO MEN OF WISDOM AND CANDOUR, Shi.

DISCOURSES ON BEHALF OF THE JEWS, U. 6d.

“The works of Simeon, containing 2536 discourses on the principal passages of the Old and
New Testament w ill be found peculiarly adapted to assist the studies of the younger clergy in
their preparation for the pulpit; they will likewise serve as a Body of Divinity; arm are by
many recommended us a Biblical Commentary, wcl 1 adapted to be read in famine*..”—Lownaeu

SMYTH’S (REV. DR) EXPOSITION OF VARIOUS PASSAGES OF HOLY
SCRIPTURE, adapted to the Use of Families, lor every Day throughout the Year, 3 vois. fivo
(pub. at 11. 11*. Gti. ), cloth, Os. 1641

SORTAIN'S (REV JOSEPH) SERMONS, °n sumcof (he most imporlnnt topics of
Morality, Doctrine, and Religious Opinion, preached at Brighton, Rvo, cloth, (pub. at 12s. ), 6s.

SOUTHS <DR. ROBERT) SERMONS: to which arc annexed the chief heads of the
Sermons, a Biographical Memoir, and Gcnctal Index, 2 voU. rotal Svo (pub. at 1L 4#.),
cloth, 15#.

STEBBING’S HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST, from the Diet of Augsburg,
1330, to the present Century, 3 vols. Svo (pub. at \l. 16s.), cloth, 12s. 1W9

STURM’S MORNING COMMUNING WITH GOD. OR DEVOTIONAL
MF.D1 1 A I IONS Foil EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR, translated from the German. New
Edition, post svo, cloth, 6*.

TAYLOR S (JEREMY) COMPLETE WORKS, with an Essay, Biographical and
Critical

; 3 large vols. imperial 8vo, Portrait (pub. at 31. 15#.), cloth, 31. 3s.
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TAYLOR’S (ISAAC OF ONGAR) NATURAL HISTORY OF ENTHUSIASM,
Tenth Edition, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 55.

“It is refreshing to U9 to meet with a work hearing, as this unquestionably does, the impress
of hod, powerful, and original thought. Its most strikingly original views, however, never
transgress the hounds of pure Protestant orthodoxy, or violate the spirit ot truth and sober-*

ne*s; and yet it discusses topics constituting the very roof and basis of those furious polemics
which have shaken repeatedly the whole intellectual and moral world.”

—

Athenaeum.

TAYLOR’S (ISAAC) FANATICISM. Third Edition, carefully revised. Fcap. 8vo
Cloth, G.».

“ It is the reader’s fault if he does not rise from the perusal of such a volume as the present
a wiser and a belter man.— Eclectic Review.

TAYLOR S (ISAAC) SATURDAY EVENING, Seventh Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 5s.

“ ‘ Saturday Evening,’ and ‘Natural History of Enthusiasm,’ are two noble productions.”—
BU’CkHtJfh.’t Majazine.

TAYLORS (ISAAC) ELEMENTS OF THOUGHT, or concise Explanations, alpha-
fc-ii, ally arranct-d, of Hie principal Terms employed in the usual Branches of Intellectual

Philosophy. Ninth Edition. 12mo, cloth, 45.

-TMPSON’S KEY TO THE BIBLE, containing a Summary of Biblical Knowledge,
and a Di tionarv of all the principal Words in the Old and New Testament, illustiated by three

map*, aud 124 beautiiul woodcuts, 8vu, cloth lettered, (pub. at 145.), 7s. 1853

TOMLINES (BISHOP) ELEMENTS OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY, Fourteenth
Edition, with additional Notes audStmunary, bySTcnniNG. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth, lettered (pub.

at 1/. 15.), 10 i. Gd.

TOM LINE'S (BISHOP) INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE,
Oil ELEMENTS OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY. Containing Proofs of the Authenticity

and Inspiration of the Holv scriptures; a Summary of the History of the Jews; an Account of

the JewL-.h Sects; and a brief Statement of the Contents of the several Books of the Old and

New Testaments. Nineteenth Edition, elegantly printed on fine paper, 12mo (pub. at 5s. Gd.),

cloth, 3j*. 6d.

“ Weil adapted as a manual for students in divinity, and may be read with advantage by the

most experienced divine.”

—

Marsh'* Lectures.

whffi ER’S (REV N ) SERMONS; preached in the Parish Churches of Old and New
Shoreham, (in itae vicinity of Brighton), Sussex, large type, Svo, cloth, (pul), at 10s. 6d.), 5s.

WILBERF" ROE’S PRACTICAL VIEW OF CHRISTIANITY, With a comprehensive

Memoir of the Author, by the Rev. T. PiUCE, ISmo, printed in a large liand30me type (pub. at

61.), gilt cloth, 2i. Oil.
1845

jforctgn languages anb ^Literature.

INCLUDING

CLASSICS AND TRANSLATIONS, CLASSICAL CRITICISM, DICTIONARIES,

GRAMMARS, COLLEGE AND SCHOOL BOOKS, ATLASES, Sec.

ATLASES—A NEW GENERAL ATLAS, engraved by Sidney Hall, demy folio

51 large Maps, wi-h the Divisions and Boundaries carefully coloured, and a complete General

Index. New Edition, corrected to the present time, half morocco, 21. 12i. Otf.

WILKINSON'S CLASSICAL AND SCRIPTURAL ATLAS, with Historical and

Clip. nolo deal Tables, imperial 4tn. New and improved Edition, a3 map., coloured (pub. at

21. 45. ), half bound morocco, it. 1)5. Cd.

wii KINSONS (GENERAL ATLAS. New and improved Edition, with all the Railroads

inserted. Population according to the last Ccosus, Parliamentary Returns, Sic., imperial 4to.

40 Maps, coloured (pub. at if. 10 (.), half bound morocco, If. =».

AINAWORTHS LATIN DICTIONARY, by I>r. Jamikson, an enlarged Edition, con-
AIN

Ui^rgainhewords of!u.e Stoic" Thick 8vo, neatly bound (pub. at 1 la.) H..^

BIBLIA HEBRAICA, EX EDITIONE VANDER HOOGHT. Rccognovit J. D. Allk-

•M A.sn. Very thick 8vo, handsomely printed (put), at If. 5s.), cloth, 10s. Cd. Lund. Duncan, 18j0

BOURNES (VINCENT) POETICAL WORKS, Latin and English, 18mo (pub. at

a». 6d.), Cl th, 25. Od.
i0 ®

r the same, large paper, an elegant volume, 12mo (pub. at 55.), cloth, 35. Gd. 1838

CICEROS LIFE FAMILIAR LETTERS, AND LETTERS TO ATTICUS,
by Middletos, Melmotu, aud HsBEUDB*, complete in one thick vol. royal bvo, portrait,

(pub. at 1/. 45.), cloth, 125.
. ,

CORPUS POETARUM LATINORUM. Edidit G. S. Mai.kee. Complete in 1 very

tl,

Ttds
V
^om^r^

l

henslve
U
volurne ^outaiiia* a ^hrary of the poetical Latin classics, correctly

«lLr tbebe^L,YUi"
Lucan, MM Oalpurnlu. dlcnm.

Propertius Horace, JuIeoaV, Wlln. ltallcus. Claodlan.'

ISetKH PhtSlrns. Martial,’ Valerius FUccua,
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DAMMII LEXICON GR/ECUM, HOMERICUM ET PINDARICUM. Ct -
' '

^hs2a«aesa w^
characters."—Dr. ZJiWm.

. . , , ,

DEMOSTHENES, translated by Lv-Land, the two vols. Sro roinp etein 1 roL 1-mo-

handsomely printed in double columns, in pear! type, portrait (puh. at U ), t.oth, 3r.

cloth, 15t. . .

CRACLIA’S ITALIAN-'NGLISH AND ENGLISH-ITALIAN DICTIONARY, *

GR
compendious Italian Grammar and Supplementary Dictionary of Saral Term*, Hmo, roaa

(pub. at 8s.), 4s. lid. ______
HERMANN'S MANUAL OF THE POLITICAL ANTIQUITIES OF GREECE,

Historically considered, translated from the German, Svo (pub. at >*».),
JU£

“ Hermann’s Manual of Greek Antiquities is most important.’’—ISirWCa Hal. oj Greta,

HPROnOTUS CAREY'S (REV. H.l GREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICON TO
HERODOTUS, adapted to the Text of Gaisford and Baehr, and all other Edilions, tvr,. do

(puh. at 12*.), 8j. . . r y,

LEMPRIERES CLASSICAL DICTIONARY. .Miniature Edition, ronUrntrir a .tt^

Account of a’l the- l’roner names mentioned in Ancient Authors. a._d muc.. utt.c. . • *

respecting the uses and habits of the Greets and Romans, Xev and cnmp.ete Edrtmn.

elegantly printed in pearl tvpe, in 1 very thick vol. ISmo (pub. at ,«. U.j, c.o.a, U. Gd.

ET KREYSSIG;
mes Crf.vierit. Stiiothii." Rupebti. et atiorum ;

Ariimadreniones Ntnaivtan,

!!

“
et suas addidit Tnavr.r.s Tw.ss, J. C B . Coll. Unit. Ossa Soc.u..

et Tutor

amplissimo, 4 vols. 8vo (pub. at 1Z. 18i.)»
Jf", ,

» ?. / a

best and most useful edition of Livy ever published in octavo, and u ^ p.cierred

Li vil HISTORIA, EX RECENSIONE DRAKENBORCHU
Et Annotations Creviebjt, Stmjdyhii. Ruperti. et aUorum ;

Ammadvemones . ieei_v

Wacksmutiii
Cum Indicc amp
This is the best ;

in all our universities and classical schools.
#

LIVY Edited l>v Pmsndkvtllb. Livii Historic libri quinque pneres, with Lngaifh

Notes, by Prendeville. New Edition, 12mo, neatly bound in roan, i*.

the same, Rooks 1 to III, separately, cloth, 3*. 6<L

the same, Bonks IV and V, cloth, 3/. 6J.

NEWMAN'S PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF RHpORIC; or, the Principles and F.t •

Style, with Examples. Sixth Edition, 12mo (pub, at 5*. 6c?.), c.oth 3.*. C .

OXFORD CHRONOLOGICAL. TABLES OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY.
'

earliest l'erio.i In the present Time: in which all the crea: Lvtn.s. Civil. Bel - at, . .icn^ihr,

and Literary, of the various Nations of the 'A orid are nlaced, at one vicv, •

Reader i

at ;

Tables

folio (pub. at It. 1G*. ), half- bound morocco, 1/. 1#.

The above is also sold separately, as follows,—

TIIE MIDDLE AGES AND MODERN HISTORY, 2 pans in 1, folio (pub. a. 1.. 2*. Cm.
,

sewed, 15a.
, ,

MODERN HISTORY, folio (pub. at 12*. ), sewed, S*.

FLUTARCH'S LIVES, by the Langhornis. Complete in 2 vols. Sro. j>ub. at 1/. la.

cloth, 1C*. Gdm

RAMSHORN S DICTIONARY OF LATIN SYNONYMES. for th" Use of ScWs rmd

Private Students. Translated and edited by Dr. Lieber. Po*t8vo. (puh. at <*- ). c.oth, 4*. CcL

SCHOMANN'5 HISTORY OF THE ASSEMBLIES OF THE ATHENIANS,
translated from the Latin, with a complete Index, Svo. (pub. at lt>*. <*/.), cloth, 5*. Cai^b. 183b

A book of the same school and character as the works of Heerex, Boeckh, Schlbgel, fee

ELLEN DT'G GREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICON TO SOPHOCLES transited hr
Cary. Svo, (pub. at 12*.), cloth, G*. G</. Or/ord, 2'o/boy*, 1841

STUARTS HEBREW CHRESTOMATHY. designed a? an Introduction to a Course
of Hebrew Study. Third Edition, Svo, (pub. at 14.*.), cloth, 9». Oxford, Taiboys.

% 1334

This work, which was designed by its learned author to facilitate the Mudv of Hebrew, has

bad a very extensive sale in America, it n nns a desirable adjunct to all Hebrew Grammars,
|ud \x sufficient to complete t law system ifinstruclioa in that language.

TAYLOR’S (ISAAC. OF ONGAR) HOME EDUCATION
;
a nctv and enlarged edition,

revised by the Author, leap. Svo, cloth, 5s.

TROLLOPES (REV WM.) ANALECTA THEOLOGICA. rive SYNOPSIS CRITI-
COKU M

;
a t’ri.i nl, Pliiloloirual, ami Kxegeticnl Commentary on t:ie New 1 rstament

:

adapted t o the (ii •ik Text, compih tl and digested from the most approved sources. British and

Foreign ; and so arr.m.trcd --is t .* exhibit at one view the comparative weight of different opinions

on disputed texts, i very thi k Mils., svo, cloth lettered, (pub. at 1Z. 12s.), 12a.
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TACITUS, (the Latin Text), complete, from the Text of Brotier, with his Explanatory
Notes in English, edited, for the use of Schools and Colleges, by A. J. Valpy, M.A. 3 vols.
post Sto, (pub. at 1/. 4j. ) ,

cloth, 10*. Cd.

TERENTIUS, CUM NOTIS VARIORUM, CURA ZEUNII, cura Giles; acced. Index
copiosissimus. Complete in 1 thick vol. Svo, (pub. at 16*.), cloth, 8s. 1837

VIRGIL. EDWARDS’S SCHOOL EDITION. Virgilii iEneis, cura Edwards, et Questi-
ones Virgflianae, or Notes and Questions, adapted to the middle Forms in Schools, 2 vols in 1,
12mo, bound in cloth (pub. at 6s. 6d.), 3s.

*#* Either the Text or Questions may be had separately (pub. at 3s. 6d.), 2s. 6rf.

WILSON S (JAMES PROFESSOR OF FRENCH IN ST. GREGORY'S COLLEGE)
FRENCH-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY, containing full Expla-
nations, Definitions, Synonyms, Idioms, Proverbs, Terms of Art and Science, and Rules of
Pronunciation in ea h Language. Compiled from the Dictionaries of the Academy, Bowyer,
Chambaud, Garner, Laveaux, Des Carhieres and Fain, Johnson and Walker.
1 large closely printed vol. imperial 8vo, (pub. at 21. 2j.), cloth, 18s.

XENOPHONTIS OPERA, GR. ET LAT. SCHNEIDERI ET ZEUNII, Accedit Index
(Pokson and Elmsley's Edition), 10 vols. 12mo, handsomely printed in a large type, done
up in 5 vols. (pub. at 4/. 10s.), cloth, 18*. 1841

the same, large paper, 10 vols. crown Svo, done up in 5 vols. cloth, 1 /. 5s.

XENOPHON'S WHOLE WORKS, translated by Spki/man and others. The only com-
plete Edition, 1 thick vol. Svo, portrait, (pub. at 154.), cloth, 10«.

iiobris, <S3orks of Jftctton, 'HLfgljt Tlcnbtng.

CRUIKSHANK “AT HOME;” a New Family Album of Endless Entertainment, con-
sisting of a Series of Tales and Sketches by the most popular Authors, with numerous clever and
humorous Illustrations on Wood, by Cruiksiiank and Seymour. Also, CRUIKSHANK’S
ODD VOLUME, OR ROOK OF VARIETY. Illustrated by Two Odd Fellows—Seymour
and Cruiksiiank. Together 4 vols. in 2, fcap. 8vo, (pub. at 21. 18*.), cloth, gilt, 10*. Gd. 1S4S

HOWITT'S (WILLIAM) GERMAN EXPERIENCES Addressed to the English, both
Goers Abroad and Stayers at Home. 1 vol. fcap. 8vo*, (pub. at G*.), clolli, 3s. Gd. 1814

MARRYAT’S (CAPT.) POOR JACK. Illustrated by 4fl large and exquisitely beautiful
EngTavincs on Wood, after the masterly Designs of Clarkson Stanfield, It.A. i hand-
some vol. royal 8vo, (pub. at 14*.), gilt cloth, Us.

MARRYAT’S PIRATE AND THE THREE CUTTERS. 8vo, with 20 most splendid
line Engravings, after Stanfield, engraved on Steel by Charles IIeath (originally pub,
at 1/. 4*.) gilt cloth, 10s. Gd.

MARRYAT’S (CAPT.) PRIVATEER'S MAN OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO.
new edition, i.iu>.tra ed with 8 highly finished line Engravings on steel, in the manner of

Slotbard, leap. 8vo. gilt cloU, 5s.

MARRYATS (CAPT.) MASTERNIAN READY, or the Wreck of the Pacific (written

for Young People). Lew edition, complete ini vol. fcap. 8vo. with 92 beautilul engravings
on wood, cloth extra, gilt, 6s. 1S3G

MARRYATS MISSION, or SCENES IN AFRICA. (Written for Youn- People).
New edition, %.«p. 8vo, with 8 Illustrations on wood by Gilbert & Dalziel, cloth, ex. gilt, Ss.

MARRYAT’S SETTLERS IN CANADA (Written for Yonng People). New edition,

fcap. 8vo., with 10 Illusirasions on wood by Gilbert and Dalziel, cloth, extra gilt, Gs.

MAYHEW'S IMAGE OF HIS FATHER; or, One Boy is More Trouble than n Boren
Girls; a Talc, with 12 capital Engravings by Pmz. New Edition, in 1 vol. post Svo. cloth gilt,

(pub. at 7*.), reduced to 3*. Gd.

MILLER’S GODFREY P/IALVERN, OR THE LIFE OF AN AUTHOR. By the
Author of “ Gideon Giles/' “ Jtoyston Gower,” ” Day in the Woods,” Sic. & c. 2 vols. in 1,

8vo, with 21 clever Illustrations by Phiz (pub. at 13*. ), cloth, 6s. Gd. 1843

41 Tliis work has a tone and an Individuality which distinguishes it from all others, and cannot

be read without pleasure. Mr. Miller has the forms and colours of rustic life more completely

tinder his control than any of his predecessors.”—Athenaeum.

MITFORD’S (MISS) OUR VILLAGE; complete in 2 vols. post 8vo, n Scries of P.ural

Tales and Sketches. New Edition, beautiful Woodcuts, gilt cloth, lOi.

SKETCHES FROM FLEMISH LIFE. By Hendrik Consciknck. Square 12mo, 130
Wood Engravings (pub. at 6* ), cloth, 4«. Gd.
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3Jubenflt artti ISlcmcntaq? 23ocrfcs, Gymnastics, $rc.

ALPHABET OF QUADRUPEDS. OTiwiratal by F.mres selected fro-

Old Masters, square l'.’mo, with 21 n
Paul Potter, &c. and with initial letters by Me. Suav/, clc.:L, gut edges i-t 4t. G&. . ^

i&jv •

. the same, the Plates coloured, gilt cloth, gilt edge! (pub. at 7f. M-). 1*.

CRABBS (REV. G) NEW PANTHEON, or Mythologr of aB Nation* ; eat

the Use of Schools and Yount: Persons; rft < Cl s -ninatsfla <m the Finn oil

Pixxock. 18mo, with 30 pleasing Lithographs (pub. at 3*. doth* 2s-

DRAPER'S JUVENILE NATURALIST. orCounin- V ' nra5’
and Winter. Square 12mo, with SO beautifully executed Woodcuts (pub. r: : K), cloQi, gt
edges, 3a. Gd.

1

EQUESTRIAN MANUAL FOR LADIES. by Fe\>k Hottaed. Raj. Sro, upwards of

50 beautiful Woodcuts (pub. at 4a.), gilt cloth, si t edg^s, 2». G<L

EVANS'S TALES OF CHIVALRY; or, Evenings with the Clircnickrs; square lCmnu ,

1G woodcuts, cloth lettered, (pub. at 4s. 6d.), 3s. Cd.

EVANS'S TRUE TALES OF THE OLDEN TIME, select*! fr m Feoissaet. Third!

Edition, handsomely printed, 1G fine woodcuts, square ltmo, gi.t cloth, (pub. a: 4b. Gu.), 3s. Gd

GAMMER GRETHEL'S FAIRY TALES AND POPULAR STORIES, trar.-hted from
the German of Grimm (containing 12 Fairy lales), post Svo, ctxmerous Woo::uu by Gi.on.oE

CruikSmank (pub. at 7a. Gd.), cloth gilt, 5a. 1840 !

GOOD-NATURED BEAR. A Story for Children of all A^es. by R. R. Holne.
8vo, Plates (pub. at 5a. ), cloth, 3a. , or with the Plates coloured, 4a. 1850

GRIMM'S TALES FROM EASTERN LANDS. Square 12mo, Plates (pub. at 5f.L

cloth, 3a. 6d., or Plates coloured, 4a. Gd. 164"

HOWITT'S (MARY) ''HILO'S PICTURE AND VERSE BOOK, commer’y es-.llea

“ Otto Speckter's Fable Book transited into English Verse, with French aad Gema Verse* i

opposite, forming a Tiisl tt, square Urino, with 100 large Wood Engravings (pub. at 1G.«. (><'. )

.

extra Turkey cloth, gilt edges, 5a. 1845

This is one of the most elegant juvenile books overproduced, ar.d has the novelty of being i*

three languages.

ILLUSTRATED DITTIES OF THE OLDEN TIME: a Scries cfi.' n - ;c

ful Designs, illustrative of popular Nursery Rhymes, snail 4to, eleganiiy bound in cloth, 5s.

kAMB'S TALES FROM SHAKSPEARE. designed principally for tlieuser.f Your.c Per-
sons (written by Miss and Charles La.mu), Sixth Edition, embellished with : large and bcao-

llful Woodcut Engravings, from Designs by IIarvet, fc*p. 8vo., (pub. at r». Gi.-.,, cioih guL
3a. Gd.

“One of the most useful and agreeable companions to the understanding of Fhaksoesre which
have been produced. The youthful reader who is about to taste the c arms of our great Barit,
is strongly recommended to prepare himself by first reading these elegant tales.”—Quarterly
Review.

L. E. L. TRAITS AMD TRIALS OF EARLY LIFE. A Senes of Talcs addressed to
Young People. By L. E. L. (Miss Laxpon). Fourth Edition, fcap. Sro, with a beautiful
Portrait engraved on Steel (pub. at 5*.), gilt doth, 3.«. lo45

LOUDON'S (MRS J ENTER TA'NING NATURALIST; brine nopnlar Prf-rip'mn*,
Tales and Anecdote* of more than 606 Animals, comprehendinc *1 Birds,
Fishes. Reptiles, Insects, Xc., of which a knowledge is indispensable in Inm Education.
Illustrated by upwards of 500 beautiful Woodcuts, by Bewick, Uakveit, Whixtek, and
others, post 8vo, gilt cloth, 61 .

MARTIN AND WESTALLS PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE BIBLE; the letter-

press bv the Rev. Hobart Cavstfr. S'o. 144exlrcmelv beautiful Wood Enc-ravinr* bv the
first Artists (including reduced copies of M artiv’s celebrated Pictures, Belshazzar’s Ftast,
The Deluge. Fall of Nineveh, &c.), cloth gilt, gilt edges, reduced to 12*.

A most elegant present to young people.

MARRYAT’S MASTKRMAN READY, PRIVATEER’S MAX, MISSION, and SETTLERS—
sec previous page.

PERCY TALES OF THE KINGS OF ENCLAND : Stories of Camps and Battle-fields.
Wars, and Victories ( modernized from Holixsht r, Frotssakt, ard the other Chroniclers),
2 vols. In 1, square 12nio. ( Parley sire. ) Fourth Edition, considerably improved, completed
to the present time, embellished with 1 G exceedingly beautiful Wood Engravings (pub. at 9*.)
cloth gilt, gilt edges, 5s.

This beautiful volume has enjoyed a large share of success, and deservedly.

ROBIN HOOD AND HIS MERRY FORESTERS. By Stfpiikn Tkrct. Square ICmo.
8 Illustrations by Gilbert (pub. at 5*.), cloth, 3*. Gd., or with coloured Plates, 5*. 1850

SHERWOODS (MRS.) ROBERT AND FREDERICK; a Talc for Youth, fcap. 8vo,
with 20 highly finished wood Engravings, cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at 9«. Gu. ) ,

reduced to 4i. Gd.
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REYNARD THE FOX, THE MOST DELECTABLE HISTORY OF. Square 12mo,
with 2J Etchings liy EvERDlNGEN.exirajiiltclotb, {pub. atds.J.is.; or, with the plates co-
loured, extra ciotu', gitt edges, (pub. at as.), Gs.

SPENSER'S FAERIE QUEEN (TALES FROM), Square Ifimo, plates, extra cloth,

(pub. at 3s. 6d.), 2s. Gd. ; or, coloured plates, extra cloth, gilt edges, (pub. at 4s. 6d.), 3s. Gd.

STRICKLAND'S (MISS JANE) EDWARD EVELYN. A Tale of the Rebellion of 1745;
to which is added, “The Peasant’s Tale," by Jeeeerys Taylor, fcap. 8vo, 2 line Plates
(pub. at 5*.). cloth gilt, 2*. 6d. 1849

TALES OF THE GENII; or the delightful Lessons of IToram, the Son of Asnmr, by
Sir Charles Morrell. New Edition, colla ed and edited by Philojuvenis, post 8vo. with

numerous woodcuts and 5 steel engravings in the manner of Stothard, cloth extra just ready, 5s.

TOMKIN S BEAUTIES OF ENGLISH POETRY, selected for the use of Youth, and
designed to inculcate the Practice of Virtue. Twentieth Edition, with considerable additions,

royal iaiuo. very elegantly printed, with a beautiful Eronispiece after Harvey, elegant, gilt

edges, 3j. Gd.

YOUTH'S (THE) HAND-BOOK OF ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGE, in a Series

of Familiar Conversations on the most interesting Productions of Nature and Art, and on
other Instructive Topics of Poiite Education. By a Lady (Mrs. Pai.limer, the Sister of

Captain Markyat. 2 vols. in 1, fcap. 8vo. Woodcuts, (pub. at 15s.), cloth gilt, 3s. Gd. 1844

This is a very clever and instructive hook, adapted to the capacities of young people, on the

plan of the Conversations on Chemistry, Mineralogy, Botany, &C.

iTlusic nnh JSHusi'cal SSIovfts.

THE MUSICAL LIBRARY. A. Selection of the best Vocal and Instrumental Music,
both En-'lLsh and Foreign. Edited by W. Ayrton, Esq., of the Opera House. 8 vols. folio,

compr.. hemline more than 400 pieces of Music, beautitully printed with metallic types (pub.

at 4/. 4*. }, sew ed ,
1/. 1 Is. Gd.

The Vocal and instrumental may be had separately, each in 4 vols. 16s.

MUSICAL CABINET AND HARMONIST. A Collection of Classical and Popular
Vocal and Instrumental Music; composing Selections from the best productions of all the

Great Masters
,
English. Scotch, and Dish Melodies

;
with many of the National Airs of other

Countries, embracing Overtures, Marches, Kondos, Quadrilles, Waltzes, and Gallopades ;

also Madrigals, Duets, and Glees; the whole adapted either for the Voice, the Piano-foi le, the

Harp or the Oriran; with Pieces occasionally for be Flute and Guitar, under thesuperinten-

de: ce of an eminent Professor. I vo!s. small folio, comprehending more than 300 pieces of

Music, beautifully printed with metallic types (pul), at 21. 2s. ), sewed, 16*.

The contents of the work are quite different from the Musical Library, and the intrinsic merit

of tbe selection is equal.

MUSICAL GEM : a Collection of 300 Modem Songs, Duets, Glees, &c. by the most
celebrated Composers of the present adapted for the Voice, Flute, or Violin (edited

by John Parky). 3 vols. in 1, 8vo, with a beautifully engraved Title, and a very richly illu-

minated Frontispiece (pub. at If. 1*.), cloth gilt, 10*. Gd. 1841

The above capital collection contains a great number of tbe best copyright pieces, including

some of the most popular songs of Lraham, Bishop, &c. It forms a most attractiv o volume.

Jffltfcictne, ^urgtrn, gtnntomg, CCIjemistry,

^Oljgstoloqp, $rr.

BATEMAN AND WILLAN'S DELINEATIONS OF CUTANEOUS DISEASES,
4to. containing 72 Plates, beautifully and very accurately coloured under the superintendence

of an eminent Professional Gentleman (Dr. Carswell ), (pub. at 121. 12*.), half bound mox

.

SI. it.
1840

"Dr. Bateman’s valuable work has done more to extend the knowledge of cutaneous diseases

than any other that has ever appeared."

—

Or. A. T. Thoinpton.

BEHR'S HANDBOOK OF ANATOMY, >>y Bntxy.TT (Demonstrator at Guy’s Hospital),

thick 12mo, closely printed, cloth lettered (pub. at 10*. Gt/.), 3*. 6a. 1840

BOSTOCKS (DR.) SYSTEM OF PHYSIOLOGY, comprising a Complete View of

the present state of the Science. Fourth Edition, revised ami corrected throughout, 8vo, (000

pages), (pub. at W.), cloth, 8*.
*

8URN S PRINCIPLES OF MIDWIFERY. Tenth and best Edition, thick 8vo, cloth

lettered, (pub. at 16*. ), 5*.
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CELSUS DE MEDICINA- Edited byE.Mn.U8A* M.D. cum Indice wptititta-

edit. Targae. Thick 8vo, Frontispiece, (pnb. at 1 •:?.), cloth, Jt.

Thu. U the very best edition ofCelstU. It contain* cri'ical anil mec " *"-
' '

: ' 1

the practice of this country ; a p^ralle . .

weights, measures, fcc. and. indeed, every thing which can be uaclul to U*e Meoica- Muoenr;

together with a singularly extensive Index.

ELLIOTSON’S (DR.) HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY, illustrated with luslc.

lirth edition, thick Svo. cloth, (pub. at 21. 2#.), 10» Gd.

LAWRENCE’S LECTURES ON COMPARATIVE ANATC P vCLOGY.
ZOOLOGY. AND TUB NATURAL HISTORY OP MAH. New Edition* a

Frontispiece of Portraits, engraved on Steel, and 12 Plates, cloth,

LAWRENCE (W.) ON THE DISEASES OF THE EYE.
enlarged. Svo, (820 cloeely printed pages), (pub. at li. 4*.), clout, w.e*.

LEY’S (DR.) ESSAY ON THE CROUP. 8vo, 5 Plates

NEW LONDON SURGICAL POCKET BOOK. Thick rojal 16m u. (pal. r. .

bound, 5i. .. f .

NEW LONDON CHEMICAL POCKET BOOK; adapt

Student, royal 18m0j numerous Woodcuts (pub. at 7e. 6u.), nan 1 nna, a.

PARIS’ (DR.) TREATISE ON DIET AND THE DIGESTIVE FUNCTIONS,
Firth Edition (pub. at 12..), cloth, is. _

PLUMBE'5 PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF * HE SKIN,

Fourth Edition, Plates, thick 8vo (puh. at It. U ), ciolh, O'. 0<•’.

SINCLAIR'S (SIR JOHN) CODE OF HEALTH AND LONGEVITY. Su

Complete in 1 thick vol. 8«o, Portrait (pub. at U.), cloth, 7i.

COUTH’S DESCRIPTION OF THE BONES; together*:.:: their *:rer.. L: ’ :•!

with each other, and with the Muscle., specially adapted for

Woodcuts, third edition, lrmo, cloth lettered (pub. at 7M. 3.. oc.

STEPHENSON'S MEDICAL ZOOLOGY AND MINERALOGY; 1

Account of the Animal and Mineral Poisons. 43 coloured Plates, rojm Svo,
1 ,

ab. a. — - - ,

cloth, li la.

WOODVILLE'S MEDICAL BOTANY. Third Edition, enl

Hooker. 5 vols. 4io, with 3lu Plates, e

at 101. 10a.), half-bound morocco, 5/. 5s. The Fifth, or bupplen.entary ‘ :• c. e . e y : aa
W. j. Hooker, to complete the old Editions. 4to, 36 coloured P.ai£& ipufc. a; l-a. o *. ),

boards, 1 L. 11a. Gd.

J^latijcmattcs.

BRADLEY’S GEOMETRY, PERSPECTIVE, AND PROJEC . ICN, for tie use of

Artists. 8 Plates and numerous Woodcuts (puh. at 7s.), cloth, of.
^

EUCLID'S SIX ELEMENTARY BOOKS, ».y Dr.. Lai
Commentary, Geometrical Exercises, and a Treatise on Sc;:d Geometry. Svo, •> ...

cloth, 65.

JAMIESON'S MECHANICS. FOR PRACTICAL MEN
;
indudin? Treatises on the

Composition and Resolution of Forces; the Centre ol Gravity . .. • • • lowers;

illustrated by Examples and Designs. Fourth Edition, great.} lmproicu, Svo, ip*b. at L •- .

cloth, 7s. lid.

“ A great mechanical treasure."— Dr. Birkbeei.

BOOKS PRINTED UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD LIBRARY.

STURM'S MORNING COMMUNINGS WITH GOD, or Devotional Meditations for

every Day in the Year, 5s.

CHILLINGWORTHS RELIGION OF PROTESTANTS. 500 pp. Sr. Cd.

CARY'S TRANSLATION OF DANTE. (Upwards of COO pages), extra blue e

with a richly gilt back, 7*. 6rf. 1847

LAMARTINE'S HISTORY OF THE RESTORATION d vols., post Svn.. new edit,

with a General Index, and five additional Portraits, viz. Lamartim:, Talllyrasd, La-
FAYETTE, NET, and I.oi ls XVII., cloth, 14a.

MICHELET'S HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION, translated by C. Cocks,

2 vols. in 1, 4i.

6TARLING S (MISS) NOBLE DEEDS OF WOMAN, or Examples of Eemnle Courage,

Fortitude, and Virtue. Third Edition, enlarged and improved, with two very beautiiul Iron-

tlspiecos, elegant in cloth, 5s.

rRIMED BT HA&U<0>‘ AND SOBS, 8 T. MARTIN’S LAVE.



BOHN S CLASSICAL LIBRARY,
A Series of Literal Prose Translations of the Greek and Latin Classics -

WITH NOT ES AND INDEXES.
CLASSICS

g
K IVe.V'tl Uniform xcilkihe Standard Library, 5j. each (exernt ThumJ; ns i -r -rr- rr~,w h r I

Frontispiece.

Gorgias,

P3

f<>?

6. PLAiO. Vol. 11. By Davis, [l'lie Republic, Timoeus, anil Critias.]

7. LIVY'S HISTORY OF ROME. Vol. II., Books 9 to 26.

8. SOPHOCLES. The Oxford Translation, revised.

9. 7ESCHYLUS, literally translated. By an Oxonian. (Price 3s. fid.)

9 ^i I
!

l

f

Cl

i'

l

'V
0

!

containing the new readings given in Ilcrm aim’s postlm-union OI /LaCllV US. trniuhitiv nntl «.rlit..<l 1.,, r’ n... » t * * .. ..

t

mons edition of Aisehylus, translated and edite^
10 - AR|STOTLE'S RHETORIC AND POETIC. With Examination Questions.

ffy S 'Z
n - Livrs HISTORY OF ROME. Vol. III., Books 27 to 3G.

^ ^LIRIPIDES, literally translated. Prom the Text of Dindorf. In 2 Vols.
,3 - VIRGIL. By Davidson. New Edition, Revised. (Price 3i. fid.) Frontispiece.

&

;

V
i|

,5 ’ HORACE. By Smart. New Edition, Revised. (Price 3s. Gd.) Frontispiece.

C<!

eh

'***''*' ejo

•

uiv.j j. lu/uiajjiece.

is - ARISTOTL E-S ETHICS. By Prof. R. W. Browne, of King’s College.

~T\ 17. CICERO'S OFFICES. [Old Age, Friendship, Scipio’s Dream, Paradoxes &c 1
1 O m fi.-r* V.) Iff n » « ,J

'i~ ---Z
I3 ' PL

f7,°- \°* *’• Burges, M.A. [Euthvdcmus, Symposium, SopliistcsBohticus, Ladies, Parmenides, Cratylus, and Meno ]

pusium, oopiustes,

(63

fA •-IVr'S HISTORY OF ROME. Vol. IV. (which completes the work).
50- C/ESAR AMD HIRTIUS. With Index.

O, -

©3

©5
2! ' HOMER'S ILIAD, in prose, literally translated. Frontispiece.... --V

? 22 ‘ HO '
/IER S ODYSSEY, IItmss, Epigrams, and Battle of tub Frogs and Mick

„->

Sty
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Vol
i

p" ,?.y
c’-,Bi:roes, M.A. [Philelras, Charmidcs, Laches, The £S?

'/ /L-

*

ivro Alcibiadcs, ainl ien other Dialogues. 1 CL/
_

O j c*Q

xxf'
24, 25, & 32. OVID. By H. T. RILEY, B.A. Complete in 3 Vols. Frontispieces. ft :

2S - LUCRETIUS. By the Uxv.J.S. Watson. With the Metrical Version of J. M*. Good
' / v».'j _

’ K i

27, 30, 31 & 34. CICERO'S ORATIONS. By C. D. Yo.nge. Complete in 4 Vols
\/ A* (Vol. 4 contains also tlic Rhetorical Pieces.)(Vol. 4 contains also the ilhctorical Pieces.)

^ PINDAR. l>y Dawson W.Turnkk. TV itli the Metrical Vcrsjpn of Mooilk. Front.

^5 ‘ pt-AT0. Vol. V. By G. Bl'rgf.s, M.A. [The Laws.]

f/lg2 33 & 33. THE COMEDIES OF PLAUTUS, By II. T. Rii.et, B.A. In 2 Vols.

. -v. nr. .mwrMA, - Bv the Kf.v. L. Evans, M.A. With the Metrical

s

&X&3 35 - JUVENAL, PERSIUS, ?<o. Bv th
Version of Gifford. Frontispiece.

'(t/Z
37 ' THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY, transHE GREER ANTHOLOGY, translated chiefly bv G. Burges, A.M., with Motri-

cal versions by various Authors.

Ci-;yS 38 > DEMOSTHENES. The Olvnthiac, Philippic, and other Public Orations, with
Antes, Appendices, Ike., by C. Rann Kenned?. (3s. Gd.)

r
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iVv se. SALLUST, FLORUS, and VELLEIUS PATERCULUS T-v-

^ graphical Notices, and Index, by the Rev. J. M.A.

40. LUCAN'S PH ARSALI A, with copious Notes, by H. T. I-

41. THEOCRITUS, BICN, IVIOSCHUS and TYR i >EUS, by the L*-*. J. 3±3i.r
;

’--A-

With the Metrical Versions of Chapman, front itpiece.

42. CICEROS ACADEMICS, DE FINIBUS and TUSCU.LAN QUESTIONS, J fr _>
C. D. Yunge, B A. With Sketch of the Greek Phnosophy.

'Kp 43. ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS AND ECONOMICS, by I. Walfold, M-L, with

Notes, Analyses, Life, Introduction, and Index.
J-

,C,‘

44. DIOGENES LAERTIUS. LIVES AND OPINIONS Or THE ANCIENT PHI-

\k~y^) LOSOPHER5, with Notes by C. D. Yonge, B.A-

45. TERENCE and PK/EDRUS, by H. T. Riley. To which ;s added Fxaet’s
* F Ulwntl.ivn AV/1.J /•

Mi
Metrical Version of Phanlrus. Frontispiece.

O - v'VA

t, --

V

C -

f-- V.

c iyv

46 Sc 47. ARISTOTLE'S ORGANON, or. Logical Treatises and the Introduction CM
- -3 of I'ornlivrv with Notes, Analysis, Introduction and Index, by the Lo». O. Sflj

• r. Given, M.’A. 2 Vols., Se. 6d. per VoL

48 So 49. ARISTOPHANES, with Notes and Extracts from the best Metrical Version^ SB
v/S? by W. J. litcKiE, in 2 Vols. Frontispiece.

50. CICERO ON THE NATURE OP THE GODS, DIVINATION, FATE, LAWS, f . y
REPUBLIC. &c., translated by C.'D. Yokge, B.A.

'it .-'Ci

6! APULE1US [The Golden Ass, Death of Socrates. Florida, and Defence or Discourse

nn Magic]. To which is added a Metrical Version of Cupid and IV
Mrs. iighe’s Psyche. Frontispiece. ? 7V4

'[
'

‘if? 54. PLATO. Vol VI., compls'ujg the work, and containing Kpinomis, Ariodras, Eryxias, fljM
' on Virtue, on Justice, Sisyphus, Demodocus. and Definitions; the Trealise of

*’ C-
’ _v

W>®
>,oJ®m

Timtcus Looms .on the Soul of the World and Nature ;
the Lhes Pi by Dio-

genes
’

trines 1

on PL „
Trin. Coll., Camb. With general Index to the 6 Volumes.

65 55, 57. ATHEN/EUS- The Deipnosophists^or the Banquet of li e Iramcd. trana- VV\,
'

l.iii.d b> c u Yunge. U A., with ,iu Appendix of Poetical Fragments rendered CSH
into English verse hv various Authors, and a general Index. Complete in S Vols. £'. t v

v'c^fS)
'

* V,-'
50 CATULLUS TIBULLUS, and the VIGIL OF VENUS. A literal prose L-ansla- 8W

1.11 'In u birli .ire added Metrical Ycr&ious by Lamb, C&axngee, and otiicrs.

Frontispiece. m:»

V.J)

60. PROFERTIUS. Pkhronios Abb iter and Johannes SEcrrcors. literally trans-

lated, and accompanied by Koebcnl versions, from various SMtrces; to which are

added tlie Love Epistles of AJtiST,ENKTiis. Edited by W. K. Kelly. m
-<•

,) 61, 74, Sc 81. THE GEOGRAPHY OF STRABO translated, witli orpious Notes, by

W. Fai.cokku, M.A., a,i.l 11. C. It: mu.ion, Ls.p In S vol6., and ItoJcx.

jo X)

•'X:?

n
'

' »

62. XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, or Expedition of Cynic. and MEMORABILIA, or

Memoirs 111 Socrates, translated by the Rev. .1. N. Watson, with a Geographical

Commentary by W. F. Aikswobtu. Frontispiece.

63

.

Cyboixdia and Hellenics, by the Rev. H. Dale, and the Rev.

J. S. Watson.
2 e
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64, 67, 69, 72, 7S, & 81. .PLINY'S NATURAL HISTORY, \vit1i copious Notes, 1>>

Dr. Bostock and T. H. Rilky. In G volumes. Vols. 1., II., III., IV., V. and \ 1.

Thomson’s Translation
65. SUETONIUS. Lives of the Cresars, and other Works.

revised by T. Forester.

66. DEMOSTHENES ON THE CROWN, AND EMBASSY, by C.Rann Kennedy,

58 CICERO ON ORATORY AMD ORATORS, by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A. §Hv
This volume completes the Classical Library edition of Cicero. ©go,

70 GREEK ROMANCES. Ileliodorns, Longus, and Achilles Tatins. jgyy

71&. 76. QUINTILIAN'S INSTITUTES OF ORATORY. By the Rev. J. S. Watson, fgS
M-A. Complete, with Notes, Index, and Biographical Notice. 2 volumes. SiT

73 H FSIOD, CALLIMACHUS, AND THEOGNIS, in Prose, by Banks, with the oGQ
Metrical Versions of Elton, Tyti.kr, and Keere.

'5 75. DICTIONARY OF LATIN QUOTATIONS with the Quantities merited and

° English Translations ;
including: Proverbs, Maxims, Mottoes, Law lerms and I hrascs;

with a Collection of above 500 Greek Quotations.
. *

MIDIAS, ANDROTION, AND77 DEMOSTHENES AGAINST LEPT1NES, M
ARISTOCRAT'S. By Charles Rank Kennedy.

79. XENOPHON'S MINOR WORKS; translated by the Rev. J. S. Watson.

80. ARISTOTLE'S METAPHYSICS, literally translated, with Notes, Analysis, Exa-

mination Questions and Index, by the Rev. John H. M'Mahon, M.A.

BOHH’S AHTIQUiUUA^ LIBRARY.
Uniform with the Standard Library, price 5s.,

1. BEDE'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, & THE ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE.

2. MALLET'S NORTHERN ANTIQUITIES. By Bishop Psaci. With Abstract

of the Erbyggia Saga, by Sir Walter Scott. Lditcd by J. A. Blackwell.

3. Wll.LIAM OF MALMESBURY'S CHRONICLE OF THE KIN'CS OF ENGLAND.

4. SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRONICLES: viz Asser’s Lifc I

of Etlielwerd, Gildas, Nennius, Geoffry ot Monmouth, and Ricluud ot Cuencester.

5. ELLIS'S EARLY ENGLISH METRICAL ROMANCES. Revised by J. Orchard
Halliwkll. Complete in one ro)., Illuminated l'rontutpicce.

6. CHRONICLES OF THE CRUSADERS: Richard of Devizes. Geoffrey de Yinsauf.

Lord de Joinrillc. Complete in 1 volume. I rcnlispicce.

7. EARLY TRAVELS IN PALESTINE. Willibald, Sicwnlf, Benjamin of Tudcla,

MandeviUe, La Brocquicre, and Maundrell. In one volume, inth Map.

8. 10, & 12. BRAND'S POPULAR ANTIQUITIES OF GREAT BRITAIN. By

Sir Henry Ellis. In 3 Vots.

9 & 11. ROGER OF WENDOVER'S FLOWERS OF HISTORY (formerly ascribed

to Matthew Paris.) In 2 Vols.

13. KE1GHTLEY S FAIRY MYTHOLOGY. Enlarged. Frontispiece by ChltksjiaNK.

14, 15, & 16. SIR THOMAS BROWNE'S WORKS. Edited by Simon Wilkin.

Portrait. In 3 Vols. With Index.

17. 19. & 31. MATTHEW PARIS'S CHRONICLE, containing the HfStnrv of

England from 1235, with Index to the whole, including the portion published

under the name of Roger or Wendover, in 3 V0 I3 . (See 9 and II). Portrait.

18 YULE-TIDE STORIES. A collection of Scandinavian Tales and Traditions, edited

by B. Thorpe, Esq.

20 & 23. ROGER DE HOVEOEN'S ANNALS OF ENGLISH HISTORY, from

A.l). 732 to A.D. 1201. Translated by II. I. Riley, Esq., B.A. In - \ol».

21 HENRY OF HUNTINGDON'S HISTORY OF THF. ENGLISH, from the Roman

Invasion to IIenrv II. ;
with The Acts of King Stephen, &c.
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22. PAULI'S LIFE OF ALFRED THE GREAT. To appended ALFRED S
ANGLO-SAXON VERSION OF Cr.OSIUS, ' nadatMD. -

and ail Anglo-Saxon Grammar and Glossary, by ii. Tboei'E, Esq.

24 & 25. MATTHEW OF WESTMINSTER'S FLOWERS OF HISTORY,
such as relate to the affairs of Britahn from the beginning oi toe v d
A.D. 1307. Translated by C. 1). V'ONGEail..V. In - Vols.

26. LEPSIUS'S LETTERS FROM EGYFT, ETHIOPIA. : I
'' PE! NSULA OF

SINAI. Revised by the Author. Translated by Lsmiou and Joa>.\a E.

Hoax eh. With Maps and Coioured View of Mount BarkaL

27, 28, 30 & 36. ORDERICUS VITALIS. His Ecclesiastical History of E
and Normandy, translated, with Notes, the Introduction of Guizot, Critical Notice

by M. Deiille, and very copious Index, by T. Fosestkh, SI.A. In 4 Yois.

INGULPH'S CHRONICLE OF THE ABBEY OF CROYLAND '
. e C

nuaffims by Peter of lllois and other Writers. Translated, with Notes
Index, by 11 . T. Rilky, B.A.

LAMB'S SPECIMENS OF ENGLISH DRAMATIC POETS of the time of E... a-

heth; including his Selections from the Garrick Plays.

MARCO POLO'S TRAVELS, tlie translation ot Marsden, edited, with Sot
lutrodiiction, by T. Wright, Si.A., 1' S.A., he.

FLORENCE OF 'WORCESTER'S CHRONICLE, with the Two Continue: :

.

comprising Annals of English History, from the Departure of the Romans t- c

lleigu of Edward i. Translated, with Notes, by T. Forester, Esq.

35. HAND-BOOK OF PROVERBS, comprising the whole of Ray’s Collection. :

- ’ a

complete Alphabetical Index, in which are introduced large Additions codec u . :

Hknuv G. Bohn.
37. CHRONICLES OF THE TOMBS: a select Collection of Epinphs; with Essav

on Monumental Inscriptions, &c., by T. J. Pettigrew, E K.S.. j s A.

32.

33.

34.

33. A POLYGLOT OF FOREIGN PROVERBS; comprising French, It 1 a Gen in,
Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese ic Danish. With English Translations, S: General Index.

BMW$ HISTORICAL LIBRARY,
Uniform with the Standard Library, price is > oltane.

1, 2 &. 3. JES5E’S MEMOIRS OF THE COURT OF ENGLAND DURING THE
REIGN OF THE STUARTS, including the Frotkctokai i:. In vois., with
General Index, and upwards of 40 Portraits engraved cn steel.

4. JESSE'S MEMOIRS OF THE PRETENDERS AND THEIR ADHERENTS.
New edition, complete in 1 vol., with lnd< "

. .

-

'rf'O-p

mm>§ PHllGLGGiOO-PHlLSSOPKICAL LIBRARY.

Uniform iri/A the Standard Library, price Sr. j.rr VYooir.

1. TENNEMANN'S MANUAL of the K!STGSV >*f PHILOSOPHY. :

tinned by J. It. Miihki.i,.

2. ANALYSIS and SUMMARY of HERODOTUS, with s\u hr. n-Vlc - •

ilvents. Tables (if V.'eiaiitR ’'Inn .-V, fcc.

3. TURNER'S (DAWSON W.) NOTES TO HERODOTUS, the <t-.-

4. LOGIC, or the SCIENCE OF INFERENCE, pu - d
' ;

• i v.

5. KANT'S CRITIQUE W PURE REASON, ln.ttsh.ttd by Mi :k!.uohx.

C. ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF THUCYDIDES, bv T. Wheeler. New Edition,

with the addition of a complete Index.

7 & 8, WRIGHTS PROVINCIAL DICTIONARY. A fli<v'unary of Obsolete and
Provincial English, Compiled bv Tiiow .5 'Vr.lGIlT, Esq. ,104S pages . - vols. 1'

— or in I thick volume, half mororeo, lit. C.i.

9 & 10. LOWNDES' BIBLIOGRAPHERS' MANUAL OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
New edition, revised and enlarged by II.fi Bonn'. To be complete in S J rrta

forming 4- vols. Vol. 1 I’.iris I and 1 1 . price 3 j. fir/, each.
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BOHN'S BRITISH CLASSICS,
Unifoim with the Standard Library, price's, lid. per Volume.

1, 3, 5, 8, 11, 14 & 20. GIBBON'S ROMAN EMPIRE; Complete and Unabridged,
with variorum Notes; including, in addition to all the Author’s own, those ot

Guizot, Wench, Niebnhr, Hugo, Neander, and other foreign scholars. Edited by
an English Churchman, with a very elaborate Index.

2,4, 6, 16, 24 &. 25. ADDISON’S WORKS, with the Notes of Bishop Herd, and
large additions collated and edited by Henry G. Bohn. With Portrait and
Engravings on steel.

7. DEFOE'S WORKS, Edited by Sir Walter Scott. Vol 1. Containing the Life,

Adventure, and Piracies of Captain Singleton, and the Life of Colonel Jack.
Portrait of Defoe.

9 DEFOE'S WORKS, Vol. 2. Containing Memoirs of a Cavalier, Adventures of

Captain Carleton, Dickory Cronkc, 8tc.

10. PRIOR'S LIFE OF BURKE, (forming the 1st Volume of BURKE’S WORKS), new
Edition, revised by the Author. Portrait.

12. BURKE S WORKS, Vol 1, containing his Vindication of Natural Society, Essay on
the Sublime and Beautiful, and various Political Miscellanies.

13. DEFOE S WORKS, Edited by Sir Walter Scott. Vol. 3. Containing the Life of

Moll Flanders, and the History of the Devil.

15. BURKE'S WORKS. Vol. 2, containing Essay on the French Revolution, Political

Letters and Speeches.

17. DEFOE'S WORKS, Vol. 4. Roxana, or the Fortunate Mistress; and Life and
Adventures of Mother Ross.

18. BURKE'S WORKS, Vol. 3. Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs, &c., Sic.

19. BURKE'S WORKS, Vol. 4, containing his Report on the Affairs of India, and

Articles against Warren Hastings.

21. DEFOE'S WORKS, Vol. 5, containing the History of the Great Plague of London,
1635 ; the Fire of London, 1666 (by an anonymous writer) ; the Storm ; and tha

True Born Englishman.

22 & 23. BURKE'S WORKS (in Six Volumes). Vols. 5 & 6.

26. DEFOE’S WORKS, edited by Sir Walter Scott. Vol. 6 Containing Life and
Adventures of Duncan Campbell; Voyage Round the World ; and Tracts relating

to the Hanoverian Accession.

27 & 28. BURKE'S SPEECHES on the IMPEACHMENT of WARREN HASTINGS ;

with a Selection of-his Letters, and a General Index. 2 vols. (Also forming vols.

7 and S of Burke’s Works, which they complete.)

m
i

BUHK’S ECCLESIASTICAL LIBRARY.

Uniform, with the Stanbard Library, price 5s. per Volume.

1. EUSEBIUS' ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, Translated from the Greek, with

Notes.

2. SOCRATES' ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, in continuation of Eusebius, with

the Notes of Valesius.

* Tnrnr.noFT and FVAGRIUS. Ecclesiastical Histories, from A.n. .532 to

A ? °7 aid Loin A.n 431 to A n. 514. Translated from the Greek, with General

4. THE WORKS OF PHILO JUD/EUS, translated from the Greek by C. D.

Yonge, B.A. Vol. 1.

R cn7^A^
D
<^FrCLESIASTICAL HISTORY from A.n. 321-410; and the Eccle-

siastical History of Piiilostokihus, translated from the Greek, with a Memoir of

the Author, by E. Walpdri), M.A.

7 & 8. PHILO JUD/EJS, Vols. 3 & 4, with general Index.



BQHH’S SHILLING SERIES.
Those marked *, being Double Volumes, are le. 6

A

1. EMERSON’S REPRESENTATIVE MEN.

2. IRVING’S LIFE OF MAHOMET*
3. THE GENUINE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

4. WILLIS'S PEOPLE I HAVE MET*
6. IRVING’S SUCCESSORS OF MAHOMET*
6 . LIFE OF GOLDSMITH *

SKETCH-BOOK*
TALES OF A TRAVELLER*
TOUR ON THE PRAIRIES.

CONQUESTS OF GRANADA AND SPAIN. 2 Vote.*

LIFE OF COLUMBUS. 2 Vols

*

COMPANIONS OF COLUMBUS*
15 & 16. TAYLOR'S EL DORADO; or, Bictures of the Gold Region. 2 Vote.

7.

8 .

9.

10 & 11 .

12 8c 13.

14.

17.

IRVING’S ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN BONNEVILLE.*

Groat Exhibition, By CYKl S REDDING. .A?,;/ n\,;;s illustrations.

33. LAMARTINE'S STONEMASON OF SAINT POINT.*

35. HAWTHORNES TWICE-TOLD TALES.

36.

The same, Second Scries.

37. SNOW IMAGE, and other Talcs.

38.

SCARLET LETTER.
39. EMERSONS ORATIONS AND LECTURES.
40. UNCLE TOM’S CABIN; or, Life among the Lowly* with Introdncioir Remarks

by the REV. J. SHERMAN.
41. THE WHITE SLAVE. A new picture of American Slave Life.

42. DAYS OF BATTLE; or, Qnatre Bras and Waterloo. By an ENGLISHWOMAN,
resident at Brussels in June, 1816, (author of Rome in the Nineteenth Century).

6 e

18.

KNICKERBOCKER*

19.

TALES OF THE ALHAMBRA*
20. CONQUEST OF FLORIDA*

21.

ABBOTSFORD AND NEWSTEAD.

22.

SALMAGUNDI*

23.

BRACEBRIDGE HALL*

24.

ASTORIA (Portrait of the Author). 2Vols.ini. 3*.

25. LAMARTINE’S GENEVIEVE; or, The History of a Servant GirL Translated by
A. R. Scoblk.*

26. MAYO'S BERBER; or, The Mountaineer of the Atlas. A Tale of Morocco.

27. WILLIS’S LIFE HERE AND THERE; or. Sketches of Society and Adventure*

28. GUIZOT'S LIFE .OF MONK, with Appendix and.Portrait.*

29. THE CAPE AND THE KAFFIRS: A Diary of Tire Years’ Residence, with
Advice to Emigrants. By H. WARD. Plate and Map of the Seat of Par. 2s.

30. WILLIS’S HURRY-GRAPHS; or, Sketches of Scenery, Celebrities, and Soeiety,

taken from Life.'

31. HAWTHORNE’S HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES. A Romance.

32. LONDON AND ITS ENVIRONS; with Historical and Descriptive Sketch of the

34. GUIZOTS MONK’S CONTEMPORARIES. A Scries of Biographic Studies on
the English Revolution. Portrait of Edmsrd Lord Clarendon.



43. GERVINUS' INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY °F THE NINETEENTH
ry, translated, lroin the German (

with a Memoir of the Author).
v u .1 I u n i j

uiiv
, _ * cKjv

44 CARPENTER'S (DR. W. B.) PHYSIOLOGY OF TEMPERANCE AMD TOTAL t£.y\

ABSTINENCE being an Examination of the Effects ol the excessive, jnodci.ite,
[..'AJ

and occasional use of Alcolioiic Liquors on the Human System (or on Jme papa,
|gy,

bound in cloth , 25. 6d.) ^

45. IRVING WOLFERT'S ROOST, AND OTHER TALES, lr.; or on fine paper,

with Portrait, lr. 6d.

46. IRVINGS LIFE OF WASHINGTON, Vol. 1

Portrait, 2r. 6d.

Early Life and Adventures. Pino

Vol. 2. The American War, Invasion of Canada, &c. 2s. 6<L

boards, 2s. Cd.

Vol. S. The American War during the years 1777, 1778, and 1779,

BOHN’S MINIATURE LIBRARY.

Foolscap 12»to. elegantly hound in mtrocco cloth.

BARBAULD AND AIKINS EVENINGS AT HOME Frontispieces. 3s.

BOU^RIENNE S MEMOIRS OF NAPOLEON. Portrait and Frontisp. Zs.Cd

RUNYAN S PILGRIM S PROGRESS With a Life and Notes bv Scott, contauun

all in Southey’s Edition. 25 Woodcuts, by Harvey, Frontisp. Sec. or. Cd.

CHEEPER'S LECTURES ON, Frontisp. 2r. (d.
. CnELvtn o LtL/ I u n c.o uii, * • '"“'‘“r , ^

BYRONS POETICAL WORKS, in 1 thick Volume, including several suppressedPoems

not included in other editions. Beautiful Frontispiece. Sr. (d.

DON JUAN, complete. Frontispieces. 2r. 6d.

COLERIDGES SELECT POETICAL WORKS. 2r.
T ..hi. t c

COWPER'S POETICAL WORKS, with Life by'souTHEY, including all the copyright

Poems (700 pages). Beautiful Frontispieces after Harvey, by Goodall. os. Gi .

DRYDEN'S POETICAL WORKS, complete in 1 Vol., with a Portrait, Frontispiece, and

Vignette Title. 35. 6d. ...
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MANNERS AND ETIQUETTE, compmmg aii improved

C
edition of Chesterfield’s Advice to his Son on Men and Manners, -r.

HEBER'S (BP.) & MRS. HEMANS' POETICAL WORKS. 3 Vols. in 1. Fronts, -r. Cd.

HERRICK'S POETICAL WORKS, complete. Frontispiece, or.

II-'C MILLER'S JEST BOOK. Frontispiece. 3r.

i ONC FELLOW'S POETICAL WORKS, Hr..—Voices of the Night—Evangeline—Sea-
LONG

s^dhu°
V
pi?e^°-Spanish Studcnts-Translations. Portrait and drontisp. -s.(d.

PROSE WORKS, viz.—Outrc-Mer—Hyperion—Kavanagh. 2r. Cd.

MILTON'S POETICAL WORKS, with Life and Notes by 1)K. Stubbing; and Dr.

Cham.ing’s Essay on Milton. Frontispiece, 'is. Cd.

NEW JOE MILLER, a Selection of Modern Jests, Witticisms, Droll laics, &c. ~r. Cd.

OSSIAN'S POEMS, with Dissertations by Macpiibuson Dr. Blair. Frontisp. 35.

«>C2

SX/ OSSIAN'S POEMS, wiUl msseriauuns oy iuAUTi«.ftou.t
_

r-

POPES HOMER’S ILIAD. Kssayon Homer. Notes and Essays, frontispiece. 35.

ODYSSEY, (uniform). Frontispiece. 3s.

SCOTT'S POETICAL WORKS, and Life, in one volume. Fort, and Frontisp. 3s. Gd.

STURM'S REFLECTIONS ON THE WORKS OF GOD. Frontisp. 3s.

THOMPSON S SEASONS. With his Castle of Indolence, 4 beautiful Jioodcuts. 25.

VATHEK, AND THE AMBER WITCH. 2 vols. ini. 2r. Cd.






